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Liebe Leserin, lieber Leser,

Forschung ist die Grundlage unseres Wissens und Handelns. Dies 
gilt besonders für den Klimawandel und seine dynamische Entwick-
lung. Eine der größten Herausforderungen der Zukunft weltweit, 
aber auch in Bayern, sind die durch den Klimawandel ausgelösten 
Veränderungen, die wir alle in vielen Bereichen spüren. Besonders 
plastisch wird uns das in der äußerst sensiblen Alpenregion vor 
Augen geführt. Die Gletscher – nicht nur die bayerischen – schmel-
zen, der Temperaturanstieg in den Alpen ist nahezu doppelt so hoch 
wie der globale Durchschnitt.

Es freut mich, dass wir in Bayern mit der Umweltforschungsstation 
Schneefernerhaus (UFS) auf 2.650 m Deutschlands höchst gelegene 
Forschungsstation betreiben können. Die UFS entstand durch den 

vollständigen Umbau eines 1931 errichteten Hotels als gemeinsame Initiative des Freistaats 
und des Bundes als Reaktion auf die Ergebnisse der Konferenz von Rio 1992. Seit 1999 bildet 
die UFS eine einzigartige Plattform für die kontinuierliche Beobachtung physikali scher und 
chemischer Eigenschaften der Atmosphäre sowie für die Analyse wetter- und klima wirksamer 
Prozesse. Sie trägt damit entscheidend zur Erforschung und Dokumentation des Klimawandels 
sowie zur Erarbeitung von Strategien und Lösungsvorschlägen zur Beherrschung der Klima-
folgen bei.

Die Station wird unter Federführung des Bayerischen Umweltministeriums als „Virtuelles 
 Institut“ geführt, dem neben Einrichtungen des Freistaates Bayern weitere hochkarätige Insti-
tutionen angehören, wie Umweltbundesamt, Deutscher Wetterdienst, Deutsches Zentrum für 
Luft- und Raumfahrt, Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, Helmholtz-Zentrum München, Max-
Planck-Gesellschaft, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, Technische Universität München 
und Universität Augsburg.

Die vielfältige Forschung, die dort oben betrieben wird, umfasst ein weites Spektrum, das von 
regionalem Klima über Satellitenbeobachtung, kosmische Strahlung, Hydrologie, Umwelt- und 
Höhenmedizin bis hin zur globalen Atmosphärenbeobachtung und Wolkendynamik reicht.

Die Forscherinnen und Forscher arbeiten dabei eng zusammen und zeigen, dass gemeinsames 
Handeln einen großen Mehrwert bringt. Kooperation steht dabei im Mittelpunkt getreu dem 
Motto „Gemeinsam mehr sehen und mehr verstehen“.

Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit sind im vorliegenden Band zusammengefasst. Er gibt einen Über-
blick über aktuelle Forschung auf der UFS, bietet aber auch breites Grundlagenwissen für an-
gehende Forscherinnen und Forscher. Ich wünsche viel Vergnügen bei der Lektüre.

Ihr

Thorsten Glauber, MdL

Bayerischer Staatsminister für Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz

Preface Bavarian Stateminister
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Foreword Prof. Bittner

The Alpine region is particularly sensitive to variations of the Earth’s 
climate. Here, temperatures alter more strongly, the lengths of the 
seasons shift more noticeably, and changes in the water balance 
and the flow system of the atmosphere are more perceptible than 
in many other places on Earth. At the same time, the Alps are 
among the most densely populated mountain regions in the world. 
It is obvious: a sustainable development of this living and econom-
ic space for the people living there and the many tourists visiting 
this attractive region every year is important. This is also in line with 
internationally agreed environmental goals: at the European level 
with the Europe 2020 Strategy and the European Green Deal, and 
at the global level with the Kyoto Protocol, the Paris Agreement and 

the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), countries are required to adopt environmen-
tally friendly policies. 

The magnitude of changes occurring in almost all parts of the alpine Earth system is composed 
of so-called “intrinsic” forcings of the climate system (natural forcings such as the El Niño or 
the Quasi Biennial Oscillation etc.), “extrinsic” influences (e.g., solar radiation, solar wind, or 
cosmic rays), and, increasingly, anthropogenic activities (e.g., pollutant emissions from trans-
portation and industry). Research can help detect such changes, understand them, quantitative-
ly describe the processes at work, and incorporate them into computer models of the Earth 
system that give us a glimpse into the future. After all, the ability to answer the question “What 
if?” has become relevant for society; it supports decision-making in politics, business and so-
ciety. In this context, the more well-founded our knowledge, the more accurate the models and 
the more reliable the basis for decision-making are.

The Alps have a complex topography. This results in a particular diversity of quite different 
microclimates on comparatively small spatial scales, which cannot be well resolved by climate 
models to date. It should be stressed that this limitation of the spatiotemporal resolution of 
climate models is not solely due to a limited computing capacity. Increasing the spatiotempo-
ral resolution in models also requires a corresponding understanding of processes on finer 
scales to ensure an adequate representation of the processes represented in the model. Previ-
ous research has shown that the processes at work in the alpine Earth system are complex: in 
order to reach the abovementioned goal it is not sufficient to study the respective processes in 
isolation from each other. The next step must be to better link the processes in the various 
disciplines of the alpine Earth system (geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, atmos-
phere and also medicine), i.e. to identify and precisely understand coupling processes between 
the areas of the alpine Earth system as comprehensively as possible. This underlines that the 
respective specialized research groups must exchange their results and jointly search their data 
for climate signals that are evident in the different areas of the alpine Earth system. On this 
basis, a quantitative process understanding for the alpine Earth system can then be developed. 
This approach is in line with the strategic plan of the World Climate Research Program for the 
period 2019 to 2028. Also, the European program Destination Earth (DestinE), which aims to 
contribute to the European Commission’s Green Deal and Digital Strategy by developing a 
high-precision digital model of the Earth to monitor and simulate natural and human activities, 
will rely on the above coupling processes between the domains of the Earth system being 
correctly included in the model. 

The Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus, UFS, is a highly visible example of how 
the natural sciences are working to understand climate change. The research activities at the 
UFS are probably unique in the region in terms of their technical diversity and represent a 
“micro-lab” for the Alpine region – and comparable mountain regions – as a whole. It thus 
makes sense to bundle the expertise concentrated here in a way that opens the door to efficient 
interdisciplinary collaboration. In this way, an added value is created that clearly reaches be-
yond the sum of the individual contributions. 

On behalf of the Science Team of the UFS, in which prominent research institutions (Karlsruhe 
Institute for Technology, Helmholtz-Zentrum Munich, German Aerospace Center, Max Planck 

Preface Prof. Dr. Michael Bittner
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Society), universities (Technical University of Munich, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich, 
University of Augsburg) and subordinate authorities of the Free State of Bavaria (The Bavarian 
Environment Agency, LfU) and the Federal Government of Germany (German Environment 
Agency, UBA, Germany’s National Meteorological Service, DWD) have joined forces to form 
the “Virtual Institute Schneefernerhaus”, may I say: the researchers working here are proud of 
this institution. The UFS serves us as a platform for experimental instrumentation and experi-
mental setups, much in the same way as satellites, research ships or research aircraft are used 
as “carriers” for scientific instrumentation. Depending on the scientific question, we make use 
of the laboratory facilities, measuring areas and building services provided for our investiga-
tions. In doing so, we receive the best possible support from our colleagues in the UFS opera-
tions team that a scientist or engineer could wish for. We greatly appreciate the fact that the 
Bavarian State Ministry for the Environment and Consumer Protection, BayStMUV, continuous-
ly and vigorously promotes and supports the maintenance and constant improvement of the 
station. I emphasize this because the UFS, as an efficient and modern research platform, is of 
outstanding importance for the competitiveness of our scientists in the field of environment-re-
lated research. It is indispensable for staying at the forefront of innovation, making significant 
technological advances and opening up new areas of research, which in turn can also serve as 
a driver for new areas of application. It should not stay unmentioned that networking with the 
Leibniz Supercomputing Center in Garching is also an important component of the UFS re-
search platform. The Alpine Environmental Data and Analysis Center, AlpEnDAC, which is joint-
ly operated here, facilitates access to computing capacity, to complex numerical computer 
models and to a wide range of data, thus helping to accelerate scientific progress. All this puts 
us in a position to make visible contributions to sharpen the forecasts of expected future de-
velopments. The final result is the best possible knowledge base on which to formulate more 
targeted environmental policy decisions. 

This book is intended to provide an insight into the diversity of scientific work in the UFS and 
also to put the work carried out in the context of current international research. In particular, it 
should also be able to be used as a source for the teaching of young scientists at universities. 
For this reason, the respective chapters also contain an outline of the technical basis of the 
research work presented.

Speaking for the entire scientific community active in the UFS, I hope you enjoy reading this 
book.

Prof. Dr. Michael Bittner

Augsburg, March 2022

Preface Prof. Dr. Michael Bittner
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1  Environmental Research Station 

Schneefernerhaus 

Location, History, Organisation 
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Siegfried Specht1

Prologue

In recent decades, scientific progress has provided us with extensive knowledge about global 
warming and its immense, threatening consequences. Since the 1970s, these findings have 
been accompanied in the scientific community by a worldwide climate debate and an increased 
desire for supraregional cooperation. Efforts to further clarify the facts, to make the best pos-
sible predictions regarding the expected changes, and to develop goal-oriented strategies for 
effective mitigation and adaptation measures have been intensified. 

For the balance of anthropogenic interventions in creation, the term “Anthropocene” (Paul J. 
Crutzen) has meanwhile become accepted for our age.

The growing importance of this global scientific dialogue manifested itself in such important 
conferences as the first World Climate Conference in Geneva in 1979 (WCC-1/COP-2), the his-
toric “World Climate Summit” in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 (UNFCCC/Framework Convention on 
Climate Change), and the Climate Conference in Berlin in 1995 (COP-1/Berlin Mandate). 

Now held annually, the UN Climate Change Conference is the formal meeting of the Parties to 
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (Conference of the Parties, COP). Since 2005, 
the conferences have also served as meetings of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (1997/COP-3/
quantitative emissions limitation) and, since 2018, as meetings of the Parties to the Paris Agree-
ment (COP-21/2015/2-/1.5-degree target).

Particularly with the Paris Agreement, a piece of history was written, because here the commu-
nity of nations agreed to limit the global temperature increase caused by the greenhouse effect 
to “well below two degrees Celsius” compared to the pre-industrial age, “with the ambition” 
to limit it (if possible) to 1.5-degrees Celsius.”

Against this background, the results of the recent climate conference in Glasgow (COP-26), 
which was postponed to 2021 for pandemic reasons, can certainly be seen as a reaffirmation 
of the Paris agreements and also as another positive milestone on the road to climate-neutral 
economic and social systems. After all, around 200 signatory states have agreed on a final 
protocol, the implementation of which will have a strong, global orientation function.

Above all, agreements and concessions were reached on the acceptance of scientific findings 
by political decision-makers. And associated with this, a significantly stronger acceptance of 
scientific, model-based mitigation and adaptation strategies as a basis for future-oriented po-
litical action. The currently discernible progress of climate-neutral economic and social concepts 
is important evidence of this.

Notwithstanding this, there are still varying deadline commitments for achieving the interim 
targets considered necessary, as well as problem areas that could only be inadequately ad-
dressed or did not find sufficient entry into the final document.

Positive examples are the additions to the rules on the uniform recording of greenhouse gas 
emissions and on international trading in emission certificates, as well as the emphasis on the 
role of ecosystems as natural CO2 sinks, the preservation or restoration of which has been 
clearly highlighted as important measures.

1 Former head of department at the Bavarian State Ministry of the Environment and Consumer Protection (BayStMUV), 
Munich, and 2007–2016 Chairman of the Consortium of the “Virtual Institute” – Environmental Research Station 
Schneefernerhaus/Zugspitze (UFS)
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1
Negative balance points are the too vague formulation of the coal phase-out (“phase down” 
instead of “phase out”), the insufficient consideration of the interactions between climate and 
biodiversity and, last but not least, the insufficient financial support from the perspective of the 
developing countries to compensate for the existing and foreseeable damages and losses 
caused by climate change (“LOSS and DAMAGE”).

It should be emphasized, however, that the conference in Glasgow sent a clear signal to the 
community of states to significantly increase their contributions to limiting CO2-emissions with 
the goal of recognizably limiting the temperature increase caused by humans due to the green-
house effect to 1.5 degrees Celsius. The calculations in this regard cover the beginning of in-
dustrialization in time up to the year 2100, using the average of the years 1850 to 1900 as the 
pre-industrial value.

This increased acceptance for a more targeted approach to the 1.5-degree target is reflected in 
the significantly improved climate protection programs of some countries, as expressed, for 
example, in more ambitious targets for achieving climate neutrality.

The Federal Republic of Germany is now aiming for climate neutrality by 2045. The United 
States, Japan, South Korea, the United Emirates, Australia, and probably also Brazil want to 
achieve this goal by 2050. Russia, Saudi Arabia, and China have pledged to achieve this goal 
by 2060, although China still insists on an emissions maximum in 2025 or 2030.

The EU Commission plans climate neutrality by 2050, but wants to reduce emissions by at least 
55% by 2030 compared to 1990 (Handelsblatt 2022/01).

The Free State of Bavaria wants to achieve climate neutrality by 2040 (Bayern 2021), with the 
interim goal of ensuring a 65% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 (StMUV 2021).

Important climate goals of the current federal government for 2030 are, among others: 80% of 
electricity from renewable sources, quadrupling of solar and wind power plants at sea, reser-
vation of 2% of the federal area for wind power plants, solar obligation for new commercial 
buildings, natural gas as a transitional energy source, conversion of organic farming in agri-
culture to 30%, climate-neutral generation of heat at 50% and bringing forward the coal phase-
out “ideally” to the year 2030 (Franz 2021).

A study conducted by the Berlin University of Applied Sciences (HTW) in 2021 shows that these 
reduction approaches can only be a start worldwide. Using a so-called “per capita budget ap-
proach,” the scientists calculated an upper limit for the CO2-emissions still permissible world-
wide for achieving the 1.5-degree target and derived the German per capita share from this. 
(Quaschning 2021). 

As a result of these model calculations, it is shown that the climate protection measures adopt-
ed by the governing “Ampel-Coalition” make carbon dioxide neutrality by 2045 seem possible, 
but not compliance with the Paris Agreement (idw 2021). To achieve the latter, climate neutral-
ity would be required between 2030 and 2035 (equivalent to an emissions limit of only 6.7 
billion t CO2) (SVR 2019).

The aspect of the foreseeable exceeding of the emission budget to which the FRG is still arith-
metically entitled (Quaschning 2021) is the key point of the currently pending renewed consti-
tutional complaint of January 26th 2022 against the amendment of the German Climate Protec-
tion Law of August 31th 2021 (see below).

All this is evidence that, despite all the difficulties and conflicts of interest, world politics has 
recognized that contractual agreements have become indispensable. In other words, it has been 
understood that humanity must protect itself from becoming a force of nature that Genesis did 
not intend for it. This is at the same time a historical-social mandate that must also be respon-
sibly shared by science.

In order to fulfill this mandate in a socio-politically correct and credible manner, science must 
communicate its results in a fair and comprehensible manner. A clear distinction must be made 
between whether a statement is proven, whether it is merely based on a (plausible) assumption, 
or whether it is based on a (well-founded) hypothesis. For general usage, this means a strict 
separation of facts and opinions. This procedure is also indispensable against the background 
that statements in the media are often only possible in abbreviated form and there is too little 
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time to also name the “error bar” and explain the boundary conditions under which the state-
ment alone is valid.

It is the author’s conviction that the boundaries between political and scientific competence 
should also be strictly observed. This is a proven rule of conduct in democratic societies, be-
cause democracy is per se committed to truth-orientation. 

If this is the case, scientists can rely on their acceptance and, if necessary, demand the respect 
due to them for their work. However, just because they think they know something better and 
represent a good cause, they should not be tempted to take on the role of politicians and their 
media-savvy use of language.

The research findings on global warming clearly show that there will be winners and losers. In 
climate research in particular, this finding in no way releases scientists from their obligation to 
publicly point out the consequences of their research findings and to comprehensibly review 
the effects of measures taken by policymakers. 

In short, scientists must strictly adhere to the communication rules of their profession, because 
laws of nature are not a matter of faith.

In this respect, the profession of scientist is also a privilege that must be justified again and 
again through honesty to the public.

In this context, the right to freedom of expression in public debate is indispensable. In our 
society, there is a guaranteed right to one’s own opinion. However, there is no right to one’s 
own facts. Therefore, a fair debate does not justify “alternative facts.” 

Based on the results of COP-26 in Glasgow, it can now be seriously assumed that the available 
scientific facts have found general acceptance and that a global consensus on curbing anthro-
pogenic global warming can be reached on this basis.

The existing legal requirements in the countries on the way to climate neutrality or to achieving 
the 1.5- degree target are currently accompanied in Europe by highly motivated constitutional 
lawsuits demanding further-reaching measures in a shorter time.

With regard to the Paris Agreement, for example, the German Federal Constitutional Court 
(BVerfG-2021/01), in its ruling of April 29th 2021, saw in the then applicable version of the Climate 
Protection Act (KSG) the unreasonable risk of a serious loss of freedom for the younger gener-
ation (this was the tenor of the decision). With reference to the results of Glasgow and the 
emission limits promised in the meantime to achieve the 1.5-degree path (see above), a new 
constitutional complaint was filed on January 26th 2022. This time against the climate protection 
law amendment of August 31th 2021. A decision is expected by February 2023 (BVerfG 2022/02). 
If one takes into account an existing ruling by the District Court of The Hague (Netherlands) of 
May 26th 2021 on the SHELL Group (SZ 2022/01), it will be interesting to see whether the up-
coming ruling from Karlsruhe could possibly lead to a fundamental discussion between the 
judiciary and the legislature. in which the state of science would also be of importance (as of 
February 2022).

Another example of pending court decisions on climate issues is emerging with regard to the 
EU Commission’s current taxonomy proposals. On February 2th, 2022, the Commission decided 
by means of a delegated act to include nuclear power plants and gas-fired power plants (at 
least temporarily) in its taxonomy regulation. Provided they each meet a number of time, tech-
nical and licensing requirements, they would thus qualify as “sustainable”.

By awarding this “green” label, the applied classification system is intended to improve the 
market overview for authorities and investors and to increase the attractiveness for “green” 
investments. The Commission’s aim is to accelerate the transition to a climate-neutral Europe-
an economy and to prevent so-called “greenwashing” through various reporting requirements. 
If the EU Parliament (with a qualified majority) and the EU Council of Ministers do not object 
within four to six months, the law will automatically enter into force.

In this case, some EU countries have already announced that they will file individual lawsuits 
against the inclusion of both or at least one of the two power plant systems (status February 
2022).
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1
As expected, opinions clash hard in the current political taxonomy debate, with conceptual 
distinctions between “sustainable,” “climate-friendly,” “environmentally friendly,” and “green” 
often not made. In line with the different meanings of the terms mentioned, different positions 
are quite likely to emerge on this issue, which is very significant for climate protection in gen-
eral and for the upcoming industrial transformation of society. Be it for reasons of realistic 
feasibility, be it with regard to acceptance or be it from the point of view of political credibility.

Depending on the interests at stake, conflicting conclusions and positions are to be expected 
in the interpretation of the “bridge technology gas” alone, which is considered absolutely nec-
essary in Germany. The already decided phase-out of nuclear energy (by the end of 2022) and 
of coal-fired power generation (by 2030?/2038) , according to studies, requires 70 new gas-fired 
power plants in order to achieve the climate targets with security of supply (Handelsblatt 
2022/02). 

In order to ensure the targeted climate neutrality from 2045, the gas-fired power plants availa-
ble by then would then have to be operated with hydrogen or biogas.

The French government argues similarly: With reference to the additional requirements of the EU 
taxonomy regulation, the construction of up to 14 new nuclear power plants is announced for the 
period up to 2050. Currently, 56 reactors are in operation, covering 70 % of the electricity demand. 
Two-thirds of French energy consumption is still based on fossil fuels such as oil and gas. This 
share would have to be completely replaced by regenerative sources by 2030. (SZ 2022/02)

Without prejudging pending court decisions, reference is made to the following information: 
• The 1987 Brundtland Report of the UN World Commission on Environment and Development 

states: “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present gen-

eration, without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” 
(Brundtland 1987)

• In the Amsterdam EU Treaty of 1997 and in reports of the Enquete Commission of the German 
Bundestag “Schutz des Menschen und der Umwelt” (Protection of Man and the Environment), 
the so-called “Three-Pillar-Model of sustainability” as an important achievement of environ-
mental protection in the economy, politics and society and as an important, future-oriented 
development of human existence in the economic, ecological and social dimension. 
 According to this model, sustainable development is based on a balanced relationship be-
tween economy, ecology and social aspects. (Stoll 2022). 

Of course, policymakers always have a duty to take appropriate and effective precautions 
against hazards. However, it must be borne in mind that statutory measures must be balanced 
in accordance with the constitutional principle of proportionality, with the consequence that 
they can generally only be aimed at minimizing risk, because 100 % exclusion of many risks in 
a liberal social order would fail due to constitutional limits.

Analogously, it remains the task of science to develop methods and algorithms with which the 
effects of political decisions can be estimated as early and reliably as possible. In doing so, it 
is essential for all stakeholders to take into account the state of science as far as possible for 
the present and with regard to future generations.

In today’s society, the objection is often raised that the political value of knowledge is often 
overestimated and that we will never know enough to permanently avoid erroneous develop-
ments or even errors. Socrates is fondly quoted as saying in his defense speech before the 
Athenian court in 399 B.C.: “I know that I know nothing.” Contrary to the common translation, 
however, the correct quotation is “I know that I do not know”. So we can confidently assume 
that Socrates did not intend to negate all knowledge for himself, but merely to point out the 
limits of human knowledge in general.

Of course, we will never know “everything.” But future generations will certainly not accuse us 
of being knowledge-based, but of not paying enough attention to the knowledge we do have. 
We may not know everything when it comes to making decisions, but we know enough to act 
in a sustainable manner.

Quote: “Whether humanity has the collective wisdom to navigate the Anthropocene to sustain 

a livable biosphere for humans and civilizations, and for the rest of the life with which we share 

the planet, is the most daunting challenge facing humanity” (Queally 2021). 
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Having recognized this at an early stage is one of the merits of the research partners at the 
“Virtual Institute – Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus/Zugspitze (UFS)”. The 
pressing issues of climate change, which will dramatically affect our future, have been the focus 
here for about 25 years. It is significant that this research is conducted in an interdisciplinary, 
cross-border manner and in a constant collegial exchange of the knowledge gained. Fair infor-
mation of the public while maintaining scientific principles is a matter of course. In the follow-
ing, the history of the institute and its high alpine environment are presented in more detail.

1.1  Introduction – The UFS as a center for climate and 
high-altitude research in the Zugspitze region 
(“www.schneefernerhaus.de“)

Fig. 1: View to the east with the Schneefernerhaus and the Zugspitze summit 

Germany’s highest research institute, the “Virtual Institute – Environmental Research Station 

Schneefernerhaus / Zugspitze (UFS)” is situated at an altitude of 2,560 m above sea level, and 

is built into the south wall of the Zugspitze mountain.

Standing nine storeys tall, and with two storeys, protrude into the deep rock, the main building 
is firmly embedded in this section of the Wetterstein mountain range.

It is named after the nearby glacier and was originally a hotel bearing the same name built in 
1929. The conversion was funded by the Free State of Bavaria and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many.

The UFS has a several outdoor platforms for observations, measurements and experiments, 
and also has access to a unique botanical garden on the nearby Schachen (1,870 m above sea 
level) with indigenous plants from the Alps. The UFS is operated in trans-border cooperation 
with key high-altitude research stations of the Alpine region within the framework of a scien-
tific cooperation agreement (see chapter 8 and 10).
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Now networked worldwide, the UFS is, today, a research platform, observatory and scientific 
communications center in one. It also provides the world’s only education and training center 
for atmospheric scientists from developing countries.

The UFS is surrounded by the Zugspitze massif (Fig. 2) where a section of 
the German-Austrian border stretches towards the west. The summit ridge 
has the shape of an eastwards-opening horseshoe and rises over 2000 m 
above the valley. 

The longer side of the horseshoe is formed by the almost 20 km long east-
west ridge of the Wetterstein mountain range, whereas its shorter side is 
formed by the massive side flanks of the so-called Riffelwände which ex-
tend as far as the two Waxenstein peaks and the Loisachtal valley beyond.

The horseshoe itself surrounds the so-called “Zugspitzplatt” (karst plateau) 
in its center, and to the west the (smaller) “Southern Schneeferner” and 
the (larger) “Northern Schneeferner” – two of today’s three remaining Zug-
spitze glaciers (Fig. 3).

To the north west of this rugged mountain ridge rises the twin-peaked 
summit of the Zugspitze – Germany’s highest mountain – reaching 2,962 m 
above sea level. The mountain was first mentioned in records in 1590 and 
for a long time bore the masculine name “der Zugspitz”. Right up into the 
19th century, it was regarded by locals as an untouched fortress of ice, and, 
with its dramatic avalanches, “absolutely unclimbable.”

Looking out today onto the surrounding area of the Schneefernerhaus,, one 
can see tourists, restaurants, ski slopes extending between 2,000 m and 
2,800 m, and the small chapel “Mariä Heimsuchung” (see chapter 06).

Towering above everything else is the western summit of the Zugspitze 
that now, since December 2017, bears the new high-tech cable car “Seil-

bahn Zugspitze“ (“Zugspitze Cable Car”, see chapter 06). Next to it, practi-
cally untouched, is the eastern summit with its distinctive golden summit 
cross (Fig. 4). The first summit cross was erected in 1851 at the initiative of 
the priest Christoph Ott, who was also a meteorological observer based at 
Hohenpeissenberg that is situated somewhat to the north of the mountain 
range. The summit cross was originally erected on the western summit, 
which at that time stood 2 meters higher than the eastern summit.

Due to increased development of the western summit for other purposes, 
the summit cross was restored in 1982 and then re-erected on the adjacent 
eastern summit. In 1993 it was replaced with a replica which was restored 
in 2009 and which had to be repaired again in 2017 after damage caused 
during the construction of the new Cable Car “Seilbahn Zugspitze”.

It is to be noted, however, that although the tourist infrastructure on the 
Zugspitze massif was established at a very early date, it was not this which 
was directly responsible for the inception of the research station UFS 
which, size-wise, is unparalleled anywhere in the Alps. Well before this 
time, some 200 years ago in the Napoleonic era, interest in this area was 
triggered when the exact delineation of borders was required due to the 
frequent changes in land ownership. This was coupled with a growing sci-
entific interest in this high altitude “terra incognita”, this interest being pre-
dominantly focused on the flora and, most particularly, on the weather.

Despite the inadequate mountaineering equipment at the time, a kind of 
“Faustian urge” developed to venture into these seemingly inhospitable 
high alpine mountains with their mighty glaciers.

It is therefore exciting to tell, together with the history of the Schneefer-
nerhaus, also about one of the most magnificent views in the entire north-

ern ridge of the Limestone Alps, about the adventurousness and scientific curiosity of the locals, 
about the first technical achievements, about the rivalry of the neighboring countries, about 

Fig. 2: IKONOS-Satellite photo of the 
Zugspitze massif 

Fig. 3: The glacier “Northern Schnee-
ferner (NSF)” in 2009 

Fig. 4: Summit cross on the eastern 
summit of the Zugspitze
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the impressive flora and fauna, about the carelessness in the course of the emerging mass 
tourism, and, also the ever-present risks and dangers that are encountered at high-altitudes – 
even today.

1.2  A brief historical account of the development of the 
Zugspitze region and the “Plattachferner” glacier

From a historical point of view, the regional upswing of the Zugspitze and its surroundings 
began at the beginning of the 19th century.

In 1802, the region “Werdenfelser Land” became part of the Electorate of Bavaria (“Kurbay-
ern”), after having belonged to the Prince-Bishopric of Freising for over 500 years as Imperial 
County (“reichsunmittelbare Grafschaft”).

(The Greek letter “y” in the name “Bavaria” was, however, only introduced bindingly in 1825 
by the Bavarian King Ludwig I.).

In 1806, the Elector Maximilian I. Joseph (honorary member of the Bavarian Academy of Sci-
ences since 1781) was appointed King of Bavaria by Napoleon.

This was reason enough for him, (once again) to accurately determine the borders between the 
new kingdom and the Austrian neighbor country for the “Werdenfels map” in the “Atlas of 
Bavaria”. This concerned, in particular, the boundary along the “Wetterstein ridge” (Wetter-
steinkamm) and around the rocky ridges surrounding the “Platt” (plateau).

Another survey campaign about ten years later became important for strategic reason in order 
to incorporate the geographical border changes that had resulted from the agreements of the 
Congress of Vienna.

The order for mapping this region was given by the “Royal Bavarian Topographical Institute” 
to the “Royal Bavarian Lieutenant Josef Naus” who was born in Reutte-Lechaschau, Tyrol and 
was a trained surveyor. The first attempt to reach the top of the “Zugspitz” failed, but the second 
one was successful. On 27th August 1820 he finally reached the western summit of the “Zug-

spitz” via “Platt” and “Schneeferner … after overcoming several deadly perils and engaging in 

extreme efforts”. Lieutenant Naus was accompanied by his “surveying assistant Maier“ and the 
guide Johann Georg Tauschl, and had already climbed several other mountains above the 
“Loisachtal” valley in preparation for this ascent.

Because of bad weather and a lack of time, they could only leave behind “a short climbing stick 

with a red cloth tied to it to mark their success” “to prove we were there”. Lieutnant Naus is 
documented as being the first person known to successfully climb the mountain. Whether he 
reached the Eastern Summit of the Zugspitze as well is not known.

Although not yet recognized as such, this marked an important step in the history of the “Sci-
entific Location Zugspitze”. Scientifically motivated excursions were already taking place at this 
time. First meteorological data were being collected und spectacular first ascents of other high 
mountains were being accomplished. A prime example is the “Meteorological Observatory at 
Hohenpeissenberg“ that, today, with its continuous meteorological record from 1781 onwards, 
and the psychrometric water vapor measurements that started in 1841, boasts two of the 
world’s longest measurement series in this field. Other examples of the “zeitgeist” are the first 
ascents in particular of Mont Blanc in 1786, Grossglockner in 1800, Ortler in 1804 and the Jung-
frau-Massif in 1811.

Other early scientific high-altitude expeditions at this time are described in the landscape stud-
ies of diplomat and nature researcher Count Franz Gabriel von Bray,president of the Botanical 
Society in Regensburg from 1811. These studies were published in 1808 and again in 1825 
(“Reise durch Tirols Alpen” / “Journey through Tyrol’s Alps”). In 1807 Gabriel von Bray had set 
off from Partenkirchen with other like-minded scientific colleagues and a dozen porters. He 
writes “... the purpose of our journey was to follow the river Partnach to its source on the glacier 
between Zugspitze and Wetterstein, to measure its temperature at different altitudes and also 
to botanise the plants”. In the light of this, it is important to remember that the Alpine glaciers 
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– related to modern times – probably at their greatest expansion in the first half of 19th century 
and were particularly difficult to reach. Not least because of this situation, the first winter ascent 
of the Zugspitze did not take place until 1882. It is therefore useful to take a brief look at the 
development of the Alpine glaciers.

1.3 Notes on the Bavarian Alpine glaciers

Although our knowledge is far from complete, we do know a great deal about the history of 
Alpine glaciers. Not least thanks to the excellent research projects of the “Geodesy and Glaci-
ology Team of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences and Humanities (BAdW)” as well as the 
“Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing Team of the Technical University of Munich (TUM)”. 
Reference is made here to the publication (Mayer et. al. 2021).

Their archives contain one of the longest data records of direct glacier mass balance observa-
tions at Vernagtferner glacier in the Ötztal / Tyrol. The regular glacier geometry surveys date 
right back to 1889, when the first accurate topographic map of an entire glacier was produced 
by Prof. S. Finsterwalder. These researchers also maintain a series of surface surveys for all 
Bavarian glaciers spanning more than 70 years. In particular, they have been monitoring the 
glaciers at the foot of the UFS, just south of the Zugspitze summit, for over 120 years. Series 
of measurements of this kind are a unique and irreplaceable source of information for scientif-
ic understanding of the history of glaciers and climate change.

Global climate variations modify the local meteorological conditions, which are the driver for 
glacial evolution. However, response times of glaciers are in the order of decades and thus in 
the same timescale as the definition of climate (the mean atmospheric situation, averaged over 
30 years). The documentation of glacial variations (e. g. retreat and advance cycles) therefore 
allows inferences to be made concerning the local climate variations in the past.

Without going into great detail, the history of Alpine glaciers can today be summarized as 
follows (Mayer 2021/02):

• During the so-called “little ice age” (about 1570 to 1850) the Alpine glaciers showed a peri-
odic fluctuation. Approximately every 35 years on average, expressed advance periods could 
be observed that were interrupted by periods of glacier retreat. It is assumed that this glacier 
reaction was triggered by periodic changes between cool and wet as well as hot and dry 
summers. The last major advance period lasted until 1850. At this time, the glaciers also 
reached their maximum size during the entire period. Their surface extent was about twice 
that in the late 20th century. 
These characteristic cycles became less and less pronounced and were no longer perceptible 
after 1850, when an overriding trend toward warmer conditions slowly took control. In con-
temporary climate research, it is generally accepted that the increase in greenhouse gas 
imissions since the beginning of industrialization is responsible for this trend in global warm-
ing. Finally, after 1980 this development became the dominant factor and has been influenc-
ing glacier development ever since.

• At the end of the “little ice age”, after around 1850, a consistent and ongoing decline in the 
mass and surface area of Alpine glaciers was observed, corresponding to the upward trend 
of the global mean temperatures. This was interrupted by two minor phases of glacial growth 
before 1920 and during the 1960s and 1970s, which – just as during the little ice age – were 
most likely driven by periods of cool and wet summers. The drivers behind these deviations 
from the general trend were considered to be a combination of periodically decreased solar 
radiation, a denser cloud cover, and on short time scales greater turbidity in the stratosphere 
of the Earth’s atmosphere due to sulphate aerosols coming from massive volcanic eruptions 
(e. g. Agung / Bali) (Weber, Braun 2018).

• Other probable reasons for the short growth periods are the increase in air pollutant imissions 
as a consequence of increasing global industrialization after 1850 and, on the other hand, the 
counteracting effects of legal Measures to improve air quality at the administrative level. This 
is a physically coherent approach, known in the scientific community as “Global Dimming / 
Global Brightening”-Effect. Although it took years of research and scientific debate to con-
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solidate the general conclusion about the significance of this effect. However, a direct link 
between global brightening / dimming and the local glacier evolution is hard to prove.

• There are currently five glaciers in the Bavarian Alps:
 − „Nördlicher Schneeferner (NSF)“ (“Northern Schneeferner”);
 − „Südlicher Schneeferner (SSF)“ (“Southern Schneeferner”);
 − „Höllentalferner (HTF)“ (“Hell Valley Glacier”);
 − „Watzmanngletscher (WMG)“ (“Watzmann Glacier”);
 − „Blaueis (BEI)“ (“Blue Ice”).

The first three on this list are in the immediate vicinity of the Zugspitze and the remaining two 
are in the Bavarian Berchtesgaden region.

In 2018, they covered a total area of 44.6 ha with a volume of 3.95 million m3. In the last decade 
alone, they have lost a total of almost two-thirds of their volume. The “Nördlicher Schneefer ner 
(NSF)” is the only one of them, to date, on which ski lifts are being operated. Due to its ice 
losses, however, it is now only the second largest of these glaciers, behind the HTF.

The story of the Bavarian glaciers fits nicely into these general historical observations, which 
can be especially well demonstrated using the two Schneeferner glaciers (NSF and SSF) as an 
example.

The map drawn by Josef Naus (Fig. 5) in 1820 shows, that the “Plattach-
ferner”, with a surface area of about 300 hectares, still covered the entire 
karst plateau (“Platt”) of the Zugspitze massif. 

In the subsequent survey in 1875 (Fig. 6) there are already indications of 
an upcoming separation of the glacier that led to the formation of the 
Northern Schneeferner and the Southern Schneeferner in 1900 (a small 
eastern one already disappeared at an early stage).

Whereas during the 20th century the development of the glaciers was still 
very much governed by the feedback between surface mass balance (snow 
accumulation and snow/ice melt) and ice dynamics (transport of ice to-
wards the lower glacier regions), this situation very much changed at the 
beginning of the new millennium. During this period, the glaciers became 
so thin that ice transport became insignificant, while at the same time the 
anthropogenic induced climate change started to fully dominate the ice 
loss (Fig. 7).

In addition: Significant changes in the short wave and long wave radiation 
budget, in combination with other self-reinforcing factors, accelerate the 
process of deglaciation and will inevitably lead to the loss of the ice re-
serves in the Bavarian Alps.

Fig. 5: Survey of the Zugspitzplatt by Josef Naus (1820) Fig. 6: The “Plattachferner” glacier shortly before it split (1875)

Fig. 7: Average changes in height (mass 
loss) of Bavarian glaciers since the start 
of the periodic observations by the gla-
ciologists of BAdW in the middle of the 
20th century
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Expressed in numbers, this means that during the summer seasons the maximum ice thickness 
of the Northern Schneeferner (NSF), which was still 45 m in 2006, will continuously decrease, 
with average annual ice loss rates of up to 3 m in recent decades.

It is therefore expected that the Northern Snow Glacier will be completely melted in 5 to 10 
years (Fig. 8), while the “Southern Snow Glacier (SSF)” is already in the final stage of decay 
(Marowsky 2010).

The results above indicate that in the field of glacier and climate research, striking findings have 
indeed been made. The verdict on which of the many hypotheses will hold up in the long term, 
however, requires further long-term research at the highest level.

A great deal more data from longer series of measurements and more precise methods are 
needed to fill the gaps from the past, to clarify feedback effects and to reduce some still signif-
icant error bars from proxy data and theoretical considerations.

Due to its location and infrastructure, but also due to its international networking, the Schneef-
ernerhaus Environmental Research Station is an excellent location to make valuable contribu-
tions to this together with the glaciologists* of BAdW and TUM.

1.4 The “Munich House” (“Münchner Haus”)

While the development of the Zugspitze region at the beginning of the 19th century was mainly 
due to official requirements and curiosity about the largely unknown high-altitude landscape, 
over the years a lively interest in new experiences of nature and the associated sporting chal-
lenges developed.

This went hand-in-hand with a growing desire to collect scientific data – particularly concerning 
the weather – and a boom in high-altitude tourism. Ultimately, this increase inhuman activity 
caused a significant impact on the hitherto untouched natural environment.

A clear sign of this was the founding of the “Deutscher Alpenverein” (“German Alpine Club”) 
and the “Verschönerungsverein Garmisch” (“Beautification Society of Garmisch”) – both in 
1869. The number of visiting members really took off after the arrival of the railway in 1889, 
which reduced the journey time from Munich to Garmisch from 10 to 3 hours. In 1883 a “lock-
able hut” with room for 12 persons was erected without much ado by the Munich section of 
the Alpine Club just beneath the western summit of the Zugspitze, the name having been 
changed from “Zugspitz” to the female noun “Zugspitze” in 1836.

On the other hand, there was considerable resistance to the construction of the “Münchner 
Haus” directly on the summit before permission was finally granted in 1886.

Some alpinists from the Munich section of the Alpine club still demanded at the general meet-
ing in 1895: “... if you can’t reach the summit without a hostel, you should stay at home!”. The 
Austrian alpinist and writer Eugen Guido Lammer, an early pioneer of adventure mountaineer-
ing, is quoted as saying: “ ... callous fools who now want to violently destroy this last asylum 

of wild nature, ...” .

Fig. 8: Predicted mass loss of the “Northern Schneeferner (NSF)” (BAdW 2021)
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Before the inauguration ceremony could take place on 19 September 1897 at an altitude of 
2,959 m above sea level, a construction site of some 200 m2 had to be blasted open, construc-
tion work lasting two summers had to be completed and 21 km of telephone wires as well as 
5.5 km of lightning conductors had to be laid.

The addition of a 9 m high, 4 × 4 m wide tower on the western end of the building was of major 
scientific significance. This housed a meteorological station, which had been pushed for by the 
German and Austrian Alpine Clubs and was designed by Kommerzienrat (councillor of com-
merce) Adolf Wenz, the ambitious officer responsible for the Wetterstein mountain range 
(Fig. 9).

Handed over to the state administration as “Royal Bavarian Meteorological High Altitude Sta-
tion Zugspitze” on 19 July 1900, this meteorological observatory has been a department of the 
German Meteorological Office (“Deutscher Wetterdienst” (DWD)) since 1952. The first meteor-
ologist stationed on the Zugspitze was Josef Enzensberger, who went on to become famous as 
an Antarctic researcher. He was also the first to spend the winter alone on the mountain 
(7 months) in 1900/1901.

1.5  Development of the Zugspitze summit for the 
general public

Parallel to the scientific development, the Zugspitze gradually became a popular destination 
and center for winter sports activities. This was accompanied by a trans-regional discussion 
about the limits of tourism development, with the Bavarian and Austrian sides competing for 
visitors and guests from all over the world, as they are still doing today. Clearly inspired by the 
successful construction of a railway on the Swiss Jungfraujoch, which was built from 1896 to 
1912, reaching an altitude of 3,454 m over sea level, the idea grew also the Zugspitze make 
accessible to non-experienced mountain hikers. However, the Prinz Regent Luitpold von Bayern 
rejected a license application for development of a cogwheel railway in 1899, citing a “non-ex-

istent transport need”.

In the meantime, the Austrian Josef Cathrein, who was living in Munich, developed the concept 
of a Cable Car starting at the Eibsee and extending up to the summit on the North side of the 
Zugspitze.

Fig. 9: Oil painting ”Zugspitze mit Münchner Haus” by Ernst Platz (1899) 
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It is interesting to note that it was not until 1962 that this concept was actually implemented as 
the “Eibsee Cable Car”. And in 2017, the new “Cable Car Zugspitze” was even built in its place 
(see chapter 06). In 2017 the new “Cable Car Zugspitze” was even built in its place. Cathrein 
was not going to give up, and soon presented his new proposal for a cogwheel railway on the 
south side of the Zugspitze, for which he received a permit in 1914. The project failed again, 
however, in 1925 and in 1927 due to lack of funding.

In 1928 a German consortium was more successful when it filed an application for the construc-
tion of a “mixed adhesion and rack railway” which was to run the entire stretch from Garmisch 
to the summit. After receiving the permit on 18th June 1928 the joint enterprise “Bayerische 
Zugspitzbahn AG” was founded.

The documents show that in 1924 the General Assembly of the German and Austrian Alpine 
Association still unanimously rejected such a project (“... an attack upon the natural serenity of 

the mountains, … a sin against nature, … no public demand”).

It was therefore a huge surprise that, on 5 July 1926, in a seemingly “clandestine operation” 
and after a construction period of just 14 months, the “Austrian Zugspitze Cable Car” opened 
on the Tyrolean side of the mountain. In contrast to the subsequent, technically optimized cable 
cars, it extended from the small town of Ehrwald (“only”) up to an altitude of just 2,805 m. It 
ended 160 m beneath the western summit at what was once the “Kammhotel” (“Ridge Hotel”).

Anyone wanting a panoramic view from the summit had to embark on a difficult hike. Secured 
with a rope, the tourist was led to the summit by a mountain guide. The annals further report 
that this resulted in a serious feud between the Tyrolean and the Bavarian mountain guides 
because they fought over the guests and could not agree on uniform rules.

Regarding the history of the Schneefernerhaus, (see chapter 06) it is important to realize that 
this was the reason for the decision to excavate a pedestrian tunnel from the upper station of 
the “Austrian Zugspitze Cable Car” (“Zugspitzkamm”) to the Zugspitze plateau (“Zugspitzplatt”) 
on the Bavarian side. This project was, however, temporary stopped “half-way” at the so-called 
Zugspitzeck, due to objections from the Bavarians.

It did not get going again until 1937. This was the year in which the two railway companies 
merged as a result of shares of the Austrian Zugspitzbahn being sold to the Bavarian Zugspitz-
bahn AG. And it was the year in which construction of the cogwheel railway – approved in 1928 
– was completed on the Bavarian side.

It remained clear that the Schneefernerhaus (among other things) should continue to serve 
both as a hotel and as the terminus for the (Tyrolean) Cable Car. Therefore, the somewhat out-
dated pedestrian tunnel was extended 720 meters into the hotel building. (Which, incidentally, 
also ended the aforementioned mountain guide dispute.) Between the former “Kammhotel” 
and the “Hotel Schneefernerhaus”, an underground border crossing with panoramic windows 
was thus created for tourists. Although this tunnel is no longer needed today, it is still an at-
tractive sight for today’s visitors to the UFS research station.

Information about the alpine history in this period can also be found in the literature given 
below (BZB 2020/01, Hiebeler 1979, Schott 1987, Ritschel 2000).

1.6 The Hotel Schneefernerhaus (1930–1992)

The period around the turn of the year 1929/1930 was a complicated structural interplay for the 
Zugspitze summit between the construction of the cogwheel railway on the one side and the 
Schneefernerhaus Hotel on the other.

The hotel building was already the highest hotel in Germany at that time (2,650 m above sea 
level, about 300 m below the summit). It was envisaged from the outset that it would serve 
both as the terminus of the cogwheel railway and as the valley station of a separate summit 
railroad. Construction began in the fall of 1929, was completed on December 24, 1930, and 
officially opened as a hotel on January 20, 1931.

Because the Cogwheel railway project was to be completed by the time of the Passion Play in 
Oberammergau in 1930, only two years remained for its realization. Construction began under 
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great time pressure as early as the fall of 1928 and was inaugurated on July 8, 1930. The tech-
nically most difficult part of the work was the construction of the tunnel inside the mountain 
massif, which has a length of 4,453 m with a height difference of 1,010 m (Fig. 10). A master-
piece of engineering that is still recognized today.

The journals report a particularly severe winter and accidents that unfortunately claimed 10 lives. 
In order to complete the construction in the planned time despite some interruptions, the tunnel 
was excavated by up to 2,500 workers simultaneously, at five different 
openings and also from above and below at the same time (Fig. 11 and 12). 
In total, 2,500 workers moved 85,000 cubic meters of earth and 160,000 
cubic meters of rock. They used almost 200 tonnes of explosives to do so.

The final breakthrough took place on February 8, 1930 and showed a devi-
ation from the planned projections of only 5 cm in width and 8 cm in 
height. “Men make meters” – this was the slogan in the local newspapers 
and the concept under which the project was successfully completed. The 
project cost 20 million Reichsmarks. (BZB 2020/01)

However, the hotel was not yet finished when the cogwheel railway, on 
July 8, 1930, was opened in its turn. Therefore, in 39 days (!) of all haste, 
an additional wooden building was erected by a specialized Saxon firm 
(Christoph & Unmack AG, Niesky) as a temporary solution. It could accom-
modate 400 day guests, but initially offered no overnight accommodations.

It should be noted that after the opening of the “Hotel Schneefernerhaus”, 
the wooden building was rebuilt to offer simple rooms for tourists, but it 
was also planned to replace it with a stone building. However, this did not 
happen. The wooden tourist hostel was severely damaged in an avalanche 
in 1965 and subsequently demolished (Fig.10 and 14)

With the opening of the “Hotel Schneefernerhaus” and the connected Ca-
ble car, the summit of the Zugspitze was now accessible to tourists (Fig. 14 
and 15). Guests came in droves and rode comfortably inside the mountain 
to the top station of the railroad at an altitude of 2,650 m (Fig. 16), which is 
still accessible today.

Germany’s highest hotel was originally designed as a luxury hotel, offering 
guests from all over the world a unique destination with extravagant at-
tractions, including an exposed sun terrace with a unique mountain pano-
rama. It was also a major attraction during the 1936 Winter Olympics, held 
in the twin town of Garmisch-Partenkirchen, which had merged only a year 
earlier. It was also a popular destination during the 1975 World Ski Cham-
pionships (Fig. 15, 16 and 17).

Fig. 10: Tunnel course of the planned 
cogwheel railway in the interior of the 
Zugspitze 

Fig. 11: Wooden shuttering in the tunnel 
during construction in 1929 

Fig. 12: Workers during excavation 
work on the Zugspitze tunnel for the 
planned cogwheel railway

Fig.13: Hotel poster to attract ski tour-
ists. In the background the “Hotel 
Schnee fernerhaus” with the wooden 
tourist hostel around 1930/1936
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Seized by the Americans at the end of World War II, the Schneefernerhaus was returned to its 
owners in the early 1950s. The following decades saw an extensive expansion of the ski lift 
infrastructure, from which the hotel initially benefited after its reopening on December 13, 1952. 

In 1950, ski lifts and a small cable car (“alte Hangbahn”) provided access 
to Schneefernerhaus; in 1954, the lift was equipped with modern light-
weight cars that shortened the travel time up the mountain, and a new 
terrace café provided more comfort for day guests, who were able to reach 
Schneefernerhaus via the new “Eibseebahn”(“Eibsee Cable Car”) from 
1962. Skiing had now also become a popular sport for day guests.

The hotel then suffered a major setback on May 15, 1965, when the Sun 
Terrace was hit by a devastating avalanche that claimed ten lives and in-
jured 24 people. As a result, extensive avalanche protection facilities were 
built. The event led to the introduction of a state avalanche warning service 
and the formation of local avalanche commissions. Substantial invest-
ments were required for avalanche barriers, for the construction of a sin-
gle-track cable car between Schneefernerhaus and Zugspitzplatt (1978, 
“new slope cable car”), for further remodeling and expansion work inside 
the hotel, etc.

A notable event near the Schneefernerhaus was the consecration of the 
chapel “Mariä Heimsuchung” on the Zugspitzplatt (Fig.18) on October 11, 
1981 by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, Pope Benedict XVI, who in the mean-
time was emiritated on February 28, 2013. The chapel is the highest place 
of worship in Germany. It is dedicated to all mountaineers and also bears 
a memorial plaque for the victims of the avalanche of 1965.

Regardless of this, winter tourism remained popular in the Zugspitze re-
gion, but at the end of the 1980s this necessitated a better infrastructure, 
in order to get the many skiers and tourists to the Zugspitzplatt more quick-
ly and comfortably without the detour via Schneefernerhaus. As a solution, 
it was decided in 1985 to build an additional 975-meter tunnel branching 
off from the existing tunnel tube of the cogwheel railway and leading di-
rectly to the Zugspitz plateau. Today, this branch is known as the “Rosi- 
Tunnel,” named after its namesake, local Olympic champion Rosi Mitter-
maier-Neureuther. It was completed on March 6, 1987.

Since then, the new tourist terminus of the cogwheel railway is the 
“SonnAlpin”. At 2,521 m above sea level, the “SonnAlpin” is both the ter-
minus of the cogwheel railway and the “Gletscherbahn”. A restaurant com-
plex is also attached. The “Gletscherbahn” runs between the Zugspitze 
plateau and the Zugspitze summit and has a transport capacity of 1,000 
people per hour since its renovation in 1992.

However, the highlight of the expansion of the tourist infrastructure on the 
Zugspitze by the „Bayerische Zugspitzbahn Bergbahn AG (BZB)” is the 
northern connection between the Eibsee valley station and the Zugspitze 
summit. Here, the old cable car was replaced by a sensational new cable 
car (from 998 m to 2,944 m above sea level).

This new “Cable Car Zugspitze” offers space for 120 people per cabin and 
has a travel time of only 10 minutes. It can thus transport 580 people per 
hour in both directions. The spectacular structure at an altitude of almost 
3,000 meters has caused a worldwide sensation not only with its enormous 
transport capacity, but also with three structural world records.

Built between 2015 and 2017 on Germany’s highest mountain, this cable 
car has two floor-to-ceiling glazed cabins for 120 people each and provides 
a grandiose panoramic experience with maximum comfort. Visitors to Zug-
spitze cross the 127-meter steel pylon, the highest for a reversible aerial 
tramway in the world, they overcome the world’s largest total height dif-
ference of 1,945 meters in one section and they expe-rience the longest 
free span in the world at 3,213 meters. (BZB 2019/01)

Fig.14: “Schneefernerhaus Station” at 
2,650 m above sea level inside the ho-
tel (2021).

Fig. 15: Dining room in Hotel Schnee-
fernerhaus around 1936

Fig. 16: Ski tourists during the ascent to 
the Hotel around 1934

Fig. 17: Sun terrace of the Schneefer-
nerhaus hotel around 1936
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Fig. 18: View from the Schneefernerhaus onto the Zugspitzplatt with the chapel “Mariä Heimsuchung” 
(“Visitation of the Virgin Mary”)

Fig. 19: Construction site of the new summit station for BZB’s 
“Seilbahn Zugspitze” (“Cable Car Zugspitze”)

Fig. 20: Cabin of the new “Cable car Zugspitze”, as connection 
between the “Eibsee Station” and the summit on the north 
side of the mountain

For the Schneefernerhaus Research Station (UFS), the development of traffic in the Zugspitze 
region has important consequences. Since Schneefernerhaus has had its own cable car (“Re-
search Cable Car”) since 2009 (see chapter 09), the research station can now be reached from 
the valley via three different routes:

1.  “Southern route”: the scientists and visitors travel from Grainau/Eibsee with the regular 
service of the cogwheel railway through the “Rosi-Tunnel” to the “SonnAlpin” station and 
from there in a second step with their own “Research Cable Car” to the UFS building.

2.  “Northern route”: Scientists and visitors use the scheduled service of the (new) “Cable Car 
Zugspitze” from the Eibsee station to the summit, then take the “Gletscherbahn” down to 
the “SonnAlpin“ station in a second step, and from there take the UFS’s own “Research 
Cable Car” to the UFS building.

3.  “VIP route”: On special occasions or for guests of honor, the BZB can arrange special trips 
with the cogwheel railway, which then (as in the past) lead on the originally route directly 
into the interior of the UFS building and stop at the still preserved platform of the original 
Schneefernerhaus station (see Fig. 14)

Note: This demand-driven third access is of particular importance for the high alpine research 
station because it allows large loads and heavy measuring equipment to be transported to the 
UFS laboratories and UFS measuring terraces regardless of the weather. This unique selling 
point distinguishes the UFS from other high alpine research stations in Europe.
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1.7 From hotel to research station 

But how did it come about that the “Hotel Schneefernerhaus” could become a research station 
at all? 

As described in the previous chapter, alpine ski tourism experienced a dramatic upswing, es- 
pecially in the second half of the 20th century, from which the Zuspitz region also profited 
considerably.The expansion of ski slopes, cable cars, hotels and restaurants was the result. At 
the same time, however, the competitive situation throughout the Alps intensified. The best 
possible comfort was in demand. 

Parallel to this, however, the “Hotel Schneefernerhaus” lost more and more of its success with 
the public, so that in 1990 first the hotel operation and in 1992 also the entire gastronomy was 
discontinued. In addition – as described – the cogwheel railway access to the Schneefernerhaus 
was closed for tourism after 62 years. The Bayerische Zugspitzbahn Bergbahn AG, which still 
owned the building (and still does), immediately raised the question of a sensible and prefer-
ably future-proof subsequent use. 

At the suggestion of scientists from the “Fraunhofer Institute for Atmospheric Environmental 
Research” in Garmisch-Partenkirchen (later “IMK-IFU Institute”), the Bavarian Ministry of Eco-
nomic Affairs and Traffic began converting the hotel building in 1993 so that the first research 
organizations could rent space there. 

According to later considerations, it was considered in different variants to merge the Schnee-
fernerhaus with the IMK-IFU Institute (today’s “KIT-Campus Alpin”) and to link it organization-
ally to the Karlsruhe Research Center (today’s “Karlsruhe Institute of Technology / KIT”). It would 
thus have become a member of the Helmholtz Association. However, all such concepts ulti-
mately failed the question of financing and the limited ability of non-governmental research 
institutions to bear the considerable risks inevitably associated with the operation of an alpine 
a high-altitude research station.

For the Free State of Bavaria and the Federal Republic of Germany, the opportunity arose to 
realize a concept that had been discussed for a long time: “The establishment of a center for 

environmental research and climate observation that is unique in Europe and the world”. So 
said the then Bavarian State Minister for Economic Affairs and Traffic at the opening ceremony 
on May 12th 1999. An initial investment of round 8 million Euros was made. The minister em-
phasized that despite the proximity to tourist facilities, the size of the building, the year-round 
accessibility for people and heavy equipment, and the possibility of setting up further test 
platforms on neighboring peaks represented a unique combination of features. In addition, the 
Schneefernerhaus as a high-altitude research station closes an important gap in the scientific 
infrastructure in Germany.

1.8  Organisational structure of the “Virtual 
Institute UFS”

In order to do justice to the growing importance of a sustainable climate policy, the Bavarian 
Council of Ministers decided on 08.08.2005 to bundle the competences for climate research and 
climate policy more strongly. For this purpose, the responsibility for the Schneefernerhaus 
Environmental Research Station was transferred to the “Bavarian State Ministry for the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection (StMUGV, today StMUV)” – the first environ-
mental ministry in the world, founded on December 8, 1970.

After the Bavarian Council of Ministers had decided on 08.08.2005 to bundle the competences 
and expertise for climate research and climate policy more strongly, the responsibility for the 
Schneefernerhaus Environmental Research Station was transferred on 07.11.2006 to the “Bavar-
ian State Ministry for the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection (StMUGV, today 
StMUV)”, the world’s first Ministry for the Environment (founded on 08.12.1970).
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This mandate included the task of submitting a concept proposal for a comprehensive organ-
izational, scientific and personnel realignment of the station by the end of 2007. In response, 
the Council of Ministers, in a legendary meeting held in the “Gletscherstube” of the Schnee-
fernerhaus on April 24, 2007 (Fig.30), adopted a fundamentally new concept for the future or-
ganizational structure, for funding and for a timely scientific strategy of Germany’s highest 
research station, and at the same time issued the negotiating mandate for its implementation.

The first high-profile event of this reorientation was the signing of a consortium agreement on 
July 16, 2007, in which initially four renowned research organizations agreed with the Free State 
of Bavaria on the conditions for cooperating in the long term within the framework of a “Vir-

tual Institute – Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus / Zugspitze UFS)”. Comple-
menting this, in the same year the Council of Ministers decided on a “Climate Program for 
Bavaria 2020”, which already included concrete infrastructure measures for the UFS.

In § 01 of the UFS Consortium Agreement, the future task of the UFS was defined as follows: 
“The purpose of the consortium agreement is to establish a Virtual Institute at the UFS and to 

develop it into an internationally networked center of excellence for altitude and climate re-

search, focusing in particular on the development, demonstration, and operation of innovative 

technologies in the context of climate and atmospheric research, satellite data validation, and 

altitude medical early detection of natural hazards.”

In addition, the contract contains the necessary specifications for the operation of the station, 
the conditions for its use, its financing, and information on the rights and obligations of the 
steering and control bodies.

First signatories of this scientific cooperation were the following world-renowned research 
organisations (current names of the organisations):
• Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) / (German Aerospace Center), Köln and 

Oberpfaffenhofen;
• Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) / (German Meteorological Office), Offenbach, including the 

Meteorologisches Observatorium Hohenpeißenberg / (Meteorological Observatory Hohen-

peissenberg); Karlsruher Institut für Technologie (KIT) / (Karlsruhe Institute for Technology);
• Deutsches Forschungszentrum für Gesundheit und Umwelt (HMGU) / Helmholtz-Zentrum 

München / (Helmholtz Center Munich);
• Umweltbundesamt Dessau-Roßlau (UBA) / (Federal Environment Agency), including Sonnen-

observatorium Schauinsland (SBO) / Leibniz-Institut für Sonnenphysik, Freiburg / (Sun Ob-

servatory Schauinsland);

The initiator of the agreement:
• Freistaat Bayern / (Free State of Bavaria), represented by the Bayerisches Staatsministerium 

für Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz (StMUV) / (Bavarian State Ministry of the Environment 

and Consumer Protection) with its specialised departments, including the Bayerisches Lan-
des amt für Umwelt (LfU) / (Bavarian Environment Agency, Augsburg.

Other cooperation partners that joined in the following years were:
• 2007 the Technische Universität München (TUM) / (Technical University of Munich), 
• 2008 the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München (LMU) / (Ludwig-Maximilian University 

of Munich),

• 2009 the Universität Augsburg (UAU) / (University of Augsburg) as well as
• 2009 the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaften (MPG), München / (Max 

Planck Society for the Advancement of Science).

All research partners agreed from the outset that the ambitious goal set out in the consortium 
agreement could only be achieved on the basis of a performance-oriented partnership and with 
an effective and efficient organization.

The following objectives were defined as guiding principles for the new concept:
• All research institutions in Germany or in the area of the Alps should be given to get uncom-

plicated access to the UFS if they need the environmental conditions of the high mountains 
for their scientific work.

• As far as possible, the organization should pursue a cooperative approach, i. e. interdiscipli-
nary, with different methods and internationally networked.
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• On the one hand, internal UFS cooperation should be supported in the best possible way, on 
the other hand, each partner should be able to decide for itself whether and in which form it 
would like to participate in a UFS project.

• The organisation is to foster on a cooperation approach as far as possible, i. e. interdiscipli-
nary, using different methods and internationally networked.

• On the one hand, UFS-internal cooperation should be given the best possible support, on the 
other hand, each partner should be allowed to decide whether and in which form it wishes 
to participate in a UFS project.

• A common data pool should be created that enables rapid exchange of data on the basis of 
common rules, regardless of location, allows.

• The service staff (staff) should provide neutral support to all UFS members and organize all 
operations with a minimum of bureaucracy.

The organisation chart given in Fig. 22 was developed on the basis of these guiding principles 
(compare www.schneefernerhaus.de). It is also in line with the proven administration model 
for large scientific equipment.

Fig. 21: Logos of the participating UFS research partners (status: May 2021)

Fig. 22: Organisation chart with UFS-Consortium Board and UFS-Science Team (status: February 2022)
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The there in accomplished distribution of tasks has proven its worth:

1.  Die UFS is, in legal terms, a so called “internal company”. The operation, infrastructure, visitor 
service and public relations work of the UFS are warranted through the operating company 
“Betriebsgesellschaft UFS GmbH“ (Operating Company UFS Limited). This company is a 
neutral service partner for all scientists, visitors and guests alike. Obligations for the opera-
tion of the station shall only be undertaken by this operating company. To minimise costs it 
is (currently) supported by the company “bifa-Umweltinstitut GmbH, Augsburg” (bifa-Envi-

ronmental Institut Limited), within the framework of an agency agreement .

2.   The “UFS-Gesellschafterversammlung” (UFS shareholders’ assembly) includes the following 
members: the Free State of Bavaria (chair), the municipality and county of Garmisch-Parten-
kirchen as well as the municipality of Grainau. Its key task is the supervision and control of the 
UFS operating company. The Free State of Bavaria awards the UFS GmbH an annual allowance 
as institutional support that can be used for basic financial coverage and for infrastructural in-
vestments. Irrespective of this, the Free State of Bavaria or third parties may at any time introduce 
own research projects to the UFS-members or the UFS Operating Company, as required.

3.  On the basis of the UFS Consortium Agreement the associated research part ners go to the 
station with their research topics, with their teams and with their funds. Here they hire labs, 
measurement platforms or offices, as required, and pay a user fee that is primarily charged 
as a lump sum. This is based on an individual use agreement with the UFS Operating Com-
pany. Any exceptional requirements put to the infrastructure or services are charged for 
separately. In this way, the scientific teams remain associated with the delegating research 
institutions (thus Virtual Institute”).

4.  In addition to the UFS shareholders’s assembly there are two other democratically organised 
supervisory and control committees: the “UFS-Konsortialrat” (UFS-Consortium Board) and 
the Scientists organisation, the “UFS Science Team“:

On the Consortium Board each research partner is represented by a high-level delegate 
whose voting rights depend on the level of the annual use fees of the respective organisation. 
Long-term fundamental and strategy decisions are reserved for this body.
Particularly important decisions require a 75 % majority of the votes. The members of the 
Consortium Board elect a chairperson (external or internal) for a specific term of office. This 
chairperson has no voting right.
The Science Team advises the Consortium Board and is the “science brain” of the research sta-
tion. It is responsible for scientific quality, the smooth cooperation between the research groups, 
improvement suggestions regarding equipment facilities, the installation of external measure-
ment platforms, joint programme targets, technical sessions and international cooperation.
Other responsibilities are the development and supervision of the joint data storage centre 
(AlpEnDAC) and a joint report that is published every two years giving the scientific results 
of the Environmental Research Station UFS.The Science Team is made up of elected “speak-
ers” (compare item 5 and Fig. 23) who all have equal voting rights.
The body is chaired by the “Scientific Coordinator of the UFS”(Wissenschaftlicher Koordina-

tor der UFS) who is proposed by the Team members and elected for a term of office by the 
Consortium Board. He/she also attends its meetings as a permanent reporter and advisory 
member. Meetings of the Science Team are partly held as internal meetings (only the speak-
ers who are entitled to vote, and with the managing director of the operating company as 
guest) and partly as public meetings (where all scientists can attend). The scientific coordi-
nator has the right to veto resolutions of the Science Team, the issue is then decided on by 
the Consortium Board.

5.  As Fig. 22 shows, the UFS has eight key topic pillars, to which the Science Team assigns the 
research projects or new internal or external suggestions. At the Science Team meetings these 
projects are then subjected to a joint and interdisciplinary discussion among all scientific 
persons of the UFS community concerning their acceptance, implementation and results.
Beyond this, one or two researcher colleagues are elected as scientific mentors for each of 
the eight topic blocks, and serve as the respective “speaker” both internally and externally. 
They attend Science Team meetings as coordinating reporter, where they exercise their right 
to vote. Their coordinating activity represents the respective specialised field and is therefore 
independent of the partner organisation handling the individual project in question.
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1.9 Infrastructure expansion and safety

The extensive realignment of the Schneefernerhaus Environmental Research Station that com-
menced in 2007 had to cover both the remaining interior conversion and refurbishment work, 
as well as the essential safety precautions for researchers, operating personnel and guests. This 
concerned the workstations, the conference and accommodation facilities as well as the access 
and transport by an existing but technically obsolete cable car.

Criteria for the required investment were, in addition to safety, the ecological role model ex-
pected from governmental institutions, the implementation of an optimal research infrastruc-
ture and also the minimiation of operating costs.

The extreme and ever-changing environmental conditions at the Schnee-
fernerhaus frequently ruled out routine construction methods. These con-
ditions accelerate wear, demand technically more sophisticated solutions 
(rockfall, avalanche protection, heat recovery), make external services more 
expensive (access transport, helicopters) and, because they are so different 
to normal conditions, require extended approval procedures. On the other 
hand, many of the structural refurbishment measures or improvements to 
the equipment infrastructure were made easier due to the possibility of 
direct access to the UFS’ own railway station by means of the very efficient 
rack railway. This applied, in particular, in difficult weather conditions or 
when heavy loads had to be moved.

The following gives an account of some of the refurbishment and invest-
ment steps:

• 2007/2016 Preparation of an “Innovative energy and waste/sewage con-
cept” which included the installation of a 100 m2 solar panel façade, 110 
m3 fire-fighting water storage tanks as a buffer for heat storage, four heat 
pumps on propane gas basis, each with 20.44 KW capacity. This was 
supplemented in 2016 with an additional PV system with 4.8 kWh. All 
cooling systems were converted from CFC to propane gas. In 1996, be-
fore any of this took place, a 9.5 km sewage pipe from the Zugspitze 
summit and an 8 km long high-pressure drinking water pipeline from the 
Eibsee had already been built under extremely harsh conditions.

• 2007/2016/2020 Preparation of a new safety manual and preparation of 
a precautionary structural and organizational concept for eliminating the 
impact of the low-level radon-emissions from the bedrock.

• 2007/2008 Preparation of an avalanche protection concept by the “Swiss 
Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research” in Davos for both 
the Schneefernerhaus and the planned new access “Research Cable Car.”
2008 Building authority approval and construction of the entire “Inte-
grated Rockfall and Avalanche Protection System”. The safety concept 
implemented was in response to the three avalanches that occurred in 
1965, 2002 and 2008 had become imperative. It was “put to the test” in 
2019 and has proven to be very effective.

• 2007 Installation of a long-term permafrost monitoring system in two 
new boreholes drilled beneath the Zugspitze summit at an altitude of 
2.930 m, measuring 44 m and 58 m in length (125 mm diameter), carried 
out by the Bavarian Environment Agency on behalf of the Bavarian Min-
istry of the Environment (Fig. 24).

• 2008/2009 Approval for the construction and operation of the new “Re-
search Cable Car” in accordance with Art. 21 BayESG (Bavarian Railway 
and Cable Car Act), planning permission and commencement of the con-
struction of the lower and upper stations for the new cable car as well as 
approval for continued use of an access cable car in accordance with 
Article 33 BayESG for the Bayerische Zugspitzbahn Bergbahn AG (BZB).

Fig. 23: View of the construction site for 
the integrated rockfall and avalanche 
protection system for the high-altitude 
research station UFS (see also Fig. 25)

Fig. 24: Permafrost measuring system, 
installed in the remaining summit tun-
nel between the UFS and the former 
terminus of the “Austrian Zugspitze 
 Cable Car”

Fig. 25: New “Research Cable Car” for 
access from the  Zugspitzplatt to the 
UFS building with the summit in the 
 background
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2009 Official inauguration and commissioning of the new “Research Ca-
ble Car” having the following specifications: 326 m in length, 65 m dif-
ference in elevation, cabin size for 8 persons or for EU-Standard pallets, 
transport capacity of 80 persons per hour (Fig. 25).

• 2009 Certificate of TÜV SÜD Life Service GmbH awarded for exemplary 
health and safety protection to the UFS Operating Company.

• 2010 Installation of a second, larger laser dome on the UFS roof for an 
extreme RAMAN- LIDAR for producing profiles of water vapour and tem-
perature in the atmosphere up to 24 km vertically (Fig. 26 and Fig. 27).

• 2011/2012 Energy-efficient refurbishment and provision of a canteen for 
the operating team and for conference guests (80 m2).

• 2012/2013 Commissioning of an electric snow blower (Specs: 375 kg, two 
rechargeable batteries, 400 Ah/29.7 V). Specially developed by the Insti-
tute of Automotive Technology of the TU Munich, to maintain the existing 
air quality.

• 2013/2018 Approval for renting the former ski-lift station “Schneefer ner-
kopf” as an external measuring platform (2.875 m above sea level), as 
well as commencement of the development of an IT link between the 
Schneefernerkopf and the Schneefernerhaus, with webcam and weather 
station (Fig. 28 and 29).

• 2013/2015/2017/2020 Refurbishment of the panoramic conference room 
“Gletscherstube” (56 m2)/(Fig. 30) and conversion and complete refur-
bishment of the Large Conference Room “Prof. Siegfried Specht” (144 m2/ 
(Fig. 31).
Completion of the refurbishment of the accommodation facilities, which 
now comprise 45 beds in 15 rooms.

• 2015/2016 First field tests with drones (UAVs) for air quality measure-
ments within the framework of a feasibility study.

• 2016/2017 Installation of ultrasonic anemometers and high-speed cam-
eras mounted on a stainless steel-sled on the roof of the Schneeferner-
haus (2,700 m above sea level).
Experiments performed with this arrangement aim to provide long-term 
measurements in the turbulent boundary layer and on in-situ observa-
tions of passing rain (or ice-containing) clouds.

• 2017/2018 Master thesis on the topic “Development of a CO2-free energy 
system as stand-alone solution for a research station”.

• 2018 Realization of a new concept for an energy-saving renovation of the 
entrance and reception hall, as well as the entire lower conference area. 
In addition, there are initial considerations for setting up a small museum 
on the history of the Schneefernerhaus.

• 2020/2021 Three projects, among others, are being planned for the near 
future, although due to the current (2020/21) corona pandemic, precise 
implementation dates cannot yet be specified:

 − Energetic and safety-related renovation of the access terrace between 
the UFS-owned “Research Cable Car” mountain station and the interi-
or of the building. This project also requires a separate refurbishment 
of the surrounding rock walls;

 − Creation of a small external 360-degree measurement site (80 m2) on 
the “summit ridge” above the UFS Building, at a horizontal distance 
from the other buildings on the Zugspitze summit of about 300–400 m. 
In contrast to the measuring station on the measuring station on the 
Schneefernerkopf (Fig. 29), this facility offers easier access for research 
personnel.

Fig. 26: Installation of the large laser 
tower for the RAMAN- LIDAR on the 
roof platform of the UFS building (2010)

Fig. 27: Water vapour laser “DIAL- 
LASER“ in operation

Fig. 28: View from a UFS measurement 
platform to the “Schneefernerkopf” 
with a small measurement hut on top 
(see also Fig. 29)

Fig. 29: Measurement hut on top of the 
“Schneefernerkopf”, 2.875 m above sea 
level (see also Fig. 28)
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 − In order to meet the wide-ranging interests of the scientifically diverse 
research groups, both within and outside the UFS, and to make the 
recent progress in measurement technology available to them, the 
construction of an airfield for drones – or “UAVs” (“Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle”) is being examined. This would be Germany’s highest take-off 
and landing site of this kind.
Even without the expansion plans described above, the Environmental 
Research Station Schneefernerhaus is already one of the largest and 
best-equipped high-altitude research stations (Fig. 33). It is a member 
of the most important supra-regional research organizations in the sec-
tors of weather, climate and the environment. (Bittner et. al. 2017/02)
Together with the Hohenpeißenberg observatory, it also has the status 
of a global station in the “Global Atmosphere Watch Programme 
(GAW)” of the “World Meteorological Organisation (WMO)”. For this 
purpose, twice a year, the UFS runs “Global Education and Training 
Center (GAWTEC)” courses for the next generation of measurement 
technology professionals worldwide. It is also part of the international 
NDACC program and cooperates with the “ICSU/WMO World Data 
Center for Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere (WDC-RSAT)”.

Some important characteristics of the existing infrastructure are listed be-
low:

• Year-round access and year-round transportation of heavy loads inde-
pendent of weather conditions (see chapter 07);

• 11 floors (nine storeys above ground and two storeys in the bedrock); 
• 5,000 m2 of usable space in total, for example:

 − 480 m2 outdoor experiment platforms;
 − 750 m2 laboratory and office space;
 − 82 m2 new entrance and reception hall with direct access from the 
conference area;

 − 80 m2 canteen for the operating team and conference guests;
 − 144 m2 “Large Conference Room Prof. Siegfried Specht” for 80–90 per-
sons;

 − 56 m2 panoramic conference room “Gletscherstube” for up to 25 per-
sons;

• Overnight facilities for 45 persons in 15 rooms;
• Special technical facilities, for example:

 − Emission-free concept and environmentally-friendly utility supply and 
disposal systems;

 − Ultra-pure water and liquid nitrogen available;
 − Electric, battery-powered snow-blower;

• High-speed internet connection to the Munich Scientific Network (oper-
ated by the “Leibniz Supercomputing Center (LRZ),” Garching, near Mu-
nich).

1.10  The new project “Virtual Alpine 
Observatory (VAO)” (www.vao.bayern.de)

1.10.1 Background
In 2016, after two years of discussion, an extension of the scientific UFS 
strategy was adopted, which provides for additional activities to further 
develop the UFS founding concept in the section “International Coopera-
tion and Networking”. (Bittner et. al. 2020/02)

The reason for this request was that since the 1990s at the latest, scientific 
findings from all areas of high mountain and climate research have been 
revealing the drastic consequences of global warming in the Alpine region 

Fig. 30: UFS Conference Room “Glet-
scherstube” with panoramic view

Fig. 31: UFS Large conference Room 
“Prof. Siegfried Specht”

Fig. 32: View of the UFS building and 
some measurement devices

Fig. 33: View from the Zugspitzplatt to 
the UF building with the rockfall and 
avalanche protection system
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and signaled very early on that the Alpine ecosystem is one of the most sensitive regions on 
earth.

This has been evidenced, for example, by glacier mass loss, retreating permafrost, an increase 
in extreme weather, the shift in elevation of tree lines, longer growing seasons, an increase in 
geological hazards, and – most strikingly – a temperature increase of + 2° C that is almost twice 
as high as in other regions of Europe.

Both “intrinsic” (i. e., natural) forcings of the climate system and “extrinsic” influences (e. g., 
solar radiation) are responsible for these threatening changes in all areas of the alpine Earth 
system. In addition, significant “anthropogenic” forcings, i. e. consequences of human activi-
ties, contribute quite substantially.

Issues of this kind are not only of scientific interest. The Alpine region, with its eight neighbor-
ing countries and around 14 million inhabitants, forms an important economic area in the heart 
of Europe. It is therefore necessary to quickly clarify the extent to which the effects of climate 
change pose a threat to the human habitat and nature. Far-reaching impacts on the economy, 
transport, human health and irreversible losses in biodiversity are to be expected.

Joint efforts are therefore essential to understand and monitor climate change and its impacts 
faster than before. On the basis of reliable results for the particularly sensitive Alpine region 
(or comparable high-mountain regions), forecasts must be made rapidly in order to be able to 
predict more quickly the effects of global warming on the bio- and geosphere, in particular on 
biodiversity, on weather systems, on human health, and on the economy and transport.

In alpine climate research, it was therefore recognized early on that research data should in-
creasingly be collected in projects coordinated by the division of labor and according to uniform 
quality criteria. This would enable a faster cross-border exchange of data and lead to an accel-
erated gain of knowledge for all. In addition, the Alpine region could thus become a model case 
for other high mountain regions internationally.

In other words, it was recognized that the scientific monitoring of global warming in the Alpine 
region requires a transnational and interdisciplinary approach, given the scale and urgency of 
the task. Consequently, this complex problem was taken up about 10 years ago in a holistical-
ly networked project that led to a founding initiative primarily focused on the Alpine region, 
which began in the UFS. The following is therefore intended to report on it at this point.

1.10.2 On the beginnings of the “VAO” project
In 2012, the Scientific Coordinator of the UFS, Professor Michael Bittner, submitted a possible 
solution to the UFS-Science Team and the UFS-Consortium Council.

Based on the good experiences with the organizational model “Virtual Institute”, he proposed 
the foundation of an analogously organized research network, which would initially address 
the existing Alpine observatories on a cross-border basis. The goal and mission of this “Virtual 
Alpine Observatory (VAO)” should be to create a voluntary network in the European Alps with 
the existing observatories, research institutions, data archives and supercomputing centers. 
Integrated into a networked infrastructure and, if possible, research topics coordinated on a 
division of labor basis.

Following a UFS-internal preparation phase that was supported by the Free State of Bavaria, 
the “Virtual Alpine Observatory (VAO)” was officially launched in the Schneefernerhaus on 20th 
of September 2013 by the Bavarian State Minister of the Environment, Health and Consumer 
Protection. The founding motto, which is still adhered to today was: “Scientific cooperation – 

joining forces instead of duplicating efforts”. Founding members were, besides the UFS, repre-
sentatives of the stations “Jungfraujoch & Gornergrad (HFSJG)” / Switzerland, ”Sonnblick 
Observatorium” / Austria and „EURAC-LT(S)ER site Macia/Matsch“ / Italy.

The VAO has, in the meantime, become well established and the number of cooperation part-
ners has expanded significantly. Fig. 34 and Fig. 35 show the list of participating observatories 
and associated partners (status: May 2021).
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In addition to the research institutions, the countries bordering the Alps have also supported 
the VAO project within the framework of the “European Alpine Convention” (European Conven-
tion on the Protection of the Alps of 1995) and the “EU Alpine Strategy” (“EUSALP”). In the 
provisional minutes of the decision of the 58th meeting of the Standing Committee of the Alpine 
Conference, Bolzano, 12–13 March 2015, it says in this regard under item B4a (freely translated):

“The Standing Committee ...

1. ... ,

2.  notes that, against the background of progressive climate change and in view of and in ac-

cordance with the “Action Plan on Climate Change in the Alps”, increased cooperation be-

tween the Contracting Parties in the field of climate observation is necessary,

3.  supports the intention of the High-Altitude Research Stations of Germany, France, Italy, Swit-

zerland and Slovenia to deepen the already initiated cooperation for a Virtual Alpine Obser-

vatory and welcomes the intention to develop it into a center of climate and environmental 

research in the Alps,

List of participating observatories and institutions:

Country: VAO research stations/institutions Altitude:

Germany Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus (UFS) 2.650 m

Schauinsland Observatory 1.284 m

Hohenpeißenberg Observatory 975 m

France Observatoire de Haute-Provence 650 m

Station Alpine Joseph Fourier, Lautaret-Pass 2.058 m

Vallot Observatory, Mont Blanc 4.362 m

Italy Sentinel Alpine Observatory, Ritten 2.260 m

Eurac-LT(S)ER site Macia/Matsch 2.700 m

Austria Sonnblick Observatory 3.106 m

Switzerland High Altitude Research Station Jungfraujoch (HFSJG) 3.580 m

High Altitude Research Station Gornergrat (HFSJG) 3.135 m

Slovenia Otlica Observatory 945 m

Supporting research infrastructures:

Germany Leibniz Supercomputing Centre (LRZ), Garching

World Data Centre for Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere (WDC-RSAT), 
Oberpfaffenhofen

France Observatoire des Sciences de l’Univers de Grenoble (OSUG)

Italy European Academy of Bolzano (EURAC Research) 

Country: Associated VAO-Partners Altitude:

Georgia Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory 1.700 m

Norway Alomar Observatory 380 m

Bulgaria BEO Moussala 2.925 m

Supporting research infrastructures: 

Czech Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Prague

Observer

European Space Agency (ESA)
Alpine Convention 

Fig. 34: Participating observatories and institutions of the VAO (status: May 2021)
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4.  invites the Contracting States within the scope of their possibilities to ensure that future 

collaborations between the partners of the Virtual Alpine Observatory are supported by EU 

funding programs, in particular “HORIZON 2020”,

5.  invites the Permanent Secretariat, in cooperation with the observatories participating in the 

Virtual Alpine Observatory, to identify possible interfaces with the Alpine Observation and In-

formation System, thereby contributing to the governance of the Virtual Alpine Observatory and 

to the dissemination of relevant scientific knowledge gained in the Virtual Alpine Observatory,

6.  invites the Contracting Parties to consider the possibility of integrating the Virtual Alpine 

Observatory into their national climate policies and taking into account its research results 

in the further development of EU climate and energy policies, ...”

1.10.3 About the “VAO” project itself
With the establishment of the “Virtual Alpine Observatory”, some further essential goals were 
achieved (VAO 2020):

• VAO serves to give coherence – where appropriate – to the various research efforts and pro-
grams undertaken by the VAO partner organizations or within their infrastructures to try to 
maximize the scientific benefits. As an example, VAO gives the scientific community the 
flexibility to conduct highly specialized field measurements in very diverse scientific areas, 
through coordinated simultaneous campaigns at different sites, and also promotes an inter-
disciplinary approach, in order to more effectively address specific scientific questions.

Fig. 35: Cartographic assignment of the VAO partners
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• VAO further supports such activities by granting access to additional resources (additional 

data and information, computing power, numerical models, analysis tools etc.). Consequent-
ly, VAO helps to improve the understanding of the environment of the environment and thus 
contributes to the development of a consolidated basic knowledge. This can also help the 
(political) decision-makers to sustainably political) decision-makers to balance economic, 
social and environmental interests in a sustainable way (see Fig. 37). In fact, the VAO is al-
ready part of the “European Alpine Convention” and the EU’s Alpine Strategy (see above).

• VAO brings together existing infrastructures (observatories, data centers, and high-perfor-
mance computing centers), scientists, engineers, medical experts and technicians from vari-
ous disciplines and facilities (universities, major research institutions and public authorities). 
This creates a synergy – a synergy from which results and new results can be achieved at ever 
shorter intervals and with comparatively little and with comparatively little effort, and new 
results can be achieved in ever time intervals and with comparatively fewer resources. “It is 
obvious, networking these capacities a higher result than just the sum of the individual parts”.

• The cross-link to well-established WMO/ICSU World Data Centers and other data repositories 
(e. g., other data archives, the COPERNICUS Atmospheric Service CAMS) provides the felici-
tatesscientific communities with a standardized (based on state-of-the-art Information Tech-
nology) access to additional data, information and services, for example, from satellite-based 
measurements (e. g. EU-COPERNICUS, other ESA-satellites) or rom other ground-based ob-
servational networks (e. g.Long-Term Ecosystem Research network (LTER). The cross-link to 
supercomputing centers not only facilitates the use of complex numerical models and ad-
vanced data analysis tools by the scientific communities, but also allows optimization of 
computational applications (e. g. parallelization of numerical codes, improved use of big data 
concepts through support from IT experts).
Scientists are thus empowered to improve the assessment of their own results and thereby 
enhance their scientific knowledge and turn this new knowledge into innovative services 
tailored to users’ needs (for example: new concepts for near real time (NRT) satellite valida-
tion in order to improve NRT-services such as improved forecasting of mesoscale phenome-
na, or the implementation of tailored health services for individual persons, etc.). 
As a result, this concept strengthens the long term international competitiveness of Europe-
an research and envelopment.

• Where appropriate, cooperation with European industrial sectors could be advantageous for 
both parties, for example, with regard to technology development (e. g., improving the per-
formance of instrumentation or adapting technologies to other fields of application). It is 
equally conceivable that parties may cooperate in the envelopment of services tailored to 
users’ needs (so-called ’downstream services’, such as the provision of information products).

Fig. 36: VAO’s vision from data to understanding to action (Bittner 2020/01)
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From what has been said above, it follows that the vision of the VAO can be characterized in at 
least five dimensions (Bittner 2020/01):

(1)  setting new standards in terms of the common development of new instrumentation (“open 

hardware”), often in cooperation with industry;
(2)  providing information products and data analysis tools tailored to the scientists’ needs 

(“computing-on-demand”);
(3)  scheduling measurement procedures harmonized between various measurement sites and 

customized to a specific application (“operating-on-demand”);
(4)  archiving and delivering data (and meta-data), as well as value-added information, adjusted 

to specific requirements (“data-on-demand”), and
(5)  elivering services addressing especially – but not exclusively – public needs (“service-on-de-

mand”).

The VAO is already established and is becoming more and more visible and attractive. During 
the first VAO-Board Meeting, held in 2016 at the Bavarian State Ministry for the Environment 
and Consumer Protection in Munich, it became clear that a strategy was required for the up-
coming decade, which will assist the further development of the VAO in a target-oriented way. 
The following VAO mission statement is based on broad discussions within the scientific com-
munities and reads:

“The overarching objective of the VAO is to bring together already existing infrastructures (ob-

servatories, data centers, and high-performance computing centers), scientists, engineers, med-

ical experts and technicians from various disciplines and facilities (universities, large research 

institutes, and public authorities) to perform environment, climate and climate change research 

in the Alps. Cross-linking all these capacities therefore means a lot more than just the sum of it.

The motto is and remains: “Joining forces instead of duplicating efforts”.

The consequence of this means that the future development of the VAO is to be pursued in two ways:

(1)  Deepened definition of the scientific core topics to be worked on jointly as VAO in the future 
scientific core topics (research strategy “VAO-II”);

(2)  Strengthening the scientific competitiveness of the VAO research association by VAO 
through further development of its organizational structure (“VAO-III”).

1.10.4 Core scientific topics
The implementation of the VAO strategy rests on four pillars (Bittner 2020/01):
• Pillar I: advancing the research infrastructures in the Alps, especially at high altitudes;
• Pillar II: enhancing the scientific and technological portfolio;
• Pillar III: advancing the services, and
• Pillar IV: strengthening public outreach.

VAO-internal discussion on the specification of these jointly-decided pillars resulted in a prior-
itization of the following research areas:
• Atmospheric and climatic variability;
• Climate impact on the Alpine environment, hazards and risks;
• Alpine water cycle; and
• Environment and human health.

The overarching scientific challenges that the VAO will address in the next years are part of the 
research fields, put together in Fig. 37.

1.10.5 Further organizational development: 
• The research association VAO is currently striving to transform the VAO Network into a legal-

ly binding structure. The goal is the foundation of a “European Association for Territorial co-
operation (EGTC)”.
This organizational transformation should trengthen the alpine research of the high alpine 
research stations of the Alps and to make them scientifically more effective by coordinating 
and bundling their potentials in calls for proposals.
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• In a first step, the high alpine research stations in Germany (Environmetal Research Station 
Schneefernerhaus / UFS), Austria (Sonnblick Observatory / SBO) and Switzerland (High altitude 
research stations Jungfraujoch and Gornergrat / HFSJG) will join forces to form an “EGTC-VAO”.

• With its foundation, this “EGTC-VAO” shall start a first research project. Its central research 
goal is the investigation of coupling processes in the different areas of the alpine climate 
system. Processes in different parts of the alpine climate system. The expected findings may 
contribute significantly to the optimization of climate simulations and show the effects on 
specific ecosystems and cycles.

• Within the VAO network, specialists from the fields of geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, 
cryosphere and atmosphere are working interdisciplinarily on important questions of the 
alpine earth system. With this professional diversity, the VAO stations already cover an re-
search from the solid body of the earth to the edge of space. In this respect, the research 
activities at the above-mentioned observatories are uniquein the entire Alpine region.

Epilogue

Climate change currently poses the greatest threat to life on our planet. Consistent and target-
ed action by policymakers is therefore imperative.

For political measures to be credible and democratically legitimate in the long term, it is essen-
tial that they are based on the current state of research. There is no room for “alternative facts.”

Scientific data must meet the recognized, subject-specific criteria without restriction, so that 
they are not communicated in an interest-driven manner.

Scientific knowledge is an essential prerequisite for respectful and successful treatment of the cre-
ation entrusted to us. Since its foundation, the “Virtual Institute – Environmental Research Station 
Schneefernerhaus (UFS)/Zugspitze” has placed itself unreservedly at the service of this challenge.

Scientific challenges: The overarching scientific challenges the VAO will address to in the 
 upcoming decade are part of the following research fields:

Challenge 1 Understanding the coupling mechanisms among atmosphere, clouds and land 
 surface and their changes in view of impact on the greenhouse effect

Challenge 2 Understanding the impact of the Alps (mountains) on atmospheric dynamics in the 
middle atmosphere (10–100 km height)

Challenge 3 Understanding if there is an impact of climate change on the characteristics of 
 cosmic radiation in the atmosphere

Challenge 4 Monitoring and understanding of the contamination of the Alps

Challenge 5 Impact of meteorological extremes in the Alps and surrounding regions on natural 
hazards

I) Climate impact on Alpine environment, hazards and risks

Challenge 6 Understanding the dynamics of the Alpine vegetation in response to climate (change)

Challenge 7 Interrelation of the environment with seismic activity

II) Alpine water cycle

Challenge 8 Understanding the Alps as a water tower for the pre-Alpine regions under climate 
change conditions

III) Environment and human health 

Challenge 9 Understanding the impact of pollutants, radiation and meteorological stress on 
 human health

IV) Improving the Infrastructure 

Challenge 10 Improving the validation of satellite-based measurements through in-situ and  remote 
sensing measurements

Challenge 11 Establish a powerful IT-linkage between all observatories, high-performance 
 computing centres and data repositories (e. g. further develop AlpEnDAC)

Fig. 37: Future research fields of the VAO-cooperation
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This is evidenced by the cross-border climate research currently being carried out in the Alpine 
region at its suggestion under the title “Virtual Alpine Observatory (VAO)”. It is unique in its kind.
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Abstract

Mountain climate therapy takes advantage of specific climatic conditions to treat chronic aller-
gic diseases. The aim of the study was to investigate effects of a 5-day observation period on 
atopic diseases at the Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus (UFS; Umwelt-
forschungsstation).

18 patients with grass pollen-induced rhinoconjunctivitis, atopic ezcema or asthma and 11 
non-allergic controls were included in this study. Skin physiology parameters, changes of the 
respiratory and nasal functions, subjective symptoms and blood parameters were measured 
during a 5-day observation period in the Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus at 
the moderate altitude mountain region (Zugspitze; 2650 m alt.) compared to a low altitude area 
(Munich; 519 m alt.).

Histamine induced itch decreased significantly. Several of the skin physiology parameters 
changed significantly during the observation period (decrease of skin hydration, increase of 
skin smoothness, skin roughness, skin scaliness and pH-value). In patients with atopic eczema, 
the SCORAD (Severity Scoring of Atopic Dermatitis) and the scores of the DIELH (Deutsches 
Instrument zur Erfassung der Lebensqualität bei Hauterkrankungen) did not change significant-
ly. Parameters of nasal function (rhinomanometry, eosinophil cationic protein (ECP) in nasal 
secretions) did not change significantly. The vital capacity (VC) decreased significantly, several 
other parameters of lung function (FEV1/VC, PEF, MEF 50, MMFEF 25/75) showed a slight, but 
statistically significant improvement. ECP (eosinophil cationic protein) and IL-33 in the serum 
and parameters of blood count changed significantly.

In dependence on the atopic disease the benefit of a moderate altitude mountain climate so-
journ over a period of 5 days differed – especially itching of the skin and asthma parameters 
improved. Assessing the parameters during a longer observation periods in alpine climate 
would be useful.

The methodology used can serve as a suitable template for qualified studies on the effect of 
climate therapy.

Key words: mountain climate therapy, atopic diseases, atopic eczema, asthma, rhinoconjunc-
tivitis allergica, skin physiology parameters, rhinomanometry, parameters of lung function, 
Umweltforschungsstation Schneefernerhaus, Zugspitze
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– a pilot study. Clinical and Translational Allergy 2014; 4: 17
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2
2.1 Introduction

Allergies have increased in most countries of the world in recent decades. Prevalence rates of 
20 to 30 % of the total population are estimated today. Particularly common allergic diseases 
are allergic rhinoconjunctivitis (if seasonally occurring “hay fever”, allergic asthma bronchiale, 
atopic eczema (atopic dermatitis, anaphylaxis (maximum variant of an acute allergic reaction 
with life-threatening character, allergic contact dermatitis (one of the most common occupa-
tional diseases) and the manifold spectrum of food and drug intolerance reactions.

Allergies are typical environmental diseases; they are based on genetic susceptibility via a 
misdirected reaction of the effector organ immune system against natural and anthropogenic 
substances from the environment. Air pollutants and allergens can influence each other in many 
ways (1, 2).

Climate therapy comprises the use of certain climatic conditions in the treatment of chronic 
diseases. In allergy, maritime and moderate altitude mountain zones are of interest. Mountain 
climatotherapy can be performed in moderate altitude (relative height of > 2000 m) and low 
altitude (> 500–2000 m alt.) (3).

Increasing altitude implies climatic changes in the following factors: air pressure, oxygen par-
tial pressure, temperature, water vapour pressure, UV radiation, global radiation and reduction 
of allergens such as house dust mite. Some of these factors are considered as “stimulating”, 
the relative purity of the air and low allergen content as protective factors (4).

From the experience of special rehabilitation clinics in the moderate high mountains, especial-
ly in Davos, Switzerland, we know since decades that the mountain climate exerts a favorable 
influence on numerous inflammatory diseases of the skin and respiratory system. Especially 
the climatic situation in moderate high mountains (5) has been proven in many studies to be 
particularly effective in the treatment of allergic respiratory and skin diseases, with most long-
term studies in Davos (6,7). From patients with atopic eczema (AE) treated in the German 
Hospital for Dermatology and Allergy Davos (Switzerland) some 94 % returned either complete-
ly free or with considerably improved symptoms (4). Also in patients with asthma mountain 
climate therapy is a well-established therapeutic option (5).

The effects of mountain climate include normalization of misguided immune responses (T cell 
responses, IgE levels, changes in cutaneous reactivity, histamine and allergen pricktest thresh-
olds), influences on vegetative parameters such as sweating, and beneficial effects on the 
subjective symptom itching. The nature of these effects, especially with regards to the only more 
recently elucidated pathophysiological reactions of the allergic inflammatory cascade, is inves-
tigated only to a limited extent. Increased cortisol and catecholamine levels as well as modu-
lation of lymphocyte regulatory functions might be mechanisms explaining the effects of cli-
mate therapy in these disorders (8, 9).

Many patients – especially those with severe forms of the above-mentioned diseases – cannot 
be subjected to allergological testing in the lowlands under the conditions of daily life at all. 
This is due to the fact that either the skin organ or the respiratory tract constantly show symp-
toms and must be treated, which prevents the patient from testing, or strong symptoms occur 
immediately when the medication is discontinued, which makes testing impossible. For such 
patients, moderate high mountain conditions are particularly valuable for providing them with 
a further treatment strategy. Compared to Davos (1.600 m) the altitude in Bavaria with Oberjoch 
(approx. 1200 m) and Berchtesgaden-Buchenhöhe (approx. 900 m) are still relatively low. With 
a height of 2650 m, the UFS offers a location comparable to that of the Jungfraujoch in Europe.

It was the aim of this study to follow objective and subjective parameters in patients suffering 
from rhinoconjunctivitis and/or atopic eczema, asthma over a 5 days observation period in the 
Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus (UFS) at the Zugspitze (2650 m alt.) in the 
alpine mountain climate of Bavaria compared to lowland in Munich (518 m alt.). Clinical symp-
toms, skin and lung parameters, blood parameters and self-assessed health status were ana-
lyzed.
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2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Study Design
Five-day observation periods at the Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus (UFS) 
were performed with groups up to 10 patients and/or controls in July/August 2008, March 2009 
and July 2009. Skin physiology parameters, changes of the respiratory and nasal functions, 
subjective symptoms and blood parameters were measured 3 to 4 days in Munich before the 
sojourn at the UFS (t1), at the first and second day (t2) and at the fourth and fifth (t3) day during 
the sojourn at the UFS as well as about 4 weeks later in Munich (t4). All participants reached 
the UFS by railway within four hours. All study procedures were conducted according to the 
Declaration of Helsinki. The local Ethical Committee approved the study. Patients had given 
informed consent.

2.2.2 Patients
18 patients (6 males, 12 females; mean age: 30 years, range: 24–43 years) with grass-pollen 
induced rhinoconjunctivitis, atopic eczema or asthma and 11 non-allergic controls (4 males, 
7 females; mean age: 26 years, range 18–32 years) were included in the study. Characteristics 
of patients are shown in Tab. 1.

2.2.3 Diagnostic criteria
Atopic eczema was diagnosed according to the criteria of Hanifin and Rajka, the UK working 
party and Ring et al. (10,11,12). Asthma in adults was diagnosed according to Global Strategy 
for Asthma Management and Prevention (13).

2.2.4 Blood tests
A maximum of 20 ml per blood sampling time (maximum 3 time points) was required. The 
total IgE, a spectrum of specific IgE antibodies (main focus on inhaled allergens), a complete 
blood count and parameters of inflammation of the skin and respiratory tract (eosinophilic 
cationic protein ECP and soluble receptors) were determined.

2.2.5 Measurements

2.2.5.1 Dermatological examination
The examination of the skin was carried out in a standardised manner by trained physicians. 
The focus of the study was set on the qualitative and quantitative description of atopic eczema. 
The severity of the atopic eczema was determined by the SCORAD (scoring index for atopic 
dermatitis). This is a standardised survey tool developed for this purpose, which records the 
parameters of extent, intensity (divided into the criteria erythema, edema/papules, wetness/
crusts, excoriations, lichenification, dryness) and subjective symptoms (daytime pruritus and 
sleep loss). (14)

2.2.5.2 Skin prick test
The skin prick test was performed on the volar sides of the forearms. Commercial extracts of 
grass pollen allergens in various dilutions as well as saline and histamine solutions were used 
as controls. The reactions were evaluated after 15 minutes and categorized according to the 
diameter of the wheal and flare reaction. A wheal diameter of ≥ 3 mm was defined as positive. 
Tests in which the negative control was positive or in which there was no positive reaction 
(including positive control) were excluded from the final evaluation.

Itch intensity after prick testing of histamine was rated on a computerized visual analogue scale 
(VAS) ranging from 1 to 100, where 0 was defined as ‘no itch’ and 100 as ‘maximum itch’. The 
scale was anchored at one-third of the VAS, defined to patients as the ‘scratch threshold’ (15).
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2.2.5.3  Measurement of skin physiological parameters (Fig. 1)
Parameters of skin function, especially with regard to the barrier function 
of the upper skin layers (16), were investigated under the conditions of the 
altitude climate:

2.2.5.4 Sebum content
A sebumeter (SEBUMETER SM 810, Courage and Khazaka electronics 
GmbH, Köln, Germany) was used for the quantitative measurement of skin 
surface fat. The measurement was based on fat spot photometry. The mat 
tape of the sebumeter was brought into contact with skin (here forehead). 
It became transparent in relation to the sebum on the surface of the meas-
urement area. Then the tape was inserted into the aperture of the device 
and the transparency was measured by a photocell. The light transmission 
represented the sebum content and the result was displayed in µg/cm2.

2.2.5.5 Skin hydration
To determine the skin hydration, a corneometer (CORNEOMETER CM825, Courage and Khaz-
aka electronics GmbH, Köln, Germany) was used to determine the moisture content of the 
outer layer of the epidermis (stratum corneum) by means of a capacitive measuring method. 
Changes in the skin surface hydration resulted in a change in the capacitance of a precision 
capacitor due to the change of a dielectric medium. This was evaluated electronically and dis-
played as a corneometer value. The value scale ranged from 1–150 units. For measurement, the 
active front face of the probe head, coated with special glass, was placed on the flexor side of 
the forearm. The corneometer reading was displayed after 1 second.

2.2.5.6 PH-value
The pH-value of the skin surface provides important information about the condition of the skin 
and its protective acid mantle. Since the skin’s surface with its excretions and high moisture 
content comes very close to the properties of an “aqueous solution”, it is suitable for immediate 
pH measurement. The sensor for pH measurement on the skin surface of the skin-pH-meter 
(SKIN-pH-METER PH 900, Courage and Khazaka electronics GmbH, Köln, Germany) was char-
acterised by the fact that its active part was designed as a flat surface in order to be able to 
measure on the skin (here: flexor side of the forearm). The measurement was based on a high 
quality combined electrode, where both glass H+ ion sensitive electrode and additional refer-
ence electrode were placed in one housing. It was connected to a probe handle containing the 
measurement electronics. The result of the measurement within seconds was displayed with 
an accuracy of 0.1 pH.

2.2.5.7 Skin roughness (Fig. 2)
Skin roughness can be determined by means of an impression procedure 
to determine the skin surface texture. Replicas were taken from the flexor 
side of the forearm with a polyether impression material (Permadyne Ga-
rant 2:1, ESPE, Seefeld, Germany) according to a previous publication (16). 
Each skin print is measured with the aid of a commercially available surface 
measuring device (VisioScan VC98 with the software SELS 2000, Courage 
and Khazaka electronics GmbH, Köln, Germany). For the description of skin 
roughness, those parameters were chosen that have proven to be particu-
larly meaningful for the description of the skin surface texture (skin scali-
ness, skin smoothness).

2.2.5.8 Transepidermal water loss
A tewameter (Tewameter TM 300, Courage and Khazaka electronics GmbH, Köln, Germany) was 
used to determine the transepidermal water loss as a measure of the skin barrier function. The 
physical basis for measuring the evaporation of water on a surface is the diffusion law discov-
ered by Adolf Fick:

Fig. 1: Measurement of skin physiology 
parameters

Fig. 2: Replica of the skin surface for 
measurement of skin roughness
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   dm ____ 
dt

    = –D · A · A ·    
dp

 ___ 
dx

   

(A = surface (m2); m = water transported (g); t = time (h); D = diffusion constant (= 0.0877 g/m(h(mm 
Hg))); p = vapour pressure of the atmosphere (mm Hg); x = distance from skin surface to point 
of measurement (m))

The diffusion current dm/dt indicates how much mass is transported per time unit. The diffusion 
current is proportional to the surface A of the perpendicularly penetrating interface and the 
change in density per unit of displacement length dp/dx. D is the diffusion coefficient of water 
vapour in atmospheric air. This law is only valid within a homogeneous diffusion zone. This is 
approximately created by a hollow cylinder open on both sides, the shorter side of which is 
placed on the skin (open chamber measurement). The water evaporating from the surface of 
the skin evaporates through the cylinder on the opposite side. The resulting density gradient is 
indirectly measured and evaluated by two pairs of sensors (temperature and relative humidity) 
in the cylinder. The values are given in g/hm2. The transepidermal water loss was measured 
according to the guidelines of Pinnagoda et al. (17) on the flexor side of the forearm. This pa-
rameter is of particular importance as it can be used to detect very small disorders of the skin 
barrier function both in healthy skin and in patients with atopic eczema, which already show 
elevated levels of TEWL in non-affected areas.

2.2.5.9 Alkali resistance test
The alkali resistance test assesses the alkaline resistance of the skin. For this purpose, a skin 
area was moistened with 0.5 M NaOH solution for 2 × 10 minutes and covered with a small glass 
platelet. In between was a 10-minute drying and observation area. The control was 0.9 % aque-
ous saline solution. The TEWL was then measured over both areas.

2.2.5.10 Laser Doppler flowmetry (Fig. 3)
By means of Laser-Doppler Imager (Moor Instruments, Axminster, England) it was possible to 
measure the skin blood circulation without contact. A low energy laser was guided over the 
surface of the skin (here both forearms) in a meandering manner by a mirror that can be rotat-
ed on two axes. The light was scattered through the static surface and the moving blood. The 
double shifted and unchanged light components were directed to two detectors via the mov able 
scanning mirror and the incoming mixed signal was used to calculate the parameter Flux (pro-
portional to the blood flow). The value was given in device-specific units.

Fig. 3: Laser Doppler Flowmetry
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2.2.6 Respiratory parameters

2.2.6.1 Peak flow measurement
The severity of a breathing disorder can be assessed by peak flow measurement. This method 
measured the maximum exhalation flow (peak flow) at forced expiration at the mouth in l/s or 
l/min. The mouthpiece of the peak flow meter (Mini-Wright-Peak-Flow-Meter, Clemente Clark, 
Essex, England) was attached to the mouth and the pointer is positioned at 0 l/min. The patient 
breathed deeply while standing, held the device horizontally, covered the mouthpiece with his 
or her lips and exhaled through the device as fast and powerfully as possible. The value was 
read above the pointer. In healthy subjects, the peak flow rate is usually between 400 and 700 
l/min. In this study, the subjects were instructed to perform a peak flow measurement three 
times a day with the nose clamp attached while standing. The peak flow measurement was 
carried out three times at each measuring point and the best results were documented.

2.2.6.2 Rhinomanometry
In all subjects rhinomanometric function parameters were determined with a spirometer 
(Flowscreen Pro, Jaeger GmbH, Hoechberg, Germany). The measurement method was used to 
determine the airway resistance when inhaling through the nose. During inhalation and exha-
lation, a special respiratory mask was used to measure the differential pressure between the 
space in front of the nostril and the oral cavity. With the aid of nasal olives, the choke pressure 
and flow were determined and the measured value was graphically recorded in a nasal resist-
ance curve. The value of the nostril was selected as the reference point showing the least re-
sistance before exposure.

In the nasal provocation test, after adaptation to room temperature, the provocation was ap-
plied with NaCl 0.9 % to the lower nasal concha on the mucous membrane and the flow was 
recorded. The usual provocation with pollen was avoided due to the risk of an asthma attack.

2.2.6.3 Extraction of nasal secretion
To obtain nasal secretion, we used the absorption method with small cotton wool pieces: These 
small cotton wool pieces were inserted into the middle nasal passage on both sides under 
anterior rhinoscopy with a bayonet forceps for 15 minutes. Subsequently, they were centrifuged 
at +8 °C and 3000 R for 20 min and the nasal secretion obtained was stored at –70 °C until fur-
ther processing. In all samples the eosinophilic cationic protein (ECP) was analyzed (CAP ECP 
FEIA, Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden).

2.2.6.4 Pulmonary function parameters
In all subjects pulmonary function parameters were determined with a spirometer (Flowscreen 
Pro, Jaeger GmbH, Hoechberg, Germany). The pulmonary function test measured parameters 
for the characterisation of lung size, certain partial volumes and flow resistance. The measured 
values were assessed in relation to standard values, so that a normal or limited lung function 
could be detected in the individuals. The lung function, but especially the intensity of change 
over time, is currently the most significant non-invasive parameter for measuring the co-reac-
tion of the lungs and bronchi.

The routine parameters VC max, FEV1, FEV1/VC max, ITGV, R tot, SR tot and the flow-volume 
curve were evaluated using bodyplethysmography (Master Screen Body, Jaeger GmbH, VIASYS 
Healthcare, Höchberg, Germany). (Fig. 4)

Under resting conditions and/or slow breathing conditions the vital capacity as well as its par-
tial volumes (VCin, ERV, IRC) were determined and the forced expiratory volume in one second 
(FEV1) and other parameters (FVC, FEV1 % VC, PEF, MEF75, MEF50, MEF25, MMEF) were deter-
mined by forcing expiratory volume in one second from the flow-volume curve. Bodyplethys-
mographically, the airway resistances and the intrathoracic gas volume at the end of normal 
exhalation (FRC) were determined by means of short term occlusion at the mouthpiece (18).
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2.2.6.5 Methacholine provocation
The methacholine provocation (for subjects with normal lung function) is one of the pharma-
cological bronchial provocation tests that have a firm place in patient care as well as in scien-
tific and expert questions. This challenge test was performed with a bodyplethysmograph (Mas-
ter Screen Body, Jaeger GmbH, VIASYS Healthcare, Hoechberg, Germany). After inhalation of 
a control solution (physiological saline solution) the inhalative provocation with methacholine 
was carried out in different dose levels. Inhaled methacholine does not cause any reaction at 
all in healthy airways. If the airways are inflamed and therefore hypersensitive, there is a brief 
airway constriction, which can be detected very well and early in the lung function. Lung func-
tion examinations were performed prior to provocation and after control and individual dose 
levels.

2.2.6.6 Measurement of nitrogen oxide (NO) in the exhaled air (Fig. 5)
The measurement of nitric oxide in exhaled air serves as an objective and simple marker of 
respiratory inflammation. For NO measurement, the patient exhaled in a seated position, then 

NO-free air was inhaled via a mouthpiece. Finally, the patient breathed out 
slowly into the mouthpiece, with the results being visible directly on a 
screen. After 3 measurements the correct value was displayed. FENO meas-
urements (NIOX MINO; Aerocrine, Solna, Sweden) were performed at the 
different time points (19).

2.2.6.7 Conjunctival provocation test
Five serial dilutions (1:10) of grass pollen extracts were created. The test was 
carried out gradually up to a clinical reaction with a score of at least 2+ for 
itching and redness. Conjunctival symptoms (itching, burning, foreign body 
sensation, tears, redness, chemosis, eyelid swelling) were evaluated ac-
cording to a score of 0 (none) to 3 (heavy) for each eye prior to allergen 
provocation and 5, 10, 15, 20 minutes after challenge. A single drop (20 µl) 
of the lowest concentration was placed in the conjunctival sac followed by 
the next concentration at 10-min intervals switching from one eye to the 
other until symptoms appeared. 0.1 % saline was used as negative control.

Fig. 4: Bodyplethysmography

Fig. 5: Measurement of nitrogen oxide 
(NO) in the exhaled air 
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2.2.7 Questionnaires

2.2.7.1 SF-36 Health Survey Test
The Short Form Health Survey is a 36-item, patient-reported survey of patient health. The SF-36 
covers 8 different dimensions that can be classified in the areas of “physical health” and “men-
tal health”: Physical functioning, physical role functioning, physical pain, general health per-
ception, vitality, social function, emotional role functioning and mental health (20).

2.2.7.2 Eppendorf Itch Questionnaire (EIQ)
The Eppendorf itch questionnaire (21) is a validated instrument for qualitative and quantitative 
assessment of pruritus. It contains 80 items on itch sensation in blocks of ten. Each item is 
rated with regard to the itch sensation on a five-point scale from 0 (not applicable) to 4 (very 
applicable).

German Instrument for Measuring the Quality of Life in Skin Diseases – Deutsches Instrument 
zur Erfassung der Lebensqualität bei Hauterkrankungen (DIELH)

This questionnaire examines the quality of life for skin diseases in the areas of physical ail-
ments, mental health, everyday life, leisure, job/school, personal environment and treatment 
on the basis of 36 questions (22).

2.2.7.3 Rhinoconjunctivitis Quality of Life Questionnaire (RQLQ)
The Rhinoconjunctivitis Quality of Life Questionnaire (RQLQ) measures the functional problems 
(physical, emotional, social and occupational) that are most troublesome to adults (17–70 years) 
with either seasonal or perennial rhinoconjunctivitis of either allergic or non-allergic origin. The 
RQLQ has 28 questions in 7 domains (activity limitation, sleep problems, nose symptoms, eye 
symptoms, non-nose/eye symptoms, practical problems and emotional function). There are 3 
’patient-specific’ questions in the activity domain which allow patients to select 3 activities in 
which they are most limited by their rhinoconjunctivitis. Patients recall how bothered they have 
been by their rhinoconjunctivitis during the previous week and respond to each question on a 
7-point scale (0 = not impaired at all –6 = severely impaired). The overall RQLQ score is the mean 
of all 28 responses and the individual domain scores are the means of the items in those 
 domains (22).

2.2.7.4 Blood parameters
The following blood parameters were determined: complete blood count (Sysmex XT-2000 i/
XT-1800i; Sysmex Corpotation, Japan), eosinophil cationic protein (CAP ECP FEIA, Pharmacia, 
Uppsala, Sweden), human IL-16 (DuoSet ELISA Development System, R&D Systems Europe, 
Abingdon, United Kingdom) and IL-33 (Human IL-33 ELISA Quantitation Kit, Gentaur, Brussels, 
Belgium).

2.2.7.5 Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using SPSS. For statistical analysis the Friedman’s one-way analysis for 
variance by ranks was used for paired samples and the Wilcoxon test for unpaired samples. For 
the disease-related analysis the univariate analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used. The critical 
value for significance was set at P < 0.05 for all analyses. Data are presented as mean (± SD).

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Patients
Out of the 18 patients 13 had rhinoconjunctivitis, 10 had asthma and 7 patients suffered from 
atopic eczema. 11 patients had positive prick tests to house dust mites, 14 to grass pollen and 
12 to early flowering species (hazel, alder, birch). 14 patients had specific IgE antibodies to 
house dust mites, 16 to grass pollen and 10 to early flowering species. (Tab. 1)
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2.3.2  Dermatological examination and skin function 

measurements (Tab. 2)
The severity of eczema as measured by SCORAD showed no significant changes (Fig. 6).
Also the sebum concentrations did not change significantly over the study period.
Stratum corneum hydration decreased significantly during the stay at the UFS (Fig. 7).
Skin surface pH showed a significant increase at the UFS between time point 1 and time point 
2 as well as between time point 3 and time point 4 (Fig. 8).

Skin roughness showed a significant increase (p < 0.05) at time point 2 (controls: 0.6 ± 0.2; 
patients: 1.0 ± 0.3) vs. 1 (controls: 0.5 ± 0.2; patients: 0.6 ± 0.3) as well as a significant decrease 
(p < 0.01) at time point 3 (controls: 0.5 ± 0.2; patients: 0.6 ± 0.4) vs. time point 2 (controls: 
0.6 ± 0.2; patients: 1.0 ± 0.3). Skin scaliness and skin smoothness increased significantly during 
the stay at the UFS with significant differences (p < 0.01) between time point 1 (controls: 
0.3 ± 0.2; patients: 0.3 ± 0.2/controls: 18.2 ± 3.8; patients: 18.2 ± 2.0) vs. time point 2 (controls: 
0.7 ± 0.4; patients: 0.7 ± 0.3/controls: 18.8 ± 4.4; patients: 21.0 ± 3.8) and time point 3 (controls: 
0.6 ± 0.3; patients: 0.8 ± 0.3/controls: 18.5 ± 4.3; patients: 22.3 ± 4.3) to time point 4 (controls: 
0.5 ± 0.2; patients: 0.6 ± 0.3/(controls: 15.1 ± 0.5; patients: 19.0 ± 2.9).

Transepidermal water loss (TEWL) did not show significant changes over the study period. Also 
TEWL measured during the alkali resistance test showed no significant change during the study 
period. The dermal blood flow did not show significant changes over the study period, but in 
patients with atopic eczema this parameter increased significantly (p < 0.01) between time point 
3 vs. 1.

Fig. 6: SCORAD of patients with atopic eczema at the different 
time points (t1 and t4: Munich; t2 and t3: UFS)

Fig. 7: Skin hydration of patients and controls at the different 
time points (t1 and t4: Munich; t2 and t3: UFS)

Fig. 8: PH-values of patients and controls at the different time 
points (t1 and t4: Munich; t2 and t3: UFS)

Fig. 9: Itch intensity after skin prick test with histamine of 
 patients and controls at the different time points (t1 and t4: 
Munich; t2 and t3: UFS) (41)
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The size of the wheals and flares after a prick test with different concentrations of the grass 
pollen showed minor changes, namely an increase of the wheal size after prick test of the 1:100 
solution at time point 3 vs. 2 and the decrease of the flare size of the 1:10 solution at time point 
1 vs. 2 (data not shown). In patients with rhinoconjunctivitis the wheal size of the 1:10 solution 
increased significantly (p < 0.05) between time point 1 vs. 2.

Itch intensity after prick testing of histamine rated on a computerized visual analogue scale 
(VAS) decreased significantly between time point 2 vs. 1 and between time point 3 vs. 2 (Fig. 9). 
In patients with rhinoconjunctivitis itch intensity decreased significantly (p < 0.05) between time 
point 1 vs. time point 2.

2.3.2.1 Respiratory parameters (Tab. 2)
No significant changes in the rhinomanometric parameters (nasal flow and nasal resistance) 
were found before and after application of NaCl during the study.

The forced vital capacity (FVC) showed a significant decrease (p < 0.05) at time point 3 (controls: 
4.7 ± 1.2 l; patients: 4.6 ± 1.2 l) vs. time point 2 (controls: 5.0 ± 1.3 l; patients: 5.2 ± 2.0 l). FEV1/
VC (Fig. 10), PEF, MEF 50 and MMEF25/75 (data not shown) increased significantly (p < 0.05) at 
time point 3 or 2 vs. 1. The resistance during provocations tests with different concentrations 
of methacholinchloride, peak-flow values and values of the measurement of exhalative nitric 
oxide (NO) did not differ significantly at the different time points (Fig. 11).

2.3.2.2 Conjunctival provocation test (Tab. 2)  
Conjunctival provocation with allergen solution in different concentrations did not differ signif-
icantly at the different time points. In patients with asthma there was a significant increase 
(p < 0.05) of this parameter at a concentration of 1:100 after 5 minutes at time point 1 vs. 2  and 
a significant decrease (p < 0.05) at time point 2 vs. 3 (ANOVA).

2.3.1.3 Quality of life – questionnaires (Tab. 2)
Statistical analysis of several questionnaires (SF-36 Questionnaire, Eppendorf Itch question-
naire, Deutsches Instrument zur Erfassung der Lebensqualität bei Hauterkrankungen [DIELH]) 
revealed no significant differences of the scores at all time points. The score of the Rhinocon-
junctivitis Quality of Life Questionnaire [RQLQ]) increased significantly (p < 0.05) between time 
point 1 (controls: 6.6 ± 0.3; patients: 5.6 ± 0.9) vs. 3 (controls: 6.8 ± 0.2; patients: 5.8 ± 0.9). This 
increase reflects an improvement of symptoms.

2.3.2.4 Blood parameters (Tab. 2)
Erythrocytes, hemoglobin and hematocrit increased significantly (p < 0.01) at time point 2 vs. 
time point 1. In the serum a significant decrease (p < 0.01/p < 0.05) of the eosinophil cationic 
protein (ECP) and of interleukin-33 was found at the beginning of the stay at the UFS versus the 
first assessment in Munich (t2 vs. t1) and again a significant increase for ECP (p < 0.01) at the 

Fig. 10: FEV1/VC of patients and controls at the different time 
points  (t1 and t4: Munich; t2 and t3: UFS)

Fig. 11: FE(NO) of patients and controls at the different time 
points  (t1 and t4: Munich; t2 and t3: UFS)
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last assessment in Munich versus the end of the stay at the UFS (t4 vs. t3). Interleukin-16 in the 
serum and ECP in the nasal secretions did not differ significantly during the different time points.

For the influence of the different atopic diseases (rhinoconjunctivitis, atopic eczema, asthma) 
on the above mentioned parameters (ANOVA) see Tab. 2.

2.4 Discussion

It was shown in this study, that a 5-day-sojourn at the Environmental Research Station Schnee-
fernerhaus (UFS Zugspitze) at an altitude of 2650 m alt. exerts different effects on atopic dis-
eases with amelioration of itching and some respiratory parameters.

A clinical improvement of atopic eczema skin lesions using the severity score SCORAD was not 
found. This was in contrast to reported benefits of climate therapy in patients with atopic ecze-
ma during treatment in specialized in-patient facilities in the alpine mountain climate of Bavar-
ia (24, 25) or in mountain altitude conditions like Davos (4, 7, 26). Moreover a worsening of some 
skin physiology parameters (e. g. stratum corneum hydration, pH, skin roughness) was ob-
served. One reason of this phenomenon might be the fact that topical glucocorticosteroids were 
withdrawn 1 week before time point 1, another reason could be the low air humidity at this 
altitude with negative influences on the skin. Only histamine-induced itching improved signif-
icantly during the observation period at the UFS. It is known that in the Swiss mountain area 
of Davos itch intensity was found to be correlated with some meteorological variables, espe-
cially air temperature (27).

Several lung parameters (FEV1/VC, PEF, MEF 50 and MMEF25/75) improved, only the forced 
vital capacity decreased. This is in accordance to previous studies with children and adolescents 
in in-patient rehabilitation programs (28, 29, 30, 31) in moderate high mountain climate show-
ing an improvement of lung function disturbances. Decrease of exhaled NO as a parameter of 
lung inflammation was also seen in asthmatic patients under mountain climate therapy (5), but 
not in our study. 

The SF-36 questionnaire was constructed to survey health status and designed for use in clin-
ical practice and research, health policy evaluations and general population surveys (20). In our 
study at the UFS there were no significant differences of the score at the different time points. 
Furthermore the scores of the skin specific questionnaires emphazising the pruritus (The Ep-
pendorf Itch Questionnaire) and the quality of life (DIELH) did not differ significantly in our 
study. By contrast, in the AURA study we found a significant amelioration of the scores con-
firming the benefit of the therapy in Pfronten (25). Only the RQLQ showed a significant differ-
ence between time point 1 and time point 2 in our study with a negative influence of atopic 
eczema and a positive influence of asthma.

Exposure to the moderate altitude had significant effects on red blood cells (32) with an increase 
of eosinophils during the stay at the UFS. This is in contrast to other studies during hospital 
treatment of atopic eczema in the mountain climate (33) and the North Sea climate with de-
creased eosinophils (34). 

Elevated ECP and IL-33 levels are regarded as markers of inflammation in asthma and atopic 
eczema (35, 36). In our patients with atopic diseases ECP together with IL-33 decreased signif-
icantly. Similar effects had been shown in the mountain climate of Davos for ECP (8). 

It could be shown that circulating Il-16 levels are correlated with the SCORAD in adult patients 
with atopic eczema (37) and decreased significantly in these patients after successful treatment 
(38). We did not find a decrease in our patients with atopic diseases.

Despite the extensive and detailed measurements of characteristics of atopic diseases during 
a 5 day observation period in the mountain climate of the Zugspitze in Bavaria only a few 
 parameters improved. The stay was helpful for patients with asthma, whereas patients with 
atopic eczema did not benefit from it and even their skin physiology parameters worsened. This 
might be due to the short duration of the sojourn and specific environmental factors at this 
altitude. It would be of interest assessing the skin parameters and characteristics of atopic ec-
zema during observation periods lasting several weeks in the alps.
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Since there is recently some criticism regarding validated data for the moderate altitude ther-
apy for patients with allergic diseases (39, 40) the methodology presented can serve as a suit-
able template for qualified studies on the effect of climate therapy.
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3 Monitoring of persistent pollutants at the UFS

Korbinian P. Freier1, Gabriela Ratz1, Wolfgang Körner1, Bernhard Henkelmann2, Karl-Werner 
Schramm2, Manfred Kirchner2, Wolfgang Moche3, Peter Weiss3

Fig. 1: Measurement equipment at the UFS for sampling ambient air and deposition for the detection of 
persistent organic pollutants. Picture: KF, LfU

3.1 Summary

At the UFS, levels of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) in ambient air and deposition are 
determined since 2005. The results of these monitoring activities contribute to international 
control and regulation of such chemicals.

POP are emitted from anthropogenic burning, industrial processes or products, and are char-
acterized by four properties: They are resistant to environmental degradation through chemical, 
biological, and photolytic processes, they are prone to bio-accumulate, and they are toxic to 
wildlife and humans. Moreover, most of these pollutants are semi-volatile and can be trans-
ported globally through the atmosphere in gaseous phase or attached to aerosols.

Monitoring devices are active air samplers characterized by low volume (30 L/min) and high 
volume (100 L/min) throughput and heated bulk deposition samplers. The samplers are 
equipped with filters and trapping cartridges, employing adsorbents which are conditioned to 
capture the target substances.

At intervals of three months, the sampling-cartridges are exchanged and analysed in laborato-
ries. Gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry in combination with a stable isotope 
dilution analysis (SIDA) enables the accurate determination of the content of polychlorinated 
dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDD/Fs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), organochlo-
rine pesticides (OCPs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and halogenated flame retard-
ants (HFRs).

1 Bavarian Environment Agency, Augsburg, Germany
2 Helmholtz Zentrum München – German Research Center for Environmental Health, Munich, Germany
3 Environment Agency Austria, Vienna, Austria
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Results indicate the importance of cold-condensation effects. Even though air concentrations 
at the alpine summits are up to two orders of magnitude lower than in urbanized regions, 
deposition rates are similar or only slightly lower. Hence, to determine the impact of persistent 
chemicals into mountain-ecosystems the measurement of bulk deposition is essential. Source 
regions of the measured POPs can be identified as regional and global.

The monitoring enables a control of international chemical’s legislation. It shows that concen-
trations in air for about 30 % of OCP and several brominated flame retardants have been de-
creasing since 2005. However, for the majority of the pollutants significant reductions cannot 
be observed. For emerging compounds, the results proof the potential for persistency and 
long-range transport and show that regulation of individual chemicals often causes a substitu-
tion by chemicals which may have similar problematic properties.

3.2 The relevance of chemicals monitoring in the Alps

In an industrialized world, the unspoiled nature of the Alps and its sensitive ecosystems are no 
longer guaranteed. Air currents carry persistent organic pollutants (POPs) that originate from 
sources all over the globe into the Alpine region. Moreover, the Alps are located in the heart of 
Europe, one of the most industrialized and agriculturally active regions in the world. Due to the 
cooler temperatures in the Alps, pollutants can be deposited via condensation effects. In addi-
tion, the Alps act as a meteorological barrier: the accumulation of air masses causes the high-
est rainfall in Europe, which also scavenges pollutants from the air.

Especially for the Alps with unique ecosystems and a high biodiversity, the early detection of 
inputs of problematic substances is important. In addition, high-quality food and feed products 
originate from the Alps and a significant part of the regional and supra-regional water supply 
in Bavaria, Austria, Switzerland, northern Italy, Slovenia and the South of France relies on a 
high environmental quality in the Alps.

Substances that combine persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic properties (PBT) are particular-
ly critical for humans and the environment:

Tab. 1: PBT-Characteristics

P Persistency: The substance is persistent in the environment, so it is hardly degradable. Neither 
chemical-physical nor biological processes in water, soil or air are able to decompose the 
 substance to any significant extent. The degradation is particularly difficult in cold climates.

B Bioaccumulation: The substance is bioaccumulating. It prefers to concentrate in the tissue of 
 living organisms. The reason for this is usually the solubility in fat of the substances and the 
lack of the possibility of excretion. Bioaccumulative substances accumulate strongly via the 
food chains, which also means that the pollutants occur in higher concentrations in particularly 
sensitive media, such as breast milk.

T Toxicity: The substance is toxic to organisms. The toxicity of the substances depends mainly on 
their concentration and the duration of their action; in the case of carcinogenic or mutagenic 
substances, it is considered that a threshold cannot be established.

Into the environment, POP are emitted for example as active ingredients of pesticides or unin-
tentionally, for example as by-products in combustion processes. Of all chemicals produced 
worldwide, more than 2,000 substances have the potential for PBT properties, which equates 
to several million tonnes per year of produced quantities (Scheringer et al., 2014).

Most of these chemicals remain where they are used as they have a low evaporation pressure 
and a low tendency to enter the atmosphere. However, the escape of very small amounts from 
products into the ambient air already leads to globally measurable contaminations. Contami-
nants from combustion processes, such as PCDD/Fs or PAHs, are directly emitted into the at-
mosphere.

The distribution of pollutants takes place via air currents and is coupled to the water cycle. 
Higher concentrations can be measured near the sources. However, because of their longevity 
and atmospheric long-range transport, pollutants reach remote areas. There, they can accumu-
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late through increased condensation, especially in cool regions such as the poles, where depo-
sition is greater than evaporation (“global distillation”, see Fig. 2). Therefore, PBTs are detected 
even in areas where they have never been produced or used, such as in the Arctic or Antarctic.

Mountain ranges in the mid latitudes such as the Alps can be regarded as 
further hot-spots of deposition because they are located in the same lati-
tudes as the sources but local temperatures are considerably lower and 
precipitation rates are in many cases higher. A comparison of the atmos-
pheric loads of POPs in the Alps with those of the surrounding regions, 
shows that the alpine soils (see Fig. 3) are a considerable sink for POPs, 
which are mainly emitted from regions outside of the Alps (Belis et al., 
2009). This indicates that the phenomenon of a cold trap is an underlying 
mechanism for the deposition in the Alps.

For most chemicals, the principle applies that a harmful effect begins at a 
certain concentration. However, if a pollutant does not degrade and addi-
tionally accumulates through the food chain, it is often only a matter of 
time before problematic concentrations in organisms are reached.

To cope with this risk on a precautionary basis, pollutants must already be 
recorded when entering ecosystems from the air. For this reason, to protect 
Alpine ecosystems, a monitoring of atmospheric concentrations and dep-
ositions rates of POPs was established in 2005 for the Alpine region under 
the project MONARPOP (Monitoring Network in the Alpine Region for Per-
sistent and other Organic Pollutants, Federal Ministry of Agriculture, For-
estry, Environment and Water Management, 2009). Up to date, this POPs 
monitoring is continued at the UFS and in parallel at the Sonnblick Obser-
vatory (SOB) in Austria within the projects called PureAlps (till 2015 also 
the monitoring station at Weissfluhjoch/Switzerland was part of the pro-
jects). Considering a mountain range in the mid latitudes, the gathered 
time series are worldwide unique in their duration and extent.

Fig. 3: The contents of POPs in the 
 alpine soils indicate that from a global 
 perspective the Alps are a sink of 
 pollutants. Even if the concentration 
levels in the soils are at the lower range 
compared to other comparable soils in 
central Europe, the Alps cannot be 
 regarded as uncontaminated. Picture: 
Robert Traidl, LfU

Fig. 2: Unevenly distributed temperatures over the globe lead to the phenomenon of “global distillation” 
(Wania and Mackay, 1996) at the poles and “cold trapping” in mountain areas such as the Alps. Source: 
KF, LfU
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If new POPs are detected in the environment, only international measures are able to diminish 
concentration levels and deposition loads substantially. Additionally, regulated POPs need to be 
regularly monitored in order to evaluate if the applied measures are effective in reducing loads. 
With its results, the monitoring at the UFS delivers important data on emerging and well known 
POPs.  This contributes to the further development and effectivity control of chemicals legislation 
such as REACH4 of the European Union and the international Stockholm Convention on POP.

3.3  Active sampling of persistent pollutants 
in ambient air

Ambient air samples are taken at the UFS in order to be analysed for a huge number of indi-
vidual POPs (see Table 2). These include PCDD/Fs, PCBs, OCPs, PAHs and HFRs.

Tab. 2: Chemicals which are focus of the monitoring

Class of substances Examples Sources

Organochlorine pesticides 
(OCP)

DDT and derivatives
Lindane
Hexachlorobenzene
Endosulfane

Insecticide
Insecticide and wood preser-
vatives
Fungicide and combustion 
 processes
Insecticide

Polycyclic aromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAH)*

Benzo [a] pyrene
Phenanthrene

Combustion processes

Polychlorinated dibenzo-p- 
dioxins and dibenzo-furans 
(PCDD/F)

2,3,7,8-TCDD (Seveso dioxin) Combustion processes and 
by-product of chemical syn-
theses

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) PCB 126 (dioxin-like PCB)
Indicator PCB: PCB 28, 52, 101, 
138, 153, 180

Plasticizer, flame retardant, 
 insulating oil,
combustion processes

Halogenated
flame retardants (HFR)*

Polybrominated diphenyl 
ethers (PBDE), e. g. DecaBDE, 
Hexabromocyclododecane 
(HBCD),  
Decabromodiphenyl ethane 
(DBDPE)

Flame protection in plastics and 
textiles
Flame protection in building- 
insulation
Substitute for decabromodi-
phenyl ether

Perfluorinated surfactants*# 
and Fluorotelomer alcohols*

Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) Water-repellent coatings

Mercury*# Chloralkali electrolysis, 
 combustion of stone and 
Brown coal

* substances marked with an star have not been continuously measured since the beginning of the monitoring or are 
only part of focus projects such as POPAlp, EMPOP and PureAlps

# substances marked with an hash are only measured in deposition

Most POPs are semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs) with a vapour pressure between 10 Pa 
and 10–5 Pa at thermodynamic standard temperature (25 °C), representing a range of boiling 
temperatures from 240–260 °C to 380–400 °C, at standard atmospheric pressure. In spite of their 
low vapour pressures SVOCs occur in the atmosphere at least partially in the gaseous phase. 
Any distribution ratio from 100 % in the gaseous phase to complete attachment to aerosols is 
possible depending on the vapour pressure of the compound, ambient air temperature and 
aerosol concentration. Therefore, any sampling method for the assessment of ambient air con-
centrations of POPs must collect total suspended aerosols as well as the POPs in the gaseous 
phase.

4 Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals
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For this purpose ambient air is continuously sucked by a pump unit through a sampling car-
tridge equipped with a glass fibre filter at the open side at the bottom to collect the particulate 
air components (Fig. 4). The used filter has a separation ratio of 99.8 % for particles with aero-
dynamic diameters > 0.3 µm (VDI 2464 part 2). After passing the glass fibre filter, gaseous air 
components of organic compounds boiling at high temperatures are adsorbed on the surface 
of a hydrophobic material. This adsorbent should have a large surface area and a high porosi-
ty with low resistance to the air flow and is packed in a sleeve made either of glass or stainless 
steel.

In the samplers at UFS, two different materials are used: In the cartridges for the OCP samples 
a granulate of styrene-divinylbenzene-copolymer (XAD-2 resin), packed into a glass sleeve, is 
used as described in detail in the German guideline VDI 2464 part 4.

For assessing ambient air concentrations of HFRs, PCDD/Fs and PCBs the sampling cartridge 
is equipped with a steel sleeve with two cylindric polyurethane foams with open pores, accord-
ing to the guideline VDI 2464 part 3 (see Fig. 1, foams: height: 50 mm, di-
ameter: 60 mm) for HFRs and VDI 3498 part 1 for the PCDD/F and PCB. The 
PU foams are made of toluylenediisocyanate (TDI) and polyoxypropylent-
riol with a density of 25 kg/m3 or TDI polyether soft foam with a density of 
33 kg/m3.

Sampling of ambient air concentrations is done separately concerning the 
classes of substance (a) PCDD/Fs and PCBs, (b) OCPs and PAHs, and (c) 
HFRs. The measured volumes are all referred to standard conditions of 0 °C 
and 1013.25 hPa.

For PCDD/Fs and PCBs, due to very low target concentrations of femto-
grams per cubic meter ambient air, a high volume sampler (HVS) is used, 
which is operated at a flow rate of 100 L min–1 (6 m3 h–1). Due to the pressure 
drop which is caused by the air drawn into the cartridge, under the high-al-
pine meteorological conditions at UFS, water vapour is condensating and 
immediately freezing. To prevent this effect, the filter cartridges are 
equipped with heated inlet tubes to avoid freezing (Fig. 5).

For OCPs/PAHs and HFRs low volume samplers (LVS) are used with a flow 
rate of 30 L min–1 (1.8 m3 h–1). The sampling is done separately for OCPs and 
HFRs in order to obtain two separated samples, because extraction, clean-
up and measurement are performed separately for these two classes of 
POPs. The sampling of OCPs follows the guideline VDI 2464 part 4 and the 
sampling of HFRs is performed according to VDI 2464 part 3.

Fig. 4: Filter cartridge for sampling halogenated flame retardants (left) and sketch depicting the  assembly. 
Picture: KF, LfU

Fig. 5: In the front/top: Filter cartridges 
for sampling PCDD/Fs which are 
equipped with heated inlet tubes to 
avoid freezing (the mouth of the sam-
pling system facing downward). Be-
hind: Funnel adsorber deposition sam-
plers. Picture: GR, LfU
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Prior to use, all sampling materials must carefully be cleaned to avoid any contamination with 
the compounds to be determined: Glass fibre filters are heated for at least 5 h to 450 °C, then 
wrapped in aluminum foil and stored in a closed wide-neck flask until used for sampling. XAD-2 
resin and PU foams are generally precleaned by extraction with those solvents which are used 
to extract the POPs of interest after sampling. Although it is strongly recommended to purchase 
high purity XAD-2 resin, precleaning of the whole glass sleeve filled with XAD-2 resin by Soxhlet 
extraction with acetone/n-hexane 1/3 (v/v) is necessary for the analysis of OCPs (VDI 2464 part 4).

Nevertheless, for each series of air samples or each single sample a corresponding field blank 
sample cartridge must be prepared in exactly the same way as the sample cartridge(s), trans-
ported to the sampling site, briefly opened to simulate the exchange of a cartridge, and stored 
closed in the darkness (e. g. wrapped in aluminum foil) either at the sampling site or in a refrig-
erator in the laboratory during the whole sampling period. Afterwards this field blank sample 
is processed and analysed in parallel to the corresponding air sample(s) in the same way to 
detect and quantify possible field blank values of the pollutants of interest.

If a field blank value is quantifiable, the limit of quantification (LOQ) is twice the field blank 
value referred to the sampling volume of each corresponding sample (VDI 2464 part 3). To be 
accepted as quantifiable, the value (absolute mass) of a compound in an air sample must be at 
least twice the corresponding field blank value.

By using automated control-units (DPA 96 MV, DIGITEL Elektronik GmbH, Austria) which are 
accessible via internet, the daily status of the HVS and LVS is controlled remotely. In the same 
way the throughput of air and additional metadata can be downloaded at the end of each sam-
pling period.

In order to investigate the characteristics of different air masses, the HVS and LVS are equipped 
with a multi-channel system which can be used to sample four cartridges in one sampling 
period. For example, between 2006 and 2015 three predefined source regions have been inves-
tigated: northwest (NW), northeast/east (NE) and southwest/south/southeast (S). If the origin 
of the air masses was unspecified or was prevailing less than three days in one of the regions, 
it was classified as undefined and a fourth cartridge was used (UD) (Kirchner et al., 2016). The 
four available channels were selected on a daily basis after including the results of meteoro-
logical calculations using the FLEXPART model. The channel selection can be done automati-
cally using computing-on-demand for the FLEXPART calculation and a subsequent upload of 
control commands to the automated control-units of the HVS and LVS.

3.4 Sampling of persistent pollutants in deposition

Deposition is the transfer of particles and molecules from the atmosphere to solid and liquid 
surfaces and thus a main pathway for the entrance of airborne persistent pollutants into terres-
tric and aquatic ecosystems. Atmospheric deposition occurs predominantly in precipitation 
periods (wet deposition) but as well during dry weather conditions (dry deposition). In theory, 
atmospheric deposition is the sum of deposition consisting of gases which adsorb to surfaces, 
gases which are dissolved in precipitation, non-sedimenting particles which are scavenged by 
precipitation and sedimenting particles. In practice, a bulk deposition sampler does not com-
pletely cover the atmospheric deposition, but collects fractions of it, such as the gases which 
are dissolved in precipitation, the particles which are scavenged by precipitation and the major 
fraction of sedimenting particles.

One of three established sampling methods for bulk deposition of persistent organic pollutants 
is the funnel adsorber method which is standardized for PCDDs/PCDFs (VDI 2090-2) and low 
volatile PAHs (VDI 4320-4). These guidelines recommend an exposure period of 30 days.

To sample deposition of POPs under extreme climatically conditions, specially constructed 
funnel adsorber deposition samplers (Fa. Kroneis GmbH, Austria) are used (Fig. 6). These are 
standard funnel adsorber deposition samplers, following the guidelines DIN 19739-1, VDI 2090-2 
and VDI 4320-4, with a circular area of 0.053 m2 which are additionally equipped with isolation, 
heated glass funnels to melt snow, and a heated cartridge chamber to avoid freezing and frost 
shattering. The precipitation flows from the funnel through a glass cartridge equipped with a 
glass wool filter and a hydrophobic adsorbent (see Fig. 7), and ends up in a collecting tank in 
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Fig. 6: Heated funnel adsorber deposition samplers which are used at the UFS. Picture: KF, LfU

order to allow the quantification of precipitation. The adsorbent is the same 
material as used for active air sampling: A granulate of high purity, pre-
cleaned XAD-2 resin.

As for ambient air sampling the parallel exposure and processing of field 
blank samples is mandatory to fulfil high quality demands of the analytical 
results. To quantify the transfer of persistent pollutants from the atmos-
phere into adjacent compartments the analytical data are expressed as 
deposition rates which is given in mass flow density (e. g. pg m–2 d–1).

As sampling-period for active-air sampling and deposition sampling three 
months are chosen. This makes sure that enrichment of POPs in the adsor-
bents is sufficient to achieve measurements well above limits of quantifi-
cation. After three months of exposure, filter cartridges are exchanged by 
hand and are transported into the laboratory for chemical analysis.

3.5 Chemical analysis

The chemical analysis of the various investigated compounds is principal-
ly based on gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry in com-
bination with stable isotope dilution analysis (SIDA). In the following, the 
clean-up and analysis of OCPs is used as an example for the methodology. 
The analytical procedures for PCDD/Fs and HFRs are described in the re-
spective VDI guidelines5.

Sampling and analytical method for quantitative determination of 31 OCPs 
in ambient air is performed according to VDI 2464 part 46. Using a sampling 
system, the ambient air is passing through a filter and a glass cartridge filled with an Amberlite® 
XAD-2® adsorbent (poly-aromatic resin) adsorbing the hydrophobic compounds such as OCPs. 
Adding of sampling standards that are not expected to occur in ambient air and their recoveries 
allow to monitor the sampling process errors. Analytical procedure based on sample extraction 
and two clean-up steps using a stable isotope dilution assay (SIDA) enables the trace analysis 
of target compounds by gas-chromatography high resolution mass spectrometry (GC-HRMS).

5 PCDD/Fs: VDI 3498 part 1; HFRs: VDI 2464 part 3
6 VDI 2464 part 4 (draft): 2017-12, Ambient air measurement – Indoor air measurement – Measurement of persistent or-

ganic pollutants (POPs) with GC/HRMS, Beuth Verlag GmbH, Berlin

Fig. 7: The interior of the funnel 
 adsorber sampler: in the upper part of 
the cartridge there is included glass 
wool in order to collect particulate 
 matter, the white material in the lower 
part is the adsorbent (XAD-2 resin). 
 Picture: GR, LfU
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Before exposure, the filter cartridges are carefully prepared to fulfil high quality standards for 
trace analyses. Prior to cartridge preparation, the entire glass equipment including glass wool 
and adsorbent is carefully cleaned by the specified purification process to ensure the prevention 

of contamination. 50 g of Amberlite® XAD® adsorbent are placed in the 
glass sampling cartridge equipped with a glass frit. After filling, a plug of 
glass wool was pressed on the top of the adsorbent. Three sampling stand-
ards (13C12-PCB60, 13C12-PCB127, 13C12-PCB159) are added in an amount of 
1000 pg for each at least three positions on the bed of the adsorbent. The 
filled glass cartridge is sealed with a glass stopper and a glass case (Fig. 8). 
The cartridge for field blanks is prepared in the same way.

After exposure of the cartridge in the field at the UFS, the outer wall of the 
exposed immission glass cartridge is cleaned with the extractant prior to 
extraction. After the spiking of the glass wool with stable isotopically label-
ed standards (13C- and 2H-), the cartridge containing filter, glass wool, and 
adsorbent is placed in a Soxhlet apparatus, and extracted with a mixture 
of 3 volumes of n-hexane and 1 volume of acetone for 24 hours at mini-
mum rate of two cycles per hour. Sample extract is concentrated to 1 mL 
using a rotary evaporator and underwent two clean-up procedures (Fig. 9).

The first clean-up is performed using a multiple layer column containing 
10 g neutral silica (treatment at 450 °C), 5 g Alumina B (deactivated with 
3 % water), 2 g anhydrous sodium sulphate and a mixture of 1 volume of 
n-hexane and 1 volume of dichloromethane as eluent. The column absor-
bents are conditioned with 60 mL eluent solvent prior to elution. The eluate 
is then solvent-exchanged to acetonitrile, concentrated to approx. 0.5 mL 
and further purified using a selective solid phase extraction (SPE) with 
octadecyl modified endcapped silica phase (C18ec) (clean-up 2). The condi-
tioning and elution is then conducted each with 5 mL acetonitrile. After 
concentration of the eluate to 0.5 mL, the sample is solvent-exchanged to 
20 µL n-nonane in an inserted vial. The final concentration to 20 µL acetoni-
trile is performed under a nitrogen stream at 45 °C. Afterwards, the recov-
ery standard is added to the sample for calculation of recovery of surrogate 
standards.

After the successfull clean-up, the samples are transferred to a GC-HRMS 
system. Analysis of OCPs in ambient air samples is performed using a gas 
chromatograph equipped with a 30 m capillary column Rtx-CLPesticides2 
(0.25 mm ID, 0.2 µm df, Restek GmbH, Bad Homburg). The sample volume 
of 0.5 µL is injected by means of GERSTEL cooled injection system (GERS-
TEL GmbH & Co. KG, Muelheim an der Ruhr) in splitless mode at 120 °C 
ramping with 12 °C/sec to 280 °C hold for 5 min. The following oven tem-
perature was used: 60 °C/1.5 min, rate 12 °C/min up to 140 °C, rate 6 °C/min 
up to 300 °C/10 min. The GC to MS transfer line and ion source temperature 
was set at 300 °C and 260 °C, respectively. A total of 31 OCPs are quantified 
in electron impact ionization mode (EI+) at 47 eV operating in selective ion 
monitoring mode (SIM). Two or three exact masses (m/z) according to VDI 
2464 part 4 are monitored for each target compound using a lock and cali-

bration mass obtained from perfluorophenanthrene (FC-5311). The instrumental method is cal-
ibrated using response factors for each analyte integrating sampling, surrogate and recovery 
standards.

3.6 Time series of persistent pollutants at the UFS

In general, several dozen individual compounds with PBT properties are measured above the 
analytical limit of quantification at the UFS. These include currently released flame retardants 
and combustion products. Also measured are OCPs, although these have not been allowed to 
be used in Europe for a long time.

Fig. 8: Glass sampling cartridge filled 
with Amberlite® XAD® adsorbent. 
 Picture: GR, LfU

glass stopper

glass case

Amberlite® 
XAD®

glass wool

220 cm

glass frit

Extraction: Soxhlet

n-hexane/acetone (3:1), 24 h  

⇩
Clean-up 1: Mixed column

10 g silica, 5 g Alumina B (3% water), 
2 g Na2SO4, 100 ml hexane/DCM 

(1:1)

⇩
Clean-up 2: SPE 

C18 ec (1 g, 8 ml), 5 ml ACN

⇩
Analysis via GC-HRMS

Fig. 9: Flow chart for OCP analysis.
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Referring to the insecticide DDT and its transformation products as an example, we see that 
these substances can still be detected in every single sample, although their use in Europe has 
been prohibited since the 1990s. At the beginning of the monitoring in 2005, as part of the 
MONARPOP project (Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water Manage-
ment, 2009), only 21 countries worldwide, mainly in tropical Africa and India, used DDT to 
combat malaria (UNEP, 2007). The ratio of DDT and its transformation products, as determined 
at the UFS, indicates that the substances are reaching the Alps from sources in Europe and in 
the tropics (Kirchner et al., 2016). This means that aged DDT still escapes from the former main 
European areas of application, for example from the soils of the Po Valley in northern Italy. 
Recently, “young” DDT is registered from tropical countries like India.

The measured substances are only detectable at low concentrations in the air on the Alpine 
summits. Values in urban or industrial air are three to a hundred times higher (Kirchner et al., 
2018; Kirchner et al., 2016). Compared to Arctic regions, the concentrations at the Alpine peaks, 
with exceptions to substances such as pentachlorobenzene and BDE 209, are on a similar scale.

The pollutants reach the northern and central Alps to one third by air-masses from the Medi-
terranean region and another third from northwestern source regions with maritime back-
ground (Fig. 10). About 15 percent of the air masses reach the Alps from the northeast, the re-
maining air masses cannot be assigned to any exact source-region (Kirchner et al., 2016).

The northeast air masses are usually the most heavily contaminated with polychlorinated bi-
phenyls (PCBs) and polychlorinated dioxins (PCDD/F) (Kirchner et al., 2018). However, this origin 
occurs less frequently, because the Alps are less influenced by air blowing from northeast. 

Fig. 10: Origin of air-masses and source dependent differences in concentrations of persistent organic 
pollutants (2006–2015). Source: Mario Wilhelm, LfU
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Therefore, about all of the source-regions, with the exception of UD (direct transport from the 
Atlantic), contribute approximately equally to the entry of these hardly degradable pollutants. 
Air masses from the Mediterranean and the NE are more heavily polluted with organochlorine 
pesticides, especially when compared to Atlantic air masses. These different concentrations 
with respect to the source-regions of flow confirm that some of the transported pollutants are 
residues from regional European sources.

Significant decreases in air concentrations for the period 2006 to 2015 can be reported for about 
one-third of organochlorine pesticides (see Table 3). This demonstrates the efficacy of the ban 
on the production and use of pollutants such as heptachlor and trans-chlordane (banned since 
2004), lindane and pentachlorobenzene (since 2009) by the Stockholm Convention.

Tab. 3: Pollutants for which a reduction in concentrations can be demonstrated (statistically  significant). 
„Current concentration level“ corresponds to the annual mean value of the 2015 measurements of 
 Sonnblick, Weissfluhjoch and Zugspitze.

Substance/Class of substances Decrease 2006–2015 Current concentration level in Alpine 

ambient air [picogram per cubic 

 meter of air]

α-HCH –55 % 5,51

Lindane (γ-HCH) –68 % 4,92

Pentachlorobenzene –24 % 39,31

Pentachloroanisole –47 % 6,13

4,4’-DDT –56 % 0,67

Chlordane (trans + cis) –51 % 0,77

Heptachlor (+ cis-heptachlorepoxide) –45 to –50 % 0,97

Endosulfan-I + II –93 % 3,41

2,4,4’-tribromodiphenyl ether (BDE 28) –64 %* 0,14

* For BDE 28, only measured values are available at the Zugspitze from 2012 on – therefore the percentage decrease 
 refers to the years between the end of 2012 and mid-2016 (not yet statistically hedged).

Even the major component of DDT (4,4’-DDT) shows a decline in the period from 2006 to 2015, 
which is over 50 percent. Most notably, a decline of over 93 percent between 2006 and 2015 for 
the insecticide endosulfane was observed which has been included in the Stockholm Conven-
tion since 2011, but has been banned in the European Union since 2005 (Fig. 11). This decrease 
demonstrates that, even before the entry into force of the global ban, restrictions at the level 
of the European Union are able to reduce air concentrations to a relevant extent.

Fig. 11: Time series of ambient air-concentrations of endosulfane I and endosulfane II at Sonnblick Obser-
vatory (SBO), Weissfluhjoch (WEI) and UFS.
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A tendency for decreases in ambient air concentrations – probably due to EU legislation – is 
also visible for HFR of the first generation. For instance, 2,4,4’-tribromodiphenyl ether (BDE 28), 
most volatile component of the technical pentabromodiphenylether used as flame retardant, 
is very probably decreasing (see Fig. 12). Penta- and octabromodiphenyl ethers have been 
banned in new products in the EU since 2004. The use of decabromodiphenyl ether has been 
severely restricted in electrical and electronic equipment since 2006. However, the measure-
ment series from 2013 is still too short to be able to derive statistically reliable statements.

The same can be stated for the deposition of BDE 209, the main component of decabromodi-
phenyl ether (DecaBDE), which was included by the European Union in the list of substances 
of very high concern under the REACH Regulation. Since May 2017, DecaBDE is also part of the 
Stockholm Convention. Between the first measurements of BDE 209 in the deposition at the 
Zugspitze 2008 and the last evaluated data from 2016 there is a decrease of about 90 percent 
(Freier K. P., Kirchner M., Denner M., Ratz G., Weiss P., Körner W., Moche W. (2019): Monitoring 
of Persistent Pollutants in the Alps, Bavarian Environment Agency & Environment Agency Aus-
tria; https://www.bestellen.bayern.de/shoplink/lfu_all_00161.htm).

More problematic are substances that are internationally regulated but do not decrease visibly 
in the past ten years referring to ambient air-concentrations and deposition, such as PCDD/Fs 
and PCBs.

With the beginning of the 1990s, the installation of appropriate exhaust gas filters in waste 
incineration and industrial plants reduced PCDD/F concentrations in metropolitan areas by 
about 80 percent (UBA, 2014). PCBs are also produced to a limited extent in combustion pro-
cesses, but they were additionally used in large quantities as softeners and insulating oils 
until the end of the 1970s, so they still escape from buildings (joint sealants, paints) and im-
proper disposal of transformers and capacitors. Since 2004, PCDD/Fs and PCBs are part of the 
Stockholm Convention.

From the beginning of the measurements in 2006, decreasing PCDD/F and PCB concentrations 
could be ascertained for the Alps, which until around 2010 proved the success of the mitigation 
measures. However, the concentration decrease stagnated after 2010 and in some cases sub-
stances even increased again from 2013 onwards. The same pattern is also shown for the input 
of PCDD/F by precipitation: Levels of deposited PCDD/Fs are similar to those deposited in 2006 
(Fig. 13). There are also marked peaks visible that are four times higher than the usual deposi-
tion rates. The reasons of for these maxima could not be clarified so far.

Overall, PCDD/F and PCBs continue to enter the Alpine ecosystems, with a trend towards in-
creasing levels of airborne concentrations in recent years. For this reason, it must be clarified 
on an international level, where similar effects can be observed, what causes the renewed in-
crease in air concentrations, and whether further action is required. The extent to which living 
organisms in the Alps are burdened by these entries is investigated in the PureAlps projects 
2016–2019 (Freier et al. 2019).

Fig. 12: Time series of ambient air-concentrations of BDE 28, a halogenated flame retardant of the first 
generation
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From the group of OCP and related compounds, octachlorostyrene (OCS) can be identified as 
a possible problem case, a substance that has hitherto been neither nationally nor internation-
ally regulated. Since the beginning of the program, ambient air concentrations of OCS have 
been steadily increasing at the alpine monitoring stations (see Fig. 14): The increase of 33 % 
over the past ten years is statistically significant.

OCS is classified as a PBT substance (UBA, 2016) and it is also suspected that it acts as a hormone 
for certain organisms (WHO, 2013). OCS results from the extraction of aluminum and magnesium 
in chlorine chemistry and the combustion of plastics containing chlorine. Concerning the deposition 
in the alpine area, it is currently completely unclear, from which sources the OCS originates. The 
simultaneous measurement of high concentrations of penta- and hexachlorobenzene, however, 
suggests that the source of all three substances is the production of highly chlorinated solvents, 
such as perchloroethylene and carbon tetrachloride (Weber et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2015). Therefore, 
it would be desirable for OCS to record internationally the main sources and quantities emitted in 
order to develop measures to prevent further increases in ambient air concentrations.

3.7 Detecting emerging pollutants

In the framework of chemical regulations, particular attention must be paid on risks due to irrevers-
ible pollutant inputs. Therefore, PBT substances that are considered novel pollutants, so-called 
emerging pollutants, are also being investigated within the chemicals monitoring at the UFS.

Emerging pollutants are only recently observed in the environment and are not or only partial-
ly regulated. The present monitoring should help to make the risk of these novel chemicals more 
manageable.

Fig. 13: Time-series of deposition of dioxins and furans (given as sum in toxicity-equivalents, TEQ)

Fig. 14: Time series of Octachlorostyrene from UFS and Sonnblick Observatory (SBO)
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Increasing demands on the fire protection of materials and at the same time increasing pro-
duction volumes of plastics lead to a worldwide increasing use of novel flame retardants. Many 
of them are evaluated as PBT substances (Shaw et al., 2010), but so far are neither nationally 
nor internationally regulated. Therefore, new flame retardants are also monitored at the UFS. 
A total of eight of these novel substances have already been detected until 2017 in the air, 
seven also in precipitation.

Particularly noteworthy for the novel substances is decabromo-diphenyl-ethane (DBDPE). Sev-
eral thousands of tons of this flame retardant were introduced into the EU back in 2001, and 
since the bans and restrictions on older flame retardants, such as DecaBDE, it has been increas-
ingly used as a substitute. The reason for the use as a substitute lies in its similar properties 
compared to the previously used DecaBDE, which also suggests the similar chemical structure. 
This similarity extends to properties that affect the environmental risk. Despite already proven 
accumulation in seagulls and other animals (Betts, 2009), the decision on the final assessment 
of DBDPE has been postponed by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) to 2019 due to in-
sufficient data (ECHA, 2016).

Ambient air concentrations at the UFS for DBDPE show strongly increasing tendencies (Fig. 15). 
In addition, in the deposition at the UFS DBDPE occurs in the highest concentrations of all flame 
retardants, the emerging pollutant has already overtaken the formerly dominant DecaBDE. The 
measurements at the UFS give evidence that DBDPE does not degrade appreciably in the at-
mosphere and undergoes long range transport.

The increase of DBDPE shows that effective restrictions for HFRs of the first generation such as 
BDE 28 (Fig. 12) have translated into a more intense use of non-regulated HFRs of a second 
generation with similarly problematic properties. This suggests that a successful chemicals 
regulation has to encompass both, the forcing of a phase-out of problematic substances and 
the promotion of alternatives which avoid an increased usage of substitutes which also reveal 
PBT-properties. In the best case, the promotion of alternatives not only covers a direct substi-
tution by other chemicals but as well a technological shift, which makes the further demand of 
similar substances superfluous (Science for Environment Policy, 2017).

3.8 Perspectives of chemicals monitoring in the Alps

The results of the ten-year monitoring of PCDD/Fs, PCBs, and OCS show that there are current-
ly higher levels of exposure to compounds, which are produced as undesirable by-products in 
the combustion of chlorine-containing materials and as well in chlorine-chemical industries. In 
order to determine whether the sources of these pollutants are located in Europe or in other 
areas, air masses must be sampled separately for their regional or global origin. Therefore, a 
pilot study at the UFS is testing whether it is possible to record air masses of the free tropo-
sphere separately from regional, ground-level air masses coming from nearby regions (Sig-

Fig. 15: Time-series of the halogenated flame retardant Decabromodiphenylethane (DBDPE)
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mund et al. 2019). The prerequisite for this is a procedure that automatically differentiates two 
cases: one case, where the atmosphere around UFS is definitely decoupled from the mixing-lay-
er (see Fig. 16) and a second case, where the UFS is located inside the mixing-layer.

Climate change, as a core issue of the 21st century, is also relevant for the environmental risks 
due to chemicals: the question is to what extent changes in temperature and precipitation will 
affect the future input of pollutants in the Alpine region. It is also of concern that the use of 
pesticides in agriculture will likely increase as population in developing and emerging countries 
continues to grow, and climate conditions may deteriorate in Europe at the same time. In the 
case of persistent chemicals, this could also affect the cold trapping phenomenon in the Alps. 
Therefore, for this unique mountain range with its original ecosystems, a global, early commit-
ment to a more environmentally sound economy would be desirable, which also takes into 
account the environmental and health risks of chemicals.

Another opportunity for the future of chemicals monitoring activities at the UFS may be the com-
bination of continuous measurements of ambient air concentrations of emerging POPs and inter-
val-monitoring of bioaccumulation in wildlife and humans of the surrounding areas. In this way, 
it would be possible to give evidence of two important characteristics of POPs at the same time: 
the monitoring at the UFS delivers insights on persistency and long-range transport of chemicals; 
the monitoring of wildlife and humans allows assessing the level of bioaccumulation under the 
given deposition rates. For instance, the Partnach-river below the UFS is characterized by karst 
hydrogeology and is well defined concerning its catchment where the UFS is situated within 
(Rappl et al., 2010). The accumulation of POPs in brown trout in the Partnach-river (Fig. 17) is there-
fore directly relatable to the deposition rates which are monitored at the UFS (Freier et al. 2019).

Fig. 16: Winterly atmospheric inversion indicated by the low-level clouds in the background. This repre-
sents a situation where the UFS is decoupled from lower atmospheric levels. Picture: KF, LfU

Fig. 17: Brown trout in a pristine alpine catchment is an indicator of background contamination with POP 
from atmospheric deposition. Picture: © Niklas Winter
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4  Observation and Modeling of Climate Driven 

Permafrost Trends at the Zugspitze Summit

Thomas Gallemann1, Michael Mahr2, Andreas von Poschinger1, Bernhard Wagner1

Abstract

Keywords: permafrost, climate change, rock temperature, modeling, Zugspitze, Northern Cal-
carous Alps

In 2007 the Bavarian Environment Agency (LfU) established a permanent measuring station for 
recording the permafrost temperatures at the Zugspitze mountain summit. A nearly horizontal, 
44.5 m long, borehole was drilled through the peak and temperature sensors were installed 
inside.

A computer model, accounting for climatic atmosphere-rock interactions and rock temperatures 
including latent ice-water phase changes, was calibrated using the measured permafrost tem-
perature data.

With the calibrated model past permafrost development, from 1915 until 2015, was calculated 
on basis of climate data, available since the year 1900. Future permafrost development, until 
the end of the 21st century, has been calculated on basis of an ambient temperature projection 
at the Zugspitze (WETTREG2010).

The mean ambient temperature at the Zugspitze increased by about 1.6 K over the last 100 
years. Consequently, this resulted in a considerable reduction of the permafrost in the Zugspitze 
summit. According to the simulation, the permafrost has shrinked from a total length of 34 
meters in 1915 to 24.5 meters in 2015. The projected ambient temperature increase indicates 
that the permafrost may disappear at the Zugspitze in the second half of the 21st century.

4.1 Introduction

The Zugspitze is the highest mountain in Germany, 2962 m above sea level. The summit is 
situated in the Northern Calcarous Alps, at the western rim of the Wetterstein mountain range. 
It consists of a sequence of more than 1200 m of limestones and secondary dolomites of the 
Alpine middle Triassic (HORNUNG & HAAS 2017a, b). Fig. 1 shows a view from the north with a 
schematic geology.

Because of its highest elevation, the largest permafrost occurrence in Germany is expected at 
the Zugspitze (NÖTZLI et al. 2006, BÖCKLI et al. 2011). The permafrost existence at the Zugspitze 
was first mentioned by KNAUER (1933). Then, KÖRNER & ULRICH (1965) and ULRICH & KING (1993) 
published more comprehensive data. At present, the average annual ambient air temperature 
at the Zugspitze is about –3 °C, while in 1900, when the first regular weather records were col-
lected, it was –5 °C. This data indicates a clear upward temperature trend.

The amount of permanently frozen rock is very sensitive to the climate change; consequently, 
it is a significant climate change indicator. Therefore, longterm monitoring of the permafrost is 
essential for analysis of the climate change (BAYERISCHES STAATSMINISTERIUM FÜR UMWELT UND VER-

BRAUCHERSCHUTZ 2015). Another important issue is a stabilizing effect of the permafrost on rocks. 
Reduction of permafrost in high alpine regions, due to global warming, decreases the rock 
mechanical stability (KRAUTBLATTER et al. 2013). This, in turn, may lead to an increase of occur-
rence and intensity of mass movements (e. g. landslides and rockfalls) and influence the stabil-
ity of building foundations (GRUBER et al. 2004, GUDE & BARSCH 2005, RAVANEL & DELINE 2011).

1 Bayerisches Landesamt für Umwelt, Augsburg
2 Dr. Mahr Ingenieurbüro, Wallgau
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Fig. 1: The Zugspitze massif (north side) with indicated geological formations.

For these reasons, the Bavarian Environment Agency (Bayerisches Landesamt für Umwelt – 
LfU) installed in 2007 the permafrost measuring station. It is the only permafrost measuring 
station of that kind in the Bavarian Alps. However, similar stations do exist in Austria (Kitzstein-
horn, KEUSCHNIG et al. 2017), France (Aiguille du Midi, MAGNIN et al. 2015), Italy (Grawand, MAIR 
et al. 2011) and Switzerland (PERMOS 2013). The main reason for establishment of these stations 
was to gain a more wide-ranging knowledge about the influence of seasonal temperature var-
iations and longterm climate changes on the permafrost condition.

First, a working platform was built on the southern side of the Zugspitze peak. Then, a nearly 
horizontal borehole (inclination 20°, diameter 125 mm, length 44.5 m) was drilled through the 
peak (Fig. 2) and a plastic tube was installed; the tube ends were tightly sealed in order to 
minimize thermal convection. Afterwards, 16 electronic temperature sensors were fixed to a 
fibre rod, for stabilization purposes. After that a cable loom was inserted in the tube without 
being filled by any medium except air. The technique of installing the sensors in air, without 

Fig. 2: Platform with drill carriage, minicrane and dust protection filter.
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any cementation, was already successfully applied by the Swiss Institute for Snow and Ava-
lanche Research (SLF). This assembly approach allows an easy replacement of the sensors. Rock 
temperatures are being measured hourly and recorded by a data logger. The data can be re-
trieved by remote access. More information can be found on the internet: www.lfu.bayern.de 
⇒ Geologie ⇒ Permafrost in Bayern ⇒ Permafrost an der Zugspitze ⇒ Messergebnisse

In order to analyse the permafrost condition for extended periods of time at the Zugspitze peak, 
a computer program has been developed and then it was calibrated using the measured data. 
The objective of this paper is to analyse the impact of climate trends on the permafrost condi-
tion using a mathematical model especially developed for this purpose. More details about the 
model can be found in GALLEMANN et al. (2017).

4.2 Modeling

4.2.1  Thermal atmosphere/rock interactions 
under frost conditions

For modeling the permafrost in rocks, the following transient thermal processes are taken into 
account:

• heat conduction in rocks
• heat convection at rock surfaces
• shortwave solar radiation on rock surfaces
• longwave radiation between rock surface and ambient environment
• ice/water phase changes

4.2.1.1 Heat conduction in rock
A transient model of heat conduction in solids (e. g. GRÖBER et al. 1988, BAEHR & STEPHAN 2013) 
is applied to rocks. Generally, for the three dimensional case, the Fourier equation has the 
following form:

c · ρ ·    dT ___ 
dt

    = λ   (    d   2 T ___ 
d x   2 

   +    d   2 T ___ 
d y   2 

   +    d   2 T ___ 
d z   2 

   )  
with

c = heat capacity of the (porous) rock
ρ = rock density
x = distance x
y = distance y
z = distance z
T = rock temperature
t = time
λ = thermal conductivity of (porous) rock

With the thermal diffusivity a = λ/(c · ρ) and for one-dimensional heat transport, the above equa-
tion simplifies to:

   dT ___ 
dt

    = a ·     d   2 T ____ 
d x   2 

   

The values for density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the porous rock are calculated 
from the weighted volumetric contents of the respective rock fractions, water/ice contents and 
air filled pores. Additionally, varying rock thermal conductivities can also be taken into account. 
When modeling latent water/ice phase changes, the temperature in the respective node is being 
kept constant at phase change temperature, while any heat fluxes only cause freezing or thaw-
ing of the water/ice. Then, when the phase-change process is fully completed, temperatures will 
change again. The fraction of time dependent water/ice phase changes   φ  fl   during freezing/
thawing processes can be calculated as follows:
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d φ  fl  ___ 
dt

    =    λ _____ 
h · ρ · Φ

    ·    d 2T ___ 
dx 2

   

with

  φ  fl   = fraction of liquid phase
h = melting enthalpy ice/water
Φ = rock porosity

The complex equations applied for thermal interactions between atmosphere and rock, includ-
ing solar and ambient short and long wave radiation, can be found in GALLEMANN et al. (2017).

4.2.2 Model calibration and numerical simulation

4.2.2.1 Numerical model
Rock temperatures are calculated based on the one-dimensional finite difference method using 
the Crank-Nicholson scheme. Temperatures along the permafrost borehole are calculated in a 
regular grid of 0.5 m length for the total length of 44.5 m; time steps for the simulation runs are 
60 minutes.

Climate input data consists of global radiation, ambient air temperature, cloud cover and snow 
depth, which are available starting August 1900 by German Weather Service (DEUTSCHER WET-

TERDIENST 2015), except for global radiation, where measurements started in 2003. The rock 
thermal parameters follow data published by NÖTZLI et al. 2010 (thermal conductivity of rock λ = 
2.5 W/m K, volumetric heat capacity c · ρ = 2 ∙ 106 J/m3 K, porosity of rock Φ = 5 %, where the 
pores are assumed to be filled 50 % with air and 50 % water resp. ice). The phase-change tem-
perature (water/ice) in the Wetterstein limestone was assumed to be –0.5 °C (KRAUTBLATTER et al. 
2010).

4.2.2.2 Model calibration
Heat flow in rocks is influenced by several variables, whose exact values are largely unknown, 
such as spatial variability of the thermal rock parameters, convective heat flows due to precip-
itation and heat flows transversal to the direction of the measurements. Therefore, the model 
was calibrated by fitting obtained data to measured records. For this purpose, the two calibra-
tion factors z1 and z2 were introduced in the conduction heat transfer equation:

   dT ___ 
dt

    = z1 + z2 ·a ·     d   2 T ____ 
d x   2 

    

In the first step, z1 and z2 are determined for each of the nodes (i. e. about 170 fitting factors) 
by the least squares method for the calibration period of the two years (i. e. 2013 and 2014). This 
way the information from the measured data is implemented in the model in the form of a 
“thermal fingerprint”. In the second step, the heat transfer parameters between rock surfaces 
and the ambient environment were also optimized by a least squares approach based on a 
comparison of measured and calculated temperatures. A special attention was paid to the in-
sulating effect of snow cover (more details in GALLEMANN et al. 2017) that plays an important 
role at the southern surface, where snow may accumulate due to the less steeper terrain. On 
the northern side, the rock surface is more or less vertical, so that snow cover is not relevant 
there.

Calibration transferability was tested by a comparison of measured and calculated tempera-
tures for the year 2015, after the calibration period (2013 and 2014). Obtained results were found 
to be in good agreement with measured data. As a result, it is concluded that the calibrated 
model produces valid projections for extended time periods, when no measured data is avail-
able. Fig. 3 shows measured and calculated temperatures for the last day of the year 2015.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1  Temperature data from 2010 to 2016 
at the Zugspitze summit

The measured rock temperatures, along the borehole cross section, from 2010 until 2016, are 
displayed in Fig. 4. Due to a slow transmission of heat inside the mountaintop, the highest 
temperatures at the borehole centre are recorded in winter and lowest in summer. The tenden-
cy of temperature development during the measurement period indicates a warming trend that 
corresponds to a general rise in ambient air temperature during that time span (see Fig. 5).

4.3.2 Computer simulation
In order to assess the impact of past ambient air temperature changes at the Zugspitze summit 
on the permafrost, the model calculations were performed, based on weather data starting in 
August 1900. To allow for equilibrium, temperatures are only visualized after 1915.

Potential future temperature changes inside the mountain, after 2015, were obtained from 
model calculations based on ambient temperature data generated by the regional climate 
model (RCM) WETTREG2010 (Climate & Environment Consulting Potsdam GmbH) that is based 
on the emission scenario SRES A1B of the 4th IPCC-assessment report. The WETTREG2010 uses 
statistical relations between large scale atmospheric patterns and the climate data from avail-
able weather stations to derive the future projection for regional climate (BAYERISCHES LANDES AMT 

FÜR UMWELT 2012). The climate input data for the model simulations is taken from one of the 
RCM scenarios of the WETTREG10 simulation. In order to assess the model sensitivity, a larger 
number of different simulations have to be used. However, this is a computationally very in-
tensive process; so, only one representative model simulation was applied for the future pro-
jection of the permafrost.

Fig. 5 shows the moving averages of ambient air temperature over 1, 10 and 30 years for the 
simulation period of 185 years, i. e. between 1915 and 2100. Data until the end of 2015 was 
obtained from the Zugspitze weather station. After 2016 the data is taken from the regional 
climate model of the WETTREG2010 scenario.

Fig. 3: Measured and calculated rock temperatures (daily average of December 31st, 2015) along the 
 permafrost borehole.
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Fig. 5: Moving average of ambient air temperature over 1, 10 and 30 years (measured data until end of 
2015, model data from 2016).

Fig. 4: Measured rock temperature from 2010 to 2016 along the permafrost borehole.
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4.3.2.1 Past permafrost conditions from 1915 to 2015
Meteorological data, such as ambient air temperature, cloud cover and snow depth are avail-
able for the Zugspitze summit since August 1900. Data of global radiation is available from 2013 
onward, so that recent measurements are used for global radiation of the simulation period.

For visualization of the longterm temperature projection, the calculated temperature distribu-
tion along the borehole on October 1st for the period of 100 years, from 1915 until 2015, is 
shown in Fig. 6. It has to be noted that not a seasonal temperature trend is shown in the Fig. 6, 
but the temperature projection along the borehole axis for the chosen date of October 1st. The 
rise of ambient air temperature during the simulation period is about 1.6 °C (moving average 
over 10 years). This increase is clearly reflected by the trend of rock temperature isolines indi-
cating an increase of temperatures throughout the simulation period.

4.3.2.2 Future permafrost development from 2016 to 2100
For possible future condition of the permafrost, calculations were carried out until 2100, using 
the calibrated model. Calculated temperature distribution, along the permafrost borehole 
length, is shown in Fig. 7, on October 1st for the period of 85 years from 2016 until 2100. The 
warming trend, displayed in Fig. 6 for the past period 1915 until 2015, increases sharply due to 
projected additional increase of ambient air temperatures. This potentially may lead to a disap-
pearance of the permafrost in the seventies of the 21st century, with the last permafrost on 
hand within a distance of about 30 m from the south (i. e. 14.5 m from the north).

Fig. 6: Projected temperature distribution at October 1st for the years 1915–2015.
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The number of days per year with calculated average temperature above 0 °C along the bore-
hole cross section, for selected years between 1915 and 2100, is shown in Fig. 8. The permafrost 
resides in the section, where no temperatures above 0 °C are measured during the year (zero 
values on y-axis). The figure illustrates that the sections with temperatures above 0 °C (i. e. ar-
eas with no permafrost) are proceeding from the north and from the south into the center of 
the mountain. In 2100 no more permafrost can be found in the borehole.

Fig. 7: Modeled temperature distribution at October 1st for the years 2016–2100.

Fig. 8: Calculated number of days per year with rock temperatures above 0 °C along the permafrost borehole.
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Due to the permafrost sensitivity to climate change, permafrost measuring data was added to 
the list of climate change indicators of the Bavarian climate impact monitoring program (BAY-

ERISCHES LANDESAMT FÜR UMWELT 2018: I-BO-5 Decrease of Permafrost). The relevant parameter, 
highest daily temperature average during the meteorological year of the temperature sensor 
in 23.65 m distance from the south, is shown in Fig. 9. The temperature sensor was used, as it 
is located in the center of the borehole and hence it shows the lowest seasonal temperature 
variation. Nearly linear temperature increase was observed during the measurement period 
(2011 to 2016).

4.4 Conclusions

The transient temperature profile data, observed at the Zugspitze permafrost measuring station, 
could be successfully simulated using a numerical finite difference model. Due to the model 
calibration, the temperatures along the permafrost borehole could be calculated with a rela-
tively high accuracy, within the measurement uncertainty. The calibrated model allows estima-
tion of the past permafrost conditions with available climate data and to project potential 
permafrost conditions, based on climate future projections reaching until the end of the 21st 
century.

The 10 year moving average of the ambient air temperature at Zugspitze summit increased by 
1.6 K within hundred years (1915: –5.2 °C, 2015: –3.6 °C). According to the model calculations, 
this significant increase of temperature had a considerable impact on the permafrost condition: 
according to the calculations the permafrost retreated by about 7 meters in the south and 
2 meters on the north side of the borehole. The higher gradient of temperature increase during 
the 25 years after 1990 (KRAUTBLATTER et al. 2010) resulted in an accelerated permafrost shrink-
age: during these 25 years permafrost retreated by 2 m from the north, while in the 75 years 
before reduction was only 0.5 m. Mean permafrost temperature rose to a value of –1 °C, that is 
not far from the ice melting temperature in the Wetterstein rock (–0.5 °C).

The increase of moving average of temperatures over 10 years, for the future climate scenario, 
amounted to 3.15 K (2015: –3.6 °C, 2100: –0.45 °C). This value is almost twice as high as the rise 
observed during the past 100 years. Following this scenario, no permafrost will be found in the 
borehole of the permafrost measuring station after 2080. Disappearance of the permafrost in 
the Bavarian Alps, and for this reason reduced stability of the mountain ranges, can be expect-
ed. This may lead to a potential increase of mass movements, like rock fall and landslides.

Fig. 9: Maximum of the daily average temperature during the meteorological year, 23.65 m distant from 
the south.
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5 Cloud and Precipitation Observed with Radar

Martin Hagen1, Axel Häring1, Stefan Kneifel2, Kersten Schmidt3

Abstract

Meteorological radar is an essential tool for research, diagnosis, and nowcasting of clouds and 
precipitation. Cloud radars use short wavelengths to enable detection of small ice particles or 
cloud droplets. The cloud radar at UFS Schneefernerhaus is operated since end of 2011. It has 
been used for a number of studies related to clouds and precipitation. In a synergistic combi-
nation with additional remote sensing instruments, a large variety of cloud and precipitation 
properties can be retrieved. The measurements at UFS Schneefernerhaus can be used for the 
evaluation of numerical weather prediction models and satellite measurements. The long-term 
observations allow assessing the seasonal and long-term evolution of cloud properties above 
the UFS in a warming climate.

Key words: radar, clouds, precipitation

5.1 Introduction

Clouds and precipitation play an important role in the atmosphere. Clouds do contribute con-
siderable to the uncertainty of future climate predictions. Depending on the height and vertical 
extent, they contribute differently on the warming or cooling of the Earth surface. Clouds have 
also an essential impact on the local radiation budget and thus controlling the local climate. 
Cloud particles can grow to precipitation in the form of rain, snow, graupel, or hail. This has a 
direct impact on the local water budget.

While in-situ measurements (c. f. Chapter 22: Impact of turbulence on cloud micrphysics) can 
describe the internal structure of clouds at a specific point in great detail, remote sensing tech-
niques give more insights into the two- or three-dimensional variability. Optical methods (c. f. 
Chapter 18 and 21) are very suitable for optically thin clouds; however, radar is able to penetrate 
also clouds and even strong precipitation and thus, complements the optical observations in 
an optimal way.

Different types of meteorological radar systems are available and used for various purposes. 
Weather radars are mainly used by meteorological services for identification, monitoring and 
tracking of precipitation systems like frontal systems or thunderstorms. Short-term weather 
forecast is often done by tracking radar echoes and extrapolating their motion. The surveillance 
range is a few hundred kilometers. Fast scanning antennas and powerful signal processing 
allows high temporal (2–10 minutes) and spatial (50–1000 m) resolution of the volumetric meas-
urement of precipitation systems. Weather radars use centimeter wavelengths because the 
signal is only weakly attenuated by even heavy precipitation, thus, allowing to receive infor-
mation up to 300 km away from the radar. For the detection of non-precipitating clouds – where 
the typical particle size is in the order of 10 to 100 µm – cloud radars with a wavelength in the 
millimeter range are used. Those systems have limited measurement range up to 10 or 30 km, 
their antennas are either pointing vertically only, or able to scan but with a much slower scan-
ning rate than what is used for weather radar.

At Umweltforschungsstation Schneefernerhaus (UFS), two vertically looking radar systems are 
permanently installed: a cloud radar and a micro rain radar with a wavelength of 0.8 cm and 
1.2 cm, respectively. This contribution mainly focuses on cloud radars and their application with 
emphasis on the system operated at UFS.

1 Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institut für Physik der Atmosphäre
2 Universität zu Köln, Institut für Geophysik und Meteorologie
3 Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institut für Hochfrequenztechnik und Radarsysteme
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5.2 Radar Principles

5.2.1 Radar Techniques
A radar transmits a short electromagnetic pulse with high power through a directional antenna. 
This pulse is reflected by an object and received by the radar receiver (c. f. Fig. 1). The direction 
in which the antenna is pointed and the round-trip time of the pulse are used to locate the 
object which is scattering the pulse. The principal components of a weather radar are the trans-
mitter, the antenna, the receiver, the signal processor, and the product and image generator. 
The transmit/receive switch and/or limiter is needed to protect the sensitive receiver from the 
high power transmit pulse. Radar operation control, signal processing, and image generation 
is accomplished with powerful standard computers. Here, only a basic overview of radar sys-
tems can be provided. More details on meteorological radars can be found in textbooks like 
Fabry (2015) or Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001). Radar techniques are described in detail in 
Skolnik (2008).

In the following, some technical aspects of meteorological radars will be described. The weath-
er radar is mentioned for completeness, the focus will be on the two radar systems – namely 
a cloud radar and a micro-rain-radar – operated for research at the Umweltforschungsstation 
Schneefernerhaus. Table 1 summarizes some technical characteristics of typical weather radar 
used in Europe and the two systems operated at UFS.

5.2.1.1 Weather Radar
Weather radars are used for a wide spectrum of operational applications such as:

• identifying precipitation systems (like fronts or thunderstorms) for weather prediction,
• detailed analysis of dynamical and microphysical structures in thunderstorms,
• monitoring thunderstorm motion for nowcasting,
• estimating precipitation amount for hydrological applications like flood forecasting for river 

catchments,
• identifying of thunderstorm or hail swaths,
• long term observations for precipitation climatologies.

The main focus of weather radar is on precipitating particles like rain, snow, graupel or hail, for 
this purpose long wavelengths are suited best. A total number of about 200 weather radars are 
operated by meteorological services in Europe today. Most weather radars in Europe are 
C-band radars (frequency 5.6 GHz, wavelength 5.4 cm); only some radars in the Mediterranean 
area are S-band radars (frequency 2.8 GHz, wavelength 10.7 cm). X-band radars (9.4 GHz, wave-
length 3.2 cm) are used for research applications and short range observations like cities or 
river catchments, but also in mountainous regions to cover valleys which are shielded from the 
long-range radars located outside the mountains or on mountain peaks.

Besides measuring the strength of the backscattered signal (termed as reflectivity; c. f. section 
5.2.2.1), weather radars can measure the motion of the scattering particles (c. f. section 5.2.2.2). 
Dual-polarization capabilities enable the estimation of the particle properties and the classifi-
cation of hydrometeors (c. f. section 5.2.2.4, 5.2.2.5, and Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001)).

Fig. 1: Principle of meteorological radar.
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5.2.1.2 Cloud Radar
Cloud radars are designed for the observation of small cloud particles. For that purpose, radars 
with short wavelengths are used (Ka- or W-band; frequency 35 or 95 GHz; wavelength 8 or 
3 mm, respectively). By using shorter wavelengths, the sensitivity to smaller particles, such as 
cloud droplets or tiny ice particles, increases. However, the backscattered signal also gets in-
creasingly attenuated by hydrometeors and atmospheric gases which limits the maximum 
range that can be probed with the radar. Most of the cloud radars use vertically pointing anten-
nas, only a few cloud radars are able to scan the hemisphere. Even though a variety of cloud 
radars does exist, this chapter is focused on the vertical pointing MIRA36 cloud radar installed 
at UFS and manufactured by METEK GmbH (e. g. Görsdorf et al., 2015). This radar system is 
characterized by high transmit power and its sensitivity to low backscatter signals. A number 
of MIRA36 systems are available worldwide. At the Meteorological Institute of Ludwig-Maxi-
milians-Universität at Munich a MIRA36 radar with scanning capabilities is installed. A down-
ward looking MIRA36 (Mech et al., 2014) is available to be flown onboard the German research 
aircraft HALO (High Altitude and Long-range) during specific campaigns.

Tab. 1: Characteristics of typical European weather radar, as well as of the cloud radar and the micro- 
rain-radar installed at Umweltforschungsstation Schneefernerhaus.

Parameter Typical weather radar MIRA36 cloud radar MRR micro rain radar

Frequency band C-band Ka-band K-band

Frequency/wavelength 5.6 GHz / 5.4 cm 35.5 GHz / 0.8 cm 24.1 GHz / 1.2 cm

Transmit power 500 kW 
(pulse peak)

25 kW
(pulse peak)

50 mW 
(continuous wave)

Pulse duration 0.6–2 µs 0.2 µs frequency modulated 
– continuous wave

Pulse repetition frequency 500–1200 Hz 5000 Hz frequency modulated 
– continuous wave

Integration time per sample 0.02–0.1 s 10 s 60 s

Depth of measurement 
 volume

90–300 m 30 m 50–100 m

Maximum range 100–300 km 15 km 1.5–3 km

Antenna diameter 4 m 1 m 0.6 m

Antenna rotation speed 2–6 rpm fixed vertical pointing fixed vertical pointing

Half-power beam width 1° 0.6° 2°

Fig. 2: Installation of the MIRA36 cloud radar at Umweltforschungsstation Schneefernerhaus. Left: antenna of Casegrain type 
 during the installation phase with parabolic dish, feed horn in the center and sub-reflector at the top. Center: antenna with clutter 
fence. Right: radar transmitter and receiver within the suspended ceiling of Wechselnutzerlabor. Photos by M. Hagen.
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During the TOSCA campaign (c. f. section 5.3.3 and Löhnert et al., 2011) in 2008/2009 a MIRA36 
cloud radar was temporally installed at the terrace at UFS. With the experience collected during 
TOSCA and the added value generated by its combination with other remote sensing instru-
mentation at UFS, a permanent installation of a MIRA36 cloud radar was planned and realized 
in the end of 2011. The antenna of the cloud radar is mounted at the roof of the 5th floor (Fig. 2, 
left), the radar electronics and computers are installed within the suspended ceiling of the 
Wechselnutzerlabor at the 5th floor (Fig. 2, right). Radar control and support (uninterrupted 
power supply and dry air compressor) are installed in a computer rack at the Wechselnutzerla-

bor. The antenna is surrounded by a clutter fence (Fig. 2, middle) to prevent interference of the 
radar beam with the building and the mountains of the Zugspitzgrad. The radar has been op-
erated continuously since December 2011. Due to maintenances and other technical issues, 
occasionally interruptions of the operation do occur.

The primary measurement quantity of the MIRA36 cloud radar is the Doppler spectrum (c. f. 
section 5.2.2.3), from which common moments or radar parameters such as reflectivity or 
Doppler velocity can are derived (c. f. section 5.2.2). Both, the Doppler spectra themselves and 
the moments, are stored for long-term access. Doppler spectra provide detailed information 
on the vertical motion of the particles. Under the assumption that there is no vertical air motion, 
information on the particle habit can be retrieved (e. g. Kollias et al., 2011). More detailed anal-
ysis of the spectra also allow to separate different hydrometeor classes (e. g. Melchionna et al., 
2008). The polarization capabilities allow for the discrimination of spherical water drops, irreg-
ular shaped ice crystals, melting particles, as well as insects.

5.2.1.3 Micro Rain Radar
The micro rain radar (MRR) manufactured by METEK GmbH (e. g. Peters et al., 2002) is a low-
cost radar designed for the estimation of vertical profiles of raindrop size distributions. Since 
the radar is using low-power electronics and is using the frequency-modulated continuous-wave 
(FM-CW) principle, it is a very robust system. A MRR is operated at the Umweltforschungssta-
tion Schneefernerhaus since January 2008 on top of the building (Fig. 3). For the estimation of 
the in-situ raindrop size distribution, it is accompanied by an optical disdrometer PARSIVEL-2 
(Löffler-Mang and Joss, 2000) manufactured by OTT-Hydromet GmbH. The disdrometer pro-
vides spectral particle size distribution and spectral fall-velocity distribution which can be used 
to classify the kind of precipitation (e. g., snow, rain, hail). Both instruments, the MRR and 
PARSIVEL-2, are designed for the observation of precipitating particles (raindrops, snowflakes 
or aggregates, graupel, hail); their sensitivity is not sufficient to observe cloud particles like 
cloud droplets or ice needles, plates, or dendrites.

The standard retrieval of raindrop size distributions provided by the manufacturer assumes a 
stagnant vertical air motion. The basic principle of this raindrop size distribution retrieval is 
shortly summarized in the following: within the Doppler spectra, each velocity bin (i. e. fall 
speed of raindrops) can be related to the associated raindrop size via known fall speed – drop 
size relations (e. g. Atlas et al., 1973). In a next step, the backscatter cross section for a single 

Fig. 3: Installation of the PARSIVEL-2 disdrometer (left) and MRR micro rain radar (right) at the top terrace 
of the Umweltforschungsstation Schneefernerhaus. Photo by M. Hagen.
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drop of this size is estimated using Mie scattering theory. The measured spectral power at the 
relevant velocity bin is then simply divided by the known backscatter power for a single drop 
in order to obtain the number of drops for that size.

Even though the MRR has a lower sensitivity compared to the high power and high sensitive 
cloud radar, both instruments show good agreement over a wide range of precipitation inten-
sity and with appropriate processing snow parameters can be derived (Kneifel et al., 2011). Due 
to the parallel operation of MIRA and MRR at UFS, the retrieval algorithms have been further 
developed to also enable the remote sensing community to measure snowfall with the MRR 
(Maahn and Kollias, 2012). Further evaluation of precipitation measurements by MRR are shown 
in Kneifel et al. 2022.

5.2.2 Radar Parameters
Air traffic control, military radars or ship radars aim detecting point targets. With meteorological 
radars, multiple targets filling the radar volume, such as rain or snow, shall not only be detected 
but also quantified. While conventional weather radars measure only the intensity of the re-
turned signal, a Doppler radar additionally estimates the motion of the target. This provides for 
example information about the wind field but also allows to precisely monitor the motion of a 
thunderstorm. A further extension of Doppler radars is the addition of polarization which allows 
to derive a number of valuable additional radar parameters. Since dual-polarization radar use 
electromagnetic waves with two orthogonal polarizations, the derived radar parameters allow 
a characterization of the shape and orientation of the target. More details about the various radar 
parameters can be found in text books like Fabry (2015) or Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001).

5.2.2.1 Radar Reflectivity Factor
Radar reflectivity is a synonym for the magnitude of the reflected radar pulse. The radar equa-
tion for volume targets gives the relationship between the received signal Pr and the scattering 
cross section σ of the target
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with Pt the transmitted power, g the antenna gain, λ the wavelength, θ0 the beam width, h the pulse 
length, r the distance to the targets, and σi the scattering cross section of the individual targets 
within volume. It is assumed that the measurement volume is uniformly filled with scattering 
targets. The first term describes the received power for a single point target, the second term the 
measurement volume, and the third term accounts for the fact that only part of the transmitted 
power is within the measurement volume bounded by the half-power beam width θ0.

For particles which are large compared to the wavelength (diameter D > 10 λ), the scattering 
cross section σ of a target is similar to its geometric cross section. For particles much smaller 
than the wavelength (D < 1/10 λ), the scattering cross section can be approximated by Rayleigh 
scattering

σ =     π  5  _ 
 λ  4 

      | K |   2    D  6   (2)

with K = (m2 – 1)/(m2 + 2) representing the complex refractive index m of the scattering particle 
(|K|2 ≈ 0.93 for water and |K|2 ≈ 0.2 for ice). With the assumption that the targets are liquid water 
particles and much smaller than the wavelength, the radar reflectivity factor4 z is defined as the 
sum of D6 of all particles within the unit volume V
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V
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     D  i  
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The common unit of z is mm6/m3. Electrical engineers usually express a ratio R of two powers 
(p1 and p2) in a logarithmic notation R = 10 log10 (p1/p2). The “unit” of such a ratio is the decibel 
(dB). It is common in radar meteorology to express the reflectivity factor as a logarithmic ratio 
with respect to the reflectivity factor of a raindrop with a diameter of 1 mm.

4 Informally, but also in a large number of publications, the term “reflectivity” is used instead of “reflectivity factor.”
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The unit of the logarithmic quantity Z is termed dBz (decibel z).

5.2.2.2 Doppler Velocity and Spectral Width
If a relative motion does exist between the radar and the target, a frequency shift of the reflect-
ed wave can be observed by the radar. This effect was first described by the Austrian astrono-
mer Christian Doppler in 1842. The resulting frequency is given by f = f0 (1 ± v/c) with f0 the 
transmitted frequency, v the relative speed and c the propagation speed of the wave (speed of 
light). The difference (f – f0) is defined as the Doppler frequency fD. In the case of radar the fre-
quency shift is doubled, since the Doppler Effect occurs twice, once on the way to the target 
and once on the way back to the radar

  f  D   = ±    2 v ___ 
λ
    (5)

Due to technical limitations, the radar cannot measure the Doppler frequency directly; instead 
the radar detects phase differences between a number (~20 to ~250) of radar pulses and deter-
mines the Doppler frequency and its standard deviation from a time series of phase measure-
ments. Even though radar doesn’t measure the frequency shift directly, in radar meteorology 
the term Doppler velocity5 is widely used. Only a motion towards or away from the radar (the 
radial or line-of-sight component) can be detected by the Doppler Effect. By convention, a mo-
tion towards the radar introduces a negative Doppler velocity and a motion away from the 
radar a positive Doppler velocity. In general, it is assumed that precipitation particles move with 
the wind; however, their fall speed has to be taken into account. For vertical pointing radars, 
the observed Doppler velocity is the superposition of vertical air motion and fall speed of the 
particles.

The standard deviation of the phase measurements is termed spectral width because it de-
scribes the width of the Doppler velocity spectrum. Spectral width is a measure of the turbu-
lence within the measurement volume – or – in the case of vertical pointing radar a measure of 
the diverse fall speed of different particle types and sizes.

5.2.2.3 Doppler Spectrum
Besides the technique described above, the phase measurements can be transferred by a Fou-
rier transformation into frequency domain. Frequency is equivalent to Doppler velocity in this 
case (c. f. Eq. 5). The Doppler spectrum gives the backscattered power or reflectivity for each 
Doppler velocity bin. Fig. 4 shows an example of a Doppler spectrum from the vertical pointing 
MIRA36 cloud radar at UFS. The green area is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of this spectrum 

5 In radar meteorology the term “radial” component or velocity is preferred; scientists working with lidar prefer the 
term “line-of-sight” component or velocity.

Fig. 4: Doppler spectrum (blue line) measured with MIRA36 at UFS (21 July 2018, 05:24 UTC, 300 m AGL). 
Grey area indicates noise level, green area is signal-to-noise power, red line is mean Doppler velocity, 
and black line with arrows indicates spectral width.
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after the noise has been subtracted (in dB). With appropriate radar calibration constants, reflec-
tivity can be derived from the measured SNR. Mean Doppler velocity is indicated by the red 
vertical line and the horizontal line with arrows indicate the estimation of the spectral width.

For the microphysical retrieval of observed clouds, several methods for evaluating Doppler 
spectra were developed, e. g. fitting of multi-modal Gauss curves (Melchionna et al., 2008) or 
determining of third (skewness) and fourth (kurtosis) moment of the spectrum to predict the 
onset of drizzle inside liquid clouds (Kollias et al., 2011; or Acquistapace et al., 2017).

5.2.2.4 Differential Reflectivity
Common dual-polarization weather radars use linear polarization with horizontal and vertical 
polarization planes. Differential reflectivity (ZDR) is the ratio between the reflectivity factor meas-
ured at horizontal and vertical polarization

  Z  DR   = 10 log   (    z  H 
 ___  z  V    )   (6)

with zH the reflectivity factor at horizontal polarization and zV the reflectivity factor at vertical 
polarization (both in mm6/m3). The unit of ZDR is dB. ZDR is the standard radar parameter, which 
can be measured with dual-polarization radar. Positive ZDR is observed when particles are flat 
and fall more horizontally aligned. This is the case for raindrops larger than 1 mm in diameter 
and for ice needles or plates. ZDR is used to improve the rainfall rate estimation and to identify 
hydrometeors. For measurements at low elevation angles, the range of ZDR in rain is 0–5 dB. 
Particles like graupel or hail have an irregular shape and tumble and rotate during descent. 
Their ZDR is typically around zero. For vertically pointing cloud radars this parameter is normal-
ly not used since particles fall horizontal aligned and due to their random horizontal orientation, 
no difference between the two orthogonal polarizations is observed.

5.2.2.5 Linear Depolarization Ratio
The linear depolarization ratio (LDR) describes how much energy of the transmitted horizontal 
polarized wave is scattered back vertically polarized

LDR = 10 log   (    z  VH 
 ____  z  H    )   (7)

with zVH the reflectivity factor (in mm6/m3) received with vertical polarization while transmitted 
with horizontal polarization. The unit of LDR is dB. LDR is caused by particles which are canted 
during falling or tumble and rotate heavily while falling. These are usually particles which have 
an irregular shape and/or are water coated ice particles like melting snowflakes or wet graupel 
or hail. LDR is about –35 dB in weak rain, –25 dB for graupel and –15 dB or higher for melting 
hail. LDR is also used to classify hydrometeors and to detect the presence of insects (frequent-
ly observed also at UFS). The lower limit of LDR is given by technical constraints like the isola-
tion between the two receiver channels and the purity of the antenna shape and the feed horn.

5.3 Observations and Measurements at UFS

5.3.1 Clouds and Precipitation

5.3.1.1 Cloud Statistics
The continuous operation of the cloud radar since December 2011 allows for the evaluation of 
statistical properties of clouds and precipitation in the Alpine region above the Schneeferner-
haus. An exemplary analysis is shown in Fig. 5, more detailed analysis can be found in Häring 
(2016). Kneifel et al., 2022 present a statistical analysis of clouds and precipitation at UFS by 
combining radar with other long-term remote sensing observations available at UFS.

Fig. 5 shows the frequency distribution of reflectivity and Doppler velocity as well as the nor-
malized number of observations with height for the year 2014. The radar is located at 2671 m 
above sea level. For the first 150 or 180 m above the radar, no radar measurements are availa-
ble since the radar has to switch from transmit to receive which requires a finite amount of time. 
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An automatic quality control and hydrometeor classification was used to filter meteorological 
echoes from non-meteorological echoes like ground targets, birds, insects, or the gondola of 
the Gletscherbahn.

Fig. 5 (center) shows that about half of the time there are low clouds above Schneefernerhaus 
or the site itself is within clouds. The fraction is decreasing with height due to the variation in 
thickness of clouds. At about 20 % of the time there are clouds in the height band 6 to 8 km 
above sea level. These are cirrus clouds with varying thickness. Clouds reach up to 12.5 km MSL.

The frequency of reflectivity measurements (Fig. 5, left) shows a wide range reaching from 
about 20 dBz down to the minimum sensitivity of the radar which is about –50 dBz at a range 
of 5 km from the radar. Three distinct maxima can be identified in the reflectivity distribution: 
The maximum around 8 km height indicates reflectivity values of cirrus clouds, the rare occur-
rence of high values at that height are related to deep convection. At low levels two maxima 
can be identified. The one at high reflectivity values is related to precipitation, the other at low 
reflectivity values is related to clouds. The high reflectivity values below 3.5 km indicate the 
occurrence of rain during summer. The growths of particles from cloud to precipitation can be 
seen with the increase of the reflectivity center with decreasing height.

The frequency distribution of Doppler velocity (Fig. 5, right) shows a wide range of observed 
velocities. While the fall speed (i. e. negative Doppler velocity) of cloud particles is in the order 
of 0.1 m/s, the typical fall velocity of snow is 1 m/s, and of rain is about 5 m/s; the observations 
show a broad distribution around the expected values. The reason for this is vertical air motion 
caused by the flow over the Alps and leading to strong up- and downdrafts. An example is 
shown in the next section.

5.3.1.2 Case Studies
Three exemplary observations typical for the cloud radar measurements at Schneefernerhaus 
will be shown in this section.

The first example contains observations of contrail cirrus. Fig. 6 shows the visual impression 
taken with a vertical looking camera and the associated reflectivity observations with the cloud 
radar. The reflectivity time-height display shows at least three structures which can be attribut-
ed to contrail cirrus, namely at 15:05, 15:20 and 15:30 UTC on March 3rd, 2015. The contrail cirrus 
forms first at about 3.9 km above the radar and then descent during about 3–4 minutes down 
to 3.3 km. Below that height, obviously ambient humidity is too low and the contrails dissolve 
rapidly. The cloud layer at about the same height later on indicates that the atmosphere was 
sufficiently humid for contrail formation. The very thin cloud layer between 15:15 and 15:30 is 
hardly to be seen in the photo.

Fig. 7 shows time-height cross-sections of reflectivity and Doppler velocity of a breaking wave 
event on September 30th, 2012. The velocity shows comb-like structures (7:10 to 7:40) a down-
ward motion of about 3 m/s and next to it an updraft of about 4 m/s. The fall speed of the small 

Fig. 5: Frequency distribution of reflectivity as a function of height (left), normalized number of 
 reflectivity observations (center), and frequency distribution of Doppler velocity (right) for the year 2014.
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ice particles at that height is negligible (< 0.5 m/s). The breaking of waves is probably caused 
by strong wind shear at an inversion layer at about 9.5 km MSL (≈ 6.8 km above radar). The 
Innsbruck radio sounding from 3 UTC indicates horizontal winds with 21 m/s at 5 km and 39 m/s 
at 8 km above radar. Wind direction was 244° and 220°, respectively.

The third example is an event with fall streaks observed in snow. On November 28th, 2012 a 
homogeneous, about 7 km deep cloud layer with snowfall at ground was observed (Fig. 8). The 
time-height cross-section of reflectivity shows some diagonal structures which are related to 
fall streaks, when parcels of hydrometeors with enhanced reflectivity are falling down. At a 
time-height cross-section, the parcels can be seen first at cloud top and then later at the bottom. 
The signature of the fall streaks is more dominant in the linear depolarization ratio LDR (see 
Fig. 8, upper right). While LDR is about –25 dB outside the streaks it is about –15 dB within the 
streaks. This indicates larger and more irregular shaped particles with an unstable falling be-
havior. The main reason for the initiation of the streaks with enhanced LDR remains unclear. 
Doppler velocity shows up- and down-drafts at cloud top, there might be wind shear at that 
height. The enhanced turbulence in this upper region of the cloud is also seen in the spectral 
width (Fig. 8, lower left). Another possible explanation is the disturbances by aircraft, causing 
additional turbulence, humidity, and aerosol particles which in turn will initiate a different kind 
of ice particles.

Fig. 6: Observation of a contrail by vertical looking camera (left) and cloud radar with a time-height 
 display of reflectivity (right) on 3rd March 2015; the dashed orange line indicates the time of the photo by 
the automatic camera.

Fig. 7: Time-height cross-sections of reflectivity (left) and Doppler velocity (right) of a breaking wave 
event on 30th September 2012.

Fig. 8: Time-height cross-sections of reflectivity (upper left), linear depolarization ratio (upper right), 
 Doppler velocity (lower left), and spectral width (lower right) of a fall streak event on 28th November 2012.
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5.3.1.3 Retrieval of Cloud Properties
Cloud physicists do prefer quantities which are related to cloud microphysics. Here we will 
show how radar parameters can be used to derive quantities like mean diameter of the particles 
and the ice water content.

A procedure to retrieve mean diameter from vertical pointing cloud radar was proposed by 
Matrosov et al. (2002). They use an empirical relation between mean diameter D0 and fall ve-
locity Vt

  D  0   = 9 · 1  0  −4     V  t  
3
   − 6.6 · 1  0  −2     V  t  

2
   + 6.2   V  t   − 9.7 (8)

with Vt ≥ 0.06 m s–1. From D0 the ice water content IWC can be retrieved using a relation sug-
gested by Atlas et al. (1995)

IWC =    Z _____ 
G ·  D  0  

3
 
     (9)

with Z in mm6 m–3, IWC in g m–3, and D0 in µm. G is a coefficient which depends on the bulk 
density, the shape and the particle size distribution.

The disadvantage using this approach at Schneefernerhaus is the occurrence of large vertical 
air motions which can be hardly corrected with the required precision. An alternative approach 
was suggested by Protat et al. (2007). They suggest using reflectivity and ambient temperature

log (IWC) = 0.000372   Z  dBz  T + 0.0782   Z  dBz   − 0.0153 T − 1.54 (10)

with ZdBz in dBz and temperature T in °C; or alternatively using only reflectivity if temperature 
is not available

IWC = 0.082   z  0.554   (11)

Examples of the retrieval will be shown in section 5.3.2.2.

5.3.1.4 Retrieval of Vertical Velocity in Rain
As mentioned above in section 5.2.1.3 and 5.2.2.2, the measured Doppler velocity of a vertical-
ly pointing radar is the sum of the terminal fall velocity of the particles and the vertical air 
motion. Hauser and Amayenc (1981) suggested a method to retrieve rain drop size parameter-
ization and vertical air motion. Assuming an exponential rain drop size distribution n (D) = N0 

e–λD, the parameters N0 as the hypothetical number of drops with diameter 0, the slope λ of the 
distribution, and the vertical air motion will iteratively be estimated until the difference between 
measured and estimated reflectivity (from N0 and λ) is minimized.

The number of cases where this algorithm can be applied to MRR observations at Schneefer-
nerhaus is limited since a sufficient thick rain layer (> 300 m) is fairly rare at the site. Fig. 9 
shows two examples for the retrieval of the vertical air motion using a similar method proposed 
by Rogers (1964). On August 20th, 2016 mainly updrafts are observed, while on August 5th, 2016 

Fig. 9: Measured Doppler velocity (blue line – top figure) and retrieved vertical air motion (blue line – 
 bottom figure) as well as fall velocity of the rain drop size distribution (orange line – top figure) for two 
events. Left: 5th August 2016; right: 20th August 2016. After Stucke (2017).
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up- and downdrafts can be seen. The observations seem plausible considering the airflow on 
those days. Unfortunately, no independent verification for the retrieval of vertical air motion 
above UFS is available for these cases.

5.3.2 Evaluation of Satellite Observations with Radar at UFS
While the cloud radar and the micro rain radar provide high resolution data on a local vertical 
profile, satellite observations are used to provide information on a global or hemispheric scale. 
Satellites often only observe the top of the clouds and depending on the observation technique, 
the structure of the clouds and precipitation information can only be partly retrieved. Here we 
will show two examples, one using the polar orbiting cloud radar onboard CloudSat (Stephens 
et al., 2002), and a second example using the geostationary Meteosat Second Generation 
SEVIRI imager (Schmetz et al., 2002).

5.3.2.1 CloudSat Observations
Polar orbiting satellites like CloudSat, equipped with a nadir pointing W-band (wavelength 
3.2 mm) cloud radar, or Calipso (equipped with lidar) very seldom pass directly over a specific 
site like the Schneefernerhaus. In addition, for the evaluation of cloud measurements, clouds 
have to be present during the short visiting time. To increase the sample number, all passes 
within 15 km have been used for the evaluation presented here. However, it has to be consid-
ered that due to the large inhomogeneity of the terrain, different types of clouds might be 
compared within the CloudSat footprint (diameter 1.2 km) and by the MIRA36 radar measuring 
only directly above UFS.

Fig. 10 shows a comparison of cloud properties and averaged reflectivity profiles for both cloud 
radars observed from 2012 to 2015. Only measurements above 3 km MSL have been considered 
for both systems in order to avoid disturbances due to surface reflections in the CloudSat data. 
The CloudSat radar is less sensitive compared to the MIRA36 radar. The reflectivity distribution 
and the averaged profiles agree very well, the difference is only 0.8 dB. The CloudSat radar is 
highly accurately calibrated using the well-known sea surface reflection (Kollias et al., 2019). 
The MIRA36 is calibrated by the manufacturer, a continuous independent calibration at the site 
is challenging because the radar beam cannot be directed towards a target whose scattering 

Fig. 10: CloudSat (orange) and UFS-MIRA (blue) observations of cloud properties for the years 2012–
2015. Top left: frequency distribution of reflectivities; Top center: frequency distribution of cloud top 
height; bottom left: frequency distribution of cloud thickness; bottom center: frequency distribution of 
cloud base height. Right: averaged reflectivity profiles.
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properties are well known. The lower reflectivity values for the CloudSat radar profile between 
3 and 3.7 km are most likely caused by attenuation in thick clouds. The cloud properties show 
that the lower sensitivity of the CloudSat radar has limitations observing high thin cirrus clouds.

5.3.2.2 Meteosat SEVIRI Observations
The geostationary observations of SEVIRI allow for a continuous observation of cloud proper-
ties. For a comparison we select the ice water path (IWP) which is the vertical integral of IWC. 
SEVIRI resolution is about 3.2 × 5.5 km2 over the Schneefernerhaus. Nine values of IWP over an 
area of 3 by 3 pixels (app. 10 × 16 km2) were estimated using the APICS algorithm (Bugliaro et 
al., 2011). The IWP was then compared to the vertically integrated IWC derived from the MIRA36 
measurements. The algorithms described by equations (9) to (11) were applied for the MIRA36 
measurements.

Fig. 11 shows the comparison for two events, one in June 2014 and one in January 2015. In 
general, there is an agreement between the radar algorithms using reflectivity only (IWP-Z; Eq. 
11) and temperature and reflectivity (IWP-Z-T; Eq. 10), whereas the algorithm using vertical 
velocity (IWP-Z-VEL; Eq. 9) shows a large scatter. This is attributed to the unknown vertical air 
motion over the site. Obviously, during times where the vertical air motion was small, the IWP-

Z-VEL algorithm agrees well with the other two algorithms. The comparison to the APICS algo-
rithm shows varying agreement. This mainly depends on the structure of the clouds and pre-
cipitation. The SEVIRI retrieval is dominated by information originating from the cloud top area 
due its limited capability to penetrate thicker clouds. The lower part of thick clouds or precipi-
tation is not seen by SEVIRI.

The measurements on June 29th, 2014 show a nearly homogeneous cloud layer with precipita-
tion, the IWP is overestimated by SEVIRI, especially during the time when rain was observed 
at Schneefernerhaus (approximately until 12:30). Only minor horizontal variation is visible with-
in the 3 × 3 SEVIRI pixels. On January 16th, 2015 a deep cirrus layer was observed. The 3 × 3 
SEVIRI pixels show large variation, this is an indication that there was high spatial variation in 
the cloud layer and the measurements by the radar might not be representative for the area 
seen by SEVIRI.

Fig. 11: Reflectivity observations by MIRA36 and retrieved ice-water-path (IWP) for 29 June 2014 (top 2 
rows) and 16 January 2015 (bottom 2 rows). IWP estimated from MIRA by 3 techniques (see text) and from 
Meteosat SEVIRI. Red line is pixel over Schneefernerhaus; shaded area is range of IWP over 3 × 3 pixels.
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5.3.3 The TOSCA Campaign
The TOSCA campaign (Towards an Optimal estimation-based Snow Characterization Algorithm) 
took place at Schneefernerhaus during the winter 2007/2008 and 2008/2009. Details can be found 
in Löhnert et al. (2011). The motivation for the campaign was a synergistic combination of state-
of-the-art remote sensing instruments with the goal to develop a modular optimal-estimation 
algorithm and to evaluate the potential for deriving columnar snow microphysics. The success 
of running the first cloud radar at the UFS was the main motivation to permanently install such 
a radar at UFS. During TOSCA, the cloud radar data were combined with ceilometer and the two 
permanently installed microwave radiometers (Humidity and Temperature Profiler HATPRO and 
Dual Polarization Radiometer DPR) providing observations in the frequency range from 22 up 
to 150 GHz, which is similar to space-borne microwave sensors. In addition, in-situ sensor for 
the size, fall velocity and shape of the snowflakes were installed at the UFS. Radar and radiom-
eter are often combined because the radar provides profile information while the radiometer is 
able to better quantify the integrated quantities in the atmospheric column (e. g., ice water path, 
liquid water path, water vapor integral). For snow and ice processes, the presence of super-
cooled liquid water (liquid water can be found down to –38 °C in the atmosphere) plays a central 
role. While it is very hard to detect it in radar observations, the radiometers are extremely sen-
sitive to it, especially at the higher frequencies provided at the UFS. In general, the radiometers 
are only sensitive to scattering by ice and snow particles at frequencies larger than 90 GHz, which 
makes them well suited to constrain the amount of liquid water in comparison to ice.

One main outcome of TOSCA was that supercooled liquid water is almost always present in 
snowfall at UFS and its amounts could be quantified and linked to other parameters such as 
temperature, for the first time (Löhnert et al., 2011). The unique DPR radiometer, further provid-
ed the first observations of snow scattering signals in ground-based radiometers – an effect, 
which was so far only been known for space-borne radiometers. This confirmed the principal 
potential of ground-based radiometers to constrain snowfall properties (Kneifel et al., 2010). 
The polarimetric observations of the DPR further confirmed that snowflakes fall with a prefer-
ential orientation – a question which was debated for a long time in the snowfall remote sens-
ing community (Xie et al., 2012).

The long-term combined radar-radiometer measurements also provided valuable data to de-
velop new absorption models for supercooled liquid water (Kneifel et al., 2014; Turner et al., 
2016), which are key components for global satellite retrievals. The parallel observations of the 
MIRA36 cloud radar and the MRR also provided a dataset to develop a new algorithm to meas-
ure snowfall with the MRR (Kneifel et al., 2011; Maahn and Kollias, 2012). These studies triggered 
the use of MRRs in other remote areas such as the Arctic and Antarctic for the so far very diffi-
cult estimation of snowfall – the main source term for the polar ice sheet mass balance.

An interesting feature found in the in-situ measurements (2D-video disdrometer; c. f. Fig. 7 in 
Löhnert et al., 2011) during TOSCA was that maximum snow particle size Dmax seems to be 
temperature independent – except for the temperature range between –10 and –15 °C where 
large snow crystals occur more frequent. In this temperature range, the super saturation over 
ice with respect to liquid water reaches its maximum value so that the Wegener-Bergeron-Find-
eisen process, i. e. the transformation of liquid drops to ice crystals via gas phase, will be more 
effective. Also, snow crystals are mostly of dendritic structure in this temperature range. Both 
conditions are preferable for the fast and effective growth by aggregation of snow crystals in 
this “secondary growth region”.

5.3.4 Cloudnet
Cloudnet is an European initiative (Illingworth et al., 2007) to provide a systematic evaluation 
of clouds and precipitation in numerical weather prediction models. The efforts to improve the 
representation of clouds and precipitation in forecast models have been limited by the difficul-
ty to make appropriate and accurate observations. Cloud parameters used in models differ from 
the parameters which are available from observations; thus, a common basis needs to be de-
fined for comparison and evaluation. Another fact is that often evaluations are performed based 
on case studies; however, to improve forecast models a long-term evaluation is needed. To 
achieve a suitable evaluation, the Cloudnet project was established. It involves instrument 
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operators as well as developers of forecast models all across Europe. A number of already 
existing ground based remote sensing sites were brought together for this purpose. These sites 
are operated now since many years in order to gain statistics unaffected by seasonality. More-
over, the Cloudnet community was able to develop robust algorithms for quality control and 
retrieval of microphysical quantities of clouds and precipitation.

Cloudnet is embedded in the European ACTRIS (Aerosols, Clouds and Trace gases Research 
Infrastructure) project and in Germany supported by the HD(CP)2 (High Definition Clouds and 
Precipitation for advancing Climate Prediction) project. Currently, about 10 sites contribute to 
Cloudnet together with additional non-European sites equipped with similar instrumentation. 
The Meteorological Institute (MIM) at Munich University (LMU) and the UFS Schneefernerhaus 
are members of Cloudnet since 2018. Processing of UFS data is performed at MIM. Real-time 
observations and model forecasts together with daily and monthly quicklooks and statistics of 
model performance are provided at the Cloudnet web site (http://cloudnet.fmi.fi/).

The core instruments at MIM and UFS are the high power and sensitive MIRA36 cloud radar, a 
low-power lidar – the ceilometer, and the multi-wavelength microwave radiometer HATPRO. 
The radar provides detailed information on the vertical structure of the clouds. The ceilometer 
is used to identify the cloud base – mainly of water clouds – more accurately. If attenuation by 
cloud particles is not too strong, profiles of the lidar backscatter signal are available in the cloud. 
The microwave radiometer provides vertical profiles of temperature and humidity, and inte-
grated quantities like liquid water path (LWP) and vertical integrated water vapor (IWV).

The Cloudnet processing chain includes in a first step a target classification using the fact that 
the radar is sensitive to large particles like rain, drizzle, ice particles, while the lidar is sensitive 
to smaller particles like cloud droplets and aerosols. Quality control of the radar data includes 
an attenuation correction for gaseous attenuation (water vapor and oxygen) as well as for liquid 
water using information from the microwave radiometer. Doppler velocity helps to distinguish 
between snow and rain. Higher level Cloudnet products comprise liquid water content (LWC), 
ice water content (IWC), and drizzle parameters. Fig. 12 shows a sample of the input measure-

Fig. 12: Cloudnet products: Measurements with cloud radar (a) and ceilometer (b) at UFS Schneefernerhaus 
on 8th January 2018. The radar and lidar status is shown in c), the retrieved ice water content (IWC) in d).
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ments and the retrieved quantities. It can be clearly observed that the lidar partly penetrates 
into the cloud and there is an overlap between both instruments. Future activities will also in-
clude the evaluation of satellite observations of clouds and precipitation.

5.4 Summary and Conclusions

Meteorological radar is an essential tool for research, diagnostic, and nowcasting of clouds and 
precipitation. Modern radar systems provide a number of parameters like reflectivity, Doppler 
velocity, or dual-polarization products. The parameters can be used to study intensity, motion, 
or habits of cloud and precipitation particles.

At UFS Schneefernerhaus a MIRA36 cloud radar (wavelength 8 mm) and a micro-rain-radar 
(MRR, wavelength 12 mm) have been installed. The cloud radar has been operated since the 
end of 2011, a similar system was installed already 2008–2009 during the TOSCA campaign; the 
MRR has been operated since the beginning of 2008. The long-term operation of the radars 
allows for deriving detailed statistics of clouds and precipitation above UFS Schneefernerhaus. 
Clouds cover the sky over Schneefernerhaus about half of the time and are observed up to 
12.5 km above sea-level. Some examples of measurements of contrail cirrus or fall streaks were 
given to show the benefit from radar observations.

Both radar systems operate in a vertical pointing mode and provide cloud and precipitation struc-
tures above Schneefernerhaus. The cloud radar provides data with high temporal (10 seconds) and 
spatial (30 m) resolution at a beam width of 0.6° (e. g. diameter of 50 m at a distance of 5 km). Both 
systems provide in real-time the Doppler spectra, a quantity which can be used to study the falling 
behavior and thus the habit of cloud and precipitation particles. One of the major challenges in 
the data evaluation is the high variability of the surrounding wind field, especially the vertical air 
motion. Fall speed of cloud particles is superimposed to the vertical air motion and turbulence. 
Algorithms have been developed which are able to account for these effects; however, they require 
prior knowledge of terminal fall speed and the particle size distribution.

The long-term operation of the radars and the synergy with lidar and microwave radiometer gives 
a unique possibility for the evaluation of cloud and precipitation microphysics in numerical 
weather prediction models or of satellite measurements of clouds and precipitation. The UFS is 
worldwide the only mountain site which provides now a decade-long remote sensing observa-
tions of clouds and precipitation using this comprehensive instrument combination. This allows 
for monitoring potential changes in clouds and precipitation in a warming climate which is ex-
pected to be particularly pronounced at higher altitudes. The European project Cloudnet is de-
signed for the evaluation of several weather forecast models by long-term observations at a 
number of sites with similar instrumentation like the  Schneefernerhaus. Together with a ceilom-
eter as low-cost and robust lidar system and the microwave radiometer, the cloud radar is con-
tributing to Cloudnet. The same constellation together with the algorithms provided by Cloudnet 
can also be used for the evaluation of satellite measurements. Polar orbiting satellites like Cloud-
Sat, Calipso, GPM, or the upcoming EarthCARE satellite provide measurements with radar and 
lidar which are comparable to the observations at Schneefernerhaus. Geostationary satellites like 
Meteosat provide a set of additional cloud parameters which can be used for further evaluations. 
Even though the spatial resolution of geostationary satellites is not sufficient to describe clouds 
in the complex orography of the Wetterstein massif, they help in understanding the temporal 
evolution and regional distribution of the cloud systems observed above Schneefernerhaus.
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Abstract

Radionuclides are useful tracers for the determination of transport processes from the atmos-
phere to the hydrosphere by snowfall. Particularly in high altitudinal regions radionuclides 
released to the environment are efficiently removed from the atmosphere by snow. Once de-
posited, they will be concentrated in the snow cover due to evaporation and sublimation as 
long as ambient temperature stays low and no melt water runoff occurs. Short-term releases 
to surface waters after snowmelt initiation in spring may lead to high concentrations having an 
impact on water quality.

To trace radionuclide transport in the aquatic environments related to snow on Mt. Zugspitze, 
in addition to their concentrations, comprehensive knowledge about the type of precipitation 
and the size of the aerosols, they are bound at, the snow cover development, the influence of 
meteorological conditions on snow alteration and melt water runoff are necessary. A brief de-
scription of methods for the investigation of the transport of ubiquitously distributed environ-
mental radionuclides from their atmospheric deposition over their behaviour in the snow cover 
at Zugspitzplatt to the recovery in the surface water at Partnach spring is given. Applications 
performed in research projects of the authors’ work group since 2011 on Mt. Zugspitze are in-
troduced and highlight the advantages of the location for studying water and radionuclide budg-
ets related to snow. The results help to trace the pathways of radioactive particles from the at-
mosphere to aquatic environments. Consequently, in cases of extensive radionuclide releases 
to snow covered environments, peak discharges and the scope of action for countermeasures 
can be predicted to mitigate the impact on water quality and human radiation exposure.

Keywords: radionuclide tracer, snowmelt, wet deposition, radionuclide transport, snow char-
acterisation, scavenging coefficient, meltwater runoff, gamma spectrometry

6.1 Introduction

Ionising radiation originates from decay of unstable nuclei, either in primordial, natural or man-
made radioactive material, e. g. in nuclear reactors and accelerators for energy production or 
radiotherapy. In general, the exposure of human beings to ionising radiation released to the 
environment in high concentrations has negative effects on human health. Radiation exposure 
may damage or modify living cells leading to harm to organs or cancer (UNSCEAR 2000). The 
release of radioactivity after the nuclear accident of Chernobyl and Fukushima showed that 
trace contaminants can be rapidly transported world-wide within a few days. Once released to 
the atmosphere, radionuclides will be rapidly attached to aerosol particles. These are most ef-
fectively removed from the atmosphere by wet deposition. For snow, the collection efficiency 
is strongly influenced by the crystal type and the surface structure of the hydrometeors 
 (Tschiersch et al. 2000, Kyrö et al. 2009, Paramonov et al. 2011). The more complex the crystals 
and the larger the surface area related to their volumes, the more efficient is the washout (Ber-
nauer 2015).

Once deposited with (wet deposition) and onto (wet or dry deposition) snow, radionuclides are 
continuously concentrated during the winter due to evaporation and sublimation as long as no 
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meltwater runoff at the snow base occurs (Hürkamp et al. 2017, Marin et al. 
2020). In high-altitudinal regions, soils that generally act as filters or sinks 
for contaminants are missing. Consequently, stored amounts of radionu-
clides can be directly released into surface and drinking water reservoirs 
shortly after snowmelt initiation in spring (Fig. 1). They are able to cause 
severe impacts on the water quality and provide a risk for radiation expo-
sure to humans.

The wet deposition of aerosol-bound radionuclides is dominated by cap-
ture processes of falling hydrometeors, called below-cloud scavenging. The 
major contributors for the collection efficiency are the mechanisms of 
Brownian diffusion (~ 10 nm), interception and impaction (~1 µm), depend-
ing on the aerosol size. Aerosol particles with sizes inbetween are less ef-
ficiently scavenged (Sportisse 2007).

The transport through the snow cover is highly dependent on its thickness, 
snow texture and density and still to a higher degree on meteorological 
conditions. Radionuclide transport is associated with the percolation of 
liquid water in the snowpack (Hürkamp et al. 2017). Consequently, as long 
as ambient temperature stays below the freezing point, no meltwater flow 
will occur. After snow ripening, radionuclides follow the downward pene-
tration of water front through the snowpack. Inhomogeneities in snow 
densities, ice lenses or rain-on-snow events could lead to the formation of 
preferential flow paths, which favour the transport in some areas. Still, meltwater runoff and 
radionuclide release to soils and surface waters is delayed as long as the snow base layer is 
not fully water saturated.

Depending on the subsurface composition below the snow cover, radionuclide transport to 
surface or ground waters is highly variable. It can be rapidly stopped when meltwater is drained 
by soils or sediments. In many substrates, dissolved or particulate-bound radionuclides are 
immediately fixed to the grain surfaces. In the case of solid bedrock or frozen ground, meltwa-
ter discharge is constrained and turns into surface water. On Mt. Zugspitze, the snowpack 
covers “Wettersteinkalk” limestones at the so-called Zugspitzplatt. Due to the absence of soil 
covers, meltwater directly enters a karstic aquifer and is drained subsurface until it flows out 
again at the Partnach spring. Therefore, Mt. Zugspitze and the adjacent Zugspitzplatt are out-
standing locations to study mass transport in snow and surface waters. In chapter 2, the ad-
vantages of the study site are discussed. Chapter 3 describes the applied methods for the in-
vestigation of the deposition and transport of environmental radionuclides from the atmosphere 
via snow to melt and surface water. In chapter 4 exemplary applications from research projects 
of the Institute of Radiation Medicine, Helmholtz Zentrum München since 2011 concerning ra-
dionuclide deposition, their behaviour in the snowpack, transport and release to surface water 
are introduced.

The environmental radionuclides, which are omnipresent in surface air and precipitation on Mt. 
Zugspitze, albeit in very low concentrations, are of natural and artificial origin. The highest 
activities in air and fresh precipitation can be measured for Be-7. Be-7 is a cosmogenic isotope 
with a half-life of 53.2 d. Its production mainly takes place in the upper troposphere and lower 
stratosphere by interactions of cosmic rays with atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen. Be-7 atoms 
are attached to atmospheric aerosol particles soon after their formation. With the advantage of 
the short half-life and relatively easy determination by gamma-spectrometry, Be-7 has been 
widely used as a tracer in atmospheric science (e. g. Winkler et al. 1998, Ioannidou and Paatero 
2014).

The terrestrial radionuclide Pb-210 is a progeny of Rn-222. The main source of atmospheric 
 Pb-210 is the emanation of short lived Rn-222 from rocks and sediments. Pb-210 atoms become 
quickly attached to aerosol particles after their formation in the planetary boundary layer. There-
fore, they are associated with the aerosol population and allow the investigation of tropospher-
ic transport and removal processes. Pb-210 is widely used in atmospheric modeling and sedi-
ment dating (e. g. Winkler et al. 1998, Putyrskaya et al. 2015). It has a half-life of 22.2 a.

Cs-137 has a half-life of 30.1 a and is produced anthropogenically by several types of nuclear 
activities including past testing of nuclear weapons, accidents in nuclear facilities, reprocessing 

Fig. 1: Pathways of radionuclide trans-
port from the atmosphere to the hydro-
sphere. Green arrows trace common 
lowland paths. In high altitudinal or 
permafrost regions, these are redirect-
ed in a way (orange arrow) that surface 
waters may be directly contaminated 
due to absence of soils that could act 
as filters or sinks.
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of spent nuclear fuel and nuclear power plants. Recently measured activities of Cs-137 in cen-
tral and northern Europe in air and precipitation are mainly ascribed to the fallout of the Cher-
nobyl nuclear accident in April 1986 (Kulan 2006) and related subsequent resuspension pro-
cesses (Garger et al. 1998). The forest topsoils in the Bavarian Alps and in the surrounding 
valleys of Mt. Zugspitze are still highly contaminated (Winkelbauer et al. 2012).

6.2 Study Site

The investigations on snow deposition and newly fallen snow were carried out on the terrace 
of the Environmental Research Station (UFS) Schneefernerhaus (2650 m a.s.l.) (Bernauer 2015, 
Bernauer et al. 2015, 2016). It is situated at the steep southern slope of Germany’s highest 
mountain Mt. Zugspitze (2962 m a.s.l.). The devices for continuous measurement of aerosol 
concentration, airborne radionuclide concentration and characterisation of precipitation events 
were deployed here.

The adjacent Zugspitzplatt is a karstic plateau at 1500–2800 m of altitude (mean 2229 m a.s.l.). 
The snow measuring field (47°24’22.75”N, 11°59’00.39”E) with instrumentation for meteorolog-
ical and snow parameters is situated at this plateau; where the the annual snow profiles are 
taken. It is composed of 600–800 m thick bedded limestones (‘Wettersteinkalk’, Ladin) with a 
slightly undulating relief. It is horse-shoe shaped surrounded by several summits and inclined to 
the east (Miller 1962). The underlying aquiclude consists of marly claystone (‘Partnach-Schichten’).

At the eastern margin of the 11.4 km2 catchment, surface water that usually instantaneously 
infiltrates and drains through the karst aquifer, discharges at the Partnach spring (1440 m a.s.l.). 
At the Partnach gauge (1365 m a.s.l., 47°24’18.75”N, 11°02’03.07”E) 200 m downstream, dis-
charge is continuously recorded (Fig. 2). Rappl et al. (2010) showed that the basin is almost 
hydrologically enclosed. No discharge occurs except for the leakage at Partnach spring. This 
emphasizes the suitability of the catchment for balancing water and radionuclide budgets, since 
it can be seen as a large natural lysimeter. Discharge velocities for the Zugspitzplatt karst were 
estimated with 130–170 m s–1, even though during a summer storm event (Rappl et al. 2010). 

Fig. 2: Study area at Zugspitzplatt with the location of the measuring sites (© OpenStreetMap, Licence 
CC-BY-SA 2.0, photos: K. Hürkamp).
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Wetzel (2004) analysed hydrographs of Partnach spring in 1996 and 1997, and found a diurnal 
cycle of snowmelt water dominating the runoff during the ablation period and glacier melt 
influences after the ablation period, both superposed by storm events.

Average annual temperature on Mt. Zugspitze summit (2962 m a.s.l.) is –4.3 °C (1981–2010). The 
average annual precipitation is 2071 mm, mainly snow at 58 % of all days and 90 % of the pre-
cipitation days per year (DWD 2017). Continuous snow coverage exists at 150–300 d a year on 
Zugspitzplatt, depending on the altitude that increases to the northern and southern margins 
and to the west (Weber et al. 2016). The region is strongly wind exposed and experiences in-
tensive solar radiation.

6.3 Materials and Methods

Specific methods and procedures were applied for sampling, analysis and parameterisation in 
the studies of transport processes of environmental radionuclides with snow. They were adapt-
ed to the unique high alpine measurement situation.

6.3.1 Snow sampling: fresh snow and annual profiles
Deposited amounts of radionuclides on and with snow can be determined by the analysis of 
integrated depth snow samples. For this, a continuously accumulating snow cover during the 
winter months without meltwater runoff at the snow base at the upper Zugspitzplatt offers best 
possibilities. Either the frequent sampling of fresh snow or the excavation and sampling of 
snow profiles at the end of the accumulation period in order to determine the total accumulat-
ed radionuclide inventory of the entire season are adequate methods.

An approximately 25 × 25 m wide area at the measuring field on central Zugspitzplatt surround-
ing the meteorological station is fenced each year to protect the natural snow cover against ski 
tourism. The area is used by the staff of the Bavarian Avalanche Warning Service to dig bimonth-
ly snow profiles in order to generate parameters used for their daily avalanche warning reports. 
During the winters 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 also monthly fresh snow and seasonal accumulat-
ed samples from profiles over the total snow depth for the determination of the environmental 
radionuclide inventory were taken.

For the monthly fresh snow samples, the freshly fallen snow since the last sampling campaign 
was taken. The snow surface was therefore marked with a mesh after each sampling day. The 
samples were taken from an area of a pre-defined size (activity referred to area) over the total 
depth of the newly accumulated snow cover since the last sampling date.

At the end of the snow accumulation periods 2015 and 2016, integrated depth snow samples 
of each snow layer were taken horizontally from the profiles. For the gamma-spectrometric 
determination of the radionuclide activities of Be-7, Pb-210 and Cs-137 at existing environmen-
tal concentrations on Mt. Zugspitze, at least 5 L of SWE are necessary to reach the detection 
limits. Depending on the snow density, canisters with volumes of 20 L and 60 L barrels were 
filled with snow and used for the transport of the samples to the laboratory at Helmholtz Zen-
trum München. Preconditioned plastic containers and shovel were used for sampling: They 
were acidified with HNO3 (5 mL HNO3 conc. per L) to avoid radionuclide fixation to the walls of 
the barrels, canisters or glass beakers during pre-treatment. In addition, the acid prevents the 
growth of microorganisms, which could lead to radionuclide sorption and inhomogeneous 
mass distributions in the sample causing higher uncertainties in the measurement.

The seasonal profiles were excavated up to the depth of the solid bedrock and snow character-
istics described in detail according to Fierz et al. (2009). Snow layers were distinguished due 
to differences in snow texture, grain size and roundness, hardness and water content of the 
layers (Fig. 3). Snow densities of each layer were determined in situ by use of a metal tube of 
known volume and a spring scale to measure the sample weight. Snow water equivalents 
(SWE) were calculated by multiplication of the density with the snow height. SWE are necessary 
to determine the activities of radionuclides deposited in the area of the total catchment of the 
Zugspitzplatt (11.4 km2, Wetzel 2004). To trace the contents of radioactivity in the snow profiles 
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over time, SWE are additionally needed to relocate snow layers of the same age. Due to evap-
oration, melt and compaction processes, snow height cannot be used to correlate coeval snow 
layers over the total season.

6.3.2 Surface water sampling at Partnach spring
About 200 m downstream the Partnach spring (1440 m a.s.l.) an automatic gauge and water 
sampling station is installed (Fig. 4). Precipitation, fluvial discharge, water temperature and 
electric conductivity are continuously recorded (Wetzel et al. this issue).

Samples of the Partnach surface water were taken irregularly between May and October 2015 
and 2016 as grab samples of 20 L volume or as bulk samples from an automatic sampler which 
is operated in cooperation with the work group of Wetzel et al. (this issue). The automatic sam-
pler is equipped with 24 × 1 L bottles and is programmable for the sampling period and amount 
of water pumped per sample. During the sampling campaigns in 2015/2016 the programmes 
were changed related to the expected time interval between the sampling days, ranging from 
three-hourly to daily sampling intervals for aliquots of 500 mL surface water each. At the sam-
pling days, always all 24 bottles were merged to one bulk sample and transported in canisters 
to the laboratory.

Fig. 3: Snow profile description and sampling at the end of the snow accumulation periods 2015 and 
2016. In the profile of June 2016 (right figure) a prominent Saharan dust layer is visible, which allows 
 dating the snow layer to an event that occurred on April, 5th/6th and which could be traced in the snow 
 alpine-wide (Photos: E.-M. Schiestl, 2015-05-13 and K. Hürkamp, 2016-06-01).

Fig. 4: Partnach gauge 200 m downstream the Partnach spring. The station is equipped with sensors for the determination of 
 surface water discharge parameters (left) and an automatic water sampler (right). In addition grab surface water samples were 
taken (middle) during the summers 2015 and 2016 (Photos: K. Hürkamp, 2016-07-12).
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6.3.3 Gamma-spectrometry for radionuclide quantification
The snow and water samples are transported in barrels or canisters to the laboratory at Helm-
holtz Zentrum München, where they are weighted, and if necessary melted at room tempera-
ture. To concentrate the rather low environmental radionuclide concentrations in the snow and 
surface water of Mt. Zugspitze, and to reduce the sample volumes to measurable amounts, the 
liquid samples are evaporated by use of a rotational evaporator. Residual samples, that contain 
the total radionuclide inventory of non-volatile elements, are subsequently evaporated to about 
100–200 mL on a heating plate at maximum temperatures of 80 °C and transferred to 250 ml 
polyethylene containers. The containers have defined geometries which are calibrated for the 
subsequent gamma-spectrometry measurements. Therefore, a defined filling level must be 
achieved to reproduce the same geometry as in the calibrated standard. To reach this level, 
samples will be filled up with deionised water.

Samples are measured by gamma spectrometry with high purity germanium detectors (HPGe, 
Gilmore 2008). Gamma radiation is an electromagnetic radiation consisting of gamma quants 
(= photons). Gamma quants do not carry an electric charge. Therefore, the interaction of gamma 
radiation with matter differs from that of charged particles with matter. The energy absorption 
is possible by the photo effect, the Compton effect, and pair production. All these effects cause 
the production of secondary electrons that are detected (as charged particles) in appropriate 
measurement devices. The operation of germanium detectors follows the interaction of gamma 
rays with a semi-conductor. Entered photons interact with the germanium crystal and excite 
electrons to the conduction band causing formation of electron-hole pairs. The number of elec-
tron-hole pairs is directly proportional to the energy absorbed in the material. The electric 
signal is amplified, sorted by height and energy and displayed in a typical gamma-spectrum 
(Fig. 5). The charges are collected to electrodes. Thermal electrons mask all weak signals. There-
fore, germanium detectors have to be cooled down by liquid nitrogen or electronic cooling 
systems (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5: Pulse-height gamma-spectrum for the discrete gamma energy of Cs-137, measured on a HPGe 
 coaxial detector (rel. efficiency 40 %, resolution 1.9 keV (FWHM) at 1332 keV) in the radioanalytical labo-
ratory at Helmholtz Zentrum München. At the full photon energy of 661.7 keV, the photopeak appears. 
The gamma quant is completely absorbed by a shell electron of the detector material. The photon van-
ishes and a free electron that carries the same energy is released. If the photon does not lose its entire 
energy, only an elastic collision with a shell electron of the detector material occurs (Compton effect) and 
the photon is scattered carrying still a reduced energy. The maximum energy of the Compton effect cor-
responds to the Compton edge in the pulse height spectrum. At lower energies, the spectrum continues 
with a plateau, the so-called Compton continuum. Photons may also pass the detector without any inter-
action and re-enter the detector with reduced energy after being backscattered in the surrounding mate-
rial. The primordial K-40 and other radionuclides originating from the natural terrestrial decay chains 
(e. g., Bi-214, Pb-214) are ubiquitously distributed in the air and contribute to the background radiation.
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Activities for the environmental radionuclides Be-7, Pb-210 and Cs-137 are calculated integrating 
the areas of the full energy peaks in the gamma spectra at energies of 477.6 keV for Be-7, at 46.5 
keV for Pb-210 and at 661.7 keV for Cs-137. The net area of the peak is directly related to the 
intensity, but it is also necessary to correct for the efficiency of the detector (efficiency calibra-
tion is needed for each geometry and detector), the half-life of the nuclide and the respected 
background. The background mainly consists of natural radiation (e. g. cosmic and terrestrial 
radiation). The component is minimised by using 10 cm lead shielding enclosing the detector 
at all sides.

Still some samples are analysed by a low-level background gamma detector located at the 
Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus (Fig. 7). It is equipped with an active veto 
shield (Burnett and Davies 2012) placed on top of the lead shielding. It consists of plastic scin-
tillators which detect and eliminate any signal of the strong (due to high altitude) incoming 
cosmic radiation and therefore additionally reduces the background by a factor of 1.9–2.2. A 
background correction due to additional contribution of terrestrial radiation from the radon 
decay chain has to be applied for the determination of Pb-210 in the snow and surface water 
samples. For this, a measurement in an empty lead shielding chamber is carried out bimonth-
ly. The resulting peak areas of the radionuclides of interest are subtracted from the photopeak 
areas for each subsequent sample measurement.

Mean detection limits for the gamma-spectrometric activity determination depend on the meas-
urement times and were about 30 mBq L−1 for Be-7, 50–100 mBq L−1 for Pb-210 and 2 mBq L−1 
for Cs-137 in snow and surface water at maximum acceptable measurement times of 14 d. 
Measurement uncertainties of ≤ 5 % for Be-7, ~20 % for Pb-210 in snow and ~20 % for Cs-137 are 
achieved in surface water, even though they are much higher for Be-7 and Pb-210 in surface 
water and for Cs-137 in snow. Additional overall analytical errors sum up to 3 %. To drop the 
uncertainties and detection limits, higher initial amounts of SWE or longer measurement times 
would be necessary. Quality assurance measurements concerning energy calibration, accuracy 
and reproducibility are monthly carried out with certified liquid multi-nuclide standard materi-
als or calibration point sources of selected radionuclides (Cs-137, Co-60, Am-241) with known 
activities. The liquid standard, especially used for efficiency and energy calibration, contains 
eleven different radionuclides in the energy range of 40 keV to 2000 keV to cover the whole 
range of interest.

Fig. 6: HPGe broad energy gamma spectrometer system (left) at the Environmental Research Station  Schneefernerhaus (Photo: 
K. Hürkamp, 2011-10-19). Detector cooling is performed with an electronically powered cryostat. An active veto shield (plastic 
 scintillators) on top of the lead shielding provides  additional reduction of the background due to elimination of altitude-induced 
enhanced cosmic radiation by a factor of 1.9 to 2.2. The right figure shows the measured background spectra with and without 
 active veto-shield.
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6.3.4 Snow Characterisation

6.3.4.1 Characterisation of hydrometeors
For the determination of washout efficiencies for aerosol-bound radionuclides with different 
precipitation events, the type of precipitation can be characterised by use of a 2D video dis-
drometer (2DVD, Fig. 7a). It consists of two line scan cameras that are aligned in a 90° angle to 
each other and a height difference of 6 mm (Fig. 7b). The cameras scan every hydrometeor 
falling through the sensitive area. From the shaded images that are matched for both cameras 
for each snowflake or raindrop (Bernauer 2015, Bernauer et al. 2015), crystal sizes and shapes 
are derived. The height difference of the cameras gives evidence about fall velocities. From 
typical distributions in size-fall velocity diagrams (Fig. 7c), falling hydrometeors can be classi-
fied into rain, snow and mixed events due to the fact that raindrops fall faster than snow and 
snowflakes have bigger sizes. Considering the shape of the hydrometeors, additionally three 
snow crystal classes, single crystals (needles, dendrites, plates), complex crystals (wet flakes 
and aggregates) and pellets (graupel, densely rimed rounded crystals) are distinguishable 
(Fig. 7d, Bernauer et al. 2016).

6.3.4.2 Scavenging coefficients
The characteristic measure for the efficiency of wet deposition is the scavenging coefficient. It can 
be determined from the decreasing aerosol particle concentration during precipitation. The parti-
cle concentration c (dp, t) is a function of its diameter dp and time t. Under the assumption that 
precipitation scavenging is a dominant sink for c (dp, t) a first order decay equation can be set up:

   
∂c ( d  p , t)

 _______ 
∂t

    = –Λ (dp) c (dp, t)

Integration yields the scavenging coefficient Λ (dp):

Λ (dp) = −    1 _____  t  1  −  t  0 
    ln   (   c ( d  p ,  t  1 ) ________ 

c ( d  p ,  t  0 )
   )  

for measurements at t0 and t1 (Laakso et al. 2003, Kyrö et al. 2009). Another possibility is to 
rearrange the equation to

Fig. 7: (a) 2D video disdrometer (2DVD) for the characterisation of precipitation events (Photo: K. Hürkamp, 2013-11-14). (b) Mea s-
urement principle. (c) Particle size-fall velocity diagram for the differentiation between rain and snow events. (d) Scanned images 
of the 2DVD with examples for the three distinguishable snow crystal classes (Fig. c–d modified according to Bernauer 2015).

(a) (c)
(b)

(d)
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ln (c (dp, t)) = –Λ (dp) t + ln (c (dp, 0)).

It shows that Λ (dp) is the slope of a linear fit to the logarithm of the aerosol particle concentra-
tion.

For the calculation of scavenging coefficients the aerosol particle concentration in the atmos-
phere is measured by a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (Birmili et al. 2016) before and during 
a precipitation event. Concentrations are subdivided into 14 size classes from 10–510 nm to 
cover the whole range of ultrafine aerosol particles that are predominantly absorbed in human 
lungs and may cause adverse health effects. From three consecutive 10 min-measurements of 
the size-related aerosol particle concentrations, their decrease is determined and expressed as 
washout or scavenging coefficient. The scavenging coefficients, calculated for snow events are 
useful input parameters to improve and regionalise atmospheric radionuclide distribution mod-
els in European decision support systems for the emergency management after nuclear or 
radiological accidents, in which only rain is considered so far.

6.3.4.3  Snow parameters for the observation of the snow cover 
development at Zugspitzplatt

Snow parameters are continuously recorded since 11/2012 at the central Zugspitzplatt (2420 m 
a.s.l.), where a meteorological station is additionally equipped with an ultrasonic snow depth 
sensor, a snow scale and a Snow Pack Analyser (SPA) for the for the determination of snow 
water equivalents (SWE), snow density, liquid water and ice contents in different heights of the 
snowpack (10 cm, 30 cm and 50 cm above rock 11/2012-09/ 2017, 10 cm, 20 cm and 30 cm height 
since 12/2017, Fig. 8). The sensors record and transmit (wireless transmission to a data storage 
server) data for each parameter every 10 min.

The snow scale measures the SWE for solid precipitation more precisely than precipitation 
gauges (Błaś et al. 2010, Lundberg et al. 2016). The measurement is carried out on a centre 
 aluminium plate, surrounded by stabilising plates (on an area of 2.4 × 2.8 m) in order to com-
pensate stress in the snowpack as well as to counteract the problem of ice bridges through the 
large surface area. Perforation of the plates prevents water accumulation, minimises the differ-
ence in temperature between the scale and the ground and promotes uniform melting.

The SPA (Stähli et al. 2004) measures the volumetric contents of ice, water and air and calcu-
lates the SWE and snow density when combined with a snow depth sensor. It consists of three 
5 m weather and UV-resistant sensor bands that penetrate the snow in 10 cm, 30 cm and 50 cm 
above ground measuring the complex impedance. Snow consists of ice, air and water. They 
have different dielectric constants. Each band sends out measuring frequencies and is able to 
calculate the percentage of liquid water, ice and the remaining value as air from the returned 
value. The dielectric constant of ice has a strong frequency variation, which enables determi-
nation of the volumetric content of both frozen and liquid water. The band installed horizontal-
ly at 10 cm above the ground gives valuable information about beginning meltwater runoff. 

Fig. 8: Meteorological station at central Zugspitzplatt 
(2420 m a.s.l.), operated by the Bavarian Avalanche 
Warning Service and the authors on behalf of the 
 Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus. 
It is equipped with sensors for the determination of 
standard meteorological and snow parameters. The 
measurement data is recorded and transferred to the 
Alpine Environmental Data Analysis Center 
 (AlpEnDAC, www.alpendac.eu), where it is publicly 
available (Photo: F. Bernauer, 2012-11-08).
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Percentages of about 3–4 %, up to 7–8 % liquid water content indicate full water saturation of 
the basal snow layer (Denoth 2003, Heggli 2013). Generally, the increase of liquid water contents 
in the snowpack coincides with an increase in density and a decrease of snow heights due to 
snow compaction. When the threshold for irreducible water saturation of the snowpack is 
reached and amounts of SWE stagnate, runoff will start as indicated by mass loss on the snow 
scale and decreasing SWE. Therefore, the initiation of runoff and associated mass transport in 
the snowpack can be predicted by continuous observation of the measurement data.

6.4 Applications

Radioecological transport processes associated with snow and their consequences on human 
radiation exposure have been investigated in field studies and associated laboratory experiments 
at Helmholtz Zentrum München since 2011. The environmental radionuclides Be-7, Pb-210 and 
Cs-137 were used as tracers for transport processes from the atmosphere to the hydrosphere, 
including deposition, storage in the snowpack, release to melt water, karst aquifer and discharge 
at the Partnach spring. Monthly total deposition of radionuclides at the Zugspitzplatt and release 
to surface waters at Partnach spring was balanced for two hydrological years. The snow cover 
development was observed by use of the installed snow sensors at the central plateau. Residence 
times in the snowpack and timing of radionuclide release to melt water and recovery at Partnach 
spring were determined. The results help to trace the pathways of radioactive particles from the 
atmosphere to aquatic environments. Consequently, in cases of extensive radionuclide releases 
to snow covered environments, peak discharges and the scope of action for countermeasures 
can be predicted to mitigate the impact on water quality and human radiation exposure.

6.4.1  Scavenging coefficients for the washout of 
aerosol-bound radionuclides

Scavenging coefficients for the washout of aerosol-bound radionuclides with different precipita-
tion events at the Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus were calculated. From 4800 
h of precipitation events between November 2012 and December 2014 580 h met the criteria of 
meteorological stability (Bernauer 2015). These were classified as rain (7 %), snow (74 %) and mixed 
(19 %) events as well as into three snow crystal classes considering their sizes, shapes and fall 
velocities (Fig. 7d, Bernauer et al. 2015, 2016). For every class the mean scavenging coefficients 
were calculated related to the aerosol particle sizes. Rain is comparably efficient to remove small 
particles (diffusion driven, Fig. 9a). However, the presence of snow significantly increases scav-
enging in the intermediate (interception) and large particle range (impaction). Fine single crystals, 
often in the shape of needles, plates or dendrites, very efficiently remove particles (Fig. 9b). Grau-
pel-like pellets behave similar to rain. Complex crystals like wet snowflakes or aggregates of 
crystals are a bit less effective compared to single crystals. The larger the surface and the more 
complex the hydrometeors are, the higher is the washout efficiency for ultrafine aerosol particles.

Fig. 9: Calculated scavenging coefficients for the washout of aerosol-bound radionuclides with different 
precipitation events (a) and differences between three snow crystal classes (b) related to the aerosol 
 particle size. Shown are mean values of 580 h of precipitation at the Environmental Research Station 
Schneefernerhaus between 2012 and 2014.

(a) (b)
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6.4.2 Deposition of environmental radionuclides with snow
In addition to the calculated scavenging coefficients, in situ total deposition of the environmen-
tal radionuclides Be-7, Pb-210 and Cs-137 was determined in monthly fresh snow samples and 
in seasonal snow profiles at the end of the snow accumulation periods in May in 2015 and 2016 
at central Zugspitzplatt.

Monthly radionuclide activity concentrations, determined in fresh snow at Zugspitzplatt, were 
quite low and range between 530–1770 mBq L–1 for Be-7, 10–127 mBq L–1 for Pb-210 and 0.2–
3.2 mBq L–1 for Cs-137 during the snow accumulation periods of October 2014 to May 2015 and 
November 2015 to May 2016. Radionuclide deposition activity notation is always given as ac-
tivity referred to the sampled area. Therefore, monthly samples were taken from size-defined 
areas or otherwise (for samples from deeper seasonal profiles) activity concentrations were 
multiplied with the snow water equivalents (SWE) for the related snow samples. Resulting 
deposited mean activities in the fresh snow are calculated with 143 Bq m–2 for Be-7, 7 Bq m–2 for 
Pb-210 and 0.16 Bq m–2 for Cs-137. The sums for both winters 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 for fresh 
snow samples, accumulated in the seasonal profiles at the end of the snow accumulation pe-
riod in May each year and in precipitation samples (mainly rain) from the campus of Helmholtz 
Zentrum München in Neuherberg (500 m a.s.l.) during the same period for comparison are 
given in Tab. 1.

Tab. 1: Sums of mean deposited activities of the environmental radionuclides in snow samples at Zug-
spitzplatt and in fresh precipitation at the campus of Helmholtz Zentrum München in Munich-Neuherberg 
for comparison.

Be-7 (Bq m–2) Pb-210 (Bq m–2) Cs-137 (Bq m–2)

Sum of mean deposited activities in fresh snow 
of the winter seasons 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 
at Zugspitzplatt

1005 46 0.8

Sum of mean deposited activities in accumu-
lated snow at the end of the snow accumulation 
periods 2015 and 2016 at Zugspitzplatt

724 88 1.4

Sum of mean deposited activities in precipita-
tion of the same period in Munich-Neuherberg

530 65 0.3

Higher concentrations of Cs-137 on Mt. Zugspitze compared to Munich can be explained by 
higher resuspension of Chernobyl fallout radiocaesium from the soils in the surrounding for-
ested valleys, where concentrations are still high due to limited post-accidental distribution. In 
addition, the use of contaminated local wood for domestic heating in the surrounding towns 
and villages contributes to increased Cs-137 activities in the atmosphere in winters. Pb-210 
activities are expected to be higher in the valleys due to its terrestrial origin. Similar to Cs-137, 
Pb-210 is progressively accumulated in altered snow due to the strong fixation to dust particles. 
The Be-7 activities of cosmic origin generally increase with altitude. Due to its short half-life of 
53 d, the concentrations in the accumulated snow samples at the end of the winter season are 
much lower.

6.4.3 Snow cover development at Zugspitzplatt
A persistent snow cover with varying thickness of maximum 150–400 cm was existent at Zug-
spitzplatt since 2012 each year and always lasted from November to at least June/July. The 
measured snow parameters at the central Zugspitzplatt show that there is almost no mass loss 
of snow between November and April each year, except for some wind-drift of fresh powder 
snow during periods of high wind intensity and low temperature. This means, the altitude and 
recent meteorological conditions at this site induce a continuous accumulation of snow and 
prevent melt water runoff at the snow base during the winters. Still, partial melting at the snow 
surface and related snowpack compaction occur. Laboratory experiments with snow columns 
and applied artificial radionuclide tracers under controlled ambient conditions, adjusted in 
melt-freeze-cycles to real conditions of a typical spring day with snowmelt on Mt. Zugspitze, 
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showed that radionuclide transport in a snowpack is associated with the percolation of liquid 
water in a snowpack (Hürkamp et al. 2017). Similar values were found for the release of other 
ions from snowpack (Cadle et al. 1984, Bales et al. 1989). As long as temperature stays below 
0 °C radionuclide transport is almost disabled. It was shown that 80 % of the radionuclides were 
released within the first 20 % of melt water (> 50 % in first 10 %) in short time periods after 
snowmelt runoff started. This means, in case of a radioactive contamination on Mt. Zugspitze, 
the transport of a possible contamination in melt and surface water would be delayed until first 
melt water runoff in April or May, but will continue in a highly concentrated contamination 
plume in the melt and surface water.

Using the snow sensors installed at the central Zugspitzplatt, snowmelt runoff initiation and 
associated mass transport and release from snowpack can retrospectively be determined. By 
combination of information about air and snow temperature, snow water equivalent (SWE), 
liquid water contents and snow density, the time of first snowmelt runoff can be predicted. 
Measurement data of the winter season 2016/2017, plotted in Fig. 10, gives an adequate exam-
ple.

Despite fluctuations of the snow height due to evaporation, surface snowmelt and related snow 
compaction, almost no mass loss/melt water runoff was recognised on the snow scale, indicat-
ed by a continuously accumulating SWE until 2017-05-19. Nevertheless, density and liquid 
water contents of the snowpack increased since the beginning of the year due to ablation and 
progressive snowpack compaction. When the snowpack got isothermal at 0 °C snow tempera-
ture (not continuously measured at the station) after several days of air temperatures > 0 °C, a 
wetting front could be traced by the increase of liquid water contents in different heights of the 
snowpack and finally at the snow base. A distinct increase was observed after 2017-04-07 and 
again after 2017-05-15 in 30 cm snow height, indicating full melt water saturation of the basal 
snow layers and imminent runoff initiation. After the first snowmelt release, liquid water con-
tents generally further increase due to persistent melt water fluxes from upper snow layers.

The period of first melt water runoff in May is relatively constant since 2012. It varied between 
mid of April and mid of May, independent of the thickness of the snowpack. Assuming a poten-
tial radioactive contamination of the snowpack during the winter months of 2016/2017, its first 
release with snowmelt runoff would have occurred on 2017-05-19. If according to Hürkamp et 
al. (2017) a release of > 50 % of the radionuclides within the first 10 % of melt water is assumed, 
it would have taken only 11 h for their release to the surface water and karst aquifer respective-
ly. This time interval strongly depends on the duration and intensity of the first melt-cycle and 
varied on Mt. Zugspitze between 15.5 d and 11 h since 2012. It also defines the scope of action 
to mitigate human radiation exposure by means of finding strategies for countermeasures, as 

Fig. 10: Snow cover development during the winter season 2016/2017.
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for example snow removal as an option for sealed urban regions. A prediction of a possible 
temporal and spatial distribution of the contamination plume in surface and ground water is 
feasible. It gives the chance to at least inform the population to be aware of an expected con-
tamination plume in provided drinking water reservoirs.

6.4.4  Water and radionuclide budget for the catchment 
of the Partnach spring

Continuous measurements of the water discharge at Partnach spring (Wetzel et al. this issue) 
supplemented by the analysis of environmental radionuclides in grab samples of the Partnach 
surface water between May and September 2015 and 2016 were used to calculate a water and 
radionuclide budget for the catchment of the Zugspitzplatt for two hydrological years. Using 
the modelled area-weighted means for the snow water equivalents (SWE) according to Weber 
et al. (2016), the data represents the snow mass of the total catchment to 87.8 % compared to 
the determined SWE on the snow scale at central Zugspitzplatt. Therefore, a factor of 0.878 was 
applied to calculate SWE for the entire catchment of the Partnach spring of 11.4 km2 on the 
basis of the measured values. The comparison of SWE stored in the accumulated snowpacks 
in the seasons 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 until May with summed melt water discharges at Part-
nach spring between May and September each year provided a recovery of > 90 % (Tab. 2). Each 
year, about 12 million m3 SWE were accumulated and discharged. This corresponded to a total 
discharge at Partnach spring until almost drying up by the end of October of 44 % and 39 %, 
respectively.

Mean activities of the environmental radionuclides deposited in the total area of the catchment 
summed up to 10 GBq Be-7, 500 MBq Pb-210 and 8 MBq Cs-137 each year. Fallout from the 
atomic bomb test can be detected in the snow of the catchment as well. The annual inventory 
is small in comparison: 20 kBq Pu-239, 15 kBq Pu-240 and 95 kBq Am-241 (Gückel et al. 2017).

The activity concentrations of the environmental radionuclides detected in the Partnach surface 
water samples were quite low and even below detection limits in many samples, especially for 
Be-7 and Pb-210. Besides the short half-life of Be-7 of 53.2 d, this explains the limited recovery 
of these radionuclides in the Partnach surface water (Tab. 2). Long residence times of precipi-
tation-borne Be-7 in the snowpack as well as in the karst aquifer led to its almost complete 
decay when discharged at Partnach spring. Additional supply by fresh precipitation only oc-
curred periodically and carried no weight. However, Cs-137 was well recovered in the Partnach 
water, and in 2016 even in higher concentrations than determined in the integrated amounts in 
the fresh snow during the preceding winter season. An accumulation of radiocaesium in long-
term stored altered water in the karst aquifer that was replaced by the first fresh melt water 
fluxes was assumed. In addition, uptake of Cs-contaminated mineral or organic particles on its 
way to Partnach gauge seemed to have been possible.

The water stable isotopes δ 18O and δ 2H were used as additional conservative tracers for water 
discharge and mass transport processes associated with snow. Since their isotopic ratio alters 
due to fractionation they provide further information about snow alteration and melt process-
es (Hürkamp et al. 2019). Their distribution in fresh precipitation or deposited snow as input 
parameters and the isotopic composition of the Partnach surface water as output were applied 

Tab. 2: Water and environmental radionuclide budget for the catchment of the Zugspitzplatt (11.4 km2) for two hydrological years 
2014/2015 and 2015/2016.

2014/2015 2015/2016

SWE (L) Be-7 (Bq) Pb-210 (Bq) Cs-137 (Bq) SWE (L) Be-7 (Bq) Pb-210 (Bq) Cs-137 (Bq)

Input (snow) 1.21E+10 1.06E+10 5.42E+08 7.39E+06 1.22E+10 1.23E+10 4.94E+08 9.14E+06

Output (surface 
water)

1.10E+10 9.48E+07 5.30E+07 5.37E+06 1.13E+10 1.02E+09 < LOD 1.80E+07

Difference 1.05E+09 1.05E+10 4.89E+08 2.03E+06 9.22E+08 1.13E+10 4.94E+08 -8.82E+06

Recovery 91 % 1 % 10 % 73 % 92 % 8 % 0 % 197 %
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to model the water transit times in the discharge at Zugspitzplatt (lumped-parameter exponen-
tial model according to Maloszewski and Zuber 1982). Residence times of about ten weeks were 
determined for the direct discharge considering a groundwater contribution of 50 %.

In collaboration with partners from EURAC research Bolzano, Italy within the framework of the 
Virtual Alpine Observatory (VAO), developments of snow coverage, liquid water contents of the 
snowpack and expected snowmelt could also be observed in remote sensing SAR Sentinel-1 
data (Marin et al. 2020). We found that the multi-temporal SAR measurements allow the iden-
tification of the three melting phases that characterize the melting process i. e., moistening, 
ripening and runoff. In detail, we found that the C-band SAR backscattering decreases as soon 
as the snow starts containing water, and that the backscattering increases as soon as SWE starts 
decreasing, which corresponds to the release of meltwater from the snowpack. We show a 
spatially-distributed application of the identification of the runoff onset from SAR images for 
the Zugspitzplatt catchment. Results allow to better understand the spatial and temporal evo-
lution of melting dynamics in mountain regions. The presented investigation could have rele-
vant applications for monitoring and predicting the snowmelt progress over large-scaled re-
gions.

6.5 Conclusions

Environmental radionuclides are useful tracers for the comprehension of mass transport path-
ways and processes concerning snow. In various applications since 2011, radionuclide deposi-
tion, snow cover development on Mt. Zugspitze and contained amounts of environmental ra-
dionuclides, as well as their transport and release to melt and surface waters, were 
investigated. It was proven that radionuclides are very efficiently removed from the atmosphere 
by snow. They are stored and accumulated in snowpack as long as temperatures remain below 
0 °C, which is the case on Zugspitzplatt between November and April each year under current 
meteorological conditions. After initiation of snowmelt, a rapid transport through the snowpack 
starts until the base layer is fully water saturated. Radionuclides can then be short-term released 
to surface water. Laboratory experiments showed that > 50 % of the radionuclide inventory of 
a snowpack will be released within the first 10 % of melt water runoff. In minimum it took 11 h 
at central Zugspitzplatt in May 2017. Depending on the duration and intensity of the first melt- 
cycle, variable radionuclide concentrations have to be expected in the surface water and are 
further distributed into soils, ground – or drinking water reservoirs. It was shown that their 
spatial and temporal release on Mt. Zugspitze can be predicted in order to improve radionuclide 
distribution models or to derive strategies and scope of action for countermeasures in case of 
a potential nuclear or radiological accident. The overall goal is to mitigate impact on water 
quality and human radiation exposure.
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North-Atlantic European Modes of Variability
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Abstract

Relationships between the large-scale atmospheric circulation at the 500 hPa level and anom-
alies of temperature and precipitation at Mount Zugspitze are studied on monthly to seasonal 
time scales for the 1950–2015 period by two different approaches which are described in an 
extended methods section: firstly, T-mode principal component analysis (PCA) is used to deter-
mine basic circulation patterns during warm and cold months (winter, summer) and during wet 
and dry months (spring, autumn). Besides patterns with clear-cut association to one of these 
anomalies, other patterns exist with no distinct preference pointing to substantial internal var-
iabilities (e. g. due to varying wave amplitudes and axis positions). Secondly, S-mode PCA 
derived modes of variability operating in context of teleconnection patterns like NAO (North 
Atlantic Oscillation), EA (East Atlantic Pattern), EAWR (East Atlantic West Russia Pattern) and 
SCAND (Scandinavian Pattern) are analyzed with respect to temperature or precipitation signals 
at Mount Zugspitze for pronounced positive and negative phases of these patterns. EA and 
EAWR turned out to show most often significant influence on seasonal climate anomalies at 
Mount Zugspitze.

Keywords: Mount Zugspitze, temperature, precipitation, circulation patterns, modes of varia-
bility, PCA, T-mode, S-mode

7.1 Introduction

Climate variability is closely linked to variations in the atmospheric circulation, and this rela-
tionship includes impacts from the large-scale dynamics of the atmosphere down to regional 
or even local climate conditions. In the present contribution, we will not use extended climate 
data sets for the whole Alpine region (Auer et al. 2007), but focus on Mount Zugspitze and its 
basic variables temperature and precipitation. Links to the large-scale atmospheric circulation 
are not analyzed with respect to weather types on a daily scale, but derived on climatic time 
scales (monthly to seasonal). This will be done not in terms of transfer functions in a classical 
downscaling context, but by means of two different approaches:

• at first basic circulation patterns (referring to the mid-tropospheric 500 hPa level) will be deter-
mined for those months with substantial deviations in temperature or precipitation from long-
term mean conditions; these anomalies are defined by departures of more than one standard 
deviation above or below the corresponding mean values (cp. Jacobeit et al. 1998, p. 65).

• Secondly, we look at large-scale modes of variability (500 hPa level) in the North-Atlantic 
European area operating in context of particular teleconnection patterns according to the 
NOAA Climate Prediction Center (CPC). The most important ones – with respect to the target 
location – will be considered: North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), East Atlantic Pattern (EA), East 
Atlantic West Russia Pattern (EAWR), and Scandinavian Pattern (SCAND). Since complete 
correlations with temperature or precipitation time series mostly do not yield convincing 
amounts of explained variance (see section 4.2), we focus on those months with pronounced 
anomalies in the time coefficients of these modes of variability (more than one standard 
deviation above or below the corresponding mean values) and analyze the associated tem-
perature or precipitation signals at Mount Zugspitze.
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Circulation patterns and modes of variability have to be determined by different variants of a 
powerful multivariate technique which will be explained and discussed in a separate section 
on basic approaches (section 3) before providing results with respect to the target location 
Mount Zugspitze (section 4).

7.2 Data

Daily temperature and precipitation time series are taken from the DWD (German Weather 
Service) measuring station Zugspitze, they are used for this contribution during the 1950–2015 
period. This corresponds to the period of better quality in re-analysis data (NCAR/NCEP in this 
case, see Kalnay et al. 1996) from which the gridded geopotential height data (2.5° horizontal 
resolution) of the 500 hPa level have been extracted. Monthly time coefficients of the mid-trop-
ospheric teleconnection patterns (NAO, EA, EAWR, SCAND) are taken from CPC’s web site.

7.3  EOF/PCA techniques and their different 
modes of analysis

7.3.1 Some fundamentals
Before specifying the particular differences in analyzing data sets for circulation patterns or 
modes of variability, the general fundamentals of the underlying techniques should be elabo-
rated. We try to give a condensed overview of what is explained in detail for example in the 
textbook of Jolliffe (2002). The principle aim of these techniques consists in replacing a large 
set of original variables Vi (i = 1, …, n) given for a certain number of cases k by a set of new 
quantities Qj (j = 1, …, m) for the same cases k in such a way that their relation is described by 
the following set of equations

Vi =    ∑  
j = 1

  
m

   lij · Qj + Rj (1)

with m ≤ n, lij as so-called loadings which constitute the linear combinations for Vi, and Ri as 
the remaining residuals in the set of equations. This transformation will be effective if the num-
ber of new quantities Q is considerably lower than the number of original variables V and if, at 
the same time, the residuals remain as small as possible: this would maintain the largest 
amount of information and allow a simplified representation which not only reduces the di-
mensionality of the data set, but also condenses the information to basic quantities with noise 
being filtered out. If Qj are determined in context of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) or 
principal component analysis (PCA), they are even orthogonal (uncorrelated) to each other and 
constitute linear combinations for Vi by mutually independent basic quantities. The loadings 
provide the varying weights of these basic quantities in composing the different original vari-
ables.

As a first step for deriving these loadings, a correlation or a covariance matrix C is cal-
culated from the original variables quantifying the degree of relationship for all pairs Vi, Vj 
(i, j = 1, …, n). Correlation coefficients reflect standardized relationships without physical units 
whereas the latter are maintained in case of calculating covariances. From matrix C a charac-
teristic polynomial is generated by the determinant

det (C – λ · U), (U: unit matrix)

whose zero positions λj (j = 1, …, m) are called Eigen-values. They allow to calculate orthogonal 
Eigen-vectors EVj by means of the linear equation system

(C – λj · U) · EVj = 0

The components evij of Eigen-vector EVj (i = 1, …, n) correspond to the loadings lij in EOF ana-
lysis, whereas in PCA the loadings are given by

lij =   √ 
__

 λj    · evij
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Weighting the Eigen-vector components by the square root of the corresponding Eigen-value 
implies that these PCA loadings represent the correlation coefficients between the original 
variables Vi and the principal components PCj (as far as C has been calculated as correlation 
matrix). They indicate the degree of relationship for all pairs of Vi and PCj and thus allow to 
interpret the PCs in terms of properties characterizing sub-groups of variables with higher 
loadings on the same PCs.

Since squared correlation coefficients provide explained variances between the correlated 
quantities, statements on Vi and PCj in terms of explained variances are possible by means of 
squared loadings lij

2: summing them up for a particular PCj for i = 1, …, n – this gives the Ei-
gen-value λj – and dividing it by the number of variables n, provides the amount of total variance 
in the data set explained by PCj indicating its relative importance among all PCs in composing 
the original variables according to the set of equations (1). These explained variances λj/n de-
crease from j = 1 to j = m, since the Eigen-values λj constitute a descending sequence. Summing 
up the squared loadings for a particular variable Vi for j = 1, …, m yields the so-called commu-
nalities indicating to which degree Vi is represented by all the included PCs (on the decision of 
their number m see later on).

Besides the loadings lij, EOF and PC analyses provide a second part of results, the so-called 
scores (or sometimes amplitudes) giving the values of the new quantities Q for all cases k 
covered by the original variables V. They can directly be calculated as

Q = (LT · L)–1 · LT · V

with L as loadings matrix and LT as its transposed variant (exchange between rows and col-
umns). Thus, the scores specify the behavior of the EOFs or PCs across all cases k, whereas the 
loadings indicate their relationships to the original variables V.

It should be mentioned that the term “principal components” is sometimes used in another 
way (especially in Meteorology and Climate Research) reducing it to what we have called scores 
(or amplitudes), whereas in our context PCs include both parts of results (loadings as well as 
scores) motivated by the fact that these analyses can be run in different modes with different 
meanings of loadings and scores (see 3.2).

If C has been calculated as covariance matrix, one part of the results maintains the physical 
units (the other part being dimensionless). If the units shall be linked with the loadings lij, the 
operation mode PCA is necessary (i. e. weighting Eigen-vector components by the square root 
of the corresponding Eigen-value) with scores being divided by this λ square root (von Storch 
and Zwiers 1999).

In many cases EOFs or PCs are rotated in such a way that the assignment of original variables 
to EOFs or PCs is optimized. Rotation is especially reasonable if EOFs or PCs represent different 
regional domains, whereas no rotation should be applied if the focus is only on some few of 
the leading modes. As a result of rotation, explained variances are re-distributed among the 
EOFs or PCs with decreasing amounts for the leading ones and increasing amounts for the 
subordinated ones. Rotation can be done in different ways: maintaining orthogonality between 
the EOFs or PCs, but also running oblique rotations with PCs being no longer uncorrelated and 
the loadings lij being no longer identical with the correlations/covariances between Vi and PCj.

A crucial point is the decision for an appropriate number of EOFs or PCs influencing the results 
especially if rotation is applied. There is a lot of criteria starting from simple ones (extracting 
only EOFs or PCs with λ ≥ 1 according to Kaiser or using particular minimum thresholds for 
(individual or total) explained variances) to standard ones (like the ‘elbow criterion’ looking for 
distinct jumps in the sequence of Eigen-values) to more sophisticated ones (e. g. extracting only 
EOFs or PCs whose time coefficients significantly differ from white noise). Quite often some 
kind of a dominance criterion (Jacobeit 1993) can effectively be used considering only those 
EOFs or PCs which dominate at least one input variable (in terms of above-average (by more 
than one standard deviation) rotated loadings with respect to those of all other variables and 
EOFs/PCs, respectively). Thus, meaningless candidates which do not reflect real conditions but 
only represent background noise will not be extracted. For distinctly complex data sets, a fur-
ther extension of this dominance criterion might be necessary, e. g. with respect to significant 
field correlations between input variables and EOF/PC scores (Philipp et al. 2007). Finally, be-
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yond any statistical criteria, it might be reasonable to use only those EOFs/PCs which can be 
seen as manifestations of real processes or conditions and can be interpreted in a sound sci-
entific manner.

It should additionally be mentioned that EOF and PC analyses can also be applied to a set of 
temporal sequences of spatial fields (extended analysis or principal sequence pattern analysis, 
see Compagnucci et al. 2001, Jacobeit et al. 2006) as well as to several fields (combined ana l-
ysis) referring for example to different atmospheric levels or to different wind components (e. g. 
Jacobeit 1992). Furthermore, coupled pairs of patterns from two fields of related variables can 
be derived by canonical correlation analysis (CCA, e. g. Dünkeloh and Jacobeit 2003), and prin-
cipal oscillation pattern (POP) analysis refers to patterns evolving in time (e. g. Schnur et al. 
1993).

7.3.2 Different modes of analysis
Richman (1986) has made a distinction into six different modes of EOF/PC analysis depending 
on what kind of quantities is processed as input variables and on the nature of the cases for 
which values of these variables are included. Table 1 summarizes these six modes which imply 
different meanings of loadings and scores, respectively:

Tab. 1: Different modes of EOF/PC analysis in Meteorology and Climate Research (according to Richman 
1986) defined by different settings of variables and cases

Mode variables cases

R-mode meteorological parameters spatial units

P-mode meteorological parameters temporal units

Q-mode spatial units met. parameters

O-mode temporal units met. parameters

S-mode spatial units temporal units

T-mode temporal units spatial units

• With R-mode (in our context meteorological parameters as variables, spatial units like sta-
tions or grid points as cases) the scores yield spatial patterns and the loadings reveal their 
meteorological meaning.

• With P-mode (once more meteorological parameters as variables, but now temporal units 
(days or months or years …) as cases) the scores yield characteristic time series whose me-
teorological meaning is revealed by the loadings.

• With Q-mode (spatial units as variables, meteorological parameters as cases) a spatial com-
position (with spatial coherence even a regionalization) in terms of a set of characterizing 
parameters is achieved.

• With O-mode (temporal units as variables, meteorological parameters as cases) a temporal 
distinction in terms of a set of characterizing parameters is achieved.

• With S-mode (spatial units as variables, temporal units as cases) the loadings provide spatial 
patterns and the scores their time coefficients with respect to the included parameters (e. g. 
air pressure or temperature or precipitation …).

• With T-mode (temporal units as variables, spatial units as cases) the scores provide spatial 
patterns and the loadings their time coefficients with respect to the included parameters.

In Meteorology and Climate Research, mostly S- and T-modes (including both spatial and tem-
poral resolutions) are applied, and they directly lead to our objectives, modes of variability and 
basic circulation patterns, respectively. Starting with the latter, the fundamental idea consists 
in generating some few patterns which represent basic states of the atmospheric circulation in 
the study domain (e. g. a zonal pattern, a trough-like pattern, a ridge-like pattern etc.) from which 
all original fields (SLP or geopotential height fields for a number of temporal units like days or 
months) can be reproduced by linear combinations with varying time coefficients. The latter 
correspond to the T-mode loadings which specify the particular weight of the basic patterns 
(given by the T-mode scores) within the original fields reflecting their degree of similarity to the 
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basic patterns (Jacobeit et al. 2001). For example, a westerly flow at a particular date would 
have a dominant loading on a basic zonal circulation pattern. Thus, each individual field can be 
characterized by dominating and receding basic patterns allowing to group the original fields 
according to their different affinity to the basic patterns.

It has to be stressed that this procedure is not an usual classification since the attribution of 
original fields to basic patterns is not an unequivocal one (like in disjunctive classifications where 
each variable belongs to one and only one of the classified types). The EOF/PC loadings, how ever, 
also include non-zero values for those patterns which are not the leading ones thereby account-
ing for the fact that most variables contain elements from more than one basic pattern. Therefore, 
the correct view of (squared) loadings is a representation of varying amounts of explained vari-
ance with increasing and decreasing values for a particular pattern from one variable to the next. 
Comparing these values among all basic patterns allows to characterize the atmospheric circu-
lation of the original fields with respect to these basic patterns. In T-mode, they have furthermore 
to be distinguished from centroid patterns resulting from classifications of circulation types: the 
latter result from averaging all the individual members of a classified type, whereas the T-mode 
scores are not averaged from individual objects, they represent a generic circulation pattern 
(Jacobeit 2010), some kind of a prototype with varying degrees of similarity to the original fields 
(expressed by the T-mode loadings). Thus, the individual objects are reproduced as superimpo-
sitions of prototype patterns with varying weights according to equation (1), and these prototype 
patterns reflect basic states of the atmospheric circulation as far as they prove to be no artefacts 
but manifestations of well-known patterns from the real dynamical system.

The other approach linked with S-mode circulation analyses intends to identify characteristic time 
series of SLP or geopotential height data being representative for a certain number of grid-points 
in the study domain (Jacobeit et al. 1998, p. 55). Therefore, these grid-points define the input var-
iables which are replaced by EOFs/PCs constituting spatial centres of variation with corresponding 
S-mode scores providing these characteristic time series. The S-mode loadings reflect the degree 
of similarity between these scores and the original grid-point time series. High loadings indicate 
such a centre of variation which is characterized by a particular mode of temporal variability in SLP 
or geopotential heights. If the study domain is large enough, further loading maxima (positive or 
negative) may occur outside the primary centre of variation; in this case the field of loadings even 
provides teleconnection patterns indicating which regions are connected to each other in terms 
of same or opposite directions in temporal variability. For example, in the North-Atlantic Europe-
an area the first winter-time S-mode EOF/PC mostly reflects the North-Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) 
with opposite loadings in the regions around Iceland and the Azores (other teleconnection patterns 
will be addressed in the next section). However, S-mode loading patterns cannot be interpreted 
as circulation patterns (like T-mode scores), since the maxima and minima do not represent high 
and low pressure centres, but locations with highest similarity (positive or negative) to the corre-
sponding mode of temporal variability. Thus, in S-mode, scores describe the varying phases of 
teleconnections whose spatial patterns are specified by the loadings.

Summing up, S- and T-modes not only differ in the attributes of loadings and scores – the former 
giving spatial (temporal) information, the latter temporal (spatial) information in S-(T-)mode – 
but also in the meaning with respect to atmospheric circulation dynamics (see also Com-
pagnucci and Richman 2008). S-mode analysis provides teleconnection patterns (if we focus 
on the spatial dimension) or modes of variability (if we focus on the temporal dimension), 
whereas T-mode analysis provides basic circulation patterns into which original fields can be 
decomposed. Especially the T-mode scores have great importance as generic circulation pat-
terns whose superimpositions with varying weights reproduce the original fields and condense 
their information to a few decisive patterns. If we combine both modes of analysis, a compre-
hensive picture of atmospheric circulation dynamics can be initiated.

7.4 Results with respect to Mount Zugspitze

In this section we focus on relationships between the atmospheric circulation and both tem-
perature and precipitation anomalies at Mount Zugspitze, and this will be done by using basic 
circulation patterns (derived from T-mode PCA, section 4.1) as well as modes of variability/ 
teleconnection patterns (based on S-mode PCA, section 4.2).
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7.4.1 Atmospheric circulation patterns
To identify relationships between temperature or precipitation and basic circulation patterns, 
we focus (as input variables for T-mode analysis) only on those months which differ (with 
positive or negative sign) by more than one standard deviation from the corresponding long-
term mean value thus excluding all months near to average climate conditions. Based on 
these substantial anomalies which in most cases amount to seasonal numbers between 55 
and 71 for the 1950–2015 period (only for wet and dry winter months a lower number of 44 
is reached), distinct signals in the large-scale mid-tropospheric circulation (500 hPa level) can 
be expected.

From the eight analyses (temperature and precipitation anomalies separately for the meteoro-
logical seasons) we select in this chapter those referring to warm and cold anomalies during 
winter and summer as well as wet and dry anomalies during spring and autumn. The remaining 
analyses include some overlapping results and therefore can be left out.

7.4.1.1 Warm and cold anomalies during winter (DJF)
During the 1950–2015 period, 36 warm (more than one standard deviation above the long-term 
mean value) and 35 cold months (more than one standard deviation below the long-term mean 
value) occurred at Mount Zugspitze. With the monthly mean geopotential height fields (500 hPa 
level) of these 71 months as input variables, we get four (according to the dominance criterion) 
rotated T-mode principal components each explaining more than 10 % of the original variance 
(all together nearly 97 %). Fig. 1 displays the corresponding basic circulation patterns (T-mode 
scores), Fig. 2 is based on the time coefficients (T-mode loadings) indicating in squared terms 
the variances explained by each PC split up into warm and cold months. If there is a significant 
difference between these sub-samples (95 % level according to Mann-Whitney’s U-test), the 
corresponding circulation pattern is associated either to warm or to cold anomalies, the 
above-average value in Fig. 2 being averaged from those months with dominance of the cor-
responding PC (greatest loading among all PCs). If there is no significant loading difference 
between warm and cold sub-samples, the corresponding circulation pattern proves as a mixed 
one with alternating predominance during both thermal anomalies.

Fig. 1: Basic circulation patterns for warm and cold months (more than one standard deviation above or 
below the corresponding mean values) at Mount Zugspitze during winter (DJF) 1950–2015 derived from 
T-mode PCA of monthly mean geopotential height grids at the 500 hPa level (explained variances in %).
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PC 1 clearly prevails during cold winter months, it represents a trough pattern with the cyclon-
ic centre above southern Scandinavia and Mount Zugspitze at the rear of the cyclonic wave 
where (sub-)polar cold air is advected towards lower latitudes. This well-known pattern for 
strong winter conditions in large parts of the western and central European mid-latitudes (e. g. 
Jacobeit et al. 1998, p.125) even accounts for nearly all cold winter months at Mount Zugspitze. 
Since it is linked with northerly to north-westerly wind directions, one might ask for another 
well-known ‘cold’ pattern characterized by a strong and westward extended Russian high with 
easterly components in Central Europe (Jacobeit et al. 2009, p. 41). Indeed, such patterns 
prevail (with varying high pressure positions) during nearly the half of all cold winter months, 
how ever, the Russian high as a thermal pressure system with only limited vertical extension 
merely is present at lower atmospheric levels and cannot be identified any more at 500 hPa. 
Thus, PC 1 remains as the only mid-tropospheric pattern with a distinct linkage to cold winter 
months.

The other three circulation patterns of Fig. 1 are primarily related to warm winter months (see 
Fig. 2) and therefore might gain increased importance with enhanced global warming. PC 2 
represents a pattern dominated by a low pressure system above the mid-latitudinal eastern 
Atlantic (high pressure only further to the east) with the Zugspitze region in front of it being 
located in the large-scale flow from southerly to south-westerly directions. PC 3 looks like a 
PC-2 pattern shifted towards the north-west, thus the Zugspitze region is included into the warm 
core of the anticyclonic ridge above continental Europe. The PC-4 pattern – already with insig-
nificant loading differences, but mainly dominating during warm months – still displays anoth-
er high-pressure centre now extending more in a zonal direction. Altogether, warm winter 
months are linked either to warm cores of meridional or zonal high pressure ridges or to wave 
patterns with warm air advection between the cyclonic phase to the west and the anticyclonic 
one to the east (PC 2).

It should furthermore be mentioned that particular shifts within the patterns of Fig. 1 are able 
to lead to opposite temperature effects: for example, if the wave pattern of PC 2 is shifted suf-
ficiently to the east, the Zugspitze region might get into the cold core of the cyclonic wave (as 
in three cases of cold winter months). Another within-pattern change can take place if the 
high-pressure centre of PC 4 is sufficiently shifted to the west so that the Zugspitze region in 
front of it gets into the cold north-westerly flow (one case during the study period). Apart from 
these internal changes, however, the basic circulation patterns of Fig. 1 have a clear prepon-
derance to either warm or cold anomalies during winter time.

Fig. 2: Mean squared T-mode loadings (corresponding to explained variances in %) of PCs 1–4 from the 
geopotential height analysis for warm and cold months (red and blue color, respectively) during winter 
(DJF) 1950–2015. Black lines represent the mean values for each PC, red and blue values above this 
 reference are averaged from those months with dominance of the corresponding PC (greatest loading 
among all PCs), red and blue values below this reference are averaged from all warm or cold winter 
months indicating systematic loading differences between them.
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7.4.1.2 Warm and cold anomalies during summer (JJA)
During the 1950–2015 period, 38 warm and 27 cold months occurred at Mount Zugspitze. Sub-
mitting the monthly mean geopotential height fields (500 hPa level) of these 65 months to a 
rotated T-mode PCA results in four PCs each explaining more than 20 % of the original variance 
(all together more than 96 %). Like in the preceding section, Figs. 3 and 4 reproduce the basic 
circulation patterns and their differences between warm and cold months.

According to Fig. 4, PC 1 is clearly linked to warm summer months, the corresponding circula-
tion pattern (Fig. 3) is well-known from other studies (e. g. Jacobeit et al. 2003) and represents 
an anticyclonic ridge from the Azores region towards southern Scandinavia with the Zugspitze 
region being included in the warm core of this ridge. In contrast to that, PC 2 shows a trough 
pattern in this longitudinal section, high pressure influence is located upstream above the 
central North Atlantic. Accordingly, the Zugspitze region is exposed to cold advection from 
northerly to north-westerly directions, PC 2 proves to be a cold-anomaly pattern.

The remaining two PCs do not have a significant relationship to a particular temperature anom-
aly at Mount Zugspitze, warm as well as cold summer months may occur with them (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 3: As Fig. 1 but for warm and cold months during summer (JJA)

Fig. 4: As Fig. 2 but for warm and cold months during summer (JJA)
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PC 3 depicts a cyclonic centre towards the west, PC 4 an anticyclonic one towards the south-east. 
Figs. 5 and 6 reveal the background of their thermal ambiguity: comparing the PC composites 
for the opposite thermal anomalies (i. e. the loading-weighted mean geopotential height fields 
for all warm or cold months linked to a particular PC) indicates in case of PC 3 that the cyclonic 
phase of the wave pattern is located considerably further west (further east) during warm (cold) 
summer months. In case of PC 4, an anticyclonic wave is developed around the Zugspitze region 
during warm months instead of north-westerly components during cold months. Thus, internal 
variations within these PC patterns imply the occurrence of different temperature anomalies, 
depending for example on varying wave lengths and phase positions like for PC 3 and PC 4.

7.4.1.3 Wet and dry anomalies during spring (MAM)
During the 1950–2015 period, 29 wet and 32 dry months occurred at Mount Zugspitze. Submit-
ting the monthly mean geopotential height fields (500 hPa level) of these 61 months to a rotat-
ed T-mode PCA results in four PCs each explaining more than 15 % of the original variance (all 
together 97 %). Like in the preceding sections, Figs. 7 and 8 reproduce the basic circulation 
patterns and their differences now between wet and dry months.

A clear link to wet (dry) conditions exists for PC 4 (PC 2) with the Zugspitze region in the core 
of a central low (high) pressure system. For PC 1 and PC 3, however, the circulation-precipitation 
link is ambiguous (Fig. 8) due to pressure centres located more westward with varying exten-
sions towards the Zugspitze region. For the wet version of PC 1(see Fig. 9), the cyclonic wave 
amplitude reaches more than 5° of latitude further south than for the dry version of the same 
PC. For PC 3 (see Fig. 10), the position of the anticyclonic wave axis differs by some 10° of lon-
gitude between wet and dry conditions, and this is decisive whether or not the Zugspitze region 
is included in its spatial domain. Thus, once more internal variations within particular PC pat-
terns may influence the sign of a local climate anomaly.

Fig. 5: Composites of monthly mean 500 hPa geopotential heights (gpm) for those warm or cold summer 
months having the highest loading on PC 3 from Fig. 3

Fig. 6: As Fig. 5 but for PC 4 from Fig. 3
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7.4.1.4 Wet and dry anomalies during autumn (SON)
During the 1950–2015 period, 25 wet and 30 dry months occurred at Mount Zugspitze. Submit-
ting the monthly mean geopotential height fields (500 hPa level) of these 55 months to a rotat-
ed T-mode PCA results in four PCs each explaining more than nearly 10 % of the original variance 
(all together 97 %). Like in the preceding section, Figs. 11 and 12 reproduce the basic circulation 
patterns and their differences between wet and dry months.

PC 1 represents an anticyclonic ridge pattern from the Azores towards central Europe and is 
clearly linked to dry autumn months at Mount Zugspitze. Most of the wet months are related 
to PC 2 representing a central European trough pattern. The remaining PCs show some simi-
larity to spring patterns and therefore are not specified by further composites: PC 3 generally 
resembles the first spring pattern concerning the wave phase positions and may likewise be 
linked to both wet and dry autumn months depending on varying amplitudes of the cyclonic 
wave to the west of Mount Zugspitze. Similar internal variations as for spring pattern 3 apply 
to PC 4 which, however, is realized in autumn 1950–2015 only in the dry version concerning 
Mount Zugspitze; therefore, no above-average value occurs for ’wet’ in Fig. 12, but the loading 
difference between wet and dry remains insignificant.

Fig. 7: As Fig. 1 but for wet and dry months during spring (MAM)

Fig. 8: As Fig. 2 but for wet and dry months (green and brown color, respectively) during spring (MAM)
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Fig. 9: Composites of monthly mean 500 hPa geopotential heights (gpm) for those wet or dry spring 
months having the highest loading on PC 1 from Fig. 7

Fig. 10: As Fig. 9 but for PC 3 from Fig. 7

Fig. 11: As Fig. 1 but for wet and dry months during autumn (SON)
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Fig. 12: As Fig. 8 but for wet and dry months during autumn (SON)

Fig. 13: The S-mode loading patterns for NAO, EA, EAWR and SCAND for the selected month of January 
in terms of the temporal correlation coefficients between the monthly normalized geopotential height 
anomalies (500 hPa level) at each grid point and the S-mode score time series for the corresponding tele-
connection patterns (modified after Climate Prediction Center CPC).
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7.4.2 Modes of variability / teleconnection patterns
In contrast to basic circulation patterns discussed in the previous sections, we now focus on 
possible impacts of large-scale modes of variability (referring again to the 500 hPa level) on 
monthly temperature and precipitation conditions at Mount Zugspitze. These modes of varia-
bility are provided by characteristic time series of well-known teleconnection patterns derived 
by S-mode EOF/PC analysis. In our context we focus on the most important teleconnection 
patterns in the North-Atlantic European region (NAO, EA, EAWR, SCAND, see Fig. 13) using 
their monthly time coefficients 1950–2015 as provided by the Climate Prediction Center (CPC).

Direct correlations between these time coefficients and the Zugspitze temperature or precipi-
tation time series mostly yield small absolute values (lower than 0.4 corresponding to explained 
variances of distinctly less than 20 %), only for the EA pattern and Zugspitze temperature there 
are slightly higher values (with maxima of 0.52 and 0.51 for autumn and winter, respectively). 
Considering time lags – as might be reasonable in teleconnective relationships – does not in-
crease the correlation coefficients, they further drop down to even smaller values (maximum 
0.21), probably arising from the monthly time scale of these analyses. In view of that, we prefer 
another ‘anomaly approach’, focusing on those months with deviations in the time coefficients 
for the teleconnection patterns of more than one standard deviation above or below the long-
term mean values. For these anomaly months, the associated seasonal temperature and pre-
cipitation signals at Mount Zugspitze are quantified in two different ways: at first, providing the 
percentage frequencies of positive and negative deviations in temperature and precipitation 
for both anomaly phases of the teleconnection patterns; secondly, specifying for these opposite 
teleconnection phases the mean values of normalized temperature and precipitation, separate-
ly for positive and negative deviations. Thereby, possible impacts of pronounced teleconnection 
pattern anomalies on temperature and precipitation conditions at Mount Zugspitze will be 
identified on a seasonal basis.

7.4.2.1 North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
The well-known impacts of the NAO on the European climate (e. g. Appenzeller et al. 2000) are 
confirmed for the Zugspitze region (Tab. 2): the strongest signal (significant at the 99 % level 
according to a two-tailed χ2-test) can be achieved for winter temperature with 75 % (59 %) of the 
pronounced NAO+ (NAO-) cases showing positive (negative) deviations at Mount Zugspitze 
with normalized mean values of +0.91 (-1.10). The same relationship – higher temperatures with 
strong mid-latitude westerlies and lower temperatures with decreased westerlies or more me-
ridional circulation patterns – can still be seen for autumn though less pronounced (Tab. 2). 
During spring and summer, significance cannot be reached any more. Similar seasonal differ-
ences exist for precipitation with one important exception, however: NAO+ during autumn 
tends to be accompanied with below-average precipitation (75 % of all cases) in contrast to 
winter with the majority (67 %) pointing to above-average precipitation. This opposition is based 
on the fact that during the warmer half of the year the NAO+ does not represent a westerly but 
rather an anticyclonic ridge pattern from the Azores towards southern Scandinavia in prolon-
gation of the high-summer NAO according to Folland et al. (2009). Altogether, NAO- does not 
include distinct signals in monthly Zugspitze precipitation, whereas NAO+ often leads to more 
(less) precipitation in winter (autumn).

7.4.2.2 East Atlantic Pattern (EA)
This pattern is similar to a southward shifted NAO pattern (see Fig. 13), its major centre of 
variation (implying negative geopotential height anomalies in the positive phase EA+) is locat-
ed in the eastern mid-latitude Atlantic (west of the British Isles). There is a highly significant 
(99 % level, see Tab. 3) temperature signal at Mount Zugspitze during all seasons with clearly 
dominating positive deviations during EA+ (with frequencies between 76 and 95 % and mean 
normalized anomalies mostly greater than 1) and prevailing negative deviations during EA- 
(with frequencies between 68 and 80 % and mean normalized anomalies near -1). In terms of 
circulation dynamics this is due to a large-scale south-westerly (north-westerly) flow in front of 
an eastern Atlantic low (high) pressure system.

The signals in Zugspitze precipitation are less distinct (Tab. 3) attaining significance only in 
summer (99 % level) and autumn (95 % level), and this is mainly due to EA+ with dominating 
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Tab. 2: Frequency (a) and intensity (b) of positive and negative deviations from the long-term mean in 
monthly temperature and precipitation at Mount Zugspitze for NAO+ and NAO- during the meteoro-
logical seasons (DJF, MAM, JJA, SON). Percentage frequencies refer to all months with deviations in the 
seasonal NAO time coefficient of more than one standard deviation above or below the long-term mean 
value. 2 × 2 sub-tables for a particular season and variable providing a significant two-tailed χ2-test are 
highlighted in dark and light color for the 99 % and 95 % level, respectively. Intensity is indicated by the 
mean value of the normalized monthly temperature or precipitation anomalies during those months 
counted in the frequency table.

Tab. 3: As Tab. 2 but for the East Atlantic Pattern (EA)
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negative deviations in precipitation linked with the large-scale south-westerly flow. Otherwise, 
internal variations within the EA pattern concerning position and strength of the driving centre 
seem to prevent further significant signals in precipitation.

7.4.2.3 East Atlantic West Russia Pattern (EAWR)
This pattern includes two opposing centres of variation above Western Europe (centered around 
the North-Sea) and in the Caspian Sea region (Fig. 13). Its positive phase EAWR+ is defined for 
an anticyclonic system to the west and a cyclonic one further east. Temperature signals at Mount 
Zugspitze are highly significant (99 % level) for three seasons (Tab. 4), only in summer no clear 
distinction between the opposite EAWR phases is present. Their contrast is most pronounced 
during winter with 82 % positive temperature deviations (68 % negative ones) for EAWR+ 
(EAWR-). This linkage indicates that the West European teleconnection centre determines the 
temperature response at Mount Zugspitze (positive with an anticyclonic, negative with a cy-
clonic system).

EAWR is the only of the four analyzed teleconnection patterns with significant phase distinc-
tions for precipitation during all seasons (yet least pronounced in summer). This is in general 
accordance to findings of Qian et al. (2000) who identified a partly similar pattern (so-called 
‘North-Sea Pattern’) as the most important one for precipitation in Europe. Mostly the impact 
of EAWR+ on decreased precipitation is dominating (see Tab. 4), however, during winter this 
changes to a distinct preference for increased precipitation with EAWR-. Thus, in the cold season 
the efficiency of the cyclonic phase around the North Sea seems to be more pronounced than 
that of its anticyclonic counterpart.

7.4.2.4 Scandinavian Pattern (SCAND)
This pattern includes two opposing centres of variation above Scandinavia (anticyclonic system 
in the positive phase) and above the Iberian peninsula (Fig. 13). It has been identified in sever-
al studies (e. g. Wibig 1999; Quadrelli et al. 2001; Efthymiadis et al. 2007), but nevertheless, it 
has the lowest number of significant signals in Zugspitze temperature and precipitation (Tab. 5) 
among the teleconnection patterns discussed in this contribution. During spring, a distinct 
preference for below-average precipitation is indicated for SCAND+, but during summer some 

Tab. 4: As Tab. 2 but for the East Atlantic West Russia Pattern (EAWR)
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changes in the relationships can be observed: now the negative phase is decisive but once more 
in favor of below-average precipitation (Tab. 5). This is due to a much more widespread south-
ern centre of variation during summer (not shown in Fig. 13) including in particular the Alpine 
region. For SCAND- this means anticyclonic influence (reduced precipitation as well as in-
creased temperatures), and for SCAND+ this implies cyclonic influence which, however, is 
clearly reflected only in reduced temperatures, whereas for precipitation no frequency distinc-
tion but only slightly greater amounts in the mean normalized anomalies for positive deviations 
(Tab. 5) can be observed. Generally, the SCAND pattern seems to be characterized by a high 
level of internal variability thus confining the frequency of associated climate anomalies.

7.5 Conclusions

Among the teleconnection patterns discussed in section 4.2, a very remote one has not been 
considered: the ENSO teleconnection. This may be justified in view of results by Efthymiadis et 
al. (2007) indicating that its impact on the climate of the Greater Alpine Region is generally weak 
and non-stationary (even in sign). Therefore our focus was on patterns well-known within the 
North-Atlantic European area, looking at conditions with pronounced positive or negative 
phases of these patterns (beyond one standard deviation from long-term mean values in the 
corresponding time coefficients). Remarkably, it was not the NAO among these patterns show-
ing the strongest or most frequent impacts on temperature and precipitation anomalies at 
Mount Zugspitze, only in autumn and winter significant relationships could be confirmed, pos-
itive for temperature and winter precipitation (Atlantic influence with NAO+), but negative for 
autumn precipitation (i. e. increased frequencies of negative anomalies during NAO+ due to 
anticyclonic influence). EA and EAWR proved to have more often significant influence on sea-
sonal anomalies at Mount Zugspitze. EA, some kind of a southward shifted NAO pattern, reveals 
positive relationships with temperature throughout the whole year, whereas Zugspitze precip-
itation is driven significantly only in summer and autumn (with EA+ favoring dry anomalies). 
EAWR, a dipole pattern with a zonal axis, impacts on Zugspitze conditions via its western 
centre around the North Sea, leading to positive relationships with temperature (except of 
summer) and seasonally varying influence on precipitation (mostly with EAWR+ favoring dry 

Tab. 5: As Tab. 2 but for the Scandinavian Pattern (SCAND)
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anomalies, but in winter with EAWR- favoring wet anomalies). The lowest number of significant 
signals occurs with SCAND, a dipole pattern with meridional axis. During spring, SCAND+ fa-
vors dry anomalies, however, during summer the extended domain of the southern centre leads 
to inverted relationships (SCAND- favoring dry and warm anomalies, SCAND+ mainly cold 
anomalies).

Generally, the impact of characteristic modes of variability included in large-scale teleconnec-
tion patterns of the atmosphere, can be identified down to even local scales as shown for the 
example of Mount Zugspitze. Sometimes, however, these relationships may change their sign 
between different seasons or lose statistical significance. This indicates a high level of internal 
variability within one or both phases of the corresponding teleconnection patterns, for example 
with respect to position, extension or strength of the driving centres of variation which consti-
tute the affected teleconnection pattern. Such ‘within-type changes’ are obviously quite com-
mon phenomena, as shown repeatedly in context of circulation dynamics (e. g. Jacobeit et al. 
2001, 2003; Beck et al. 2007).

The other approach for identifying circulation-climate relationships presented in section 4.1 
refers to basic circulation patterns (500 hPa level) which have been derived for months with 
temperature or precipitation anomalies (beyond one standard deviation from long-term mean 
values) at Mount Zugspitze. Large-scale trough patterns are primarily important for cold anom-
alies during both summer and winter, especially during the latter season since the influence of 
cold Russian high pressure systems does not extend up to mid-tropospheric levels. In contrast, 
various types of anticyclonic ridges induce warm anomalies, during summer mainly as ridges 
from the Azores towards southern Scandinavia (corresponding to the summer NAO+), during 
winter in terms of ridges with more meridional or zonal axis orientation. Additionally, during 
winter, an eastern Atlantic low pressure system (corresponding to the EA+ pattern) is linked 
with warm anomalies. During summer, this pattern is part of particular wave patterns which 
may be associated with both warm and cold anomalies depending on varying wave lengths 
and phase positions in context of pronounced within-type variability.

Basic circulation patterns for wet and dry anomalies have been presented for the transitional 
seasons. They include central low or high pressure systems and trough or ridge patterns to-
wards Central Europe with clear-cut attribution to wet or dry anomalies, respectively. Further-
more, various wave patterns do occur with mixed anomaly attribution depending on varying 
amplitudes and axis positions.

Concerning results from both S-mode and T-mode analyses with respect to climate conditions 
at Mount Zugspitze, we may generally conclude that some modes or patterns of the large-scale 
atmospheric circulation include a definite link with local anomalies in temperature or precipi-
tation on a monthly scale, whereas some other modes or patterns are characterized by an ele-
vated level of internal variability leading to ambiguous impacts on local climate anomalies.
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8 Solar UV-Radiation
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Abstract

Solar UV-radiation on a horizontally oriented receiver, erythemally weighted as it is necessary 
to determine possible effects on humans, has been measured with high temporal resolution at 
the UFS for many years. Moreover, for a wide range of solar zenith angles and meteorological 
conditions, the UV-flux has been measured for a complete set of tilted surfaces. This provides 
information on the UV-exposure of the different parts of the human body, which in general are 
tilted. The data have been compiled with regard to the climatological changes of UV-radiation, 
to the variation of solar-UV with weather, and in order to check UV-radiation models. Actual 
values of solar UV are essential to inform the tourists at Zugspitze. At UFS the UV radiation 
reaches UVI > 11 (extreme), the highest values in Germany. The longtime variation of the solar 
UV radiation at the UFS does not show a significant trend.

8.1 Introduction

In the ultraviolet (UV) spectral range of electromagnetic radiation, i. e. wavelengths below 
400 nm, the energy of a single photon may be able to break up the chemical bonds of various 
molecules. Thus, although UV radiation represents only a few percent of the total solar flux 
reaching the Earth’s surface, it has significant impact on living organisms (Caldwell et al., 1998; 
Nolan and Häder, 1998) and is one of the key factors controlling the atmospheric chemistry 
(Blume and Güsten, 1976). For humans, the UV-radiation has both, positive effects like improve-
ment of vitamin D status (Wacker and Holick, 2013) and negative effects like sunburn and skin 
cancer (e. g., Longstreth et al., 1998). Thus, it is important to quantify the amount of solar UV 
reaching the surface and to analyze how it varies with atmospheric composition, surface albe-
do and solar zenith angle. Long-term measurements of solar UV are required to get information 
on its climatological development and its short-term variability.

The reason for the investigation of solar UV in the last decade of the 20th century worldwide 
was its expected increase due to the observed depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer (e. g., 
Herman et al., 1996; WMO, 2007). The UFS represents, due to its position and environment, a 
particular interesting place for solar UV monitoring, with moreover very good measuring con-
ditions. Thus, UV measurements started here at its beginning. In addition to the classical mon-
itoring of the UV irradiance on a horizontal surface, we investigated the effect of the receiver 
orientation, since the affected human skin mostly is not oriented horizontally. Finally, actual 
UV-values are necessary for the information of the large number of tourists at Zugspitze, the 
highest mountain in Germany, which is easily accessible by cable cars.

8.2 UV radiation properties

Solar irradiance at the Earth’s surface is composed by the direct solar beam and the diffuse sky 
radiation. It is given by spectral radiances L (λ, µ, φ) (W · m–2 · sr–1 · nm–1), with λ the wavelength, 
µ the cosine of the zenith angle and φ the azimuth angle. To obtain the total spectral irradiance 
on a flat receiver, the radiances have to be integrated over the upper half sphere, weighted with 
the cosine of the zenith angle.

E (λ) = ∫∫ L (λ, µ, φ) · µ · dµ · dφ (1)

1 Meteorological Institute, L-M-University, Munich, Germany
2 Biomedical Physics, Medical University Innsbruck, Austria
3 Geophysical Institute, University of Bergen, and Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, Bergen, Norway
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For a flat and horizontally oriented surface, like the routinely used receivers for measuring 
solar UV irradiance, and thus generally applied for the UVI (see below), the zenith angle of the 
measurement is referred to the zenith of the sky. For these conditions only radiances from the 
upper half sphere contribute to the irradiance, i. e. radiation reflected at the surface has only an 
effect via backscattering at atmospheric molecules towards the receiver.

For the irradiance on a flat, but not horizontally oriented surface, as it is the case for most parts 
of the human skin, Eq. 1 is valid, as well. However, in this case the relevant zenith angle of the 
measurement refers to the local zenith, i. e. the direction perpendicular to the tilted surface. Under 
such condition, the radiation reflected at the ground also contributes directly to the irradiance.

The UV spectral region (Fig. 1) is divided into UV-A (315 to 400 nm), UV-B (280 to 315 nm) and 
UV-C (200 to 280 nm). For basic information on UV see e. g., Kiefer, 1976; WHO, 2002; Koepke 
et al., 2002; Vitt et al., 2020. Solar UV-C does not reach the ground, since it is totally absorbed 
by ozone and other gases on its way through the atmosphere. Solar UV-B is strongly affected 
by ozone, aerosol particles, and altitude, but is reaching the ground, at least for high sun. For 
UV-A the attenuation on its way through the atmosphere is lowest. Clouds reflect the radiation 
from the sun at all UV-wavelengths, in all spectral regions. UV-B is mainly responsible for sun-
burn, but also UV-A has biological effects.

The simplified A-B-C classification has historical reasons, but further is used to give information 
on cosmetic sun protection products applied to the skin. For any photo-biological or photo-
chemical process, the absorption properties of the irradiated material have to be taken into 
account, since only the energy from the absorbed radiation has the potential to trigger a bio-
logical or chemical reaction. This has to be done on a spectral basis, with a spectral effectivity 
that depends on the process in question, resulting in specific weighting functions or action 
spectra, s (λ), which often overlap the UV-A and UV-B regions.

For negative UV-effects on humans, generally the erythema action spectrum, sery (λ), is used 
(McKinley and Diffey, 1987; Webb et al., 2011), which originally is derived from the UV effectiv-
ity for sunburn, but is also considered valid for the induction of skin cancer. The action spectrum 
sery (λ) is normalized to 1 as maximum (see Fig. 2), and is not varied for different human skin 
types. To take into account the variable sensitivity of the different skin types, the concept of the 
minimal erythema dose, MED, is used. It specifies the minimum dose of erythemally weighted 
radiation that produces a faint but perceptible reddening of the skin 24 hours after irradiation. 
The MED is a personal measure of susceptibility to sunburn, but given for different skin types 
with standardized values (DIN, 2000].

Fig. 1: Shown is the spectral solar irradiance outside the atmosphere (upper curve) and, for comparison, 
the irradiance of a blackbody with 6000 K (broken line). The lower curve shows the irradiance at sea level 
for cloud free mean atmospheric conditions and the dashed areas the reduction due to absorption by 
 atmospheric gases.
Additionally given, are the spectral ranges, as explained in the text, of

 UV-A (315–400 nm),  UV-B (280–315 nm),  and UV-C (< 280 nm)
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As mentioned, UV irradiance also has positive effects for humans, by triggering the previta-
min-D-production-rate. These effects are described by a previtamin-D action spectrum (Webb 
and Engelsen, 2006), which is similar to sery, but for longer wavelengths less sensitive (not 
discussed in this paper).

Solar irradiance is always a combination of photons of all wavelengths, however with variable 
spectral composition, depending on solar zenith angle, SZA, and atmospheric properties. Thus, 
to get the actual total erythemally weighted irradiance, Eery, which is the relevant quantity for a 
process in the human skin, the incoming spectral radiation E (λ) has to be weighted with the 
corresponding action spectrum sery (λ) and integrated over all wavelengths.

Eery = ∫ E (λ) · sery (λ) · d λ (2)

Fig. 2 shows in logarithmic scale an example of spectral solar irradiance (green) and the action 
spectrum for erythema (red). Both spectral variations cover a range of 104, however, their be-
havior is reverse: sery (λ) has high values in the region around 300 nm, strongly decreasing with 
increasing wavelength, due to Einstein’s radiation law and the spectral absorption properties 
of the molecules in the skin. In contrast, E (λ) is decreasing with decreasing wavelength, as 
consequence of the solar spectrum and the radiation processes in the atmosphere. Due to these 
facts, the significant sensitivity combined with the low radiation at short wavelengths and the 
low sensitivity but high values of radiation at longer wavelengths, the erythemally weighted 
spectral irradiance (blue) is highest in the range around 310 nm. This is even clearer to be seen 
in Fig. 3, which shows Eery (λ) in a linear scale. In this figure, the boundary between UV-A and 
UV-B is given to show that both ranges contribute to the UV-radiation, which is of relevance for 
the human skin. As mentioned, the spectral composition of the incoming solar irradiance 
strongly varies with zenith angle and atmospheric conditions, and so consequently does E (λ) 
and thus Eery (λ). For example, with increasing SZA the maximum is shifted to longer wave-
lengths and is reduced in its absolute value (not shown in a figure).

To inform the public, the quantity “UV-index” (UVI) has been introduced (WMO, 1995), simply 
by conversion of the erythemally effective solar UV irradiance into a dimensionless number. 
Of course, the UVI must be zero for dark conditions, with no solar UV-irradiance at all, i. e., thus 
the lowest value is UVI = 0. For conditions with high UV, it has been decided that the result 
should be handy numbers, up to 12 under normal conditions (and more in extreme cases). Thus, 
the conversion factor has been set to 40 (1/(W · m–2) if Eery is given in W · m–2 (WMO, 1998; CIE, 

Fig. 3: Spectral erythemally weighted irradiance (values from 
Fig. 2) in linear scale. The area below the curve gives the spec-
trally integrated irradiance Eery and shows the contributions of 
radiation from the spectral ranges UV-B and UV-A.

Fig. 2: Shown, in log scale, is the erythema action spectrum, 
sery (λ), (red curve) (ISO/CIE, 1999; Webb et al., 2011). Additio n-
ally, given is an example for the spectral solar irradiance at the 
surface, E(λ), (green), and the resulting erythema weighted 
 solar irradiance Eery (λ) = E (λ) · sery (λ) (blue).
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Tab. 1: To make the UVI-information easily usable, the related international organizations WHO, WMO, 
and UNEP decided for the shown quantification of the effects of solar UV for humans of skin type I and II, 
because they are the most sensitive (see Tab.2). 
(after COST-713, 2000)

Tab. 2: Humans have different sensitivity to UV radiation, depending on the skin type. The properties of 
the types I to IV are described in the table. Additionally given, is the related MED, the minimal dose of 
 erythemally weighted UV radiation that is resulting in an erythema. 
(COST, 2000; MED after DIN, 1992)

skin type tan sun burn hair colour eye color 1 MED

I never always red blue 200 J/m2

II sometimes sometimes blond blue/green 250 J/m2

III always rarely brown gray/brown 350 J/m2

IV always rarely black brown 450 J/m2

2003). Since the UVI is, by definition, a dimensionless number, the conversion factor depends 
on the dimension that is used for Eery:

UVI = 40 (m2/W) · Eery (W/m2) = 400 (cm2/mW) · Eery (mW/cm2) = 1/25 (m2/mW) · Eery (mW/m2)

In the first time, the UVI was used only to give the UV-level as mean value for the hour around 
local noon. Meanwhile the UVI is determined to give a value for the erythemally weighted ir-
radiance, for all conditions, even for that on tilted surfaces. It should be emphasized that the 
UVI is a physical quantity (irradiance) however weighted by a biological process (erythema).

The solar UV radiation is of interest for humans, because it has both: positive effects, like vita-
min-D synthesis and treatment for psoriasis, and negative effects, like sunburn, skin cancer, 
immune depression, and eye diseases. At the UFS, solar UV also is of interest for atmospheric 
chemistry and its influence on plants and pollen. Since the human vitamin-D status can be 
supported by dietary supplements, the interest in negative UV-effects clearly dominates. Thus, 
education and warning against high UV levels is necessary. Because of the high variability of 
solar UV, due to meteorological and stratospheric conditions, prompt information of the public, 
based on measurements or forecast, is desired and required.

Since even the UVI seemed to be too complex to inform the general public, WMO decided for 
simple rating words (Tab. 1) to describe the UV conditions by its relevance for skin damages 
and thus for protection (WMO, 1998). These warnings for UV danger are already strong at rel-
atively low UVIs, much lower than values, which occur in equatorial regions, because they are 
primarily essential for white people (skin type I and II). For these skin types the Minimal Ery-
thema Doses (MEDs) are rather low (Tab. 2), and thus the danger of sunburn is high, while 
other skin types may tolerate more UV irradiance.

As mentioned, the effects of UV radiation on humans depend, besides repair mechanisms in 
the cell, on the dose of the erythemally weighted UV that has been absorbed by the skin. This 
dose, Hery, is the product of irradiance and time:

Hery (J/m2 = W · s/m2) = Eery (W/m2) · t (s) (3)

Thus, the general protection against too much solar UV is, on the one hand, to reduce the irra-
diance at the skin, e. g., by shadow, clothing, cosmetics and considering times with low sun, 
and, on the other hand, to reduce the time of exposure.
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8.3 Measurements

Measurements of solar UV irradiance always have the problem of the low relative energy den-
sity values in the UV spectral range in comparison to high values in the visible, with its peak 
around 550 nm (Fig. 1). The irradiance for wavelengths below 400 nm is about 5 % of the glob-
al radiation, i. e., the total solar spectral range. The considered erythemally weighted irradiance 
is even less than 0.2 % of solar radiation. In Fig. 2 the decrease in the order of 105 between 
400 nm and 290 nm can be seen. Thus, in the measurement process stray radiation from longer 
wavelengths has to be suppressed. This can be done by double-monochromators, which are 
precise, but expensive and often need too much time for recording a complete spectrum during 
a period with unchanged meteorological conditions. Radiometers with filters or array detectors 
avoid the problem of temporal resolution, have the advantage of spectral resolution, but have 
to meet challenges concerning spectral width and solarization (i. e., the destruction of compo-
nents by the high energetic solar radiation). The development of appropriate array systems has 
made huge progress over the last years, but even now suffer from the stray light at wavelengths 
shorter than 310 nm (Egli et al., 2016). An array-based UV spectrometer, optimized for outdoor 
solar measurements with an out-of-band suppression of four orders of magnitude, is installed 
at UFS since summer 2017, measuring the spectral irradiance used to get the UVI (Bundesamt 
für Strahlenschutz, 2017).

The simplest and cheapest way to measure UVI are broadband radiometers, directly using an 
internal weighting that mimics the erythema action spectrum (Fig. 4). They have the advantage 
to be small, low in weight and thus suitable for measurements under tilted conditions. These 
radiometers are produced by different manufacturers (Eppley, Kipp & Zonen, Scintec, Solar 
Light, and YES), are thermostatised and thus can be used at a mountainous position like UFS. 
Of course, the radiometers must be calibrated to obtain the calibration factor between meas-
ured voltage and irradiance. The spectral weightings of these radiometers are similar to the 
erythema weighting, but individual for each radiometer, always with certain wavelength de-
pendent differences referred to the official erythema weighting curve. Thus, the spectral com-
position of the actually measured UV-irradiance, which depends on SZA and meteorological 
conditions, has influence on its conversion into UVI. This is taken into account by using a cali-
bration matrix that has been determined once a year for each radiometer in use, considering 
SZA and ozone amount (Bodhaine et al., 1998; Oppenrieder et al., 2003), resulting in a meas-
urement uncertainty of less than 5 %. Besides, comparison of different radiometers is used to 
ensure the stability of the instruments (e. g., PMOD, 2017).

At the UFS the UV-radiometers were always installed at one of the southern 
balconies, for the most time close to the other radiation measurement 
devices. Here the northern half of the skyline is dominated by parts of the 
building and the top of the Zugspitze, up to an elevation of about 45°.

However, with regard to the skiers on the glacier, the measured UV values 
are suitable, since the skyline at the glacier is similar. However, to compare 
the measured UVI with data from other places, with an ideal horizon, the 
horizon-effect should be considered, taking into account cosine-weighted 
radiances that are reflected at the building and the mountain. For condi-
tions without snow the albedo in the UV is only a few percent, resulting in 
a certain reduction of the measured UV irradiance referred to that of the 
free horizon. This reduction is for conditions with higher sun, resulting in 
an UVI higher than 2, less than 5 %. For conditions with snow, with an al-
bedo of 80 %, it has been modeled (Hess and Koepke, 2008) that the UVI 
measured at UFS is higher than for conditions with free horizon. This result 
from the fact that the radiation reflected at the snow covered slope of the 
mountain facing south is higher than it would be coming from the sky, 
which would be dark blue in this altitude. This increase is up to 10 % for 
conditions around noon, but lower for lower Sun. Since during winter the 
UVI generally is rather low, the absolute increase however is small.

It is a matter of fact that most of the human skin is not oriented horizontal-
ly. Thus, it is of interest how the UV-irradiances on surfaces with different 

Fig. 4: UVI measurement at UFS with 
calibrated broadband radiometer. 
(Koepke)
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orientation change under different conditions. To enable such measure-
ments, ASCARATIS (Angle SCAnning RAdiometer for determination of er-
ythemally weighted irradiance on TIlted Surfaces) has been developed 
(Seefeldner et al., 2004). With a combination of a horizontally and a vertical-
ly oriented positioning drive, an erythema broadband radiometer could be 
positioned to any direction in the sky, and towards the earth. To get mean-
ingful measurements always 27 directions have been investigated in one 
scan: towards the actual direct Sun, to the zenith, vertical down (for albedo) 
and in circles with azimuth steps of 30° for the zenith angles 45° and 90°. 
These scans have been performed automatically during the whole day and 
at all weather conditions (Oppenrieder et al., 2004). Measuring the complete 
set took about 2 min. To be sure that the conditions (clouds) did not change 
during this time, continuous measurements were made with a second, hori-
zontally fixed, radiometer (Fig. 5). If those values changed by more than 5 % 
during the scanning period, the conditions have been classified to be not 
constant and the measurements of the tilted radiometer were ignored.

8.4 Results

The UVIs measured by the horizontally fixed radiometer (Fig. 6 and Fig. 8) 
show the typical behavior generally known for solar UV (e. g., Ambach and 
Blumthaler, 1994; Koepke et al., 2002; Douglass et al., 2011).

First, there is the strong increase of the UVI with decreasing solar zenith 
angle, which for cloud-free conditions leads to maximum values at noon 
and to the seasonal cycle. Fig. 6 shows daily courses the UVI monthly 
means for cloud free conditions. These maximum values at noon, i. e. sun in the south, solar 
azimuth 180°, are in winter less than 1 and up to 10 for the months with low SZA, i. e. May, June, 
and July (and even higher UVI on single days; Fig. 8).

The attenuation of the direct sun increases exponentially with the optical depth of the atmos-
phere, multiplied with the relative air mass, a quantity used for the length of the path through 
the atmosphere. Thus, the decrease of the spectral irradiance due to increasing SZA strongly 
increases with increasing spectral attenuation coefficients of the atmospheric components.

Fig. 5: Measurement of the UVI on 
 tilted surfaces in the skiing area at 
 Zugspitze-glacier with the system 
 ASCARATIS, described in the text. 
Shown are the moving radiometer, 
which needs some time to observe all 
directions, and the radiometer that is 
permanently in horizontal position to 
check for unchanged illumination 
 during the observation time. (Oppen-
rieder et al., 2004)

Fig. 6: Daily courses of the UVI on a horizontally oriented receiver, measured at UFS for conditions not 
disturbed by clouds. Given are monthly mean values. The month is indicated by color and symbol, 
shown in the top line. (Oppenrieder et al., 2005)
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The essential components attenuating the solar UV radiation on its way through the atmos-
phere are (besides clouds) ozone, air molecules, and aerosol particles. Since the attenuation of 
these three parameters increases with decreasing wavelength (see the difference between 
solar radiation outside the atmosphere and at sea level in Fig. 1), their effect is especially high 
for the erythemally weighted radiation (e. g., Koepke et al., 2002), much higher than at longer 
wavelengths of the solar spectral range.

To show the attenuation effect of both, increased spectral optical depth and decreased SZA, in 
Fig. 7 daily courses of the solar irradiance are presented for different wavelengths. To accentu-
ate the effects, the values are normalized to 1. The irradiance values are modelled (with STAR; 
Ruggaber et al., 1994) as an example for a cloud free summer day at sea level with low turbid-
ity and 330 DU ozone. The time, which is given in the figure, stands for the used SZA, valid for 
50° north at summer solstice. The time as variable in the figure allows one to see the reduction 
of the time interval between “sun rise” and “sun set” for decreasing wavelengths, due to the 
increasing attenuation and the general effect of the SZA variation.

The spectral absorption properties of ozone in the UV range are well known (Molina and Moli-
na, 1986; Burrows et al., 1999). They show a strong increase towards shorter wavelengths, re-
sulting in an especially strong influence regarding UVI. This clear dependency of UV radiation 
on ozone amount is, on the one hand, used to determine the actual total ozone from UV meas-
urement at the ground (Komhyr and Grass, 1989) and satellite (Herman et al., 1999; Wang et al., 
2000) and, on the other hand, to model UVI at the surface, using ozone amount determined by 
satellite (Vitt et al., 2020). The ozone effect, of course, has influence on the UVI measured at 
UFS, as to be seen in Fig. 8 by its day-to-day variation, in combination with the also shown 
daily total ozone values. The total ozone amount in central Europe varies between mini holes 
with 250 DU and regions with high ozone, 450 DU, which both may pass a fixed location during 
one or two days.

Also shown in Fig. 8 are the reductions of the UVI by a cloud in front of the Sun, which may be 
more than 90 % for a thick thunder storm cloud, but only a few percent for thin cirrus (e. g., 
Josefson and Landelius, 2000). For special cases, with free sun and a reflecting cloud nearby, 
the UVI even can be increased by clouds (Mims and Frederick, 1994). This effect is not shown 
here, but often occurs in the daily course of the UVI under conditions with scattered clouds. 
However, during such conditions the clouds usually are moving, resulting always in time inter-
vals with shadow. Therefore, the UV-dose, which is relevant for biological processes, generally 
is reduced for cloudy conditions.

The optical depth of typical aerosols increases with decreasing wavelength in the UV spectral 
range. At the UFS the aerosol effect is low, because of the generally clean conditions. For re-
gions with high turbidity, however, both the aerosol amount and the aerosol optical properties 

Fig. 7: Modeled values of the daily 
course of solar irradiance at different 
wavelengths. To show the effect of 
 increased reduction with decreasing 
wavelength, due to the increased 
 optical depth of the atmosphere in 
combination with time dependent 
SZA, the values are normalized to 1. 
The irradiance values are an example 
for a cloud free summer day at sea 
level, with low turbidity and 330 DU 
ozone. The (local) time gives the used 
SZA for 50° north at summer solstice.
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Fig. 8: Daily maximum UVI 10-min-averages measured at UFS in 2006 (violet). To be seen is the effect of 
solar elevation in the yearly course and the day-by-day variations due to cloudiness. Lower effects result 
from the variation of ozone (values in DU shown as blue curve with its typical yearly course; Koehler, 
2007), aerosol and surface albedo (snow).

(scattering and absorption) must be considered, since they have different effects on the irradi-
ance (Hess et al., 1998; Kylling et al., 1998).

The air molecules induce a radiation attenuation that is increasing with decreasing wavelength 
with a power of about 4, and therefore is strong in the UV, especially for erythemally weighted 
UV radiation. This effect, of course, depends on the amount of air molecules above the meas-
uring site and thus on altitude. The variation of the attenuation with changing air pressure in a 
fixed height, however, is very low and thus is nearly negligible for the measured UVI at the 
UFS.

Contrariwise, the increase of UVI with altitude is remarkable (Blumthaler et al., 1997) and of 
interest for any stay of people at higher mountains. This increase is called altitude effect, AE, 
which gives the increase of UVI with increasing altitude for cloud free conditions in %/km 
(Schmucki and Philipona, 2002). In practice, the AE results not only from the reduced amount 
of air molecules, but also from the reduced ozone and aerosol amount above the measuring 
site, and often, from the increased albedo. Values of AE are one result of our UVI measurements 
at UFS (and other places). For cloud free conditions the UVI increases about 10 % per 1 km in-
crease in altitude (Pfeifer et al., 2006). Thus, the UVI at UFS (2700 m) in average is about 20 % 
higher than in the flat region in front of the Alps (700 m). In the case of clouds between two 
nearby sites with different altitude, the difference between the UVIs, of course, is much bigger, 
resulting from the opposite effects of bright reflection above and strong reduction below the 
cloud deck.

The results of the UVI on inclined surfaces looking into different directions (Fig. 9) are of inter-
est for human health, i. e. sunburn (Hoeppe et al., 2004). Moreover, the results have been used 
to check a model (Koepke and Mech, 2005), which allows one to make sensitivity studies, e. g. 
on the effects of sun protection by plants, umbrella or walls.

The ratio between the UVI on a tilted surface and that on the horizontal receiver (for the same 
atmospheric conditions) is given as tilt modification factor, TMF (Koepke and Mech, 2005). For 
fixed radiation from the hemisphere, the UVI on a tilted surface depends primarily on the rel-
ative contribution of the direct sun, including its weighting with cosine of the actual zenith 
angle, i. e. against the direction perpendicular to the receiver. Moreover, the tilted receivers are 
illuminated by radiation that has been directly reflected at the ground, i. e. the TMF depends on 
the albedo of the surrounding surface. For nearly all surface types, except of snow, the albedo 
in the UV is low, in the order of a few percent. Thus, under cloud free conditions, the TMF-values 
are lower than 1 in the shadow regions and higher than 1 only in directions towards the sun.
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Fig. 10 shows, as an example, measured TMFs for a vertically oriented receiver, depending on 
azimuth, with monthly mean values of cloud free conditions for noon, i. e., solar azimuth 180° 
(Oppenrieder et al., 2005). As the TMF increases with the relative contribution of the direct sun 
in comparison to the total irradiance on the irradiated surface, it always is maximal for the 
highest sun, for sun in the south, in Fig. 10 given as azimuth of the sun 180°. With reduced sun 
height, increasing SZA, from summer to winter, the UVI on the horizontally oriented receiver 
decreases, however, the UVI on the vertical surface oriented towards the sun increases due to 
the reduced receiver oriented zenith angle. Generally, half of the radiances on the vertical sur-
face are radiation reflected at the ground. This result in a reduction of the UVI on vertical sur-
faces for low values of ground albedo, but this reduction is less important for snow, with albe-
do values up to 99 % (Grenfell et al., 1994). This explains the increase of the maximum TMF from 
summer to winter for the conditions shown in Fg. 10.

Fig. 9: UVI distribution on the body of a standing man facing to the south, based on UVI measured at 
UFS at noon 12th June 2001 (SZA 24,3°). (Hoeppe et al., 2004)

Fig. 10: Examples of tilt modification factors, TMF, (see text). The shown values are derived from monthly 
means of UVI, measured at UFS for conditions not disturbed by clouds, with solar azimuth 180°. The 
 receiver has a tilt angle of 90°, the azimuth is varied in steps of 30°, The month is given by symbol and 
color in the top line. (after Koepke and Mech, 2005)
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It should be mentioned that for the irradiance on a tilted receiver, i. e. also for the TMF, only the 
albedo of the nearby ground surface is responsible. This is different to the effect of the albedo 
on the irradiance on a horizontally oriented receiver, where photons reflected at the surface 
only can contribute via back-scattering and thus an area of more than 10 km width is of rele-
vance (Deguenther et al., 1998). Moreover, for such a large area, the albedo may change with 
place and with time, even if the surface properties are described as “snow”, due to local differ-
ences in melting and getting dirty (Schwander et al., 1999).

Fig. 11 shows the variation of the maximum TMF, i. e. always the value for the receiver looking di-
rectly towards the Sun, for different conditions as function of the SZA and for different atmospher-
ic and surface conditions. Here the strongest increase is resulting for the conditions on a high 
mountain, with the combination of clear atmosphere (dark sky and bright Sun) and fresh snow.

For overcast conditions, the dependency of the TMF on the orientation of the tilted surface is 
nearly negligible (Oppenrieder et al., 2004) and thus the irradiance on a tilted surface may be 
similar for all directions. Therefore, the vertically oriented face of a skier at the Zugspitze glacier 
can get sunburn even on a day with the sun permanently hidden behind thin clouds, at condi-
tions with fresh snow in spring.

Fig. 11: Values of maximum TMFs, i. e., 
the receiver is always looking towards 
the sun, modelled for different atmos-
phere and surface conditions (without 
clouds):
Green: turbid atmosphere, pasture-
land, sea level
Blue: clear atmosphere, sandy beach, 
sea level
Violet: fresh snow, clear atmosphere, 
mountain (3000 m altitude)
(Köpke and Mech, 2006)

Fig. 12: Time series 2006–2018 of UVI, measured at UFS at all weather conditions. Shown are day-by-day 
values, but only for one solar zenith angle, SZA = 73°, not to analyze the variations of UVI due to chang-
ing solar elevation in the seasonal cycle. Annual means are shown in red.
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What about the long-term development of the UV-radiation at the UFS? Not to analyze the 
variation of UVI in the seasonal cycle due to changing of solar elevation, in Fig. 12 UVI values 
are shown only for one solar zenith angle, SZA = 73°. The UVI were measured at all weather 
conditions, day by day from 2006 to 2018. Fig. 13 also shows the daily measured UVI, but for 
SZA = 40°. Thus, no data are available for the winter months, resulting in gaps in the figure. In 
both figures, the annual means are shown in red.

The strong variations in both figures result from variable clouds that attenuate the sun, with 
more thick clouds in summer. The contribution of the direct sun to the UVI at UFS is high, since 
the radiation from the sky is rather low due to the usually clean atmosphere at the high altitude, 
with only small amount of scattered photons, and the reduced horizon at the UFS. In Fig. 12, 
the higher values during winter can mainly be explained by snow-albedo, and snow on the 
mountain area, which is seen by the radiometer. Another effect is the earth-sun distance, which 
in winter is up to 7 % higher than in summer, and the ozone variability (see Fig. 8). It is to point 
out that for every day two values (AM and PM) are presented in the figures. Thus, since outliers 
are not suppressed, only three days with no clouds, low ozone and low aerosol amount already 
result in 6 especially high UVIs.

The annual means (red lines) show no trend for the all-sky UVI at the UFS during the last dec-
ade. This is in agreement with other data (Douglass et al., 2011). However, in cases of a strong 
change in the aerosol burden also the UVI may change significantly (Blumthaler et al, 2017). 
For northern mid-latitudes a small increase in UV radiation has been observed since the mid-
1990s (Vitt et al., 2020), but they were mainly affected by changes in aerosols and cloud cover, 
while changes in ozone had a smaller impact (Fountoulakis et al., 2020).

With respect to solar UV radiation for human health, we want remind to the rule that humans 
with sensitive skin should avoid sun during situations with high sun, low SZA, i. e. time around 
noon in equatorial regions and during summer months in mid latitudes (Europe). We also re-
minded to the fact that the season with high UVI, which is resulting from high sun, is earlier in 
the year than the meteorological summer, due to the phase-shifted increase of temperatures. 
This has consequences with respect to the danger of sunburn, because humans may not real-
ize that the solar UV is already high although the temperature is still low.

Due to the spectral properties of the atmospheric components, the SZA dependence of the 
attenuation in the UV is much stronger than for the total solar spectral range. In Germany, for 
cloud-free conditions, the variation for noon maximum and minimum is in the order of 3 for 

Fig. 13: Time series 2006–2018 of UVI measured at UFS at all weather conditions. Shown are only the 
 values for SZA = 40°. If the maximum solar elevation at UFS does not reach 50°, winter season, no data 
exist, resulting in gaps in the graph. Annual means are shown in red.
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visible solar radiation, but in the order of 10 for erythemally weighted UV. Thus, during winter 
the solar UVI often is much lower than considered by the visible impression, with conse quences 
regarding vitamin-D synthesis. So, enjoy the solar radiation during winter, but be careful in 
summer, in equatorial regions and at skiing in high mountains.

For the future additional aspects have to be considered. Which weather conditions do people 
prefer to go skiing or to stay at the mountains? Do they prefer cloud free conditions or is their 
behavior independent of cloudiness? Do people change the length of their stay outside, with 
the air temperature, with information on the actual UVI, or not at all? What is their behavior 
with clothes, i. e. uncovered skin, during summer days? For these questions, it is clear that no 
trend can be found from UVI measurements. Here human behavior must be analyzed. How ever, 
for the information of the tourists at Zugspitze, an actually measured UVI is essential.

8.5 Conclusion

The UVI-measurements at UFS support the general knowledge on UVI, regarding solar position, 
atmospheric parameters and albedo. The UVI on tilted surfaces, which is essential for human 
health, has been determined for solar elevation angles up to 70° for different atmospheric and 
surface conditions. It shows a strong variability, depending on orientation towards the Sun, 
and thus consequences for Sun protection. Clearly found was the increase of UVI with altitude, 
with about 10 % per km. Thus, for Germany the UVI is highest at Zugspitze. In combination with 
the high albedo of snow, here the danger of sunburn is especially great for skiers, but holds for 
all people who stay outdoors (hiker, lumberjacks). Thus, UVI measurements at UFS are of in-
terest for the direct information of the tourists at Zugspitze.

Independent of the development of the UVI in the future, the effects of solar UV on humans 
result from their exposure to solar UV. For the UFS, and the tourist area Zugspitze, even the 
summer temperatures during the next decades probably will not be so high that the visitors 
are looking for shadow. Thus, here also in the future the chance to get sunburn will be high, 
even if the ozone layer further recovers to their values before the ozone destruction.
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Abstract

Since 2009 the Working Group on Biogeography at the University of Augsburg is investigating 
the flora and vegetation on the Zugspitzplatt. This research is done within the two collaborative 
projects Klimagrad and Klimagrad 2. The Zugspitzplatt is Germany’s highest investigation site 
with the longest altitudinal gradient providing excellent conditions for research. The first goal 
was to record all current plant species and plant communities. Based on this a long-term mon-
itoring program on permanent sample plots has been established to record and identify long-
range changes in flora and vegetation composition. This dynamic process is driven by a series 
of factors such as site characteristics and the geomorphologic processes influencing it. Along 
with the specific site climate, pedogenetic processes and soil conditions show considerable 
variation in the investigation area. Furthermore the vegetation on these sites is alternated by 
human impact as well as anthropo-zoogenic impact.

In the following book chapter some basic information on the alpine flora and vegetation is 
given, then research methods of the presented study are explained, and a summary of current 
results is provided.

9.1 Plant life in the Bavarian Alps

The flora of the European Alps originated from tertiary elements, immigrants from several 
different areas and new evolutions. Decisive selective events were geographical fragmentation, 
tectonic uplift and the quaternary glaciations (KÖRNER 2003).

Due to widespread site-heterogeneity the number of recorded species is high. A total of about 
4500 species of vascular plants in the entire Alps (AESCHIMANN et al. 2004) justifies the status of 
a Hotspot in terms of phytodiversity. Among these about 650 species can be found between 
the alpine and nival vegetation belt thus representing the characteristic alpine flora. It consists 
of about 15 % species from glacial refugia, 35 % from mountainous regions of Central- and 
Southern Europe and a small portion of arcto-tertiary species. The remaining species are late- 
and postglacial immigrants (i. e. species from the tundra and the cold steppe). Furthermore a 
high proportion of endemic taxa is distinctive. Species richness diminishes towards the Central 
Alps and towards higher elevation. This decrease is about 40 species per 100 m (KÖRNER 2003).

The flora and vegetation of the Alps is characterized by an adaptation to altitude and extreme 
environmental conditions. This implies:

• a high proportion of evergreen species and early bloomers,
• only a few annual species,
• vegetative propagation (stolons, bulbs),
• wind- and self-pollination,
• slow growth and dwarfism,
• well developed root system,
• cushion- and rosette-growth,
• a dominance of hemicryptophytes, cryptophytes and chamaephytes,
• frequent occurrence of vicarious species (e. g. on silicate and calcareous rock),
• adaption of photosynthesis to high light intensity, low temperatures and lower atmospheric 

CO2-concentrations.
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The vegetation of the Alps can be divided along an altitudinal gradient with decreasing tem-
perature into different belts (e. g. REISIGL & KELLER 1994). Each one having a different manifesta-
tion of site conditions (Tab. 1). Above 2500 m the Zugspitze-Range in the Wetterstein Mountains 
includes the subnival belt whilst the nival belt is currently not found in the Bavarian Alps.

Tab. 1: Generalized vegetation belts in the Bavarian Alps (adapted and modified after RINGLER 2009, 
WALENTOWSKI et al. 2006).

Vegetation belt Elevation 

(m a.s.l.)

natural vegetation Position Growing 

 Season (days)

submontane 500–800 beech forest with firs and 
 deciduous trees

valleys and 
 hillsides

130–160

montane 800–1500 mountain forest with beeches, 
firs, spruces

lower moun-
tainous region

90–130

high montane 1500–1700 sparse spruce forest; in parts 
larch- or stone pine forest. 

middle moun-
tainous region 

70–90

subalpine 1700–2000 krummholz dominated by dwarf 
mountain pine or green alder

high moun-
tainous region

60–70

alpine 2000–2500 alpine meadows upper moun-
tainous region 

30–60

subnival 2500–3000 single plants, mosses, lichens, 
 algae

high altitude 
sites 

< 30

nival > 3000 isolated plants on favored sites zone of snow 
and ice*

–

(*this zone currently does not exist in Bavaria).

During the past, the Bavarian Alps were almost completely covered with forests up to the tree 
line. Only flood plains, bogs, rocky terrain, avalanche tracks and the areas beyond the tree 
limit were naturally treeless. The original natural vegetation has been substantially altered and 
modified by human impact (alpine dairy and forestry) since thousands of years thus leading to 
anthropogenic substitutional communities (current actual vegetation, managed forests).

Parts of the Wetterstein Mountains belong to the nature reserve “Schachen und Reintal” 
(39,65 km2), the protected area “Wettersteingebiet einschließlich Latschengürtel bei Mittenwald” 
(85,89 km2), the FFH site “Wettersteingebirge” (42,57 km2) and the forest reserves “Schrofen” 
(87,1 ha), “Oberreintal” (7,1 ha) as well as “Wettersteinwald” (42,6 ha).

9.2 Methods

In order to identify and classify the plant communities of the Zugspitzplatt the well-established 
and table-based phytosociological approach of BRAUN-BLANQUET (1964) was used (DIERSCHKE 
1994). According to this method, the sample plots on which the relevées were recorded should 
be chosen following subjective criteria, this guaranteeing homogenous vegetation and abiotic 
conditions on each site. The vegetation data were recorded from sample plots of varying size 
in order to record all species growing on each specific community. To determine the species 
magnitude the scale of REICHELT and WILMANNS (1973) was applied combining abundance and 
dominance. In addition data to elevation, exposition, inclination, height and coverage of shrub-, 
herb- and moss-layer were recorded as well as the size and location of each sample plot. For 
further ecological analyses, Ellenberg indicator values (ELLENBERG et al. 2001) were added for 
all recorded taxa. The denominations of individual plant communities follow RENNWALD (2000). 
Information about the ecology of associations as well as characteristic species combinations 
is based on OBERDORFER (1992a, 1992b, 1993a, 1993b, 1998), GRABHERR and MUCINA (1993), MUCINA 
et al. (1993a, 1993b) and POTT (1995). The nomenclature of vascular plants follows WISSKIRCHEN 
and HAEUPLER (1998). The reconstruction of possible past shifts of the krummholz-line was real-
ized by radiocarbon dating and the evaluation of historical sources e. g. historical maps (KORCH 
et al. 2013). 38 permanent sample plots (DIERSCHKE 1994; FISCHER and KLOTZ 1999) were estab-
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lished along the altitudinal gradient of the study area to allow a long-term monitoring of veg-
etation dynamics (Fig. 1). Here, special focus was given to the two ecotones between the sub-
alpine and the alpine as well as the alpine and subnival vegetation belt. GPS-data of all plots 
were recorded and borders were marked with aerosol paint on boulders. All sample plots have 
been recorded at least twice, some seven times between 2010 and 2017. The statistical analyses 
were performed using the proprietary software EXCEL® and the free statistical software PAST 
3.0 (HAMMER et al. 2001; HAMMER 2013).

Soil analyses and mapping based upon 80 soil plots were carried out by GRASHEY-JANSEN et al. 
(2014) and ensure a further understanding of the heterogeneous site conditions and their inter-
actions with the vegetation.

Boundary layer climate data (temperature and relative humidity) were collected on selected 
sites using Onset’s HOBO PRO V2 data loggers and radiation shields. The equipment was placed 
directly on the ground in order to obtain realistic values for the dominating herbal layer.

9.3 Study area

Being a part of the Wetterstein Mountains in southern Bavaria the study area covers almost the 
entire Zugspitzplatt between 2000 m a.s.l. and 2700 m a.s.l. excluding only the steep faces of 
the so called Plattumrahmung (Fig. 1) which culminates in peaks like the inner Höllentalspitze 
(2741 m a.s.l.), the Zugspitze (2962 m a.s.l.), the Zugspitzeck (2818 m a.s.l.), the Schneeferner kopf 
(2875 m a.s.l.), the Wetterspitzen (2746 m a.s.l), the Wetterwandeck (2698 m a.s.l.), the Plattspitzen 
(2680 m a.s.l.) and the Gatterlköpfe (2474 m a.s.l.). The whole area consists of the ladinian Wet-
tersteinkalk, a Triassic limestone containing an average of 95,6 % CaCO3 and 2,4 % MgCO3  (HÜTTL 
1999) and being about 800 m thick (MILLER, 1962, KÖRNER and ULRICH 1965). As a consequence 
many karst features can be found within the area and the nearly complete absence of surface 
runoff can even lead to edaphic aridity. Mainly on the foot of the Plattumrahmung there are vast 
areas covered with debris. On the upper part of the Zugspitzplatt there are two small retreating 
glaciers, the Nördlicher Schneeferner with 27.8 ha and the Südlicher Schnee ferner with 4.8 ha 
(HAGG et al. 2012). Based upon data (1983–2012) from the DEUTSCHER WETTERDIENST (2013) for the 
nearby stations Zugspitze (2964 m a.s.l.) and Garmisch-Partenkirchen (719 m a.s.l.) the annual 

Fig. 1: Principal vegetation zones of the Zugspitzplatt, vegetation monitoring sites and transects shown in 
Fig. 8: a-b.
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mean temperature ranges from 0,72 °C (2000 m a.s.l.) to –2.84 °C (2700 m a.s.l). For the same 
period the mean rainfall recorded at the Zugspitze was 2057 mm. Due to the great heterogene-
ity of mountain areas it is difficult to calculate the exact annual rainfall for the different parts of 
the Zugspitzplatt (WETZEL 2004). Due to dominating limestone, intensive physical weathering 
and the harsh climate eutric Leptosols and eutric Regosols as well as folic Histosols are the most 
widely spread soil types (GRASHEY-JANSEN et al. 2014). Aeolian deposition of mica from the Cen-
tral Alps results in the occurrence of Cambisols within the alpine and subalpine part (KÜFMANN 
2003; 2006; 2008). With a total surface of approximately 8,25 km2 it includes parts of the upper 
subalpine vegetation belt, the alpine vegetation belt and a vast area of scree, rock and snowbed 
communities, mainly located in the subnival vegetation belt (Fig. 1).

9.4 Results

9.4.1  Current vegetation pattern of the subalpine belt 
and lower alpine belt

Being the smallest of the vegetation belts on the Zugspitzplatt, the subalpine belt is restricted 
to the lowest parts of the investigation site in the SE and reaching an altitude of hardly 2100 m 
a.s.l. (Fig. 1). Within this zone, a patchy vegetation of Pinus mugo-krummholz, grassland com-
munities as well dwarf-shrub heath is typical. The latter two formations can also be found on 
the adjacent lower alpine zone what underlines the ecotone character of this area (FRIEDMANN & 
KORCH 2010; KORCH 2014).

The Pinus mugo-krummholz is represented by two communities: the basophilic Rhododendro 
hirsuti-Pinetum mugo (Br.-Bl. et al. 1939 nom. inv. prop.) and the acidophilic Rhododendretum 

Fig.. 2: Vegetation map of the Zugspitzplatt 1:50.000 (slightly modified after KORCH 2014 and KORCH & FRIEDMANN 2016).
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ferruginei (Rübel 1911). The latter one can be found on sites where the accumulation of folic 
Histosols has advanced to a point, where the roots of the plants have lost contact to the car-
bonate bedrock (SEIBERT 1992) and Rhododendron hirsutum is replaced by Rhododendron fer-

rugineum.

Most of the krummholz forms isolated patches and is often surrounded by larger areas of dwarf-
shrub heath. Within these, acidophilic species like Rhododendron hirsutum, Dryas octopetala 

and Carex sempervirens dominate. The absence of species indicating acidity differ them from 
similar formations in the neighboring regions of the Ammergauer Alps and the Karwendel Alps 
(EGGENSBERGER 1993; DÜRING and WIERER 1995).

Species-rich grasslands mark the ecotone between the subalpine and the alpine belt (Fig. 2). 
These areas share many elements with the Seslerio-Caricetum sempervirentis (Br.-Bl. in Br.-Bl. 
et Jenny 1926), a community that has been well described for the neighboring regions of the 
Karwendel- and the Ammergauer Alps (Saitner and Pfadenhauer 1992; Eggensberger 1993). 
Growing on slopes with E to S exposition these communities are a slightly more imposing 
appearance than the dominating Caricetum firmae (Rübel 1911) of the alpine zone. Neverthe-
less, the presence of only one of the character species (Nigritella nigra) and just some differen-
tial species (Dryas octopetala, Daphne striata, Erica carnea, Polygala chamaebuxus) according 
to OBERDORFER (1974/1976), EGGENSBERGER (1993) and GRABHERR and MUCINA (1993) make it obvi-
ous, that these grasslands cannot be regarded as a fully developed Seslerio-Caricetum sem-
pervirentis. Highly frequent species like Androsace chamaejasme and the name giving Carex 

firma in the relevées may support the characterization as a species-rich variation of the Carice-
tum firmae.

9.4.2 Alpine belt
As reported, the Caricetum firmae represents the most common grassland-community within 
the investigation area. It is the typical association of the alpine belt reaching an altitude of 
> 2500 m a.s.l. on climatically favored slopes on the southwestern Zugspitzplatt. It prevails also 
on consolidated scree as on karst-bedrock. Overall species-richness decreases with increasing 
altitude if you consider the 67 relevées in Fig. 3. The slightly higher number of species among 
relevées > 2400 m a.s.l. can be explained with locally favorable site conditions as well as a 
rising number of taxa originating from subnival scree or snowbed communities (ecotonal char-
acter).

Fig. 3. Altitude and species-richness of recorded Caricetum firmae sites.
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Four types of the Caricetum firmae were identified on the Zugspitzplatt: the largest group (41 
relevées) with a total ≥ 10 species and implying two or more differential species according to 
GRABHERR and MUCINA (1993) can be regarded as the characteristic representative. The second 
group (13 relevées) is closely related but shows no or only one differential species with low 
cover-abundance. The third group (8 relevées) shares in addition a low number of species (≤ 10) 
and the absence of all class/order character species. The last group (5 relevées) shows a tran-
sitional character towards subnival communities of the Thlaspietea rotundifolii with several 
character- and differential species originating from these.

While the Caricetum firmae must be considered as a mostly stable community in the upper part 
of the alpine belt, further development leading to more complex associations like the Ses lerio-
Caricetum sempervirentis is possible in the lower parts.

Directly linked to acidified slopes, either by advancing pedogenetic development or on former 
krummholz sites, the Geo montani-Nardetum strictae (LÜDI 1928 nom. mutat. propos.) is the 
first of two plant communities within the investigation area of anthropogenic-zoogenic origin 
(KORCH 2014; KORCH and FRIEDMANN 2012, 2016). Promoted by grazing sheep Nardus stricta in-
vades other communities with suitable conditions gaining more and more dominance as the 
animals avoid feeding on this species which in addition shows big tolerance to trampling 
(AICHINGER 1933; ELLENBERG and LEUSCHNER 2010). The community is restricted to Cambisols and 
former Pinus mugo-krummholz on the lower part of the Zugspitzplatt.

Likewise of anthropogenic-zoogenic origin is the Alchemillo-Poetum supinae (AICHINGER 1933) 
with a spotty distribution all over the alpine belt. It is the typical community found on places 
where grazing livestock stays over longer periods. Of low diversity and dominated by grami-
noids and other species with a high nutrient requirement (e. g. Taraxacum alpinum, Urtica 

 dioica), it is adapted to herbivory and trampling.

9.4.3 Scree, rock and snowbed communities
Above the 2400 m contour line the general vegetation cover rapidly diminishes giving way to 
associations adapted to the harsh climatic conditions as well as to scree slopes, unprotected 
bedrock and snowbeds.

Among these the Salicetum retuso-reticulatae (Br.-Bl. in Br.-Bl. et Jenny 1926) takes an interim 
position between alpine meadows and scree communities (ZÖTTL 1950). On the Zugspitzplatt it 
has only a small distribution and is dominated by the dwarf willows Salix retusa and Salix 

serpillifolia whereas the name giving Salix reticulata is hardly found within the area.

The typical association of the study sites’ snowbeds is the Arabidetum caeruleae (Br.-Bl. 1918). 
It shows not only an adaptation to a long snow cower (on the Zugspitzplatt > 10 months were 
observed during our investigations) but also to an excess supply of melting water during the 
short vegetation period (ENGLISCH et al. 1993). Soil profiles influenced by redox processes found 
at different locations on the Zugspitzplatt prove this. This is remarkable considering the gener-
al edaphic aridity of the area.

Beyond the snowbeds the Arabidetum caeruleae is widely found on the ski slopes of the upper 
Zugspitzplatt. Due to slope preparation it comes to an artificial accumulation and compacting 
of snow so these sites become snow-free significantly later than the surrounding environment. 
Although species of the Thlaspietum rotundifolii and the Leontodontetum montani also occur 
there, a classification as Arabidetum caeruleae can be justified due to the characteristic of Ara-

bis caerulea as a very strong character species (ENGLISCH et. al. 1993; OBERDORFER 1973).

9.5 Long-term monitoring

The data visualized in the figures 5 a–h show the development of recorded species on 8 per-
manent sample plots within the alpine and subnival belts during the period 2010 to 2016. The 
sample plots 1–2 can be assigned to the Caricetum firmae, the sample plots 3–6 to the Arabi-
detum caeruleae and the sample plots 7–8 to the Thlaspietum rotundifolii. The figures 4 a and 
b show a summarized biennial change of species richness and species magnitude of all 8 
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sample plots. In contrast the figures 5 a–h show the difference of species magnitude for each 
recorded species on each sample plot in 2010 and 2016 organizing them into herbaceous, dwarf 
shrub and graminoid taxa.

Fig. 4a: Species frequency for 8 sample plots over the period 
2010–2016.

Fig. 4b: Species magnitude for 8 sample plots over the period 
2010–2016.

Fig. 5a: Sample Plot 1 (Caricetum firmae). Fig. 5b: Sample Plot 2 (Caricetum firmae).
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Regarding the comprehensive development on the sample plots, a positive development can 
be concluded for species richness as well as species magnitude for the sample plots 1–4 and 6 
in 2016. On sample plot 6 species richness increased as well while species magnitude slightly 
decreased. This development was preceded by inconsistent development of both parameters 
in 2012 and 2014. By contrast the sample plots 7 and 8 show no or little negative development 
in 2016 and apparently also inconsistent development regarding the previous periods.

Analyzing the development of species magnitude of each species on each sample plot record-
ed in 2010 and in 2016 the development is apparently not very homogenous too. “Winners” 
and “losers” can be found within all three plant groups.

This inhomogeneity of the presented long-term monitoring provisional results shows the dif-
ficulty in obtaining significant unambiguous results within a short period of time. The recorded 
and described developments on the sample plots may be either the result of area-wide altera-
tions of growing factors such as climate or changing grazing patterns. Analogue developments 
on a larger group of sample plots as the overall increase of species richness and species mag-
nitude in 2016 may support this. The opposite development on the other plots together with a 
widely inconsistent development in all plots during the other years renders this result ambig-
uous.

In order to verify the provisional results and to finally eliminate the effect of the short monitor-
ing time, single events and obtain reliable trends of future vegetation developments on the 
Zugspitzplatt, it is essential to continue with the monitoring program into the future.

Fig. 5d: Sample Plot 4 (Arabidetum caeruleae).Fig. 5c: Sample Plot 3 (Arabidetum caeruleae).
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9.6 Vegetation Dynamics

The current spatial vegetation patterns reflect the sum of all dynamic factors influencing flora 
and vegetation on the Zugspitzplatt. Therefore the ratio in which these factors influence every 
point of the investigation site is always different.

Firstly a location is influenced by geomorphologic processes such as rock fall or avalanches. 
These processes also influence the soil dynamics. The autochthonous Wetterstein-limestone 
strongly influences soil developing processes leading to carbonatic soil types. On the eastern 
Part of the Zugspitzplatt some sites show signs of soil acidification due to late glacial and ac-
tual aeolian deposition of mica from the Central Alps (KÜFMANN 2003, GRASHEY-JANSEN et al. 
2014). Azonal acidophilic plant communities as the Geo-montani Nardetum strictae on cambi-
sols are directly linked to this phenomenon.

Fig. 5e: Sample Plot 5 (Arabidetum caeruleae).

Fig. 5f: Sample Plot 6 (Arabidetum caeruleae).

Fig. 5h: Sample Plot 8 (Thlaspietum rotundifolii).Fig. 5 g: Sample Plot 7 (Thlaspietum rotundifolii).

9
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In addition to geomorphological processes and soil conditions the vegetation dynamics of the 
Zugspitzplatt are mainly influenced by the local microclimate. Different solar exposition and 
dominating wind directions as well as the differing periods of annual snow cover directly influ-
ence the occurrence of plant communities. Boundary layer climate investigations on the Zug-
spitzplatt have shown that neighbouring sites often strongly differ in their site climate leading 
to completely altered vegetation. For example the Arabidetum caeruleae, which is linked to 
snowbeds with an annual snow cover up to ten months, can be found immediately next to 
Caricetum firmae-meadows indicating stronger insolation and thus a shorter snow cover 
(Fig. 6).

Although meteorological records show increasing temperatures and precipitation for the whole 
Zugspitzplatt, long-term changes of vegetation patterns such as an upward shifting of vegeta-
tion belts will not be possible to confirm until longer monitoring results are available.

Anthropogenic and anthropo-zoogenic alterations occurs by trampling mainly along the hiking 
trails and area-wide by the grazing sheep. Dating back to at least the 16th century within the 
alpine belt, the latter has without doubt the biggest impact on the natural vegetation leading 
to a partly of fully altered vegetation such as the acidified Geo montani-Nardetum strictae or 
the eutrophicated pastures of the Alchemillo-Poetum supinae (Fig. 7) Without grazing and eu-
trophication it is likely, that instead of the anthropogenic and zoogenic communities the zonal 
Caricetum firmae would prevail on more basophilic sites of the alpine belt. The occurrence of 
many species of the Caricetum firmae within the zoogenic communities (e. g. Carex firma, 
Festuca quadriflora and Euphrasia salisburgensis) evidences this. On the sites with more acid-
ified soil conditions it is probable that with the absence of grazing the Seslerio-Caricetum 
sempervirentis or even krummholz communities would prevail on the sites actually occupied 
by the Geo montani-Nardetum strictae.

Finally, the previously mentioned factors and processes happen at different time scales, so time 
must be considered as a superordinate factor linking them. In the course of time, different 
connections, intensifications and interactions between the site conditions, site climate, grazing 
and anthropogenic disturbance can be observed and assumed.

To conclude, the described heterogeneous vegetation dynamics within the investigation area 
lead to the patchy mosaic of different plant communities found today (Figs. 2 and 7).

Fig. 6: Recorded temperature on two neighbouring sites (~ 2400 m a.s.l.) over the period 10.08.2016–
09.08.2017. The Caricetum firmae on the hilltop-site shows a much shorter period of snow cover and thus 
harsher winter temperatures. At the same time, it benefits from an extended growing season compared 
to the Arabidetum caeruleae growing in the nearby depression.
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9.7  Current vegetation patterns on the Zugspitzplatt 
as a result of heterogeneous site conditions and 
anthropo-zoogenic influences

Transect A-A’ (Figs. 1, 8a) stretches from the UFS Schneefernerhaus (approx. 2700 m) in SSW-di-
rection to the lower beginning of the Brunntal (approx. 2000 m). Above the 2500 m contour line 
the terrain is dominated by scree slopes. Together with the severe climatic conditions dominat-
ing these heights their vegetation is mainly limited to hardy Thlaspietum rotundifolii commu-
nities. Below 2500 m scree dynamics become less intense allowing other subnival communities 
to establish on favored sites between the still dominating Thlaspietum rotundifolii. Gentler 
climatic conditions below 2400 m allow the development of alpine meadows linked to the 
Caricetum firmae. Further downhill this typical plant community of the alpine zone within the 
northern Calcareous Alps becomes more and more dominant and well developed. Grazing 
sheep in the alpine zone prefer the numerous roches moutonnées for resting and ruminating. 
This leads to local eutrophication and the development of the Alchemillo-Poetum supinae on 
these hilltops. Further climatic improvement along with better conditions for soil development 
below 2200 m mark the beginning of the species rich Seslerio-Caricetum sempervirentis sites 
on the lower Zugspitzplatt. Where these communities grow on acidified Cambisols and espe-
cially where they are additionally influenced by crazing, the Seslerio-Carticetum sempervirent-
is is replaced by the anthropo-zoogenic Geo montani-Nardetum strictae. Eventually these 
meadows are more and more replaced by the krummholz of the Rhododendro hirsuti-Pinetum 
mugo marking the lowest point of the research area.

Transect B-B’ (Figs. 1, 8b) crosses the Zugspitzplatt in transverse direction. Starting and ending 
in approx. 2400 m and with its lowest point just below 2200 m it is largely within the alpine 
vegetation belt. Nevertheless, scree, frost weathering along with cold site climate at the foot of 
the walls of the Plattumrahmung suppress alpine communities and give way to the subnival 
Thlaspietum rotundifolii. In depressions with an extremely long annual period of snow cover 

Fig. 7. Alteration of the vegetation due to anthropo-zoogenic nitrification and acidification. (A) Grazing 
sheep on the Zugspitzplatt (B) Nitrophilic Urtica dioica. (C) Nitrophilic Taraxacum alpinum. (D) Acido-
philic and zoogenic Nardus stricta. (E) Acidophilic Potentilla aurea. All fotos: Oliver Korch.
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especially adapted snowbed communities of the Arabidetum caeruleae are common. The relat-
ed Salicetum retuso-reticulatae, a community dominated by dwarf willows can be found on 
snowbeds with more favourable climatic conditions and linking them to initial forms of the 
Caricetum firmae. In analogy to transect A-A’ the latter community dominates vast parts of the 
lower parts of the transect, growing on consolidated scree as well as directly on bedrock. On 
roches moutonnées frequently visited by grazing sheep it is replaced by the Alchemillo-Poetum 
supinae.

9.8 Outlook

The reported research work has shown that the flora and vegetation dynamics on the Zug-
spitzplatt are the result of the interaction of several parameters. The vast impact of anthropo-
genic and zoogenic disturbance turns the study site largely into a cultural landscape with na-
tural vegetation reduced only to the most remote and inaccessible sites.

Future research must focus on collecting further data from the long-term vegetation monitoring 
in order to better understand the involved factors and processes and their interactions. Addi-
tional data especially from site climate, grazing and anthropogenic impact would further im-
prove the accuracy of predicting future changes of the flora and vegetation on Germany’s 
highest research site.

Fig. 8a and 8b: Transects A-A’ and B-B’ showing the heterogeneity of plant communities on the Zugspitzplatt.
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10  Large scale dynamics of the atmosphere: 

Planetary waves

Theoretical overview, climate change, trends and variability
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Abstract

Planetary waves (PW) are global scale waves in the atmosphere, which are known to consider-
ably impact weather patterns in the mid-latitudes in the troposphere and the ozone distribution 
in the stratosphere. PW play an important role in coupling middle atmosphere dynamics. Due 
to the fact that climate change causes a decrease of the meridional temperature gradient, the 
strength of the zonal wind might decrease. This should, in turn, change the planetary wave 
activity (PWA). This chapter is based on Küchelbacher (2021, 2016) and references therein.

In order to quantify possible changes of the PWA we analyze ERA–Interim temperature data (10 m 
to approx. 65 km height) on the Northern Hemisphere and calculate the so-called dynamical ac-
tivity index (DAI) as measure for the PWA. We analyze the PWA to find indications for PWA 
changes and variability. We also use rotational temperature data from hydroxyl airglow measure-
ments at UFS Schneefernerhaus (Germany) embedded in the international Network for the De-
tection of Mesospheric Change (NDMC) in the upper mesosphere/lower thermosphere (UMLT).

We find an indication for a significant increase of the PWA in the stratosphere. The change of 
the PWA with higher zonal wavenumbers turns out to be strongest. This finding is in agreement 
with the expectation that a weakening of the meridional temperature gradient leads to im-
proved vertical propagation conditions for planetary waves. With the empirical mode decom-
position (EMD) we are able to extract non-stationary signals of the PWA time series. We further 
find that longer-term oscillations (QBO, ENSO and solar cycles) have a noticeable impact on 
the PW variability in all considered heights. Next to the 11-year cycle that is related to the sun-
spot-cycle in many studies, we also find a pronounced quasi-22-year signal. We tentatively 
interpret this signal as being due to the solar-magnetic-field (“Hale-cycle”).

10.1 Fundamentals of PW

PW can be described as a periodic deviation from the mean state of a meteorological parame-
ter, such as temperature or pressure, along one circle of latitude (Schöberl & Geller 1976). They 
arise from conservation of potential vorticity on the sphere and are therefore a direct conse-
quence of the Earth’s rotation. Compared to other atmospheric waves, like infrasound or grav-
ity waves, the spatial- and temporal scale of PW is large. Their zonal wavelength is in the order 
of the Earth’s radius and the period of traveling PW varies between several days up to one 
month. Due to their spatio-temporal size, they transport comparatively large amounts of ener-
gy. Thus, they significantly impact atmospheric circulation. Detailed descriptions of the theory 
of PW can be found for example in the text books written by Holton (1979), Andrews (2010), 
Pichler (1997) and Brasseur & Solomon (2005).

The troposphere is characterized by a pronounced pressure gradient between the polar regions 
and the equator: as the Earth is a sphere the incoming solar radiation intensity on the surface 
decreases towards the poles according to the cosine of latitude. This leads to a meridional 
pressure force gradient. Therefore, air parcels flow meridional towards higher latitudes to com-
pensate this pressure gradient. Due to the rotation of the Earth the air parcels are deflected to 
the east on both Hemispheres until an equilibrium state between pressure and Coriolis force 
is achieved. A circumpolar westerly wind flow establishes at the mid-latitudes, known as the 
geostrophic wind. The geostrophic wind inhibits the exchange of air masses between lower and 
higher latitudes.
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In reality such an ideal zonal circumpolar current does not exist. It is disturbed by planetary 
scale wave motions causing pronounced meridional deviations. Rossby et al. (1939) described 
these waves using the principle of conservation of absolute vorticity for a barotropic, non-di-
vergent atmosphere. Although Rossby (1939) made some significant simplifications in describ-
ing PW he was already able to explain many fundamental properties of the structure of PW.

Land-see transitions or mountain ridges induce large scale vertical movements of air parcels 
in the atmosphere. The vertical displacement of the current causes a change in the air parcels 
angular momentum. This becomes clear when assuming that the isentropes are parallel to the 
ground. As an air parcel flows to towards a mountain ridge, the distance between the isentropes 
narrows. This leads to a compression of the air parcel that flows over a mountain ridge and 
slows down the local angular momentum of the air parcel. Of distinct interest is the vertical 
component of the rotational vector of velocity     

__
 › u    = (u, v, w), known as relative vorticity ζ:

ζ =    ∂v __ 
∂x

    −    ∂u __ 
∂y

    (1)

With u and v giving the zonal and meridional wind component. The meridional and vertical 
component of the rotation (  

 
 
__

 
›
 ∇    ×     

__
 › u   ) can be neglected as long as only horizontal motions are 

considered. This assumption is well valid especially for the stratosphere, where static stability 
of the atmosphere is usually well established due to the temperature increase with height.

The so-called Ertel potential vorticity   Z  E  

  Z  E   = −η ·    dθ ___ 
dp

    = const. (2)

with the absolute vorticity η

η = ζ + f = const. (3)

is given by the sum of the relative vorticity and the planetary vorticity, which is represented by 
the Coriolis parameter. The Ertel potential vorticity says that the change of the relative vorticity 
must be balanced. Within the Ertel potential vorticity the potential temperature θ describes the 
temperature an air parcel would take if it is adiabatically brought to 1013 hPa pressure level. p 

represents the pressure. If an air parcel moves upward,    dθ ___ 
dp

    will increase.

Fig. 1: Deviation of an air parcel while flowing over a mountain ridge. The upper image illustrates the 
 vertical, the bottom image the horizontal view. As it is shifted vertically, it reduces its local angular mo-
mentum. As a result, it rotates anticyclonic and therefore flows southward. At a certain horizontal scale 
the increasing Coriolis force has to be considered. As the sum of local and global angular momentum is 
conservative, the local angular momentum must decrease. The air parcel rotates cyclonic and flows 
northward again. Due to the inertia of mass it overpasses its initial state. As the Coriolis force  decreases, 
it leads again to an anticyclonic rotation. A PW is described.
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As the air parcel flows parallel to a certain latitude the absolute vorticity simplifies to ζ. As   Z  E   
is conserved, the local rotation of the air parcel ζ must decrease. The air parcel then turns to-
wards the equator. On the Northern Hemisphere, as an example, the Rocky Mountains represent 
a meridional mountain ridge that is large enough (Godske et al. 1957) to generate a southward 
oriented air flow in the lee.

When the air parcel flows over a larger distance towards the south, the global angular momen-
tum due to Earth’s rotation, the Coriolis parameter f, has to be taken into account. As the air 
parcel moves towards lower latitudes the Coriolis parameter f decreases. This means that the 
local rotation of the air parcel ζ must increase, forcing the air parcel to rotate cyclonic. The air 
parcel then flows towards higher latitudes. Due to the inertia of mass the air parcel overflows 
its initial latitudinal position. The Coriolis parameter f then increases, the air parcel gets an 
anticyclonic rotation and is deviated southward again. The result is a sinusoidal oscillation of 
the air parcel around a certain center latitude while travelling zonally. This sequence describes 
an oscillation in space and time: a planetary wave (PW).

When regarding the distribution of land and sea masses in the Northern Hemisphere from Fig. 
2 it becomes clear that especially Eurasia induces a PW with zonal wavenumber one (PW1) on 
the atmospheric circulation. Taking Northern America into account, a wave with zonal wave 
number (PW2) two is expected. These orographic induced PW1 and PW2 are indeed observed 
and represent the most dominant PW structures within the atmosphere. Besides these two 
wave components, a whole spectrum of PW is usually generated in the atmosphere. The PW 
described so far are obviously linked to topography. Consequently, these PW do not signifi-
cantly change their phase in relation to the Earth’s surface. Therefore, they are often called 
quasi-stationary waves.

In contrast to the Northern Hemisphere, land-see-transitions on the Southern Hemisphere are 
much less pronounced. The shape of continent Antarctica is almost circumpolar and it is com-
pletely surrounded by oceans, as can be seen also from Fig. 2 right. It therefore becomes clear, 
why the geostrophic wind on the Southern Hemisphere is less disturbed. This difference in the 
PWA of the two hemispheres explains the finding that the ozone hole in the Southern Hemi-
sphere can develop so strongly compared to the Northern Hemisphere. Stationary PW are 
frequently observed to interact and superimpose with each other and with travelling PW lead-
ing to strong increases of their amplitudes. When the amplitude of PW reaches a critical level 
they break and deposit their energy and momentum irreversibly into the surrounding atmos-
phere. This happens mostly in the stratosphere, as their amplitude is largest there. As a conse-
quence the polar vortex weakens or even breaks down and comparatively warm temperatures 
are observed over the polar region. Such warmings effectively impede the development of an 
ozone hole in the Antarctic region where the polar vortex traps ozone-poor air masses. As 

Fig. 2: Differences in distribution of land masses on northern (left) and southern hemisphere (right) lead 
to systematic differences in the excitation of PW. Map created with panoply by NASA https://www.giss.
nasa.gov/ tools/panoply/credits.html.
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Scherhag (1958) discovered this phenomenon in 1952 above Berlin, it first was called “Berliner 
Phänomen”. Later, as it became clear, that the whole northern high latitudes are impacted, it 
was called “sudden stratospheric warming events” (SSW).

The basic concepts of PW can already be introduced by using strongly simplifying concepts 
such as considering an incompressible atmosphere, neglecting divergence and non-linear pro-
cesses. PW can be described more realistic when the atmosphere is allowed to be baroclinic. 
In this case, isobars and isotherms are no longer parallel and the atmosphere is not free of 
divergence anymore. If the isobars are narrowing (widening), the flow must then accelerate 
(decelerate). Otherwise convergence (divergence) is observed.

In the mid-latitudes the meridional gradient of temperature is steepest. As a rule of thumb the 
atmosphere becomes baroclinic at a critical level of about 6 K per 1000 km, under dry adiabatic 
conditions (3.5 K per 1000 km humid adiabatic conditions) (Fortrak 1971). As already mentioned, 
the area of the isobars intersects the area of the isothermals. At the intersection, where pressure 
equals density, a rotating compensation current establishes. Due to these large-scale rotating 
currents so-called baroclinic PW can be generated. The disturbance originates spontaneously 
and does not require a vertical movement as described by barotropic waves. The description of 
PW within a baroclinic atmosphere considers also waves that are likely to travel along the circles 
of latitude. That means they change their phase in relation to the surface. Their amplitudes are 
generally smaller compared to the stationary waves and they usually have higher wavenumbers.

As mentioned above the mean flow is usually disturbed by a whole spectrum of PW. However, 
all waves superimpose and interact. The sum of all these PW describes the state of the atmos-
phere at mid-latitudes very well.

Atmospheric dynamics can be described by the fundamental equations of fluid-dynamics. The 
so-called “primitive equations” describe the complex motions in the atmosphere over a large 
spatio-temporal range of scales and include PW. The solution of the equations of motions leads 
to the dispersion relation which allows insight into the characteristic features of PW.

In the following PW are described in a barotropic, divergence-free atmosphere. Despite these 
restrictive assumptions many basic features of PW can be described quite well.

Newton’s second law, applied to a continuous fluid, results in the Navier-Stokes-Equation (An-
drews 2010). This equation describes the conservation of momentum. The Navier-Stokes-Equa-
tion in its simplest form is described in the intertial frame of reference. This is a coordinate 
system at rest. Here, Newton’s law of intertia, F = m · a holds, giving:
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Whereas     
__

 › u    describes the wind velocity, p the pressure, ρ the density, η the viscosity, g the ac-
celeration of gravity and t the time. External forcings on the fluid, such as the pressure gradient 
force (1), the frictional force (2) and the gravitational acceleration (3) are considered therein 
over time.

For convenience, the equations are usually adapted to a reference system fixed to the rotating 
Earth. Frictional forcings are neglected in the following as large-scale motions are considered.
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Due to the rotation of the reference system pseudo forces such as the centrifugal force (4) and 
the Coriolis force (5) do now appear.   

 
 
__

 
›
 Ω    represents the Earth’s angular velocity.

The Navier-Stokes-Equation in three dimensions contains five unknown quantities (zonal, me-
ridional and vertical wind component, pressure and density). The system of equations is un-
der-determined. Therefore, mass and energy conservation are taken into account.

As we assume the atmosphere being non-divergent the inflow must equal the outflow. The 
mass balance of inflow and outflow can be described by the continuity equation:
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The first law of thermodynamics is an alternative formulation of the conservation of energy.
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R describes the universal gas constant, T temperature and   c  v   (  c  p  ) the specific heat capacity at 
constant volume (pressure).

The abovementioned system of differential equations (5–7) is non-linear. No analytical solution 
can be given. Following Laplace, the system of differential equations can be linearized with the 
perturbation theorem after Laplace assuming that a slowly varying background is superim-
posed by comparatively small perturbations.

    
__

 › u    =      
__

 › u    0   +     
__

 › u  ’ ; p =   p  0   + p’; ρ =   ρ  0   + ρ’ (8)

The variables indicated with the index zero describe the background state, and those with the 
apostrophe describe the perturbation. As the perturbation is assumed to be very small in rela-
tion to the ground state the products of the non-linear perturbations become negligible. As a 
result the following linear differential system of equations is achieved:
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These equations form the basis of atmospheric circulation motions. After introducing some 
further assumptions, as for example an isothermal atmosphere, it can be shown that the equa-
tion system then can be solved for the variables Φ with the approach of a plane wave

Φ =   Φ  0    e  i  (  μ  1 x +  μ  2 y +  μ  3 z − ωt)    (12)

Introducing this solution into the equation system yields a rater complex “dispersion relation”. 
Neglecting smaller scale dynamics such as atmospheric sound waves or gravity waves finally 
leads to the dispersion relation of PW (see Andrews 2010 for a more detailed description):

   σ ___  μ  1 
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 ___________________  

 μ  1  
2
  +  μ  2  
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  +    f  0  
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  ( μ  3  
2
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    (13)

It is: β =    ∂f __ 
∂y

    the rate at which the Coriolis parameter f increases northward with f =   f  0   + β y (“Beta- 

plane-approximation”)

σ is the “intrinsic frequency”: The frequency σ = ω −   u  0     μ  1   (14). Therein, σ is thus the frequency 
observed when moving with the zonal mean flow. It is called “intrinsic frequency”. If the zonal 
mean flow   u  0   vanishes, σ equals ω.

  μ  i   is the wavenumber in zonal (i = 1), meridional (i = 2) and vertical (i = 3) direction

N means the “Brunt-Väisälä frequency”:
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E represents the Eckard coefficient which is E =    
g
 ___ 

 c  S 2
    +    1 __ 

2
       1 __  ρ  0 

       
∂ ρ  0  ___ 
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    with   c  S  , the speed of sound.

Equation (13) already describes fundamental characteristics of large-scale PW in the atmos-
phere as it combines their temporal and spatial dimensions.

The zonal phase velocity is given by

c =    ω __  μ  1     . (16)

Considering the definition of the intrinsic frequency (14) and considering only two dimension-
al horizontal waves the phase velocity of PW can be approximated from equation (13) by

c =   u  0   −    
β
 ______ 

 μ  1  
2
  +  μ  2  

2
 
    . (17)
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It becomes clear, that the phase velocity of PW is dependent from β. As the Coriolis parameter 
increases with latitude, the phase velocity of PW increases accordingly.

Restricted to one dimension, equation (17) simplifies into

c =   u  0   −    
β
 ___ 

 μ  1  
2
 
    (18)

⇔   u  0   − c > 0
⇔ c <   u  0  

first given by Rossby et al. (1939), clearly revealing some further basic features of PW:

PW obviously propagate westward in relation to the mean flow   u  0   . Assuming a stationary 
planetary wave, c = 0, yields from equation (18):

  u  0   =    
β
 ___ 

 μ  1  
2
 
    =    

β λ  1  
2
 
 ____ 

4  π  2 
    (20)

The wavelength of stationary waves can be written as

  λ  1   = 2 π   √ 
___

   
 u  0  __ 
β
      (21)

If we consider the zonal mean flow being 10    m __ s    , the wavelength of a stationary planetary wave 
at 45 °N (β = 1,6 · 1  0  −11  ) for westward propagating waves must be larger than 4980 km. Waves 
with shorter wavelengths then propagate eastward. In the mid-latitudes the mean phase veloc-
ity of non-stationary, travelling waves varies around six degrees in longitude per day to the 
east. A wave with exactly this wavelength does neither propagate westward nor eastward. This 
wavelength so describes stationary waves at 45°.

If PW propagate vertically, their amplitude will increase exponentially as long as energy is 
conserved. The reason is the exponential decrease of density with height. PW are likely to break 
in the stratosphere due to the strong amplification of the amplitude. As a consequence, energy 
and momentum is dissipated into the surrounding atmosphere. This leads to increasing tem-
peratures, modulation of the mean current and in extreme, a reverse of the circulation (SSW). 
Therefore, PW play the mayor role in the circulation of the stratosphere.

It follows from equation (20) that stationary waves can only propagate vertically under westerly 
wind conditions. These propagation conditions were first described by Charney & Drazin (1961).

0 <   u  0   <   u  crit    within   u  crit   =    
β
 ______ 

 μ  1  
2
  +  μ  2  

2
 
    (21)

In the troposphere westerlies are dominant during the 
whole year. Wave propagation up to the stratosphere 
is dependent from the season. The prevailing easter-
lies in the stratosphere summer inhibit the vertical 
propagation of stationary PW. During winter PW can 
propagate under westerly wind conditions. This annu-
al difference leads to a strong yearly cycle in the wave 
activity. Moreover, the vertical propagation is restrict-
ed dependent from the wavenumbers, if the wind 
reaches the critical wind velocity. Considering hori-
zontal motions under barotopic and divergence free 
conditions (  μ  2  

2
   = 0), the indirect dependence of the 

zonal wavenumber with the critical wind velocity be-
comes clear. The higher the zonal wavenumber, the 
smaller the restricting wind velocity. Considering 
higher altitudes the wind velocity increases steadily 
up to ~15 km in the mid-latitudes. The Jetstream 
 inhibits waves with high wavenumbers from propa-
gating into the stratosphere. Therefore, the wavenum-
bers most dominant in the stratosphere are one, two 
and three (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: The yearly mean PWA (DAI) for PW1 to PW9 from 10 m 
up to 65 km height derived of ERA-Interim temperature from 
1979 until 2018 between 0° and 90°N. For the description of the 
calculation of the DAI see details in text.
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10.2 Long-term changes of PW

10.2.1  Possible impacts of Arctic amplification to 
atmospheric circulation

The temperature at the Arctic increases twice as much as the global mean (Serreze et al. 2009) 
leading to a weakening of the meridional temperature gradient between the equator and the 
North Pole. This phenomenon is known as „Arctic amplification“ and is observed since the 90s 
during all seasons, but strongest in winter (Cohen et al. 2014). Following Cohen et al. (2014) and 
refe rences therein, there are several processes induced by climate change that contribute to 
warming of the Arctic. One major contribution are radiative effects due to greenhouse gas 
forcing. An additional forcing effect is caused by the deposition of black carbon on snow and 
ice surfaces which leads to a reduction of the albedo. This, in turn, changes cryosphere, cloud 
cover, and water vapor. As a result, all such effects, which cause a stronger absorption of radi-
ation induce positive feedbacks, amplifying the Arctic warming.

Arctic amplification is often associated with mid-latitude extreme weather events. The mecha-
nism Francis & Vavrus (2012) propose can briefly be described as follows: The meridional tem-
perature gradient between the North Pole and the equator weakens due to the abovementioned 
processes. Following the thermal wind equation (eq. 22) a change in the meridional temperature 
gradient results in a change of the vertical wind shear:

− f     ∂u __ 
∂z

    = −    
g

 __ 
T

       ∂T __ 
∂y

    (22)

where u is the zonal mean flow, T is temperature and f the Coriolis parameter, g is the gravita-

tional acceleration. In the troposphere where    ∂T __ 
∂y

    < 0, the zonal mean flow, known as geostro-

phic wind, is hence accelerating in general with height. If the meridional temperature gradient 
weakens, the mean wind velocity of the zonal mean flow will be reduced. As a result of equation 
21 the PWA may increase. The slower Jet stream is expected to meander stronger; meridional 
air flow components with cooler temperatures from the north and warmer temperatures from 
the south into the mid-latitudes, should be established more often. However, Barnes & Screen 
(2015) indicate, that the underlying processes are rather complex and not fully understood, yet. 
The question to what extent Arctic warming can impact midlatitude weather patterns is there-
fore subject to current research.

Francis and Vavrus (2012) showed that the zonal mean wind in the troposphere at 500 hPa 
height decelerated for about 4 m/s in winter (December, January, February) in a selected region 
(40°–60° N, 140°–0° W). As the change of the wind velocity of a specific region might be induced 
by a systematic change of pressure cells, the observed change of the wind velocity has to be 
regarded with caution in this context. Up to now, observational data cannot clearly confirm a 
weakening of the zonal component of the Jet in the upper troposphere (Cohen et al 2014). 
Moreover, Allen & Sherwood (2008) showed that the meridional temperature gradient actually 
has strengthened in the upper troposphere / lower stratosphere. In this altitude this would lead 
to an acceleration of the mean current and stands in direct contrast to considerations of the 
lower troposphere. Kozubek et al (2017) analysed zonal wind trends for the winter season (Oc-
tober–March) at 10 hPa from MERRA, ERA-Interim, NCEP/NCAR and JRA-55 reanalyses and 
found that there is no clear systematic trend in northern mid-latitudes. They find that trends can 
be positive or negative, depending on longitude along one latitude circle. They indicate that 
especially the change of ozone also has a clear impact on trends. This is because ozone strong-
ly contributes to atmospheric heating and cooling rates. Overall, it turns out that the effects of 
the Arctic warming on the zonal wind component are still not fully understood and the stra-
tosphere has to be taken into account as well.

As Arctic Amplification is often linked to an increase of extreme weather events, their occur-
rence frequency and / or intensity should have changed. An important point, that makes an 
objective trend analysis of extreme weather difficult is, that there does not exist a general 
definition of extreme weather events. Grotjahn et al. 2016 give an overview of different defini-
tions taking into account aspects like the spatial extend of the region impacted as well as the 
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duration of each event in various ways. Comparisons between single studies of extreme weath-
er events therefore have to be regarded with respect of the underlying definition of extreme 
events. Nevertheless, it is generally conceivable that the probability of extreme weather events 
is enhanced due to Arctic warming, as it is discussed by Screen and Simmonds (2014) or Fran-
cis and Vavrus (2012). As a conceivable mechanism they propose PW as the “missing link” 
between extreme weather events and Arctic amplification. There are numerous articles showing 
that high amplitudes of PW in the troposphere can induce extreme weather events (Mann et 
al. 2017, Kornhuber et al 2017, Kidston et al. 2015, Coumou et al. 2014, Pethoukov et al. 2013). In 
general it is concluded that high amplitudes are the result of resonant amplification. If so, this 
means: if extreme weather events had increased, the mean PWA should then have also in-
creased. Screen & Simmonds (2013), however, stress that the PWA of waves six to eight derived 
by ERA-Interim in 500 hPa does not increase significant within 1979 until 2011. Also Barnes 
(2013) revisits the evidence of linking stronger meanders of the Jet due to enhanced PWA to 
extreme events. She shows that trends cannot properly be discriminated from artifact due to 
the analysis methodology and are therefore regarded to be inconclusive. Obviously, detecting 
trends of PWA in the troposphere seems to be a challenge so far.

In addition to the possible changes in atmospheric dynamics in the troposphere, it is becoming 
increasingly clear that consideration of the processes in the stratosphere is very important. 
Especially during winter, when PW can propagate up to the stratosphere, the stratospheric 
polar night Jet can sustainably be strengthened or weakened due to wave dissipation. Kidston 
et al (2015) introduce a possible mechanism for the downward influence from the stratosphere 
into the troposphere. At least, a strengthening of the Jet stream in the stratosphere leads to a 
poleward shift of the tropospheric Jet and therewith a change of storm tracks. A weakening of 
the stratospheric Jet leads to a higher probability of cold air outbreaks in northern Europe and 
North America, as also observed by Mitchell et al. (2013). Nakamura et al (2016) confirm that 
weak stratospheric vortex events lead to severe winter weather events in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. Weak vortex events are often related to stratospheric warming events (described above). 
There a numerous studies dealing with the relation of stratospheric warming events and relat-
ed changes in tropospheric weather, as for example Runde et al (2016), Mitchell et al (2013), 
Kodera et al. (2011) or Julian & Labitzke (1965).

There is obviously broad agreement, that the Arctic amplification might sustainably change 
atmospheric dynamic of the mid-latitudes. Nevertheless, the question about the details of the 
physical mechanism linking the Arctic amplification, changes of PWA and at least their impact 
on the extent of extreme weather events is yet under debate.

10.2.2 Trends of PW
Although there are various open questions, if and how Arctic amplification induces a change 
in atmospheric dynamics in the mid-latitudes, the question remains the same: has the atmos-
pheric dynamic already changed?

There are various indices representing the PWA. A very common used diagnostic is for exam-
ple the so called “eliassen-palm flux (EP flux)” introduced by Edmon et al (1980). In our work 
we use the so called “Dynamical Activity Index” (DAI) first introduced by Bittner et al. (1997) as 
a rather simple proxy for PWA. The data we used is based on temperatures from ERA-Interim 
Reanalysis and hydroxyl (OH) rotational temperatures derived from atmospheric airglow emis-
sions originated at about 87 km height. The airglow measurements are described in detail by 
Schmidt et al. 2013 and Schmidt et al (Chapter 14).

ERA-Interim is a global database of meteorological parameters (see chapter 12) provided by 
the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The temperature dataset 
is equidistantly gridded with 0.75° spatial resolution. Four time steps (0, 6, 12, 18 UTC) are 
available for one day. Detailed information about ERA-Interim is given by Dee et al. (2011). The 
dataset covers the period from 1st January 1979 onwards. In this work we consider the time 
period from 1st January 1979 until 31st December 2018. The DAI is derived for 22 height levels 
of the ERA–Interim data set, which are separated from one another by about 3 km intervals. The 
DAI thus covers an altitude range between ground level and about 65 km height. 
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Rotational temperatures of upper mesosphere OH*(3,1) Meinel-band-emissions are near to the 
kinetic temperature of the atmosphere and are used in this study to cover higher altitudes in 
the atmosphere. The measurements by GRIPS represent the height regime at about 85–87 km 
with a full width at half maximum of ca. 6–9 km (e. g., Wüst et al. 2017). They are conducted by 
means of ground-based observations as they are part of the Network for the Detection of Mes-
ospheric Change (NDMC). Nocturnal mean temperatures obtained above Wuppertal (51.52°N, 
7.51°E), Oberpfaffenhofen (48.09°N, 11.28°E) and Schnee fernerhaus (47.42°N, 10.8°E) are used 
from 1987–2018. A detailed description of these measurements is available in this book by 
Schmidt et al. and will therefore not be given here.

The calculation of the DAI is based on a well-etablished least–square approach, called harmon-
ic analysis which is described in detail in Bittner et al. (1994, 2000). In order to estimate PW 
signatures the reanalysis temperature data, the zonally mean temperature at each circle of 
latitude is formed and then subtracted from the temperatures at each longitude. A linear com-
bination of nine sinusoidals is then fitted consecutively to the temperature residuals along each 
circle of latitude Φ separately:

 T ’ (λ  )   |  Φ,t    =    [   ∑  
i = 1

  
n

   A  i  sin (   2 π ___ 
 λ  i 

   λ +  φ  i  )  ]    |  Φ,t 
   (23)

  T ’ (λ  )   |  Φ    is the value of the temperature fluctuation at a specific geographical longitude λ for a 
fixed latitude Φ.   A  i   is the amplitude and   φ  i   is the phase of the   i   th   sinusoidal. In order to fit PW 
with zonal wave numbers 1 to 9 (planetary wave 1 to 9), the sinusoidal of   λ  1   = 360°,   λ  2   = 180°,   
λ  3   = 120°,   λ  4   = 90°,   λ  5   = 72°,   λ  6   = 60°,   λ  7   = 51.5,   λ  8   = 45°,   λ  9   = 40° are consecutively fitted to tem-
perature data.

As the sinusoidals are fitted consecutively to the data series the fit is equal, from a mathemat-
ical point of view, to a consecutive deconvolution of the spectrum. In order to achieve the best 
approximation in a least squares sense, it turned out that the approximation can be improved 
when all fitted sinusoidals are re-adjusted simultaneously in each step to provide the best fit. 
In other words: when the   i    th   sinusoidal is being fitted to the data series the preceding sinusoi-
dals are re-adjusted simultaneously. This procedure is performed for each circle of latitude and 
has proven to perform very good and rather stable.

The amplitudes of the individual sinusoidals   λ  i   are then interpreted as being a good proxy for 
the planetary wave zonal numbers “i”.  The mean amplitude of each zonal wave mode taken for 
all northern hemispheric latitudes serves as a measure for the integrated PWA (DAI). The DAI 
has proven to be useful and was therefore adapted as a key diagnostic in order to compare 
hemispheric ozone variability indices derived from satellite observations to a coupled chemis-
try-climate model (Erbertseder et al., 2006).

The time series of the monthly DAI of the zonal wave number one to nine is calculated for all 
available height levels from ground up to about 65 km for the time period from 1st January 1979 
until 31st December 2018.

Figure 4 shows exemplarily the comparison between the global ERA-Interim temperature in 
45 km height 2nd December 2014 and the reconstruction from nine zonal sinusoidals. Figure 5 
gives the difference between the underlying ERA-Interim temperature field and the reconstruc-
tion, taking into account only zonal wave number one (Fig. 5, top), taking into account zonal 
wavenumbers 1–5 (Fig. 5, middle) or taking into account zonal wavenumbers 1–9 (Fig. 5, bottom). 
As expected, we find the low zonal wavenumbers (typically 1–5) as the dominant disturbances.

The approach described above holds for spatio-temporal data, that is the ERA-Interim data set. 
In order to estimate the PWA from the abovementioned airglow observations, that is data ob-
tained at a single location only, we used another index, calculated following the approach de-
scribed by Höppner & Bittner 2007. We updated the time series given in Höppner & Bittner 
(2007) with measurements at Schneefernerhaus (see Fig. 7, top). It becomes clear, that the PWA 
is modulated on different time scales. The variability of the PWA will be discussed later in 
greater detail.

To analyze changes in the DAI, it is helpful to distinguish between variability and trend. We 
consider variability as being a variation around a certain mean state of the atmosphere. Where-
as a trend is then the long-term change that cannot be explained by a periodic oscillation – at 
least on the regarded temporal time scales. The simplest approach to estimate a trend is to fit 
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a straight line to the time series. The slope m of the linear regression gives the rate of increase 
or decrease of the considered parameter.

The temporal evolution of the PWA can then be split into the following terms:

DAI (t) =   
____

 DAI   + m · t +    ∑  
i = 1

  
n

     A  i   · sin   (   2 π ___  τ  i    · t −  φ  i  )   + ε (t) (24)

  
____

 DAI   represents the mean PWA

  
____

 DAI   =    1 __ 
n

       ∑  
i = 1

  
n

   DA  I  i   (25)

onto which the linear trend, various periodic variabilities and a noise term ε(t), considering for 
example effects due to volcanic eruptions, are added.

Analyzing the yearly mean of the DAI with a linear trend analysis for all available heights indi-
cates significant increases of the PWA in the stratosphere. In contrast to this we do not find any 
significant trends of the DAI at lower altitudes (below about 25 km). The strongest increases are 
found in the upper stratosphere around 45 km. At all heights, PW 1 shows the largest absolute 
increase, PW 9 the smallest.

Fig. 4: The linear combination of the fitted sinusoidals (PW 1 to 9) (top) represent the large-scale temper-
ature pattern (bottom) on 2nd December 2014 in 45 km height quite reasonable.
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Considering the relative trend, the DAI also does not show any changes below about 25 km 
(see Fig. 6). Above 15 km the PWA of PW 1 to 9 strongly increases up to 30 % in 40–50 km. Here, 
PW 9 increases most (30 %), PW 1 and 2 (20 %) least in their activity. The PWA of PW with high-
er wavenumbers obviously changes stronger in the stratosphere than the PWA of PW with 
lower wave numbers. Above ca. 45 km height the increase of PWA slightly weakens for all 
waves.

We estimated the statistical significance by the signal–to–noise ratio (S/N). It gives the devia-
tions of the data to the calculated trend in comparison to the standard deviation of the dataset.

Fig. 5: Difference of ERA-Interim temperature at 45 km height for 2nd December 2014 and the respective 
temperatures derived from the linear combination of the fitted sinusoidals. The figure on top takes into 
account the fit of PW 1 only, the figure in the middle PW 1 to 5, the figure at the bottom PW 1 to 9. At 
most days and heights the superposition of PW 1 to 5 can be regarded as a good proxy for the dynamics 
in the Northern Hemisphere.
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S/N =    
tren d  n  − tren d  1   _________________ 

σ
    (26)

The variable trend represents the fitted regression function of the time series. Here, tren  d  1   is 
the value of the regression for the first data point, tren  d  n   is the value of the regression for the 
last data point. The standard deviation σ is given by:

σ =   √ 

__________________

    
 ∑ 

i = 1  
n

    ( DA I  i  −  
____

 DAI )   2 
  ________________  

n − 1
      (27)

Up to an altitude of about 25 km the PWA does not change significantly with respect to the 
signal-to-noise ratio (see Fig. 7). At a height of about 30 km the change of PW 1 and PW 2 be-
comes significant at a confidence level of 85 %. All waves with higher wavenumber even exceed 
a confidence level of 95 %. Above 40 km the change of PW 4 to 9 becomes very significant 
(> 99 %), whereas the relative change of PW with highest wavenumbers is most significant.

According to these results, we can conclude that the yearly PWA obviously has changed during 
the last 37 years. This is in agreement with what we would expect when the zonal wind chang-
es due to a change of the meridional temperature gradient, as discussed above. If we assume 
that PW are generated in the troposphere, a reduced tropospheric wind velocity shall affect PW 
with high wavenumbers most, because they are already filtered by the wind. If the wind 
 decelerates, the propagation conditions for these waves will improve. Such a change does not 
affect the waves with smaller zonal wavenumbers in the same extent, because they can prop-
agate even if wind velocities are stronger.

Fig. 6: Linear change in the PWA of PW1 to 9 in Kelvin from 10 m to 65 km in the northern hemisphere. 
The absolute change in Kelvin for the entire period 1979–2018 (left), the relative change based on the 
mean of the time series of each wavenumber and height (right). Legend as Fig. 3.

Fig. 7: Signal-to-noise ratio of the linear trend of 
the yearly PWA (PW 1 to 9) based on ERA-Interim 
data DAI for the temporal period from 1st January 
1979 until 31st December 2018. Vertical lines indi-
cate the confidence levels of 85 %, 90 %, 95 % and 
99 % (left to right). The change of the PWA of PW 
with smaller wavenumbers is most significant, 
reaching more than 99 % above about 35 km. The 
change of the PWA 1 and 2 is still significant in 
the upper stratosphere, but at a lower confidence 
level (>80–90 %). Above 50 km significances de-
crease, except for PW 7– 9. Legend as Fig. 3.
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10.2.3 Variability of PW
Following equation (24), the variability of our PWA index is determined by more effects than 
just the linear trend. Particularly oscillations on different temporal scales can also impact the 
trend. Therefore, it is mandatory to extract such periodic oscillations from the time series. 
Spectral analysis in atmospheric sciences is often used to disassemble a time series into dif-
ferent spectral components, which means to quantify the spectrum of frequencies / periods. 
Some fundamental aspects related to the spectral analysis of our time series will be briefly 
outlined below.

Most spectral analysis tools assume statistical stationarity over the whole time series. This 
means that at least the first three statistical momentums mean (eq. 25), variance (eq. 26), skew-
ness are constant over time.

Skew =    1 __ 
n

      ∑  
i = 1

  
n

      [   DA I  i  −  
____

 DAI 
 __________ 

σ
   ]   3   (28)

In the case of our time series of the PWA this would mean, that amplitude   A  i  , phase   φ  i   and 
period   τ  i   of the oscillation in equation 24 must be constant over the time series. In fact, time 
series of atmospheric parameters can hardly be treated as being stationary. For example Holm 
(2014) describes in great detail how delicate it can be to interpret spectral anal ysis results in 
terms of non-stationarity problems. Therefore, some analysis tools, as for example the wavelet 
analysis (Daubechies, 1992, Chui, 1992, Torrence & Compo 1998), were established. They assume 
stationarity only for short parts of the time series. Another method, the so-called empirical 
mode decomposition (EMD) method after Huang et al. (1998), does not assume stationarity at 
all. We made use of both methods and they are therefore briefly outlined below. A good over-
view about handling non-stationary time series is given in Pfaff (2008) and references therein.

To extract periodic oscillations of the DAI-time-series the so called “empirical mode decompo-
sition method” (EMD), first introduced by Huang et al. (1998), is used. It evolves a time series 
into modes that are highly nonlinear and not stationary. That means amplitude and period of 
each mode can vary over time. The modes are called intrinsic mode functions (IMF).

The procedure of extracting an IMF is called “sifting”. In a first step all local maxima are identi-
fied and connected by a cubic spline. The same is done for all minima. The area between the 
two splines covers all data points. The mean values are calculated for both splines for all loca-
tions of the x-axis. These means are subtracted from the original data. In a further step the same 
analysis is done until the mean values approximate zero and no further analysis run improves 
the result. The first IMF is defined. The IMF is then subtracted from the input data. The shifting 
procedure is repeated for the residuals until the next IMF is defined. After subtracting the last 
identified IMF the residuals describe a straight curve with no further fluctuations. This procedure 
implies that the first IMF has always the highest frequency. The modes are not sorted by am-
plitude as it is common with most spectral analysis tools.

Using the abovementioned EMD the time series of the DAI is deconvoluted into three until four 
modes and a residual. To get an idea of the typical periods and the uncertainty interval of each 
single mode, a wavelet analysis is applied. A wavelet analysis is especially useful for transient 
signals. It resolves a time series into the temporal occurrence and intensity of a signal with a 
specific period. The result of the analysis can be shown with a periodogram.

The idea is to slide a distinct function that quickly approximates zero in both directions along 
the time series. Thereby, the function must fit at least two times in the time series. The correlation 
of the function and the time series gives the intensity of the present signal for a specific date.

To use the wavelet technique a Morlet-mother wavelet originally proposed by Morlet et al. 
(1982) is used. The wavelet transform is given by
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where f (t) is the time series under study. h represents the Morlet mother wavelet
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a is the dilation-scale factor determining the characteristic frequency, and b is the translation 
in time. This wavelet has proven to work very well in numerous applications (e. g. Bittner et al., 
2010; Höppner & Bittner, 2007; Wüst & Bittner, 2006; Bittner et al., 2000; Chui 1992).

We analyzed the PWA in the UMLT with the EMD (see Fig. 7). The PWA, given in the top graph, 
is modulated on different temporal scales. The first mode varies with a periodicity around 2 to 
3 years, the second mode (IMF2) is characterized by a very non-stationary signal. As the results 
of the DAI indicate (described later) we interpret this mode as a combination of two quiet well-
known signals, the ENSO and solar radiation. We assume, that the time series of the PWA in 
the UMLT is not long enough yet, to clearly spate the two signals. The third mode has a peri-
odicity of around 22 years. The overall course follows the solar magnet field cycle of the sun 
(also described later). The residues indicate an increase of the PWA in the UMLT, but it is so 
weak, that it is not significant.

We also analyzed the DAI of the Northern Hemisphere with the EMD. The analysis deconvolutes 
the PWA into four modes. Each mode turned out to be characterized by a typical period which 
is present over nearly all heights. The modes are characterized by mean periodicities around 
about 2.5, 6, 11 and 20 years (see Fig. 8). The first three modes are rather prominent and are 
often observed in the atmosphere.

Fig. 7: PWA in the UMLT derived of GRIPS temperature measurements (top). The PWA is deconvoluted 
with the EMD into three modes (IMF1–3) and a residual. The units of all y-axis are all referred to the 
 figure at the top.
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The first mode is tentatively interpreted as being due to the so-called quasi biennal oscillation 
(QBO). The QBO is a rather prominent phenomenon in the atmosphere; numerous studies find 
the QBO to oscillate with a typical period round about 28 months (e. g. Naujokat 1986). The QBO 
describes the downward propagation of changing wind direction from easterlies to westerlies 
in the equatorial stratosphere. Although the QBO is originated at tropical latitudes, there is a 
significant impact onto the whole atmospheric dynamic (Baldwin et al., 2001). Holton & Tan 
(1980) found that an extratropical wave guide serves as a link between the easterly QBO phase, 
an increased stationary wave amplitude and therefore weaker polar vortex. One consequence 
of the link between the QBO and PW is that especially sudden stratospheric warmings occur 
more frequently during QBO-East phases (Labitzke 1982).

The second mode shows a typical period around about six years. We tentatively assign this sig-
nal being related to the so-called El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) which is known to oscillate 
with a period of about six to eight years. ENSO is an oscillation located in the tropical to subtrop-
ical Pacific. It occurs due to a large-scale coupling mechanism between the atmosphere and the 
ocean, as described in Trenberth (1997) or Philander (1983). The temperature of the pacific varies 
between anomalously cold (La Niña) and anomalously warm (El Niño). ENSO seems to have 
direct influences on the PWA (Garfinkel & Hartmann 2008). On the one hand, Bell et al. (2009) 
show that general circulation models indicate a relation between El Niño events and a weak 
polar vortex, but only if the stratosphere is considered. PW seem to serve here as the linking 
mechanism. Iza et al. (2016) reported about a reduced upward PWA into the stratosphere and 
therefore stronger polar vortex based on reanalysis data. Li et al. (2013) were able to show the 
ENSO-signal even in the mesopause temperature. Although linking mechanisms are not com-
pletely understood, it is obviously not unusual that the signal of ENSO can be found in the PWA.

The modulation of the third mode shows a periodicity of eleven years as so does the intensity of 
the solar radiation (10.7 cm flux). There are several studies that report about the solar radiation 
cycle in various atmospheric parameters, as given in the review of Tsiropoula (2003). Lu et al. 
(2017) and references therein report that the total amount of incoming solar radiation varies only 
less than 0.1 % in total, but some percentages in the UV spectrum. The authors point out that this 
leads to variations in the ozone concentration (which they quantify with about 2–4 %) which then 
impacts the solar heating rates leading to temperature fluctuations of about 1 Kelvin. Lu et al. 
(2017) describe a classic mechanism for the relation between solar radiation and PW: As the tem-

Fig. 8: Average periodicity of the extracted PWA signals as derived from station-based data with periods 
between 3 and 20 days from 10 m to 65 km high of the ERA interim temperature data set at grid point 
11°E, 48°N.
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perature is higher in the solar maximum, a stronger meridional temperature gradient evolves in 
the upper stratosphere. The equation of thermal wind (equation (22)) implies that stronger west-
erlies result, what leads to increased poleward wave breaking. As momentum and energy is lead 
to the polar the region, the polar jet stream is less disturbed and even increases. The opposite is 
expected during solar minimum. Moreover, also studies dealing with the temperatures in the 
UMLT report about the presence of this cycle (Beig 2011, 2008). It becomes clear, that the variabil-
ity of solar radiation influences PW, but nevertheless, it remains still unclear, to what extent.

The period of the fourth mode is roundabout 21 years. Even though such periodicities are report-
ed in the literature, the physical origin of this signal still remains unclear (e. g. Kalicinsky et al. 
2016). Höppner & Bittner (2007) found a clear correlation between the PWA in mesopause tem-
peratures, the solar magnetic cycle and the length of the day. In our study we updated this early 
analysis of Höppner & Bittner (2007) and can confirm their result on the basis of a time series 
which is now eleven years longer. We find a correlation between the DAI and the Hale Cycle 
larger than 0.7 in the UMLT. We also applied the analysis to other heights based on ERA-Interim 
data. The correlation remains high and statistically significant in the upper (40–50 km) and lower 
(20–30 km) stratosphere as well as in the troposphere. This finding therefore has to be taken se-
rious. The question, if there is a physical mechanism that relates the Hale-cycle to the PWA needs 
to be addressed. If so, to what extend impacts the natural Hale-cycle the PWA? It is obvious that 
understanding (especially long-term) solar influences is indispensable in order to interpret the 
physical meaning of longer term changes or trends in PWA. Only then, longer term planetary 
wave variability can be adequately implemented into atmospheric and climate modelling.

Finally, we take the remark that it cannot be ensured that all oscillations are extracted yet. As 
the atmosphere is a highly complex system, a lot of interactions and mask effects distort sig-
nals. As soon as the time series become longer, longer oscillations can appear in the time se-
ries. This is one of the fundamental problems in climate research. The question if a trend, as a 
significant deviation of a certain mean state, is truly a trend is hardly to answer. Against this 
background, the trends introduced above should be rather regarded as tendencies. Moreover, 
the apparent non- stationarity of the oscillations of QBO and ENSO itself is so far unclear; it 
cannot be ruled out that these themselves could – at least in part – be a result of climate change; 
distinguishing between internal and external drives remains a very complex matter.

10.4 Summary

Of particular interest in the context of climate change is the question of whether and if so how 
and why the large-scale flow systems in the atmosphere change. Due to the comparatively 
strong temperature increase at the North Pole, a lot of studies have speculated how PW and 
therewith extreme weather events in the mid-latitudes might be affected.

PW are horizontal, transversal waves that contribute to the atmospheric circulation from ground 
level up to ~90 km height. They have their origin in the conservation of the angular momentum 
and can be described as meridional disturbances of the theoretical circumpolar Jetstream with 
the fundamental equations of fluid dynamics. PW are excited by vertical movements in the 
troposphere, propagate vertically and have their maximum amplitudes in the stratosphere 
where they lead to the meridional transport of ozone during winter. But still in the UMLT region 
at approximately 90 km height, signatures of PW can be found in temperature fluctuations, 
measured by GRIPS instruments at UFS, Schneefernerhaus.

Next to the classical approach addressing mainly the troposphere, it becomes clear, why the 
stratosphere and even the UMLT should be included into climate discussions. DAI shows an 
increase of the overall PWA during the last almost four decades, especially in the stratosphere. 
Not only because the atmosphere is a highly complex system, but also because it behaves 
non-linear. Special analysis methods are needed to deconvolute time series into non-stationary 
signals that can be interpreted in a further step. It turns out that the signal of the PWA is super-
imposed by different oscillations on different temporal scales. They can be attributed to the 
QBO, ENSO and solar radiation cycle. Moreover, a fourth mode with the period of about 21 
years reminds strongly to the magnetic field cycle of the sun, but the physical mechanism 
behind is not understood yet.
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Abstract

Global climate change is expected to show considerable impacts on the European Alpine high 
mountain region. However, global climate models show limitations concerning regional and 
local scales. Therefore, dynamical downscaling and statistical downscaling techniques have to 
be applied. Exemplarily for an especially simple method of statistical downscaling the Refer-
ence Class Forecast (RCF) method is explained and applied to the climatic time series at Zug-
spitze and Sonnblick. As a very different method, the technique of Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) for downscaling is introduced. An important step is to find out an optimal set of predic-
tors. However, if predictor screening is done appropriately, remarkably high skill scores can be 
achieved, which allow for confidence on the projected future assessments. The results of the 
downscaling approach applied for future scenarios are discussed concerning the degree of 
warming at the presented example stations and the changes in precipitation which not only 
show reduced rainfall in future summers, how it is assumed widely in the literature, but partly 
suggest the possibility of future increases in summer rainfall for the Zugspitze at the northern 
edge of the Alps in contrast to the Sonnblick in the center of the Alps. Reasons are probably 
higher transport rates for humidity in warmer air masses which are more relevant at the edge 
of the Alpine ridge, while the interior might be affected more by increased anticyclonicity.

11.1 Intro: Alpine regions exposed to climate change

Climate change in the Alps has wide-ranged implications due to strong interrelations between 
the different spheres (atmosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, lithosphere, pedosphere and bio-
sphere) additionally intensified by distinct spatial complexity. The following short overview aims 
to give an idea about the broad potential effects of possible future temperature und precipita-
tion changes and thus outlines the significance of the subsequently presented downscaling 
efforts and results.

With an observed increase of +2 °C (total annual mean temperature) since the late 19th century, 
air temperature in the Alps rises twice as much as the Northern hemisphere average (Auer et 
al. 2007). Since 1980 the recent warming has further accelerated and a faster increase of annu-
al mean temperature (+ 0.5 °C per decade) is observed (European Environment Agency 2009). 
Alpine glacier retreat follows that trend and also increased in speed from 1980 onward (Euro-
pean Environment Agency 2017a). Since the beginning of the 20th century Alpine glaciers have 
lost nearly half of their ice masses (European Environment Agency 2017a, Huss 2012), an almost 
complete loss of their current volume is estimated until 2100 (84 and 90 % under RCP 4.5 and 
8.5, Radić et al. 2013).

While increasing summer temperatures are regarded most important for this development, 
further future warming is expected for all seasons and the whole Alpine region. Until the end 
of the 21th century air temperature is projected to rise to +3,3 °C on annual average (Gobiet et 
al. 2014). Models agree on the sign of the expected change and emphasize the robustness of 
the warming signal (Heinrich et al. 2013).

Precipitation changes at present vary stronger concerning seasonal and regional distributions 
as well as the observed period (Gobiet et al. 2014). Regarding the spatial distribution of annual 
means a north-west to south-east gradient from slight increases to significant decreases during 
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the 20th century is shown (Brunetti et al. 2006). This north-south oriented distribution is expect-
ed to sharpen until the end of the 20th century with more precipitation in the northern Alps in 
winter, according to the Northern Europe pattern of change, and reduced precipitation in the 
southern Alps in summer, following the climate change signal in Southern Europe (Gobiet et 
al. 2014).

However, not only the enhanced warming or mean precipitation changes alone are critical, but 
also their implications for other meteorological and hydrological variables, mainly air humidi-
ty, precipitation variability and above all the resulting impacts on the hydrological storage 
terms, i.e duration and depth of snowcover and glacier mass balance. Slight warming of just a 
few centidegrees can produce strong changes in the water budget e. g. if the melting point is 
reached for certain areas. The above mentioned accelerated glacier melting since 1980 for ex-
ample has increased the glacier contribution to late summer runoff of four main European 
rivers originating in the Alps, namely Danube, Rhine, Rhone and Po (by around 13 %, Huss 2011). 
Thus also the lowland parts, especially of catchments with high portions of glacial melt water 
in late summer, will be affected by future glacier retreat and lacking runoff contributions on the 
long-term. Lowered ground water levels, restricted water availability for agriculture or limita-
tions of ship traffic along the main European streams are mentioned as potential risks of the 
future warming-induced glacier retreat in the Alps (Huss 2011).

With the consequences for the local economic sectors in mind, strong implications are expect-
ed from future changes of snow cover, entailing limitations for hydrological power generation 
(Kobierska et al. 2012) or especially the winter tourism (Steiger et al. 2010). For the entire Alps 
a dramatic decrease of snow cover duration and amount is projected until the end of 21th cen-
tury, mainly for altitudes below 1500–2000 m (Gobiet et al. 2014, Steiger et al. 2013). Above, 
gains are expected (due to potentially increasing heavy precipitation), which leads amongst 
others to an increased avalanche activity, e.g in the Western Alps in winter (Castebrunet et al. 
2014).

Higher temperatures as well as less solid but more liquid precipitation during the winter half 
year have particular strong effects in high altitude regions with high relief energy: wet winters 
e.g can reinforce the landslide activity in spring (Stoffel 2014). Being identified as one of the 
European “susceptibility hotspots for weather-induced landslides” (European Environment 
Agency 2017a), shallow landslides like rock falls, debris flows/avalanches but also ice falls and 
snow avalanches are expected to rise with future temperature and precipitation changes (Stof-
fel 2014). This gives rise not only to remarkable risks for summer tourism or transhumance but 
possibly endangers settling in the Alps in general.

In conclusion mountain landscapes are characterized by an exceptional complexity of geofac-
tors, enhancing the vulnerability to climate change. The above mentioned complex structure of 
interrelations is responsible for amplifying even small irregularities in the input variables, in 
this context temperature and precipitation. To know their future changes and associated tem-
poral and regional variations as exactly as possible is an essential base for accurate assess-
ments of adaptation strategies.

All the consequences for the inanimate parts of nature are more dramatic due to the high relief. 
Thus, retreating glaciers and permafrost regions change the hydrological cycle and cause land 
and rock slides, to mention only a few aspects which can affect also human society directly and 
harder than in low lands. The Alps besides the Pyrenees are identified as hotspots.

11.2 Global Climate Change and Modelling

Global climate models allow to estimate the reaction of the climate system of the earth to cli-
mate forcing factors in a quantitative way. However, in order to be able to use the information 
provided by climate models, it is absolute essential to understand in principle how they work 
and to know about the strength and weakness of this scientific tool. The core of each climate 
model is a general circulation scheme including physical laws of i) conservation of energy, ii) 
conservation of momentum and iii) conservation of mass. These three laws can be connected 
by the equation of state and transformed into a system of prognostic equations, which allows 
to calculate the state of the climate system based on its state at a time step before. In a strong-
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ly simplified way it could be said, that e. g. the distribution of airmasses (measured as air 
pressure) is causing winds which itself redistribute air and change the pressure field in a second 
time step, which itself causes – now modified – winds causing a newly modified pressure field 

in a third time step and so on and so on. However, beside wind and pres-
sure, it is of course neccesary to include density, heat, moisture, heat ca-
pacity etc., in order to represent all dependencies of the system. The result-
ing set of non-linear partial differential prognostic equations can be 
resolved not analytically but only by extensive numerical methods (which 
is the real reason for calling them numerical models). However, even if all 
processes of the atmosphere are included, there remains a fundamental 
problem for all models: the spatial, and depending on this, the temporal 
resolution of the calculations. In order to get a realistic description of the 
distribution of a certain variable, let’s say air pressure, over the globe, a 
regular network of grid points, e. g. on 32 latitudes and 64 longitudes what 
was state of the art in 1990ies, is defined.

However, with a limited number of discrete grid points for describing e. g. 
a low pressure system, only a limited degree of detail or only systems of 
a certain minimum size can be described. Although there is the possibility 
to represent the pressure changes over space by a set of overlaid continu-
ous sinus functions, following the scheme of Fourier series, which is called 
the spectral representation and is used for some effective calculations in 
numerical models, only a limited number of functions can be used which 
also allows only for a limited degree of detail. In order to increase the detail 
level, the number of grid points or, equivalently, the number of wave func-
tions, most often described by the so called triangular truncation number 
(e. g. T21), must be increased.

Tab. 1: model resolutions

Truncation lat × lon km at Equator deg at Equator

T21 32x64 625 5.625

T42 64x128 310 2.8125

T62 94x192 210 1.875

T63 96x192 210 1.875

T85 128x256 155 1.4

T106 160x320 125 1.125

T255 256x512 60 0.703125

T382 576x1152 38 0.313

T799 800x1600 25 0.225

Table 1 shows a set of most commonly used horizontal spatial resolutions for numerical circu-
lation models. It is apparent, that decreasing the distance between two grid points by a half, at 
the same time the number of grid points quadruplicates. If an increase of the number of levels 
in the vertical direction is considered additionally, it is clear that the computational effort increas-
es dramatically, when the spatial resolution and thus the number of calculations for all grid 
points or spectral functions is increased. (National Center for Atmospheric Research Staff 2017).

However, the situation is even more difficult, because of the so called Courant-Friedrich-Levy 
(CFL) criteria.

|u · dt/dx| ≤ 0

This criterion is saying that the time step dt for the prognostic computations must be smaller 
than the distance between two  grid points dx divided by the speed of flow in the model, e. g. 
wind u. Since the speed of flow in the model is something which is given by the physical cir-
cumstances, e. g. the subtropical jet stream in the upper troposphere, only the spatial (dx) and 

Fig. 1: Grid cells in T21 horizontal reso-
lution used to describe the global land-
sea-mask for GCMs. Values vary be-
tween 0.0 (blue) for grid cells 
completely covering ocean areas and 
1.0 (red) for cells completely on land. 
Note that pixels covering coast lines as 
for western Africa are mixture pixels, 
half sea half land, indicating the low 
level of detail for such a low resolution.
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temporal resolution (dt) can be changed by the modeller. If a certain spatial resolution is chosen, 
it subsequently demands for a certain maximum time step length with which the set of prog-
nostic equations is solved repeatedly. The principle of the CFL criterion is saying nothing else 
than that a flow of mass, impulse or energy should not be faster, than that it reaches a distance 
not more than one grid point far within one time step, or in other words, no transport process 
within the model should skip a grid point along its way. What happens, when this criterion is 
violated can be seen in Fig. 2: the variables show a totally unrealistic pattern and extreme val-
ues outside the physically plausible range. The model „crashes“.

Essentially it is the CFL criterion which prevents the model resolution becoming much more 
increased, while a limited capacity of compute power is available, even though, it is numerical 
modelling for which the most extensive compute clusters are build. However, when the spatial 
(and accordingly the temporal) resolution is limited, small and short term phenomena in the 
atmosphere, like thunderstorm cells or showers of rain, may be missed because they happen 
on the sub grid scale.

Another problem which is limiting the detail level of general circulation models, is just the 
complexity of certain phenomena in the atmosphere, which cannot be expressed by a reason-
ably small set of equations. One prominent example is precipitation. The process of generating 
precipitation is such complex that, apart from its high spatial variability, it is virtually impracti-
cable to simulate it with the necessary precision directly. Especially the initiation and growth 
of cloud and later rain droplets interacting with condensation nuclei or its changes between ice 
and liquid phase is a highly complex subject of microphysics which has to consider effects 
down to the molecular scale. Calculation of all these effects, if they are understood at all, for 
the whole globe is simply impossible. In order to still include those processes, rough, empirical 
estimations of their quantitative dependence on its most important influences, described by 
certain parameters are used. Without these so called parametrisations, a climate model which 
should include most of the relevant processes is unimaginable and impracticable.

Fig. 2: Zonal wind component at surface level as displayed by the PLASIM interactive model environment (Fraedrich et al. 2005) 
immediately before a model crash due to violation of the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy criterium (see text). Negative values (easterly 
wind) is colored orange to red (–15 m/s), positive values (westerly wind) yellow to violet (55 m/s). Model resolution was T21, time 
step intervall was 60 minutes. Note the unrealistic wave like pattern of alternating easterly and westerly winds extending from a 
center at the Antarctic coast with common high wind speeds, where the CFL-criterium was violated first.
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However, both the spatial and the processual limited resolution obstructs a high level of detail 
of the model output, concerning the spatial details but also the processual details. This problem 
is not the same for all variables, thus, the global pressure field is much less affected than the 
temperature or the precipitation field (Raisanen 2007), since the complexity of the relevant 
processes is lower. Additionally the vertical level is important, thus, temperature in the mid and 
high troposphere can be modelled much more precisely than directly above the surface in the 
planetary boundary layer because there the influences are much more divers.

To conclude this, it can be said that general circulation models allow to simulate the global 
atmospheric state realistically on a rough level of detail. However the high demand for compute 
power, which is caused by the spatio-temporal and processual resolution, when simulating 
processes directly, prevents from a sufficient detail level of some variables especially near the 
surface, where applications of model outpout data mostly take place. In order to solve this 
problem several downscaling methods have been developed.

11.3 Downscaling methodology

Downscaling techniques try to close the gap between the low level of detail provided by gen-
eral circulation models and the needed high level of detail for applications, which is caused 
mainly by the difference in spatial scale between global models and local applications.

In principle two main groups of downscaling techniques may be discerned: dynamical downscal-
ing using regional climate models (RCM) on the one hand and statistical downscaling on the  
other. The latter using transfer functions to apply empirically determined dependencies between 
local variables of interest and global or large scale circulation data generated by GCMs for distinct 
scenarios. Other ways to categorize downscaling techniques are suggested by Maraun et al. (2010), 
however for the sake of clarity the two-fold distinction between dynamical and statistical methods 
is preferred here. Both ways have their advantages and disadvan tages. For dynamical downscal-
ing a highly resolved numerical simulation model, the RCM, is nested into a GCM. This means that 
only a certain area of the earth is simulated on a high resolution level, while the boundary condi-
tions at the borders of the RCM are determined by the GCM output data. Regional climate models 
for dynamical downscaling need extensive compute power, usually not quite as much as GCMs 
do, since only a region of interest is simulated and not the full globe. However, the saved amount 
of computations is considerably reduced because of the increase in spatial resolution. Thus dy-
namical downscaling without parallelized high performance compute environments is not feasible. 
Another disadvantage for dynamical downscaling is the problem of discrepancies between spatial, 
temporal and processual detail at the boundary between highly resolved regional models and low 
resolution GCMs. Since at the border of the spatial domain of a RCM the highly resolved RCM data 
and the less resolved GCM data may show unrealistic steep gradients of the climate variables, this 
border has to be excluded from interpretation, leading to the necessity to configure a much larger 
RCM domain than actually needed. In order to achieve a smooth transition between GCM and 
RCM, usually a whole series of RCMs of successively increasing resolution are nested into a GCM 
and into itself by increasing the resolution slowly from step to step in order to reduce the inho-
mogeneities at the borders. This of course increases the demand of compute time additionally. 
RCMs also cannot avoid parametrisations, like GCMs do. However, RCM parametrisations can be 
tuned to a much higher level of detail than GCM ones. Thus e. g. precipitation can be much more 
realistically simulated concerning dynamical (e. g. orographic) or thermal convection. However, 
in areas of extreme relief energy, as it is the case for high mountain regions, simplifying assump-
tions may lead to unrealistic results. Even though the parametrisations of a RCM reflect empirical 
dependencies observed in the past, RCMs are able to simulate meteorological conditions that have 
not been observed before, because the driving circulation and most of the exchange processes 
are still simulated on basis of physical laws which are universally valid. However, remaining errors 
of RCM estimations are usually subject to so called model output statistics (MOS) for statistical 
correction of the results e. g. concerning the mean and distributions of the target variables, by 
shifting or scaling of the simulated values.

The full dependence on observations of the past is the most important disadvantage of statis-
tical downscaling methods. Statistical downscaling is using significant relationships between 
the local target variable of interest, the so called predictand, and the large scale or synoptic 
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atmospheric conditions, described by so called predictor variables. If a certain manifestation 
of the variables of such a relationship was not observed in the past, it may lead to erroneous 
predictions of the state of the target variable for a scenario where new conditions of the pre-
dictors appear. If the relationship is a continously linear function, the problem might be ne-
glectible. However, unfortunately most relationships in the atmospheric sciences are non-line-
ar. Using statistical methods which account for non-linear functions, which is shown below, 
therefore is of large importance. They also cannot extra polate relationships beyond known parts 
of the spectra, but much better capture the links within the observed boundaries.

Sometimes only atmospheric circulation is used as predictor, usually described by the pressure 
field of the troposphere, since this is the variable which can be best simulated by GCMs and 
shows the highest spatial autocorrelation among all climate elements. However, other GCM 
variables are also used, and it is the main task of the so called calibration step in the statistical 
downscaling scheme to find optimal predictor combinations of variables in order to maximize 
the statistically explained fraction of variance of the predictand. However, the performance of 
statistical models not only depends on the kind of variables used (pressure, temperature, hu-
midity etc.) but also on the size and position of the area from which the predictor is taken, the 
predictor domain. Additionally it is important which atmospheric level is used. Also building 
seasonal subsamples is of great relevance, since some processes are realized differently de-
pending on the annual cycle. Many additional factors may be subject to the optimization of the 
statistical downscaling models.

The core of statistical downscaling is the method chosen as transfer function. As a basic meth-
od often multiple linear regression (LM) is used to model the predictand. In order to estimate 
a whole grid point field of predictants at once by linear regression, canonical correlation mod-
els may be used. However, LM relie on a normal distribution of the residuals, i.e. the unex-
plained variation of the target variable, which is often not fulfilled. Therefore it is often a better 
choice to use generalized linear models (GLM). Apart from these linear methods, several ap-
proaches exist to model non-linear functions of dependence between predictors and pre-
dictands. A much more simple method than regression techniques which actually is able to use 
non-linear relationships is the analog method (AM) presented e. g. by Zorita and von Storch 
(1990). The idea of this method is rather intuitive: for any situation of the circulation in the GCM 
where the state of a local target variable is of interest, chose the most similar situation from 
observation data in the past and use the referring value of the target variable from this analog 
situation as the downscaling result. It turns out that the performance of this method can be as 
good as that of regression models, while it can be applied without statistical prerequisites.

Exemplarily for the possible large bandwidth of the method spectrum used for downscaling, 
two selected methods, will be described more in detail below, since they have been applied 
recently in intensive downscaling studies in high mountain areas, i. e. for the Zugspitze and the 
Sonnblick. The first is the more simplistic reference class forecast method (RCF) based on cir-
culation type classification (CTC), the second the more sophisticated technique of artificial 
neural networks (ANN).

11.4 Circulation Type Classification

A derivate of the analog method is the so called reference class forecast method (RCF) and its 
functional principle is described straightforwardly. This method is based on weather or circu-
lation type classifications (CTC) of observed predictor fields (often pressure maps) from the 
past. Most prominent examples for often used weather type classifications are e. g. the Lamb 
classification for Great Britain (Lamb 1972) or the Hess-Brezowsky classification for central 
 Europe (Hess and Brezowsky 1977) produced manually by assigning daily weather maps to 
subjectively defined weather types or the automatically produced classification of the german 
meteorological service DWD (Bissoli and Dittmann 2003). However many more classifications 
are available (see e. g. Huth et al. 2008).

In order to model a certain state, e. g. in the future, the expected predictor field for this situation, 
e. g. as simulated by a GCM, is assigned to its most similar class. The predictand value is then 
chosen as the mean of the target variable for this reference class in the past.
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Even though this method is rather simple and easy to apply, it can show considerable good 
skill (see below). Its main limitations result from the fact, that this method assumes, that all 
relevant climatic changes in the (future) scenario are caused by changes in the frequencies of 
weather and circulation types. However, such actualistic principles are used for most of the 
downscaling methods based on known states of the large scale predictors. And even dynami-
cal downscaling is affected by this problem, since many assumptions for setting up RCMs are 
based on observations of the past. Besides, the skill of RCF depends on several methodological 
technical factors, mainly concerning the underlying circulation type classification.

There are plenty of methods for weather and circulation type classifications that can be used 
for downscaling and the question arises which method is suited to achieve the best classifica-
tion in order to maximize the downscaling skill, i. e. to minimize the model errors. A compre-
hensive comparison of classification methods was done within the COST Action 733 “Harmo-
nisation and Applications of Weather Type Classifications for European regions” and the main 
results of these studies are also relevant for downscaling applications. First it has been found 
that the classifications resulting from 33 examined classification methods are surprisingly dis-
similar among each other, i. e. they do not have significantly more in common than classifica-
tions based on purely randomly defined types, except for some methods based on non-hierar-
chical cluster analysis (Philipp et al. 2016). Second it has been found that there is no single 
method which can always provide the best skill in discriminating different states of a predictand 
variable, however methods based on cluster analysis (more generally spoken those using 
optimization algorithms) show a tendency to higher skills compared to others (Beck and Philipp 
2010). This does not mean that cluster analysis is always the best, but it suggests that it is not 
the worst choice to consider them for downscaling.

Besides the classification method, the skill depends on the selection of the predictors, which is 
generally true for all statistical models. This includes the climatological variables used as pre-
dictors (e. g. pressure, wind components, large scale temperature, humidity etc.) as well as the 
location where they were measured. This includes the atmospheric level (near the surface or in 
the middle or upper troposphere) as well as the topographic region, i. e. the location, shape 
and size of the section of the grid point field used, what is usually called the model domain. The 
optimal model domain has been examined by Beck et al. (2013). It has been found that there 
are actually systematic preferences, e. g. for temperature the domain should be larger than for 
precipitation and west-east-elongated domains are often superior, however in order to achieve 
the optimal model for a certain predictand, it is necessary to empirically test potential config-
urations by a systematic predictor screening. An additional way to optimize a classification for 
a certain target is to include the target variable already during the classification process in the 
calibration step. Then the classification produces types with members that are not only similar 
concerning the pressure field e. g., but also concerning the target variable, like temperature 
e. g., which is called a conditional classification scheme. It could be shown that this method can 
improve classification based downscaling schemes in general if an optimal weighting between 
the predictor and the predicant variable is found (Lutz et al. 2011).

11.5 Artificial Neural Networks

Compared to RCF artificial neural networks (ANN) represent the other end of the scale of complex-
ity of transfer functions for downscaling. As the name suggests this method tries to imitate the 
neural network of a brain consisting of neurons which receive a signal generated originally by a 
sensory organ at the one side and – depending on the result of an activation function – further 
transmit the signal to the next neurons on the other side. The strength of the forwarded signal 
depends on the transmitting neuron. Thus, after moving through the network, a signal can be fil-
tered out competely or amplified leading to a corresponding reaction at the output of the system.

In statistics this principle is realized by defining an array of nodes connected by weigthing fac-
tors. The array consists i) of an input layer, where the input neurons imitate the sensory organs 
and receive the values of the predictors, ii) the neurons responsible for the transport of the 
signals, which are called hidden neurons since they are not directly connected to external data 
and iii) the output layer where the output neurons (often only one) represent the predictands. 
In order to automatically get the desired result in the output layer in dependence from a certain 
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state of the predictors in the input layer, the weighting coefficients of the links between the 
layers have to be optimized by a learning algorithm. The most often used learning algorithm is 
the so called backward progagation (backprob) scheme, where the estimation error of the output 
neuron is propagated backwards through the net in order to optimize the weights of the links to 
the hidden neurons and then of the links to the input neurons. In order to reach optimal weights 
for all pairs of observed predictor and predictand data, this is done repeatedly for all elements 
(days) of the training data subset. Each time the network was shown all training data once (a so 
called training epoch) the weigths are adjusted a bit better to learn the dependencies of the 
target variable. However the training has to be stopped before the absolut optimum is reached 
in order to keep a minimum level of abstraction in the net and avoid overfitting. Overfitting is 
given, when the network has memorized all single situations it was trained for but is not able to 
perform well for a new situation it hasn’t seen before. Therefore, in order to decide for the stop-
ping, an independent data subset (the validation subset) has to be kept aside the training data 
subset, which is only used to check the current network for its skill with unknown data. Otherwise 
the skill would not be representative for the application to the scenario GCM data.

11.6 Combination of ANN and CTC

Since CTC based downscaling is extremely fast compared to ANN training, it has been tested 
whether it is possible to combine both methods and still reach or even outperform the perfor-
mance of ANNs. Therefore a non-hierarchical classification scheme is applied to the variables 
determined by predictor screening and the target variable in order to train an ANN for each 
class separately. The idea is, that it might be easier for a network to discern different factors for 
dry, normal and wet conditions and therefore reach a higher level of detail and model perfor-
mance.

11.7 Skill

Before applying downscaling methods to GCM data in order to derive estimates of possible 
future regional or local scale climate change it is necessary to assess the confidence that can 
be attributed to the simulated future climate. This is typically done by determining the skill of 
the downscaling approaches via model validation experiments.

Such a model validation comprises firstly the derivation of estimates of the predictand variable 
(e. g. daily mean air temperature at a certain location) by applying the downscaling model to 
large-scale atmospheric predictor fields from available observational or reanalysis data sets 
and – secondly – the comparison of the downscaling model output to observed predictand data.

These comparisons utilize suitable performance measures which quantify the accordance or 
the mismatch between observed and modeled data. For continuous predictands commonly 
used measures are for instance the mean error, the mean absolute error, the mean squared 
error or the correlation coefficient. Furthermore, based on the comparison of these measures 
estimated for the downscaling model and for a reference model (e. g. utilizing the climatolog-
ical mean of the predictand) respectively, skill scores can be calculated (e. g. the mean squared 
skill score based on the mean squared errors of the downscaling model and the reference) 
indicating in how far the downscaling model outperforms the reference model and thus is 
suitable to provide valuable future climate simulations.

Exemplary, the calculation of the mean squared skill score (MSSS) based on the mean squared 
error estimated for the downscaling model (MSEmod) and for the climatological reference 
(MSEclim) is illustrated in the following three equations (see also Wilks 2006).
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With n being the number of observations, o being the observed values of the predictand,    

__
 o   

being the mean of the observed values and y being the simulated predictand values. Thus, an 
MSSS of 1 indicates a perfect model while an MSSS less or equal zero indicates a model per-
forming equal or even worse than the climatological reference.

Those skill scores essentially describe the absolute errors of the model, i. e. the magnitude of 
the difference between o and y. However, it can happen, that there is a systematic error and the 
model values are always too high or too low compared to the observations by a certain amount, 
called bias. Then the model output can be corrected by subtracting the bias afterwards. Repeat-
ing the skill score calculation with bias corrected model results then increases the performance. 
The same might be true for the scaling, and dividing by a correction scale coefficient might 
improve the performance of the model.

In order to estimate the performance of the downscaling model directly, besides of any sys-
tematic bias or scale, i. e. just evaluating the coincidence of positive and negative anomalies 
relatively but not concerning the absolute values, correlation coefficients may be used. For that, 
the output values of the downscaling model for the historical reference period are correlated 
with the actually observed values of the target variable. Correlation coefficients can give infor-
mation on how many percent of variance in the target variable is captured by the model if the 
squared correlation coefficient is considered : r2 = d, where d is called the coefficient of deter-
mination.

However, as the skill estimate may be artificially high when calculated on the basis of the data 
that has been used to fit the downscaling model, it is necessary to validate the model on data 
that has not been used for model calibration. This is done by so called cross-validation. Here, 
the time period for which predictor data and observed predictand data are available is divided 
into two or more non-overlapping sub-intervals and the downscaling models are then in turn 
calibrated using all but one of these sub-intervals and validated in the remaining independent 
sub-interval. Variants of this cross validation approach include the use of varying lengths of the 
sub-intervals and varying methods for defining the sub-samples used for calibration and vali-
dation, including random sampling techniques.

For the overall performance of the regional to local scale future climate simulations beside the 
skill of the statistical downscaling approach it is in addition of crucial importance how well the 
GCMs simulate the large-scale input data for the statistical downscaling models. For instance, 
it is well known that many GCMs feature warm and as well cold biases in sea surface temper-
atures over different parts of the North Atlantic leading to an incorrect representation of the 
large-scale atmospheric circulation over Europe (Keeley et al. 2012). Such biases – model errors 
relative to observations – need to be considered utilizing varying approaches for bias correction 
(see for example Teutschbein and Seibert 2021 for a review of common approaches). For in-
stance, one rather simple method – linear scaling (Lenderink et al. 2007) – uses the differences 
in the mean between GCM and observations (or reanalyses) for bias correction of the GCM 
output.

In addition, climate processes are partly differently represented in GCMs from different climate 
modelling groups leading to accordingly diverging future climate projections. To account for 
this source of uncertainty so called multi-model ensembles comprising projections from sev-
eral GCMs are used to derive quantitative estimates of the range of uncertainty in future climate 
projections.

Furthermore, uncertainties may also arise from differences between projections of variants of 
the same GCM run with varying values of certain model parameters or run from varying start 
dates. So called perturbed physics ensembles are used to determine the range of uncertainty 
in future projections related to variants in model parameters whereas initial condition ensem-
bles consider the effect of differing start dates.

Finally, uncertainties are also due to varying properties of the statistical downscaling models. 
For instance, using different techniques for cross validation or using different time periods for 
calibrating the final model which is then applied to GCM data may lead to differing statistical 
models and accordingly to varying future regional climate simulations. Thus, in addition to the 
above mentioned numerical ensembles as well statistical ensembles have been introduced to 
quantify uncertainty in climate projections.
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11.8 Case study Zugspitze and Sonnblick

The success of developing a useful downscaling scheme for locations in high mountain areas 
is especially affected by two factors concerning the mountain relief. On the one hand high 
mountain places can be exposed to the free atmosphere, compared to the low land. This means 
that the large scale circulation and associated atmospheric parameters which can be simulated 
well by GCMs on the synoptic scale play a larger role for the variability of the local target var-
iable than atmospheric processes working near the surface on the meso- and microscale, i. e. 
the subgrid scale for GCMs. This means that the downscaling models based on large scale GCM 
output as discussed above should perform especially well. On the other hand, the high relief 
energy of the mountains also includes areas affected strongly by GCM-subgrid processes, like 
luv/lee effects, channeling of wind, gradients in friction or radiation energy uptake, slope winds, 
mountain plane winds or increased turbulence which is mixing air from the boundary layer into 
the area up-stream of the measurement site (footprint area) etc. Thus, locations in high moun-
tain areas which are less exposed to the free atmosphere but significantly affected by meso- and 
microscale processes, may be even less suitable for downscaling than low land stations.

A high mountain station especially suited for downscaling is the meteorological observatory 
at the Zugspitze (2962 m) maintained by the German weather service DWD. It offers a long time 
series of observation data (see Tab. 2) even though not all data can be used as explained below. 
Moreover, the location of the Zugspitze as a comparatively high peak, exposed at the northern 
edge of the high mountain range makes it a promising object for downscaling. Another high 
mountain observatory maintained with long records is the Sonnblick observatory at the Hoher 
Sonnblick (3106 m) operated by the Austrian meteorological service (ZAMG) and located in the 
Alpine main ridge. Compared to the Zugspitze the Hoher Sonnblick is surrounded by mountain 
ridges in all directions.

Tab. 2: Start time of daily records for the target variables precipitation and temperature at Zugspitze and 
Hoher Sonnblick

Station Variable Start of available records

Zugspitze Precipitation 01.01.1901

Temperature 01.08.1900

Hoher Sonnblick Precipitation 01.08.1890

Temperature 01.10.1886

In order to calibrate and validate the downscaling models, large scale circulation data have 
been obtained from the 20th century reanalysis dataset version 2 (Compo et al. 2011). They have 
been generated by a weather forecast model initiated by historical and recent station and 
 radiosonde observations and are used as equivalent to large scale GCM output, however not 
for certain scenarios but for the past where also the target variables temperature and precipi-
tation from Zugspitze and Hoher Sonnblick are known. The variables which have been examined 
as potential predictors include air pressure at sea level (slp), thickness of the layer between 
850 hPa and 500 hPa (thi), geopotential height of several pressure levels (hgt), as a common 
way to describe air pressure distribution in upper levels, zonal wind speed (uwnd), meridional 
wind speed (vwnd), total horizontal wind speed (swnd), vertical wind speed (omega), air 
 temperature (air), spezific humidity (shum), relative humidity (rhum), zonal and meridional 
moisture flux (umf and vmf) as well as vorticity (vor) and divergence (div) of the wind field. In 
order to cover the whole vertical extent of the troposphere but at the same time restrict the 
number of variants, the variables have been extracted for the levels 850 hPa, 700 hPa, 500 hPa 
and 250 hPa.

In order to obtain useful and robust models, it is necessary to reduce the set of potential pre-
dictors to the most important ones. Even though the influence of less important variables is 
reduced by weighting in the classification scheme as well as during training of the neural net-
work, it is much more effective and avoids to end up in less stable solutions of the model op-
timisation process if they are excluded and if the set of predictors is kept as small as possible. 
However, to obtain still a well-performing model it is very important to find out which variables 
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are the most important ones by a systematic predictor screening. This is done by applying a 
fast training algorithm (resilient backward propagation) iteratively to all possible predictor 
combinations including the different tropospheric levels and varying the domains defined by 
the sector latitudes and longitudes. Tab. 3 shows the results of the predictor screening. As is 
clearly apparent, precipitation can be predicted best by variables describing large scale humid-
ity (shum, rhum), horizontal wind (uwnd, vwnd) and variables associated with vertical circula-
tion (omega, div and vor) for both stations. Station temperature is best explained by the large 
scale temperature itself (thi, air) as well as vorticity and divergence, which are also associated 
with cyclonic activity.

The model calibration has been done not only once for the whole available period starting 
around the beginning of the 20th century but for 30-year subperiods, which are shifted by 1 year 
steps through the overall period in order to examine the eventually varying link between target 

Tab 3: Optimal predictor combinations determined by screening through all possible configurations of 
variables (air pressure at sea level (slp), thickness of the layer between 850 hPa and 500 hPa (thi), geo-
potential height of several pressure levels (hgt), as a common way to describe air pressure distribution 
in upper levels, zonal wind speed (uwnd), meridional wind speed (vwnd), total horizontal wind speed 
(swnd), vertical wind speed (omega), air temperature (air), spezific humidity (shum), relative humidity 
(rhum), zonal and meridional moisture flux (umf and vmf) as well as vorticity (vor) and divergence (div)), 
atmospheric pressure level (level), start and end of the domain given in degrees east (lon) and degrees 
north (lat) for each season (December, January, February (DJF), March, April, May (MAM), June, July, 
 August (JJA) and September, October, November (SON)) and each target variable (precipitation (prc) and 
temperature (tmp) at Zugspitze (Zug) and Hoher Sonnblick (Son)).
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variable and predictors (see Tab. 3). In order to get robust results for each subperiod, the ANN 
for calibration was initialized 15 times. For each of these 15 ensemble members the spearman 
corrleation coefficient between estimated and observed values for the target variable has been 
calculated and aggregated to an ensemble mean for the referring subperiod. The results in Fig. 3 
reveal that in all cases there are so called non-stationarities (Hertig et a. 2015), i. e. the model 
performance is not constant. As expected, temperature estimation works generally better than 
the precipitation models. However, may be most striking is a drop in skill in the middle of the 
20th century for precipitation at the Hoher Sonnblick. Such pronounced slumps are usually in-
dicators for inhomogeneities, i. e. abrupt jumps in measurement time series, often caused by 
a change in the instrumentation or location of the instruments. However, another prominent 
feature, beside that, is a generally increase in skill over time for both variables in both places 
for all four seasons. A possible explanation is an increase in measurement and recording qual-
ity over time. In order to take this into account, the final calibration has been done for the pe-
riod 1970 to 2000.

The skill of the final models, including circulation type classification, neural networks and their 
combination, is shown in Fig. 4. In order to compare the skill for the two main target variables 
precipitation and temperature to subordinated ones, the performance for specific humidity and 
wind at the station Zugspitze is included here. In some cases the RTF method based on circu-
lation type classifications (triangles) is somewhat better than the ANN (circles). However, this 
is true only for the calibration skill (violet) and not for the real skill estimated with the validation 
data (green) which is the relevant one. Regarding the latter, i. e. looking only on the green sym-
bols, the CTC based method is always the worst (except for the wind) and the ANN always the 
best. Further on it is striking that the skill for precipitation and temperature at the Zugspitze is 
always better than the skill for the Hoher Sonnblick throughout all seasons. A possible reason 
is assumed to be the topographical position of the Hoher Sonnblick within the Alpine main ridge 
and associated larger influence from the surface, modifying the direct forcing of the large scale 
predictors to some degree, although the skill for the Sonnblick is still remarkably high. Regard-
ing the skill of the method combination ANN+CTC it turns out, that it is not as performant as 

Fig. 3: Stationarity of the relation between predictors (see Tab. 3) and target variables: ensemble mean 
spearman correlation coefficients (ordinate) between observed values of the target variable and those 
estimated by artificial neural networks in shifting 30-year subperiods between 1901 to 2010 (abscissa) for 
winter (DJF), spring (MAM), summer (JJA) and autumn (SON).
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ANN alone. The networks in fact do learn faster within the classes, however finally they do not 
reach the skill level of single neural networks trained for a long time (several days up to weeks 
of compute time).

Even though the variance fraction of the target variables that can be explained by the down-
scaling models, as apparent from Fig. 4, is extraordinary high for temperature (ca. 90 %) it is 
rather limited for precipitation, where only roughly 50 % of the variablity can be simulated, 
which is still high compared to other studies where 30 % or 40 % are reached (e. g. Cavazos and 
Hewitson 2005). However, it is still possible to estimate the precipitation changes that are 
caused by changes of the large scale predictors only, even if there might be other tendencies 
due to other factors. Thus the precipitation estimation must not be interpreted as the expected 
real change but only as one impulse for changes among others.

Keeping this in mind, the models are applied by feeding them with GCM output data for several 
scenarios. A common collection of GCM simulations is available by the Coupled Model Intercom-
parison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) framework. Tab. 4 contains the models and their realisations for 
the scenarios. The first scenario is called “historical” (hist) and includes the boundary conditions 
for the global climate system since 1850 up to now. Since GCMs, even if they have reached high 
performance in the last few decades, can not simulate the observed climate absolutely perfect 
but sometimes show systematic discrepancies, the historical run of a GCM can serve as a refer-
ence run in order to determine the relative changes of any other scenario. Thus it is assumed, 
that the difference between the reference and the scenario runs can be transferred to the real 
world climate system, even if there is a general bias which is found in all model runs, but not 
relevant if the changes are of interest. This method is sometimes called the delta approach, and 
should be considered for all model interpretations.The future scenarios used in this study are the 
so called RCP4.5 and the RCP8.5 scenarios, the former assuming a global increase of radiative 
forcing by 4.5 W/m2 and the latter by 8.5 W/m2 in the year 2100 relative to the pre-industrial year 
1850. RCP means representative concentration pathway and points out that it reflects not the 
emissions of radiation-relevant trace gases, but their actual concentration and its effect on the 
radiation budget. For the MPI model three realisations were available which helps to increase the 
robustness of the results by running the downscaling models with data from more than one GCM 
run, thus building an ensemble of runs, and calculating the ensemble mean result.

Fig. 4: Comparison of skill of ANN-, CTC- and combined downscaling models for various target variables 
(prc: precipitation, tmp: temperature, rhum: relative humidity and wnd: wind speed), station (zug: 
 Zugspitze, son: Hoher Sonnblick) and season (DJF: winter, MAM: spring, JJA: summer, SON: autumn). 
Circles show the result of artificial neural networks (ANN), triangles those for circulation types (CTC) and 
crosses for the combined method (see text). Violet symbols denote the mean coefficients for 15 calibra-
tion subsamples, green symbols those for 15 validation subsamples in the period 1970 to 2000.
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The time series of annual mean temperatures and annual precipitation sums produced by driv-
ing the downscaling models with the GCM scenario output data for the respective predictor 
variables is shown in Fig. 6. While the thin lines, respesenting the single ensemble members 
result, allow to estimate the spread of the simulated target variables, the ensemble means point 
out their long term evolution. The temperature time series (Fig. 6a and b) show a strong trend 
as expected, which has been positively tested for significance by the trend-noise-ratio using 
the 5 % uncertainty level. According to these results the station annual mean temperatures at 
the Zugspitze summit will approach the freezing point in the year 2100 for the RCP8.5 scenario 
which will have dramatic consequences for the whole environment in this region. At the Sonn-
blick the absolute temperature is generally a bit lower, but the changes are also significant. 

Tab. 4: Overview of the general circulation models and their scenarios used for driving the downscaling models. All model 
 datasets offer a historical run (hist) and those for representative concentration pathways (RCP) for radiation-relevant trace gases 
leading to an increase of 4.5 respectively 8.5 W/m2 in the radiative forcing of the climate system. For the German model three 
 ensemble members are available for the RCP scenarios.

GCM model Responsible Institute Realisations/Scenarios

MPI-ESM-LR Max-Planck-Institute, Germany Hist, RCP4.5 (3 ens. members), 
RCP8.5 (3 ens. members)

HadGEM2-CC Met Office, United Kingdom Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5

ACCESS1-0 CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation) 
und BOM (Bureau of Meteorology), Australia

Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5

CMCC-CMS CMCC (Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per i Cambiamenti Climatici), Italy Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5

IPSL-CM5A-LR IPSL (Institut Pierre Simon Laplace), France Hist, RCP4.5, RCP8.5

Fig. 5: Evolution of target variables temperature and precipitation simulated by downscaling models 
 using circulation type classifications, artificial neural networks and their combination in the period 1970 
to 2100 aggregated to annual values (means of temperature, sums for precipitation). Thin lines denote 
single time series of 15 cross validated model runs for each of the seven GCM runs, while the thick line 
represents the overall ensemble mean. a) Zugspitze temperature, b) Sonnblick temperature, c) Zugspitze 
precipitation, d) Sonnblick precipitation.
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Fig. 6: Precipitation changes for a) Zugspitze and b) Hoher Sonnblick discerned by seasons: Red cross 
shows the mean and boxplots the distribution of seasonal precipitation sums estimated by 15 cross 
 validation runs of neural network downscaling models driven by 7 GCM runs for the historical reference 
period 1971 to 2000 and the RCP4.5 (green) and RCP8.5 (blue) scenarios in the time range 2021 to 2050 
and 2071 to 2100. Red numbers denote the changes in percent compared to the historical reference 
 period. A violet circle indicates a significant difference in the central tendency according to the U-test, a 
violet cross a significant change in variablity according to the Fligner-Killeen-test on the 5 % uncertainty 
significance level.

a)

b)
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Regarding precipitation, no significant trend can be observed for both RCP scenarios if the 
annual sum is considered at both stations (Fig. 6c and d).

However, if the precipitation is analysed separately for each season, different results are appar-
ent. Fig. 6 shows the respective changes for seasonal precipitation sums for the 30-year periods 
2021 to 2050 and 2071 to 2100 compared to the reference period 1971 to 2000 as obtained by 
the ANN models, which give the most reliable results compared to the other methods. Accord-
ing to the U-test there are significant changes for both stations in all seasons. In winter (DJF), 
spring (MAM) and autmn (SON) both, Zugspitze as well as Hoher Sonnblick show a similar 
tendency. In winter precipitation is constantly increasing, stronger for the RCP8.5, somewhat 
slower for the RCP4.5 scenario and somewhat stronger for the Hoher Sonnblick than for the 
Zugspitze. In spring (MAM) and autumn (SON) an initial strong increase in precipitation is 
followed by either constant or even decreasing rates of growth, except for RCP8.5 at the Zug-
spitze and RCP4.5 at Hoher Sonnblick with an accelerating increase. Regarding the summer 
(JJA) Hoher Sonnblick shows a growing decrease in precipitation for both scenarios. The Zug-
spitze, however, is characterized by an initial increase followed by conditions comparable to 
the historical period or even below.

Two antagonistic main processes forcing the moisture budget and precipitation are supposed 
to be responsible for such diverse climate change signals: i) increasing storage capacity for 
water vapor in a warmer troposphere and therefore increased moisture transport into the at-
mosphere with increased precipitation sums and ii) strengthening of the Mediterranean sub-
tropical anticyclonic high pressure cell (Jacobeit et al. 2017) with increased subsidence and 
stable conditions suppressing precipitation. Thus it is fairly likely that at the beginning of a 
global warming period, the moisture storage effect dominates at the Zugspitze in summer 
until the effects of changing circulation dynamics prevail. The difference to Hoher Sonnblick, 
where increasing precipitation reduction prevails in summer, might be explained by its position 
in the interior of the Alpine ridge where air masses already have lost considerable amounts of 
their moisture content due to luv effects at the edge of the mountain ridge. Maybe the effect of 
increased moisture transport is therefore less important in the center of the Alps, a topic for 
further investigations. In any case, high mountain climate is indicated to be changed consider-
ably according to the presented results with strong implications for the whole ecosystem of 
the Alps to be expected.
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12  Evaluation of Measurement Series from 

high Mountain Stations

Ludwig Ries, Cedric Couret, German Environment Agency; Ye Yuan, Technical University of 
Munich; Esther Giemsa, Jucundus Jacobeit, Institute of Geography, University of Augsburg; 
Stephan Hachinger, Leibnitz Supercomputing Centre

12.1  Mountain Stations (Ludwig Ries)

12.1.1  The first alpine measurement stations 
and the present situation

The first high mountain stations were pioneers in atmospheric and climate research. In Central 
Europe, for example, important Alpine observation stations had been set up between the end 
of the 19th century and the first third of the 20th century. At a time when there were practically 
no methods of remote observation, these observatories enabled pioneering research to be 
carried out in the field of weather observation. Under very suitable visibility conditions, the 
radius of the observations could be extended to a range of more than 200 km. Apart from 
coastal areas, these weather stations were the first observatories for atmospheric remote sens-
ing. As a result, it had become possible to detect weather changes at long distances and to 
transmit the results by telegraph to the central weather offices. In Austria, for example, the 
station Hoher Sonnblick was opened in 1886. The weather tower on the Zugspitze in Germany 
started in 1899 and the station Jungfraujoch in Switzerland in 1931.The station Puy de Dome in 
Auvergne, France, even had begun in 1876.

Since the mid-20th century, the number of high mountain stations worldwide has increased 
considerably. Today, a network of high mountain stations in Africa, Asia, North and South Amer-
ica supports atmospheric environmental monitoring and climate research. Even today, the great 
scientific advantage is the highly precise continuous measurement along the time axis.

12.1.2  Mountain stations in the Global Atmosphere 
Watch program

A prominent group of mountain stations supporting atmospheric research contributes to the 
station network of the Global Atmosphere Watch program (GAW). GAW started in 1989 as 
module for monitoring the physical and chemical state of the atmosphere within the Global 
Climate Observing System (GCOS) of UNO/WMO. From the very beginning the ground based, 
fixed station network had been the backbone of the Global Atmosphere Watch monitoring pro-
gram. Presently GAW has evolved to an integrated network for atmospheric chemistry and 
physics observations, with additional ground based remote sensing measurements and meas-
urements from ships, air planes and satellites.

The map (Fig. 1.1) provides the geographic distribution and the types of stations on mountains 
and selected high elevated sites, operating presently for atmospheric environmental research 
in GAW (cf. Tab. 1.1).

12.1.3  What is a mountain station? 
In the sense of practical exploration, mountain stations provide platforms for atmospheric 
measurements at particularly representative locations on the mainland or on an island to allow 
drawing conclusions about the state of the atmosphere for a catchment area as large as possi-
ble. The amount of representative data in the measured time series should be as high as pos-
sible. This includes, that appropriate locations for mountain stations should be minimally influ-
enced by pollution or other relevant anthropogenic influences.
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In contrary to the definitions of high mountain regions used in geography and geomorphology, 
we target an understanding, that applies worldwide across different climate zones and altitudes. 
In this way, for example, a comparable characteristic for lower altitude sites can be specified 
for moderate climates. However, this will not apply also to warmer climatic zones in South 
America or to highlands in largely uninhabited desert areas (e.g. Himalaya) or to areas in the 
Arctic and Antarctic. Considered worldwide, the characteristics cannot be understood as being 
constant over different climatic zones. 

For a better comprehension of the whole phenomenon and because the characteristics for high 
mountain stations change fluently from higher to lower sites this text also refers partly to low-
er mountain sites. The overall objective of this chapter is, to identify the characteristics that high 
mountain stations and mountain stations in general have in common, to differentiate them and 
to be able to use these characteristics to analyze and understand measurement series from 
high mountain and mountain stations.

12.1.4  The objective of measurements at 
high altitude stations

The principal purpose for the measurement of high-altitude data is gaining representative in-
formation about the state of the atmosphere and the lower free troposphere. For example, for 
measurements for Global Atmosphere Watch, the main objective is to monitor the chemical and 
physical state of the atmosphere for detecting effects on climate change and to improve scien-
tific understanding of the global climate system. This is different from the classical understand-
ing of monitoring air quality which focuses on the adverse health effects on people from air 
pollution and which concentrates on ground-based sites in populated and additional at rural 
regions. Despite the very successful emergence of ground-based remote sensing programs 
measured time series from altitude mountain stations have the essential advantage to provide 
consecutive information along the time line. This enables a combined analysis. Remote sensing 
delivers data along the vertical altitude scale but mostly only for short times. Additionally, 
measuring the same parameter on a fixed mountain station, the monitoring data deliver a 
continuous time history along the time scale. A newer example for such a timeseries at Zug-
spitze station can be found in Yuan Y. and Ries L. et al., 2018. Together both kinds of data from 
both scales are essential for a better understanding and support validation and quality assur-
ance of scientific results. 

Fig. 1.1: Map of GAW global observatories. GAW regional stations and contributing stations contribute 
for specialized atmospheric chemistry and physics monitoring supporting the worldwide Global Atmos-
phere Watch program. The selection includes stations which are in operational status and which measure 
aerosols and/or gases (greenhouse and reactive gases) and meteorological parameters. Data source: 
Gawsis station information system: https://gawsis.meteoswiss.ch
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Tab. 1.1: Table of 45 GAW stations. It consists of global observatories, GAW regional stations and contributing stations working for 
additional monitoring activities supporting GAW. The selection includes stations which are in operational status and which meas-
ure aerosols and/or atmospheric gases (greenhouse and reactive) and meteorological parameters. Sites have been selected with 
altitudes starting from 950 meters a.s.l. or higher. Reference: Gawsis station information system: https://gawsis.meteoswiss.ch

WMO Region Country Station Elevation 

(m a.s.l.)

GAW Station 

Type

Latitude 

(in °)

Longitude 

(in °)

Africa Algeria Assekrem 2710 GAW Global 23.26666641 5.633333206

Africa Spain Izana (Tenerife) 2373 GAW Global 28.30900002 –16.49939919

Africa France La Reunion 2160 GAW Regional –21.0796 55.3841

Africa Kenya Mt. Kenya 3678 GAW Global –0.0622 37.29719925

Antarctica France Concordia, Dome C 3233 GAW Other –75.0998612 123.3334808

Antarctica Belgium Princess Elisabeth station 1350 GAW Regional –71.95 23.35

Antarctica United States South Pole 2841 GAW Global –89.9969482 –24.79999924

Asia Taiwan, Province 
of China

Lulin 2862 GAW Other 23.46999931 120.8700027

Asia China Mt. Waliguan 3810 GAW Global 36.28749847 100.8963013

Asia Nepal Nepal Climate Observatory – 
Pyramid

5079 GAW Global 27.95779991 86.81490326

Asia Viet Nam Pha Din 1466 GAW Regional 21.5731 103.5157

Europe Armenia Amberd 2070 GAW Regional 40.38333511 44.25

Europe Bulgaria BEO Moussala 2925 GAW Regional 42.17919922 23.5855999

Europe Slovakia Chopok 2008 GAW Regional 48.96666718 19.60000038

Europe Germany Hohenpeissenberg  985 GAW Global 47.80149841 11.00961971

Europe Switzerland Jungfraujoch 3580 GAW Global 46.54748917 7.985089779

Europe Russian 
 Federation

Kislovodsk 2070 GAW Regional 43.72999954 42.65999985

Europe Slovenia Krvavec 1740 GAW Regional 46.29734948 14.53331438

Europe Italy Monte Cimone 2165 GAW Global 44.16666794 10.6833334

Europe Italy Monte Curcio 1796 GAW Regional 39.315972 16.42325

Europe Spain Montsec 1571 GAW Regional 42.051335 0.729564

Europe Germany Ochsenkopf 1185 GAW Other 50.0301 11.8084

Europe Italy Plateau Rosa 3480 GAW Regional 45.93534088 7.7073102

Europe France Puy de Dome 1465 GAW Global 45.7723 2.9658

Europe Switzerland Rigi 1031 GAW Regional 47.06739 8.46333

Europe Germany Schauinsland 1205 GAW Regional 47.90000153 7.916666508

Europe Poland Sniezka 1603 GAW Regional 50.73333359 15.73333359

Europe Austria Sonnblick 3106 GAW Global 47.05389023 12.95888901

Europe Denmark Summit 3238 GAW Regional 72.58000183 –38.47999954

Europe Germany Zugspitze-Gipfel 2962 GAW Global 47.421075 10.985896

Europe Germany Zugspitze-Schneefernerhaus 2671 GAW Global 47.4165 10.97964

North America United States Appalachian State University 1076 GAW Other 36.21300125 –81.69200134

North America United States Boulder Table Mountain (CO) 1689 GAW Other 40.125 –105.2369995

North America United States) Desert Rock (NV) 1007 GAW Other 36.61999893 –116.0179977

Central America Mexico Mex High Altitude Global 
Climate Observation Cente

4560 GAW Other 18.985842 –97.314433

North America United States Niwot Ridge – T-van (CO) 3523 GAW Regional 40.04999924 –105.5899963

North America United States Steamboat Springs (CO) 3220 GAW Regional 40.45500183 –106.7440033

North America United States Table Mountain (CA) 2286 GAW Regional 34.38233948 –117.688797

North America United States Wendover (UT) 1320 GAW Regional 39.90000153 –113.7200012

North America Canada Whistler Mountain 2182 GAW Regional 50.05929947 –122.9576035

South America Bolivia Chacaltaya 5340 GAW Regional –16.2000008 –68.09999847

South America Chile El Tololo 2154 GAW Regional –30.16833 –70.80361

South-West Pacific United States Mauna Kea (HI) 4204 GAW Other 19.82999992 –155.4799957

South-West Pacific United States Mauna Loa (HI) 3397 GAW Global 19.53623009 –155.5761566

South-West Pacific Malaysia Tanah Rata 1545 GAW Regional 4.484235 101.371606
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12.1.5  What determines a site at high altitude?

12.1.5.1  Orography
For atmospheric research, it is not only the altitude above sea level that is relevant, but also the 
surface shape of the catchment area of the air masses which pass the station and whether the 
terrain is covered with vegetation and what the vegetation is like. It is also relevant how far 
away from the monitoring station there are settlement areas, how large the settlement areas 
are and what type and extent of air pollution is produced by the settlement areas. It is also 
crucial how the atmospheric circulation, which is determined by the climate zone and the sur-
face shape in large, affects the transport of air masses to the measuring station, for example 
whether the station is situated on a coast or within a mountain chain or whether the mountain 
station is in the middle of a mainland or on an island, surrounded by the ocean. 

Under special circumstances, an elevated station exceptionally may even not be located on a 
mountain. This is the case if the measuring station is located e.g., on an uninhabited plateau, 
which can be in a desert area or in a polar region. Examples for such stations are Assekrem 
(2710 m a.s.l.) in the Saharan region and South Pole (2841 m. a.s.l.). Despite the fact, that in this 
special situation the diurnal variation for determining representative periods of time and data 
must be interpreted principally different from sites on mountains, these stations were included 
also in this analysis. This was necessary, because on the one hand, the differences between the 
characteristics of the stations change fluently and it is relevant for a scientific understanding to 
analyze this situation correctly and to know the change of characteristics. And on the other 
hand, this knowledge is of fundamental importance when measurement series of elevated 
stations must be examined for their representativeness. 

12.1.5.2  Meteorology
Apart from meteorological influences controlled by orography, mountain stations are exposed 
to continuously changing air masses from the atmospheric boundary layer and the lower free 
troposphere. This continuous change is controlled mainly by the diurnal variation and the sea-
sonal variation. In moderate climates during the winter months from October to March moun-
tain stations like site Zugspitze, are more frequently above the lower atmospheric boundary 
layer. Additionally, an existing snow cover then can prevent convective up wind transport. This 
results in a good separation from air within the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and clean 
air above. In contrast, during warmer summer and autumn a convective upwind system is 
formed, which transports during the day larger air masses from lower altitudes to the mountain 
station. Then often a maximum occurs in the midday and afternoon hours. In the evening hours 
the thermal upwind transport subsides again. The nightly cooling and collapse of the atmos-

phere causes that air masses with increased repre-
sentativeness can be measured regularly at night. This 
thermal upwind phenomenon occurs when there is 
no snow cover under the influence of the sun on 
 almost every mountain slope worldwide. In larger 
mountain regions, this intensive upward transport of 
air masses can lead also to an additional lateral hori-
zontal transport of air. This phenomenon also is well 
known under the term alpine pumping. For further 
explanation see Winkler et. al. 2006.

Figure 1.2 presents a schematic overview about the 
daytime dynamics of air flow at high mountain sta-
tions in Europe. It shows synoptic flow as well as the 
mainly summerly thermic upwind system as well as 
the injection layer above, which contains especially 
during the season with long radiation length rests 
from the upward wind injection from the last day.

Fig. 1.2: Scheme of daytime air dynamics at mountain stations 
during summertime, according to Henne, 2004. For further 
 explanation see the text.
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12.1.6  Spatial representativeness of mountain stations 

The spatial representativeness of a measuring station is of fundamental importance for the signi-
ficance of the measurement data and their interpretation. In this section, a selection of different ap-
proaches is presented to determine the spatial representativeness of an individual mountain station.

12.1.6.1  Contribution of the topography to the influence 
of the atmospheric boundary layer

Mountain stations receive continuous influences from the underlying ground in combination 
with the ongoing air mass transport. The surface structure of the surrounding topography im-
pacts significantly the dynamics and hence measurable frequency and direction of air mass 
transport to the station. Collaud, 2018, identifies topographical features which influence aerosol 
measurements at high altitude stations. Due to the dominant effect of the individually pro-
nounced topography it becomes evident that the station height alone is not always a sufficient 
criterion for predicting correctly the proportion of measurements in the lower free troposphere 
(LFT). This approach can be used to compare the potential representativeness between stations 
or for the planning and selection of an optimal new site location between several opportunities.

12.1.6.2  Analysis of regions of ground influenced wind origin 
by sector classification

With meteorological data transport modelling can be used to gain quantitative information about 
the representativeness of a station. The presented approach uses a geometrical analysis of the flow 
frequencies, classified in direction and distance from the measurement station. The result gives a 
classification of regions of origin of wind transported to the measurement site. In the following 
example for site Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus the transport model FLEXPART with backward direct-
ed dispersion trajectories has been applied to a longer and hence representative 2-year data set of 
meteorological analysis data. Around the original grid point of the Environmental Research Station 
Schneefernerhaus a set of circles has been constructed with 
radii 300 km, 600 km and 900 km. Additionally in each of the 
four main directions NW, SW, SE and NE the circles have 
been subdivided in rectangular sectors. Thus, the whole area 
consists of 12 circular segments. For the analysis of the sta-
tion ground influenced wind data have been selected from 
cases when the wind before arrival had passed an altitude 
of maximal 150 m a.s.l. or below. The relative ratio of fre-
quency of arriving ground influenced wind is defined as 
footprint signal and thus can be quantified as a function of 
the cardinal direction. The resulting frequency statistic 
shows the possible ground influence from on-flowing wind 
which can affect measurements at the station. These fre-
quency statistics explain the numerically complex results in 
a simpler and better communicable form. The analysis was 
only carried out with a maximum transport time of 5 days 
for European wide calculations. For each region, the percent-
age share of the total footprint sum was calculated in the 
model domain Europe. The area of this model domain 
ranged from 75 to 35 °N and from –10 °W to 34 °E (Fig. 2).

Tab. 1.2: Relative transport frequency of on-streaming wind to the Environmental Research Station Schnee-
fernerhaus with a maximum transport time of 5 days. The data are from 2005 and 2006. Applied Transport 
model was FLEXPART. All releases from 00:00 to 24:00hr have been used. Source: Birmili et. al. 2008.

Radius (km) NW (in %) SW (in %) SE (in %) NE (in %) Total (%)

300  5.50 19.93 3.38 4.91

600  5.18 10.62 2.41 2.27

900  3.95  5.89 1.89 1.83

Sum 14.63 (%) 36.44 (%) 7.68 (%) 9.01 (%) 67.76 (%)

Fig. 1.3: Geometrical scheme of the 12 sectors around the 
site Environmental Research Station Zugspitze/Schnee-
fernerhaus. Source: Birmili et. al. 2008.
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12.1.6.3  Station footprints as quantifiable areas of influence 

from arriving ground-based winds.
The atmospheric dynamic produces very differentiated transport patterns of air arriving at a 
mountain station. Air mass transport is a result of the continuously measured and varying 
weather events. To gain quantifiable information about direction and frequency of transported 
air a series of backward directed dispersion trajectories (retro-plumes) can be used systemati-
cally. The following example for the site of Zugspitze-Schneefernerhaus is based on the mete-
orological analysis data of two consecutive years. The FLEXPART transport model was used to 
calculate series of backward trajectories. The results are values of a source-receptor relationship 
(QRB) as a function of latitude, and length for a release time t. This QRB is defined to the length 
of stay in a 150-m high layer above ground (“footprint”) The unit of the Footprint QRB is ns/kg. 
This can be interpreted as empirical frequency from where ground influenced air has arrived 
at the Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus within the time which was described 
by the given input data. Because of known seasonal variations in the atmospheric transport the 
integrated results show different characteristics for the integrated seasonal data. 

During wintertime the influence from ground reaches a minimum. Reason is the better separation 
from the ground as result of the frequently quite lower atmospheric boundary layer during winter-
time. Also, the influence of eastern transported air is minimal. Simultaneously the air mass transport 
from NW and W is increased, compared to the other seasons. This also can be seen in wind rose 
statistics, where during wintertime the highest windspeed from western directions can be observed.

Spring Summer

Autumn Winter

Fig. 1.4: Average seasonal transport frequency of air to station Zugspitze in the ground layer with a maximum 
transport time of five days for the duration of 2005 and 2006. Model: Flexpart, Source, Birmili et. al. 2008.
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In springtime, the lateral wind transport and speed still is comparatively high. Like at wintertime 
conditions the lateral transport from western directions is enhanced. The convective upwind 
air mass transport starts and becomes gradually stronger with increasing day length.

At summertime the influence from ground-based air masses reaches a relative maximum. This 
can be understood as result of the intensive energy input from longer and more intensive sunshine 
duration and a resulting convective upwind system. This results in a more cellular weather regime 
and reduces long range lateral air mass transport mainly from western directions. During summer 
there is more eastern influence, whereas the western air mass transport changes from NW to W.

In autumn, the often-similar temperatures of the oceans and the continents create a more fre-
quent stable air stratification. Because of relatively warm temperatures, compared to winter, 
the ground influence still is comparatively high. 

12.2  Measurement series (Ludwig Ries, Cedric Couret)

Although the set of measurable variables in atmospheric chemistry and physics is much larger, in 
this section, we concentrate on selected measurement series examples from greenhouse gases, 
reactive gases and aerosols. The continuous measurement of parameters, relevant for the state of 
the Earth Atmosphere is a core issue in monitoring the changes in the climate system of the Earth’s 
atmosphere. Within this section selected key measurement variables are presented being measured 
continuously by Global Atmosphere Watch for the Global Climate Observation System (GCOS).

12.2.1  Selected examples of measurement series and 
their role in atmospheric chemistry and physics

12.2.1.1  Carbon Dioxide
The most important cause of global warming are man-made greenhouse gases. Due to its high 
atmospheric concentrations, carbon dioxide is the most important greenhouse gas in addition 
to water vapor. The global concentrations of CO2 have increased by 40 % since the beginning 

Fig. 2.1: Measured time series of carbon dioxide from Schauinsland GAW Regional station, Mauna 
Loa GAW global station and Zugspitze GAW global station, additionally compared with an average 
atmospheric CO2 world trend. Source: website of Umweltbundesamt. www.uba.de
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of industrialization in 1750. In contrast, CO2 concentrations were almost constant in the previous 
10000 years. The current increase in CO2 is about 100 times faster than ever before in the past.

Long rows and their meaning

Long CO2 measurement series provide a reliable measure of the global increase in CO2 and 
continuously document the effect of fossil fuel combustion on the atmosphere. Thanks to their 
accuracy, they enable science to distinguish the effect of fossil fuel combustion from the sea-
sonal fluctuation of the biosphere. This provides a reliable basis for analyzing long-term chang-
es in the CO2 reserves in the atmosphere with climate models and calculating future scenarios. 
Whereas in the 1950s the annual increase averaged 0.55 ppm CO2 per year, differences in an-
nual mean values over the past decade have shown an increase of about 1.9 ppm per year. 
Compared to the 1950s, global CO2 production has thus more than tripled.

12.2.1.2  Methane
Since the pre-industrial age, the occurrence of methane (CH4) in the atmosphere has risen by 
270 % due to anthropogenic activities. In the group of long-lived greenhouse gases, methane 
makes the second largest contribution to global warming after carbon dioxide. Never in the past 
650,000 years has there been such high concentrations in the Earth’s atmosphere. Despite a 
slower increase since 1990 and a stagnation of the concentration at a high level until 2005, cli-
mate models are predicting an accelerated increase in methane with increasing warming. Since 
2007, global networks and satellites have been observing an increased increase in methane.

Long rows and their meaning

High-precision long time series provide a reliable picture of the methane concentrations, which 
ultimately result from the interaction of all sources and sinks. Although the sources for methane 
are known, the trends of the sources and their interaction with the sinks cannot always be 
adequately explained: With the methane trend as a whole still rising, the increase in methane 
has decreased continuously over the last two and a half decades and the reasons for this con-
tinuous decrease and the resulting consequences for the future warming of the atmosphere 
are not yet understood sufficiently. Long and reliable time series are of fundamental importance 
here so that the interaction of sources and sinks can be adequately explained in the future.

Fig. 2.2: Measured time series of methane from Schauinsland GAW Regional station and Zugspitze GAW 
global station, compared with the atmospheric WMO world trend, which shows lower concentrations, 
because it gives a more correct average over the whole earth surface (incl. oceans, which are no source 
area). Source: website of Umweltbundesamt. www.uba.de
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12.2.1.3  Nitrous Oxide
Without their two most important representatives, CO2 and CH4, the long-lived greenhouse 
gases (LLCF) still account for a remarkably high proportion of the greenhouse effect. The most 
important are nitrous oxide (N2O), sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) and halogenated, climate-effective 
trace substances. In this group there are some substances with extremely long lifespan, such 
as SF6 at 3200 years or NF3 at approx. 640 years, which will continue to have still long-lasting 
impact on the global climate.

Long time series and their importance

Nitrous oxide makes the third largest contribution to global warming by long-lived greenhouse 
gases. Compared to the pre-industrial era (1750), its occurrence in the atmosphere has only 
increased by 20 %. But compared to CO2, its influence on the warming of the atmosphere is 300 
times stronger over a period of 100 years! Approximately 40 % of the N2O emitted into the at-
mosphere comes from human activities. The rest comes from natural sources. The significantly 
higher percentage of land areas in the northern hemisphere and the use of artificial fertilizers in 
the mid-latitudes are the main reason for a small north-south gradient of nitrous oxide concen-
trations in the atmosphere. High-precision and long-time series in the northern and southern 
hemisphere are an important basis for a better understanding and forecasting of the temporal 
development of the sources. For this purpose, the in-situ measurement series must be measured 
with a very high accuracy of only 0.03 %. This meets the limit of the current technical feasibility.

Fig. 2.3: Measured time series of nitrous oxide from Schauinsland GAW Regional station, Mace Head 
GAW global station and Zugspitze GAW global station and from WDCGG world trend.

12.2.1.4  Tropospheric Ozone
Ozone or trioxygen with chemical formula O3 is a colorless gas, toxic for plants, animals, and 
humans. It plays a special role in the chemistry and physics of the Earth’s atmosphere. Firstly, 
ozone is a greenhouse gas with a radiative forcing of approximately 0.4 W/m2 (IPCC 5.th assess-
ment report, 2013) which is approximately as large as the combined effect of all halogenated 
greenhouse trace gases. Then ozone is also a highly reactive gas, which plays an important role 
in the chemical transformation of likewise reactive nitrogen oxides in the troposphere. It should 
also be mentioned that the air layers above 10 kilometers contain over 90 % of the gas and that 
this stratospheric ozone absorbs most of the harmful ultraviolet solar radiation, which is an 
important prerequisite for biological life on this planet. In the following, however, only the 
tropospheric ozone will be considered. 
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Unlike in conurbations and cities where the atmospheric lifetime of ozone is significantly less 
than one day, ozone can have a lifetime of up to 3½ weeks in the much cleaner air at 3000 m 
altitude. As a result, ozone can be transported from North America, for example, and in some 
cases as far as from Asia to Central Europe in higher layers of air. Furthermore, additional ozone 
is formed photo-chemically in the troposphere from natural and anthropogenic ozone precur-
sors, such as various VOCs or nitrogen oxides such as NO2, by the action of sunlight.

Long continuous measurement series make it possible to combine short-term ozone measure-
ments with a continuous history measured at a fixed location in the lower free troposphere. 
Thus they contribute to the plausibility check and quality control of remote sensing measure-
ments. Several long measurement series of different measuring stations in a region enable 
parallel comparison and the validation of the temporal history of the development of atmos-
pheric trends. This is also an important instrument for detecting errors in long-term measure-
ment series. Furthermore, high-precision data representative of the lower free troposphere are 
an essential prerequisite for the ground calibration of satellite data over mainland. Only a 
highly time-resolved and highly precise measurement makes it possible to identify represent-
ative values that are unaffected locally and regionally.

The selected example of ozone measurements at the Zugspitze station shows at least the at-
mospheric result of two environmental protection measures. On the one hand, the discontin-
uation of the increase in ozone levels from 1983 shows the effect of the exhaust gas catalyst 
introduced in Germany and Central Europe at that time. The further decline in ozone background 
values from 2008 shows an effect of the success of the European environmental policy for the 
large-scale reduction of ozone precursors. See Bach H. et al. 2014, Ecorys.

Fig. 2.4: Measured time series of ozone from Zugspitze GAW global station, measured with UV absorp-
tion photometer. From 1978 to 2000 data have been measured at Zugspitze summit station. Since 2001 
the data are from Environmental Research Station Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus. The Schneefernerhaus 
data have been adjusted to the ozone level of the summit station. According to the + 0.82ppb O3 long-
time offset published with the station audit from 2011.

12.2.1.5  Aerosols
Aerosols have a largely cooling effect on the climate. Excluded from this is black carbon (BC) or 
soot, which belongs to the short-lived global warmers (SLCF). Situated on snow or ice, it re duces 
the backscattering up only to a few percent and thus has a strongly warming effect. However, 
black carbon in the atmosphere, heats the air masses but cools the underlying area on the ground. 
The mechanisms of climate warming effects of aerosols are not as well researched as with green-
house gases. Also, the available measurement series of aerosols are significantly shorter than 
existing time series of greenhouse gases. An important known source of black carbon is traffic 
exhaust fumes, especially from diesel vehicles. Significant differences can be observed between 
high mountain sites (Zugspitze: 0.02 µm/m3 annual mean value), rural sites (0.5 µg/m3 annual 
mean value) and traffic influenced measurement sites with mean values around 2–4 µg/m3.
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Like black carbon, ultrafine particles are a sensitive indicator of the influence of local combustion 
sources at a measurement site. A pronounced annual variation is observed for soot and fine and 
ultrafine particles. In winter, the highest readings occur in the lowlands. However, maximum 
concentrations are measured at the mountain stations in summer. The reason for this is the sea-
sonal fluctuation of the mixing layer height. In summer the mixed layer is higher. In Central Eu-
rope, for example, its upper limit can be well over 3.5 km. This leads to good mixing during 
summer and relatively similar measured values of around 0.5 µg/m3 at all rural measuring points 
located within the mixing layer. But in winter inversion layers become effective, which reduce the 
dispersion and increase the concentrations in the lowlands. During wintertime, mountain stations 
often are above these inversion layers and therefore then detect significantly lower concentrations. 

In central Europe and on Environmental Research Station Zugspitze a declining trend could be 
observed since the beginning of the black carbon measurements in 2008.

12.2.2  Measurement techniques and quality objectives
Over the past decades, measurement technology and quality assurance have been continuous-
ly developed further and have led to a high level of development in the present. Since a more 
detailed treatment of the measurement technology and quality assurance procedures current-
ly applied according to the state of science is beyond the scope of this chapter, the official 
sources of measurement technology and quality assurance in GAW are only briefly discussed 
here. The state of knowledge in GAW with recommendations for measurement technology and 
measurement quality assurance is described in the GAW technical reports of WMO. It can be 
accessed from https://library.wmo.int/

Fig. 2.5: Measured time series of fine and ultra-fine aerosols rom Zugspitze GAW global station, meas-
ured with scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) and condensation particle counter.

Fig. 2.6: Measured time series of atmospheric black carbon equivalent or soot (BC equiv.), measured with 
a multi angle absorption photometer (MAAP).

Schwarzer Kohlenstoff, Ruß äquivalent, Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus
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Because the objective of GAW is to generate a world-wide database for global analysis using 
comparable high precision and high-quality data according to the state of science, the consid-
eration of data quality objectives and a consistent data preparation as elementary prerequisite 
for a coherent data quality is absolutely essential for the evaluation of measurement series.

12.2.3  Assurance of data quality
This short section is intended to help the scientific user of measurement series to know the 
necessary prerequisites for data quality to ask the right questions when selecting the data.

Scientific analysis requires data quality that meets the specified data quality objectives. For ex-
ample, for the compatibility of greenhouse gas measurements in the Global Atmosphere Watch 
Program of the UNO/WMO, the quality targets are specified in the GAW Report No. 229 on page 
three. These quality objectives are an integral part of the measurement program and must be 
considered, when selecting the measuring instruments, carrying out the calibrations and the scale 
connections, as well as during the comparison measurements and evaluation of the calibrations.

The user of measurement data series must be aware that the production process of the data 
corresponds to a quality chain that is only as good as the weakest link. Scientific evaluations 
require data obtained under correct and always controlled conditions. In practice, almost every 
measured variable has special requirements, which must then also be considered correctly in 
the measurement experiment. For scientific evaluation, series of measurements must be used 
which have been correctly calibrated and which do not show a sudden shift in the value level 
over time, whose values have been viewed and checked over time and whose values lie on the 
current measurement scale to be used for GAW. Incorrect data must be specially marked or 
flagged in the data of the measurement series. These include data failures, artifacts, calibrations, 
measurement comparisons and influences from known air pollutants. To maintain the principle 
of traceability, flagged data is not discarded, but only marked. The originally measured data 
series is thus retained. It is good scientific practice to flag the data in a differentiated way.

12.2.4  Availability of measurement series
For scientific analysis data on the GAW measurement series are available for free via the GAW 
World Data Centers on the following topics:

Tab. 2.1: Selected world data centers for Global Atmosphere Watch monitoring data for the physical and 
chemical state of the atmosphere. Source GAW website: https://public.wmo.int/en/programmes/global- 
atmosphere-watch-programme

Topic Link

World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data Center http://www.woudc.org/

World Radiation Data Center http://wrdc.mgo.rssi.ru/

World Data Center for Greenhouse Gases http://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/wdcgg/

World Data Center for Aerosols http://www.gaw-wdca.org/

World Data Center for Aerosols http://www.wdcpc.org/

World Data Center for Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere http://wdc.dlr.de/

12.3  Analysis of the variation over time in 
measurement series (Ludwig Ries, Ye Yuan)

The central purpose for the measurement of high- altitude data is gaining more representative 
information about the state of the atmosphere in the lower free troposphere. Despite a system-
atically higher fraction of representative data at high altitude stations it is still a multifaceted 
scientific problem to differentiate less representative regional or locally influenced data from 
data which can be taken as representative.
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On mountain sites atmospheric constituents show systematically different levels and variations 
in time, compared with other stations, situated in the lowlands or at conurbations. Often the 
levels of anthropogenic atmospheric pollutants are much lower at mountain stations. However, 
some other constituents like ozone show constantly higher levels.

No matter where and how the high-altitude measurements take place (continuous / discrete; in 
situ measurement/flask sampling), the measured data sets are usually treated as time series. 
Based on different measuring instruments and techniques, the measured time resolution could 
vary from seconds to days, weeks or even months. 

For research and evaluation of data from measurement series from mountain stations the 
systematic analysis of the variation over time can be a very useful approach. Variations of data 
in time for example are diurnal, weekly, monthly, annual, or inter-annual variation. The follow-
ing subsections explain some selected approaches more in detail.

12.3.1  Diurnal variation
Diurnal variation refers to the variation of data which had been measured during the day, by 
default from 0 a.m. local time (LT) this day to 0 a.m. local time the next day. The diurnal variation 
is very essential to understand and interpret short-term changes not only in atmospheric chem-
ical constituents but also in physical and meteorological variables, such as temperature, aero-
sol concentration or solar radiation. 

Practically at every measurement site a diurnal variation can be observed. But the characteris-
tic of an individual diurnal variation is very specific for a site and hence decisive for the scien-
tific interpretation and analysis of the measured data. In general, an analysis of diurnal variation 
requires data with 1 or ½ hr time resolution.

The figure 3.1 below presents four examples of the diurnal cycle from atmospheric CO2 meas-
ured at high altitude site Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus. It shows a typical pattern for high ele-
vated mountain stations during the four seasons. The CO2 concentration levels remain relative-
ly constant during a nightly time window, which is situated here at midnight. When the day 
starts with the morning hours, the CO2 level increases by local influences and results in a diur-
nal peak by influence of air masses transported from local or regional sources. 

Summertime: As the sun rises and starts with radiation, the lack of snow cover supports the 
development of anabatic winds, a daily thermal upwind system. Simultaneously, the upward 
transport of air with lower CO2 levels caused by active photosynthesis reaches the measure-
ment site. The up winds decrease until late night, when a nightly CO2 level, more stable and 
with slightly higher values will be reached again. Then, after this minimum variation time win-
dow with especially well mixing the sun radiation of the next day starts again to build up the 
next thermic upwind system with upward transport of air masses. The intensity of this upwind 
system is driven by the duration of the sun radiation, which has its maximum on June 21st. 

Wintertime: In wintertime generally, the nightly time window with especially well mixed air 
extends considerably longer. The driving factors then are the shorter length and weaker inten-
sity of sun radiation and an existing snow cover, which suppresses the growth of a thermic 

Fig. 3.1: CO2 Mean CO2 diurnal variations by season at measurement site Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus, 
Germany from 2002 to 2016. An explanation is given in the text.
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upwind system. Often already at 21:00 h this nightly window starts and lasts considerably 
longer until to the morning hours of the next day at about 6:00 h. Under winter conditions at 
Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus a daily maximum builds up with a relative minimum during noon 
pause. In the average the winterly bimodal daily maximum follows the anthropogenic activity 
pattern on Zugspitze Platt.

At other mountain stations, the times of time windows can be different, being triggered by 
local orography and local to regional air mass transport, its current altitude and climate in 
connection with the geographic location. 

12.3.2  Weekly variation
If the question is whether there is a regular systematic anthropogenic influence on the meas-
urements in a time series, the investigation of the weekly variation can be a suitable approach 
to get to the root of this phenomenon. A week course of CO2 measurements can hardly be 
explained by natural variability.

Fig. 3.2: Comparison of the weekly variation at two sites Zugspitze summit (ZUG, 1991–2001) and Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus 
(ZSF, 2002–2016). In contrary to the summit station at Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus a weekend minimum 
can be detected because the station is closed during weekends.

Fig. 3.3: Comparison of the weekly variation at two sites Zugspitze summit (ZUG) and Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus (ZSF). At Envi-
ronmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus a weekend minimum can be detected in comparison to the weekly variation at 
Zugspitze summit. This is provided by the fact, that at weekends at site Schneefernerhaus there exists no anthropogenic activity, 
because of the closed station.
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For example, the weekly variation between two sites can be displayed as a paired graphic 
comparison of seven mean daily courses, see Fig. 3.2. Depending on the problem, these daily 
courses can be averaged over the seasons of a year or several years, or they can be averaged 
over an entire year or over several years.

Another methodical approach for the analysis of weekly variations is the Mean Symmetrized 
Residual (MSR) statistic. The MSR can be regarded as a generalization of a residual over a 
weekly average. The calculation is described in Cerveny and Coakley, 2002, which tested this 
approach with CO2 data on the Mauna Loa Station. The MSR retains the units of the measured 
variable and is directly comparable to atmospheric measured values. Furthermore, the method 
is robust enough for long-term trends and seasonal trends to have only a negligible effect on 
MSR statistics. 

In Fig 3.3 the weekly variations at the two measuring sites Zugspitze Gipfel (ZUG) and Zugspitze 
Schneefernerhaus (ZSF) are compared. This comparison is displayed graphically as a pair of 
box plots of the MSR values or as a linear approximated week course, in which for each week-
day an MSR value is plotted together with a ± 1-sigma uncertainty interval.

12.3.3  Annual variation
While the diurnal cycle itself can only provide information within relatively short time, an eval-
uation of the annual variation shows a more general view over the measured targets to track 
the seasonality and long-term trend. Annual variation can be calculated by differently aggre-
gated data with interval length varying from hourly to monthly means. It is calculated by aver-
aging the measured values into e.g. monthly averages to evaluate the variations between 
monthly values throughout the year. These variations are relevant due to biogenic activities 
which vary from season to season or the effect of the varying local transport dynamic during 
the different seasons. 

Fig. 3.4: Annual variation by monthly CO2 averages from 2002 to 2016 at Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus, 
Germany.

From figure 3.4, we can see that there is a clear seasonal cycle of the atmospheric CO2. The 
monthly maximum takes place in March and the minimum is in August. As the temperature 
rises from spring to summer, the effect of the photosynthesis of vegetation becomes increas-
ingly stronger, causing the CO2 levels to decline. When the vegetation growing season is over, 
the influence of photosynthesis to atmospheric CO2 levels sinks and the CO2 concentrations 
rise again. This explains the major cause for such seasonality in atmospheric CO2 at high altitude 
measurement sites.
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12.3.4  Case study example with Ozone, Carbon Monoxide 

and Nitrous Oxide
Gilge et al. (2010) compared long-term in situ measurements of atmospheric ozone, CO, and 
NO2 at four alpine mountain stations in central Europe, which comprised Hohenpeissenberg 
and Zugspitze (Germany), Sonnblick (Austria), and Jungfraujoch (Switzerland). To give a gen-
eral idea of the measurement results over time, the time series plots of all three components 
were represented by monthly mean values. The mean annual variations were plotted to explain 
the annual variation of the pollutants. The time series plots were also divided into four seasons 
with annual values for the comparison of different measurement sites in each season. More-
over, weekly variations (weekdays vs. weekend) were used to study whether there are working 
patterns during the week how they differ with data from weekend.

Regarding data analysis techniques, besides calculating the mean values, percentile was calculated 
for data analysis as well. By showing different range of percentiles (1st/99th; 5th/95th; 25th/75th) and 
minimum and maximum, the data quality and distribution with information of the outliers could 
be detected clearly. For trend estimation/approximation, linear regression with t-test, as one of the 
commonly used methods, was applied. In the following section, exemplary data analysis methods 
for evaluation of air mass transports and detection of pollution sources will be introduced.

12.4  Selection of representative data 
(Ye Yuan, Ludwig Ries)

12.4.1 Minimum diurnal variation
Atmospheric measurements are largely characterized by measurement sites. Within the Glob-
al Atmosphere Watch (GAW) network, two types of stations are defined with different research 
focuses as regional and global stations. One of the most essential goals at global stations is to 
detect the background level of atmospheric measurements. However, even though the global 
stations are mostly situated at remote areas, the measurements are still influenced by local to 
regional activities to certain extent. Therefore, to improve the data quality of the atmospheric 
measurements as well as the compatibility of measured data at different measurement sites, 
selection of the most representative is elementary.

Data selection is usually performed after data are obtained from measurement and have been 
validated. Data selection can be made based on various properties, such as meteorological 
parameters (wind speed, wind direction), chemical tracers (CO2 vs. CO, CH4) and statistical 
properties (data variability). The selected data represent the site-specific background values that 
form the basis for further analyses such as long-term trends, seasonality, influences of local 
sources and sinks, and comparison with satellite-based measurements.

In the following a newer statistical data selection method ADVS (Adaptive Diurnal Minimum 
Variation Selection) is presented in short. It was tested with atmospheric CO2 measurements 
from 2010 to 2015 at six European elevated mountain stations (Yuan et al., 2018). The underlying 
automated algorithm selects data under best possible baseline conditions. It is based on the 
evaluation of the statistical structure of the given diurnal variation. As mentioned in Section 
3.1, the diurnal variation alters seasonally, showing patterns resulting from different meteoro-
logical conditions, which are either from the lower free troposphere, or are influenced from 
local to regional sources. ADVS first detects a contiguous time window that has the least vari-
ation during the course of the day. Thereafter, the method starts the data selection based on 
the specified daily time window and examines the selection from the rest of the daily data based 
on statistical criteria. The figure 4.1 shows an example of selected atmospheric CO2 data at 
measurement site Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus from 2002 to 2016. The advantage of the ADVS 
method is, that the selected data are remarkably close to the conditions of the lower free trop-
osphere and that for central European stations the correlation between the stations is better 
than with several other compared selection methods. The disadvantage is, that the percentage 
of data, which have been detected is comparatively small. Practical experience has shown that 
the method also can be applied to atmospheric ozone and aerosol data.
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12.4.1.1  Analysis of a 36-year time CO2 measurement time series 
at mount Zugspitze

After initial standardization, the ADVS data selection could be applied subsequently to the 
entire existing measurement series. This was possible because the selection methodology ex-
ploits the inherent structural properties of the measured time series. In that way a selection of 
representative data also can be applied to past data time series. The resulting CO2 trend and 
seasonality after the data selection and a decomposition of the long-term time series into trend 
and seasonal components resulted in a mean CO2 annual growth rate over the 36-year period 
at Zugspitze is 1.8 ± 0.4 ppm yr−1, which was in good agreement with the US-American Mauna 
Loa station and global means from UNO/WMO.

Fig. 4.1: Atmospheric CO2 (in grey) from 2002 to 2016 at measurement site Zugspitze Schneefernerhaus 
with selected data (in black) by ADVS selection method.

12.4.1.2  Comparing selected CO2 station measurement data 
with remote sensing and satellite data

The comparison of representative in-situ ground data with satellite data is of essential neces-
sity for calibration of satellite measurements and required retrieval methods, especially over 
the continent. In 2019, Yuan et. al. showed a local comparison of in-situ CO2 measurements at 
the Zugspitze site with co-located TCCON column measurements and results from satellite 
observations. 

Based on the fact, that the application of consistent data processing routines to these CO2 data 
with appropriate data preparation (retrieval and gap interpolation) is essential for a correct 
comparison of measurement results, trend and seasonality can be well extracted from all meas-
urement datasets.

While the mean annual growth rates agreed well with about 2.2 ppm yr-1 over a 17-year period 
(2002–2018), the mean seasonal amplitudes showed significant differences (surface: 11.7 ppm/
column-averaged: 6.6 ppm), which could be attributed to different air masses.

The applicability of consistent data processing routines remains challenging, yet at the same 
time it is an essential necessity to ensure global comparability of highly accurate and high-qual-
ity atmospheric measurement data.
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12.4.2  Ambient Radon concentrations as tracer 

for ground-based air
When 222Radon is measured additionally at a measuring station, such data can be used for a 
selection of representative data. Radon provides a good approximation of ground influence. 
-Rn is an indirect decay product of the radioactive decay series of uranium or thorium and is 
produced in the bedrock below the mountain massif. The gas has a radioactive half-life of 3.8 
days. In combination with meteorological data, radon measurements support the classification 
of air masses and are therefore also an essential prerequisite for more precise dispersion cal-
culations and source allocations of gases and aerosols. Increased radon concentrations are an 
important criterion for distinguishing between ground-level, unrepresentative air masses and 
mountain air of the lower free troposphere, which is defined by low radon concentrations. 
Previous investigations show that a maximum atmospheric concentration of 1–2 Bq/m3 222Rn 
at standard temperature and pressure is suitable as a criterion for unaffected mountain air. See 
also the work of Griffiths et al. 2014. 
Compared to data selection with the minimum diurnal variation in 4.1, this method has the 
disadvantage that an additional measured variable must be measured but has the advantage 
of greater data yield. However, there is a possible restriction that the data selected as repre-
sentative can nevertheless be influenced by regional or local sources from altitude sources, 
which may have to be additionally excluded.
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12.5  Analysis of transport and source contributions 
based on back trajectories (Esther Giemsa, 
Jucundus Jacobeit, Stephan Hachinger)

The chemical characteristics of an air mass are often closely related to the amount of time it 
has spent in close contact with surface-based sources and sinks in its recent history. To examine 
the contribution of emission sources and sinks to measured concentration levels, the pathways 
on which air masses have travelled can be recalculated using a Lagrangian particle and disper-
sion model and further analysed by so called receptor models. Receptor modelling approaches 
proceed from concentrations at a receptor site backward to responsible emission sources and 
sinks by relating the on-site arriving paths of air mass back trajectories to the simultaneously 
measured concentrations. Thus, the back-trajectory receptor models assess the air mass histo-
ry to infer geographic regions with influence on the concentration levels at a particular meas-
uring site (Hopke 2016, Cheng et al. 2015). Two of these source apportionment tools based on 
back trajectories are presented together with examples for their application to the CO2 concen-
tration measurements at the Environment Research Station Schneefernerhaus.

12.5.1  Back Trajectories
Air mass back trajectories as a result of dispersion and transport models provide an approxi-
mation of the path air parcels have recently covered thereby acquiring their observed charac-
teristics (Crawford et al. 2009). Therefore, back trajectories act as a dependable tool for inves-
tigating dynamical processes in the atmosphere on synoptic time scales (Hopke 2016). Since 
they offer the possibility to identify the location of major emission sources and sinks, they have 
been widely used to infer geographic regions that contribute to pollution events, enabling 
detailed insights into source-receptor relationships within the catchment area of a given station 
(Cheng et al. 2015). Especially if many back trajectories (over months to years) are analysed in 
specific ways as described below, they identify the geographic origins mostly associated with 
concentration anomalies. With enough (dissimilar) trajectories, those locations leading to the 
measured concentration levels are revealed (Carslaw 2015).

To represent the chaotic pathways of air masses especially during their residence time in the 
turbulent planetary boundary layer as realistically as possible, Lagrangian Particle Dispersion 
Models (LPDM) compute trajectories of a large number of so-called particles (not necessarily 
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representing real particles, but infinitesimally small air parcels) to describe the transport and 
diffusion of tracers in the atmosphere (Fleming et al. 2012). The main advantage of Lagrangian 
models is that, unlike in Eulerian models, there is no numerical diffusion. Furthermore, in 
 Eulerian models a tracer released from a point source is instantaneously mixed within a grid 
box, whereas Lagrangian models are independent of a computational grid and have, in prin-
ciple, infinitesimally small spatial units (Stohl et al. 2002). Consequently, the Lagrangian box 
is assumed to behave like a point identically following the wind patterns (Seinfeld & Pandis 
2016).

In our exemplary study carried out to investigate the contribution from emission sources and 
sinks to CO2 concentrations measured at the Environment Research Station Schneefernerhaus, 
the LPDM FLEXPART (Stohl et al. 2005) was employed. For the traceability of the impact from 
sources and sinks through atmospheric transport and mixing conditions, a large ensemble of 
four-dimensional (three space dimensions plus time) ten-day back trajectories from the recep-
tor site Schneefernerhaus every two hours over the entire study period 2000–2015 is calculated 
with the LPDM FLEXPART driven by the ERA-Interim analysis fields of the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) with 0.2° resolution. Based on the ECMWF mete-
orology fields, a total of 10 000 particles carrying the traits of CO2 molecules were released 
every two hours over the entire study period and followed backward in time for ten days. The 
positions of the dispersing particles were stored with a 2-hourly time step. To reduce intrinsic 
model uncertainties such as the restricted resolution of the meteorological ECMWF fields and 
the parameterisations of the LPDM itself, the backward FLEXPART simulations of the particle 
dispersions are aggregated to their centroid tracks (red dashed line in Fig. 5.1) resulting in the 
cancelling-out of errors. As for the assumption that the uncertainties are equally distributed, 
the coordinates of the centroid tracks represent the mean, and thereby least erroneous, air mass 
transport path. The resulting centroid tracks of the particle dispersion form the basis for the 
further described back trajectory receptor models that relate variability in chemical observations 
– in our case: CO2 concentrations measured at Schneefernerhaus – to variations in synop-
tic-scale circulations.

Fig. 5.1: Exemplary FLEXPART dispersion modelling [emission sensitivity in log(s/m3/kg)] for 10 000 CO2 
particles released at the receptor site Schneefernerhaus backward in time together with the centroid track 
(red dashed line) corresponding to the mean transport locations of the particle tracing
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12.5.2  Potential Source Contribution Function (PSCF)
The identification of geographic regions with impact on the CO2 deviations at a particular site 
is performed by gridded receptor models based on air mass back trajectories. A well-known 
receptor model is the Potential Source Contribution Function (PSCF), originally developed by 
Ashbaugh et al. (1985), which calculates the probability that a source is located at latitude i and 
longitude j. The basic assumption of PSCF is that if a source is located at a specific spot, an air 
parcel back trajectory passing over that location can collect the material from the source and 
transports it along the trajectory to the receptor site (Carslaw 2015).

Air parcel back trajectories ending at a receptor site are represented by segment endpoints. 
Each endpoint has three coordinates (latitude, longitude and height) representing the central 
location of an air parcel at a particular time. To calculate the PSCF, the whole geographic region 
covered by the trajectories is divided into an array of grid cells whose size is dependent on the 
geographical scale of the problem so that the PSCF will be a function of locations as defined 
by the cell indices i and j. Air parcel backward trajectories were related to the composition of 
measured concentrations by matching the time of arrival of each trajectory at the receptor site. 
PSCF values for each grid cell were calculated by counting the trajectory segment endpoints 
that terminate within the grid cells. The number of endpoints that fall in the ij th cell is n (i, j). The 
number of endpoints for the same cell when the corresponding samples show concentrations 
higher than a certain criterion value – by default the 90th percentile – is defined to be m (i, j). The 
PSCF value for the ijth cell is defined as (Hopke 2016):

PSCF   ( i, j)   =    
m (i, j)

 _____ 
n (i, j)

   

Thus, the potential source contribution function can be interpreted as a conditional probability 
describing the spatial distribution of probable geographical source locations inferred by using 
trajectories arriving at the sampling site. Cells related to the high values of the potential source 
contribution function are the potential source areas (Polissar et al. 1999).

In the PSCF analysis, it is likely that the small values of n (i, j) produce high PSCFij values with 
high uncertainties. For large values of n, there is more statistical stability in the calculated val-
ue. In order to minimize this artefact, an empirical weight function W (nij) is multiplied into the 
PSCF value to better reflect the uncertainty in the values for these cells (Polissar et al. 1999):

  1.00 nij ≥ 4 
0.85 nij = 3 
0.65 nij = 2 
0.50 nij = 1.

Although the trajectory segment endpoints are subject to uncertainty, a sufficient number of 
endpoints should provide accurate estimates of the source locations if the location errors are 
random and not systematic. Cells containing emission sources would be identified with condi-
tional probabilities close to 1 assuming that trajectories that have crossed the cells effectively 
transport the emitted contaminant to the receptor site. The PSCF model thus provides a means 
to map the source potentials of geographical areas, though it does not apportion the contribu-
tion of the identified source area to the measured receptor data (Hopke 2016).

Calculated on basis of the previously described back trajectories together with the simultane-
ously measured de-seasonalised and de-trended CO2 concentrations of the years 2000–2015 at 
the Schneefernerhaus, the PSCF-map of Fig. 5.2 refers to probable source regions especially 
Northeast of the receptor site (East of Germany and Poland), whereas the probability of emis-
sion sources within the central alpine region is zero even though this is the highest frequented 
area due to an alpine station as receptor site.

W (nij) =
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Fig. 5.2: Potential Source Contribution Function providing the probability (in %) that a source for high 
de-seasonalised and de-trended CO2 concentrations (> 90th percentile) measured during the study period 
2000–2015 at the receptor site Schneefernerhaus is located at the colour-coded grid cells of the map.

12.5.3  Concentration Weighted Trajectory fields (CWT) 
A limitation of the PSCF method is that grid cells can have the same PSCF value when sample 
concentrations are either only slightly higher or much higher than the criterion (Hsu et al. 2003). 
As a result, it can be difficult to distinguish moderate sources from strong ones. Therefore, an 
advanced approach called the Concentration Weighted Trajectory fields (CWT) has been derived 
by Seibert et al. (1994) based on a grid domain as in the PSCF method. In analogue to the 
preceding PSCF, this second receptor modelling approach connects the on-site arriving paths 
of air masses to the contemporaneously measured short-term fluctuations in the CO2 concen-
trations. In addition to the method of PSCF, however, the CWT approach also considers the 
residence time of the air parcels over geographic areas prior to their arrival at the observatory. 
Beyond that, the CWT methodology is able to distinguish between moderate sources/sinks and 
intense ones (Begum et al. 2005).

For CWT, a grid domain forms again the basis to identify contributing regions within the catch-
ment area of the site. For each grid cell of the domain, Seibert et al. (1994) computed the mean 
concentration of the investigated species or chemical compound as follows:

ln   (  
__

 C ij)   =    1 ________ 
 ∑ 

k = 1  
N
  τijk

      ∑  
k = 1

  
N

   ln (ck)τijk

where i and j are the indices of the grid, k the index of trajectory, N the total number of trajec-
tories used in analysis, ck the pollutant concentration measured upon arrival of trajectory k, and 
τijk the residence time of trajectory k in grid cell (i, j). A high value of τij means that air parcels 
passing over cell (i, j) would, on average, cause high concentrations at the receptor site and 
vice versa (Carslaw 2015).

All gridded receptor models based on air mass pathways are founded on the basic assumption 
that air parcel back trajectories crossing a grid cell (i, j) where a source or sink is located, trans-
port the entailed alterations of the atmospheric trace gas concentration effectively to the recep-
tor (Hopke, 2003). The grid cells are colour-coded according to their probability to act as emis-
sion sources or sinks and, taken in their entirety, constitute a complete map (Cheng et al. 2015). 
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These maps representing the relevant areas affecting the concentrations at the measuring site 
are quite reliable, as comparisons with known emitters have shown (Begum et al. 2005). For 
the receptor site Schneefernerhaus, CO2 released from forest fires in the Mediterranean area 
during summer (especially during hot years, e.g. 2003) as well as wood and coal combustion 
during winter (particularly in cold years, e.g. 2005/2013) are recognised as major emitters for 
CO2 (see Fig. 5.3).

Fig. 5.3: Concentration Weighted Trajectory fields quantifying the influence of source and sink areas to the deviations of the 
de-seasonalised and de-trended CO2 concentrations [in ppm] at the receptor site Schneefernerhaus, seasonally averaged (left) for 
the entire study period 2000–2015 and for individual years (right – same scale as the seasonal pendant). 
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13 Cosmic Rays and the Earth

Vladimir Mares, Werner Rühm, Helmholtz Center Munich, Institute of Radiation Medicine

Abstract

The Earth is constantly being bombarded with particles from the galactic space and from the 
Sun with energies that are sufficiently high to penetrate the geomagnetic shielding of the Earth. 
These high-energy particles, also called primary cosmic rays (CRs), do not reach ground level 
because they interact with atoms in the atmosphere and initiate air showers producing many 
secondary particles. Some of these particles, also called secondary CRs, reach the ground and 
can be detected. An important contribution of secondary CRs to radiation-induced health risks 
comes from neutrons, because they contribute up to about 60 % to the ambient dose equivalent, 
H*(10), from CRs at mountain regions.

The history of CR measurements can be traced back to the beginning of the 1910’s, when an 
Austrian-American physicist, Victor Franz Hess, started series of measurements with ionization 
chambers onboard balloons. Since the 1950’s, neutron monitors are considered as the best 
ground-based detectors for recording any variations of the primary CR intensity. However, a 
single neutron monitor does not provide any information on the energy distribution of detect-
ed neutrons. This knowledge is important, however, because it can help scientists to understand 
the nature of CRs. In 1997, major efforts have been made at the Helmholtz Zentrum München 
(former GSF) when the first ground-based measurement of the energy distribution of neutrons 
from secondary CRs with an extended-range Bonner sphere spectrometer were performed at 
the summit of Zugspitze mountain (2,963 m a.s.l.), Germany. Since 2005, the neutrons from 
secondary CRs have been continuously monitored with such a spectrometer at the Environ-
mental Research Station Schneefernerhaus at Zugspitze (2,650 m a.s.l.).

The following section of this chapter summarizes general characteristics of CRs, and the three 
main kinds of shields protecting the Earth from CRs, namely the interplanetary magnetic field, 
the geomagnetic field, and the Earth’s atmosphere.

The next section deals with the definition of effective dose as a protection dose quantity used 
for the implementation of dose limits. Because effective dose cannot be measured in practice, 
ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), is described as an operational dose quantity used to quantify 
external radiation exposures.

The third section describes detection principles of the extended-range Bonner sphere spec-
trometer installed in an instrument shed at the Environmental Research Station Schneeferner-
haus at Zugspitze. All steps necessary for the data evaluation process in terms of detector 
counts and neutron spectrometry are explained. Special consideration is given to air pressure 
correction of measured count rates, and to the unfolding process used to derive neutron fluence 
energy spectra from measured count rates.

In the last section, two examples of long-term measurements of neutrons from secondary CRs 
with one-hour time resolution are shown. First, a rapid decrease within a few hours in meas-
ured intensity of secondary CR neutrons, a so-called Forbush decrease, was recognized in the 
count rates measured in September 2005. Second, the effect of snow cover on the neutron 
fluence energy spectra at ground level was observed between January 2010 and June 2014. The 
hypothesis that the snow cover might influence the number of neutrons absorbed or backscat-
tered from soil (so-called albedo neutrons) was tested with Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, 
seasonal oscillations in neutron fluence due to the presence of a snow cover in winter and its 
absence in summer are described.

Keywords: Primary cosmic rays, secondary cosmic rays, neutron spectrometry, dose rate from 
cosmic rays
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13.1 Cosmic Rays at the Surface of the Earth

The Earth is continuously exposed to high-energy particles from the galactic space (“galactic 
cosmic rays” – GCRs) and occasionally also from the Sun (“solar cosmic rays” – SCRs). These 
cosmic ray particles travel with almost the speed of light. When these particles, often called “pri-
mary cosmic rays”, enter the Earth’s atmosphere they interact with the atoms there. From the 
interactions with the atmospheric nuclei, a complex field of secondary particles is formed which 
are often called “secondary cosmic rays”. In general, cosmic rays contribute to the radiation ex-
posure of the population. A general introduction on cosmic rays can be found in (Grieder 2001).

13.1.1 Primary Cosmic Rays

13.1.1.1  Galactic Cosmic Rays and Shielding by the Interplanetary 
Magnetic Field

Galactic Cosmic Rays consist mainly (i. e., about 98 %) of hydrogen and helium nuclei (protons 
and alpha particles), but heavier nuclei, electrons, positrons and other components can also be 
found. When charged particles enter the solar system (heliosphere), they are deflected by the 
interplanetary magnetic field of the Sun (Lorentz force1). Therefore, the intensity of the GCR 
particles entering into the inner heliosphere is attenuated. As the magnetic field of the Sun is 
correlated with the activity of the Sun, the attenuation of the GCR intensity is not constant with 
time. During periods of higher solar activity the GCR intensity near Earth is lower, and higher 
during periods of lower solar activity, i. e. the intensity of GCR particles close to the Earth’s 
orbit is anti-correlated with the 11-years cycle of the solar activity, which can be quantified by 
the Sunspot number.

Except for this 11-years cycle, the intensity of GCR particles entering the solar system is fairly 
constant with time. As a further exception, their intensity near the Earth may decrease for hours 
or days (“Forbush decrease”2), following a large coronal mass ejection (CME) from the Sun’s 
corona which causes changes in the interplanetary magnetic field.

Particles of GCR can have energies up to 1020 eV3, but lower-energy particles are the most fre-
quent. After the GCR particles have penetrated the interplanetary magnetic field of the solar 
system, they approach the Earth rather isotropically. The peak of their energy spectrum close 
to the Earth’s orbit is at a few hundred MeV to 1 GeV per nucleon.

13.1.1.2 Solar Cosmic Rays
The Earth is occasionally also exposed to energetic protons and heavier particles that are ac-
celerated in high-energy processes at or near the Sun (reconnection of magnetic field lines, 
shock waves from CMEs). When a CME is directed towards the Earth, it can disturb the geo-
magnetic field (geomagnetic storm) a few days after its release from the Sun. The energy 
spectrum of solar particle events (sometimes also called “solar proton events”, both abbreviat-
ed by “SPEs”) is less energetic than the GCR energy spectrum. Generally, the maximum ener-
gy of solar particles is below 100 MeV and only rarely above 10 GeV. SPEs are of short duration, 
a few hours to a few days, and highly variable in intensity. The frequency of SPEs is roughly 
correlated with the 11-year solar activity cycle. SPEs are most prevalent during the years around 
solar maximum (Shea and Smart, 2000; Feynman et al., 1993, Shea and Smart, 1990, 1999), but 
significant solar particle events have also occurred during solar minimum. Only a small fraction 
of SPEs, on average one per year, includes particles with energies high enough to produce 
secondary particles in the atmosphere that are able to reach the surface of the Earth. Such 
events are called ground level enhancements (GLEs).

Additionally, there is the solar wind, a stream of charged particles (called solar-wind plasma) 
released from the Sun’s corona. This plasma consists mostly of electrons, protons, and alpha 

¹ Hendrik A. Lorentz (1853–1928), Dutch physicist, Nobel Prize in 1902.
2 Scott E. Forbush (1904–1984), American astronomer, physicist and geophysicist.
3 eV is a physical unit of energy; in SI units it corresponds approximately to 1.6 × 10–19 joule (J). One eV is the energy 

gained or lost by an electron (having the elementary charge of 1.6 × 10–19 C) moving along an electric potential 
 difference of 1 volt (V).
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particles. The interplanetary magnetic field is embedded within the solar-wind plasma. The 
solar wind varies in density, temperature and speed over time and depends on solar latitude 
and longitude. Its particles can escape the Sun’s gravity because of their high energy resulting 
from the high temperature of the corona.

The Earth is protected against the solar wind by the geo-magnetic field, which deflects the 
charged particles of the solar wind (see below). Some of the charged particles are, however, 
trapped in the Van Allen radiation belts, and a smaller number of particles can travel to the 
Earth’s upper atmosphere and ionosphere in the aurora zone. The solar wind is observable on 
the Earth when it is strong enough to produce phenomena such as the “Aurora borealis” above 
the north magnetic pole and “Aurora australis” above the south magnetic pole.

13.1.1.3 Geomagnetic Shielding
The Earth is shielded against the galactic and the solar cosmic rays by the Earth’s magnetic field 
(“geomagnetic field”), as charged particles are deflected in a magnetic field by the Lorentz 
force. The shielding by the geomagnetic field is most effective at low geomagnetic latitudes 
(i. e., close to the geomagnetic equator), and less effective at high geomagnetic latitudes (i. e., 
close to the geomagnetic poles). This is so because near the equator the trajectories of cosmic 
ray particles are mainly perpendicular to the geo-magnetic field lines resulting in a strong Lor-
entz force. In contrast, the trajectories close to the magnetic poles are rather parallel to the 
magnetic field lines and, accordingly, the Lorentz force becomes weaker.

13.1.2 Secondary Cosmic Rays
Particles of the primary cosmic rays may interact with the atomic nuclei of atmospheric ele-
ments (e. g., oxygen, nitrogen), and the number of interactions depends on energy and inten-
sity of the primary particles. These interactions lead to a variety of secondary particles including 
for example protons, neutrons, electrons, positrons, photons, muons (positive and negative), 
and pions (positive and negative). The energy of these particles covers many orders of magni-
tude and depends on the particle type. For example, the energy of secondary neutrons ranges 
from thermal energies (several meV or tens of meV) up to about 10 GeV. Due to the competing 
processes of secondary particle production and absorption in the atmosphere, the number of 
SCR particles is increasing with increasing height above the Earth’s surface up to the Pfotzer 
Maximum at an altitude of about 15–20 km.

Fig. 1: Sketch of the geomagnetic field
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13.1.3  Surface and Near-Surface Observations 

of Cosmic Rays
Because the intensity of the GCR depends on the interplanetary solar magnetic field which in 
turn depends on the solar activity (see chapter 13.1.1), the production of secondary cosmic rays 
in the atmosphere also depends on the solar activity. Fig. 2 shows the number of counts meas-
ured at the surface of the Earth by a so-called neutron monitor, due to neutrons from secondary 
cosmic rays. Clearly, during the measurement period of 50 years corresponding to about five 
cycles of solar activity, the reading of this instrument showed an anti-correlation with Sunspot 
number, which in turn is a measure for solar activity.

As also mentioned in Chapter 13.1.1, the magnetic field of the Earth also shields against im-
pinging charged particles. For this reason, the production of SCR particles in the atmosphere 
depends on geomagnetic latitude and, consequently, the dose rate from cosmic rays at any 
point of interest in the atmosphere also depends on geomagnetic coordinates (for definition of 
dose quantities see chapter 13.2). This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 where the calculated effective 
dose rate due to GCRs at an altitude of 11.3 km above sea level in 2005 is shown. Due to the 
geomagnetic field, the effective dose rate is only about 2 μSv per hour close to the equator, 
while it is about 7 μSv per hour close to the magnetic North and South poles of the Earth.

Fig. 2: Monthly averaged sunspot numbers (lower magenta curve) and counts measured by the Oulu 
Neutron Monitor (upper blue curve), for solar cycles 20 through 24 (Sunspots: from WDC-SILSO, Royal 
Observatory of Belgium, Brussels; Neutron monitor counts: from I. G. Usoskin and co-workers, 
http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/

Fig. 3: World map of effective dose rate calculated with the EPCARD code for an altitude of 11.3 km above 
sea level and for April 2005 (Mares et al. 2009).
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Ground level enhancements (GLEs, see above) can also be detected by ground based neutron 
monitors. Fig. 4 shows as an example, short-term increases in neutrons from secondary cosmic 
rays as detected by a number of neutron monitors during GLE71 which occurred on May 17, 
2012. Due to the anisotropic nature of this event, and due to the different geo-magnetic shield-
ing at the locations of the neutron monitors, the count rates measured by these neutron mon-
itors are rather different.

13.2 Radiation Dose Quantities

In general terms, interaction of ionizing radiation with matter (either inorganic or organic in 
nature) may give rise to the absorption of energy in the irradiated material. This is often quan-
tified in terms of absorbed dose per unit mass, D, which is expressed in SI units of J/kg, and 
the special name “gray”4 was proposed by the International Commission on Radiological Pro-
tection, and the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRP 2007, 
ICRU 1993).

Although the absorbed dose might be a first indicator of radiation damage, for biological effects 
on organic materials additional factors are also important. For example, even for the same ab-
sorbed dose, different types of radiation (e. g., alpha, beta, gamma radiation, neutrons) can cause 
different biological effects. More specifically, neutrons, protons and alpha particles can cause 
5–20 times more damage (e. g., chromosome aberrations in the cell nucleus) than the same 
absorbed dose of beta or gamma radiation. This is due to differences in the spatial distribution 
of the radiation-induced damage. In fact, ionizing events induced by neutrons or alpha particles 
of a certain energy in tissue are located much closer together than those induced by gamma 
radiation, resulting in more complex radiation damage which is more difficult for cells to repair.

13.2.1 Operational Dose Quantities
For this reason, in operational radiation protection the dose equivalent H defined by the prod-
uct of the absorbed dose D at a point of interest in tissue and the radiation quality factor Q at 
this point was introduced by ICRU (Eq. 1):

4 Lois H. Gray (1905–1965), English physicist

Fig. 4: Relative count rate increases as detected by several Neutron Monitors (at Oulu, Finland; Thule, 
Greenland; Junfraujoch, Switzerland, und Lomnicky Stit, Slovakia) during GLE71 on May 17, 2012 
(Source: Neutron Monitor Data Base, www.nmdb.eu).
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H = QD (1)

where Q describes the biological effects depending on radiation type based on physical con-
siderations by taking into account different ionisation densities. Because Q is without dimen-
sion, the unit of H is J/kg and the special name is sievert (Sv)5.

The ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), is the operational quantity for area monitoring. It is the 
dose equivalent at a point in a radiation field that would be produced by the corresponding 
expanded and aligned field in a 30-cm-diameter sphere of unit density tissue (ICRU-sphere) at 
a depth of 10 mm on the radius vector opposing the direction of the aligned field (ICRU 1993).

13.2.2 Radiation Protection Dose Quantities
In contrast to ICRU, the ICRP has introduced the radiation weighting factor wR based on exper-
imental biological evidence (e. g., based on cellular and animal experiments) which, multiplied 
with absorbed dose, gives the equivalent dose, to account for the differences in biological ef-
fects induced by different radiation types. In addition, because it is well known that different 
human tissues (i. e., organs) react differently to radiation, ICRP has introduced tissue weighting 
factors, wT. Accordingly, for routine radiation protection purposes ICRP recommends the use 
of the effective dose E, which is a rough indicator of the risk of stochastic effects (e. g., cancer, 
leukemia, hereditary effects) from ionizing radiation (ICRP 2007). E is defined as the tis-
sue-weighted sum of the equivalent doses in all specified tissues and organs of the body, 
given by Eq. 2:

E =    ∑  
T

  
 

   wT HT =    ∑  
T

  
 

   wT   ∑  
R

  
 

   wR DT, R (2)

where HT is the equivalent dose in a tissue or organ T given by    ∑  
R

  
 

   wR DT, R; DT, R is the mean ab-

sorbed dose from radiation type R in a tissue or organ T, and wR and wT are the radiation and 
tissue weighting factors, respectively. The SI unit for the effective dose is joule per kilogram 
(J kg–1) and its special name is sievert (Sv).

13.3  Measurement of Neutrons from Secondary 
Cosmic Rays – the Extended-Range Bonner Sphere 
Spectrometer

13.3.1 Detection Principle
The original Bonner sphere spectrometer (BSS) was first described in 1960 by Bramblett, Ewing 
and Bonner (Bramblett et al., 1960). It is a device used to determine the energy spectrum of 
neutrons from thermal energies up to about 20 MeV. It employs thermal neutron detectors 
embedded in polyethylene (PE) moderating spheres of different sizes. In an effort to increase 
the BSS response for high-energy neutrons above 20 MeV up to 1 GeV, the HMGU BSS has 
been modified by adding two 9 inch spheres that include lead shells of different thickness (0.5 
and 1 inch) [Mares et al., 1998a]. This device is called here Extended-Range Bonner Sphere 
Spectrometer (ERBSS). The HMGU ERBSS with 16 measuring channels uses 16 3He gas-filled 
spherical proportional counters of 3.3 cm diameter with partial pressure of 172 kPa (type SP9, 
Centronic Ltd.) and 13 PE spheres of different diameters (2.5, 3, 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15 
inch). One 3He proportional counter without any PE sphere is used to measure thermal neutrons 
(Fig. 5). The SP9 3He detectors operate within the proportional region at a voltage of +800 V. The 
signals from these SP9 detectors are amplified in ACHEM7E charge sensitive preamplifiers and 
a Multiport II, both produced by Canberra Industries Inc. After that a built-in ADC (analog-to-dig-
ital converter) converts the amplified analog signals into digital signals.

5 Rolf M. Sievert (1896–1966), Swedish medical physicist
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3He filled proportional counters are most suitable for the detection of thermal neutrons because 
of their high neutron capture cross-section (σn, th = 5.330 b) for the (n, p) nuclear reaction: after 
capture of a neutron by a 3He nucleus, a proton is emitted and a 3H (triton) nucleus is left. The 
kinetic energies of proton and triton are 573 and 192 keV, respectively, sharing the reaction 
energy of 764 keV plus the kinetic energy of the incident neutron. Both the proton and the triton 
are charged ions that lose their energy in the 3He counter gas, producing ionizations along the 
proton and triton tracks and creating pulses with amplitudes that are proportional to the proton 
and triton energies.

The pulse-height spectrum measured by a 3He proportional counter is quite complex. Depending 
on the counter dimension and 3He pressure, the maximum track lengths of the proton and triton 
ions may be larger than the geometric dimensions of the counter. This results in pulses with re-
duced amplitudes and generates a continuous spectrum with two steps at 192 keV and 573 keV, 
respectively. It is only when both particles are stopped within the sensitive volume of the counter, 
that the height of the resulting current pulse is proportional to 764 keV. An example of a pulse-
height distribution from an SP9 operating at a partial pressure of 172 kPa is shown in Fig. 6.

For each of the SP9 counters used, the counts between the left and right boundaries of region 
of interest (ROI) are added up (see Fig. 6) and divided by the measurement time (in seconds) 
to get the counts per second (“count rate”) shown in Fig. 7.

Once the count rates obtained by the measurement channels are known, conversion factors 
are needed to calculate neutron fluences from the count rates. For this, the fluence response 
functions HEMA99 of all spheres with a 3He proportional counter in their center were calculat-

Fig. 5: The HMGU Extended-Range Bonner Spheres Spectrometer (ERBSS): left – 3He gas-filled spherical proportional counter; 
middle – polyethylene sphere with lead shell; right – ERBSS at the UFS – PE spheres of various sizes surround the 3He counters.

Fig. 6: Pulse height spectrum obtained with an SP9 3He propor-
tional counter placed inside of 4 inch Bonner sphere: red and 
green vertical lines – define the region of interest (ROI). x-axis: 
channel numbers

Fig. 7: Mean count rates measured in August 2014 on the UFS 
by means of the ERBSS. Data are corrected for a reference air 
pressure of 740 mbar.
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ed by means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations (Mares et al. 1991, 1998b) and experimentally 
validated at 13 mono-energetic neutron energies between thermal energies and 14.8 MeV 
(Alevra et al. 1992; Thomas et al. 1994), as well as at quasi-mono-energetic neutron fields with 
peak energies at 244 MeV and 387 MeV (Mares et al. 2013) (see Fig. 8). In the figure, response 
denotes the number of counts detected relative to the number of impinging neutrons per cm2.

13.3.2 Unfolding
The most complex part of neutron spectrometry is the unfolding process. Neutron energy 
spectra can be derived by unfolding the ERBSS neutron detector readout, i. e., the count rates 
provided by M 3He proportional counters of the ERBSS. The count rate measured by the jth 
detector, Cj, is given by a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, where Rj (E) is the re-
sponse function of the jth detector and Φ (E) the neutron fluence to which the system is exposed 
(Eq. 3).

  C  j   =   ∫ 
 E   min  

  

 E   max  

  R  j  ( E)  Φ ( E)  dE    j = 1,2, ..., M (3)

To obtain a numerical solution, the system of Eqs. 3 is usually rewritten in terms of a discrete 
system of equations, described by Eq. 4, where Rj (Ek) is the response function of the jth sphere 
to neutrons of the energy that corresponds to the kth energy bin, N the number of energy bins 
and Φ (Ek) the fluence in the kth energy bin. However, Eq. 4 has no unique solution, because the 
number of unknowns (N = 130 energy bins of fluence Φ (E)) is usually much larger than the 
number of equations (M = 16 measuring channels), i. e., N >> M.

  C  j   =   ∑ 
k = 1

  
N

   R  j  (  E  k )  Φ (  E  k )      j = 1,2, ..., M (4)

For this reason, the unfolding process must necessarily include some physical pre-information 
in addition to the simulated response functions, the measured count rates and their uncertain-
ties. An initial (guess, a priori) neutron fluence spectrum containing physical information about 
the neutron field is a way to provide such a pre-information.

There are a number of unfolding codes based on different approaches that can be used to 
determine Φ (E) values that satisfy the system of equations formulated in Eq 4. For example, 
methods based on linear and non-linear least-squares methods, Bayesian methods, maximum 
entropy and artificial neural networks methods, among others, have been used (Reginatto et 
al. 2010). Typically, the UFS neutron spectra are unfolded from the ERBSS count rates by means 
of the MSANDB (Matzke 1987, 2002) unfolding code, which is based on the earlier SAND-II code 
(McElroy et al. 1967). MSANDB uses iterative procedures and requires an initial a priori spec-
trum. For more details see (Simmer et al. 2010).

Fig. 8: Response functions of HMGU ERBSS calculated by Monte Carlo simulations as a function of 
 neutron energy (Mares et al. 1991, 1998b).
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13.3.3 Correction for Air Pressure
Because the absorption properties of the atmosphere with respect to cosmic rays depends on 
atmospheric density, air pressure is an important parameter that influences the intensity of 
secondary cosmic rays at the Earth’s surface. Thus, the count rates measured by the ERBSS 
must be corrected for any changes in air pressure. Generally, data on meteorological parame-
ters measured at the UFS are provided by the German Weather Service (DWD). Additionally, 
the air pressure and temperature are also measured continuously inside the HMGU measure-
ment shed where the HMGU ERBSS is located (see Fig. 9).

Such data on air pressure were used to correct the count rates measured with the ERBSS, by 
means of Eq. 5. This is of particular importance if the influence of other environmental param-
eters are to be studied or if data of different research stations are to be compared.

Ncor = N · exp [– β · (P0 – P)] (5)

Where N is the observed count rate at a particular pressure, P, and Ncor is the corrected value 
for a standard pressure, P0 , of 740 mbar (Röhrs, 1995). The quantity β is a barometric coefficient 
and a value of 0.721 % per mbar was used.

Fig. 10 shows the un-corrected and pressure-corrected ERBSS count rates obtained from 24th 
March to 13th April 2015 for selected spheres. After pressure correction, the count rates are 
lower from 24th March to 4th April, because the air pressure during this period of time was below 
the reference pressure of 740 mbar (see Fig. 9). In contrast, because the air pressure values 
were close to 740 mbar during the period from 8th April to 13th April, the raw and corrected 
count rates are very similar for this time period.

Fig. 9: Air pressure and temperature measured in March/April 2015 inside the HMGU instrument shed 
where the HMGU ERBSS is located.

Fig. 10: Hourly un-corrected count rates as provided by selected ERBSS detectors in March/April 2015 
(light colored lines), and pressure-corrected count rates at 740 mbar (dark-colored lines); the correspond-
ing air pressure data are shown in Fig. 9.
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13.3.4   The Extended-Range Bonner Sphere Spectrometer 

at the UFS
This HMGU ERBSS has been installed in 2004 at the 
Environmental Research Station “UFS Schneeferner-
haus” (2,650 m above sea level) close to the summit of 
the Zugspitze Mountain, Germany, to measure continu-
ously the energy spectrum of neutrons from secondary 
cosmic rays. Since October 2005, the system is running 
inside an instrument shed with slant roof on the terrace 
of the station (Figs. 5, 11) (Leuthold et al. 2009). The roof 
is tilted to avoid snow cover during winter times that 
could affect the measurements. Since then the ERBSS 
is providing routine data allowing the quantification of 
any variations in the intensity of neutrons from second-
ary cosmic rays, in the whole neutron energy range 
from a few meV up to GeV, larger than 10 %. A similar 
system is operating at the Koldewey station of the Al-
fred Wegener Institute, the French-German arctic polar 
base (Rühm et al. 2009a, 2009b).

13.4  Results 1: Forbush Decrease on 11th September 2005

A Forbush decrease (FD), named after the American physicist Scott E. Forbush, is a rapid de-
crease in GCR intensity within a few hours, due to the magnetic field of the solar-wind plasma 
sweeping some of the GCR particles away from Earth, followed by a more gradual recovery 
phase typically lasting for several days. An FD occurs after a coronal mass ejection (CME). The 
magnitude of an FD varies from a few percent up to 25 % in the decrease of GCR intensity. Such 
rapid changes in GCR intensity can for example be measured by neutron monitors (NMs).

Fig. 12 shows ERBSS count rates measured at the UFS Zugspitze in September 2005. The count 
rates obtained from all 16 ERBSS detectors were added, to reduce the statistical uncertainty, 
and compared to data from the neutron monitor on the Lomnicky Stit mountain (latitude: N 49º 
20’, longitude: E 20º 22’, cutoff 3.84 GV, altitude 2,634 m), Slovakia. It is evident from Fig. 12 that 
a significant decrease was observed within a few hours in the morning of September 11th, 
which is attributed to a Forbush decrease. It is important to note that the second count rate 
decrease observed for a short period of time between the 17th and 20th of September was due 
to variations of environmental conditions (mainly snow cover; see below).

Fig. 11: Instrument shed on the measurement terrace of the 
UFS housing the Extended-Range Bonner Spheres Spectro-
meter of the HMGU (see also Fig. 5).

Fig. 12: Relative deviation of added hourly ERBSS count rates as measured in September 2005 (black 
line) compared to those measured by the Neutron Monitor at Lomnicky Stit, Slovakia (magenta line) 
(Leuthold et al., 2007).
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13.5  Results 2: Influence of the Environment 
on Neutrons from Cosmic Rays

13.5.1  Effect of Snow – First Observations Based 
on Detector Count Rates

As already indicated earlier, the count rates obtained by the individual detectors of the ERBSS 
reflect the presence of neutrons from secondary cosmic rays, and the moderator thickness (i. e., 
radius of PE spheres) determines the energy range of these neutrons. For example, the count 
rates of the bare detector reflect the presence of thermal neutrons, while the count rates of the 
9 inch spheres including lead mainly reflect the presence of high-energy neutrons. Fig. 13 
shows, as an example, the monthly count rates of eight detectors (bare, 4’’, 5’’, 10’’, 12’’, 15’, 
9-1’’(Pb), and 9-2’’(Pb)) obtained between January 2010 and June 2014. In the figure all count 
rates are normalized to a reference pressure of 740 mbar. Clearly, seasonal variations are visi-
ble suggesting the presence of less neutrons during winter times and more neutrons during 
summer times, which could be due to variations in snow cover.

In order to investigate this hypothesis, let us first have a look at an obvious short-term decrease 
in count rates observed in Fig. 13 during autumn 2011 (marked in red in the figure). The period 
between May and December 2011 was rather dry, but was interrupted by a short period of heavy 
snow fall early October of that year (see Fig. 14). Obviously, the increase of snow cover thick-
ness in the vicinity of the UFS early October led to a decrease in detector counts, while during 
the following snow melt later in October the count rates of all detectors recovered.

Fig. 13: Monthly count rates from eight detectors of the ERBSS, from Jan 2010 to June 2014, and 
 normalized to a reference air pressure of 740 mbar. In autumn 2011 a short-term decrease in count rates 
can be observed (marked in red).

Fig. 14: UFS in September 2011 at dry conditions (left), and after heavy snow-fall in October 2011 (right).
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13.5.2  Effect of Snow – Creation of a Hypothesis 

and First Simulations
The effect observed could be explained by the fact that a large part of the neutron spectrum 
measured at the UFS is from neutrons that were initially of very high energy, moderated in the 
ground towards lower energies, and then backscattered to the air where they were detected by 
the spectrometer. Any snow cover on top of the soil might absorb part of the backscattered 
neutrons (“albedo neutrons”), and the resulting neutron fluence above ground is reduced. 
Indeed, such an effect can be tested by Monte Carlo simulations.

Such simulates were performed by the GEANT4 code, which was initially developed at CERN 
to simulate the efficiency of various instruments to detect high-energy particles. In the present 
example, the code was used to simulate the transport of particles of secondary cosmic rays in 
an atmospheric volume of 100 × 100 × 317 m3, allowing for moderation in and backscattering 
from soil. It was assumed that secondary neutrons impinge perpendicularly on that air volume 
(i. e., at a height of 317 m above ground) with an energy distribution as given by Roesler and 
co-workers (Roesler et al. 2002). Backscattered neutrons were scored at a height of 150 cm and 
averaged over an area of 20 × 20 m2. Although these assumptions represent only a simplified 
model of the real situation (for example, the angular distribution of impinging neutrons was 
neglected, the ground at the UFS is not horizontal but tilted, the UFS building and the meas-
urement terrace with the ERBSS instrument was not modelled, etc.), they are useful to demon-
strate the effect of snow cover on backscattered neutrons from secondary cosmic rays. Fig. 15 
shows the energy distribution of neutrons backscattered from soil with a typical elemental 
composition without any snow or water on top. Dominating are neutrons between 20 and 500 
MeV in energy (“cascade neutrons”) and those between 400 keV and 20 MeV (“evaporation 
neutrons”), and neutrons between 200 meV and 200 keV (“epithermal neutrons”). The pres-
ence of a water layer of 50 cm in the simulation covering the soil changes the situation: while 
almost no effect can be seen at high energies, the number of neutrons below 20 MeV is sig-
nificantly reduced (a similar effect is seen for a water layer of 100 cm). Note that, for typical 
snow densities, a water layer of 50 cm might correspond to a snow layer of 100–150 cm thick-
ness.

Fig. 15: Neutron spectra simulated with the Monte Carlo code GEANT4 at a height of 150 cm above 
ground, covered by water layers of various thickness (0 cm, 50 cm and 100 cm) (S. Trinkl, private 
 communication, 2014).
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13.5.3  Effect of Snow – Influence on Neutron Energy 
Distribution

In order to investigate the influence of environmental parameters under real conditions exper-
imentally, we unfolded the count rates obtained by the ERBSS (see above) during dry periods 
and during periods with heavy snow cover. In Fig. 16 this was for example done for March 2015 
(heavy snow cover) and September 2015 (no snow in the vicinity of the UFS). As expected, the 
high-energy cascade neutrons were not affected by the presence of snow. In contrast, neutrons 
with an energy of less than 20 MeV were reduced, as was predicted by the simulations (Fig. 15), 
due to absorption of neutrons scattered back from soil, by the snow.

13.5.4  Effect of Snow – Observation of Long-Term 
Seasonal Neutron Oscillations

The potential effects of snow cover on the number of neutrons of secondary cosmic rays close 
to the interface between lithosphere and atmosphere has been described above. If real, such 
effects should be responsible for a reproducible pattern of changes in seasonal neutron fluenc-
es with higher values during summer time and lower values during snowy winter time. Because 
the ERBSS at the UFS has been operative since 2005, the data obtained already cover a whole 
solar cycle. Consequently, the data can be used and any seasonal changes could be monitored 
for many years for the first time. More specifically, average monthly count rates obtained with 
the detectors of the ERBSS were calculated and, with the unfolding procedure described above, 
monthly neutron energy distributions were obtained. These distributions were then used and 
the number of neutrons was calculated by integrating the spectra over 4 energy ranges: less 
than 0.4 eV (“thermal neutrons”), 0.4 eV–0.1 MeV (“epithermal neutrons”), 0.1 MeV–20 MeV 
(“evaporation neutrons”), above 20 MeV (“cascade neutrons”). Figs. 17 (a–d) show the results 
(Rühm et al. 2012). Clearly, reproducible yearly oscillations are seen, which are more dominant 
at lower energies, and less dominant at higher energies, with almost no effect for the cascade 
neutrons.

In an attempt to quantify the measured oscillations, the following function was fitted to the data 
shown in Fig. 16 (Eq. 6):

y = a · sin[(2 · π · t · b/365) + d] + c · t + e (6)

The function describes a sinodial behavior which is on top of a linear increase: a represents the 
amplitude of the oscillation, b the period, and c the slope of the linear increase (which might 

Fig. 16: Neutrons of secondary cosmic rays measured with the ERBSS on September 2015 (blue curve) 
and March 2015 (red curve).
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be there due to the decrease in solar activity expected for the investigated period of time); d 
and e are additional fit parameters, t represents the time.

As a consequence of the observed oscillations, the radiation dose due to neutrons from sec-
ondary cosmic rays will also change and oscillate with time. Based on the results obtained, 
Fig. 18 shows the neutron doses, in terms of H*(10), at the UFS as a function of time, for the 
investigated period. Application of the fit function given above results in the following numer-
ical parameters: a = 0.068 ± 0.006, b = 0.999 ± 0.014 und c = (3.3 ± 1.2) × 10–5 d–1.

The fit parameters obtained suggest a duration of the oscillations of about 1 year (parameter 
b). The neutron dose varies between ±7 %. Finally, parameter c suggests a slight increase in 
neutron dose of about 1.2 % per year, due to the decrease in solar activity during the measure-
ment periods. Interestingly, neutron monitors suggest a similar increase in count rate during 
this period of time. Details of these results are given in Rühm et al. 2012.

Fig. 18: Relative ambient dose equivalent from neutrons of secondary cosmic rays.

Fig. 17: Relative fluence of secondary fluences as obtained from the long-term ERBSS measurements at 
the UFS (closed symbols): a) thermal, b) epithermal, c) evaporation, d) cascade neutrons. Black solid line: 
fit through the data
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14  Observations of OH airglow at UFS 

“Schneefernerhaus”

Carsten Schmidt1, Patrick Hannawald2, René Sedlak2, Stefan Noll2, Sabine Wüst1 and Michael 
Bittner1,2

14.1 Introduction

14.1.1 Airglow
The term airglow describes a faint luminescence of the atmosphere in the visible to infrared part 
of the electromagnetic spectrum. The expressions airglow, nightglow, sky glow are often used 
synonymously in scientific literature, although to be scientifically correct they should not. Airglow 
is the most common expression. In a strict sense it comprises both the nightglow and the day-
glow, which are different atmospheric emissions dominating through either night- or daytime. 
The sky glow on the other hand usually refers to the entire luminance of the night sky, including 
other sources, such as zodiacal light, starlight and even artificial light pollution (see Fig. 1). It is 
important to keep this ambiguity of expressions in mind, when studying literature on this topic.

Furthermore, airglow has to be distinguished from the well-known phenomenon of the aurora 
at high latitudes, despite the fact that some emissions can be identified in both, the aurora and 
the airglow. In contrast to aurora, generated by sporadically impacting high energetic particles 
accelerated in the Earth’s magnetosphere, airglow emissions are due to exothermic chemical 
reactions exciting higher energetic states in both atomic and molecular species. These reactions 
happen all the time. Consequently, airglow is a so-called steady emission.

The primary source of energy for the chemical reactions is the solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation. This 
high energetic radiation is absorbed in the upper and middle atmosphere (above 50 km). Important 
mechanisms of absorption are ionization, photo dissociation of molecules and the generation of 
excited states in atoms and molecules. The primary energy provided by this electromagnetic radia-
tion is thereby mainly stored in form of potential chemical energy. The dissociation of molecular 
oxygen is one of the most important mechanisms that lead to airglow emissions. Atomic oxygen 
takes up the main part of the primary energy and is involved in almost all reactions leading to airglow 
emissions (compare equations (1.1) to (1.14)). Depending on the wavelength of the solar radiation 
and on the height above ground, different reactions dominate, leading to the well-known so-called 
Herzberg- and Schumann-Runge absorption bands and continua of O2 as well as to the Hartley bands 
of O3 during daytime. Table 1 gives an overview of the most important reactions, describing how 
ultraviolet radiation creates chemical species during daytime, which later at night contribute to the 
nightglow; the shorter the wavelength is, the higher up in the atmosphere these reactions occur.

Table 1: Important reactions concerning the absorption of solar radiation during daylight, including the 
wavelength of the solar radiation being absorbed. The third column indicates the airglow emissions in 
which the species produced by these reactions are later involved (compare equations 1.1 to 1.14).

reaction wavelength relation to airglow

O2 + hν → O2
+

 + e– < 103 nm OI red line

H2O + hν → H + OH < 239 nm OH

O2 + hν → O + O < 242 nm OH, O2, Na, OI green line

O3 + hν → O + O2 < 310 nm OH, O2, Na

Chemical reactions, including those causing the airglow, do not only depend on the abundance 
of the relevant species but also strongly on the surrounding pressure and temperature. Thus, 
different reactions take place at different heights of the atmosphere and the airglow phenom-

1 German Aerospace Center (DLR-DFD), 82234 Weßling, Germany
2 Augsburg University (UNA), 86135 Augsburg, Germany
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enon is confined to more or less well-defined layers, which typically span only a few kilometers 
in height. A prominent layer is given by the excited atomic oxygen in approximately 95 km to 
100 km height, emitting at 557.7 nm, often simply called the “green line” (see also Fig. 1):

 O + O + M → O2* + M, (1.1)

 O2* + O → O2 + O (1S), (1.2)

 O (1S) → O (1D) + hν   λ = 557.7 nm. (1.3)

Here, M denotes an arbitrary species (mostly N2), ensuring conservation of energy and momen-
tum; 1S and 1D denote the respective states of atomic oxygen, whereas * represents an unspec-
ified excited state (in contrast to the specific b (1Σ) or 3Σ states).

Fig. 1: Airglow in the visible spectrum as seen from the international space station. The emissions of 
atomic oxygen at 95 km (green) and in the ionosphere between 160 km and 260 km (red) dominate. The 
faint yellow emission of sodium (Na) around 92 km is hardly recognizable. The infrared emissions of 
 molecular oxygen (around 94 km) and hydroxyl (86–87 km) are closely below the pronounced green 
emission (image credit: NASA, ISS028-E-050184, 2011-09-15, contrast enhanced).

Fig. 2: Typical diffuse night sky brightness based on the Cerro Paranal Sky Model (Noll et al. (2012), Jones 
et al. (2013), Noll et al. (2014)). Airglow is the brightest phenomenon in the near-infrared spectral range 
between 700 nm and 2200 nm.
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Instead of reactions (1.2) and (1.3) the following reactions can occur (amongst others), leading 
to the formation of a layer of excited molecular oxygen at approximately 94 km height:

O2* + O → O2 b (1Σ) + O, (1.4)

O2 b (1Σ) → O2 (
3Σ) + hν λ ≈ 865 nm. (1.5)

Both emissions shown in eq. (1.3) and (1.5) are limited in height by the three body reaction (1.1) 
becoming more likely deeper down in the denser atmosphere. In principal, O(1D) could contri-
bute to the airglow, but its lifetime of 110 s is too long, so it is deactivated by collisions with 
other species, the so-called “collisional quenching”. However, at greater (less dense) atmos-
pheric heights, the dissociative recombination of O2

+ also leads to the O(1D)-state (reaction 
(1.6)). There, it results in the emission of the so-called “red line(s)” of atomic oxygen in a rela-
tively broad layer (~ 100 km) at heights above 200 km (see Fig. 1):

 O2
+ + e– → O + O (1D), (1.6)

 O (1D) → O (3P) + hν  λ = 630.0 nm & 636.4 nm. (1.7)

The existence of a layer composed of metal atoms high up in the atmosphere may be surpri s-
ing, but the yellow sodium doublet D-lines at 589.0 nm have been observed for a long time. 
The sodium originates from interplanetary dust which is deposited at these heights by mete-
oroids and it forms a narrow layer around 89 km and 92 km. The sodium is excited by the 
Chapman mechanism (Chapman (1939), here after Plane et al. (2007)):

 Na + O3 → NaO + O2, (1.8)

 NaO + O → Na (2P, 2S) + O2, (1.9)

 Na (2P) → Na (2S) + hν λ = 589.0 nm. (1.10)

Finally, the most important contribution to the nightglow is given by emissions of the hydrox-
yl (OH) molecule. These are excited during production of atomic hydrogen with ozone (Bates 
and Nicolet (1950)):

 O + O2 + M → O3 + M, (1.11)

 H + O3 → OH* + O2, (1.12)

 OH* → OH + hν 374 nm ≤ λ ≤ 4.5 µm, (1.13)

 OH + O → H + O2. (1.14)

The excess energy of 3.32 eV is not enough to ionize OH or to put it into a higher electronic state. 
Rather vibrational and rotational levels of the molecule are excited. After formation according to 
reaction (1.12) OH will typically be in its 7th to 9th vibrational level. Transitions changing the vibra-
tional quantum number ν by 2 are more likely than others, the transitions ν = 9 to ν = 7, ν = 8 to ν = 6, 
… and ν = 2 to ν = 0 are the brightest. Since the formation of excited OH relies on the presence of 
both atomic hydrogen and ozone (the first one being more abundant higher up in the atmosphere 
and the second one exhibiting greater life times in lower parts of the atmosphere), the OH layer is 
confined to a height of approximately 86–87 km, with a half width of ± 4 km (Baker and Stair (1988)). 
Both, height and width of the OH layer can vary with latitude and season due to atmospheric dy-
namics. These properties of the OH layer can today be studied efficiently with satellite-based instru-
ments (e. g., Wüst et al. (2020, 2017), Noll et al. (2017), von Savigny (2015), Marsh et al. (2006)).

As ozone is quickly destroyed by UV radiation (see Table 1), the OH airglow is a typical repre-
sentative of the nightglow (although OH emissions can in principle be observed during daytime, 
but then they are orders of magnitude weaker than at night). Fig. 2 gives an overview of the 
airglow brightness (mainly OH) in comparison with other nocturnal light sources. In the spectral 
range between approximately 700 nm to 2.2 µm airglow emissions are the brightest phenom-
enon at the night sky.

14.1.2 Airglow temperatures
It takes the OH molecules several milliseconds to cascade down from their initial high vibra-
tional states to the lower ones. These lower states can either be populated through radiative 
transitions from the initially populated higher levels or by collisional relaxation (and by a mix-
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ture of both). In any case, the molecules will undergo many collisions with other atmospheric 
constituents until they have reached low vibrational states. Most of the (radiative) vibrational 
transitions will also change the rotational state of the molecule, which is the reason for the 
respective transitions being called rotational-vibrational transitions. In the emission spectrum 
one radiative vibrational transition will therefore split into dozens of individual lines, usually 
called branch or band.

The energy exchanged during the collisions is small compared to the vibrational energy, but it 
is sufficient to change the population distribution of their rotational levels: it becomes thermal-
ized, which means it can be described by a Boltzmann distribution with the rotational temper-
ature Trot as essential parameter. In the following an arbitrary upper state is called “2” and the 
respective lower state “1”, because there are actually ten thousands of possible transitions. The 
intensity Ii, ν21, J21 of an emission line changing the vibrational state from ν2 to ν1 and the rotation-
al level from Ji, ν2 to Ji, ν1 is then given by:

  I  i, ν21, J21   =    
 N  i, ν2  ____ 
 Q  i, ν2 

    2   ( 2  J  i, ν2  + 1)     A  i, ν21, J21   exp   (   −  F  i,ν2, J  ν2   _______ 
 k  B  T  rot 

   )  . (1.15)

Here, Ji,ν2 denotes the initial quantum number of the angular momentum, i represents the dou-
blet branch (1 or 2) of the transition, describing the two spin-orbit coupling possibilities, and kB 
is the Boltzmann constant. Ai, ν21, Jν21 and Fi, ν2, Jν2 are the Einstein coefficient of the transition and 
the term value (energy) of the rotational level of the initial vibrational level ν2. Ni, ν2 and Qi, ν2 

denote the population number and the state sum. The latter two are not easily accessible, but 
in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) their ratio is supposed to be constant. Thus, a linear 
set of equations can be retrieved for the ratio of N/Q and Trot if several lines of the same rota-
tional-vibrational branch are observed:

ln   (    I  i, ν21, J21   ________________  
2  ( 2  J  i, ν2  + 1)   A  i, ν21, J21 

   )   = ln   (    N  i, ν2  ____ 
 Q  i, ν2 

   )   −    
 F  i, ν2,  J  ν2   _____ 
 k  B  T  rot 

   . (1.16)

Mathematically, this results in a simple overdetermined set of equations (one equation for each 
line observed), which can be solved accordingly for any branch. Low vibrational levels are more 
likely to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium with the atmosphere, as the molecules have 
undergone more collisions with other atmospheric constituents before reaching a low vibra-
tional state. Thus, their rotational temperature is more likely to equal the actual kinetic temper-
ature of the atmosphere. Unfortunately, the lowest respective transition (2-0) cannot be ob-
served from the ground due to absorption by H2O in the lower atmosphere, thus the OH(3-1) 
transition is commonly used for the derivation of Trot.

Fig. 3 shows the nightly mean OH(3-1) temperatures recorded from the Environmental Research 
Station “Schneefernerhaus” (UFS) between October 2008 and February 2021. One important 
characteristic of the temperatures at these heights is that they are higher in winter than in 
summer. At first glance, this is unexpected, since the primary solar energy input is greater in 

Fig. 3: The nightly mean OH temperatures above the Environmental Research Station “Schneeferner-
haus” (black). The blue area denotes the effective observation time, the dashed vertical lines indicate 
equinoxes and solstices.
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summer than in winter. For a long time this behavior was not well understood and airglow 
observations contributed a lot to the better understanding. Essentially, there is a meridional 
circulation from the summer pole to the winter pole. Vertical transport processes (summer pole: 
upward, winter pole: downward) then lead to the observed temperature features (due to adia-
batic cooling/heating).

The formation of such a meridional circulation is not trivial, as in principle meridional atmos-
pheric flows are supposed to be forced into a latitudinal flow by the Coriolis force. It is due to 
the so-called gravity waves, which propagate from lower to greater atmospheric heights and 
begin to break at heights above 70 km, depositing their momentum into the mean flow. Their 
breaking disturbs the balance between Coriolis force and pressure gradient (between lower 
and higher latitudes) and ultimately the so-called “residual” meridional circulation emerges. 
Wüst gives a more detailed description of gravity waves in chapter 20 of this book.

A closer inspection of Fig. 3 reveals a considerable amount of day-to-day variability in the tem-
peratures. This variability is not due to noise as one might think at first, but rather it is mainly due 
to so-called planetary waves. These are large scale wave motions in the background flow. They 
exhibit wavelengths of several thousands of kilometers. As ground-based airglow observations 
are performed at a fixed location, these large scale waves show up as prominent temperature 
oscillations with periods from quasi two days to approximately three weeks. A detailed discussion 
of planetary waves is presented by Küchelbacher and Bittner in chapter 10 of this book.

14.2  Airglow observations at the Environmental 
Research Station “Schneefernerhaus”

All measurement techniques used to observe the airglow necessarily require optical instrumen-
tation. However, there are several different measurement approaches, which can either be cate-
gorized by the parameter addressed (airglow intensity and/or related temperature) or by technical 
conversion as a single-point- or as a two-dimensional (imaging) observation. While temperature 
observations are usually performed with (single-point) spectroscopic or interferometric systems, 
intensity recordings are done with imagers (cameras) yielding two-dimensional information. The 
overall purpose of airglow observations is to study atmospheric dynamics on all time scales from 
mere seconds (e. g. infrasound) over minutes, hours (gravity waves and solar tides) and days 
(planetary waves) up to decadal changes, induced by climate change or solar forcing.

As was mentioned above, airglow features can be observed from the visible wavelength range 
up to well beyond 4 µm in the infrared spectral range. Certain spectral regions are favored for 
ground-based observation of those nightglow emissions distributed over a larger range. One 
lies in the visible range around 730 nm for the observation of OH(8-3), one around 860 nm for 
simultaneous observation of the OH(6-2) and O2b(0-1) transitions and one between 1.5 µm and 
1.7 µm for the observation of the bright OH(3-1) and OH(4-2)-bands, as well as sometimes  
O2a (0-0) at 1.27 µm. Although intensities in the shorter wavelength region are lower, these 
transitions can be recorded with (common high-grade) silicon-based detectors or photomulti-
pliers, which may even be sensitive enough to detect individual photons. But in the infrared 
spectral range beyond 1 µm rather sophisticated detectors based on Germanium, InGaAs 
 (indium gallium arsenide) or MCT (mercury cadmium telluride) are required.

The Schneefernerhaus provides a unique place for observing the airglow. Being an alpine sta-
tion it is practically in the middle of a “birthplace” of atmospheric gravity waves: the mountains 
serve as an obstacle to horizontal flows, forcing an uplift of air masses. Depending on the 
vertical temperature gradient, this vertical uplift can initiate atmospheric gravity waves (with 
buoyancy acting as the restoring force). Many of these waves can propagate all the way up into 
the mesosphere, where they start to break above 70 km height. In addition, the isolated place 
and altitude of 2650 m put the UFS above the atmospheric boundary layer, providing a better 
view through the clear air and less light pollution by big cities.

For this reason, the first airglow spectrometer installed at the UFS, GRIPS 3 (Ground-based 
Infrared P-branch Spectrometer) was deployed in 2005. At the beginning of the 2000s sensitive 
OH airglow spectrometers operated in the short-wave infrared, such as GRIPS 3, still relied on 
very deep cooling of their Germanium photodiodes, only possible with liquid nitrogen. So the 
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UFS with its nitrogen liquefying facility also provided yet another technical advantage for air-
glow studies. Fig. 4a shows a photograph of GRIPS 3 with a 120-l storage tank of liquid nitrogen 
attached to the spectrometer.

However, with a temporal resolution of three minutes and its bulky design requiring high main-
tenance efforts, a complete redesign of the instrument started in 2006. It resulted in a new 
generation of GRIPS instruments, starting with GRIPS 5. This prototype was operated for the first 
time in October 2008 and laid the foundation for a revolution in airglow spectroscopy. Today this 
type of instrument represents the most common type of airglow spectrometers in the global 
airglow community. It consists of a linear photodiode array with 512 pixels, placed behind a 
Czerny-Turner spectrograph in crossed-beam configuration. The photodiode array is thermo-
electrically cooled down to –60 °C. It acquires one spectrum between 1.5 µm and 1.6 µm every 
15 seconds. Fig. 4b shows the GRIPS 8, being in operation at the UFS since 2010. An extensive 
overview of the new GRIPS design is given by Schmidt et al. (2013) and Schmidt (2016).

Fig. 4: Different airglow instruments; (a) the first airglow spectrometer GRIPS 3 at the UFS, in operation 
from 2005 until 2009; (b) the newly developed, compact GRIPS spectrometers in operation at the UFS 
since 2008; (c) the highly sensitive TANGOO instrument performed observations in a different spectral 
 region for a time limited campaign in 2014/2015; (d) BAIER, Bavaria’s first airglow imager, installed on 
top of the 9th floor acquires all-sky airglow images since 2012; (e) the newly developed FAIM 4 is signifi-
cantly smaller and its temporal resolution has improved by an order of magnitude; (f) unlike the other 
imagers FAIM 3 does not observe in all-sky mode, but with a narrow aperture, allowing studies of small 
scale  features (e. g. turbulent processes).
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Due to the unique location, the observations performed at the UFS are of such importance that 
today they are performed with a twin system (GRIPS 7 and GRIPS 8). The temporal coverage of 
the observations amounts to approximately 80 percent, since this setup achieved full operabil-
ity in September 2010. This means that for 80 percent of all nights a mean airglow temperature 
could be derived (compare Fig. 3). The remaining 20 percent are mainly lost due to unfortunate 
weather conditions (e. g., dense cloud coverage).

In addition to GRIPS, another sensitive spectrometer aimed at the simultaneous observation 
of OH and O2 emission was developed and performed a time-limited observation campaign at 
the UFS from May 2014 until April 2015. This “Tilting-filter spectrometer for Atmospheric Noc-
turnal Ground-based Oxygen & hydrOxyl emission measurements” (TANGOO) is equipped 
with a highly sensitive photomultiplier operated in photon counting mode (see Fig. 4c). It ob-
serves the OH(6-2) and O2b(0-1) between 839 nm and 867 nm and allows for the derivation of 
rotational temperatures from both emissions or heights, respectively.

Fig. 5: All-sky images acquired with the BAIER instrument in two different spectral regions. The left panel 
(865.0 nm ± 5 nm) shows O2 emissions from 94 km and the right image depicts OH emissions between 715 nm 
and 930 nm, originating at approximately 87 km altitude. The patchy structures are actually wave-induced dis-
turbances of the airglow emissions and show the dynamics at the respective airglow layer altitudes. The bright 
spots in the background are stars and the bright band from the lower left (near the antenna) to the top is the 
Milky Way, the summit of Zugspitze is at the right side of the images (top = north, right = east).

Fig. 6: OH images acquired with the FAIM 1 system in the spectral range between 850 nm to 1600 nm. In 
this setup the temporal (spatial) resolution is thirty (five) times higher than the resolution of BAIER, but it 
does not cover the entire sky. Panel (h) shows the geographical location of the field of view, based on the 
mean emission height of 87 km; panel (c) was acquired simultaneously with the BAIER all-sky images 
shown in Fig. 5 (map credit: https://opentopomap.org, license CC-BY-SA).
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Although they provide airglow temperatures, spectroscopic observations are only single-point 
measurements and so the insight into wave motions is limited by the fact that the horizontal 
structures of waves cannot be resolved. Since December 2012 the observations are therefore 
complemented by the Bavarian Airglow ImagER (BAIER) shown in Fig. 4d. This instrument 
utilizes a high-performance, silicon-based camera system, sensitive in the spectral range from 
the visible to the near infrared up until approximately 1 µm wavelength. It is capable of succes-
sively capturing all airglow emissions mentioned in section 1 by means of a filter wheel with 
six positions. These interference filters have narrow band passes of 589.0 nm ±1 nm for the 
observation of the yellow sodium lines, 557.7 nm ±1 nm and 630.0 nm ±1 nm for the green and 
red atomic oxygen lines, 572 nm ±1 nm for a background reference as well as two broader band 
passes of 865 nm ±5 nm for the observation of molecular oxygen emissions and 715 nm to 
930 nm (with a notch at 865 nm ±5 nm) for the observation of OH airglow.

Usually, only the latter two are addressed during routine observations, providing information 
on the horizontal structures of gravity waves in the respective heights of ca. 87 km and 94 km 
every two minutes (15 s exposure for OH and 90 s exposure for the fainter O2). The (exchange-
able) standard optics consists of a fisheye lens with 180° aperture angle, providing images of 
the entire sky: BAIER belongs to a type of so-called all-sky imagers. Fig. 5 shows two exempla-
ry images of the O2 and OH airglow acquired with BAIER. At both heights the patchy structures 
are caused by atmospheric gravity waves disturbing the emission intensity. However, the pat-
terns are deviating slightly between the two images, indicating that the waves have already 
undergone changes between 87 km (OH) and 94 km (O2).

While all-sky imagers can provide important information about the structures of propagating 
waves (e. g., wave amplitude, horizontal wavelength and propagation direction) across a huge 
portion of the sky, their spatio-temporal resolution is usually not high enough to gain detailed 
insight into the important process of wave breaking.

So in 2013 the development of a new type of infrared imager was started. This system, called 
Fast Airglow IMager (FAIM), is based on the experience with the new GRIPS, but unlike GRIPS 
(equipped with a linear InGaAs-photodiode array) it uses one of the first commercially available 
Peltier-cooled two-dimensional InGaAs-photodiode arrays. It is one of the few imaging systems 
worldwide, which can now observe the OH airglow in the spectral range of approximately 
850 nm to 1600 nm, the spectral region where the OH emissions are orders of magnitude 
brighter than in the visible or near infrared (see Fig. 2). This allows for a significant increase in 
both spatial and temporal resolution. Important details concerning the FAIM setup are given 
by Hannawald et al. (2016) and Sedlak et al. (2016).

Fig. 7: False color images of high-resolution FAIM data showing the decay of a gravity wave front 
(dashed line) in OH airglow and its dissipation into turbulent structures; the horizontal scales of the 
 images correspond to approximately 11 km times 9 km at 87 km height.
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During the development phase, FAIM 1 was first operated from Oberpfaffenhofen (OPN: 
48.09°N, 11.28°E), approximately 70 km north of the Schneefernerhaus. In order to be able to 
observe wave motions above the Alps it was pointing Southwest with a zenith angle of 45°. 
Thus, its field of view in the mesopause region, in the nominal OH emission height of 87 km, 
was lying above the UFS. Thanks to its high spatial resolution of 200 m/pixel rather small scale 
structures are observable (compare panels 6 (a) to 6 (g)). The structure shown in Fig. 6 (d) ex-
hibits a wavelength of only 3 km. These scales are hardly accessible for all-sky imagers, such 
as BAIER, which achieves a resolution of approximately 1 km in zenith direction. The appearance 
of wave events can vary from rather faint structures or show little contrast (e. g., Fig. 6 (c), ac-
quired simultaneously with the BAIER images shown in Fig. 5) to clearly contoured patterns 
(shown in panels 6 (a), (e) and (g)). The patchy event in Fig. 6 (a) represents a typical example 
of several waves superimposing each other. An overview with comprehensive statistical results 
obtained from these FAIM observations can be found in Hannawald et al. (2019).

With a temporal resolution of up to 0.5 s, the FAIM instruments can now be used to study tran-
sient processes such as wave instabilities as well as their dissipation into turbulent structures 
(see the case study by Sedlak et al. (2016)). Fig. 7 shows one such case, utilizing false colors to 
enhance the contrast (red/blue corresponding to bright/dark regions). A gravity wave front 
enters the field of view at the upper left corner around 03:18 UTC and propagates further to the 
lower right corner. In less than five minutes the initially well-defined wave front (7a and 7b) 
breaks up and has completely dissolved into ‘granular’ structures at 03:23 UTC. During this 
process the wave deposits both, its momentum and its energy into the background mean flow. 
Details of the processes involved in wave dissipation are the focus of current research activities, 
because they are crucial for the understanding of the energy balance of the middle atmosphere 
and its long-term evolution.

14.3  Schneefernerhaus airglow observations 
in the global context

Long-term observations of OH temperatures are commonly used to study changes in the at-
mosphere and to quantify temperature changes at these heights. Routine observations of air-
glow intensities and rotational temperatures are performed since at least the late 1960s (e. g. 
Shefov (1969)). Unfortunately, a lot of the longer time series are subject to extensive data gaps 
and/or changes in instrumentation, consequently resulting in some criticism. Published results 
of, e. g., long-term trend estimates derived from OH rotational temperatures range from 
–10.8 ±1.5 K/decade at 23°S over near zero trend at 51°N to +3 ±2 K/decade at 56.9°N (Clemesha 
et al. (2005), Bittner et al. (2002), Espy and Stegman (2002)).

Especially, these ambiguous long-term trend estimates for Mesosphere-Lower-Thermosphere 
(MLT)-region temperatures derived from airglow observations resulted in the foundation of the 
Network for the Detection of Mesospheric Change – NDMC in the year 2007. Since one of 
NDMC’s primary objectives is the identification and quantification of climate changes in the 
mesopause region, a major topic is the harmonization of measurement techniques as well as 
analysis methodologies and quality assurance efforts.

An overview of the European part of the NDMC observation sites is presented in Fig. 8. Ob-
viously, the observations performed at the UFS play a prominent role: not only is the Schnee-
fernerhaus placed in the Alps, a key site for the generation of gravity waves, but it is also more 
or less located in the centre of the European NDMC observations. Consequently, airglow ob-
servations at UFS are continuously being improved in order to further establish the UFS as 
NDMC’s reference station.

Currently, two major objectives are being pursued: the first objective is to increase precision 
and accuracy of the observations by providing traceability to national standards (hosted by the 
Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB)). Elaborate calibrations and intercomparison cam-
paigns were performed in 2016, 2017 and from 2018 until 2021. The respective measurements 
are currently thoroughly evaluated. A sophisticated redesign of GRIPS 13 was performed in 
close collaboration with PTB from 2014 to 2017, which resulted in a further improved version of 
GRIPS concerning not only its signal-to-noise ratio but also other important criteria, e. g. the 
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Fig. 8: European part of the NDMC network. Blue triangles denote stations, which are equipped with a 
standard GRIPS and/or FAIM instrument (as shown in Fig. 4 (b), (e), (f) for the UFS); red triangles show 
stations which in addition to a GRIPS or FAIM also host other independent instrumentation aimed at 
 observations in the mesosphere; grey triangles denote stations with different airglow instrumentation; 
stations with temporary observations are marked by open triangles (background image credit: NASA 
Earth Observatory, excerpt from blue marble next generation (August), Reto Stöckli).

long-term stability and repeatability of the observations. While respective upgrades of the in-
struments GRIPS 6, GRIPS 7 and GRIPS 8 (OPN, UFS) will be installed soon, the prototype 
GRIPS 13 is becoming the mobile reference spectrometer of the entire NDMC. A respective 
calibration schedule is currently being developed with the GRIPS 13 first improving the calibra-
tion of the stations UFS and OPN, before it will successively travel to the other NDMC sites 
improving the calibration status of and providing traceability to the entire network.

The second objective concerns the density of the observations in the Alps. In order to gain 
further knowledge about the generation, propagation and dissipation of mountain-induced 
gravity waves, more sites in or near the Alps have been set up in recent years (e. g., at Sonnblick 
Observatory (SBO: 47.05°N, 12.95°E) in 2015 and Otlica Observatory (OTL: 45.93°N, 13.91°E) in 
2017). Another site supposed to deliver comparative data at a certain distance from the Alps 
was put in operation in the Czech Republic in 2018 (Panská Ves (PAN: 50.53°N, 14.57°E)). Fig. 9 
shows a close-up of the geographical positions of airglow observations above and around the 
Alps. The current layout permits studying airglow dynamics from the Observatoire de Haute-
Provence (OHP: 44.69°N, 5.25°E), France in the West to Otlica Observatory (45.93°N, 13.91°E), 
Slovenia in the East. All these sites are associated with the Virtual Alpine Observatory (VAO) 
founded in 2012 and share their data with scientists across other disciplines via the Alpine 
Environmental Data Analysis Center (AlpEnDAC).

Fig. 10 represents one of the first events, which clearly shows the propagation of a wave from 
the Northwest (OPN, OHP: red/grey) to the South (UFS, black). Temperature amplitudes of 15 K 
to 20 K reached above the UFS are quite remarkable. The lower panel shows the variation of 
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Fig. 9: Alpine observatories which are equipped with airglow instrumentation and their respective fields 
of view in the Mesopause region (state: 2018). The red areas show locations of spectrometric obser-
vations, the blue areas show areas observed with imagers, the large circle denotes the area, which is 
 effectively observed by the BAIER all-sky imager from the UFS. FAIM 1 (OTL) and FAIM 4 (OPN) target 
the same area, thus allowing the study of dynamical features under different viewing geometries, so-
called stereoscopic imaging (map credit: https://opentopomap.org, license CC-BY-SA).

Fig. 10: Simultaneous airglow observations performed from June 24th to 25th, 2015, at the sites shown in 
Fig. 9 (note: the third panel shows data from an additional instrument located at OPN which pointed to 
SSW direction). The upper four panels show OH temperatures, the lower panel shows the evolution of 
the respective airglow intensities. A gravity wave moves southeastwards across the Alps.
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airglow intensity for all four stations: clearly the oscillation observed from the UFS lags the 
other stations by more than half an hour. It is expected that such events will be studied more 
often and in greater detail with the data contributed by the new observing sites as well as new 
analysis approaches (see Sedlak et al. (2020), Schmidt et al. (2018), Wüst et al. (2016)).

The geographical distance of a few hundred kilometres between the individual observing sites 
is perfectly suited for setting up a measurement scheme, called stereoscopic imaging. In this 
setup two camera systems point at the same region of the sky, thus viewing the airglow under 
different angles, allowing for the retrieval of additional (vertical) wave parameters. The first 
camera system (FAIM 1) of the respective setup was installed at Otlica Observatory in October 
2017 and it is joined by the second system (FAIM 4) in January 2018. Their fields of view meet 
above the Alps overlapping with the GRIPS field of view, which delivers additional temperature 
data for the same region (see Fig. 9).

Thus, ever new and important data on airglow variability are acquired on all time scales from 
a few seconds to decadal changes at the Schneefernerhaus and related stations in the Alps.
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15  Passive sampling of POP and PAH with virtual 

organisms in alpine environments

Karl-Werner Schramm1, 2, Marchela Pandelova2

15.1 Introduction

Virtual Organisms (VO) are defined as an artificial property-tool, and are reflecting exposomic 
processes in compartments of real organisms (Schramm et al. 2013). For instance, VO contain-
ing fat or proteins such as albumin can be employed to investigate the exposure of chemicals 
against such compartments which are common for many species in the kingdom of animals. 
The duration of VO exposure can be well defined and does not depend on the lifetime (Schramm 
et al. 2013). To estimate ambient concentrations VO are exposed and Performance Reference 
Compounds (PRC) are in use to estimate the sampling rate of air over time. Qualitatively the 
VO mainly sequestrated gas phase contaminants.

Exposomics is the study of the exposome and is related to genomics, metabonomics, lipidom-
ics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and includes the study of exposures in the environment. Bio-
markers of exposure and effect are targeted. The exposome of real organisms is defined as the 
measure of all the exposures of an individual in a lifetime and how those exposures relate to 
disease (CDC 2010). However, environmental exposomics has not been tackled so far although 
the definition can be extended to other organisms than humans. Further, molecular exposomics 
does not cover all exposomic aspects such as noise, radiation, pathogens but focuses only on 
the exposure of individuals to molecules or better chemicals and their effects within a lifetime. 
Individuals other than humans might have also advantages with respect to their observation 
due to their shorter lifetime or less transient exposure situation. If we look at the kingdom of 
molecules, resp. chemicals, the exposure to chemicals of transient behavior is difficult to quan-
tify. In contrast, chemicals which are persistent and bioaccumulating are better and easier to 
investigate in exposomics due to their long lasting presence in compartments of individuals. In 
some cases the individuals even do not achieve equilibrium between their and environmental 
compartments during lifetime. Persistent Organic Pollutants (POP) once marketed are expected 
to remain in the environment and biota for a long time and might peak even years after their 
use in the following generations of individuals. Due to these POP properties the exposure can 
be accurately estimated. Thus molecular exposomics is reflecting time dependent exposure and 
effects of molecules with its intrinsic challenges and perspectives which are outlined besides for 
humans also for the environment and for VO of exposure sciences (Schramm et al. 2013).

15.2 Lipidome-VO

VO are artificially designed to simulate the specific biological compartment such as fat as a part of 
the lipidome of an organism. VO reflecting this fatty compartment and especially POP are accumu-
lating to a large extend in fatty tissues as an important part of the long lasting storage compartment 
of persisting and very Persistent very Bioaccumulative Toxic compounds (vPvBT) of real organism’s 
exposome. VO consists of Polyethylene (PE) lay-flat tubing enclosing a thin film of natural-like tri-
oleine, a high molecular weight (MW = 885 g/mole) natural lipid. VO can develop a biofilm during 
exposure. Therefore stable isotope labelled Performance Reference Compounds (PRC) are added 
into the VO-triolein to compensate environmental conditions at different sampling locations such as 
turbidity, temperature, biofouling etc. during exposure. PRC losses are then used to calculate the air 
volume sampled by the VO and thus to calculate the ambient mean concentrations of the PBT.

Several VO are placed in stainless steel container or Stevenson Huts which are usually deployed 
in air 2–12 weeks.

1 TUM, Wissenschaftszentrum Weihenstephan für Ernährung und Landnutzung, Department für Biowissenschaften, 
 Weihenstephaner Steig 23, 85350 Freising, Germany, schramm@wzw.tum.de

2 Helmholtz Zentrum München (GmbH), Molecular EXposomics (MEX), Ingolstädter Landstr.1, D-85764 Neuherberg, 
Germany, schramm@helmholtz-muenchen.de
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15.3 VO-theory

15.3.1 Kinetic Model
If the resistance to the mass transfer is controlled by the boundary layer, we can model the 
system considering the VO device as a one compartment as follows:

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of one compartment model for VO. Cair: compound concentration in air, 
ku: uptake rate constant, Cvo: compound concentration within the VO, ke: elimination rate constant.

Applying a mass balance in the VO compartment leads to:

   
∂ C  vo 

 ____ 
∂t

    =   k  u    C  air   –   k  e    C  vo   Equation 1

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of accumulation behavior for VO. The actual air concentration is inte-
grated and averaged over time.

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the uptake of the chemicals of interest and the elimination of the PRC 
into the environment as a measure of the air volume sampled by the VO (left). Right: picture of the 
 lay-flat LPDE membrane filled with synthetic triolein similar to natural fat and representing the lipidome.
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Out of this mass balance, the relation between sampling time t, Cvo and Cair can be calculated. 
Regrouping and integrating equation 1 in a span of time t gives:

   
∂ C  vo 
 ___________  

( k  u  C  air  –  k  e  C  vo )
    = ∂t ⇒    –1 __ 

 k  e 
      ∫  

0

  

c (t)

      
∂ C  vo 
 ______________  

 (   –  k  u  C  air  _____ 
 k  e 

   +  C  vo  ) 
    =    ∫  

0

  

t

   ∂t ⇒ Ln   (     
–  k  u  C  air  _____ 

 k  e 
   +  C  vo (t)

  ____________  
  
–   k  u  C  air  _____ 

 k  e 
  

   )   = –   k  e  t

Applying ex and regrouping: results in:

Cvo(t) =    
 k  u  C  air  _____ 

 k  e 
      [ 1 –  e  –  k  e t  ]   ⇒   C  vo  (t) =   Κ  v o  a     C  air    [ 1 –  e  –  k  e t  ]    Equation 2

where   K   vo  a    is the VO-air partition coefficient   (  K   vo  a   =   ku __ 
ke

   )  .
When the VO is still in the linear stage, the amount of compound released from the VO to the 
air compartment is negligible, thus from equation 1 keCvo → 0

⇒ ∂  C  vo  /∂t ≅   k  u    C  air    Equation 3

Integrating this approximation in a span of time t leads to:

  C  vo    ( t)   =   k  u    C  air  t Linear uptake stage Equation 4

When the VO has reached equilibrium conditions, such that the concentrations do not change 
anymore, equation 1 leads to:

∂  C  vo  /∂t = 0 ⇒   k  u    C  air   =   k  e    C  vo   Equation 5

so the compound concentrations in the air and the VO are related through the uptake and elim-
ination rate constants:

  C  air   =    
 C  vo  k  e  _____ 

 k  u 
     =    

 C  vo 
 ____ 

 Κ  v o  a  
      Equilibrium conditions Equation 6

15.3.2 Mass Transfer Coefficient Model
The mass transfer in the system can be described by means of mass transfer coefficients as 
follows:

Fig. 4: Schematic overview of the concentration distribution air-VO. Cair: compound concentration in air, 
Cae: compound concentration at the membrane outside boundary layer, Cme: compound concentration at 
the membrane inside boundary layer, Cmi: compound concentration at the membrane internal side, Cvo: 
compound concentration in VO, δ: effective thickness of each region and their associated subscripts.

Appling Fick’s First law and assuming concentration homogeneity within the device, the flux F 
generated is

F = –DA    ∂C ___ 
∂δ

   , Equation 7

where D is the diffusivity of the compound and A is the sectional area where the compound is 
transferred (membrane surface area). Substituting the mass transfer coefficients km = Dm/δm and 
ka = Da/δa in the equation:

F =   k  m     A  vo  (  C  me   –   C  mi  ) =   k  a     A  vo  (  C  air   –   C  ae  ) =   V  vo     
∂ C  vo 

 ____ 
∂t

    Equation 8
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Using the equilibrium partition coefficients defined as Kms = Cmi/Cvo, Kma = Cme/Cae and   K   vo  a    = Cvo/Cair 
the equation is re-written as a function of the variables of interest Cair and Cvo, obtaining:

F =   k  o    A  vo  (  C  air    K  ma   –   C  vo    K  ms  ) =   V  vo     
∂ C  vo 

 ____ 
∂t

     Equation 9

where ko is the total mass transfer coefficient:

   1 __ 
 k  o 

    =    1 ___ 
 k  m 

    +    
 K  ma  ___ 
 k  a 

     Equation 10

Assuming independence and additivity of the coefficients and regrouping and integrating the 
equation 3 we obtain:

  C  vo   =   C  air     
 K  ma  ___ 
 K  ms 

    (1 –   e  – ( k  o  A  vo  K  ms t/ V  vo )  ) =   C  air    K  v o  a   (1 –   e  –  k  T  t  ) Equation 11

In this equation the overall uptake rate constant is defined as kT = koAVOmsKms/Vvo and   K   vo  a    is 
substituted by Kma/Kms.

Equation 1 and 5 describe the uptake stages depicted in Fig. 5. In short exposure periods (equa-
tion 5), for t → 0 the limit of the exponential term tends to

lim   ( 1 –  e  – ( k  o  A  vo  K  ms t/ V  vo ) )   →   k  o    A  ov    K  ms  t/  V  vo   Equation 12

Substituting this term in equation 5 a linear time-dependent function is obtained:

C =   C  air    K  v o  a     k  o    A  vo    K  ms  t/  V  vo   =   C  air    K  ma    k  o    A  vo  t/  V  vo    Equation 13

In this linear stage, the uptake of compounds depends on the design of the device (volume and 
area) and the physical chemical properties of the chemical. The sampling rate Rs is defined as 
the volume of compound incorporated by the passive sampler per unit of time:

Rvo =   K  ma    k  o    A  vo   Equation 14

and substituting equation 14 in equation 13 :

C =   C  air    R  vo  t/  V  vo   ⇒   R  vo   =   C  vo    V  vo  /  C  air  t Equation 15

In this way, in the linear uptake stage, the sampling rate of a compound can be calculated if the 
VO and air concentrations of the compound for a determined exposure time are known.

Fig. 5: Schematic overview of the concentration development in VO. If VO concentration is close to zero 
the accumulation proceeds in a pseudo-linear manner at times close to zero, followed by a curvilinear 
period and finally approaching constant concentrations at equilibrium with the air, provided that the air 
concentration remains nearly constant.
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For the empirical calculation of sampling rates, CvoVvo is equivalent to the amount of mass Ns 
sequestered in the VO. Substituting Nvo in the equation 15 leads to:

  R  vo   =   N  vo  /  C  air  t Equation 16

Once sampling rates for compounds have been established for a determined sampling design 
using equation 16, these sampling rates can be used to estimate the air concentrations of a 
compound, from the compound uptake into the VO and the time of deployment.

In devices deployed enough time to reach steady state conditions the exponential term of 
equation 11 tends to zero and thus:

  C  vo   =   C  air    K  v o  a    equilibrium conditions Equation 17

In the equilibrium stage the concentrations in air and   VO  fat   (triolein) are related exclusively 
through the   VO  fat-air   partition coefficient KTA (equation 29).

  C  v o  fat    =   C  air    K  TA   ⇒   C  air   =   C  v o  fat   /  K  TA   Equation 18

The equation 18 allows the calculation of the compound air concentration just knowing the KTA 
value and the amount of chemical accumulated in the triolein under steady state conditions.

Note that the two models presented above can be related through the constants; elimination 
rate constant ke in the kinetic model (equation 8) and overall uptake rate constant kT in the mass 
transfer coefficient model (equation 11).

15.3.3 Performance Reference Compounds
Performance reference compounds (PRC) are non-interfering organic chemicals with medium 
to high affinity for triolein which are added to it before the membrane enclosure and distribut-
ed homogeneously in the lipid phase (Huckins et al., 2002). In preference, PRC have to be 
compounds not exhibited in the environment and due to this, 13C-PAH or 13C-PCB compounds 
are adequate. The purpose of these compounds is to compensate the effect of environmental 
variables at the different sampling sites. The theory is based on the assumption that the elimi-
nation rate (ke) of PRC is related to the uptake rate (ku) of the corresponding native compounds. 
The release of PRC follows an exponential decay with the exposure time:

   
∂ C  PRC 

 _____ 
∂t

    = –   k  e    C  PRC   ⇒   ∫  
 C  PR C  o  

  

 C  PRC 

      
∂ C  PRC 

 _____ 
 C  PRC 

    = –   k  e     ∫  
0
  

t

   ∂t ⇒   C  PRC   =   C  PR C  o     e  –  k  e t   Equation 19

The initial amount of PRC (CPRCo) and the remaining amount after the exposure time (CPRC) are 
known, such that the elimination rate can be calculated by regrouping the equation 19:

  k  e   =    Ln  (  C  PR C  o  /CPRC)   ________________ 
t
    Equation 20

The elimination rate constant ke is assumed to be also identical to the overall uptake rate con-
stant kT in the mass transfer coefficient model for the native and labelled compound leading 
to:

  k  e   =   k  ma    k  o    A  vo  /  V  vo    K  v o  a    ⇒   k  e   =   R  vo  /  V  vo    K  v o  a    ⇒   k  e    V  vo    K  v o  a    =   R  vo   Equation 21

where Rvo was substituted using the equation 14 from the mass transfer model. Equation 21 
relates the sampling rate of the compound to the elimination rate obtained “in situ” for a de-
termined compound with the PRC. In this way, the effects generated by differences in the ex-
posure sampling conditions can be contemplated. Studies performed by Söderström and 
Bergqvist, (2004) with PRC demonstrated the influence of the wind speed in the sampling rate. 
As a consequence, the devices are sheltered in order to avoid differences due to wind effects 
affecting the turbulence and as a consequence the air-membrane boundary layer thickness 
(Ockenden et al., 2001). Additionally, the sheltering is also important to avoid photodegradation 
of compounds sensible to UV light. Some other environmental conditions, such as temperature, 
are also affecting the sampling rate. The use of PRC allows the R calculation regarding environ-
mental conditions and even a posterior quantification of compounds in the environment.
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15.3.4 VO data calculation
Sixteen 13C-PRC-PAH and three 13C-PRC-PCB retain in VO were used to calculate the sampling 
rates and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) and organo-
chlorine pesticides (OCP) water concentrations (Temoka et al., 2016). According to equation 21, 
the sampling rate of PRC Rvo,PRC is estimated according to

Rvo, PRC = Vvo  K   vo  a   ke, PRC  Equation 22

where Vvo is the VO volume (L),   K   vo  a   , the VO-air partition coefficient is the volume averaged 
partition coefficient (see below) of low density polyethylene (LPDE) and triolein ((mass/L)/
(mass/L)) and ke,PRC is the elimination rate constant of PRCs per day (d−1). Thus, ke,PRC is given 
by:

ke,PRC =  –   
 ln (Nt,PRC/N0,PRC)

  ______________ 
t
    Equation 23

where N0,PRC is the related PRC fraction at the beginning of the exposure period and Nt,PRC is the 
related PRC fraction after the exposure period (t). For compounds with very low ke,PRC values a 
minimal sampling rate   R   vo  min    is further established and used as corrector value of RvoPRC (Temo-
ka et al., 2017).

Subsequently, the obtained Rvo value was used to back-calculate the air concentrations (Ca) of 
the pollutants.

Cair =    N  _____________________________   
Vvo K   VO  a   (1 – exp (– Rvo.t/Vvo K   VO  a  ))

    Equation 24

where N is the amount of analyte accumulated after a given exposure time.

However, PCB and OCP sampling rates (Rvo) were estimated on the base of resulted correlation 
coefficient R2 > 0.75 regarding the relation between PRC-PAHs RsPRC and the exponential prod-
uct of octanol-water partition coefficient log Kow and molecular weight MW (g/mole).

Rvo,analyte(N) = a eb MW logKow Equation 25

where a and b are constants for a given exposure situation.

Triolein containing VO were utilized as passive samplers also for the three categories of sub-
stances PAH, PCB and OCP in air:

  K  V0-A   =    
 K  T.A  V  T  +  K  LPDEA  V  LPDE 

  ________________  
 V  T  +  V  LPDE 

    Equation 26

where VT is the volume of the triolein (cm3), VLPDE the volume of LPDE (cm3), KT.A is the triolein-air 
partitioning coefficient (mass/m3/ (mass/m3) and KLPDEA is the LPDE-air partitioning coefficient 
(mass/m3/(mass/m3).

log   K  T.W    = log   K  ow   + 0.105      Chiou et al., 1985 Equation 27

and

log   K  LPDEA    = 1.05 log   K  ow   – 0.59   Booij and Smedes, 2010 Equation 28

  K  TA   =    
 K  T.W RT

 _______ 
H

    Equation 29

  K  LPDEA   =    
 K  LPDEW RT

 _________ 
H

    Equation 30

where Kow is the octanol-water partition coefficient, KTW and KLPDEW are the triolein- and LPDE- 
water partition coefficients, R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 Pa m3 mol–1 K–1), T is the absolute 
temperature (293 K) and H is the Henry’s law constant of the chemicals (Pa m3 mol–1).

Finally, the gas-concentrations were estimated based on the performance of the reference 
compounds, which were used to estimate their sampling volume of the deployment period 
(Ockenden et al., 2001). The total concentrations were calculated on the basis of measured or 
estimated aerosol concentrations and by using   K  aerosol-gas   (Mackay et al., 1986) partitioning 
followed by summing the gaseous and aerosol part per m3.
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The variability of ke values can encompass about two orders of magnitude at high Koa levels 
and within one order of magnitude at lower Koa values. Even after 1 year substantial dissipation 
for some high Koa compounds could not be determined or is scattering around zero in relation 
to the analytical precision possible for active as well as passive sampling (Fig. 6). In contrast 
to other theories the measurements show that at low ke-values the Rvo values are increasing 
dramatically and are indicating very high Rvo and thus very low concentrations in the free gas 
phase. Therefore it must be concluded that air concentrations estimated for PAH based on a 
similar VO design and the theories of Huckins et al. can be overestimated by orders of magni-
tude – especially if the sampling volume of a PRC with dissipation in the 80–20 % range is used 
to calculate gas-phase concentrations of compounds beyond 20 %.

Therefore an alternative method, based on the use of all in situ PRC data, including those whose 
PRC concentration remaining are close to the limit of detection LOD and those who’s PRCs are 
non-depleted. To allow this approach, uncertainties are modelled using PRC data of field blanks 
never exposed to the environment. The Student-t distribution is used to obtain confidence 
limits for measurement uncertainty. Replicated VO-field blanks were measured to obtain a 
standard deviation that could be used directly as the standard analytical uncertainty. The un-
certainty values were used to estimate the minimal sample rate Rmin. Efforts to reduce bias and 
variability can be improved by increasing the number of blank samples. Rmin was applied as the 
new values of PRC sampling rate Rvo,PRC(N) if a direct measurement was not obtainable.

The VO-field blanks consisted of loaded samplers taken to and from the field with other VOs 
but never removed from their airtight vials. These blanks were prepared and analyzed simulta-
neously in the same manner as the deployed samplers to determine whether contamination 
or losses occurred during the VO loading, transport or analysis. A normal distribution for the 
results can be assumed, because the PRC concentrations can be well determined in cases of 
minor or no losses.

For each PRC, the standard deviation was calculated from obtained retained PRC values of the 
blank samples. The obtained values uo of blank sample were first normalized in percentage %u 
according to the expected values uw, following this equation (Fig. 6):

%u =    uo ___ 
uw

    · 100 Equation 32

Then the standard deviation Sn (%) was obtained by following the equation:

Sn (%) =   √ 

______________

    
  ∑  
i = 1

  
n

  (%ui – %  
__

 u )2

  ______________ 
n – 1

      Equation 33

Fig. 6: Scheme representing uncertainty field of dissipated PRC values (u) during exposure times. umax is 
the largest possible deviation from the average dissipation    

__
 u   of a PRC which does not exhibit significant 

dissipation after a certain sampling period. umax can be used to estimate the minimal possible sampling 
rate for such compounds.
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%ui, are the obtained values in percent for the blank sample i,    

__
 u   is the sample mean of the 

obtained values and n is the amount of blank samples used for the measurements.

The coefficient of variation CV (%) is calculated as following:

CV (%) =    Sn ____ 
%  

__
 u 
    · 100 Equation 34

The standard error SCV of the coefficient of variation is calculated as:

SCV =    CV _____ 
 √ 

___
 2 n  
    Equation 35

The uncertainty (y) of the VO-field blanks is then:

y = CV + ta,vSCV Equation 36

Where ta,v is the critical value of Student’s t for the chosen α level and for ν = n – 1 degrees of 
freedom. The analysis is based on the best measurement capability. The uncertainty value 
(y = CV – ta,vSCV) is used to obtain the maximal retained PRC concentration after exposure time:

umax = 100 – y, Equation 37

umax is used to determinate the maximum possible elimination rate kemax based on analytical 
uncertainty.

kemax = –    ln (umax/u0) __________ 
t
    Equation 38

Thus the minimal expected sampling rate (Rsmin) is thereby deduced.

  R  v o  min    = VVO  K  V O  a   kemax Equation 39

  R  v o  min    is used to adjust RvoPRC (Eq.1.3) to Rvo,PRC(N). The in situ sampling rate of PRC Rvo,PRC(N) 

represents the in situ sampling rate of target compound   R  v o  analyte    (N) with similar physicochem-
ical properties.

15.4 Chemicals sampled from the air compartment

PAH, PCB and OCP entering the natural ecosystems are distributed into the solid, liquid, or 
gaseous phases of environmental compartments. They release into the environment and stay 
persistent for many years because of their relatively low water solubilities and vapor pressures, 
and relatively large octanol-water and octanol-air partition coefficients. For instance, the spatial 
distribution of DDT and metabolites in Germany can clearly be attributed to historic application. 
Up to the 1980s, technical DDT was extensively used in the former Eastern Germany (GDR) and 
elevated concentrations are recently detected in wetland soil layers (Berger and Schwarzbauer, 
2016). PAH are emitted into the atmosphere by various combustion sources including small 
wood stoves/boilers for domestic heating (Fernandes and Brooks, 2003; Bari et al., 2010) or 
released into the aquatic environment through the discharges from human activities such as 
industrial or domestic sewage effluents. In addition, it is well recognized that these contami-
nants are widely distributed all over the globe and atmospheric transport and temperature 
dependent partitioning between the atmosphere and environmental media is a leading pathway 
for their diffusion (Lohmann et al., 2007; Nizzetto et al., 2010). On the other hand, these persis-
tent organic pollutants deposited in sinks such as water and ice are expected to revolatilize into 
the atmosphere, and there is evidence that this process may have already begun for volatile 
compounds (Ma et al., 2011).

Consequently, PAH, PCB and OCP may cause adverse human health effects even far away from 
their origin. In addition, it must be considered that the organisms may bioconcentrate low to 
relatively high levels of contaminants in their lipids. In the recent years, VO (Schramm et al., 
2013) have been successfully used for determination of POPs in aquatic environment and sed-
iments (Amdany et al., 2014; Temoka et al., 2016) due to their attractive qualities (i. e. their long-
term stability, low cost, and ease of deployment). However, there are only limited published 
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data pertaining to the use of these passive sampling tools for the field of air monitoring. In this 
study, the level of PAH, PCB and OCP was determined in triolein containing VOs utilized as 
passive samplers for air and concentrations per cubic meter consisting of air + aerosols are 
estimated.

15.5 VO preparation

The procedure of VO sampler preparation in this study was similar to those described in Wang 
et al. 2009. In brief, low-density polyethylene lay flat tubing (LDPE, 2.5 cm wide, wall thickness 
65 µm) supplied by VWR Ismaning, Germany was used. The LPDE tube was heat-sealed at a 
distance of 2.5 cm from one end. 700 µL of triolein (Sigma, Munich, Germany, 99 %) which was 
spiked with performance reference compounds (sixteen 13C-EPA-PAH, 13C PCB: PCB60, PCB127, 
PCB159) were added as close as possible to the sealed bottom by using a capillary pipette. The 
length of the whole VO was 29 cm and the triolein-containing part of the sampler (i. e., exclud-
ing the mounting loops) had an area of 115 cm2. The sampler preparation was performed in a 
purified glovebox under nitrogen atmosphere to avoid contaminations. The prepared VO were 
stored in closely aluminium sealed heat cleaned 10 mL glass vials, further stored at –28 °C and 
kept cooled during transportation until deployment. The VO were transported in sealed flasks 
to and from the place of deployment. The VO were mounted in metal frames and placed in 
Stevenson screen boxes 2 m above the ground (Fig. 7). The VO were deployed at all the sam-
pling sites from end of July 2015 till beginning of September 2015 for 43 days.

15.6 Sampling and locations

Three sampling locations at 270 m.a.s.l. (Bolzano city), 1700 m.a.s.l. (Ritten Station) and 
2270 m.a.s.l. (the department for civil protection of Bolzano province, Rittner Horn) were ar-
ranged from the Italian Agency of Environment. In addition, a fourth sampling location was 
chosen in a private area of Mittelberg at 1100 m.a.s.l. (Pandelova et al. 2016)

Fig. 7: Picture of Stevenson hut and google map depicting the four locations of the altitude profile which 
was investigated in the framework of the Virtual Alpine Observatory (VAO)
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15.7 Extraction, clean-up and analysis

The samples were spiked with a range of deuterated and 13C-labeled compounds to monitor 
the extraction and cleanup procedures. VO were cut into small pieces and then extracted with 
100 mL cyclohexane overnight at 200 rpm on a constant left-right shaker. The volume of gen-
erated extract for both sediment and VO samples was reduced to 1mL and the residue was 
re-dissolved again with approximately 1–2 mL mixture of n-hexane:dichloromethane (1:1). Con-
sequently, the sample underwent cleanup using a mixed column and C18 SPE cartridge (Wang 
et al., 2015). A recovery standard (13C12-1,2,3,4-TCDD, Pentachlorotoluene, 13C12-1,2,3,7,8,9-HxCDD, 
PCB111) was added in the final eluate and the sample was concentrated with a gentle flow of 
nitrogen to 20 mL to be ready for analytical determination. The measurement was carried out 
with HRGC/HRMS. The parameters used for the isomer specific detection of PAH, PCB and OCP 
are given in (Temoka et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015). All results were expressed on pg/VO, and 
those samples with contents less than the detection limit are reported as not detected (n.d.). 
The concentrations of the targeted analytes are then converted to concentrations per cubic 
meter air utilizing the PRC information to estimate the compound specific sampling rates of air.

15.8 Quality control/quality assurance

The accredited laboratory applies quality management system practices according to EN ISO/
IEC 17025 standards. The applied analytical methods were regularly verified.

Laboratory blanks and field blanks were carried out. Laboratory blanks comprised the whole 
sample pre-treatment without VO in order to control the background levels of the studied com-
pounds at the laboratory. All used solvents, silica, and alumina adsorbents were of trace anal-
ysis grade and supplied by LGC Standards (Wesel, Germany). The field VO blanks were carried 
to and from the place of deployment, and after being shortly opened at the deployment place, 
hermetically sealed again and then stored at –28 °C at the laboratory for the same period as the 
VO sampling deployment. The generated data was blank corrected by field blanks. Substances 
whose values after blank correction were lower than three times the standard deviation of the 
field blank value were considered as not detectable (n.d.) and the three times the standard 
deviation of the field blank value was provided in brackets. Analytes in samples that were not 
detected before field blank correction were given as not detectable (n.d.) with their limit of 
detection provided in brackets. The limit of detection of the instrumental methodology is con-
sidered as a signal/noise ratio 3:1. For VO samples, the recovery percentages for PCB, PAH, and 
OCP ranged from 40 % to 125 %.

15.9 Results of the altitude profile Bozen-Ritten

The PAH, PCB and OCP results (pg/m3) in air (CA) and air and aerosols (PM10) (CTotal) across the 
4 sampling sides (270, 1100, 1700, and 2270 m.a.s.l.) are summarized in Table 1. Comparison of 
CA and CTotal show that the portion of pollutant which can be attributed to the aerosol fraction 
is of minor relevance for those compounds which could be clearly identified and quantified in 
VO. The difference between CA and CTotal increases only for compounds of very low vapor pres-
sure such as 5-ring PAH, higher chlorinated PCB, and OCP of higher molecular weight eg. DDT. 
The main reason for this finding is the low concentration of aerosols in the remote alpine en-
vironment and proportions can be changed toward the aerosol fraction if the aerosol concen-
tration increases substantially. The results show that the sampling of only aerosols is by far not 
sufficient to quantify the exposure of ambient air to living organisms.
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Tab. 1: PAH, PCB and OCP results (pg/m3) in air (CA) and air and aerosols (PM10) (CTotal) across the 4 
 sampling sides (270, 1100, 1700, and 2270 m.a.s.l.)

270 m.a.s.l. 1 100 m.a.s.l. 1 700 m.a.s.l. 2 270 m.a.s.l.

PM10 (µg/m3) 14.4* 10** 9.7* 10**

CA CTotal CA CTotal CA CTotal CA CTotal

PAH (ng/m3)

Naphthalene 29.55 29.55 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Acenaphthylene 1.52 1.52 0.4566 0.4566 n.d. n.d. 0.2808 0.2808

Acenaphthene 3.79 3.79 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Fluorene 5.37 5.37 1.26 1.26 n.d. n.d. 0.7145 0.7146

Phenanthrene 5.07 5.08 0.9635 0.9640 n.d. n.d. 0.2886 0.2887

Anthracene 0.4318 0.4323 0.0446 0.0446 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Fluoranthene 0.3461 0.3495 0.0527 0.0530 0.0087 0.0087 0.0120 0.0121

Pyrene 0.0392 0.0395 0.0031 0.0031 n.d. n.d. 0.0020 0.0020

Benzo(a)anthracen 0.0003 0.0004 0.0001 0.0001 n.d. n.d. 0.0001 0.0001

Chrysen 0.0010 0.0018 0.0001 0.0002 n.d. n.d. 0.0001 0.0002

Benzo(b)fluoranthene 0.0027 0.0589 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Benzo(k)fluoranthene 0.0092 0.2029 0.0032 0.0499 n.d. n.d. 0.0022 0.0355

Benzo(a)pyrene 0.0032 0.0159 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Indeno(1,2,3c,d)pyrene n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Dibenzo(a,h)anthracen n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

PCB (pg/m3)

PCB #28 38.21 38.35 21.69 21.75 21.29 21.35 23.91 23.97

PCB #52 17.34 17.47 8.22 8.26 8.00 8.04 7.12 7.16

PCB #101 10.85 11.24 3.12 3.20 3.23 3.31 3.18 3.26

PCB #138 1.16 1.34 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.4466 0.4963

PCB #153 1.68 1.96 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

PCB #180 0.0902 0.1492 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.0483 0.0703

PCB #77 0.4549 0.4746 n.d. n.d. 0.2105 0.2166 0.1263 0.1301

PCB #81 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

PCB #126 0.0152 0.0194 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

PCB #169 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

PCB #105 0.8174 0.9431 0.1675 0.1854 n.d. n.d. 0.1360 0.1505

PCB #114 0.1218 0.1370 0.0348 0.0379 0.0480 0.0520 0.0441 0.0479

PCB #118 2.01 2.21 0.4476 0.4799 0.3949 0.4225 0.3943 0.4228

PCB #123 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.0592 0.0629 0.0397 0.0422

PCB #156 0.0424 0.0716 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.0353 0.0521

PCB #157 0.0152 0.0264 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.0071 0.0107

PCB #167 0.0346 0.0473 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.0133 0.0167

PCB #189 0.0031 0.0129 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.0019 0.0061
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270 m.a.s.l. 1 100 m.a.s.l. 1 700 m.a.s.l. 2 270 m.a.s.l.

CA CTotal CA CTotal CA CTotal CA CTotal

OCP (pg/m3)

α-HCH 9.20 9.21 11.10 11.11 13.07 13.07 12.51 12.51

β-HCH 0.2240 0.2247 0.0907 0.0909 0.1182 0.1185 0.0659 0.0660

γ-HCH 38.03 38.15 9.61 9.63 9.34 9.36 9.36 9.38

δ-HCH 0.0755 0.0758 n.d. n.d. 0.0499 0.0500 0.0546 0.0548

ε-HCH n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Hexachlorobutadiene n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Pentachlorobenzene 36.59 36.60 55.863 55.866 68.346 68.350 106.3 106.3

Hexachlorobenzene 143.1 143.1 209.2 209.3 321.2 321.2 412.0 412.1

Pentachloroanisole 135.8 136.0 104.1 104.3 108.2 108.3 145.9 146.1

Octachlorostyrene 0.5376 0.5634 0.7840 0.8101 0.7565 0.7809 1.42 1.46

4.4’-DDT 2.10 3.45 0.5697 0.8229 0.3949 0.5651 0.5524 0.7979

2.4’-DDT 0.97 1.46 0.3031 0.4088 0.2193 0.2935 0.3570 0.4816

4.4’-DDD n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

2.4’-DDD n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

4.4’-DDE 8.29 8.48 1.86 1.89 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28

2.4’-DDE 0.2389 0.2449 0.0389 0.0396 0.0370 0.0376 0.0436 0.0444

trans-Chlordane n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.4221 0.4292 n.d. n.d.

cis-Chlordane 1.46 1.51 0.9274 0.9484 0.7681 0.7850 n.d. n.d.

oxy-Chlordane n.d. n.d. 0.6298 0.6709 0.6506 0.6917 0.8670 0.9235

Heptachlor 0.4101 0.4102 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

cis-Heptachloroepoxide 3.93 3.93 3.20 3.20 3.96 3.96 3.95 3.95

trans-Heptachloroepoxide n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Aldrin n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Dieldrin 3.40 3.42 2.07 2.08 2.31 2.32 3.17 3.18

Endrin 1.30 1.39 0.2868 0.2999 n.d. n.d. 0.3151 0.3294

Endosulfan-I 3.97 4.01 3.03 3.05 2.64 2.6633 2.87 2.89

Endosulfan-II 0.2276 0.2276 0.1365 0.1365 0.0936 0.0936 0.0823 0.0823

Endosulfan-sulfate 0.3570 0.3801 0.2856 0.2985 0.3215 0.3356 0.2488 0.2601

Methoxychlor n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.3791 0.4208

Mirex n.d. n.d. 0.0222 0.0222 n.d. n.d. 0.0381 0.0381

Cypermethrine n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

* mean concentration during the sampling campaign measured on site. 
** estimated concentration value

In practice the air concentration excl. particle contribution can be used to calculate the potential 
maximum concentration in the fat compartment (due to exposure to air without aerosols) of 
living organisms by using equation 18, 27 and 29 because the triolein is very similar to natural 
fat of organisms (data not shown). Values estimated like that can be also compared to existing 
limits for fatty feed and food.
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15.10 Discussion

15.10.1 PAH distribution
A significant difference between the gas phase and the total concentration of gas and aerosol 
particle is not found in case of PAH of lower molecular weight. In general, the PAH concentra-
tions decreased with altitude. No PAH except Fluoranthene were detectable at 1170 m.a.s.l. 
However, slight increase in concentrations was observed for the sampling location at 
2270 m.a.s.l.

15.10.2 PCB distribution
Generally, the water solubility and volatility decrease as the degree of PCB chlorine substitution 
increases, and the lipid solubility increases with increasing chlorine substitution. Thus, PCB the 
levels in the aerosol compartment increased for higher chlorinated PCB. Regarding here inves-
tigated mountain profile a strong drop in PCB concentration was observed for the first three 
sampling sides. However, higher PCB concentrations were determined at Rittner Horn but the 
levels are far below those found in Bolzano city.

15.10.3 OCP distribution
Since the most OCP are volatile, these compounds are commonly found in the gas phase. Also, 
the difference between the total concentration (CTotal) and the gas phase (CA) was in the range 
of 0–45 %. Some OCP compounds decrease with altitude, while other compounds increase (Pen-
tachlorobenzene, Hexachlorobenzene and Octachlorostyrene).

4,4’-DDE and 4,4’-DDT are the major components of DDTs in all samples and the most abundant 
area with these compounds is determined in the valley of 270 m.a.s.l. Since the province of 
Bolzano is an industrial as well as wine production site the main source of DDT may come from 
historical uses.

15.11 Source apportionment

For the DDT group of chemicals the following ratios (Tab. 2) are proposed for judging about 
possible sources and/or the age of the contamination (Zhu et al., 2015).

Tab. 2: Ratios of DDT-compounds and their interpretation

(4,4’-DDE+4,4’-DDD)/4,4’DDT<1) fresh 4,4’-DDT, resp. input

(4,4’DDE+4,4’DDD)/4,4’DDT>1) aged 4,4’-DDT

(2,4’-DDE+2,4’-DDD)/2,4’DDT<1) fresh 2,4’ DDT, resp. input

(2,4’DDE+2,4’DDD)/2,4’DDT>1) aged 2,4’-DDT

(4,4’DDE+4,4’DDD)/4,4’DDT converging (2,4’DDE+2,4’DDD)/2,4’DDT dicofol input

In our study, the ratios are calculated for the altitude profile and compared to the actual con-
centrations found (Fig. 8).

For Bolzano profile the estimated ratio decreased with altitude and suggested fresher DDT input 
despite of decreasing DDTs-concentrations with altitude.

15.12 Conclusions

Ratios between chemical identities still indicate release of some OCP-POP and help for source 
apportionment of chemicals. Passive sampling employing VO is cheap and powerful for altitude 
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profiling and indicative for long range transported POP. VO are suitable for the measurement 
of air quality of remote regions like the Alps with minor infrastructure. VO can also suit to esti-
mate the exposure of the lipidome via air and compare the equilibrium concentrations of the 
natural fat like triolein to limits for fatty food and feed. Moreover it is possible to monitor also 
air and water in combination (Pandelova et.al. 2021) and conclude about the partitioning and 
exposomics of the chemicals between these two compartments.
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16.1 Introduction

Solar Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometry is a ground-based remote sounding tech-
nique, which allows to infer total column abundances and vertical concentration profiles of 
more than three dozens of atmospheric trace gases simultaneously. Thereby a snap shot of the 
chemical state of the atmosphere can be attained within typically 10 minutes: climate gases, 
ozone-relevant gases, and air quality gases. During the last 20 years this technique has become 
wide spread around the world and is today the dominant science-driven ground-based remote 
sounding technique in atmospheric research, while other activities, e. g., using microwave tech-
niques have declined on international level. Section 16.2 gives a basic introduction to this 
powerful technique, which is operated by Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), e. g., at the 
Zugspitze summit since 1995 (Sussmann and Schäfer, 1997; Fig. 1.1).

As an example science application for solar FTIR spectrometry, we look at measurements of atmos-
pheric methane (CH4) in Section 16.3. Currently, there is a load of ≈ 400 ppm carbon dioxide (CO2) 
in the atmosphere and only ≈2 ppm CH4. So why is research on atmospheric CH4 necessary? Exact-
ly this lower atmospheric concentration of CH4 leads to the fact that CH4 causes a factor of 84 high-
er radiative forcing compared to CO2 on a per-kilogram-emissions basis and on a time scale of 20 
years (IPCC, 2013): Today’s high CO2 levels cause CO2 absorptions to already saturate in some spec-
tral regions (so additional molecules have less impact on forcing), whereas there are still nearly no 
saturated CH4 lines at all. Therefore, increasing atmospheric CH4 concentrations matter much more 
than increases in CO2, and here we are currently witnessing a critical development: Since 2007 
 instruments like the Zugspitze solar FTIR have been detecting a persistent strong renewed global 
CH4 increase. A crucial question for designing effective mitigation measures is, which sources of 
emissions are driving this renewed methane increase: biogenic, thermogenic, food production, 
fossil fuels or biomass burning? Based on solar FTIR spectrometry, we have derived for the first time 
reliable numbers on the (strong) relative contribution of the oil and natural gas sector to the renewed 
post-2006 CH4 increase in the atmosphere (Hausmann et al., 2016; Section 16.3).

Another research focus of this article is on atmospheric 
water vapor (H2O) which acts as dominant contributor to 
the global greenhouse effect (Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997). 
In Section 16.4 we will present newest solar FTIR-based 
decadal trend results from the Zugspitze summit. Fur-
thermore, valuable information on tropospheric mois-
ture pathways and associated transport of other tracers 
can be provided by measurements of water vapor and 
its isotopes (Schneider et al., 2016). This is of relevance 
to the question of intercontinental transport of air pollu-
tion which lead to the 1979 Geneva Convention on Long-
Range Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP, http://www.
unece.org/env/lrtap/welcome.html). In this context, we 
will demonstrate in Section 16.4 that consistent H2O-δD 
observations by solar FTIR can serve as a valuable new 
transport tracer to study atmospheric transport to the 
Central European free troposphere (Hausmann et al., 
2017). This finding is relevant for the currently reinforcing 
research on how environmental parameters like atmos-
pheric humidity and temperature, aeroallergens, or aer-
osols impact upon human health.

Fig. 1.1: The solar FTIR observatory at the Zugspitze summit 
(2964 m.a.s.l.) as a contribution to the international networks 
NDACC and TCCON. The optics dome opens during clear sky 
conditions and a computer controlled solar tracker redirects 
the solar beam into the FTIR spectrometer inside the building.
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16.2 Introduction to solar FTIR spectrometry

The principle of solar FTIR spectrometry exploits the fact that solar radiation is a spectrally 
continuous broad-band source of electromagnetic radiation which penetrates the terrestrial 
atmosphere where it is attenuated by molecular absorption at distinct resonance frequencies 
in the infrared. These absorption features are typical for different atmospheric trace gases. The 
width and depth of these spectral “fingerprints” contain information on the vertical columns 
and concentration profiles of the absorbing molecular trace species at the moment of obser-
vation.

There are two international measurement networks based on this technique, i. e., the Network 
for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC, http://www.ndsc.ncep.noaa.
gov/) and the Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON, http://www.tccon.caltech.edu/). 
While TCCON performs near-infrared measurements focusing on high-accuracy-and-precision 
soundings of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, CO), NDACC-type FTIR measurements are 
performed in the mid infrared. This allows for CH4 and CO2 retrievals with slightly lower accu-
racy, but many additional species can be retrieved, e. g., O3, HF, HCl, ClONO2, HNO3, NO2, C2H6, 
H2CO, H2O, HDO, and others. Furthermore, from mid-infrared soundings, profile information 
can be attained up to higher altitudes. This is due to the lower Doppler width compared to the 
near infrared, which may be understood along with Sect. 16.2.1.

16.2.1 Solar radiation and molecular infrared absorption
Solar radiation. The spectral solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere (Fig. 2.1) can be 
approximated by Planck’s radiation law using a temperature of ≈ 6000 K. The resulting spectral 
distribution is modulated during radiative transfer through the atmosphere by a variety of 
processes, e. g., Rayleigh scattering by nitrogen molecules, Mie scattering by aerosols, thermal 
emission from the air or from clouds, or UV absorption by O3 (Fig. 2.1). In the infrared, molec-
ular absorption via vibration-rotation excitation of a variety of atmospheric trace gases is the 
dominant process.

Fig. 2.1: Solar spectral irradiance at the top of atmosphere and at the surface for a solar zenith angle 
of 60° under cloud- and aerosol-free conditions. Spectral regions affected by molecular absorption are 
 indicated for most important species (adapted from Liou, 2002).
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The fundamental equation in solar absorption spectrometry is Lambert Beer’s law which de-
scribes the exponential decay of spectral radiance passing through an absorbing medium, i. e.,

Iλ (s) = Iλ (toa) exp   ( –  ∫  
toa

  

s

  σabs,λ(s’)nabs(s’)ds’ )  , (2.1)

where Iλ (s) is the solar spectral radiance observed at an optical path length s, Iλ (toa) is the solar 
radiance incident at top of the atmosphere (toa), σabs,λ is the spectral absorption cross section 
of the medium, and nabs is the number density of the absorbing species (units of m−3). The ab-
sorption cross section (in units of m2) depends on temperature and pressure along the optical 
path. Considering a gas mixture, the integrand in Eq. (2.1) becomes a sum over different ab-
sorbing species. For ground-based solar absorption measurements, integration is performed 
along the optical path of direct sunlight from the top of the atmosphere to the surface.

Molecular absorption. Each atmospheric molecular species exhibits a characteristic absorption 
spectral line signature, which can be understood as follows. The energy content of radiation is 
proportional to its wavenumber and the number of photons. The energy of a single photon is 
described by Eph = hcν with the Planck constant h = 6.626 × 10−34 J s. A specific photon may only 
be absorbed by a molecule, if the photon energy corresponds to the discrete energy difference 
∆E between two molecular energy levels, i. e.,

∆E = h c ν. (2.2)

The total energy E of a molecule is composed of its continuous translational energy (Etra) and 
quantized energy levels of its electronic configuration (Eele), its vibrational state (Evib), and its 
rotational state (Erot). It can be written as

E = Etra + Eele + Evib + Erot. (2.3)

Focusing on absorption of mid-infrared radiation, only transitions between vibrational and 
rotational states have to be considered.

Rotational energy levels. Under typical atmospheric conditions many rotational modes of mol-
ecules are activated. Rotations of diatomic molecules can be described by the model of a line-
ar rigid rotator. Based on quantum mechanics, only discrete levels of rotational energy are 
possible given by

Erot (J) = hc B J (J + 1), (2.4)

where J is the rotational quantum number (J = 0, 1, 2, ...) and B = h/8 π2 cIrot is the rotational 
constant with the moment of inertia Irot of the rigid rotator. The magnetic quantum number mJ 
can take on values of −J ≤ mJ ≤ + J. Therefore, in absence of external fields, each rotational 
energy level is (2J  + 1)-fold degenerated.

Absorption of radiation requires the coupling of the absorbing molecule with an electromag-
netic wave. Molecular rotations can only be activated by infrared absorption if the molecule 
has a permanent electric dipole moment. Energy differences between rotational states are 
relatively small, i. e., pure rotational absorption lines are located in the far-infrared and micro-
wave spectral region.

Vibrational energy levels. Vibrations of a diatomic molecule can be described by means of the 
quantum-mechanical analog of a harmonic oscillator, i. e., two atoms oscillating around their 
equilibrium position with a restoring force proportional to the displacement. Vibrational energy 
levels are given by

Evib (v) = hc v0 (v + ½), (2.5)

where ν0 is the vibrational wavenumber and v is the vibrational quantum number (v = 0, 1, 2, 
...). The selection rule for vibrational transitions is ∆v = ±1. Most atmospheric molecules popu-
late the vibrational ground state (v = 0) and absorption activates the first excited state (v = 1). 
A vibrational mode can only be activated by infrared radiation if a change in the molecular 
dipole moment is induced. Vibrational energy transitions require photons with higher energies 
than rotational energy transitions and vibrational absorption lines occur in the mid-infrared 
spectral region.
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Deviations from the idealized harmonic oscillator and rigid rotator models give rise to overtone 
bands (∆v = ±2, ±3, ...) and differences between vibrational wavenumbers of ground-state and 
upper-state transitions. Molecules with more than two atoms have higher degrees of freedom 
resulting in additional vibrational modes, e. g., the deformation of bond angles. Isotopes of a 
molecular species can be distinguished by their distinct spectral fingerprints, as their absorption 
line positions deviate from each other in consequence of their differing masses determined by 
the number of neutrons (“isotopic shift”).

Vibration-rotation bands. As molecular vibrations result in an oscillating dipole moment, si-
multaneous molecular rotations can be activated – even for molecules without a permanent 
dipole moment. Combined vibration-rotation transitions generate complex vibration-rotation 
bands, which are composed of many individual absorption lines in the vicinity of the funda-
mental vibrational wavenumber. Fig. 2.2 illustrates such a vibration-rotation transition from the 
vibrational ground-state (v = 0) to the first exited state (v = 1) superimposed by various rota-
tional transitions. The P-branch of the absorption band corresponds to rotational transitions 
with selection rule ∆J = −1, while the R-branch corresponds to ∆J = +1. The Q-branch of ∆J = 0 
is forbidden for linear diatomic molecules. In contrast, for linear (e. g., CO2) or bent (e. g., H2O) 
triatomic molecules the transition ∆J = 0 is allowed, which results in the formation of a Q-branch 
at the vibrational wavenumber itself.

Line broadening. Molecular absorption lines are characterized by line intensity and line shape. 
Line intensity depends on the quantum-mechanical probability of the transition to an excited 
state and on the population of the ground-state, which is a function of temperature. Absorption 
line shapes observed are not infinitely narrow spectral lines but extend over finite wavenumber 
regions. This broadening of spectral absorption lines is caused by different line broadening 
mechanisms, which are introduced in the following.

First, the natural line width is a direct consequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle which 
states that the energy E of an excited molecular state and its lifetime τ cannot be simultaneous-
ly determined with unlimited high precision, i. e.,

∆E · ∆τ ≥ h/2 π. (2.6)

Hence, the finite natural lifetime of an excited molecular state implies a finite uncertainty in its 
energy. The corresponding spectral line is distributed over a narrow wavenumber interval. 
Natural line broadening is small compared to the following broadening effects and is therefore 
negligible under atmospheric conditions.

Fig. 2.2: Schematic representation of molecular energy levels and allowed vibration-rotation transitions 
(adapted from Brasseur and Solomon, 2005, with permission of Springer).
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The second mechanism is pressure broadening. Molecular collisions diminish the lifetime of 
an excited molecular state and therefore increase its energy uncertainty (see Eq. (2.6)). As col-
lision frequency increases with pressure, pressure broadening dominates at altitudes below 
20 km. It can be described by a Lorentz line shape, i. e.,

fL (ν – ν0) =    1 __ 
π

    ·    αL ____________  
 α  L  

2
  + (ν – ν0)

2
    (2.7)

where ν0 is the wavenumber of the line center and αL is the half-width at half-maximum. The 
half-width is a function of pressure and, to a lesser extent, of temperature and can be written 
as

αL (p, T) = αL (p0, T0)    
p
 ___ 

p0
       √ 

___

   T0 ___ 
T

      (2.8)

with standard pressure p0 and temperature T0.

Above 40 km altitude where pressure broadening is negligible, a third line broadening mech-
anism becomes dominant. Thermal broadening results from the Doppler effect, caused by 
different velocity components of absorbing molecules relative to the radiation direction. The 
velocity distribution depends on molecular mass and is determined by gas temperature. Dopp-
ler broadening yields a Gaussian line shape given by

fD (ν – ν0) =    1 _____ 
αD  √ 

__
 π  
    exp   ( –   (ν – ν0)

2

 ________ 
 α  D  

2
  
   )   (2.9)

where αD is the Doppler width of the line, i. e.,

αD (T) =    ν0 __ 
c
      √ 

_____

   2 k T ____ 
M

      (2.10)

with the Boltzmann constant k and the mass M of the absorbing molecule. The corresponding 
half-width at half-maximum may be calculated as (αD   √ 

____
 ln 2   ). Consequently, Doppler line width 

is independent of pressure but depends on temperature.

Finally, in the intermediate altitude region (20–40 km), both pressure and Doppler broadening 
need to be taken into account. The resulting line shape can be obtained by convolution of Dop-
pler and Lorentz line shapes and is referred to as Voigt profile, i. e.,

fV (ν – ν0) =    αL ______ 
αD π3/2  

    ∫  
0
  

∞

       1 ____________  
 α  L  

2
  + (ν’ – ν0)

2
    exp   ( –   (ν – ν’)2

 ________ 
 α  D  

2
  
   )   dν’. (2.11)

The line shapes of the different line broadening mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 2.3. As dif-
ferent line broadening effects are dominant in distinct altitude regions (due to altitude-depend-
ent pressure and temperature), absorption lines contain information on the vertical concentra-
tion distribution of absorbing molecules. This is utilized by solar absorption spectrometry.

Fig. 2.3: Lorentz, Doppler, and Voigt line shapes of molecular absorption lines with equal line widths and 
intensities (from Brasseur and Solomon, 2005, with permission of Springer).
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16.2.2 Instrumental basis for solar FTIR measurements
Ground-based solar absorption FTIR spectrometry is a passive remote sens-
ing method using the sun as light source and the atmosphere as absorbing 
medium. Such measurements require an optical device to track the exact 
position of the sun (Fig. 2.4) and a spectrometer to record the absorption 
signal. The core of an FTIR instrument is a Michelson interferometer 
(Fig. 2.5). The incoming beam of solar radiation is split into two parts by a 
beam splitter. Subsequently, one of these beams is reflected at a fixed mir-
ror, while the other beam hits a mirror moving at constant velocity. Both 
individually reflected beams are recombined after passing the beam splitter 
once more. Finally, the resulting interference pattern is recorded by the de-
tector. Interference arises due to the optical path difference between the 
fixed mirror path and the moving mirror path. An interferogram is gener ated 
by recording the signal at many discrete positions of the moving mirror.

To gain the spectral information of interest, the interferogram I (∆x), i. e., intensity as function 
of mirror displacement ∆x, has to be converted to a spectrum I (ν), i. e., intensity as function of 
wavenumber. This can be achieved by means of an inverse Fourier transformation. A Fourier 
transformation translates from the domain of wavenumbers to the domain of mirror displace-
ment and can be written as

I (∆x) =    ∫  
–∞

  

+∞

   I (ν) cos (2 π v ∆x) dν (2.12)

We are interested in the inverse Fourier transformation given by

I (ν) =    ∫  
–∞

  

+∞

   I (∆x) cos (2 π v ∆x) d∆x (2.13)

The interferogram of an ideal monochromatic source is an infinite cosine wave and inverse 
Fourier transformation would result in a delta function at the respective wavenumber.

In reality, the interferogram is truncated at a finite maximum mirror displacement. Therefore, the 
FTIR spectrum of a monochromatic source yields a broadened spectral line with additional side 
lobes. The spectral resolution of an FTIR spectrometer depends on its maximum optical path 
difference OPDmax (i. e., twice the maximum moving mirror displacement). With increasing max-
imum optical path difference spectral resolution is improved, i. e., ∆ν = 1/OPDmax. Consequently, 
the FTIR absorption line shape is a combination of the physical line shape of the atmospheric 
spectrum (see Fig. 2.3) and the instrumental line shape (ILS). This characteristic line shape of an 
FTIR instrument resembles a cardinal sine function. The width of the ILS has to be small compared 
to the width of spectral lines that are to be observed. In practice, a trade-off needs to be found 
between optimizing spectral resolution, measurement duration, and signal-to-noise ratio.

Compared to dispersive spectrometers, the FTIR technique has several advantages. First, all 
wavenumbers are simultaneously recorded (“Fellgett advantage”) and, consequently, FTIR 

Fig. 2.4: Solar tracker optics of the FTIR 
spectrometer system at the Zugspitze 
summit.

Fig. 2.5: Schematics of an FTIR spectrometer and photograph of interior of the Zugspitze instrument.
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measurements are significantly faster than grating spectrometers which record each wavenum-
ber separately. Second, FTIR spectra exhibit a higher signal-to-noise ratio for same resolution 
and measurement duration (“Jacquinot advantage”), as the throughput is not diminished by 
slits or apertures as narrow as applied in grating spectrometers. Third, FTIR uses a reference 
laser for permanent control of the optical path difference, which results in a built-in wavenum-
ber calibration (“Connes advantage”).

FTIR measurements analyzed within the scope of this article are primarily obtained at the 
high-altitude observatory Zugspitze (47.42 °N, 10.98 °E; 2964 m a.s.l.). As part of the Network 
for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change, a Bruker IFS 125HR FTIR spectrometer 
has been in operation since 1995 (Sussmann and Schäfer, 1997). Mid-infrared FTIR spectra are 
recorded by cooled InSb detectors with a typical spectral resolution of 0.005 cm−1 (OPDmax = 
175 cm). Six individual scans are averaged which results in an integration time of about seven 
minutes. Recently, the Zugspitze instrument has been extended to perform also near-infrared 
measurements in alternating mode as a contribution to TCCON.

16.2.3 Retrieval of trace gas profiles
Vertical trace gas concentration profiles (atmospheric state vector x) can be inferred from 
 measured mid-infrared spectra (measurement vector y), which are connected via the forward 
model F

y = F (x) + ε (2.14)

where ε denotes the measurement noise. In general, F is a complex non-linear function which 
simulates a measured spectrum by modeling the propagation of light through the atmosphere. 
For this purpose, the model atmosphere is divided into discrete levels and x becomes a discrete 
representation of the continuous atmospheric state at the moment of measurement. A synthet-
ic spectrum can be computed using the forward model and a priori knowledge on the profiles 
of pressure, temperature.

While F maps from the state space x into the measurement space y, we are interested in the 
inverse mapping, which is ill posed and can be formulated as a least squares problem. Due to 
the non-linearity of F, a Newtonian iteration is applied and a regularization term R ∈ ℜn × n is used 
that allows to constrain the ill-posed solution and thereby avoid oscillating profiles

xi + 1 = xi + (  K  i  
T
     S  ε  

–1   Ki + R)–1 × (  K  i  
T
     S  ε  

–1   (y – F (xi)) – R (xi – xa)), (2.15)

where the subscript i denotes the iteration index and xa is the a priori profile. Here K = F/∂x are 
the Jacobians and Sε is the measurement covariance (assumed to be diagonal).

Using first-order Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov, 1963), R is set up by the relation

R = α   L  1  
T
   L1 ∈ ℜn × n, (2.16)

where α is the regularization strength and L1 is the discrete first derivative operator

L1 =   (     
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  ⋱     0  
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  ⋱     –1  
     

  0       ⋮         
  0     1  

   )   ∈ ℜ(n – 1) × n, (2.17)

which constrains x in a way such that a constant profile is favored for the difference x −xa.

Convergence of the iterative inversion is reached if calculated and measured spectra deviate 
less than a defined convergence threshold. The solution is not the true profile xtrue but the op-
timal estimate x of the atmospheric state given the measurement y and the a priori knowledge 
xa along with the constraint R. The retrieval result can be characterized by means of the aver-
aging kernel matrix A which relates the variability of the true state xtrue at measurement time 
to the retrieved state variability relative to the a priori state vector, i. e.,

x – xa = A (xtrue – xa). (2.18)

For an ideal remote sensing system, A is a unity matrix representing perfect sensitivity at each 
model level without inter-correlations between the levels. In practice, the vertical resolution of 
an FTIR system is limited. It can be determined by the full width at half maximum of the aver-
aging kernels (i. e., the rows of A).
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Retrieval strategy for water vapor and its isotopes. In the context of this article, two stable 
water vapor isotopes are of particular interest: H2O (1H2

16O) and HDO (1H2H16O) with average 
abundances of 99.7 % and 0.03 %, respectively. Variations in the HDO-H2O ratio of atmospheric 
water vapor are typically expressed in terms of δD, i. e.,

δD =   (   VMRHDO/VM R   H  2 O 
  ________________  

RSMOW
   )   – 1 × 1000 ‰ (2.19)

where VMRHDO and VMR  H  2  O are volume mixing ratios of HDO and H2O and RSMOW = 3.1152 × 10−4 

is the HDO-H2O ratio of Standard Mean Ocean Water (Craig, 1961).

A retrieval method for tropospheric profiles of water vapor and δD from mid-infrared FTIR 
measurements has been published by Schneider et al. (2016). As water vapor volume mixing 
ratios are log-normally distributed, the retrieval is performed on logarithmic scale. A priori 
profiles are derived from LMDZ model runs and an inter-species constraint between H2O and 
HDO is applied. Absorption line data from the high-resolution transmission molecular absorp-
tion database (HITRAN, version 2012; Rothman et al., 2013) are optimized for speed-dependent 
Voigt line shape parameterization. The retrieval comprises the analysis of 12 microwindows 
and a simultaneous fit of several interfering species (CO2, O3, N2O, CH4, HCl, and temperature). 
The model atmosphere is discretized in 22 altitude levels covering the range from observer 
altitude to about 60 km altitude.

Retrieval strategy for methane and ethane. In this work, methane column abundances are re-
trieved from mid-infrared FTIR spectra using the strategy developed by Sussmann et al. (2011) 
which has been shown to agree very well with near-infrared retrievals (Sussmann et al., 2013). 
This retrieval method optimizes methane total column precision, while minimizing water vapor 
interference errors. Three spectral microwindows are analyzed (Fig. 2.6). Beside the target spe-
cies, three interfering species (i. e., H2O, HDO, and NO2) are fitted by scaling of the respective 
first guess profile. Additionally, five species (CO2, O3, N2O, HCl, and OCS) are considered in the 
model atmosphere without fitting. Absorption line data are taken from HITRAN 2000. A priori 
profiles are derived from a 40-year model run of the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate 
Model (WACCM version 6; García et al., 2007).

Beside the retrieval of methane, atmospheric ethane time series are derived and utilized for the 
source attribution of methane trends in Chapter 3. The ethane retrieval strategy applied in this 
thesis follows the method described in Vigouroux et al. (2012). Two microwindows are analyzed 
covering the wavenumber regions of 2976.66–2976.95 cm−1 and 2983.20–2983.55 cm−1. For 
methane and ethane retrievals, the atmosphere is discretized in 43 model levels covering an 
altitude region up to 120 km. Pressure and temperature data are compiled from hourly ground 
pressure measurements and four times daily temperature profiles provided by the National 
Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP).

Fig. 2.6: Spectral microwindows applied in the methane retrieval: spectral contributions from target and interfering species under 
moist (solid lines) and dry conditions (dashed lines) at a solar zenith angle of 65° (adapted from Sussmann et al., 2011).
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16.3 Renewed methane increase after 2006

Like carbon dioxide, methane is one of the most important greenhouse gases. After a period 
of stagnation around the year 2000, atmospheric methane concentrations started to rise again 
in 2007 (e. g., Sussmann et al., 2012). So far, the causes have been unknown. According to our 
recent solar FTIR based study, at least 40 % of this increase result from the growing production 
of oil and natural gas in the northern hemisphere (Hausmann et al., 2016).

16.3.1 Quantifying oil and gas contribution
The attribution to thermogenic methane from the oil and natural gas 
 industry is based on our solar FTIR measurements of vertically column 
averaged methane and ethane (XCH4 and XC2H6). Apart from thermogenic 
methane formed within deep rock layers at high temperatures and emitted 
into the atmosphere as a result of oil and gas production, growing bio-
genic emissions by anaerobic processes are another cause. The corre-
sponding contributions from e. g. wetlands or animal husbandry have been 
analyzed in parallel by other research teams. Ethane is essential for quan-
tifying the contribution of thermogenic methane. Like methane, it is a 
 hydrocarbon compound and one of the main components of natural gas. 
In case of biogenic methane sources, no simultaneous ethane emissions 
occur.

To investigate which kind of emissions have driven the renewed methane increase since 2007, 
long-term observations of methane are combined with observations of ethane, i. e., a tracer of 
thermogenic methane emissions. An atmospheric two-box model is applied to simulate hem-
ispheric time series of column-averaged methane and ethane and link them to corresponding 
emission histories (Aydin et al., 2011; Kai et al., 2011). Two well-mixed hemispheres, each with 
distinct methane and ethane sources and sinks, are interconnected by interhemispheric ex-
change with a timescale of about 1 year (Fig. 3.1). Annual growth rates of hemispheric mean 
column-averaged mole fractions are determined by hemispheric emissions, chemical loss, and 
interhemispheric exchange, as expressed in the following equations for the Northern and the 
Southern Hemisphere:

   dXN ____ 
dt

    = EN –    XN ___ 
λ*

    –    XN – XS _______ 
τex

    (3.1)

   dXS ____ 
dt

    = ES –    XS ___ 
λ*

    –    XN – XS _______ 
τex

    (3.2)

Here, XN and XS are annual mean column-averaged mole fractions in the Northern and South-
ern Hemisphere, λ* is the tracer atmospheric lifetime, and τex is the interhemispheric exchange 
time. EN and ES are total hemispheric tracer emissions (in units of ppb yr−1). The latter can be 
determined from global emissions (Eglob in Tg yr−1) according to EN = fN ·Eglob · 2/cem and ES = 
(1 − fN) ·Eglob · 2/cem (with the fraction fN of global emissions in the Northern Hemisphere and the 
emission unit conversion factor cem in Tg ppb−1).

Further analysis is based on our long-term measurements at the Zugspitze summit and from 
colleagues of the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research in Lauder, New Zealand. 
The solar FTIR measurements of XCH4 and XC2H6 are representative of the background concen-
tration of methane and ethane in both hemispheres of the Earth. This is an advantage of total 
column measurements versus surface (in situ) measurements which are much more impacted 
by local sources. While the column measurements at the Zugspitze show a significant correla-
tion between ethane and methane, i. e., a sudden increase of the column concentrations of both 
trace gases from 2007 onwards, the Lauder time series show a similar renewed increase for 
methane only (red and green dots in Fig. 3.2; time series have been de-seasonalized via a sea-
sonal model, i. e., a 3rd-order Fourier series). From iterative re-calculation of XCH4 and XC2H6 
(lines in Fig. 3.2) from assumed emissions for both hemispheres via the two-box model and 
performing a fit to the column measurements, we find that i) since 2007 there is at least a 40-
per cent contribution from the oil- and gas sector to the global methane increase since 2007, 
and ii) that these observed emissions have originated from the northern hemisphere.

Fig. 3.1: Schematics of the atmospheric 
two-box model: two well-mixed hemi-
spheres with methane and ethane 
sources and sinks and interhemispheric 
exchange.
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Fig. 3.2: Methane and ethane two-box 
model: (a) monthly mean column-av-
eraged methane and (b) ethane from 
Zugspitze and Lauder FTIR observa-
tions (de-seasonalized). Modeled an-
nual means of XCH4 and XC2H6 are 
shown for high northern and southern 
latitudes (HNL, HSL) after emission 
optimization (solid lines) and with pri-
or emissions (dashed lines). An over-
all offset is applied to the modeled 
time series to fit the observed aver-
age for 2007–2014. (c) Emission sce-
nario for 2007–2014: optimized global 
emissions of methane (“CH4 total opt.”, 
left y axis) and ethane from oil and 
natural gas sources (“C2H6 oil & gas 
opt.”, right y axis). For comparison, the 
corresponding initial emission histo-
ries are displayed along with prior 
ethane emissions of all considered 
source categories (taken from Haus-
mann et al., 2016).

16.3.2  Discussion of other methane trend contributions 
and synthesis

Other trend contributions. Other studies show that we cannot rule out inter-annual variations 
in the hydroxyl radical (OH) chemical methane sink as the cause for renewed methane increase 
(Rigby et al., 2017; Turner et al., 2017). However, these studies do not directly show changes in 
atmospheric OH or provide a mechanistic reason for a change.

In parallel to our ethane based study giving proof for increasing emissions from the oil- and 
gas sector, another team found a concurrent decrease in the heavy isotope content of methane 
(13CH4) which points toward an increasing biogenic source (Schaefer et al., 2016). According to 
their analysis, the main contribution to the renewed methane concentration increase since 2007 
would be of biogenic origin, i. e., from microbial production related to animal husbandry or wet 
tropical environments like marshes and rice paddies. However, when their estimates plus the 
oil-gas-estimate from our ethane-based study (Hausmann et al., 2016) were added to estimates 
of other sources, the sum was considerably more than the observed increase. In fact, each 
estimate was large enough to explain the whole increase by itself.

Another team from California focused on fires which are also a source of methane (Worden et 
al., 2017). They showed that biomass burning emissions of methane decreased by 3.7 (±1.4) Tg 
CH4 per year from the 2001–2007 to the 2008–2014 time periods using satellite measurements 
of CO and CH4, nearly twice the decrease expected from prior estimates based on measure-
ments of burnt area reduction.

Synthesis. After updating both the total and isotopic budgets for atmospheric methane with 
these revised biomass burning emissions (and assuming no change to the chemical sink via 
OH), finally our actual understanding per today is that fossil fuels contribute between 12–19  Tg 
CH4 per year to the recent atmospheric methane increase, thus reconciling the isotopic- and 
ethane-based results (Schaefer et al., 2016; Hausmann et al., 2016; Worden et al., 2017).
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16.4 Water vapor and its isotopes as transport tracer

So far, research on atmospheric long-range transport to Central Europe has mainly been based 
on investigations or field campaigns of special transport events combining observations of 
conventional tracers (such as ozone, aerosols, and humidity) at few sites. This classical approach 
is not sufficient to fully capture complex transport mechanisms within the global hydrological 
cycle.

Valuable information on tropospheric moisture pathways and associated transport of other 
tracers is provided by measurements of water vapor and its isotopes (Schneider et al., 2016). 
The isotopic composition of atmospheric water vapor is modified during phase transitions 
(evaporation, condensation, and sublimation) due to fractionation processes caused by isotop-
ic mass differences (Dansgaard, 1964). The main source of water vapor in the atmosphere is 
evaporation from the oceans. Subsequently, air masses are transported to regions of lower 
temperatures, where condensation or sublimation occurs together with associated rainout. 
These processes cause the air mass to become increasingly dehydrated and depleted in the 
heavier isotope HDO. Resulting large-scale isotope effects (e. g., Worden et al., 2007) include 
increasing HDO depletion with higher latitudes (latitude effect), with higher altitudes (altitude 
effect), and with increasing distance from oceans (continental effect).

The goal of the investigations presented in this section is to evaluate new possibilities in trans-
port research, which are provided by long-term consistent H2O-δD observations via solar FTIR 
spectrometry. The results were published in Hausmann et al. (2017). A combined H2O-δD retriev-
al (Sect. 16.2.3) is applied to an exemplary midlatitude FTIR site (i. e., Mt. Zugspitze). The result-
ing Zugspitze water vapor time series is an update of Sussmann et al. (2009) including isotop-
ic information (Sect. 16.4.1). Our main subsequent goal is to identify distinct H2O-δD signatures 
for long-range transport patterns (Sect. 16.4.2).

16.4.1 Long-term H2O-δD time series at Zugspitze
Time series of daily mean integrated water vapor (IWV) and column-based δD above Mt. Zug-
spitze are presented in Fig. 4.1 for the period 2005–2015. For column-based δD, a statistically 
insignificant trend of 0.8 [−3.1, 4.7] % per decade is inferred (relative to the overall δDcol mean). 
The IWV time series yields a weakly positive but also insignificant trend of 2.4 [−5.8, 10.6] % 
per decade (relative to the overall IWV mean). Over the same time period, temperature increas-

Fig. 4.1: Daily mean time series of (a) integrated water vapor and (b) column-based δD retrieved from 
Zugspitze FTIR measurements. Error bars indicate ± 2 standard errors of daily means and grey lines show 
seasonal cycles determined by fitting a third-order Fourier series (taken from Hausmann et al., 2017).
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es significantly (1.3 [0.5, 2.1] K per decade) at Mt. Zugspitze. This has been derived from daily 
mean temperature data based on hourly in situ measurements, which are coincident with FTIR 
data (coincidence interval ± 30 min). Assuming constant relative humidity (RH) and following 
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, the observed temperature increase translates to a positive 
IWV trend of 9.2 [3.7, 14.7] % per decade. This calculated IWV trend agrees with the observed 
IWV trend within uncertainties. The assumption of constant RH is valid on large spatial scales, 
while over specific land regions RH might have slightly decreased (IPCC, 2013), which would 
explain the relatively large calculated IWV trend compared to observations.

16.4.2 H2O-δD signatures of long-range transport events
Here we examine to what extent H2O-δD observations can provide information on long-range 
transport events. We investigate three distinct long-range transport patterns to the Central 
European free troposphere, defined as follows.

Intercontinental transport from North America (TUS). This transport pattern may carry anthro-
pogenic pollution plumes (e. g., ozone or aerosols) to Central Europe within typically 3–10 days 
(Stohl and Trickl, 1999; Huntrieser et al., 2005). Consequently, North American emissions strong-
ly contribute to the European total column tracer mass (i. e., 43 % for a tracer with 10 days 
lifetime; Stohl et al., 2002). The typical pathway of polluted boundary layer air from North 
America is uplift in a warm conveyor belt (WCB, i. e., an ascending air stream ahead of a surface 
cold front in an extratropical cyclone) and subsequent transport by strong westerly flows in the 
middle-upper troposphere. The North American tracer enters Europe typically in altitudes of 
5–8 km and at high latitudes (> 60 °N). Here, the circulation frequently turns anticyclonic and 
tracers eventually reach Northern Alps (Huntrieser and Schlager, 2004). WCB climatologies 
reveal a major inflow region at the southeastern coast of North America (Madonna et al., 2014). 
In the following, Zugspitze backward trajectories passing this source region (25–45 °N, 70–
110 °W, 0–2 km altitude) are assigned to the TUS category.

Intercontinental transport from Northern Africa (TNA). This second transport category leads to 
associated transport of Saharan mineral dust influences air quality, soil fertility, radiative 
budget, and atmospheric oxidation capacity in the receptor region (Ravishankara, 1997). Saha-
ran mineral dust import to Central Europe occurs 5–15 times per year and each event lasts 1–3 
days (Flentje et al., 2015). In the following, Zugspitze backward trajectories passing the Saharan 
boundary layer region (15–30 °N, 15 °W–35 °E, 0–2 km altitude; Engelstaedter et al., 2006) are 
assigned to the TNA category.

Extratropical stratospheric intrusions (STI). The third transport class accounts for events, which 
occur mainly in synoptic-scale processes such as tropopause folds and cutoff lows near the 
polar or subtropical jet stream (Stohl et al., 2003). Filaments of ozone-rich stratospheric air 
descend from the lowermost stratosphere and proceed to the Central European free tropo-
sphere via several pathways (Škerlak et al., 2014). Mixing with tropospheric air might exhibit 
relatively long time scales and little modification is reported even after several days of transport 
(Trickl et al., 2014). In the following, Zugspitze backward trajectories originating above the zon-
al mean tropopause (TP) taken from ECMWF data (Eckhardt et al., 2004) at latitudes above 20 °N 
are assigned to the STI category (required minimum residence time of five hours above TP, 
which is penetrated at least once by more than 1 km).

H2O-δD signatures of transport events. The described long-range transport categories (TUS, 
TNA, STI) are expected to have characteristic imprints on H2O-δD pairs observed at Mt. Zug-
spitze. Stratospheric intrusions originate in the lowest few kilometers of the stratosphere, where 
moisture content is extremely low and the mean δD profile exhibits a minimum before increas-
ing above due to growing influence of isotopically heavier water vapor from methane oxidation 
(Zahn et al., 2006). Consequently, STI events potentially import relatively dry and HDO deplet-
ed air masses to the Central European troposphere. In contrast, TUS and TNA air masses orig-
inate in the moist boundary layer and may transport relatively moist and less depleted air 
masses. However, strong WCB updraft during TUS events may cause air mass dehydration and 
HDO depletion through rainout (Rayleigh process). Criteria for long-range transport events 
described above are applied to categorize Zugspitze backward trajectories as shown in Fig. 4.2. 
Distributions of de-seasonalized VMR  H  2  O and δD for the corresponding classes of free tropo-
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spheric Zugspitze FTIR data (5 km a.s.l.) are depicted in Fig. 4.3. Considering uncertainty of two 
standard errors, mean VMR  H  2  O and δD values are significantly different for all three transport 
classes (Table 4.1).

As expected, STI is associated with the driest and most HDO depleted air masses. TNA is con-
nected to moister and less depleted air, while TUS exhibits intermediate VMR  H  2  O and δD values. 
The standard deviation of VMR  H  2  O distributions is similar for all transport classes (SD ≈ 1000 
ppmv). In the case of δD distributions, TNA shows less scatter (SD = 34 ‰) compared to TUS (SD 
= 65 ‰) and STI (SD = 73 ‰). This indicates a quite homogeneous source region and transport 
regime for TNA. Larger scatter for TUS might result from variable strengths of WCB uplift caus-
ing various levels of dehydration and HDO depletion. Relatively large scatter in the δD distribu-
tion for STI events implies that also weakly depleted air masses are observed during STI events. 
This could have several reasons: First, stratospheric intrusions with depths ranging from few 
hundreds to several thousands of meters are not necessarily resolved by the vertical resolution 

Fig. 4.2: Categorization of backward trajectories for long-range transport events: (a) map projection and 
(b) vertical cross section for stratospheric intrusions (STI), transport from North America (TUS), and from 
Northern Africa (TNA). Black boxes indicate source regions used to classify TUS and TNA (Table 4.1), 
black star marks Mt. Zugspitze (taken from Hausmann et al., 2017).

Fig. 4.3: H2O-δD signatures of long-range transport events: distribution of deseasonalized (a) VMR  H  2  O and 
(b) δD in the free troposphere above Zugspitze (5 km a.s.l.) for trajectory classes shown in Fig. 4.2. Verti-
cal lines mark corresponding 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the distributions while mean and standard 
errors are given in Table 4.1 (taken from Hausmann et al., 2017).
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of the FTIR. Second, as a climatological tropopause altitude is applied to identify STI events, 
local and seasonal TP variations are not accounted for, i. e., also (upper) tropospheric trajecto-
ries might be included in the STI class. Third, mixing with tropospheric air might occur during 
transport from the stratosphere, which however was found to be very slow in the free tropo-
sphere (Trickl et al., 2014). Fourth, δD values in the lower stratosphere might be less depleted 
than predicted from Rayleigh processes, which is probably caused by extratropical tropo-
sphere–stratosphere transport, e. g., by convectively lofted ice (Randel et al., 2012). All these 
mechanisms would yield higher δD observations at Zugspitze than expected for STI events from 
the δD minimum in the lower stratosphere.

A first order interpretation of the H2O-δD data pairs can be obtained by their comparison to 
theoretical Rayleigh and mixing lines (Schneider et al., 2015; González et al., 2016). Such a 
comparison is illustrated in Fig. 4.4, which shows Zugspitze H2O-δD data at 5 km altitude along 
with simulated Rayleigh and mixing processes. An idealized Rayleigh process simulates the 
gradual dehydration of an air parcel during adiabatic cooling with immediate removal of the 
condensate. During this process, the remaining water vapor becomes depleted in HDO. Ray-
leigh dehydration processes (black lines in Fig. 4.4) are simulated using a mean midlatitude 
profile of pressure and temperature (Christner, 2015, Table 13) and initial evaporation conditions 
which are characteristic for midlatitude oceanic or continental moisture sources (T = 15 °C, RH 
= 80 %, and δD values of −60 ‰, −130 ‰, and −160 ‰). 
Furthermore, mixing processes are simulated (dark 
red lines in Fig. 4.4) for moist lower-middle tropo-
spheric air masses with dry, HDO depleted upper 
tropospheric air (VMR  H  2  O = 200 ppmv, δD = −585 ‰). 
The δD value of the mixture is mainly determined by 
the δD value of the mixing partner with higher water 
vapor content (Noone et al., 2012). Three moist mixing 
partners are considered here: (i) boundary layer air 
with VMR  H  2  O = 13500 ppmv and δD = −130 ‰, (ii) mod-
erately dehydrated and depleted air with VMR  H  2  O = 
6100 ppmv and δD = −200 ‰, and (iii) even more de-
hydrated air with VMR  H  2  O = 3000 ppmv and δD = 
−270 ‰.

A comparison of such simulations of Rayleigh and 
mixing lines with H2O-δD data pairs for the 3 long-
range transport patterns is depicted in Fig. 4.4: For 
TNA events, it can be derived from this analysis that 
moist boundary layer air is imported to the free trop-
osphere by means of dry convection without signifi-
cant condensation and cloud formation (González et 
al., 2016). Therefore, TNA air masses are less depleted 

Table 4.1: Backward trajectory classification for long-range transport patterns of stratospheric intrusions 
(STI), transport from North America (TUS), and from Northern Africa (TNA) along with the resulting dis-
tribution of deseasonalized VMR  H  2  O and δD.

Fig. 4.4: H2O-δD distribution of free tropospheric measure-
ments above Zugspitze (5 km a.s.l.) for all 2005–2015 data and 
for long-range transport categories shown in Fig. 4.2. Simulat-
ed Rayleigh and mixing processes are shown for comparison 
(taken from Hausmann et al., 2017).
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in HDO (higher δD values). In case of TUS events, either dry or moist air masses can be import-
ed to Central Europe. TUS transport is generally in line with agrees with Rayleigh models. In 
case of dry STI events, air masses seem to be partially influenced by mixing processes of dry 
upper tropospheric or lower stratospheric air with free tropospheric air masses.

16.5 Conclusions

Solar FTIR spectrometry is a powerful technique to obtain atmospheric columns and vertical 
concentration profiles from more than three dozens of trace gases. This technique has become 
the dominant science-driven ground-based remote sounding technique in atmospheric re-
search. NDACC-type network solar FTIR measurements in the mid-infrared allow to measure 
more species and attain more information on vertical profiles, while TCCON-type near-infrared 
FTIR measurements enable higher accuracy for greenhouse gases (GHG). TCCON has thereby 
become the reference for satellite measurements of GHG and contributes to the global inverse 
modelling of sources and sinks of GHG.

The advantage of solar FTIR spectrometry compared to surface in situ techniques is that it 
measures the total column and thereby is less sensitive to local sources. E. g., Zugspitze meth-
ane column soundings are representative for the whole high northern hemisphere. Addition-
ally, solar FTIR provides the same quantity (total columns) as satellites and can thereby be used 
as ground reference. In the near future new generation multi-spectral channel solar FTIR spec-
trometers will allow for simultaneous NDACC- and TCCON-type measurements, which enables 
to exploit the advantages of both techniques within one instrument. Small mobile solar FTIRs 
have become available recently and this opens a variety of new applications, e. g., differential 
column soundings at multiple locations around a large city allow to infer the total GHG emis-
sion rate.

After a period of stagnation around the year 2000, atmospheric methane concentrations start-
ed to rise again in 2007. We have shown that at least 40 % of this increase during 2007–2014 
resulted from the growing production of oil and natural gas in the northern hemisphere. Our 
result suggests a connection to the North American oil and natural gas boom that started in 
2007. Given that most of the oil and gas boom of the last decade has occurred in the US this 
would contradict official estimates of the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that re-
ported constantly low or even decreasing methane emissions from the oil and natural gas 
sector in the US during the last ten years.

These inconsistencies might be explained by assuming too small leakage rates from the pro-
duction and use of oil and natural gas. While EPA uses extrapolations of random samples 
(bottom-up estimate), our study uses representative atmospheric background measurements 
(top-down method). There is need for further research to explain discrepancies between bot-
tom-up and top-down estimates.

Finally, distinct H2O-δD fingerprints were found in Zugspitze FTIR data for three categories of 
long-range transport patterns, namely intercontinental transport from North America (TUS), 
intercontinental transport from Northern Africa (TNA), and extratropical stratospheric intrusions 
(STI). Consequently, we have demonstrated that combined consistent H2O-δD observations can 
serve as a valuable new transport tracer to study atmospheric transport to the Central Europe-
an free troposphere.

This finding is relevant for forecasting parameters like aeroallergens, and aerosols which im-
pact human health. In case critical thresholds are exceeded, the question is whether this situ-
ation will persist in the days to follow. The answer is often related to long-range atmospheric 
transport events. E. g., in case of polar air intrusions to mid-latitudes extremely cold and dry 
conditions will persist, while during subtropical intrusions moist and humid air with an elevat-
ed aerosol load will prevail for several days. However, a forecast of such persisting situations 
is not possible via now casting of the environmental health parameters. A future solution to 
this problem could be the operational monitoring and analysis of atmospheric transport indi-
cators as the H2O-δD observations investigated here.
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17 Environmental Medicine in the Alpine Region

Claudia Traidl-Hoffmann and Volker Schiller
University of Augsburg, Institute for Environmental Medicine

17.1 Introduction

17.1.1  Environmental health sciences and environmental 
medicine

Until the turn from the second to the third millennium, our standpoint as medical researchers 
had been mainly defined [1, 2] by the science of the physical response, especially immune 
mechanisms, in case of disease. With the start of the 21st century, however, the interactions 

between the body and its exposome has become more and more the focus of health sciences. 
The exposome is either of biogenic origin, such as pollen and UV irradiation, or anthropogen-
ic origin, such as air pollutants from traffic. Today, plenty of newly classified environments 
define various interactions. One exemplary environment are microbe populations that co-exist 
on the surfaces of bodies likewise from men and animals as well as on elementary materials 
such as soil and water or even on more abstract objects like industrial dust or pollen. Another 
environment comprises natural factors such as geographic characteristics or soil properties but 
also plant diversity and air conditions. (Psycho-)Social relations constitute another environ-
ment, with discernible effects on people’s well-being and care. Many more environments have 
been and will be defined. All the environments interact with each other and with the body. 
Environmental medicine explores all possible environments and consequent interactions on a 
molecular level and in their full reciprocity with the body system.

17.1.2 Environmental medicine in the alpine region
At different altitudes exist alternating climatic, floric, and faunic conditions. Some alpine regions 
feature less harmful and less numerous environmental factors and additionally provide lower 
noise and stress levels. Patients with severe diseases who retreat to the alpine region often re-
port a decrease in symptoms and a general uplift of mood and physical strength [3]. Now, our 

research mission is to investigate the interactions and molecular mechanisms that cause these 
benefits – with a focus on allergic diseases – and to make them applicable for diagnosis, thera-

py, and prevention of allergies and allergy related, chronic inflammatory skin diseases. Therefore, 
we as scientists and physicians perform patient monitoring and treatment together with a min-
ute documentation of clinical parameters. We also precisely observe and measure environmen-
tal factors. As a co-benefit, this research delivers results about health effects caused by climate 
change and environmental pollution. Research in the alpine region, moreover, helps us to de-
velop a set of educational measures: how to avoid risk factors, how to treat and prevent prop-
erly, and how to improve the quality of life for patients and relatives in rural and urban regions.

17.2 Basic information

17.2.1 Biology of pollen
Pollen grains primarily bear a natural mission: Pollen is produced for matters of reproduction 
by flowering plants such as deciduous trees, conifers, and weeds. This natural mission is an 
unitary adaptive function to reach a receptive stigma and to deliver two haploid nuclei to the 
recipient ovary in order to transmit genetic information from the male parent to the offspring. 
For fertilisation to be achieved, pollen must establish molecular congruity or compatibility with 
the stigma. Thus, there must be a continuous exchange of both physical and chemical signals 
between pollen and pistil from the moment a pollen grain arrives on the stigma to the moment 
the pollen tube enters the ovule (reviewed in [4]). Allergists and immunologists have neglected 
the view about the “natural mission” of pollen grains for the last decades. Instead, they have 
focused basically on the allergen alone. However, the immune system is not necessarily ex-
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posed to the allergen in pure manner, but rather in particulate form, either by pollen or by their 
starch granules. Most probably, a pollen grain that lands on the mucosal surface tries to find 
out whether it is on the right germination surface. Consequently, a cross talk similar to the 
natural process will start with the release of an array of substances from the pollen to become 
recognised – however, without success on men. Nevertheless, the nasal mucosa is exposed to 
all the substances responsible for the pollen-stigma intercourse. In summary, pollen resemble 
complex biological packages that deliver a composition in myriads of substances which – as 
discussed in detail below – do indeed have a biological function on the human immune system.

17.2.2 Pollen monitoring
Pollen monitoring is the basis to detect the number, localisation, prevalence, and variety of 
airborne allergens in different altitudes and under consideration of varying environmental fac-
tors [5, 6]. Concomitant measures of air pollutants, like nitric oxides, and environmental factors, 
such as ozone, can be correlated to the microbial load and allergenicity of pollen [7]. Together, 
sites for pollen observation deliver comprehensive data that is a prerequisite to compare the 
effect between aeroallergens and air pollutants on health at moderate to high altitudes and 
between urban versus non-urban environments.

The personal pollen trap is of special interest to environmental medicine as it enables the re-
searchers, first of all, to receive information about indoor airborne particles. Secondly, this 
sampler is of interest to physicians because the obtained results give a clue about each patient’s 
personal exposure to allergens. The portable pollen sampler has a steady draught of 10 litres 
of air per minute, which equals an average human breath. The volumetric pollen and spore trap 
operates on the principle of Hirst. Again, 10 litres of air is ducted within one draught of the 
sampler to an adhesive tape where fine air particles stick on it. The tape is placed in a cylinder 
that rotates by clockwork for the duration of one week. After its removal, the ready tape is pre-
pared on microscope slides and thus becomes analyzable for several decades. By the use of a 
microscope, scientists can identify the pollen types and count their number with statistical 
methods. A volumetric pollen trap gives evidence about pollen flight in two-hour intervals. 
Theoretically speaking, it was possible to count other airborne particles on the slides, too. The 
fully automated pollen sampler has a draught of 1000 litres air per minute. The air particles tap 
to an object carrier which is then directly analyzed in the pollen monitor. Inside the monitor, the 
particles become digitalized by a high-resolution camera. The individual pollen are further 
identified and counted by an image recognition software as well as by the help of a neuronal 
network. Finally, the collected data becomes available in a file. This file can be immediately sent 
to a server and graphically depicted on screen.

A combined analysis of data from different pollen samplers and data from weather and climate 
stations [5, 6, 8] makes a detailed and accurate pollen forecast possible. However, solely the 
automatic pollen sampler allows an online information service about real-time pollen concen-

Fig. 1. The current three methods for pollen data collection: personal pollen sampler, volumetric pollen 
sampler, and an automatic pollen sampler. The Klinikum Augsburg und the UNIKA-T office premises are 
visible in the background of the latter two photos.
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tration [9]. The combination of forecast and live data empowers allergic patients to correctly 
adjust their medication and to carefully plan leisure activities. The pollen data, moreover, con-
tributes to political decisions, for example to the sensible construction of green areas in urban 
regions or the reduction of climate pollutants in air and soil. The primary objective of pollen 
observation is an increase in the quality of life for allergic patients. As a secondary conse-
quence, the financial and organisational burdens for likewise health systems and employers 
could be lowered because of less sick reports caused by allergic diseases.

17.2.3 Allergies and skin diseases
The basis for a focus on therapy and prevention in the alpine region with regards to allergies 
and allergy-related, chronic inflammatory (epithelial) diseases stems from the fact that these 
diseases recordably rise in incidence and prevalence, notably among children and foremost in 
highly industrialized regions. Allergic diseases pose the most hazardous epidemiological threat 
worldwide at the start point of the 21st century. Allergies are non-communicable diseases 
(NCDs) and further characterized by their tendency for chronicity, their suggestibility to envi-
ronmental factors, and their potential to trigger comorbidities such as atopic eczema [10].

17.2.3.1 Pathogenesis of allergic diseases
An allergen is per se a harmless protein to which the immune system normally develops a 
tolerogenic (immune) response [11, 12]. Importantly, allergen carriers like pollen release not 
only the (allergenic) proteins but also low molecular substances such as lipid mediators or 
adenosine that function as danger signals [11, 13–15]. These adjuvant factors pave the way in 
susceptible indivudals towards an Th2-dominated immune response. According to Coombs and 
Gell, four different types of allergics responses exists. The allergies of type I (immediate reac-
tion) and type IV (delayed type reaction) are of immediate relevance for environmental medicine 
because their pathogenesis is largely associated with environmental factors such as pollen, 
house dust mite, food (type I allergy), and fragrancies or nickel (type IV allergy). An allergic 
disease begins with a sensitisation phase and can lead over to an inflammation phase after 
subsequent exposure to the allergen. During sensitisation, i. e. on first contact with an allergen, 
allergenspecific antibodies (IgE for type I allergy) are produced by B-cells and bound to mast 
cells, basophils, eosinophils, dendritic cells, and many more. The phase of the allergic cascade 
does not come along with symptoms. This “phase” of sensitisation can persist for many years. 
After a certain time – and it has not become clear yet when and why someone is susceptible, 
not even the someone – the re-exposure to the allergen results in the induction of an allergic 
inflammation with clinical symptoms. Note that only the presence of allergic symptoms legit-
imates for the diagnosis “allergy”, not the mere existence of antibodies.

17.2.3.2 Disease progression in allergies
Allergy designates not one disease but acts as an umbrella term for various diseases [1, 2, 16]. 
The cascade often starts with children from six months onwards, who develop an atopic ecze-
ma – a severe inflammation of the skin. The second stage is frequently a food allergy. Whereas 
children show an allergic reaction towards new food substances such as fish, wheat, soy, egg, 
or milk products, adults often suffer from pollen-associated cross reactions with pre-existing 
food allergies. Further stages are asthma or rhinitis. Children regularly lose their food allergies 
which means that they develop tolerance. If we come to understand the respective mechanisms 
of “natural” tolerance development, we could be able to actively induce tolerance at other ages. 
The latter is relevant because the elderly often (re-)develop atopic eczema.

17.2.3.3 Skin structure and epithelial barrier
Environmental factors and pollutants first impinge on the epithelia of skin, lung, or gut. An 
epithelium is a multi-layer surface that works like an organ on its own, senses harm, and in-
duces defence. First of all, we need to investigate the epithelial barriers’ structure and function 
before we can holistically describe the mechanisms of atopies, i. e. the tendency to develop 
allergic symptoms on the skin or respiratory tract such as eczema, asthma, or rhinitis. Four 
barriers define the epithelial structure. Its main fabric consists either of skin cells or mucosal 
tissue. The following figure shows an epithelial barrier on the example of the skin.
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At the skin, two important markers of the chemical barrier are its pH value and the natural 
moisturizing factor (NMF). The microbial barrier consists of bacteria, viruses, and fungi. Togeth-
er, they form an extensive ecosystem with a homeostasis as its healthy status. The physical 

barrier is structurally connected to with the chemical, microbial, and immune barrier. Further-
more, the physical barrier functionally interacts with the other three barriers in order to ensure 
a full protection from external assaults, like pathogens, xenobiotics, or UV irradiation, and to 
prevent the loss of water and solutes. Each epithelium’s interactions are a pre-requisite for its 
functionality and defence mechanisms [17].

17.2.4 Clinical studies in the alpine region
A clinical study that examines the possible correlations between allergies, skin diseases, and 
the effect of a stay in the alpine region requires test persons that suffer from atopies plus urban 
and alpine test regions. Fig. 3 shows that the Umweltforschungsstation Schneefernerhaus / 
Zugspitze, the Hochgebirgsklinik Davos, and the facilities of Environmental Medicine in Augs-
burg and Munich provide all the necessary clinical institutions and scientific facilities for such 
a study.

17.2.4.1  Clinical studies – structure, test persons, 
environmental factors

By the help of questionnaires and allergy specific biomarkers, the formation of a study group 
becomes possible that features exactly the allergic disease patterns of interest. As soon as the 
number of test persons fits a study design, the clinical part begins. At first, each study partici-
pant stays in the urban environment for several weeks and then retreats to the alpine region 
for several days or even weeks. The subjects undergoes regular visits by physicians who take 
blood, skin, and mucosal samples. Thereby, the identification of specific environmental factors 
becomes possible that are probable involved in the pathogenesis of each test person’s disease. 
Follow-up studies address multiple environmental factors and compare the study results with 
the data from volumetric pollen traps and automatic pollen samplers, supplemented by mete-
orological and biological data. This study concept allows for a detailed description of alpine 

Fig. 2: The structure of the skin with its four barriers. The epidermal layers form the physical barrier. 
A chemical and microbial barrier are predominantly working on the skin’s surface. The immune barrier 
 consists of immune cells that work from the Stratum spinosum down to the lymph and blood vessels.
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effects on health. At the same time, the patient number can be reduced by the help of this study 
design since every patient is her or his own control for symptoms and immunological reactions 
both in alpine and urban regions.

17.2.4.2 Laboratory work and clinics
A number of high-end laboratory devices is set up to analyse biomarkers, i. e. biological param-
eters such as the IgE levels in blood serum, cell counts, or a change in microbial patterns from 
epithelial surfaces. Of special interest is the epidermal water loss, nasal secretion, and respira-
tory capacity. The results from the laboratory work become further analysed by physicians, 
technicians, and scientists (notably bioinformaticians). Alpine clinics are very suitable for the 
collection of specific data about the effect from a stay in the alpine region because they provide 
the necessary equipment and medical staff. Patients with severe chronic inflammation of skin 
or respiratory tract need intense medical care. Their sickrooms have to be largely free of envi-
ronmental factors, such as pollen and house dust mite, or air pollutants, like ozone and nitric 
oxides. The test person’s participation in a study is essential as they represent the patient group 
with severe symptoms. One exemplary alpine clinic is the Hochgebirgsklinik in Davos, which 
offers best standards and a very healthy environment.

17.3 Results

17.3.1 Patient recovery in the alpine region
Allergies can cause a permanent decrease in the quality of life. Therefore, a sustainable recov-
ery is among the major goals when it comes to patient treatment in the alpine region [18–20]. 
But the Alps themselves face climate effects and undergo constant change. Scientific knowledge 
about the alpine region as a place for regeneration and therapy could also help to protect this 
region from substantial damage for now and for future generations.

17.3.1.1 Benefits of recovery in the alpine region
The less allergens, environmental pollutants, and stress factors are present in the environment, 
the better for the recreational value. Because patients are not distracted by their day-to-day life 
during recovery in the alpine region, their medication can be minutely adjusted and consumed 

Fig. 3: (the elevation profile is illustrative not geographical): Six major pollen stations at lowland to high altitudes deliver pollen 
data. Several minor pollen stations function as supplement. The volumetric pollen sampler can be mounted at almost every 
 subsurface and altitude (even the Weißfluhjoch and the Zugspitze). The personal pollen sampler was mainly designed for indoor 
air. The automated pollen sampler delivers the pollen data in real-time. In Munich and Augsburg, clinics and lab facilities allow for 
treatment, clinical tests, and research. The Hochgebirgsklinik in Davos provides space for treatment and clinical tests, and the 
 Umweltforschungsstation Schneefernerhaus / Zugspitze has lab facilities and the possibility to conduct clinical trials.
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on schedule. A drug’s effect can be clearly observed, and a prompt reaction to changes in health 
status becomes possible. Under alpine conditions, biomarkers are best suitable for both the 
exact assessment of the patient’s status and for the research on the disease patterns. The pollen 
samplers at the alpine research stations (see Fig. 3) show that pollen, mites, or spores are var-
iably less in number and variation in Davos or the Zugspitze. The Bavarian State Ministry of the 
Environment and Consumer Protection granted and funded a project at the University Center 
for Health Sciences at the Klinikum Augsburg, UNIKA-T, in order to compare symptoms from 
allergic individuals with the symptoms from non-allergic subjects in an alpine and urban envi-
ronment.

One prerequisite for a general relaxation of the patient’s mood and for a success in medical 
treatment is the reduction of symptom triggers, but also educational matters become much 
more effective if less symptoms strain the patient.

17.3.1.2  Short-term and long-term effects of recovery 
in the alpine region

Bersuch et al summarize in the publication “Lung function improvement and airways inflam-
mation reduction in asthmatic children after a rehabilitation program at moderate altitude“ 
results from a study at the Hochgebirgsklinik Davos [21]. The study shows the regenerative 

effect of a stay in moderate alpine altitude. Next to a reduced number of airborne allergens, 
the factor time is of particular significance for recovery. More than 14 days of stay delivered a 
better therapeutic effect of medicine and brought an increase for regenerative mechanisms like 
that of the lung. We can label this the “alpine effect” as Karin Fieten explains in her publication 
“Relation between regional exposure and allergic sensitisation in (pre-)school children in 
Davos”[19]. Besides allergen tests, the researchers in this study performed measures of dust 
particles. A comparison between the Davos group and the test group from the urban places 
Munich and Günzburg allows for further correlations. A third study “Perception of climate 

change in patients with chronic lung diseases”[22] indicates that more and more allergic pa-
tients lament about the effects of climate change. The fact that days with cloudless sky and high 
temperature mean an additional cardiovascular (and general) health risk has not raised the 
necessary awareness, yet. But especially those kind of days cause stronger symptoms due to 
dehydration, high UV irradiation, and aggressive pollen. Such factors harm the epithelium of 
the skin and respiratory tract and thus enforce pathogenic microbes and environmental pollut-
ants to cause even more damage to the epithelial barriers.

Fig. 4: By pollen monitoring, it is possible to match symptoms with pollen flight. Patients and controls 
had been clinically observed from January to December 2016 in Augsburg. During a multi-day stay at the 
Umweltforschungsstation Schneefernerhaus / Zugspitze in summer 2016, patients showed significantly 
less allergic symptoms due to a clearly reduced amount of pollen in the environment.
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17.3.2  Results from environmental medicine research 
in the alpine region

The formulation of correlations between the human health and climate effects, environmental 
factors, air pollutants, or microbial loads requires an interdisciplinary research network that 
consists of physicians, scientists, and technicians. From the hundredfold collection of pollen or 
blood samples, over to exact climate and weather observations, and up to the development of 
new laboratory methods and computer algorithms, environmental medicine unites distant 
research fields for the purpose of practical help to patients and relatives.

17.3.2.1  Health differences in urban, rural, and moderate 
to high altitude environments

Results from studies that investigated the recovery capacity in the alpine region prove that an 
industrially characterized environment usually contains more air pollutants. This circumstance, 
first of all, commonly results in a reduced barrier functionality at skin, gut, and lung. The barri-
er’s inherent function was to stop environmental factors such as pathogenic microbes, pollen, 
or UV irradiation from causing a damage to cell structures, but a disrupted barrier opens the 

doors way to the exposome, i. e. the sum of external environmental factors and pollutants. 
Secondly, science hypothesizes that the immune system loses the capacity of tolerance devel-
opment if sparse microbial exposition takes place. This circumstance is extremely relevant for 
atopy prevention at infancy [23, 24]. It partly explains why diversity is the key to health in many 
contexts. There seems to be a time window of a few years during early childhood that favours 
the preventive effect of life in non-urban environments with regards to atopy development in 
adolescence [25]. Whether the microbial homeostasis of adults benefits from a stay in a rural 
or alpine environment has still to be investigated. A follow-up study with the Amish people in 
the USA brought evidence that the contact to cattle seems to be of considerable advantage for 
prevention, besides that this study has further confirmed the positive effect of a diverse envi-
ronment. A stay in an environment of moderate to high altitude and in a rural environment 
combines the beneficial effects of a non-urban environment with significantly less airborne 
allergens and pollutants.

17.3.2.2  Psycho-social factors and health improvement 
in the alpine region

One major benefit of recovery in the alpine region stems from the fact that patients avoid 
those psycho-social stress factors that are continually present in their usual environment. 
Some studies already showed that the factor “psycho-social stress” is clearly relevant and can 
be associated with allergic diseases in general and atopic diseases in particular. For example, 
Patterson et al investigated whether perceived stress can be linked to allergy flares [26]. There-
fore, they analysed online diary entries on allergy flares, stressful events, perceived stress 
and mood. Moreover, they collected salivary cortisol levels in two blocks of 14 days. Before 
each fortnightly period, perceived stress and depressive symptoms were obtained. Finally, 
they could show that those subjects who reported allergy flares had higher perceived stress 
levels and lower mood levels than the subjects without allergic symptoms. The authors con-
cluded that subjects with persistent psycho-social stress very likely have more frequent aller-
gy flares. In another study, Rod et al investigated whether psychosocial stress can lead to 
adult-onset allergies or atopies [27]. Therefore, they analysed longitudinal data from the Co-
penhagen City Heart Study of 5,648 participants that had no allergies. At baseline (1981–1983), 
the participants were asked for perceived stress and ten years later they were asked for 
self-reported asthma, allergic rhinitis, and atopic eczema. The authors found out that psy-

cho-social stress can be strongly associated with asthma incidence, allergic rhinitis, and 

 atopic eczema. The results suggest that stress release might be an important first step towards 
the improvement of the quality of life for allergic individuals and towards the prevention of 
allergic diseases in adults.
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17.3.3 Results from pollen research and pollen monitoring
Pollen research does not only comprise the observation of pollen flight and the phenological 
studies of allergenic plants but also includes the study of environmental pollutants such as 
ozone and nitric oxide. What is more, we observed that even pollen has an individual micro-
biome. This fact means that new correlations become observable and modes of interaction 
multiply [7].

17.3.3.1 Ar pollutants and pollen allergenicity
Zhao et al discuss in recent publications the effect of nitric oxide on pollen. The respective 
studies prove the enhancing effect of nitric oxides on pollen amount and plant allergenicity of 
the neophyte ambrosia [28–30]. In grass pollen, the bioavailability of allergens may also be 
modulated by NO2 [31]. NOx in general belongs to the classical and most aggressive air pollut-
ants. The main sources of NO2 are combustion processes from energy production, industrial 
processes, and car traffic. NO2 affects human health by irritating the bronchial tubes and thus 
influences the respiratory tract’s functionality [32, 33]. With regards to the ecosystems, NO2 

concentrations of around 100 ppb substantially damage plants. This results in leaf necrosis, 
reduced growth, and premature senescence [34, 35]. But also growth promoting effects were 
described, however, at lower NO2 concentrations of 50 ppb [36]. Another interesting result from 
pollen research reveals the nitrosylation and nitration of allergens by NO2 that can enhance the 
allergenic responses of both pollen and food allergens [37–39]. Ozone [40, 41] and urbanisation 
[42] are correlating with changes in pollen’s allergenicity, too. Therefore, future studies about 
environmental conditions in urban and alpine regions have to address the investigation of 
plants and pollen with respect to their allergenic potential.

17.3.3.2 Changes in pollen season
Airborne pollen measurement has been a research subject for a long period of time and are 
also among the most recent datasets of biological origin. In this respect, the data represents a 

valuable proxy of climate effects. Extensive research over the last decade has showcased that 
airborne pollen increase in abundance, but also that pollen seasons shift to an earlier start and 
different duration [8]. The average temperatures increase all over the planet: in lowlands, seas, 
riversides, and mountainous regions as well as in the troposphere. Next to temperature means, 
peaks of heat and frost continue to become more numerous [43]. Both phenomena change the 
sequences in pollen season of endemic plants. Hazel shrubs and trees for instance have started 
to flower much earlier in winter, sometimes even as soon as late autumn. Whether this outcome 
is a result of increased pollen production per floral unit and per individual plant or the output 
of changes in land usage has still to be researched. To date, the main causative factors for de-
scribed shifts and changes have been considered as either air pollutants and higher air tem-

peratures, associated with a global increase of average temperatures, or urbanisation rates and 
changes in land usages [44]. We know that air pollutants are responsible for a higher biomass 
production (including flower and pollen) but also for a higher allergenicity of pollen. Wan et al 
[45] and Wayne et al [46] experimentally found out that – specifically in combination with ele-
vated air temperature – increased CO2 does not alter pollen production per se but enhance plant 
biomass in Ambrosia artemisiifolia. That is one reason, consequently, why individual plants 
produce more pollen. Ziska et al [47] also studied the Ambrosia plant species, this time under 
realistic environmental conditions, or rather in a gradient that simulated distinct climatic sce-
narios. Again, they explored that plants exhibited higher biomass, pollen production, and ear-
lier flowering dates. Ziska et al additionally concluded that plant expansion rates and regional 
abundance may increase, too. At a wider spatial scale, an escalation of allergenic pollen expo-
sure rates becomes probable. An indirect consequence of the climate effect is the introduction 
of foreign plant species, often by means of international transport. They enter left growth nich-
es because they put forward a better resistance to temperature shifts or peaks. Such plant 
species are often more allergenic. For example, seeds of Ambrosia artemisiifolia have entered 
the European continent presumably via transport boxes of international traded goods [6, 48]. 
Ambrosia seeds probably endure the transport distances more easily when the weather is warm 
and dry, preventing the seeds from germination. Besides the fact that Ambrosia produces a 
highly allergenic pollen, it survives temperature peaks and flimsily fills the empty-left niches of 
regressing endemic plants.
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17.3.3.3 Variations in landmarks of airborne pollen
Pollen research by its nature contains the observation of allergen fractions in the air and in 
different altitudes as well as in terms of their landmarks. We observe that the climate effect 
resulting from warmer and drier days changes the pollen seasons towards earlier start points 
and towards a prolongation of bloom phases. Further results indicate differences in pollen flight 
at day and night. Now, measurements of pollen concentrations at different altitudes has shown 
two tendencies: pollen can travel over long distances, even cluster in pollen clouds and pass 
mountains and seas, i. e. very high and very low land surfaces [5]. Moreover, the air in areas 
which up to now have been considered as more or less free of pollen verifiably contains larger 
amounts of pollen. The reason for the latter is on the one hand that higher average temperatures 
allow plants to grow at altitudes other than their original habitat. On the other hand, changes 
in the pollen seasons’ start and stop points together with a surplus in pollen amounts of plants 
necessarily increase the number of pollen in the air in general. As a consequence, pollen shows 

higher numbers in moderate to high altitudes as well. An interesting fact is that some alpine 
areas function like an air cavity that houses pollen and air pollutants like CO2. In contrast, oth-
er alpine regions benefit from the surrounding walls of mountain peaks and crests that keep 
pollen or polluted air all around the outer edges.

17.3.4  Pollen information services and educational 
measures

Results from research on allergies and environmental factors can help the population to keep 
healthy, especially at times when the pollen season starts and symptoms appear or worsen. 
Knowledge about interactions between disease patterns and the climate, the weather, pollen 
flight, the microbiome, and immune mechanism, furthermore, essentially complement already 
formulated educational measures.

17.3.4.1 UNIKA-T pollen flight service and ePIN
At the University Center for Health Sciences at the Klinikum Augsburg, UNIKA-T, a very modern 
pollen super site has been operating since 2016. The site consists of two automatic and two 
volumetric pollen samplers. In an attached pilot project, the UNIKA-T offers real-time informa-

tion about the current pollen flight on its website (www.unika-t.de/pollenflug) which is of rel-
evance to the population of Augsburg and its region. Every three hours, new pollen data is 
uploaded to a server and from there, an algorithm prepares the date for an optimal readability 
on the UNIKA-T website. For allergic patients, the direct access to actual pollen flight counts as 
vital information for a better quality of life. Pollen information includes the number of pollen, 
the time of flight, and the pollen species. The data from the volumetric pollen samplers helps 
the scientists to compare both the non-automated and the automatic pollen monitoring meth-
ods. Public institutions in Bavaria have initiated the network ePIN, which is the acronym for 
electronic pollen information network. For this network’s implementation, a vast number of 
fully automated pollen monitors in addition to the many already existing volumetric ones has 
to be installed all over the country. The pollen sites make it possible to provide the (Bavarian) 
population permanently with regional pollen flight information.

17.3.4.2 CK-CARE
The CK-CARE foundation (Christine Kühne – Center for Allergy Research and Education; www.
ck-care.ch) has initiated a platform for research, therapy, and prevention that directly address-
es allergies and allergy-related skin diseases like atopic eczema. Prevention works primarily by 

means of educational matters both for physicians and care staff as well as for patients and their 
relatives. CK-CARE offers courses that are well-organized and teach the central aspects of al-
lergic diseases. Often, life style is one of the reasons why allergies become so prevalent. Chil-
dren are the least defendable and most vulnerable members of our society with regards to both 
environmental factors and air pollutants. Therefore, how to manage allergies properly and what 
strategies work to prevent allergy pathogenesis make up two major aspects of the CK-CARE 
education program. The improvement in the quality of life is central to every allergic person. 
The courses of CK-CARE teach how to improve quality of life by following certain rules such as 
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the careful planning of medication and leisure activity. Additionally, patient care is essential for 

a successful medical treatment. That is why physicians and nurse staff undergo courses at CK-
CARE that tell them how to best adapt to a patient’s situations and how to treat symptoms with 
the most modern techniques and medicine. In general, CK-CARE education methods rely on 
the research results that stem from various fields of science. The interdisciplinary approach of 
this foundation has led to a global initiative with the goal of addressing allergies as the most 
dangerous epidemic threat in the 21st century.

17.4 Conclusion

The performance of environmental medicine research in the alpine regions is an absolutely 
necessary pre-requisite for the formulation of plausible preventive and therapeutic options to 
people that suffer from atopies. Above the latter, environmental studies help to gain full knowl-
edge about the interactions between climate, nature, man, and health. As a result, the protec-
tion of the alpine region becomes the basis for its use as a place of retreat to allergic patients. 
The observation of pollen flight and abundance at different altitudes together with the data 
from weather and climate stations allow, in addition, to identify exactly those environmental 
factors that are mainly present in urban environments and that are trigger factors for allergies. 
Finally, research in the alpine region is of real benefit to patients: stress relief, improvement in 
the quality of life – and above all, less symptoms.
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18.1 Introduction

Lidar (for “light detection and ranging”) is a remote sensing measurement technique using the 
scattering properties of light by gases, liquids, and solids to infer some of their physical prop-
erties. This technique has many applications from the ground, aircraft or space such as atmos-
pheric sensing, oceanography, and topography. The earliest records of using the lidar technique 
for atmospheric remote sensing date back to the 1930s when searchlight projectors were used 
to determine atmospheric density (Hulburt, 1937; Elterman, 1951). Following the emergence of 
lasers in the 1960s, lidar instruments typically in use today for atmospheric remote sensing are 
based on the emission of essentially monochromatic laser light. The best-known properties of 
the atmosphere that can be measured by lidar are air density, wind speed and direction, air 
temperature, the concentrations of ozone, carbon dioxide, and water vapor, and the density, 
basic shape and size of aerosols, ice crystals, and water droplets. Comprehensive reviews of 
the various existing lidar techniques for atmospheric remote sensing can be found, for example, 
in (Hinkley, 1976); Measures, 1992-; Weitkamp, 2005; Fiorani and Mitev, 2010).

In this chapter we focus on the characterization of a lidar method called differential absorption 
lidar (DIAL) for the measurement of water vapor which is exemplary implemented at the 
Schnee fernerhaus research station (UFS) at Mt. Zugspitze (2675 m a.s.l., Germany). Reaching 
the Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere (UT/LS), a region of the Earth’s atmosphere 
that is particularly relevant to climate change in respect to the most important greenhouse gas 
water vapor (Oltmans and Hofmann, 94; Forster and Shine, 2002; Solomon et al., 2010), was 
one major goal when installing the water vapor lidar systems at this high altitude station. Pro-
filing temperature, which is the most important parameter for the radiative balance, up to the 
meso-pause region (roughly 80 km) was an additional goal when setting up the Raman lidar at 
UFS.

18.2 Lidar Principle and Equation

As for many other lidar applications, the lidar equation is the starting point for the retrieval of 
water vapor using both the DIAL (Wulfmeyer and Bösenberg, 2005) and the Raman lidar (Weit-
kamp, 2005) techniques. DIAL exploits the wavelength dependence of light absorption by water 
vapor. The Raman method using inelastic backscattering of light by water vapor with respect 
to a reference well-mixed gas.

The lidar principle underlying the lidar equation and the formation of lidar signals is presented 
in Fig. 1. A laser pulse at wavelength λL is emitted into the atmosphere. The light is scattered by 
the air molecules and particles, and a fraction is collected in the lidar receiver with a telescope 
of area AT. Knowing the speed of light, the distance r to scattering molecules or particles is 
deduced from the travel time of the photons on their way upward and then after the scattering 
back to the lidar. Since the lidar includes the light source itself, the lidar technique is known as 
an active remote sensing technique, in contrast to other remote sensing instruments such as 
radiometers and spectrometers which are passive. The precise timing of the lidar-measured 
samples and the high-speed electronics currently available yield a high vertical resolution (from 
a few meters to a few hundred meters) compared with most passive instruments which are 
sensitive to light reaching the instrument with no spatio-temporal information of its origin. The 
light collected by the lidar telescope is geometrically and spectrally separated in a polychro-
mator (e. g., with optical filters and beam splitters) and detected with photosensitive devices 
(e. g., photomultipliers (PMTs) and avalanche photo-diodes (APDs)) where it is converted to 
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electronic lidar signals. The signals are sampled in time (i. e., distance), and, within a certain 
range, they are proportional to the product of the number of photons backscattered at a certain 
altitude at a certain wavelength.

For a vertically pointing lidar system, one of the simplest and most general forms of the lidar 
equation expressing the lidar signal which is linear to the number of photons backscattered at 
distance r from the lidar by a volume element of thickness δr, and collected at the detection 
wavelength λD is:

S (r, λD) =    1 __ 
r2  

  · PL (r, λL) · η (λD) · O (r) AT · δr · β (r, λL → λD) · t↑ (r, λL) · t↓ (r, λD) (1)

PL is the number of photons emitted, per laser shot, at emission wavelength λL,
S is the lidar signal detected, per laser shot, at the detection wavelength λD ,
η is the overall optical transmittance and quantum efficiency of the receiver channel,
O is the telescope field-of-view and laser beam overlap function (between 0 and 1),
AT is the area of the receiving telescope,
β is the total backscatter coefficient for the type of scattering considered,
t↑ and t↓ are the total atmospheric transmittances along the light path from the lidar to the 
scattering process (↑) and back (↓), respectively. These two terms represent the extinction by 
light scattering and absorption along the laser beam path (Beer-Lambert extinction law).

t↑ (r, λL) t↓ (r, λD) =   e  
–  ∫  

0
  

r

  α↑ (r’, λL) dr’
   ·   e  

–  ∫  
0
  

r

  α↓ (r’, λD) dr’
    (2)

Fig. 1: Principal function of a lidar remote sensing.
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α↑ and α↓ are the total atmospheric extinction coefficients along the beam path from the lidar 
up to the scattering layer and back, respectively.

Eqs. 1 and 2 are valid for all detection wavelengths, all types of atmospheric scatterers, and all 
types of scattering process. The appropriate choice of the emission and detection wavelengths 
allows further development and simplification of these equations, which commonly refers to 
using a specific “lidar technique”, for example, DIAL or Raman lidar.

18.3 Remote sensing of water vapor with DIAL

Ground-based lidar sounding of water vapor up to the middle troposphere (i. e., 8 km altitude) 
has become rather mature. However, extending operation to the tropopause and beyond (typ-
ically above 12 km) is impeded by the drop, by more than five orders of magnitude, in the 
water vapor density from the ground to the lower stratosphere. At the same time the backscat-
ter signal strongly diminishes as a function of distance. Hence, particularly powerful laser 
systems and large telescopes for receiving the backscattered radiation are needed for lidar 
measurements of water vapor extending to the UT/LS. The implementation of lidar systems 
that can measure water vapor up into this region is, therefore, a significant and contemporary 
challenge (Leblanc and McDermid, 2009). Both lidar techniques dedicated to the measurement 
of atmospheric water vapor, have advantages and drawbacks. For example, because of the high 
abundance of water vapor in the lower tropospheric layers, ground based routine measure-
ments in the upper troposphere by a water vapor DIAL can only be achieved from a high 
mountain (e. g., Zugspitze). Airborne or spaceborne DIAL measurements even can access the 
lower stratosphere by using stronger absorption bands of H2O (Browell et al., 1998; Ehret et al., 
1999), but, are practically prohibited for routine monitoring by its high operating costs. For this 
reason and because of a less demanding laser technology, the Raman lidar technique is usual-
ly preferred for measurements of UT/LS water vapor. However, the vibrational Raman scatter-
ing process is several orders of magnitude weaker than the elastic Rayleigh scattering involved 
in the DIAL technique (Hinkley, 1976). This allows for distant water vapor profiling with the 
Raman lidar only during the nighttime darkness while DIAL provides tropospheric water vapor 
profiles also during daytime (Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008) and with rather short integration 
times.

18.3.1 The DIAL method
The development of differential-absorption lidar (DIAL) systems to measure the vertical distri-
bution of water vapor has a history of more than three decades (Schotland, 1966; Murray et al., 
1976; Browell et al., 1979; Zuev et al., 1983; Grant et al., 1987; Bösenberg, 1991; Ehret et al., 1993; 
Higdon et al., 1994; Senff et al., 1994; Sachse et al., 1995; Moore et al., 1996; Browell et al., 1996; 
Wulfmeyer, 1998; Ehret et al., 1999; Bruneau et al., 2001; Little and Papen, 2001; Nagasawa et 
al., 2001; Poberaj et al., 2002; Ertel, 2004; Machol et al., 2004; Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008). The 
only ground-based DIAL system so far fulfilling the important goal of reaching the upper trop-
osphere (Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008) because it is installed at 2675 m in the high altitude ob-
servatory Schneefernerhaus. where major light losses caused by absorption in the moist 
boundary layer are avoided.

In this section we explain the DIAL method ground-based measurements throughout the free 
troposphere and use examples from the Zugspitze DIAL system in order to characterize the 
potential of this method. In the case of the Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) technique, usu-
ally elastic backscatter from air molecules and aerosols is detected by the receiver which means 
that emission and detection wavelengths are equal. But, the wavelengths can be chosen in a 
way that the emitted and backscattered light undergoes a specific molecular absorption by the 
trace gas of interest (i. e. water vapor, right panel in Fig. 1). Then, the extinction coefficients in 
Eq. 1 α↑ and α↓ as a function of the distance r become essential and can directly be used to re-
trieve the number density N of the absorbing trace gas at the distance r.

The extinction coefficient can be further expanded by separating the total extinction along the 
laser beam path into molecular extinction and particulate extinction terms: (α = αM + αP), then 
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by separating the molecular extinction into molecular (Rayleigh) scattering and molecular 
 absorption coefficients (αM = αR + αA). Finally, the molecular absorption coefficient can be sep-
arated into individual contributions of each absorbing species. Each of these contributions can 
be expressed as the product of the number density Ni of the absorber by its absorption 
cross-section σi:

α (r, λ) = αP (r, λ) + αR (r, λ) +    ∑  
i

  
 

   σi (r, λ) Ni (r) (3)

If only one absorbing species is of interest (i. e. water vapor), it is an obvious advantage to use 
a wavelength showing a significant and specific absorption by this species and no interference 
with other absorbing species. Then, ∑ σi Ni reduces to σN. This is fulfilled by single absorption 
lines of the 815 nm band of water vapor which is typically used by ground based water vapor 
DIALs like the system at UFS.

Only as a very first approximation the total extinction along the laser beam path on the way up 
is basically equal to that on its way back for a detection wavelength identical to the emission 
wavelength (λD = λL = λ). In the case of dominating Rayleigh backscatter in a clean air (e. g., free 
troposphere) and narrow single molecular absorption lines (e. g. 815 nm band of water vapor), 
the extinction along the laser beam path on the way up significantly differs from the extinction 
on its way down because of the Doppler broadening of the Rayleigh backscatter (Ansmann and 
Bösenberg, 1987). Thus, we get different cross sections σ↑ (r, λ) and σ↓ (r, λ) for the way up and 
back down while αR and αP do not change significantly. Assuming the detection of only elastic 
backscatter at the certain wavelength λ we get the following simplified lidar equation:

S (r) = PLO (r) ATη    
β (r) δr

 ______ 
r2    ·   e  

–  ∫  
0
  

r

  [N (r’)(σ↑ (r’) + σ↓ (r’)) + 2 ( αR (r’) + αP (r’))] dr’
   (4)

We have to keep in mind that, of course, η, β, αR , αP and σ depend on the wavelength. And we 
must be aware, that the effective absorption cross sections σ↑ and σ↓ are as well functions of r, 
because the line shape of molecular absorption lines is a function of pressure and temperature 
and the spectral distribution of the backscattered light is also a function of temperature (Doppler 
broadening) and the backscatter ratio from aerosols (see below, Fig. 3). The total backscatter 
coefficient β can be expressed as the sum of molecular (Rayleigh) and particulate backscatter 
β = βR + βP . Due to a spectrum with well-resolved absorption lines the H2O molecule is particu-
larly well suited for DIAL measurements, the only disadvantage being the moderate atmos-
pheric backscatter coefficient βR in the near infrared (IR). As an example Fig. 2 shows the section 
of the absorption spectrum of H2O around 817.2 nm, within the preferred absorption band in 
several DIAL systems. This approach is highly substance-specific since other trace constituents 
with sharp spectral signatures are easily separated by an appropriate line selection. For a wa-
ter-vapor DIAL the wavelengths are selected closely spaced so that the absorption differential 
between two laser wavelengths is reduced to that of water vapor only which is represented by 
N (r) [σ↑ (λ, r) + σ↓ (λ, r)].

In order to retrieve the number density of atmospheric species such as water vapor, we use a 
certain laser wavelength which shows a significant molecular absorption by the species of in-
terest and call it λon because it is somewhere “on” a molecular absorption line of the species’ 
molecular spectrum. Then, we just invert Eq. 4 with respect to N (r)[σ↑ (r) + σ↓ (r)]:

N (r) [σ↑ (r) + σ↓ (r)] =    – d ___ 
dr

    ln    r2 S (r)  ________________  
PLO (r) AT η β (r) δr

    – 2 [αR (r) + αP (r)] (5)

Principally, the number density of the species of interest (i. e. water vapor) could be retrieved 
with Eq. 5, but only, if the other terms depending on the distance r are well known which, un-
fortunately, is usually not the case. Particularly, the presence of aerosols can dominate the 
backscatter coefficient β (r) = βR + βP indeterminably and can also cause undefined additional 
extinction by αP (Fig.1, middle).

At this point the quintessence of DIAL method comes into play: A second measurement with 
aslightly different wavelength is performed, just in a way that the only significant change of the 
terms in Eq. 5 strikes the molecular absorption coefficients σ↑ and σ↓ while all the other terms 
remain unaffected. Practically, this means the second wavelength is chosen just somewhere 
beside the absorption line on which λon is placed, so that σ↑ and σ↓ have significantly smaller 
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values (Fig. 2). We call this wavelength λoff, because it is “off” the line. Thus, we get two equa-
tions of Eq. 5, one each for λon and λoff . From this point we use the indices “on” and “off” to 
indicate to which wavelength a term refers. For an appropriate optical design and laser beam 
alignment the quotient of the overlap functions Oon/Ooff is independent of the distance r.

By subtracting these two equations from each other all terms equal for λon and λoff cancel out 
and we get the so-called DIAL equation for the number density of water-vapor as a function of 
distance, which is surprisingly simple:

  N  H2O   (r) =    –1 ______________  
∆σ↑ (r) + ∆σ↓ (r)

       d ___ 
dr

      [ ln (    Son (r) ______ 
Soff (r)

   )  ]   (6)

where ∆σ↑ (r) = σ↑on (r) − σ↑off (r) and ∆σ↓ (r) = σ↓on (r) − σ↓off (r).

It is remarkable, that obviously all physical parameters of the lidar device have canceled out, 
even the number of photons per laser shot. Also the backscatter coefficient β undetermined by 
aerosols and the undetermined particulate extinction αP have canceled out. Only σ↑ and σ↓ 
being potentially very different for the wavelengths λon and λoff and quotient of the two detected 
signals (Son/Soff) determine the number density of water vapor. This means that neither a cali-

Fig. 2: Spectrum of H2O near 817 nm calculated for 0.1 bar air at 230 K, a H2O volume mixing ratio of 1 % 
and a path length of 1 km using HITRAN (Rothman et al., 2003; Rothman et al., 2009); the “on” and “off” 
wavelength positions are indicated.

Fig. 3: Spectrum of narrow-band laser light backscattered from the atmosphere.
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bration to physical parameters of the lidar device nor a calibration to the optical properties of 
the atmosphere, as a first approximation, is necessary for which reason the DIAL method is 
known as “self calibrated”.

Although the DIAL method is advantageous regarding calibration issues, it is sophisticated 
regarding the laser technique which is required for measuring differential absorption of single 
molecular spectral lines of water vapor. A spectral purity of more than 99.8 %, a wavelength 
stability better than 100 MHz and a laser bandwidth of less than 200 MHz is demanded (Vogel-
mann and Trickl, 2008, and references therein). Another elaborate issue is the precise determi-
nation of the absorption cross sections σ↑ and σ↓ with the laser line shape and the line shape of 
the returning backscattered light as a function of altitude. The shape of molecular spectral lines 
is determined by Doppler broadening (temperature) and by broadening by molecular collisions 
(pressure). The result is a so-called Voigt profile which is a convolution of a Gaussian and a 
Lorentz profile respectively (Demtröder, 1993). The line shape of the laser emission is ideally a 
Gaussian whose width is determined by the length of the laser pulse due to the uncertainty 
principle (∆f = 0.4413/∆t). The variation of line shapes under different atmospheric conditions 
is illustrated in Fig. 4.

As mentioned above, the differences in the upward and downward coefficients are caused by 
the Rayleigh-Doppler-Brillouin broadening of the backscattered narrow-band laser light (Fiocco 
and De Wolf, 1968; Fiocco et al., 1971). The bandwidth of the spectral distribution becomes 
comparable with the atmospheric absorption line width of H2O. As a consequence, the absorp-
tion cross sections σ↑ and σ↓ for the upward and downward path of the light are different (Ans-
mann and Bösenberg, 1987) and must be calculated by a convolution integral of the molecular 
spectrum and the line shape of the light on the way up and on the way down, respectively. 
Doing this for all altitudes within the lidar range means a tremendous computing effort. In 
practice this can be accomplished by calculating look-up tables with values for σ↑ and σ↓ for 
certain altitudes and certain atmospheric conditions (temperature, pressure) and interpolation 
between the nodes (Vogelmann, 2006).

The effect of the varying line shape of the backscattered light is moderate in the case of pure 
Rayleigh scattering almost negligible for cases dominated by light scattering by aerosols, be-
cause backscatter from aerosols undergoes no significant broadening due to their big weight 
and low thermal motion compared to air molecules. But, in cases of mixed backscatter from 
molecules and aerosols and complex aerosol distributions, H2O-density errors of more than 
20 % may be reached in vertical sections with significant aerosol gradients, because σ↓ from a 

Fig. 4: Atmospheric transmittances in water vapor in the vicinity of 817 nm calculated with HITRAN data 
for conditions typical of the Schneefernerhaus research station (lidar: 2675 m a.s.l.) and roughly 10 km 
and approximately equivalent absorption paths. The pressure shifts were taken from (Ponsardin and 
Browell, 1997).
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look-up table may be deficient. For understanding this, we must be aware that the spectral 
distribution of the backscattered light varies also in the case of large aerosol gradients. The 
spectral line-shape functions must be included in the lidar equation which makes the DIAL 
equation much more complex by convoluted integration over different line shapes and the 
extinction terms, both varying as a function of altitude. At this point, the aerosol contribution 
that we have cancelled down before by performing a second measurement with λoff re-enters 
the DIAL equation, because the ratio of backscatter from molecules and aerosols affects the 
effective molecular absorption cross sections.

The method is described in detail by Bösenberg (1998) and one example of a practical solution 
suitable for free-tropospheric measurements with slightly elevated aerosol is given by (Vogel-
mann and Trickl, 2008). The DIAL Eq. 6 is modified by introducing an additional Term G (r):

  N  H2O   (r) =    1 ______________  
∆σ↑ (r) + ∆σ↓ (r)

      ( G (r) –   d ___ 
dr

    [ ln  (    Son (r) ______ 
Soff (r)

   )  ]  )   (7)

For this approach two important assumptions were made: First, the laser bandwidth is almost 
negligible and second, the term G for λoff is negligible due to an appropriate wavelength choice 
in a range with minimum absorption. The term G becomes important only in the presence of 
significant backscatter from aerosols, in particular in the region of pronounced concentration 
gradients. The calculation of G is described in detail in Vogelmann and Trickl (2008) and we note, 
that G (r) is dependent on the aerosol backscatter and the water-vapor density itself. This means 
that for complex aerosol distributions and rather humid conditions some iterations of the re-
trieval may be necessary.

18.3.2 Numerical retrieval of water vapor
In practice, the derivative in the DIAL equation (Eq.7) is, e. g., calculated by a linear regression 
line (least-squares) with a certain number of data points arranged symmetrically around the 
data point of interest. We calculate

   d ___ 
dr

   ln  (    Son (r) ______ 
Soff (r)

   )   =     Soff (r) ______ 
Son (r)

    ·    d ___ 
dr

      (    Son (r) ______ 
Soff (r)

   )   (8)

in order to avoid the density bias caused by the asymmetric noise distribution for the logarithm. 
For equidistant data points the result of the fits may be expressed in a rather simple formula, 
resulting in the following solution of the DIAL equation for the ith data point (Vogelmann and 
Trickl, 2008):

  N  H2O, i   =    1 ______________ 
∆σ↑i + ∆σ↓i

      ( Gi –   1 _____ 
qi · δ

     
 ∑  j = i – k  

i + k
   (j – i) qj  _____________  

 ∑  j = i – k  
i + k

   (j – i)2
   )   (9)

with qi = Son (ri)/Soff (ri) and δr being the size of the altitude bin of the transient digitizer. The tran-
sient digitizers of the Zugspitze-DIAL provide a sample rate of 20 MHz which corresponds to a 
physical vertical resolution of δr = 7.5 m. For each single least square fit, 2k + 1 data points are 
symmetrically arranged around ri. The denominator may be further simplified by considering 
that  ∑  j = i – k  

i + k
   (j – i)2 = k (k + 1)(2 k + 1)/3.

It has turned out that a quadratically growing number of data points (2 k + 1) as a function of 
the distance r provides sufficient smoothing for keeping the signal to noise ratio in a reasona-
ble range. E. g., we start with 11 data points and increase the number to 101 at the 1000th data 
point which marks a distance of 7.5 km (roughly 10 km a.s.l. at Zugspitze). The method of calcu-
lating the derivative in the DIAL equation by linear least square fits for each data point as in 
Eq. 9 leads to a vertical resolution of the water vapor profile of roughly 2 k δ/3.

18.3.3 Uncertainties
We have to distinguish between two types of uncertainties. Random uncertainties, induced by 
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and systematic uncertainties. We must keep in mind, that the 
SNR is determined by the quotient of the two lidar signals, qi = Son/Soff . As qi is part of the de-
nominator in Eq. 9, the noise of Son dominates the statistical error propagation. Thus, it is im-
portant to find a proper selection of absorption cross sections and wavelengths for λon and λoff 
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for certain atmospheric conditions. The extinction for λon needs to be sufficiently small to avoid 
a vast light loss in the targeted measurement range, but, at the same time, it needs to be suf-
ficiently large to be measured. This balancing act is illustrated in Fig. 5 for average winter and 
summer humidity. Noise-induced errors can usually be calculated from scratch by Gaussian 
error propagation in the DIAL equation (Eq. 9).

  σ  NiW
   =    1 ______________ 

∆σ↑i + ∆σ↓i
    ·    1 __ 

qi
    ·   √ 

__________

    a  i  
2
  ___ 

 q  i  
2
 
    σ  qi

  
2
   +  σ  ai

  
2
     , with ai =    d ___ 

dr
    qi (10)

ai is the slope of the regression line within the 2 k + 1 data points qj (rj ) symmetrically arranged 
around qi (ri). σqi and σai calculate to:

  σ  qi
   =   √ 

__________________________

     1 ________  
(2 k + 1) – 2

   ∑ (ai rj + bi – qj)
2    and    σ  ai

   =    
 σ  qi

 
 ________________ 

δi  √ 
_______

 ∑ (j – i)2  
    (11)

This uncertainty depends on the noise level which is mostly induced by electronic noise and 
disturbing stray light from the atmosphere. Latter can become dominant, in particular during 
daytime and in the presence of cirrus clouds. Because of the diminishing backscatter signal 
with growing distance, in particular at the specifically absorbed λon wavelength, the statistical 
uncertainty is a function of altitude which limits the altitude range of a DIAL. This type of uncer-
tainty is practically reduced by enlarging the regression interval 2 k + 1 as mentioned above. 
Doing so, for the water vapor DIAL at Mt. Zugspitze we calculated a 5 % uncertainty to a mean 
vertical water vapor profile throughout the free troposphere. Because of the drop of water 
vapor concentration at the tropopause level and above (typically varying between 8 km and 
12 km) the noise induced measurement error cannot be controlled by further enlarging the 
regression interval 2 k + 1 with a reasonable vertical resolution. In this altitude range we reach 
the sensitivity limit of the DIAL system which correspond to a water vapor mixing ration of 
18 ppm at 10 km a.s.l.. Fig. 6 shows the relative measurement errors for a given regression 
interval of 2 k + 1 = 67 which corresponds to a vertical resolution of 150 m and optimal cross-sec-
tions for different conditions and additional stray light.

Although the DIAL method is known to be self calibrated, there remains a high potential for 
systematic errors from very different sources. Here we discuss only the two most important 
error sources of this type.

Fig. 5: Relative uncertainty of the water-vapor density at 817 nm as a function of the absorption cross 
section at an altitude of 11.675 m a.s.l. (i.e., 9 km above the lidar laboratory) for the LOWTRAN 7 seasonal 
models “mid latitude summer” and ”mid latitude winter” LOWTRAN 7 model (1989); the results are 
shown for line widths variable and constant as a function of altitude. Top scale: 296 K line strength. The 
strongest line (4.98 × 10−23 cm−1 molecule−1 cm2 (Ponsardin and Browell, 1997) above) is highly suitable 
under dry conditions.
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Nonlinearity of the detection system can become a severe problem, if it is not a static behavior 
but caused by the lidar signals itself in relation to the huge dynamic of the lidar signals of typ-
ically more than 5 orders of magnitude. In most cases this signal induced “noise” can be de-
scribed as a function of the integrated lidar signal and behaves similar to the discharging of a 
capacitor after the main pulse has passed and a numerical correction should be applied before 
the signals are further processed. The shape of signal induced noise is dependent on both the 
detector type and the connected electronics. One method of characterization is the detection 
of signals from a hard and non transparent target, such as a dense cloud, a distant building or 
a mountain face. If nonlinearity is a static phenomena, it usually can be numerically corrected 
before data processing. A common method to identify static nonlinearities is the execution of 
a reference measurement with a blocked laser beam, but with the laser turned on.

Uncertainties about absorption cross sections result in linear errors in the retrieval algorithm, 
which can be easily corrected a-posteriori if it is possible to acquire corrected values for the cross 
sections. Wrong information about cross sections have three causes. Firstly, wrong assumptions 
about atmospheric conditions (temperature, pressure). This leads only to moderate errors, be-
cause temperature and pressure are mainly a function of altitude with only moderate variations 
due to weather conditions. In most cases, sufficiently precise information is available from weath-
er services and their data products (e. g., NCEP). Secondly, wrong assumptions about the spectral 
distribution of the transmitted laser radiation. This can cause severe errors, if the spectral distri-
bution is not reproducible, i. e., if a malfunction of the laser (e. g., resulting in insufficient spectral 
purity) or the wavelength control occurred. In this case, only a calibration with a third-party in-
strument will be helpful. Thirdly, assumptions about line-strengths and line-shapes are wrong. 
This causes only moderate linear errors in the retrieval, but, a correction is only possible if correct 
line parameters are available, which is not always the case. Therefore, it is important to choose 
absorption lines from the H2O spectrum carefully. In particular, pressure-shifts, temperature-de-
pendency of line strengths, should be well known and should have been characterized by labo-
ratory experiments. For this reason, the Zugspitze-DIAL uses only a small set of spectral lines 
which have been well characterized by Ponsardin and Browell (1997). An example is given in 
Fig. 4. The cross sections of the spectral lines used at the Zugspitze DIAL may differ by up to about 
10 % from the values taken from the HITRAN database (Rothman et al., 2009).

Fig. 6: Relative uncertainty of the water-vapor density at 817 nm as a function of altitude for optimally 
 selected absorption cross sections; the range reduction during daytime is rather small (Vogelmann and 
Trickl, 2008). MS and MW refer to the LOWTRAN 7 seasonal models “midlatitude summer” and “mid latitude 
winter“ respectively. For the dotted line, a typical daylight photon flux reaching the detector was estimated.
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18.4 Technical implementation

The technical implementation of a water vapor DIAL system at the Schneefernerhaus at Mt. 
Zugspitze is exemplary. Because this system was designed to record water vapor profiles 
throughout the entire free troposphere, a large and powerful system is needed. For boundary 
layer applications a water vapor DIAL with much less laser power and a smaller receiving tel-
escope also would be suitable.

18.4.1 Laser systems
Due to a particularly wide tuning range in the near IR, covering the three band systems of H2O 
mentioned in the preceding subsection, its high output power and its reasonable thermal per-
formance the Ti:sapphire laser has become the preferred laser source for DIAL sounding (Moore 
et al., 1996; Browell et al., 1996; Nagasawa et al., 2001; Ertel, 2004; Ertel et al., 2005; Vogelmann 
and Trickl, 2008), although also alexandrite lasers and optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) have 
been used (Wulfmeyer and Bösenberg, 1998 and Poberaj et al., 2002).

In order to avoid line-shape corrections the laser bandwidth must be reduced to about one tenth 
of the absorption line width (≥ 2 GHz) or less. This requires single-longitudinal mode (SLM) 
operation of the laser. Different approaches to achieve single-mode operation of these systems 
have been reported. In most systems continuous-wave diode lasers directly seed the Ti:sapphire 
crystals. This, although limiting the wavelength tuning range, is particularly important in mobile 
or air-borne systems where an efficient active feedback control of the laser frequencies is need-
ed. The master oscillators of the Zugspitze DIAL are two pulsed single-longitudinal mode (SLM) 
Optical Parametric Oscillators (OPOs) in Littman cavity configuration pumped by a frequency 
doubled Nd:YAG laser. This approach combines the advantages of very wide tunability and of 
reducing the number of expensive seed lasers, in particular laser-pumped continuous Ti:sap-
phire lasers that could also provide a large tuning range. On the other hand the use of sensitive 
pulsed oscillators requires higher passive (mechanical and thermal) stability. The OPOs were 
modified for a more stable single-mode operation (Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008). Pulses next to 
the Fourier-transform limit were obtained, e. g., for near-Gaussian pulses 4.0 ns long 130 ± 15 
MHz (Fourier limit: 110 MHz). Active frequency locking to a precise interferometer system is 
used to stabilize the laser frequency.

The layout of the complete laser system, including the OPOs and the Ti:sapphire laser, is shown 
in Fig. 7 (see Table 1 for specifications). The Ti:sapphire laser is set up in ring configuration with 
a ring circumference of 4.8 m. This size allows for storing laser pulses up to a pulse length of 
10 ns without interfering with themselves. Radiation is coupled into or out from the ring by 
high-speed polarization switching. The flashlamp-pumped Ti:sapphire ring laser emitted up to 
250 mJ per pulse at a repetition rate of 20 Hz. This setup is currently changed to a transversely 
laser pumped design with a repetition rate of at least 100 Hz, but with a lower pulse energy of 
about 100 mJ. This promises a more reliable operation far from damage thresholds with even 
a higher average output.

Transmission measurements in a absorption cell filled with Cs vapor verified a spectral purity 
of the generated IR radiation at least 99.9 %. This is a consequence of the large resonator size 
(Fig. 7) and spatial filtering, which remove the divergent broadband contributions.

18.4.2 Receiver
In order to collect as much of the backscattered light as possible, a large telescope in the lidar 
receiver must be used. Therefore, for the Zugspitze system the principal component of the re-
ceiver (Fig. 8; specifications: Table 1) is a Newtonian telescope with an 0.65 m-diameter para-
bolic mirror (f = 2 m), more or less limited by the dimensions of the slit of the costly astronom-
ical dome above the laboratory. The light entering the telescope is collimated and fed through 
a 5 nm interference filter, separated into near- and far-field channels with a 1-% beam splitter, 
and finally detected with avalanche photo diodes (APDs). In the far-field channel an additional 
0.5 nm-bandwidth inference filter is installed during daytime in order to reduce further the 
solar background.
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The laser beam is sent into the atmosphere at a distance of not more than 0.7 m from the tel-
escope axis, which ensures a full beam overlap (beginning of the operating range) at a distance 
of 300 m. This allows for comparisons with the FTIR spectrometer and the in-situ measurements 
at the Zugspitze summit. The telescope axis, the laser beam, and the optical axis of the ocular 
are aligned in a common plane. The near-field contribution in the far-field channel is cut off by 
an adjustable-slit aperture. This aperture also rejects a major part of the solar background, 
outside the useful rectangular field of view. The signals for the “on” and “off” wavelengths are 
separated by sequential detection. Optionally, a second far-field channel can be added (as in-
dicated in the figure) if the detection spectral bandwidth must be further reduced with at least 
one Fabry-Perot etalon in the future.

The pre-amplified signal from each APD is recorded by a 12-bit transient digitizer with 16384 
registers and a sample rate of 20 MHz, which provides a spatial resolution of 7.5 m.

Fig. 7: Layout of the laser system of the Zugspitze DIAL; abbreviations: D1, D2 … fast photo diodes 
 (Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008).

Fig. 8: Layout of the receiver of the Zugspitze DIAL; the λof f far-field channel is optional and not yet 
 installed. Abbreviation: APD ... avalanche photo diode (Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008).
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18.4.3 System performance
In this and the following subsection we discuss the performance so far achieved for the wide-
range Zugspitze DIAL. The system has been thoroughly tested since the summer of 2004. In 
2007 routine operation was started, with typically two measurement days per week, if the 
weather conditions are favorable. A number of examples of measurements, obtained under 
different conditions, are shown in (Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008). Here, just two of them are 
presented to illustrate the capabilities of the Zugspitze DIAL (Figs. 9 and 10). Further examples 
are given in the parallel contribution by Trickl and Vogelmann (this volume) and the references 
cited therein.

For a first validation, several RS80 radiosondes were launched in Garmisch-Partenkirchen by 
the Meteorological Institute of the University of Munich in autumn 2005. Although the distance 
of the launch site to the lidar is just 10 km the influence of the differences in time and space 
was mostly not negligible. In Fig. 9 the results of a successful comparison are shown. Apart 
from some vertical displacement, rather likely caused by the sonde drifting outside the Alps, 
the agreement is very good up to 8 km.

A very good agreement was also achieved when intercomparing integrated water vapor profiles 
with the integrated water vapor measurements from the solar Fourier transform mid infrared 
spectrometer at the Zugspitze summit (Vogelmann et al., 2011).

Fig. 10 shows an example of a narrow stratospheric air intrusion at 3.2 km a.s.l.. This narrow 
layer arrived approximately from the east. Thus, the Munich radiosonde, which ascended almost 
at the time of the lidar measurement, probed roughly the same phase of the air mass. The agree-
ment of the two measurements is quite astonishing, both showing as little as 1 % relative humid-
ity in the dry layer. This indicates the absence of significant mixing with the air surrounding this 
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thin dry tongue in the middle and lower troposphere. When the intrusion had descended to the 
Zugspitze summit (2962 m a.s.l.) three hours later the relative humidity had grown to 13 % , which 
is about three times the error specified for the in-situ measurement. In a systematic study we 
found that the minimum humidity in intrusion layers can be even much lower and frequently 
match values in the lowermost stratosphere (Trickl et al., 2014). This demonstrates that a water- 
vapor DIAL is capable of resolving these extreme values at least in the lower free troposphere.

The example in Fig. 10 shows a principal agreement between the measurements above UFS 
and Munich, but also clear differences. This underlines the difficulty of a validation of humidity 
profiles with instruments not sharing the observational volume. This could be avoided in a 
comparison of the Zugspitze DIAL with the air-borne DIAL-system DLR-WALES (935 nm) on-
board the FALCON aircraft within the LUAMI campaign (Wirth et al., 2009; Trickl et al., 2016). 
Both systems showed a remarkable agreement (deviation < 3 %) in a major part of the altitude 
range during the FALCON overpass. The result of the comparison is shown in Fig. 6 of our 
parallel contribution (Trickl and Vogelmann, 2022). No bias between the two lidar systems could 
be resolved at an uncertainty level of about 1 %. Finally, three optical remote sounders (2 DIALs, 
1 FTIR) operating in three different regions of the water vapor molecular spectrum demonstrat-
ed their precision by direct intercomparison for the first time.

Routine measurements with the DIAL were carried out from 2007 to 2015. The measurements 
have revealed a considerable variability of the free-tropospheric water-vapor densities over the 
year by roughly a factor of thirty. By using different wavelength pairs there is rarely a problem 
in reaching altitudes of more than 10 km.

The current sensitivity limit of the lidar in the upper troposphere is chosen as the amplitude of 
the density noise, which is roughly 1.5 × 1020 m−3 (and sometimes even better), corresponding 
to about 18 ppm of H2O for an altitude of 10 km. Anticipating a substantial increase in laser 
pulse energy and an order-of-magnitude reduction in signal-processing noise the sensitivity 
limit of the Zugspitze DIAL could be improved to about 2.5 ppm, i. e., below the stratospheric 
H2O mixing ratio of typically 4 to 5 ppm.

Fig. 9: Comparison of an almost simultaneous measurement of the Zugspitze DIAL and with a RS80 ra-
dio sonde launched at Garmisch-Partenkirchen on October 12, the maximum possible water-vapor density 
(100 % relative humidity) is derived from the sonde temperature profile (Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008).
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18.5 Conclusions and outlook

Due to their good temporal and spatial resolution DIAL measurements are ideal for detailed 
studies of tropospheric trace gases. The DIAL technique is also highly suitable for routine meas-
urements due to its stable calibration. The first ground-based DIAL system covering almost the 
entire free troposphere is the high-power lidar at the Schneefernerhaus research station in the 
Northern Alps. Excellent daytime performance has been demonstrated. Although a measure-
ment error corresponding to 5 % of the average seasonal humidity, as demanded by the cli-
mate-research community (e. g. Harries, 1997) and suggested by the performance simulations, 
is not yet proved above 9 km, the results indicate, that the final performance of the system could 
be close to this or even better. Cases in which upper-tropospheric measurements are not pos-
sible due to complete light absorption at lower altitudes are rare. This demonstrates the advan-
tage of the high-altitude lidar laboratory. The Zugspitze DIAL was in successful routine operation 
from 2007 to 2015 until a major damage of the laser system, which is currently replaced. It 
contributed to important studies of atmospheric variability and long range transport as well as 
stratosphere to troposphere exchange (Trickl et al., 2013, 2014; Vogelmann et al., 2015; Trickl et 
al., 2015, 2016; 2020; Trickl and Vogelmann, 2022). Lidar remote sounding of water vapor and 
other atmospheric constituents and parameters is an ongoing development which is coupled 
to the performance and development of laser transmitters. As shown in this chapter, ground 
based DIAL measurements of water vapor are limited to the troposphere because of light loss-
es in lower altitudes and the drop of the water vapor concentration in the tropopause region. 
This gave us motivation for developing a Raman-Lidar for stratospheric water vapor measure-
ments up to 25 km (Klanner et al., 2021). This technique, is based on directly measuring inelas-
tic backscatter from H2O molecules, that is smaller than Rayleigh backscatter at the same wave-
length by more than three decades. On the other hand, this method is not limited by its 
principle to a certain altitude range and can be scaled up to any level by increasing the laser 

Fig. 10: Measurements of Zugspitze DIAL and Munich radiosonde during a stratospheric intrusion event 
on October 31, 2007; the density for 100 % relative humidity is derived from the sonde temperature 
 profile. The lidar data were re-evaluated with higher vertical resolution than in Fig.15 of (Vogelmann and 
Trickl, 2008) in order to show the true system performance within the stratospheric air layer at 3.2 km.
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power and the size of the receiver telescope. The new Raman lidar at UFS has a laser power of 
180 W (308 nm) and a main telescope with 1.5 m The performance of the Raman lidar also allows 
for temperature measurements up to at 90 km by measuring the air density from inelastic and 
elastic backscatter from air molecules. As temperature being the most important parameter for 
radiation and an indicator for the propagation of atmospheric gravity waves, remote tempera-
ture profiling is also of great interest in atmospheric and climate research.

A Raman lidar has two main disadvantages. Wide-range operation is limited to the night be-
cause of the weak far-field signal is perturbed by the noise of solar background, a limitation that 
is much less severe for a DIAL (see Fig. 6). Secondly, a Raman lidar must be calibrated. At UFS 
we have the unique advantage of the parallel operation of the DIAL that ensures volume match-
ing. A first positive comparison of the two UFS lidar systems in a highly complex situation is 
described in Klanner et al., 2010). Both reasons strongly motivate to provide a new high-power 
laser system for the DIAL. The development of a new laser in under way. A new concept has 
been chosen and the first version was successfully tested.
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19  Hydrological investigations in the Wetterstein 

Mountains at the UFS Schneefernerhaus 

(Bavarian Alps)

K.-F. Wetzel1, M. Bernhardt2, S. Weishaupt1 & M. Weber3

19.1  Scientific background of hydrological research in 
high mountain regions

19.1.1 Why do we study high mountain hydrology?
High mountain regions of the world are receiving overproportioned amounts of precipitation 
in comparison with surrounding regions due to orographic effects. Simultaneously, evapotrans-
piration rates are low. Therefore, they have been termed as the global water towers by Viviroli 
et al. (2007). Above all, mountains in dry climate zones have a high significance for water avail-
ability for people living in the forelands and for agriculture purposes. In different publications 
Viviroli et al. (2007) depicted this fact by calculating an index for the contribution of mountain 
areas for the water supply in adjacent forelands. The regional distribution of this index (cf. Fig. 1) 
illustrates the hydrological significance of mountain regions on a global scale.

It is not only the total amount of precipitation why mountain areas are referred to as water towers. 
Besides, the temporal distribution of water availability plays an essential role. During the warm 
season, when solar radiation is high and primary production can be at its maximum rate, a sufficient 
water supply especially for agriculture is a prerequisite. In this context, the temporal storage of 
water by snow cover during the cold season and meltwater from snow and glaciers throughout the 
summer guarantee sufficient discharge of rivers and recharge of groundwater resources even in 
dry forelands of high mountain regions (e. g. Verbunt et al. 2003, Holko et al. 2011, Huss 2011).

Another fact, why research on mountain hydrology is necessary, is the ongoing climate change. 
Climate change affects high mountain regions stronger than lowlands, resulting in a change of 
 regional water budgets, which may cause a shortening of water availability for human pur poses (cf. 
Viviroli et al. 2011). In the European Alps for example, a shift of air temperatures of about 1.4 K has 

1 Institute of Geography, University of Augsburg
2 Institute of Hydrology and Watermanagement, BOKU Wien
3 Department of Geography, LMU München

Fig. 1: Runoff formation of mountain areas relative to average lowland runoff given as a disproportionality factor RWY. Disproportion-
ality in favour of runoff exists if RWY > 1, if RWY > 2 its remarkable and its essential if RWY > 5 (for details see Viviroli et al. 2007).
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been observed for the last century (cf. Bunetti et al. 2009), which are as twice as high as the global 
trend (1901–2012) according to IPCC (2013). The rise of temperatures is accompanied by changes in 
the hydrological regime, mostly obvious in the retreat of glaciers in each part of the Alps and in 
other high mountain regions of the world (e. g. Hagg et al. 2012, Laghari et al. 2012, Hänggi & Wein-
gartner 2013, Gobiet et al. 2014). The snow cover its areal extend as well as the duration and snow 
water equivalent are certainly affected by climate change in many upland regions of the world.

Despite the hydrological significance and the impact of climate change on water resources in 
mountain regions, there is still a gap in the knowledge of high mountain hydrology (e. g. Mes-
serli et al. 2009, Pomeroy & Marks 2009). This gap in knowledge has many reasons. Above all, 
high mountain areas have harsh environmental conditions, a strong three-dimensional varia-
bility of all parameters relevant for hydrology and most areas are only accessible with strenu-
ous efforts. These points will be stressed later in more detail.

19.1.2  Why do we study hydrology at UFS 
Schneefernerhaus in the Wetterstein Mountains?

There are many reasons why hydrological research is promising at UFS Schneefernerhaus in 
the Wetterstein Mountains inclusively the highest peak of Germany (Zugspitze, 2,962 m a.s.l.) 
(see Fig. 2). Important reasons are the special hydrogeological situation, long-term records of 
meteorological as well as glaciological data, the accessibility of the area, the infrastructure with 
hydro-meteorological stations and the network of different research institutions working at UFS 
Schneefernerhaus.

From the hydrological point of view, it is a precondition to have a catchment basin for quanti-
fying the different fluxes of water and for solving the water balance on a regional scale. An 
ideal catchment basin should be closed and drainage of the basin should take place by only 
distinct watercourses. Then it is possible to quantify catchment runoff as a base for further 
analysis like recession behaviour, runoff component analysis or mass balances for environ-
mental tracers as stable isotopes, dissolved carbon or micropollutants.

These hydrogeological preconditions of an ideal catchment basin can be found in the karstified 
research catchment Zugspitzplatt (RCZ), draining to the Partnach River karst spring (cf. Wetzel 

Fig. 2: Location and instrumentation of the research catchment Zugspitzplatt (RCZ). Arrows for the 
 estimated direction of karst groundwater flow and the main fault lines forcing the groundwater for 
 upwelling at Partnach Spring.
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2004). UFS Schneefernerhaus is situated within the 11.4 km2 wide basin expanding from Part-
nach-Spring at 1,430 m a.s.l to the summit of Zugspitze. As a result from tectonic stress from 
the south, the Zugspitze area is part of a westward rising geological syncline with circular 
stretching mountain ranges in the south, west and north (Hornung & Haas 2017) (cf. Fig. 2). The 
entire area is built up by the pure and heavily karstified Triassic Wetterstein Limestone with a 
thickness of about 600–800 m (Miller 1962, Hornung & Haas 2017). Underlying marly claystone 
(Partnach limestone, also Triassic) and other strata with an estimated thickness of around 300–
600 m are acting as an aquiclude. According to Miller (1962) the higher western part of the 
Zugspitze area has been lowered geologically along two approximately north-south running 
fault lines by some tenth of meters (Fig. 3). At the crossing-point of these faults the spring is 
situated feeding the Partnach River by upwelling karst groundwater. The centre of the geolog-
ical syncline has a quite smooth eastward dipping surface with a slope of about 13°, overtopped 
by surrounding mountain ranges by several hundred meters.

Due to high elevations and steep slopes with ongoing geomorphological processes (debris 
flows, rock fall) large parts of the area (ca. 40 %) are not covered by vegetation. Typically for the 
northern Alps, in the lower part of the catchment up to an elevation of 2,000 m a.s.l. mountain 
forests with spruce, fire and pine are dominating. Above the tree line and below elevations of 
about 2,350 m a.s.l. patchy alpine grassland covers the ground where fine-grained moraine 
sediments can be found. A detailed map of vegetation cover of RCZ has been presented by 
Korch (2014).

For the region around Zugspitze a long-term meteorological record since 1900 AD of an obser-
vatory of the German weather service (DWD) exists. According to the data of the DWD obser-
vatory, the region has received little more than 2000 mm of precipitation per year for the peri-
od of 1961–1990 (Müller-Westermeier 1996). Because of the exposed position of the 
observatory, wind induced losses may lead to lower precipitation amounts as in the surround-
ing more sheltered areas. Mean temperature of this period according to data of DWD was 
–4.8 °C with extremes of 17.6 °C and –32.7 °C (Müller-Westermeier 1996). Snowfall can be ob-
served throughout the year, but during winter season from October to the end of April, solid 
precipitation is dominating. At lower elevations snowmelt already starts in March and April, in 
May snowmelt can occur at the entire Zugspitzplatt usually having its maximum in middle of 
June and commonly lasting up to July. Typically, most parts of the catchment are snow free at 

Fig. 3: Cross sections through RCZ according to Miller (1962) showing a) the syncline structure and b) 
the lowering of the western part of the syncline with RCZ. The marly Partnach limestone below Wetter-
stein limestone acts as an aquiclude.
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the end of July and hydrographs of the melting glaciated areas can be recorded at Partnach 
spring (cf. Wetzel 2004). During the summer season, heavy thunderstorms with high precipita-
tion amounts may occur as well as long lasting intense rainfall events.

Beneath the mountain range in the northwest of RCZ, the remains of a formerly more than 3 km2 
wide glacier (beginning of 19th century) are situated. According to Hagg (2012) the glaciered 
area decreased to 32.6 ha in 2009 at the end of the mass balance period in September and for 
major glacier remain (Nördlicher Schneeferner) from 103.6 ha in 1892 over 27.8 ha (2009) to 
23.9 ha in 2014 (cf. Wetzel & Bernhardt 2015). Observations and topographic data of the glacial 
retreat are available from 1892 AD on up to the recent.

Often accessibility of catchments can be a limiting factor for research in high mountain areas. 
Even fieldwork is hard in the RCZ because it has to be done by feet in a steep and rough terrain, 
the area can be reached easily all over the year by cable car or cogwheel train. In the centre of 
RCZ at an elevation of 2.580 m a.s.l. the main station for mountain tourists (skiing, sledding, 
hiking, etc.) is situated (see Fig. 2). From here, a cable car leads to the UFS Schneefernerhaus 
(2,650 m a.s.l.) where accommodation of about 30 researchers is possible. In the lower part of 
RCZ, two mountain huts of the “Deutscher Alpenverein” (DAV) are situated at an elevation of 
about 2,050 m and 1370 m a.s.l., respectively. They also offer accommodation during the sum-
mer season, making fieldwork more effective and easy.

The UFS Schneefernerhaus is a virtual institute consisting of ten partners organized in a con-
sortium. As the consortia partners are representing different facets of environmental research 
from precipitable water in the atmosphere over raindrop formation processes to trace element 
analysis in the ecosystem, a scientific network exists at UFS Schneefernerhaus, stimulating 
interdisciplinary hydrological research. From the hydrological point of view, data of the DWD 
are of special interest as well as data from the LWD (Bavarian Avalanche Service) who maintains 
a climate station equipped with several devices specific for questions of snow hydrology. Ad-
ditional climatological data from surrounding areas are recorded by the working group on bi-
oclimatology and geosphere (TUM) of Prof. A. Menzel (see contribution XY in this book) in a 
special research on climatological gradients in a mountain environment (Klimagrad).

19.1.3  What are the problems constraining hydrological 
research in high mountain environments?

High mountain environments have harsh environmental conditions, constraining measurement 
of parameters relevant for hydrological research. Several international scientific commissions 
and working groups are engaged in the special task of cold regions hydrology, including hy-
drology of high mountains. Examples are the International Commission for Snow and Ice Hy-
drology (ICSIH) of the IAHS, the International Glaciological Society (IGC), the WMO Global 
Cryosphere Watch (GCW) mechanism or the International Network for Alpine Research Catch-
ment Hydrology (INARCH) (Pomeroy et al. 2015).

Above all, it is the lower temperature leading to a high proportion of solid precipitation. Meas-
urement of solid precipitation in a mountainous terrain and the estimation of water equivalent 
is a hard challenge due to the areal heterogeneity of snow properties, the redistribution of snow 
by wind as well as by avalanches and last but not least gaseous gains and losses. On the other 
hand, the three-dimensionality of the relief is causing a high variability in the wind field result-
ing in a heterogeneity of precipitation amounts even in short distances and other hydrological 
parameters as exposure or soil moisture.

A few examples shall illustrate the problems hydrological research is confronted with in moun-
tain areas. Due to harsh climate conditions, measuring devices sometimes are failing. If snow 
cover is high for instance, measuring devices may be covered by snow. Therefore, instruments 
are often mounted higher as normally. Fig. 4 shows a typical weather station with instruments 
for temperature and humidity in 3 m and 5 m above the ground, respectively. The rain gauge 
for liquid and solid precipitation has also been mounted 5 m above ground, because of a thick 
snowpack during winter. Low temperatures can cause failures of electronic equipment as well 
as lightning strokes during thunderstorms in summer. Precipitation measurements have high 
wind induced losses in comparison to lowland stations because of stronger winds in high alti-
tudes and since snow is prone to wind drift (cf. Sevruk 1996, Frei & Schär 1998).
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Runoff in mountain creeks is often extremely turbulent. Additionally, bedload transport is com-
mon during high flows resulting in difficulties determining discharge rates exactly. For runoff 
measurements, tracer techniques as the salt dilution method for instance are appropriate to 
turbulent flowing mountain waters, because traditional flow meters as well as acoustic devices 
may be damaged under these conditions. Otherwise, turbulent flowing water is a prerequisite 
for the use of tracer based runoff measurements. High concentrations of solids during storm 
runoff is a further item of mountain creeks leading to several problems at river gauges.

19.1.4 What is the design of our measuring approach?
The hydrogeological situation of RCZ with a westward rising syncline structure, circular stretch-
ing mountain ranges and a karst spring draining the entire catchment gives the idea of a big 
natural lysimeter (see Fig. 5). The idea of a natural lysimeter has been proven by dye tracer 
tests. A first dye tracer test was conducted in 1980. The Bavarian Geological Service injected 
about 10 kg of Uranine into the meltwater flow of the Nördlicher Schneeferner (Wrobel 1980). 
Because no information about flow velocities in the karst system existed, sampling procedure 
at the Partnach spring began about 18 hours after Uranine injection. At this time, the concen-
tration peak of Uranine has just passed the spring in a distance of about 4.2 km and only the 
tailing of the dye experiment could be recorded. In August of 2005 again two dye tracers (5 kg 
Uranine and 10 kg Eosine) were inserted at two different points of the Zugspitzplatt (cf. Fig. 2) 
(Rappl et al. 2010). At well-developed sinkholes meltwater of a 20 cm snow cover flushed the 
dye tracers into the karst system. A dense network of sampling points round the Zugspitze area 
especially in the vicinity of the fault lines was set up. Over one year samples were taken in a 
decreasing temporal resolution of initially 30 min to monthly intervals. As a result no dye could 
be detected outside the Partnach River and recovery rates more than 90 % for Uranine and 
around 50 % for Eosine were calculated (Tab. 1). During a further dye tracer test in 2012, Eosine 
was injected in the southeaster part of Zugspitzplatt with the intention to verify the closed 
structure of the basin in the vicinity of the bordering fault line. Again, no emersion of tracer was 
observed and a recovery rate of about 50 % could be determined (Strobl & Wetzel 2015) empha-
sising the closed character of RCZ and the idea of a natural lysimeter.

Fig. 4: Summer and winter aspect of a meteorological station in the RCZ.
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Tab. 1: Review of quantitative results of dye tracer experiments in the basin auf Partnach spring

Experiment

2011

Experiment

2005

Experiment

1980

dye tracer Eosine
(4 kg)

Uranine
(5 kg)

Eosine
(10 kg)

Uranine
(12 kg)

date of input 08-17, 12:00 08-16, 14:20 08-17, 11:00 08-05, 15:00

inclined distance to 

Partnach spring

2,907 m 4,155 m 3,510 m about 3,500 m

first detection 53.5 h 32 h 20.5 h < 18 h

max. velocity 54,3 m/h 130 m/h 171 m/h > 200 m/h

mean velocity 14,3 m/h 67,8 m/h 104,2 m/h -:-

mean longitudinal 

 dispersivity αl

50,3 m 41,4 m 189 m -:-

recovery rate ca. 53 % > 90 % > 52 % ca. 20 %

To operate a natural lysimeter, it is necessary to quantify input and output fluxes as accurately 
as possible. This is especially problematic in mountain regions as relevant hydrological param-
eters show a high variability in space and would therefore require a dense measurement 
scheme (e. g. Strasser et al. 2013). The input term of the water balance equation is precipitation. 
Output of the hydrological system is generated by gaseous losses and by runoff. Because direct 
measurement of runoff is possible with a high accuracy, gaseous losses mostly are calculated 
by subtraction of precipitation and runoff (De Jong et al. 2005). Hence, our measurements are 
concentrating on solid and liquid precipitation on the input side and on registration of runoff 
for system output in a high temporal resolution.

Therefore, the research area is instrumented with meteorological stations extended by instru-
ments for snow observation (Fig. 2). In 2013 three stations for meteorological and snow cover 
observations have been installed at about 2,320 m a.s.l. in the north and south of Zugspitzplatt 
as well as in eastern part at 2,000 m a.s.l. These stations are comparable to a meteorological 
station of the Bavarian Avalanche Warning Service (LWD), which is situated at about 2,420 m.a.s.l. 
in a central position of the Zugspitzplatt. Data of these stations are transmitted by GSM to a 
server, so permanent data access is possible. Tab. 2 gives an overview about the parameters 
measured at these four stations. A broad spectrum of meteorological data is available from the 
DWD observatory at Zugspitze. At UFS Schneefernerhaus meteorological data as temperature, 
humidity and precipitation are recorded in addition to a multitude of remote sensing based 
measurements of the lower and middle atmosphere.

Fig. 5: The closed charac-
ter of RCZ with a gauging 
station near Partnach- 
Spring provokes the idea 
of a natural lysimeter 
suitable for balancing the 
water budged of a high 
alpine catchment.
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Tab. 2: The instrumentation of meteorological stations in the research area.

Sensor Station East 

2,015 m

Station North 

2,295 m

Station South 

2,300 m

LWD Station 

2,420 m

Temperature 3 m ● ● ● ●

Temperature 5 m ● ● ● –

Humidity 3 m ● ● ● ●

Humidity 5 m ● ● ● –

Windspeed m/s ● ● ● ●

Winddirection ● ● ● ●

Snow hight ● ● ● ●

Surface temp. ● ● ● –

Snow base temp. ● ● ● –

Snow temp. 50 cm ● ● ● –

Snow balance 6 m2 – – – ●

Albedo global ● ● ● ●

Albedo shortw. ● – – –

Albedo longw. ● – – –

Prec. balance ● – – ●

Tippy bucket ● ● ● ●

Liquid precipitation is recorded by a network of tippy buckets and rain gauges at seven places 
distributed over the entire catchment and in the Partnach valley (Fig. 2). Tippy buckets are only 
working correctly while liquid precipitation occurs. Several thresholds for separating snow and 
rain by air temperatures were presented in the past (Kienzle 2008). In this study we us a thresh-
old of 2 °C. When air temperatures are above plus 2 °C liquid precipitation is assumed. If tem-
peratures are below this threshold data of the tippy buckets are not reliable and only data of 

Fig. 6: Partnach River gauge with instruments for recording of water level, EC and water temperature as 
well as for automatic water sampling. The plot shows the relationship of water level and runoff derived 
from salt dilution measurements.
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weighing rain gauges are used. The measurement of solid precipitation and above all the snow 
water equivalent is a challenging task, described later in a separate chapter.

System output is recorded at Partnach River gauge (see Fig. 6) nearly 250 m downstream of the 
Partnach spring. Due to the risk of avalanches during springtime, direct measurements at the 
spring are not possible. At Partnach River gauge water level is recorded every five minutes by 
a pressure probe and a radar system, additionally. Automatic water samplers are placed at the 
gauge station as well. The water level runoff relationship of Partnach River gauge has been 
computed by means of salt dilution runoff measurements. As Fig. 6 shows, we have a robust 
polynomial function for the calculation of runoff over a wide span of water levels.

Stable isotopes of the different runoff components (precipitation, meltwater and water from 
Partnach spring) are collected for mass balance calculations as well as for runoff separation 
and residence time estimations. For runoff separation by use of geochemical tracers, electric 
conductivity (EC) is recorded at Partnach River gauge.

19.2  Results of the hydrological research in the 
Wetterstein Mountains

19.2.1  Snow cover and its spatiotemporal distribution 
(M. Bernhardt & M. Weber)

It is a general challenge to describe the snow cover distribution in high mountain areas. This is 
because of the fact that the snow cover distribution is very much coupled on the local turbu-
lence fields, which are influencing snow accumulation and snow redistribution. Hence, there 
was sceptics in the literature and it was nearly questioned if the prediction of the real snow 
distribution and of the steering factors might be possible at all. Klemes (1988) argued: “Validat-

ing wind fields and snow transport processes in mountainous areas is a highly difficult and 

mostly impossible task”. The main issues belonged to the limited accessibility of high alpine 
and crest regions, which are most interesting for model validation, which leads to a remarkable 
lack of validation data which can only be overcome if one has “a team of Olympic skiing heroes 

available for the field campaign” (Klemes 1988). But, it was also seen that there is a good chance 
to overcome at least some of these issues by using remotely sensed information, which should 
than balance the existing deficits at least to some degree (Klemes 1988, Hall et al. 1995). It can 
be stated that the mentioned issues are still existent and vast mountain areas, also of the re-
search catchment Zugspitze (Bernhardt et al. 2014) do stay inaccessible at least during the 
winter season. Nevertheless, information about the amount of snow stored in the catchment 
is needed in different ways. Water from the alpine snow cover is buffering low flows in the 
summer, is used for energy production, can play a key role in course of flood generation and 
is important for the tourism industry. As many of the named topics are critical for the people 
which are living in the mountains or the forelands, highly precise information about the snow 
cover distribution in mountain catchments has to be delivered. It has become obvious that 
measurement campaigns are not an option because of the terrain characteristics. In addition, 
while today remotely sensed data can be very helpful for delineating the snow cover extent it 
is still impossible to derive the one value we are looking for in water resources management 
and that is the snow water equivalent. Snow water equivalent is describing the amount, which 
would be left if the snow pack would be completely unfreezed. The approach at the RCZ is to 
use scientific models to translate the available information from the meteorological stations 
into a spatially distributed snow cover. Different challenges have to be addressed here. First of 
all the point measurements of the meteorological variables have to be converted into a spatial 
field of these variables. This means for any point in the catchment has to be a temperature, a 
humidity, etc. information available for running the hydrological model at the respective point 
afterwards. This information can be produced by interpolation techniques of different complex-
ity or by means of regional climate models (RCMs). Both is done at Zugspitze catchment. In 
case of an interpolation the methods included in micromet (Liston & Elder, 2006) or those in-
cluded in meteoio (Bavay & Egger 2014) are used. Both are making more or less use of topo-
graphical characteristics in the catchment for distributing the meteorological variables. The 
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techniques reach thereby from simple gradient/lapse rate methods were the average increase/
decrease of a meteorological variable with elevation is used for distributing the variable over 
the catchment with the help of a digital elevation model (DEM) (Bernhardt et al., 2010; Gao et 
al., 2012; Gao et al., 2014). Other more complex approaches as Kriging or Co-Kriging or other 
statistical approaches (Bavay & Egger 2014, Laux et al. 2009, Masson & Frei 2014) are used as 
well. Independent of the used scheme it has to be mentioned that meteorological information 
in high alpine areas might be extremely error prone and does have a limited spatial represent-
atives. This can be related to the harsh climatic conditions and the steep topography. It is not 
uncommon that a meteorological sensor freezes during the winter season and does therefore 
deliver none or false information. Beside of this high wind speeds in combination with solid 
precipitation usually leads to a robust underestimation of the precipitation. The limited spatial 
representativeness of the station measurements stems from the fact that the stations are usu-
ally located at flat and easily accessible locations which do only represent a small portion of 
the total catchment area. Knowing this is important for interpreting the results of the hydrolog-
ical models in a proper way.

So, if the meteorological information is made available a certain type of hydrological model 
has to be selected. This is again a challenging task as there are numerous models with different 
complexity available. These reach from simple day degree models to complex multi-layer phys-
ically based model approaches. Temperature index models are not used at the research catch-
ment Zugspitze as the scientific value of those models is questionable. Temperature index 
models are accumulating the snow at the ground if the air temperature during a precipitation 
event is below of a certain threshold temperature. This is also true for more complex models 
but those are usually using the wet bulb temperature as indicator for snow or rainy precipita-
tion. If the temperature now reaches another threshold, the snow starts to melt again. This is 
under many aspects a huge oversimplification of the melting process which is in reality steered 
by the incoming short and longwave radiation, local turbulences in the windfield, internal en-
ergy budget of the snow pack, albedo of the snow surface, liquid water content within the snow 
pack and finally also by the air temperature. Hence, while temperature index models might be 
an adequate tool for applied approaches were a simple relationship between temperature and 
melt is needed or if extremely limited climatic inputs are available, there is no argument for 
using these models in a scientific context, by ignoring all of the relationships mentioned before. 
Zugspitze research catchment does deliver any key climatic parameter from numerous points 
in the catchments. The layout of the measurement network as described before is made for 
supporting the setup and the further development of sophisticated land surface models. This 
is why two advanced snow hydrological models are used here. The spatially distributed and 
raster based model Alpine3D developed at the SLF (Mott et al. 2014, Schlogl et al. 2016) and 
CRHM developed at the centre for hydrology 
of USASK (Fang & Pomeroy 2016, Lopez- 
Moreno et al. 2016, Weber et al. 2016). Main 
differences between these models are that 
the one has a spatial discretisation scheme 
which is raster based (Alpine3D) and do 
have a dynamic multi layer snow cover rep-
resentation while the other one used hydro-
logical response units (HRU) for a spatial 
discretisation and a three layer model for 
the snow pack description (CRHM). It could 
be shown that both models are very much 
able to reproduce the snow cover evolution 
when compare to the measurements at our 
measurement stations (cf. Fig. 7).

Also the spatial representation of the snow 
pack was very good when compared to sat-
ellite data (Fig. 8).

But, by saying this different other research 
questions appeared. First, how many HRUs 
do we need for sufficiently describe the hy- Fig. 7: Comparison of measured and modelled snow depth in RCZ.
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drology of a catchment like the research catchment Zugspitze? Do the model modules and model 
schemes which are to some parts developed in other regions of the world really cover the dynam-
ics at Zugspitze or are we right for the wrong reasons? Is our satellite evaluation data user inde-
pendent and objective? Is the data we are using for future projections really covering all the 
processes we have identified as relevant with our long over a 100-year historical data series. All 
these questions were answered at Zugspitze during the last years. We have seen that the snow 
distribution in the catchment is 
mostly generated over snow re-
distribution of the still accumu-
lated snow cover in our models. 
This behaviour can be observed 
in colder environments than 
Zugspitze is. These areas tend to 
have a very light and dry snow 
pack, which can be easily modi-
fied by local turbulences. The 
snow cover at Zugspitze instead 
is comparatively compacted 

Fig. 8: The spatial representation of the snow packs by modelling and from satellite data.

Fig. 9: Calibrated NDSI thresholds by PRACTISE for RCZ and 
the Vernagtferner area.

Fig. 10: Future projections of the time shift of snowmelt in the 
RCZ.
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and denser. Hence, most of the observed spatial snow cover heterogeneity was generated during 
precipitation and in relation to the turbulence fields during precipitation. The resulting pattern is 
comparable but we have learned that the available model routines are not covering the process 
well here and they are adapted in the moment. In view of the satellite data the Normalized Differ-
ence Snow Index (NDSI) (Härer et al. 2016) is often used for snow mapping approaches. This index 
makes use of a threshold, which defines the NDSI value from which on snow is assumed to be 
present in the respective satellite pixel. The threshold is by standard 0.4. We could show that this 
threshold is not constant over the year. Many others assumed this and the threshold was very 
often adapted on basis of expert knowledge. However, the selection of the modified NDSI was 
therewith never intersubjective. This is why the software package PRACTISE was developed which 
allows for a calibration of the NDSI threshold on basis of local photography’s (Härer et al. 2016). 
On basis of this package an explicit definition of the NDSI threshold for any satellite scene and 
any specific location has become possible. The example shows a derivation for the research 
catchment Zugspitze and another alpine catchment the Vernagtferner at Austria (Fig. 9).

Finally, future projections were made and it was clearly shown that the snow storage at Zug-
spitze will be strongly affected by the ongoing climate change (Weber et al. 2016).

The results are in line with other and comparable investigations and underline the sensitivity 
of the alpine space to rising temperatures. Additionally, the analysis of historical data shows a 
strong influence of the NAO on the snow cover development in the RCZ. However, the rep-
resentation quality of the influence of large-scale climatic forcings like the NAO in future weath-
er/climate scenarios is questionable and it could be therewith shown that one influencing 
factor on the snow cover development at Zugspitze might be neglected in the until now climate 
change studies.

19.2.2  The karst system contributing to the Partnach spring 
(K.-F. Wetzel & S. Weishaupt)

The RCZ is a heavily karstified high mountain catchment. Due to the pattern of tectonic struc-
tures in the bedrock the drainage pathways on the Zugspitzplatt run into an unknown system 
of karst channels to the reservoir in the phreatic zone, where the water is temporary stored und 
gradually drained at the Partnach-Spring. Precipitation water as well as snowmelt water infil-
trates more or less directly into the karstic system meaning that no surface waters appear. As 
proven by dye tracer tests (cf. Wrobel 1980, Rappl et al. 2010 and Strobl & Wetzel 2015), a 
well-developed karst system with wide karst conduits must exist beneath RCZ resulting in mean 
travel times of some tenth of hours. Due to piston flow processes the hydrological reaction of 
Partnach-Spring is much faster than travel times. The size of the karst reservoir can be estimat-
ed roughly, as explained later.

Throughout the year, we observe a typical course of runoff (Fig. 11). By their characteristics, 
four periods can be distinguished. During the winter season (1) from the end of October to April 
no recharge of the karst system takes place and Partnach-Spring is falling dry (Morche 2010). 
At the end of April, melting processes are beginning in the lower parts of the catchment and 
first meltwater pulses can be observed running from the adjacent slopes into the Partnach 
River. The main melting period (2) in RCZ starts late in May lasting up to the beginning of July. 
During this period, the karst system of Zugspitzplatt is fed by meltwater and discharge at Part-
nach-Spring is continuously high. Rainfall induced runoff leads to pronounced peaks on top of 
this increased basal discharge level. Runoff at Partnach-Spring is a mixture of meltwater flow-
ing off from areas in increasing elevations. After melting comes to an end, storm precipitation 
and long lasting events from advection are dominating runoff behaviour in the third period (3). 
Several distinct runoff events with steep rising and falling limbs can be detected (Fig. 11). The 
runoff reaction of Partnach-Spring is as fast as reactions of open watercourses again indicating 
the well-developed karst system. During autumn (4), when atmosphere is cooling down and 
storm precipitation is more seldom, recharge of karst groundwater is reduced. During this 
usual dry period often daily melting cycles of the glacier remain (Nördlicher Schneeferner) can 
be observed. This fourth period is leading over to the winter period. Cool temperatures and 
snowfall in higher elevations are terminating recharge and karst groundwater head is falling 
step by step beneath the level of Partnach-Spring.
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Especially for modelling purposes, information about storage behaviour of the karst system is 
necessary. Besides tracer based approaches recession analysis is a tool for investigating stor-
age and depletion of groundwater bodies. In order to calculate time dependent recession curves 
and the recession constant “α” , pseudocontinuous depletion curves were constructed by splic-
ing short falling hydrograph intervals together (e. g. Lamb & Beven 1997, Mattheß & Ubell 2003). 
For determining the recession constant “α” on a broad basis this procedure has been done for 
several years. The result was a surprise: the recession behaviour of the Partnach-Spring varies 
from year to year. The slowest decline of runoff with recession constants of around α = –0.02 
was calculated for the years 2003, 2005 and 2008 (Fig. 12). From 2008 on the absolute value of 
“α” increases to α = 0,06 indicating a faster depletion of the karst groundwater. A distinct reason 
for that is not recognisable. Perhaps, flushing of debris into the karst system caused by heavy 
storm precipitation may have jammed water flow within karst conduits in some years. Anyway, 
the variability of recession behaviour makes runoff modelling in RCZ much more difficult.

By means of the depletion equation, an estimation of storage volumes of the vadose karst zone 
is possible. The time dependent depletion equation has the form

Q   ( t)   =   Q  0   ·   e  −αt  

where Q (t) is runoff at time t, Q0 is runoff at the beginning of depletion and α is the recession 
constant. Since the recession constant is variable, storage volumes of the vadose zone are 

Fig. 12: The variability of the recession coefficient “α” of Partnach Spring over time.

Fig. 11: The typical course of runoff at Partnach River gauge by examples of the years 2015 to 2017. Green 
(2): early melting period; light orange (3): main melting period; white (4): rainfall induced runoff and 
 drying up of Partnach-Spring.
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varying, too. Assuming that runoff at t0 is 1 m3/s and α is 0.06, a volume of water of about 
1.39 · 106 m3 has been discharged until the spring dries up. If α is 0.02 or 0.04 this volume is 
around 4.0 · 106 m3 and 2.1 · 106 m3, respectively. Hence follows, that storage volume varies 
between 1.4 · 106 and 4.0 · 106 m3 in order to the status of the karst system, which corresponds 
approximately to 185–350 mm of precipitation.

19.2.3  Tracer based approaches for separating different 
components of runoff (S. Weishaupt & K.-F. Wetzel)

Different tracer approaches are existing to separate direct runoff, predominantly consisting of 
meltwater and rainwater, from deep karst water. In this study electric conductivity (EC) has been 
used as a tracer for the main dissolved cations (Mg++ and Ca++) in the different components of 
runoff. In the stream flow of the Partnach River, EC varies with the amount of dissolved ions 
over the year. In spring, before melt-runoff occurs, the old water stored in the karstic system is 
highly mineralized and with the beginning of snowmelt and during strong precipitation events, 
the water of total runoff at the Partnach-Spring is gradually diluted and enriched again by the 
end of the year (see Fig. 13).

Even EC is a non-conservative tracer (e. g. Leibundgut et al. 2009), it was identified as suitable 
to perform two-component hydrograph separation, because of easy measuring and recording 
procedures in a high temporal resolution (cf. Wetzel 2003). From previous studies, it is known 
that melt and precipitation water solute ions within a short time after having contact with the 
rocks and these new waters infiltrate to the karstic system with an EC about 100 µS/cm (Hüttl 
1999). Water, which lingers for long periods in cave formations, continues to dissolve minerals 
(predominantly Ca++) and finally re-emerges with higher electric conductivity at the spring 
Partnach-Ursprung. Based on its typical concentration during low flow conditions, it can be 
concluded that the averaged EC of this old water is around 150 µS/cm. Over the years of meas-
urements of EC at the gauge station, it has been observed that the water is higher mineralized 
at the beginning of the melt in the spring. In the course of increasing melting processes 
 moving up to higher elevations in the RCZ, the Partnach-water is gradually diluted until melt-
ing ceases. Due to the high flow rates in the karst system at this time, retention of the melt-
water and thus the time of rock contact is reduced. Thereby the time required for a solute 
equilibrium is insufficient. Towards the end of the year in autumn, as soon as groundwater 
recharge decreases, the EC increases steadily until it reaches similar values as at the beginning 
of the year.

By means of a two-component mixing model (e. g. Wels et al. 1991), the two water sources, 
consisting of deep old karst water (Qold) and the new event water (Qnew), can be separated.

  Q  old   =   Q  total   ·   (   (E C  total  − E L  new )
  _______________  

(E C  old  − E L  new )
   )  

At the beginning of the melt, the water consists almost exclusively of old karst water from the 
phreatic zone (Fig. 13, purple line). The new melt water displaces this water in the reservoir 
stepwise and finally takes a share of about three quarters of the total runoff at the peak of the 
melt water runoff at the end of June. Depending on temperature changes on the Zugspitzplatt 
and precipitation rates of rain, which significantly influence the melting processes, the propor-
tions of the respective runoff components can also change. At the end of the hydrological year, 
the total runoff is mainly influenced by high-mineralized old karst water. As Fig. 13 shows, a 
recovery of EC to a similar level as at the beginning of snowmelt can be observed. The total 
amount of separated new water until the end of melting phase in the middle of July 2016 was 
over 60 % of the total runoff which is around 6.5 · 106 m3.

By a simple EC-based mixing approach, it is possible to estimate the groundwater volume of 
the phreatic karst zone roughly. The EC of 110 µS/cm of spring discharge (ECtotal) at the end of 
the melting phase in the middle of July results from mixing of deep karst water of 150 µS/cm 
(ECold) and recharge water with an EC of about 100 µS/cm (ECnew). From this time on EC is rising 
again, because continuous recharge from low mineralized meltwater is decreasing. Consider-
ing, that EC is not a conservative tracer and dissolution processes are going on, the calculated 
volume of the phreatic zone may be overestimated. Otherwise, only a fraction of the total 
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phreatic zone may be involved in runoff production and the effective volume of the phreatic 
zone is greater than calculated. However, the calculated volume has to be seen as a rough es-
timate.

Knowing the volume of recharge water (Volnew) up to the middle of July, the volume of the 
phreatic zone has been estimated as follows:

E  C  total    ( Vo l  old  + Vo l  new )   = E  C  old   · Vo  l  old   + E  C  new   · Vo  l  new  

The volume of recharge water has been taken from runoff data at Partnach River gauge. Solving 
the equation for Volold the volume of the phreatic zone of RCZ is about 10 · 106 m3. According to 
this, precipitation of nearly half a year is stored in the karst groundwater of RCZ.

Another frequently applied approach to separate runoff components is the use of stable iso-
topes 2H and 18O constituting the water molecule (overview in: Kendall & McDonnell 1998, Klaus 
& Mc Donnell 2013). Therefore, samples of inflow (rainfall, meltwater) and outflow waters at 
Partnach-Spring were taken for isotope analysis at Helmholtzzentrum München using laser 
spectroscopy (Picarro L2120-i). Results of isotope analysis are presented as the ratio of isotopes 
relative to a standard given in the delta notation as δ-value (‰), referenced to the VSMOW-SLAP 
scale (cf. Hürkamp et al. 2018 for further information). Together with the colleagues of Helm-
holtzzentrum, extensive investigations of the snowpack structure and its isotopic composition 
at different times throughout winter and spring were carried out (cf. Hürkamp et al. 2018). The 
results of the sampling have revealed a strong heterogeneity of the isotopic composition of the 
snow cover in spatial and temporal course especially during the degrading metamorphosis and 
the associated isotope fractionation processes (see Hürkamp et al. 2018). Therefore the isotop-
ic composition of the snowmelt water can only be predicted to a limited extend by knowing the 
isotopic variation within the snow pack in different snow profile spots. Only the concentration 
of the stable isotopes 2H and 18O of the draining snowmelt water, the liquid precipitation and 
the glacier ice give exact knowledge about the input of stable isotopes into the karst system, 
which is the basis for separating melt water from total runoff.

The isotopic composition of meltwater and subsequently runoff changes strongly during the 
melting period (cf. Stichler 1987, Zhou et al. 2008, Hürkamp et al. 2018) (Fig. 14, green line). 
During the early melting phase up to the middle of May, snowmelt in the lower areas of RCZ 
releases meltwater with increasing content of 2H and 18O to the Partnach River. Partnach-Spring 
itself still does not flow in this period. Later, while the upper parts of the RCZ are melting, the 
content of the spring water initially is isotopic heavier deep karst water, which is continuously 

Fig. 13: Graphs of runoff, EC and runoff of deep karst water separated by means of EC (QB-EC) at 
 Partnach River gauge throughout summer of 2016.
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replaced by the isotopic lighter meltwater (Fig. 14, after 22.5.). During the late melting phase 
the outflow of the spring is gradually altered to isotopic heavier water by summerlike precipi-
tation events and the isotopic heavier meltwater at the end of the melting period due to frac-
tionating processes (Zhou et al. 2008). Finally, the isotopic composition of runoff is primarily 
determined by the signal of precipitation events, which induces the content of stable isotopes 
of the karst water at the end of the hydrological year, before a new snow cover is formed by 
solid precipitation and recharge of the karst groundwater ceases.

Runoff separation by use of the stable Isotopes 2H and 18O is much more complex as by using 
EC as a geochemical tracer. This is, because the input signal of 2H and 18O varies in space as 
well as in time. Throughout snowmelt, the content of the heavy isotope species 2H and 18O in 
meltwater increases over time. On the other hand, snowmelt itself is a process with a high 
spatial variability, because the altitudinal belt of intense snowmelt is moving upward with in-
creasing temperatures during May and June. Liquid precipitation additionally alters the isotop-
ic composition of water entering the karst system and feeding Partnach-Spring. In this study 
isotope data of meltwater of an altitude between 2,350 m and 2,600 m a.s.l. throughout snow-
melt were used. Doing so, is a simplification of the real situation and the results obtained have 
to be seen with some skepticism. For the future further investigations on the spatiotemporal 
distribution of stable isotopes in meltwater as well of liquid precipitation are necessary.

Fig. 14: Runoff and separated base flow by means of EC and δ2H during early and main melting period of 
2016 (δ2H runoff: green dashed line, runoff at Partnach gauge: dark blue line, old deep karst water by 
means of δ2H: red line, old deep karst water by means of EC: purple line).

19.3 Conclusion

As a conclusion it can be said, that the tracer-based approach using stable isotopes and elec-
trical conductivity for separation of the runoff components results in a better understanding of 
runoff generation processes. Including the monitoring of the hydro-meteorological input vari-
ables, a more detailed description of the water balance is possible. The collected and recorded 
data are important tools for the validation of snow hydrological models for the estimation of 
future conditions. The hydrological monitoring of a high alpine catchment becomes more val-
uable with both, an increasing volume of data and a growing period of hydrological monitoring. 
Only a long-term monitoring record gives the chance to estimate the influence of the current 
climatic change on the hydrological conditions in mountain regions and to future water man-
agement questions. They are therefore an indispensable component of the basic research of 
high mountain hydrology and as well of the environmental ecosystem research.
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20 Gravity waves

20.1  A brief summary of theory and data analysis 
results in the Alpine region

Sabine Wüst

German Aerospace Center, DLR, German Remote Sensing Data Center, Oberpfaffenhofen

Atmospheric waves are a distinct feature in atmospheric dynamics. In 
terms of wavelength and frequency, atmospheric waves range from rela-
tively small-scale structures such as infrasonic waves via gravity waves to 
planetary or Rossby waves. Today, the extraordinary importance of atmos-
pheric waves for the understanding of atmospheric dynamics is common-
ly recognized. In particular, this is because atmospheric waves re-distribute 
energy and momentum over wide spatio-temporal scales. Atmospheric 
waves thus allow “communication” (coupling) between different parts of 
the atmosphere. As one important consequence, these waves impact the 
atmospheric circulation and at least to some extent the spatio-temporal 
distribution of atmospheric constituents throughout the whole altitude re-
gime from the troposphere up to the stratosphere, mesosphere, and ther-
mosphere. Noteworthy, that the effect of dynamics on a constituent is not 
limited to advection; chemical and dynamical processes influence each 
other since temperature controls chemical reaction rates while, in turn, 
chemical reactions can alter the atmospheric temperature (see, for exam-
ple, Marsh, 2011 and references therein).

The focus of this article is on internal gravity waves, i. e., on gravity waves 
which exist inside a medium like the atmosphere or the ocean and not at 
a boundary layer such as the sea surface.

Gravity waves are often described as vertically oscillating air parcels. A 
vertical oscillation can only exist in a stably stratified atmosphere. In an 
unstably stratified atmosphere a vertical impulse on an air parcel will lead 
to convection. The air parcel which is affected by the initial impulse moves, 
for example, upward and cools adiabatically if no heat exchange with the 
surrounding atmosphere takes place. So, the air parcel becomes colder 
(more dense) than the surrounding atmosphere. The upward movement 
stops and the air parcel starts to sink. Ideally, it warms adiabatically and 
moves through its original rest position. Now, it becomes warmer (less 
dense) than the surrounding atmosphere, stops sinking, moves again up-
ward through its rest position, and so on.

Imagining the atmosphere as a set of coupled air parcels, it becomes clear that the initially 
oscillating air parcel deflects surrounding ones from their rest position which also start to os-
cillate. The vertical and/or horizontal distance between two air parcels which are both at maxi-
mum (minimum) deflection position is the vertical and/or horizontal wavelength (see Fig 1). The 
time which passes until one air parcel reaches its maximum (minimum) deflection position 
again, is the period. The maximal frequency of this oscillation is the buoyancy or Brunt-Väisälä 
frequency N, which is a resonant frequency of the atmosphere (Andrews, 2000; Nappo, 2013). 
Even if an oscillation with a frequency different than N is generated by some process, its am-
plitude will decay rapidly with distance from the forcing point (Nappo, 2013). Lower frequencies 
are observed for air parcels which oscillate not only vertically but also horizontally.

Gravity waves are transversal waves: the air parcels oscillate perpendicular to the propagation 
of the wave fronts (e. g., Holton, 2004). Air parcels which oscillate exclusively in the vertical lead 
to strictly horizontally propagating waves and vice versa even though these are idealized cases 
and therefore not observed in reality (Nappo, 2013).

Atmospheric waves in general result from an equilibrium of the pressure gradient, the gravity 
and the Coriolis force. Depending on the dominating forces, different wave types—planetary, 

Fig. 1: Air parcels oscillate vertically 
and horizontally (not shown here) 
around their rest positions (horizontal 
dashed lines). This leads to temperature 
deviations (thick black line) from the 
 assumed constant background (thin 
vertical black line).
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gravity and sound waves—can evolve. In the following, the most important characteristics of 
gravity waves are deduced. Unless stated otherwise, we mainly follow here Fritts and Alexan-
der (2003).

The fundamental fluid equations in Cartesian coordinates result from the conservation of mo-
mentum (Navier-Stokes equation here in its approximated spherical version, equations 1–3), 
mass (continuity equation, equation 4) and energy (first law of thermodynamics, thermody-
namic energy equation, equation 5). The derivation of the equations can be found in chapter 4 
of Andrews (2000), for example.

    du ___ 
dt

    − fv +    1 __ 
ρ
       
∂p

 ___ 
∂x

    = X (1)

    dv ___ 
dt

    + fu +    1 __ 
ρ
       
∂p

 ___ 
∂y

    = Y (2)

    dw ___ 
dt

    + g +    1 __ 
ρ
       
∂p

 ___ 
∂z

    = 0 (3)

    1 __ 
ρ
       
∂ρ

 ___ 
∂t

    +    ∂u ___ 
∂x

    +    ∂v ___ 
∂y

    +    ∂w ___ 
∂z

    = 0 (4)

    ∂θ ___ 
∂t

    = Q (5)

with

density ρ (ρ = ρ0   e  −(z −  z  0 )/H   with ρ0 = ρ (z0) the density at a reference level z0 and H the scale 
height, which is typically ca. 7 km in the middle atmosphere),
pressure p, 
Coriolis parameter f = 2 Ω sin ϕ (Ω = Earth rotation rate, ϕ = latitude),
potential temperature θ,
fluid velocity vector (u, v, w),
unspecified forcings X, Y, and Q (e. g., frictional force), and

the total derivative    d ___ 
dt

   .

Together with the definition of potential temperature

θ =    
p
 ___ 

ρR
       (   p0 ___ 

p
   )   

к

   = T    (   p0 ___ 
p

   )   
к

   (6)

where R = ideal gas constant,

к =    R __ 
cp

    with cp the specific heat at constant pressure, and

p0 = p (z0) a reference pressure,

the equations (1)–(6) completely describe inviscid fluid motions.

This equation system is now linearized following the perturbation method by assuming
• a horizontally uniform hydrostatic basic state (with background wind (   

__
 u  ,    

__
 v  , 0), potential tem-

perature    
__
 θ  , pressure    

__
 p   and density    

__
 ρ  ) varying only in z, and

• superimposed small disturbances (primed variables).

This approach is applied to equations (1)–(6), and terms which consist of two primed variables 
are dismissed. Furthermore, unspecified forcings are neglected (X, Y, and Q equal to zero).
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with

   D ___ 
Dt

    =    ∂ __ 
∂t

    +    
__

 u      ∂ ___ 
∂x

    +    
__
 v      ∂ ___ 
∂y

   ,

the buoyancy or Brunt-Väisälä (angular) frequency1 (Andrews, 2000)

N =    (   g __ 
θ

     ∂θ ___ 
∂z

   )   
1/2

   =    (   g __ 
T

    (   dT ___ 
dz

   +   
g

 __ 
cp

   )  )   
1/2

   (13)

(g/cp is the dry-adiabatic lapse rate Γ, which has a value of ca. 9.8 K/km depending on the 
Earth radius and the height), and

the sound speed cs =    
 c  p 

 ___ 
 c  v 

    R   
__

 T   (with cV the specific heat at constant volume).

Now, one makes the following assumptions
• the horizontal background wind (   

__
 u  ,    

__
 v  ) and the buoyancy frequency N vary only slowly over 

a wave cycle in the vertical (WKB approximation), that means the shear terms in equation (7) 
and (8) can be neglected

• the systems consisting of the equations (7)–(12) can be solved by a monochromatic wave of 
the following form:

  ( u’, v’, w ’,   θ’ __ 
  
__

 θ 
  ,   

p’
 __ 

  
_
 ρ 
  ,   

ρ’
 __ 

  
_

 ρ 
   )   = (   ˜     u  ,    ̃      v  ,    ˜     w  ,    ̃  

  
 θ  ,    ˜     p  ,    ̃     ρ   ) ·   e  i (kx + ly + mz − ωt) +   z ___ 

2H
     (14)

with the wave vector (k, l, m) and the ground-relative (Eulerian) frequency ω.

S(ubstituting equat)ion (14) in equations (7)–(12) leads to the following six algebraic equations 

for   ( u’, v’, w ’,   θ’ __ 
  
__

 θ 
  ,   

p’
 __ 

  
_
 ρ 
  ,   

ρ’
 __ 

  
_

 ρ 
   )  :

 −i   ˆ     ω     ˜     u   − f   ̃      v   + ik   ˜     p   = 0, (15)

 −i   ˆ     ω     ˜     v   + f   ̃      v   + il   ˜     p   = 0, (16)

 −i   ˆ     ω     ˜      w   +   ( im −   1 ___ 
2H

   )       ˜     p   = −g   ̃      ρ   , (17)

 −i   ˆ     ω     ˜ 
   

 θ   +    N 2 ___ 
g

       ˜      w   = 0, (18)

 −i   ˆ     ω     ˜     ρ    + ik   ˜     u   + il   ̃      v   +   ( im −   1 ___ 
2H

   )       ˜     w   = 0, (19)

    ̃  
   

 θ   =    
  ˜     p 
 ___ 

cs
2  

  −    ̃      ρ    (20)

where    ˆ     ω   = ω − k ·    
__

 u   − l ·    
__
 v   is the intrinsic frequency, i. e., the frequency which is measured by an 

observer moving with the background wind (   
__

 u  ,    
__

 v  ). In contrast, ω is the apparent frequency 
measured by an observer in a fixed coordinate system (e. g., by a ground-based spectrometer). 
So, the intrinsic frequency is the frequency which is observed due to a change of the reference 
system. Chimonas and Hines (1986) denote    ˆ     ω   also the Doppler-shifted intrinsic wave frequency.

Most instruments such as spectrometers, radars, and lidars, are stationary. A time series de-
rived by these instruments allows the derivation of the frequency ω and the phase speed 

c =   (   ω __ 
k
  ,   ω __ 

l
  ,   ω ___ 

m
   )  . In order to calculate the intrinsic values,    ˆ     ω   and    ̂      c    =   (     ˆ 

    ω  __ 
k
  ,     ˆ 

    ω  __ 
l
  ,     ˆ 

    ω  ___ 
m

   )  , additional informa-

tion about the wind velocity at the addressed height are necessary. If an instrument is travelling 
with the wind (e. g. long-duration stratospheric balloons), one derives the intrinsic frequency 
and the intrinsic phase speed that means the frequency and the phase speed relative to the 
background wind. The direction of phase propagation and its intrinsic equivalent do not neces-
sarily need to agree.

The equation system (15)–(20) can also be used for the derivation of polarization relations (e. g., 
Andrews, 2000; Fritts and Alexander, 2003). They show how the perturbation amplitudes of the 
different variables are related to each other. This can be helpful, if, for example, meridional wind 
perturbations are needed but only zonal ones are measured.

1 whose corresponding period    2 π ____ 
N

    is a few minutes
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The perturbation vertical velocity amplitude    ˜      w   can be expressed by a combination of the equa-
tions (7)–(12). Demanding    ˜      w   is a real number and not an imaginary one, leads to the following 
two equations:

   
g
 ___ 

cs
2  

  =    1 __ 
H

    −    N
 2
 ___ 

g
   , (21)

   ˆ     ω  2   ( k 2 + l 2 + m 2 +   1 ____ 
4H 2   −     ˆ 

    ω 2 − f  2
 ______ 

cs
2   )   = N 2 (k 2 + l 2) + f  2   ( m 2 +   1 ____ 

4H 2   )  . (22)

By letting the sound speed to infinity, one receives the dispersion relation for gravity waves:

   ˆ     ω  2 =    
N 2 (k 2 + l 2) + f  2  ( m 2 +   1 ____ 

4H 2   ) 
   ______________________________________  

k 2 + l 2 + m 2 +   1 ____ 
4H 2  

   . (23)

Gravity waves can only propagate vertically, if m2 > 0. Waves with 
m2 < 0 are vertically damped (trapped or evanescent waves), and 
waves with m2 = 0 can propagate only horizontally. It holds (see 
equation (23)):

  lim  (k 2 +l 2) → 0      ˆ 
    ω  2 = f  2, and (24)

  lim  (k 2 +l 2) → ∞      ˆ     ω  2 = N . (25)

That means that the squared intrinsic frequency of gravity waves 
ranges between f  2 and N 2.

If m2 is zero, equation (23) simplifies to

   ˆ     ω  2 =    
N 2 (k 2 + l 2) +   f  2

 ____ 
4H 2  
  _______________  

k 2 + l 2 +   1 ____ 
4H 2  

    = N 2 −    N 2 – f  2
  ___________________  

4H 2 ·  ( (k 2 + l 2) +   1 ____ 
4H 2   ) 

    α    −1 ______ 
k 2 + l 2

   . (26)

Based on this information, the dispersion diagram can be sketched (Fig. 2).

An alternative formulation for the dispersion relation (equation 23) is

m2 =    (k
 2 + l 2) (N 2 −   ˆ     ω 2)  ________________  

  ˆ     ω   − f  2    −    1 ____ 
4H 2  

  (27)

It shows that the vertical wavelength and therefore also the ability of a wave to propagate ver-
tically depends on the height since the the horizontal wind field and the Brunt-Väisälä frequen-
cy are height dependent (see Fig. 3 for an example).

Gravity waves transport energy and momentum through the atmosphere. The direction of 
energy transport is determined by the group velocity (cgx, cgy, cgz) with

(cgx, cgy, cgz) =   (   ∂ω ___ 
∂k

  ,   ∂ω ___ 
∂l

  ,   ∂ω ___ 
∂m

   )  . (28)

Equation (23) provides an expression for ω. Please be aware of the fact that ω is assumed here 
to be positive:

ω = k   
__

 u   + l   
__
 v   +    (   N

 2 (k 2 + l 2) + f  2  ( m2 +   1 ____ 
4H 2   ) 
   ______________________________________  

k 2 + l 2 + m2 +   1 ____ 
4H 2  

   )   
1/2

  . (29)

Thus, it holds for (cgx, cgy, cgz):

(cgx, cgy, cgz) =   (   ∂ω ___ 
∂k

  ,   ∂ω ___ 
∂l

  ,   ∂ω ___ 
∂m

   )   = (   
__

 u  ,    
__

 v  , 0) +    (k (N 2 −   ˆ     ω 2), l (N 2 −   ˆ     ω 2), –m (  ˆ     ω 2 − f  2))    ________________________________   
  ˆ     ω   ( k 2 + l 2 + m 2 +   1 ____ 

4H 2   ) 
    (30)

A closer investigation of the vertical component cgz shows for untrapped gravity waves that cgz 

is negative (positive) if m is positive (negative) since    ˆ     ω  2 − f  2,    ˆ     ω  , and k 2 + l 2 + m 2 +    1 ____ 
4H 2  

  are posi-

tive (see Fig. 2 and equation 23). That means a downward propagating gravity wave transports 
energy in upward direction and vice versa.

Depending on the intrinsic frequency of a wave, the dispersion relation (equation (23)) can be 
simplified.

Fig. 2: Gravity waves exist and propagate verti-
cally if their squared intrinsic frequency ranges 
between f 2 and the line denoted as m2 = 0.
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For high-frequency waves with    ˆ     ω   ≫ f and m2 ≫    1 ____ 

4H 2  
 , the Coriolis force can be neglected, then 

equation (23) is approximated by

    ˆ     ω  2 =    N
 2 – (k 2 + l 2)  ___________  

k 2 + l 2 + m2  
 

 = N 2    (k 2 + l 2) ___________  
(k 2 + l 2) + m2  

  ·    
  4 π2

 __________  
(k 2 + l 2) ·m2  

  __________  
  4 π2

 __________  
(k 2 + l 2) ·m 2  

   

 = N 2    λz
2

 _______ 
λz

2 + λh
2  

 

 = N 2cos2 α (31)

where

λh =    2 π _______ 
 √ 

_____
 k 2 +l 2  
    is the horizontal wavelength, and α the angle between 

the wave fronts (lines of constant phase) and the vertical (see 
figure 4 for the x-z plane).

This simple result provides interesting insights into gravity wave 
orientation and propagation (Nappo, 2013).

If    ˆ     ω   → N, then α → 0, i. e., the wave fronts are nearly oriented 
vertically and tend to move only horizontally. The fluid parcels 
oscillate mainly vertically (λz → ∞). In this case, a vertical trans-
port of energy is very much reduced.

If one sets the background wind equal to zero, then the intrinsic frequency becomes equal to 
the frequency of the wave. From equation (31), it becomes clear that gravity waves will then 
move vertically along curved paths, since N is not constant with height (mainly indirectly pro-
portional to the temperature).

For medium-frequency waves with N ≫    ˆ     ω   ≫ f and m2 ≫    1 ____ 
4H 2  

 , equation (23) becomes fairly simple:

    ˆ     ω  2 ·   ( kh
2 + m2 +   1 ____ 

4H 2    )   = N 2k h 
2 + f 2   ( m2 +   1 ____ 

4H 2   )   (32)
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2 + f 2m2 (33)
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2N 2 = m2   ˆ     ω  2 (35)
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2
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m2  

  N 2 (36)

with kh =   √ 
______

 k 2 + l 2   . This approximation is equivalent to

m2 =    kh
2

 ___ 
  ˆ     ω 2

    N 2 =    N
 2
 ___ 

  ̂      c  h
2  

  (37)

and shows that the vertical wavelength is proportional to the intrinsic horizontal phase speed  
   ̂      c   h = ch −   √ 

_______
   

__
 u  2 +   

__
 v  2   . If the horizontal phase speed becomes equal to the horizontal wind speed, 

the intrinsic horizontal phase speed and the vertical wavelength approach zero. The height 
where this holds is the critical level.

Low-frequency or inertia gravity wave are those, for which the rotation of the Earth and there-
fore the Coriolis force is important. An approximation for low- and medium-frequency waves 
(   ˆ     ω   ≈ f that also means N ≫    ˆ     ω  ) can be derived starting with equation (34):

 kh
2 (   ˆ     ω  2 – N 2) = m2 (f 2 –    ˆ     ω  2)

 kh
2 (−N 2) = m2 (f 2 −    ˆ     ω  2)

    ˆ     ω  2 =    kh
2

 ___ 
m2  

  N 2 + f 2 (38)

If    ˆ     ω   → f, then    kh
2

 ___ 
m2  

  → 0. In contrast to the high-frequency case, here, the wave fronts are oriented 

nearly horizontally, the wave propagates energy almost totally vertically, and the fluid parcels 

Fig. 4: α is determined by the horizontal and the 
vertical wavelength. In the three-dimensional case 
must be λx substituted by λh.
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tend to oscillate horizontally (see figure 5). So, the more the intrinsic frequency    ˆ     ω   approaches 
the Coriolis frequency f of the atmosphere, the more horizontally oriented the wave fronts are. 
The more the intrinsic frequency    ˆ     ω   nears the resonance frequency N of the atmosphere, the 
more vertically oriented the wave fronts are (Nappo, 2013).

The dispersion relation links the temporal to the spatial wave parameters, but also to the Brunt-
Väisälä and the Coriolis frequency, to the scale height, and to the horizontal wind field. The 
latter is highly variable with height, and therefore strongly influences the intrinsic wave fre-
quency. According to the different approximations of the dispersion relation shown above, |m| 
goes to infinity, if the following holds:

Fig. 3: Shown is the height-dependent vertical wavelength for a wave with a period of 3 h and a zonal 
wavelength of 650 km for (a) January, (b) April, (c) July, and (d) October. The right-hand side of each sub-
figure shows the vertical monthly mean profiles of temperature (grey) and zonal wind (black). The data 
are taken from CIRA-86 (Download: 19th September 2017). The scale height is assumed to be 7 km.
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• High-frequency waves:

    ˆ     ω  2 =    N 2kh
2

 ________ 
kh

2 + m2  
 

 ⇔ kh
2 + m2 =    N

 2
 ___ 

  ˆ     ω 2
    kh

2 =    N
 2
 ___ 

  ̂      c  h
2  

  =    N 2
 ________ 

  ̂      c  x
2 +   ̂      c  y

2   
 =    N 2

 _________________  
(cx − u)2 + (cy − v)2  

  (39)

That means |m| goes to infinity, if the zonal (meridional) phase velocity cx (cy) approaches the 
zonal (meridional) wind speed u (v).

• Medium-frequency waves:
The same relation holds here (mentioned before).

• Low-frequency waves:
If m2 → ∞, the intrinsic frequency    ˆ     ω  2 approaches the Coriolis frequency f  2, and vice versa.
If    ˆ     ω  2 → f  2, then the vertical wave number (wavelength) goes to infinity (zero).

As mentioned above, gravity waves transport energy through the atmosphere. They do this 
without transporting mass. Kinetic and potential energy are often provided as energy densities, 
i. e., energy per unit mass (in J/kg) or per unit volume (in J/m3) in order to be independent of 
mass or density measurements. Kinetic and potential energy densities per unit mass, Ekin and 
Epot, can be derived according to

Ekin =    1 __ 
2
      (  

___
 u’2  +  

___
 v ’2  +  

____
 w ’2  )  , (40)

Epot =    1 __ 
2
       (   g __ 

N
   )   

2

     

_____

   (   T ’ ___ 
  
__

 T 
   )   

2

   , (41)

the horizontal bar denotes a temporal average (see, for example, Tsuda et al., 2000). Some-
times, the kinetic energy density is divided into its horizontal and vertical components. Then, 
the term kinetic energy density is used for the horizontal component (see, e. g., Placke et al., 
2013; Geller and Gong, 2010). Multiplying equation (40) and (41) with the background density    

_
 ρ   

and adding both together gives the total amount of energy per unit volume EV (Nappo, 2013).

Thinking back to simple harmonic motions like a pendulum, it is not surprising that the ratio of 
kinetic and potential energy is reported to be constant (e. g., Placke et al., 2013; Torre et al., 2012; 
Tsuda et al., 2000; VanZandt, 1985). Mesoscale fluctuations which are measured in wind veloc-
ity or temperature are often due to a superposition of gravity waves, not to a single wave event. 
Therefore, it makes sense to describe the behaviour of gravity waves in terms of a spectrum 
as a function of ω, m, k, and l. The frequency spectrum B (ω) is represented by B0 ω

−p with the 

Fig. 5: The left (right) side depicts zonal and vertical wavelengths (dashed grey lines) as well as phase 
fronts (thick black lines) of a typical high-frequency (low-frequency) wave for the two-dimensional (x-z) 
case.
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normalization constant B0. Following linear wave theory, it is expected that the ratio of kinetic 
(including the vertical component) and potential energy is equal to p (Tsuda et al., 2000). MST 
radar observations, for example, show p-values of 5/3–2.0 (e. g., Fritts et al., 1990). Geller and 
Gong (2010) provide the following ratios for the horizontal (vertical) kinetic and potential ener-
gy density, Ekin, h (Ekin, v) and Epot:

   
  
_____

 Ekin, h  _____ 
 
____

 Epot 
    =    

1 +   (   f __ 
  ˆ     ω 

   )   
2

 
 ________ 

1 –   (   f __ 
  ˆ     ω 

   )   
2

 
    (42)

   
  
_____

 Ekin, v  _____ 
 
____

 Epot 
    =      ˆ 

    ω  2 ___ 
N2  

  (43)

The authors also show that Ekin, h is most sensitive to low-frequency gravity waves. Ekin, v has the most 
sensitivity to higher-frequency gravity waves and Epot has its sensitivity maximum in between.

In the absence of a background wind, wave energy is a conserved quantity (e. g., Nappo, 2013). 
If this is the case, the density of wave potential energy per mass Epot should increase exponen-
tially with altitude (Lu et al., 2015). This is due to the exponential decrease of density with height. 
Epot refers to the temperature variation of the oscillating air parcels. Due to the lower air densi-
ty with height, the same amount of energy leads to a greater deflection of an air parcel with a 
certain mass from its rest position at greater heights compared to lower altitudes. This results 
in temperature variations and wave amplitudes which increase with height.

In contrast, the potential energy per volume Epot, V should decrease exponentially with height 
since the volume of an oscillating air parcel increases exponentially with height (Lu et al., 2015). 
When wave dissipation occurs at the observed height range, the increase (decrease) of Epot 
(Epot, V) with height is not exponentially any more, Epot can even decrease (see, e. g., Lu et al., 
2015; Lu et al., 2009).

In the presence of a background wind, wave action     
___

 EV  ___ 
  ˆ     ω 

   , pseudo-energy     
___

 EV  ___ 
 
__

   ˆ     ω  
    ω and pseudo-

momentum     
___

 EV  ___ 
 
__

   ˆ     ω  
    (k, l, m) are conserved quantities where the bar denotes the averaging over 2π 

(Nappo, 2013).

Therefore, the vertical fluxes of pseudo-energy (energy per time and area) and pseudo-momen-
tum (momentum per time and area) are often considered rather than the vertical fluxes of wave 
energy and momentum. In order to derive the vertical fluxes, pseudo-energy and pseudo-mo-
mentum need to be multiplied by cgz.

Departures from conservative propagation will lead to dissipation. Dissipation can be due to 
different processes like radiative damping, wave-wave and wave-mean flow interactions, wave 
breaking and instability processes. At heights below the thermosphere, viscosity and molecu-
lar diffusion are generally not important dissipation mechanisms. In the thermosphere, expo-
nentially decreasing density and growth of kinematic viscosity with altitude allow these proc-
esses to dominate over the other ones. This growth of kinematic viscosity with height leads to 
the turbopause, typically at ca. 110 km. The dissipation of pseudo-momentum results in a force 
with direction and sign equal to the direction and sign of the horizontal phase propagation in 
the frame of reference moving with the wind (i. e., the horizontal intrinsic phase speed of the 
wave). Energy dissipation leads to local heating of the atmosphere (Fritts and Alexander, 2003).

Since many years, gravity waves in the (pre-)Alpine stratosphere and mesosphere are investi-
gated by means of LIDAR (LIght Detecting And Ranging) and airglow spectroscopy.

LIDAR temperature measurements at the Haute-Provence Observatory (43.93°N, 5.71°E), France, 
are performed since 1978 until today (e. g., Hauchecorne et al., 1991 and Hauchecorne and 
Chanin, 1980). Based on 16 years (1996–2012) of these measurements, Mzé et al. (2014) pub-
lished a climatology of gravity wave potential energy density for the height range of 30–85 km. 
The results refer to periods of 52 min at minimum.

The authors observe night-to-night variations and also intra-annual variability, i. e., an annual 
cycle with a maximum in winter and a minimum in summer in the upper stratosphere and 
lower mesosphere. In the upper mesosphere (ca. 75 km height), they identified a semi-annual 
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cycle with global maximum in summer and a local one in winter. The summer maximum is 
probably due to oblique propagation. At the lower edge of their observations, the median of 
the potential energy density reaches ca. 100 J/kg. At 80–85 km height, it varies around 102 J/kg. 
The increase per height is not linear.

Since 2003, the temperature of the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) is derived 
operationally by means of OH-airglow spectroscopy at different stations in the (pre-)Alpine 
region. The instruments used are called GRIPS (GRound based Infrared P-branch Spectrometer, 
for further information see Bittner et al., 2000, Schmidt et al., 2013, and references therein). The 
(pre-)Alpine GRIPS-measurements started at the observatory Hohenpeißenberg (47.80°N, 
11.00°E), Germany. This instrument based on the original design of GRIPS is not working any 
more today. The longest time series (2009–today) relying on a new version of GRIPS is available 
at Oberpfaffenhofen (48.09°N, 11.28°E), Germany. The measurements at Schneefernerhaus 
(47.42°N, 10.98°E), Germany, at Haute-Provence, France, at Sonnblick (47.05°N, 12.95°E), Austria, 
and at Otlica (45.93°N, 13.91°E), Slovenia, began later (2010, 2012, 2015, and 2017, for a map of 
stations see figure 6). These stations form the most dense sub-network equipped with identical 
instruments of the Network for the Detection of Mesospheric Change (NDMC, https://ndmc.dlr.
de/). For further information on NDMC see also Schmidt et al. (2022).

The measurements refer to heights of ca. 84–88 km depending on the time of the year (Wüst 
et al., 2017). Wüst et al. (2016) estimated the density of potential energy density at the stations 
Oberpfaffenhofen, Schneefernerhaus, and Haute-Provence separately for periods shorter and 
longer than 60 min. A clear winter maximum is present for longer periods; also a summer 
maximum at Haute-Provence and Schneefernerhaus (zenith angle ca. 60°) can be observed 
around May and/or June. The findings are less clear for short-periodic waves. A minimum can 
be seen during June and/or July for the stations Schneefernerhaus (zenith angels 45° and 60°) 
and Oberpfaffenhofen. The instruments which look directly into zenith and are characterized by 
a smaller FoV, observe stronger activity in most cases.

Compared to Mzé et al. (2014), the values of wave potential energy density (wave periods longer 
than 60 min) derived at Haute-Provence differ only slightly when taking the error bars into ac-
count. The spectrometer-based values are a little bit lower, which is probably due to the differ-
ent observational filters. The wave potential energy density for periods shorter than 60 min is 
in the range of 100 J/kg.

Satellite-based long-term investigations referring to the stratosphere and mesosphere and fo-
cused on the Alpine region are not available. In most cases, such analyses are provided on a 

global basis. There, the Alpine region is 
covered only by a few pixels. For the glob-
al (satellite-based) investigation of gravity 
wave squared temperature amplitudes, 
vertical and horizontal wavelengths as well 
as absolute values of gravity wave mo-
mentum flux, the reader is referred to Ern 
et al. (2011), for example, and references 
therein.

Offermann et al. (2009) published a clima-
tology of a proxy for temperature fluctua-
tions caused by gravity waves for 20°N, 
50°N, and 70°N (zonally averaged) at 70–
100 km height. The results are based on 
analyses of Krebsbach and Preusse (2007) 
and Preusse et al. (2009) who made use of 
more than four years of TIMED-SABER2 
data (2002–2006, version 1.06). At 80–
90 km height and 50°N, two maxima are

2  Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics 
Dynamics, Sounding of the Atmosphere using 
Broadband Emission Radiometry

Fig. 6: Map of (pre-)alpine stations where GRIPS instruments (new version) 
are deployed (as of 20th October 2017). (Map based on SRTM data: CC 
some rights reserved, file: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/ 
commons/d/d9/Alpenrelief_01.jpg, author: Perconte, Download: 20.10.2017.)
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apparent: one in summer (July), which is in parts characterized by a double-peak structure (May 
and July), and one in winter (January and December). These values cannot be compared direct-
ly to the density of wave potential energy, however, they are closely related to this parameter. 
The results of Offermann et al. (2009) show that the semi-annual variation is not a specific 
characteristic of the Alpine region. However, whether there exists an annual or a semiannual 
cycle at a specific height depends also on latitude.

In literature, different possible explanations for the strong winter maximum can be found:

Allen and Vincent (1995) mention that weather conditions during winter (e. g., winter cold fronts) 
lead to more pronounced gravity wave generation. In contrast, Eckermann et al. (1995) and 
Alexander (1998) explain the winter maximum with enhanced growth of the wave amplitude 
due to the colder and more dense background atmosphere. Preusse et al. (2004) think that the 
stratospheric zonal wind field, which is oriented opposite with respect to the tropospheric zon-
al jet in summer (but not in winter), results in stronger gravity wave filtering during this season.

So, concerning the overall course of gravity wave activity or potential energy density during 
the year, the Alpine region is not extraordinary. However, compared to non-orographic regions, 
higher potential energy density can be observed especially during winter as shown by Wilson 
et al. (1991) based on LIDAR measurements (at Haute-Provence and at Biscarrosse (44.40°N, 
1.17°W), the latter a station at the west coast of France), for the upper stratosphere. Addition-
ally, those authors report that energy and momentum dissipation happen at all heights levels 
between 30 km and 75 km. Nevertheless, they vary depending on height and season: the ver-
tical growth of potential energy density is smaller in the upper stratosphere than in the meso-
sphere; it is larger in the mesosphere during summer than during winter. Mzé et al. (2014) who 
extended the analysed data set with respect to the covered height range and measurement 
period compared to Wilson et al. (1991) found out that the dissipation of gravity waves is most 
pronounced above 70 km height. This encourages the analysis of NDMC measurements regard-
ing turbulent effects. Since 2014, more and more GRIPS stations in the (pre-)Alpine region are 
equipped additionally with FAIM systems (Fast Airglow IMager, Hannawald et al., 2016 and 
Sedlak et al., 2016). As pointed out by Schmidt et al. (2022), these instruments are suitable for 
the analysis of small-scale features such as turbulence.

In the following years, the growing amount of measurements in the Alpine region characterized 
in parts by an improved temporal and/or spatial resolution will foster further analyses of small-
scale and non-linear processes.
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Abstract

The vertical distribution of ozone, water vapour and aerosol in the troposphere has been rou-
tinely measured at UFS (Umweltforschungsstation Schneefernerhaus) and at Garmisch-Parten-
kirchen for more than a decade. These data are important factors for understanding the impact 
of air-mass transport on the chemical composition of the atmosphere. The source regions have 
been identified by state-of-the-art transport modelling by partner groups. Focus has been on 
intercontinental transport of pollutants, including biomass burning events, the influence of 
downward stratospheric air intrusions on the tropospheric ozone budget as well as Saharan or 
Asian dust outbreaks. Recent highlights have been the discovery that stratospheric influence 
in the free troposphere existed on 84 % of the measurement days and that long-range transport 
in the free troposphere undergoes substantially less turbulent mixing than previously thought. 
In fact, the water-vapour measurements with the UFS differential-absorption lidar (DIAL) have 
demonstrated that air descending from the lowermost stratosphere reaches the Alps almost 
unchanged after many days of travel and over thousands of kilometres. The water-vapour meas-
urements have recently been extended to the lower stratosphere with a high-power Raman 
lidar that is operated at UFS alongside with the DIAL. Thus, the most important greenhouse gas 
can now be measured in the entire particularly climate-sensitive altitude range around the 
tropopause. A spectacular example with extremely low water vapour (2 ppm) between 15 and 
16 km was found, that had been advected from lower latitudes where freeze drying has been 
postulated to occur in the tropopause region.

21.1 Introduction

The chemical composition of the atmosphere has been subject to considerable modification 
since the 1970s. The main reasons for this have been changes of anthropogenic air pollution 
and changing atmospheric dynamics most likely as a result of the ongoing warming (e. g., Lin 
et al., 2015; Neu et al., 2014). Constituents of particular interest have been ozone, nitric oxides 
and hydrocarbons as the main ozone precursors, water vapour (as a source of the OH radical 
or a tracer for transport), aerosols and sulphur dioxide. The long-term measurement of these 
and several other species is an important task in order to determine the reaction of the atmos-
phere to emission reductions or to detect unexpected new phenomena for example related to 
changing transport patterns. The observations reflect the air quality not only here in Europe, 
but also in the entire northern hemisphere. The air quality in Europe and North America has 
been improving (e. g., Jonson et al., 2006; Vautard et al., 2006; Simon et al., 2015), but in East 
Asia the rapidly growing industria lization has led to a strong increase of pollutants (e. g., Ding 
et al., 2017).

Mountain-top observations of atmospheric trace constituents are an important tool for identi-
fying the chemical composition of the lower free troposphere. With growing altitude the con-
tributions change from more regional to more hemispheric (“background”). In Central Europe 
particularly renowned stations are Mte. Cimone (Italy, 2165 m), Zugspitze (2962 m), Sonnblick 
(Austria, 3106 m) and Jungfraujoch (Switzerland, 3560 m). As early as the 1970s the Institute 
for Atmospheric Environmental Research (Institut für Atmosphärische Umweltforschung, IAU, 
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later IFU, now IMK-IFU) at Garmisch-Partenkirchen established monitoring stations at several 
altitudes, most importantly the sites at the Wank and Zugspitze summits (at 1780 m and 2962 m, 
respectively). The altitudes of these sites are representative for a quite different air-mass com-
position. What unique is their co-location within just about 15 km. In 1978 precision in-situ 
measurements of ozone started (Fig. 1) and have found strong international interest (Logan et 
al., 2012; Oltmans et al., 2012; Parrish et al., 2012; Gaudel et al., 2018; Parrish et al., 2020) because 
of the strong positive trend that continued at the Zugspitze summit even after the emissions of 
ozone precursors started to decline around 1990. This positive trend is missing in the Wank 
ozone (Fig. 1), and the amplitude of the seasonal cycle at this station started to diminish in 1990. 
This behaviour is in agreement with the idea that the lower-lying Wank station is more influ-
enced by the regional and European background than the Zugspitze summit. The positive trend 
at the higher station is ascribed to the difference in stratospheric influence at the two moun-
tains, a very remarkable finding (Scheel, 2003; Trickl et al., 2010; 2020). The stratospheric fraction 
at 2962 m roughly doubled between 1978 and 2003, to surprisingly high 40 % of the mean an-
nual ozone.

In 1998 the Federal Office of the Environment (Umweltbundesamt, UBA) started a full-size ob-
servational programme of more than 30 trace gases and of particles at the Schneefernerhaus 
research station (UFS; air inlet at 2670 m) at the southern face of Mt. Zugspitze, as a principal 
contributor to the Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) programme of the World Meteorological 
Organization. The measurements here have meanwhile fully replaced the measurements at the 
summit, which had to be discontinued after 2012.

Fig. 1: Monthly mean ozone values of ozone from the measurements at the Zugspitze and Wank summits 
between 1978 and 2010 (from H. E. Scheel who deceased in 2013); the trends are visualized by black lines. 
The seasonal cycles with a summer maximum and a winter minimum are caused by the photochemical 
production of ozone in the presence of sunshine.
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Despite the benefit of providing observations around the clock, a ground-based station network 
cannot cover the main part of free troposphere. This requires methods based on balloon-, air-
borne sensors or optical remote sensing. The optical methods offer the advantage of much 
more frequent measurements. However, optical sounding is limited to cloud-free conditions. 
Although horizontally delivering “point” measurements vertical sounding with lidar (light de-
tecting and ranging) is an optimum solution for ground-based sounding as it combines the 
advantages of excellent temporal and vertical resolution. Time series yield time-altitude sec-
tions of atmospheric constituents. In this way, the impact of atmospheric transport processes 
becomes visible.

Lidar is an active remote-sensing method based on a pulsed laser system, on backscattering 
of the intense nanosecond radiation pulses in the atmosphere and on collecting the scattered 
photons by one or more telescopes at the ground with a resolution in time (typically 50 ns). The 
range information is derived from the travel time of the photons. IFU was one of the first insti-
tutes worldwide to use a lidar system for routine atmospheric measurements. The first aerosol 
backscatter lidar was installed in 1973. Beyond the tropospheric measurements that started 
soon (e. g., Reiter et al., 1975) a long-term time series of the stratospheric aerosol was started 
in 1976 and has yielded insight into the impact of stratospheric transport (Trickl et al., 2013). Two 
more (mobile) aerosol lidar systems were contributed in 1978 and 1990, operated in a wave-
length range between 355 and 1560 nm.

Tropospheric trace-gas measurements with lidar are most commonly based on absorption 
measurements. The radiation loss due to the specific absorption loss of the travelling laser pulse 
and during the return of the backscattered portion of the pulse are registered as a function of 
time. By comparing the difference in loss for two adjacent laser wavelengths artefacts from 
interfering species such as aerosols can be minimised. This “differential-absorption lidar” (DIAL) 
method can imply the application of two or more laser wavelengths (e. g., Trickl , 2010; see Sec. 
4.1). The DIAL technique is applicable for a number of gases such as ozone, water vapour, nitric 
oxides, sulphur dioxide, and some hydrocarbons. Due to the low free-tropospheric concentra-
tions of most species only ozone and water vapour can be measured with sufficient sensitivity. 
The IFU lidar team has developed DIAL systems for both constituents. The H2O system was 
installed at UFS in 2004. In 2007 a programme of routine measurement of aerosol, ozone and 
water vapour was started with the two DIAL systems.

In order to extend accurate measurements of the key green-house gas water vapour into the 
lower stratosphere night-time measurements with a high-power Raman lidar have been start-
ed. This system also provides temperature measurements up to the mesosphere.

The rather comprehensive vertical sounding and in-situ instrumentation at UFS and the sur-
rounding sites is unique and offers a considerable potential for atmospheric research. The ac-
tivities are complemented by the activities at the nearby Hohenpeißenberg observatory of UFS 
partner German Weather Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD). The activities are integrated 
into international networks such as GAW, NDACC (Network for the Detection of Atmospheric 
Composition Change, http://www.ndsc.ncep.noaa.gov/) and EARLINET (European Aerosol 
 Research Lidar Network, https://www.earlinet.org/, now a part of the European infrastructure 
ACTRIS).

This chapter gives examples for combining the lidar measurements in the study of atmospher-
ic long-range transport, complemented by the local in-situ data. The research has been support-
ed by high-quality transport modelling by partners at ETH Zürich and NILU (Norsk Institutt for 
Luftforskning) as well as on the internet (HYSPLIT model, http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/ HYSPLIT.
php), which is in detail described in the publications cited.

21.2 Tropospheric Ozone Chemistry

In areas with elevated pollutant emissions ozone is formed from precursors during daytime, 
mostly non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) and nitric oxides. Solar radiation decomposes 
ozone yielding electronically excited (1D) oxygen atoms that subsequently react with water 
vapour. This mechanism is the most important source of OH radicals in the troposphere. The 
formation of ozone is described in the following simplified reaction scheme (Liu et al., 1987):
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 NMHC + OH + O2 → RO2 (R1)

 RO2 + NO + O2 → NO2 + HO2 + CARB (R2)

 HO2 + NO → NO2 + OH (R3)

 2 (NO2 + hν + O2 → NO + O3) (R4)

Net: NMHC + 4 O2 + hν → 2 O3 + CARB,

R denoting hydrocarbon radicals and CARB carbonyl compounds. Two ozone molecules are 
produced for every NMHC molecule oxidized. The cycle of NO and NO2 (reactions R3 and R4) 
does not appear in the net equation. The carbonyl compounds may undergo further reactions 
that eventually also lead to ozone formation. The ozone production is highly nonlinear. Liu et 
al. (1987) estimate from model calculations that more than 40 ppb ozone can be generated per 
ppb NO per day under conditions up to 1 ppb NO. For high NO this rate gradually diminishes 
to 10 ppb per day and less.

21.3 Atmospheric Long-Range Transport

The concentrations of tropospheric trace constituents do not only depend on local or regional 
emissions and chemistry. The observations show clear signatures of rather remote sources up 
to the hemispheric scale. These signatures appear in lofted layers from Alpine summit heights 
to the upper troposphere. The most important remote sources are the stratosphere (ozone) and 
the boundary layers of North Africa (desert dust), North America (anthropogenic air pollution, 
fire plumes) and Asia (anthropogenic air pollution, desert dust, fire plumes).

21.3.1 Stratosphere-to-Troposphere transport
Stratosphere-to-Troposphere transport (STT; Holton et al., 1995); Stohl et al., 2003) is the most 
important natural source of tropospheric ozone. In the late 19th century, before the rise of anthro-
pogenic air pollution, the related ozone mixing ratio was estimated to range around 10 ppb next 
to the ground (Volz and Kley, 1987). This low value has been questioned and a background twice 
as high as this is estimated (Tarasick et al., 2019)., The reported mechanisms of STT are tropopause 
folding (e. g., Danielsen, 1968; Danielsen and Mohnen, 1977) in the vicinity of a jet stream, subsid-
ence in cut-off lows (Price and Vaughan, 1993) and gravity-wave breaking (Lamarque et al., 1996).

The very dry stratospheric layers can descend down as far as to the top of the boundary layer. 
Penetration into the boundary layer seems to be strongly impeded, and Reiter (1990), based on 
several years of daytime observations on board the Zugspitze cable car, even concluded that 
stratospheric air does not reach altitudes below 1400 m. However, even the ground may be 
reached if the intrusion layer descends far enough during periods without daytime convection 
(Eisele et al., 1999; Cooper et al., 2005; Ott et al., 2016).

A region of particularly pronounced stratosphere-troposphere exchange are the regions along 
the subtropical jet stream (Sprenger et al., 2003; Škerlak et al., 2014). Despite a number of air-
borne measurements (e. g., Gouget et al., 1996; Cammas et al., 1998; Zachariasse, 2000; Zahn 
et al., 2002) this strong source of STT had long been underestimated. The subtropical jet stream 
is a rather persistent feature that caused downward transfer of stratospheric ozone over a ma-
jor part of the year. Quite surprisingly, Langford et al. (1999) and Trickl et al. (2011) report strong-
ly enhanced ozone from transport along the subtropical jet stream over the United States and 
Europe, respective ly. Europe was reached after air-mass travel once around the northern hem-
isphere within 15 days.

STT is a very attractive topic for lidar research, because vertically confined concentration fea-
tures (elevated O3 and very low H2O) can be conveniently traced in time. Lidar-based work in 
this field at our institute since 1996 (Eisele et al., 1999) has contributed considerable knowledge 
in this field.
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21.3.2 Intercontinental Transport
Intercontinental transport of aerosols was first concluded for observations at the Wank summit 
(Reiter et al., 1984). Trans-Atlantic transport of ozone was first observed in lidar time series at 
IFU in May 1996 and also May 1997 (Eisele et al., 1999; Stohl and Trickl, 1999; Trickl et al., 2003). 
Trans-Pacific ozone transport was verified in 1997 for the Pacific Ocean (Jaffe et al., 1999). The 
benefit of lidar measurement is obvious since intercontinental ozone transport takes place 
mostly in the free troposphere (e. g., Fehsenfeld et al., 2006). This requires lifting of the polluted 
air masses from the boundary layer. Indeed, lofted layers have been observed downwind con-
tinents (e. g., Penkett et al., 1998; Myazaki et al., 2003; Parrish et al, 2004). Processes involved 
are warm-conveyor-belt (WCB) transport (e. g., Bethan et al., 1998; Stohl and Trickl, 1999; Coop-
er et al., 2002), convection (e. g., Dickerson et al., 1987; Lelieveld and Crutzen, 1994) and oro-
graphic lifting (e. g., Furger et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2003). WCB transport occurs ahead of frontal 
systems and has been seen as particularly important (Bey et al., 2001; Cooper, 2002; Hannan 
et al., 2003). The WCB occurrence maximizes to the east of the large continents, i. e., next to 
some of the most polluted areas in the northern hemisphere (Stohl, 2001), which suggests a 
severe role of these source regions.

The field of intercontinental transport studies quickly exploded after the first observations, 
implying numerous large field campaigns for assessing the changing chemical composition 
during the trans port of the polluted continental air masses. A comprehensive summary can be 
found in (HTAP, 2010).

21.4 Lidar Systems in Garmisch-Partenkirchen and at UFS

21.4.1 Ozone DIAL at IMK-IFU
A tropospheric ozone DIAL has been operated in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, at IMK-IFU 
(formerly IFU; 47º 28’ 37” N, 11º 3’ 52” E, 740 m a.s.l.) since 1991 (Carnuth et al., 2002; Trickl et 
al., 2020b). The laser source is a narrow-band KrF laser set to 0.4 J/pulse at 100 Hz repetition 
rate, at a wavelength of 248.5 nm. Two separate receiving telescopes (diameters 0.13 and 0.5 m, 
respectively) are used to divide the dynamic range of the backscatter signal of roughly eight 
decades. The primary laser output is strongly absorbed by ozone and, thus, not used. Instead, 
it is shifted by stimulated Raman scattering in hydrogen and deuterium with conversion effi-
ciencies of up to 40 % (Kempfer et al., 1994). We use the radiation components at 277.1 nm (“on” 
wavelength), 291.8 nm (“on” wavelength) and 313.2 nm (“off” wavelength, i. e., minor absorp-
tion) for the DIAL measurements (Eisele and Trickl, 1999). The three-wavelength operation leads 
to a unique vertical range between roughly 0.25 km above the ground and 3 to 5 km above the 
tropopause, the measurement time interval being just 41 s. By comparing the ozone profiles 
retrieved from different wavelength combinations (277 nm–313 nm, 292 nm–313 nm, or 
277 nm–292 nm) and for the two telescopes an internal quality check is possible. The DIAL 
features low uncertainties of about ± 3 ppb (parts per billion) in the lower free troposphere, the 
annual average Zugspitze ozone mixing ratio being about 55 ppb. The uncertainty roughly 
doubles in the upper troposphere. Comparisons with the nearby Zugspitze in-situ measure-
ments (at 2962 m a.s.l.) show no relevant mutual bias. The uncertainty further diminished after 
another system upgrading in 2012 that reduced the noise level by roughly a factor of three. The 
vertical resolution is dynamically varied between 50 m in the lower troposphere and roughly 
0.3 km below the tropopause.

Aerosol backscatter profiles with very good signal-to-noise ratio up to the lower stratosphere 
are obtained from the 313-nm “off” channel of the lidar (Eisele and Trickl, 2005). Examples 
demonstrating the high data quality achieved in recent years can be seen in (Trickl et al., 2015).

21.4.2 Water-Vapour Lidar Systems at UFS
The Zugspitze water-vapour DIAL is operated at UFS (47° 25’ 00’’ N, 10° 58’ 46’’ E) at 2675 m 
a.s.l., about 8.5 km to the south-west of IMK-IFU, and 0.5 km to the south-west of the Zugspitze 
summit. The full details of this lidar system were described by Vogelmann and Trickl (2008; 
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2022). It is based on a powerful tunable narrow-band Ti:sapphire laser system with up to 250 
mJ energy per pulse operated at about 817 nm and a 0.65-m-diameter Newtonian receiver. Due 
to these specifications a vertical range up to about 12 km can be reached, almost unaffected by 
daylight. A separation of near-field and far-field signals is achieved by a combination of a beam 
splitter and a blade in the far-field channel. The operating range starts below the altitude of the 
Zugspitze summit station (2962 m a.s.l.). The electronics are almost identical to those of the 
ozone DIAL. However, at 817 nm avalanche photodiodes have been used that are noisier than 
the photomultiplier tubes preferred for shorter wavelengths. Improvements are planned.

The vertical resolution chosen in the data evaluation is dynamically varied between 50 m at low 
altitudes and roughly 350 m in the upper troposphere. Free-tropospheric measurements during 
dry conditions clearly benefit from the elevated site outside or just below the edge of the moist 
Alpine boundary layer (e. g., Carnuth and Trickl, 2000; Nyeki et al., 2000; Carnuth et al., 2002). 
After a fatal laser damage in winter 2015 a new Ti:sapphire laser system is under development.

The lidar has been validated in several intercomparisons, particularly with an airborne DIAL 
(Sec. 5.1.1). A noise level of 5 % was determined up to more than 6 km, with no resolvable bias 
at an uncertainty level of 1 %.

21.4.3 Raman Lidar at UFS
Because of the radiation loss in the absorption measurement the water-vapour measurements 
with the UFS DIAL are limited to the free troposphere, with somewhat degrading performance 
in the upper troposphere. Measurements at higher altitudes can be achieved by Raman scat-
tering of short-wavelength laser radiation from the H2O molecule due to much lower radiation 
loss in the troposphere. However, Raman scattering is more than three orders of magnitude 
weaker than Rayleigh scattering that is used for DIAL sounding. This disadvantage can, in prin-
ciple, be compensated by upscaling power and size of the system, at least during nighttime, 
i. e., in the absence of the solar background. Also the use of ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths is 
highly advantageous because of the λ−4 wavelength dependence of Raman scattering. As a 
consequence, a high-power Raman lidar system has been developed at UFS, at the side of DIAL 
system (Höveler et al, 2016; Klanner et al., 2021). In the UV excimer lasers provide power levels 
exceeding laser sources so far used in water-vapour Raman lidars by more than one order of 
magnitude. We use a 180-W single-line XeCl laser, emitting at 308 nm, and a Newtonian receiv-
er telescope for the backscattered radiation with a diameter as large as 1,5 m. In this way, a 
vertical range up to 20 km has been demonstrated for a measurement time of 1 h. In contrast 
to the DIAL the Raman lidar must be routinely calibrated. Due to the very high spatial and 
temporal variability of water vapour (Vogelmann et al., 2011; 2015) this is a demanding task. At 
UFS this issue will be solved in a unique way by the side-by-side operation of the highly accu-
rate water-vapour DIAL system. One successful demonstration of this approach during a high-
ly inhomogeneous situation was given before the interruption of the DIAL operation (Klanner 
et al., 2021).

21.5 Results of Long-Range transport studies (2007–2017)

Since 2007 routine measurements of ozone, water vapour and the aerosol have been conduct-
ed with the two DIAL systems at UFS and IFU. Due to the less complex laser technology of the 
ozone DIAL, allowing for automatic data acquisition, and the easier access to the station in the 
valley the number of measurements is dominated by the ozone soundings. Between 2007 and 
2017, 2359 ozone measurements (on 625 days) have been evaluated, also yielding profiles of 
aerosol backscatter coefficients archived in the EARLINET data base. The water vapour meas-
urements were made on typically two measurement days per week, but have been interrupted 
since 2015 (Sec. 4.2).

The interesting features in both the ozone and water-vapour profiles are mostly related to STT. 
In addition, about 90 days with air masses containing Saharan dust have been covered by 
observations. Long range transport of fires plumes was observed the most important source 
region being the United States, Canada, and Ukraine where continual burning occurs.
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21.5.1 Results for Stratosphere-to-Troposphere Transport

21.5.1.1  Examples of measurements during Intrusion of Stratospheric 
Air into the Troposphere

As discussed by Trickl et al. (2010) stratospheric air intrusions passing over Garmisch-Parten-
kirchen arrive from almost all directions. Easterly directions mostly result from detours of the 
dry layers via Eastern Europe or curl formation over Central Europe potentially in cut-off lows. 
It is interesting that intrusion layers are observed under so many different conditions. We rou-
tinely observe pre-fontal and post-frontal intrusion layers, as well as very frequently intrusions 
slowly descending from the far west (Western Canada, Alaska, Siberia). Prefrontal ozone peaks 
are mainly associated with a descent of the stratospheric air masses from the Arctic to North 
Africa followed by some return to Central Europe, accompanied by Saharan dust. Postfrontal 
intrusions mostly reach low altitudes above Garmisch-Partenkirchen. They occur in “classical” 
case of beginning anti-cyclonic conditions (e. g., Stohl and Trickl, 1999; Trickl et al., 2003), but 
also between two fronts sometimes separated by not more than one day. In these cases the 
inclined descending layer can be sandwiched between the low-lying clouds of the preceding 
front and the high-lying clouds of the incoming new front.

Fig. 2 shows an ozone time series generated from measurements with the ozone DIAL system 
on December 30 and 31, 2013, at intervals of 1 to 2 h. The shape of the high-ozone areas in Fig. 2 
indicates a tropopause fold that drifted through laser beam transversely to its main direction 
of postfrontal propagation from the Arctic south of Greenland to the Alps. What is very special 
here is that two descending high-ozone layers occur. The ozone DIAL is capable of resolving 
these very thin layers. The performance of the system also benefits from its outstandingly low 
noise level of about 1×10−6 of the full signal range after minor smoothing.

Peak mixing ozone ratios between 80 and 150 ppb in intrusion layers are normal. 200 ppb and 
more have only been observed three times in the history of the ozone DIAL system. In the 
lowest part of the layers in Fig. 2, reached on December 31, the mixing ratio dropped to about 
60 ppb. Since the layer did not widen and the relative humidity was 1 % or less throughout that 
period this low value cannot be due to mixing of the two layers with the surrounding tropo-
spheric air during the long transport. It seems to be determined by the way of outflow from the 
lowermost Arctic stratosphere (Trickl et al., 2014; 2016).

The first simultaneous time series of both DIAL systems is shown in Fig. 3 (Trickl et al., 2014). 
The case was highly complex with three layers L1–L3 (with peak ozone mixing ratios of about 
120 ppb, 180 ppb and 200 ppb, respectively) not behaving like the classical tropopause fold in 
Fig. 2. This is indicated by the trajectory bundle in Fig. 4: The intrusion was split into filaments 
confined in space that transversely drifted out of the observational area within rather short time. 
The four-day trajectories were calculated with the transport model LAGRANTO (Lagrangian 
Analysis Tool) model (Wernli and Davies, 1997) by our partners at ETH Zürich (Switzerland), run 

Fig. 2: Lidar time series of a stratospheric air intrusion cyclonically descending from 7.5 km a.s.l. south of 
Iceland: Two very thin layers subside for more than one day, the lower one to less than 3 km (for details 
see text).
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with re-analysis meteorological data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecast. The re-analysis-based trajectories slightly differ from the operational forecast we re-
ceive every day (Zanis et al., 2003).

Again, the humidity was extremely low (almost negligible in Layer L1) suggesting the absence 
of major mixing on the way from Greenland to our site. Layer L3 started to became less dry 
after 13:00 CET. Since also ozone dropped considerably at the same time, this increase in hu-
midity could mean a transition to an upper-tropospheric source in the Arctic.

On April 25, 2013, almost simultaneous nighttime measurements during the passage of three 
intrusion layers in the free troposphere were made with the Raman lidar and the water-vapour 
DIAL (Fig. 9 of Klanner et al., 2021). During nighttime the Raman lidar yields measurements 
without background und, thus, has a high sensitivity for low humidity. Two of the three STT 
layers were found to be extremely dry (relative humidity significantly below 1 %) with both lidar 
systems.

In October 2008, for the first time the full tomography of a stratospheric intrusion layer was 
achieved that started to emerge from the stratosphere over Baffin Island (north-eastern Canada) 
and passed over Central Europe on October 17, 2008 (Trickl et al., 2016; Fig. 5). The observations 
were made during the LUAMI (Lindenberg Upper Air Methods Intercomparison) that had been 
planned for instrument validation purposes (Fig. 5). Vertical sounding of water vapour took 
place with the air-borne DIAL system WALES of UFS partner DLR and at the four observational 
sites Payerne (Switzerland), Bilthoven (The Netherlands), Lindenberg (Germany) and UFS. 
Transport modelling was, again, performed at ETH Zürich and yielded the trajectories in Fig. 5 
and valuable transverse cross sections of the tropopause fold along its route (not shown here).

Fig. 3: First simultaneous time series of ozone and water vapour measured on March 6, 2008, (Trickl et 
al., 2014): Three layers (L1, L2, L3) with very high ozone mixing ratios (up to 200 ppb) were observed. 
High ozone corresponds to extremely low water-vapour density of less than 1.5 × 1021 m−3 (corresponding 
to a mixing ratio of, e. g., about 100 ppm at 4 km). The minimum humidity in Layer L1 is roughly zero 
 (uncertainty: ± 25 ppm).
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Fig. 4: Four-day forward trajectories with the LAGRANTO model based on ERA 40 meteorological re- 
analysis data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (Trickl et al., 2014); the 
 colour code is pressure in mbar, the red dot marks the position of Garmisch-Partenkirchen. The Zugspitze 
summit corresponds to a pressure of about 700 mbar. The trajectory positions for the times t0 (12 UTC 
on March 4, 2008), t0 + 2 d and t0 + 4 d are given with dark blue, light blue and black dots, respectively.

Fig. 5: Stratospheric Intrusion in October 2008 visualized with five-day LAGRANTO forward trajectories 
(Trickl et al., 2016): The dry layer started to emerge from the Stratosphere over Baffin Island as verified by 
a cross section along the blue line and to reach Central Europe on October 17 where air-borne and 
ground-based observations took place (blue curve). The flight passed over Payerne (P), Bilthoven (B), Lin-
denberg (L) and Mt. Zugspitze (Z).
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the UFS and WALES DIAL systems during LUAMI (Trickl et al., 2016); three WALES 
profiles are shown obtained during the approach (black), the passage over the Zug spitze summit (blue) 
and after the passage (green). The agreement was best for the best co-incidence.

Fig. 7: Water vapour and 817-nm aerosol profile from the LUAMI measurements at UFS on October 17, 
2008, showing volcanic particles descending in the stratospheric intrusion layer after the Okmok and 
 Kasatochi eruptions in 2008 (Trickl et al., 2016)
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At all four stations the H2O mixing ratio was 
100 ppm and less which is typical of the 
range just above the tropopause where ful-
ly stratospheric conditions with 5 ppm are 
not yet reached. It is interesting to note that 
the lowest mixing ratios (35 ppm and less) 
were registered at the south side of the lay-
er, over Garmisch-Partenkirchen and Pay-
erne. The comparison between the UFS 
DIAL and WALES is shown in Fig. 6 and 
demonstrates the excellent performance of 
both systems. The peak ozone mixing ratio 
was 70 ppb (not shown).

Over the entire observational area the intru-
sion layer also contained particles (see 
Fig. 7 for UFS). The particles are ascribed to 
the violent eruptions of the volcanoes 
Okmok and Kasatochi that reached the 
stratosphere (Trickl et al., 2013). Particles in 
intrusion layers were observed after all ma-
jor mid-latitude eruptions since 2007. 
Downward transport in tropopause fold has 
been regarded as an important removal 
mechanism for stratospheric aerosol. In 
fact, aerosol from eruptions at middle and 
high latitudes, where tropopause folds 
maximize, is typically removed from the 
stratosphere with less than one year (Trickl 
et al., 2013).

Finally, we give an example of an intrusion 
with prefrontal arrival over Garmisch-Parten-
kirchen (Fig. 8) after merging with air from 
North Africa. The intrusion layer was cen-
tred at 5.7 km and featured peak ozone mix-

Fig. 9: HYSPLIT backward trajectories initiated above Garmisch-Parten-
kirchen at two altitudes within the aerosol layer (red and blue), passing 
over the central Sahara at low altitude, and at the centre of the intrusion 
layer (green). The dotted black line indicates the arriving cold front on 
June 18, 2013, 13 CET.

Fig. 8: Stratospheric intrusion on June 18, 2013, arriving over Garmisch-Partenkirchen at about 5.7 km a.s.l. ahead of a cold front 
also advecting rising dust-loaded air from the Sahara desert (left panel: ozone and aerosol backscatter coefficient; see Fig. 9); 
the UFS DIAL confirmed dry conditions to just below 6 km (right panel). Densities n from the Munich radiosonde are given for 
comparison.
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ing ratios of the order of 85 ppb. The minimum relative humidity was below 10 % (right panel 
of Fig. 8), but did not reach the low values of the examples shown above, which indicates the 
occurrence of mixing during the long travel from the stratosphere over the northern U. S. to 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen as verified with 315-h HYSPLIT backward trajectories (http://ready.arl.
noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php). One example with a start altitude of about 10 km is shown in Fig. 9. 
Directly below the intrusion layer Saharan dust arrived above out site (left panel of Fig. 8; Fig. 9). 
The dust originated in the central Sahara. Obviously, the intrusion layer travelled faster than 
the cold front (dotted line in Fig. 9) and passed over it at an altitude of about 6 km. Since 2007 
we have observed about 70 cases of simultaneous STT and Saharan dust.

21.5.2 Statistical Analyses of the STT Observations
The observations have made possible rather fundamental 
statistical assessments for STT. The first one was based on 
the water vapour soundings at UFS alone. It was stimulated 
by the extremely low H2O densities we found in intrusion 
layers already in the early phase of the measurements and 
documented in the previous section. By analysing more than 
70 deep intrusions (to about 4 km and less) we found a clear 
general confirmation of this behaviour (Trickl et al., 2014). In 
Fig. 10, we show the distribution of the minimum water-va-
pour mixing ratio as a function of travel time downward from 
the tropopause estimated from ETH and HYSPLIT trajectory 
calculations. For subsidence times of three days less than 50 
ppm and less were observed for 63 % of the cases. The distri-
bution widens for longer travel times, but unperturbed layers 
do exist even for the longest travel times (13 days for 
 HYSPLIT). In one case negligible humidity was found in an 
intrusion layer even after more than 15 days of descent (Trickl 
et al., 2015, see Sec. 5.4).

These findings contradict the frequently read idea of quick 
erosion of the stratospheric nature of these descending strat-
ospheric layers. Very likely, free-tropospheric mixing in at-
mospheric models is considerably overestimated and the 
corresponding parametrization must be revised accordingly. 
In Eulerian models, in addition, the problem of numerical dif-
fusion exists which is caused by the finite grid size of the 
models (Roelofs et al., 2003; Eastham and Jacob, 2017.

The second great surprise was the very high number of days 
with observations of STT. Based on the large data set from 
the ozone DIAL, on the humidity measurements of the UFS 
H2O DIAL, as well as of nearby radiosonde routine ascents we 
derived the seasonal cycle for 2007–2016 shown in Fig. 12 

(Trickl et al., 2020a). The analysis with observational data were assisted by extensive trajectory 
calculations. Intrusions were observed on up to 94 % of the monthly measurements days (an-
nual average: 84 %). This is substantially more than estimated in the assessment by Beekmann 
et al. (1997), but in some agreement with the recent study of Granados-Muñoz and Leblanc 
(2017) for California, at least in winter.

Our fractions maximize in summer whereas at the Alpine summit level a summer minimum is 
seen. In Fig. 12 both the analysis for the Zugspitze in-situ measurements (Trickl et al., 2010) and 
the cruder results from the lidar measurements for 3 km a.s.l. are shown.

An important question is: How much has the increase of STT contributed to the drying of the 
free troposphere reported by Paltridge et al. (2009)? The negative trend for water vapour during 
the past forty years would contradict expectations for the atmospheric warming.

Fig. 10: Distribution of minimum water-vapour mixing 
ratio in deep stratospheric intrusion layers (reaching 
altitudes below roughly 4 km) for three different trans-
port time ranges extracted from a total of more than 
70 cases examined with the UFS DIAL
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Fig. 11: Fractions of days with STT observations for the ozone DIAL measurements between 2007 and 2016

Fig. 12: The short-term variability of the vertical water-vapour profile is illustrated by the plot of the relative variance as a function 
of altitude within different time intervals (left plot). The covariance matrix (right plot) gives an idea of the interconnectivity of the 
variation between different altitudes.

21.5.3 Trans-Atlantic Transport
During the observational period most pronounced elevated-ozone features in the middle and 
upper troposphere were mainly related to the presence of strongly descending very dry air. 
However, a few clear examples of trans-Atlantic transport of high levels of ozone as during the 
observational period between 1996 and 2003 (e. g., Trickl et al., 2003) have been identified (Trickl 
et al., 2020a), but have been rare in recent years. The low occurrence of ozone peaks from across 
the Atlantic suggests an improved air quality over North America with respect to the 1990s.
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21.5.4 Fire Plumes
Aerosol and ozone observations in the presence of fire plumes have been quite frequently 
made. The most important source regions have been the U. S., Canada, but occasionally also 
Europe, in particular Ukraine where almost persistently peat fires burn. The most spectacular 
period was July 2013 when smoke from a “road of fire” from Alaska to eastern Canada passed 
over Central Europe for several weeks (Trickl et al., 2015). On each day the combined lidar 
measurements, together with sonde data, revealed aerosol transport in stratospheric intrusion 
layers that descended from the remote west. The most interesting day was July 16, when a very 
thin but horizontally opaque layer hit the Zugspitze summit and, in part, UFS. This layer was 
extremely dry (< 25 ppm) despite subsiding from Siberia in as many as fifteen days, picking up 
soot-loaded air from a pyro-cumulonimbus (e. g., Fromm at al., 2010) event in eastern Canada.

In August 2017 strong pyro-cumulonimbus activity was reported for British Columbia (Baars et 
al., 2019). The plume from this event yielded the strongest stratospheric signature related to 
fires in our entire measurement series since 1976. The top of these aerosols gradually ascend-
ed to about 20 km.

21.5.5 Variability
The vertical distribution of tropospheric trace gases is subject to rapid change due to different 
layers advected from different source regions, sometimes at time scales of less than one hour. 
The resulting variability is particularly pronounced for water vapour. Our lidar measurements 
have revealed changes of integrated free-tropospheric water vapour by a factor of more than 
thirty and by far more than hundred. The extremes vary from very dry air from the upper trop-
osphere and lower stratosphere and humid air from the tropical oceans.

The variability of free-tropospheric water vapour and its time scales was studied in great detail 
(Vogelmann et al., 2011; 2015). Fig. 12 shows in its left panel the variability (relative variance) 
of the vertical water vapour distribution from the UFS DIAL on time scales of 1 to 5 h. For the 
shortest time interval of this investigation (1 h), the relative variance starts with a value of as 
low as 0.02. Above 5 km, the variance continuously increases to more than 0.38 at an altitude 
of about 11 km a.s.l. This is the range where long-range transport maximizes, in particular STT. 
Due to the increasing wind speed in the upper troposphere (up to more than 100 m s−1; Riehl, 
1962) layers from different source regions follow one another more rapidly.

For longer time intervals up to 5 h, the relative variance behaves quite similarly, but is shifted 
to higher values at all altitudes. In comparison to the 1 h profile, we see a more significant 
maximum at the lower edge at 3 km and a significant minimum at 4.5 km for longer time inter-
vals. This enhanced increase between 3 and 4 km is, to our understanding, induced by the di-
urnally varying upper edge of the boundary layer during the warm season (Carnuth et al., 2002).

In the right panel of Fig. 12 we show the covariance matrix, calculated from all normalized 
profiles recorded from 2007 to 2011. There are no significant off-diagonal values below 6 km, 
which indicates absence of a coherent air flow in this range. This means that the horizontal flow 
at certain altitudes below 6 km is not or only weakly coupled to the flow above or below. The 
increase of off-diagonal values between 6 and 8 km indicates a partially coherent flow. The high 
off-diagonal values above 8 km indicate a large fraction of coherent flow of inhomogeneous 
air masses in this altitude region.

21.5.6 Water-Vapour Transport in the Lower Stratosphere
During the past few years the high-power Raman lidar at UFS system has been tested and 
optimized (Klanner et al., 2021). The system has been successfully validated up to 20 km in 
February 2019 with balloon-borne frost-point hygrometers of Forschungszentrum Jülich. In 
addition, a temperature retrieval yielded accurate temperature data up to almost 90 km as 
verified by sonde, NCEP, satellite and the mesospheric OH fluorescence measurements at UFS 
by DLR (Schmidt et al., 2013) from the same night.
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In Fig. 13 we show the water-vapour mixing ratio calculated by dividing the direct H2O Raman 
vibrational backscatter signal at 347 nm by the nitrogen vibrational Raman backscatter signal. 
This measurement was the first demonstrating a range up to 20 km, but somewhat suffered at 
the highest altitudes from not perfect shielding background radiation from the full moon, which 
was greatly improved during the following years (Klanner at al., 2021). The mixing ratio was 
calibrated by comparison with that calculated from the midnight sonde data at Oberschleißheim 
(“Munich” sonde, 100 km roughly to the north) and the morning sonde launched at Hohen-
peißenberg (about 40 km to the north) in the range around 5 km where the two sonde profiles 
agree best (around 3000 ppm). The mutual agreement of the three instruments at many alti-
tudes is terrible, with local discrepancies of more than a factor of two. This reflects the strong 
inhomogeneity of the water vapour distribution in space and time that strongly suggests to 
apply the DIAL measurements at UFS for the calibration in the future. The Hohenpeißenberg 
humidity agrees best with that from the lidar in the tropopause region and was, therefore, in-
cluded in Fig. 13.

What makes this measurement special is the very low mixing ratio of 2 ppm or less between 
15.0 and 16.3 km, which much less than the typical free-stratospheric values of about 5 ppm 
(e. g., Zahn et al., 2014). This humidity drop is confirmed by the Hohenpeißenberg sonde, which, 
nevertheless, becomes unreliable above the dry layer. Most importantly, HYSPLIT backward 
trajectories reveal high-altitude transport from the Caribbean Sea to our site just around 
15.5 km. In the tropics convectively lifted moist air has been found to freeze-dry due to the very 
cold tropopause temperatures (e. g., Schiller et al., 2009).

We are also looking for elevated humidity due to prefrontal upward transport in warm convey-
or belts entering the stratosphere in middle and high latitudes (Stohl, 2001). This could be a 
source of lower-stratospheric water vapour not discussed too frequently so far.

Fig. 13: Water-vapour profile obtained with the UFS Raman lidar system during the night hours on early 
July 1, 2015 showing very dry conditions above 6.3 km; the exceptional dryness between 15 and 16.3 km 
(1–2 ppm) is ascribed to the advection of air from the Caribbean Sea at high altitude, which indicates 
 potential freeze-drying. The red and green curves were generated by sliding arithmetic averages corre-
sponding to vertical resolutions of 375 m and 750 m, respectively. For comparison, the mixing ratio 
 calculated from the data of the morning sonde ascent above the Meteorological Observatory Hohen-
peißenberg (MOHp) is included
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21.6 Conclusions

The routine DIAL measurements of ozone, water vapour and aerosol carried out at IFU and UFS 
since 2007 have yielded a rich data set that yields information on the impact of atmospheric 
transport. So far we have fully concentrated on a complete compilation of STT, fire and Saharan 
dust cases. But also signatures of anthropogenic air pollution from North America or Asian dust 
have been occasionally identified. A special event was the observation of the Eyjafjallajökull 
volcanic eruption plume in 2010 (Trickl et al., 2013).

STT is a particularly rewarding target for lidar work because of its high contrast in the ozone 
and water-vapour profiles. Our work confirms the findings for the Alpine summit stations that 
STT is a much higher source of tropospheric ozone than assumed by the “photochemical lobby” 
in the past. In addition, STT at the Zugspitze summit has grown since the mid-seventies. It will 
be interesting to follow the further development of the ozone concentrations in the entire free 
troposphere in a changing climate.

The results clearly demonstrate that Eulerian models must be thoroughly improved in order to 
quantify atmospheric long-range transport and, thus, the chemical composition of the tropo-
sphere. This holds in particular for coarse-grid climate models that even miss thin atmospher-
ic layers. A key topic is a substantial lowering of free-tropospheric mixing in models.
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22  Impact of turbulence on cloud microphysics

Gholamhossein Bagheri1, Eberhard Bodenschatz1, John Lawson2, Jan Moláček1, 
Freja Nordsiek1, Oliver Schlenczek1

22.1  Introduction

Clouds consist of water droplets and ice particles that are dispersed within a highly non-sta-
tionary, inhomogeneous, and intermittent turbulent flow (Bodenschatz et al. 2010). Earth’s 
 atmosphere is dominated by the presence of clouds, which exert great control on the Earth’s 
radiative balance, which strongly impacts weather and climate. Despite decades of research, a 
vast community of scientists and considerable measurement infrastructure (e. g. weather sta-
tions and satellites), insufficient understanding of cloud physics (moist convection and cloud 
evolution) is a primary source of uncertainty in weather and climate models (Stevens & Bony 
2013). Why can’t we reliably predict weather more than a few days ahead (and sometimes not 
even a few hours), let alone forecast the climate in 50 years?

Various factors can be blamed for the ‘cloud challenge’. Two key factors are the enormous scale 
separations in cloud physics and turbulence (Bodenschatz et al. 2010). Physical phenomena relat-
ed to formation and evolution of clouds span a wide range of scales from micrometres (scale of 
small cloud particles and aerosols) to hundreds of kilometres where clouds become part of glob-
al weather and climate. Additionally, there is a strong interplay and coupling with turbulence at 
all scales. In particular, the challenge is to incorporate the microphysical processes occurring at 
sub-metre scales, such as inertial clustering and entrainment of environmental air in clouds, into 
coarse-resolution weather and climate models. Even before that, we are yet to understand how 
such microphysical processes work (Stevens & Bony 2013; Bodenschatz 2015; Beals et al. 2015).

22.1.1 Rain initiation problem
“According to the Mt. Washington experiments, we should expect that droplets in summer cu-

mulus clouds at +20C should grow to a diameter of about 26 microns in one minute and to about 

72 microns in thirty minutes. … Since cumulus clouds often develop rain within less than thirty 

minutes after their formation, we see that some mechanism other than that assumed in the 

evaporation-condensation theory must be involved in rain formation.” Irving Langmuir (1948)

Seventy years after Langmuir’s statement, we still don’t understand the rapid growth of 30–
80 μm diameter (  d  p  ) drops in warm (ice-free) clouds (the growth of ice particles in mixed-phase 
clouds has been explained by the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process since 1938, see  Wallace 
& Hobbs, 2006). It is well understood that nucleation-condensation explains the rapid growth 
of   d  p   from sub-micron formation to 30 µm. At the same time, gravitational collisions explain 
the growth of drops with dp > 80 μm (section 7 in Pumir & Wilkinson, 2016). However, for 30–
80 μm drops the growth process is still poorly understood (Grabowski & Wang 2013; Pumir & 
Wilkinson 2016). It is believed that these drops also grow by collision-coalescence, but the 
underlying mechanisms, and in particular the role of turbulence, need to be explained. In the 
following discussion, we will limit ourselves to the case of warm clouds – those consisting 
entirely of liquid water droplets, and thus talk only about rain.

22.1.2 The nature of turbulence in clouds
“The essential point is that fluid motion is almost always inherently unstable, and that incipient 

instabilities are suppressed only if the viscous dissipation is high enough. However, virtually 

all fluids have an extremely low viscosity. This is true of water, air, blood, the molten metal in 

the core of the earth, and the atmosphere of the sun. The implication is that turbulence is the 

natural state of things and indeed this is the case.” Davidson (2015)

1 Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization, Am Faßberg 17, 37077 Göttingen, Germany
2 Aerodynamics and Flight Mechanics Research Group, University of Southampton, Southampton SO17 1BJ, UK
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Atmospheric turbulence is characterized by its large separation of scales. One measure of this 
is the large-eddy Reynolds number:

R  e  ℓ   = u’l/ν  (1)

where u’ is the fluctuating (root-mean-square) turbulent velocity, l is the integral length scale 
(i. e. the length scale of the flux carrying eddies ~102–103 m) and ν is the kinematic viscosity 
(~1  0  –5   m2s–1 for air). u’ in clouds can vary over at least two orders of magnitude with a typical 
moderate cumulus cloud value of 1 m s–1 (Shaw 2003). Since most turbulent kinetic energy is 
in the large eddies, we can safely replace u’ by the fluctuating velocity of large eddies, i. e. R  e  ℓ   
=   u  ℓ  l/ν. For atmospheric clouds, R  e  ℓ   is typically ~106–108.

According to Richardson’s (1922) energy-cascade theory, the kinetic energy of velocity fluc-
tuations in fully-developed turbulence cascades from large energy-containing scales (l) to small-
er scales until it dissipates to heat. Dimensional analysis shows turbulence energy production 
scales as   u ℓ 

3
  /l. Since a fully-developed turbulent flow cascade is a stationary state, the rate at 

which kinetic energy is transferred to the smaller scales is equal to the rate it is viscously dis-
sipated ε:

ε ~   u ℓ 
3
  /l,  (2)

which is one of the most important turbulence parameters. As an example in the spirit of the 
Kolmogorov (1941) hypotheses, knowing ε allows the estimate of various temporal and spatial 
scales of turbulence, scaling of the turbulence energy spectrum in intermediate length scales 
(inertial range), and statistics of low-order velocity increments. The cloud-average ε for moder-
ate cumulus clouds is typically around 1  0  –2   m2s–3. However, ε inside clouds can vary by several 
orders of magnitude with the highest values occurring typically around the cloud top (~0.1 m2s–3) 
and smaller values at the cloud base around ~1  0  –3   – 4 × 1  0  –3   m2s–3 (Vaillancourt & Yau 2000; Shaw 
2003).

The dissipation scales are called the Kolmogorov microscales of turbulence (Davidson 2015). 
The Kolmogorov length scale η is derived through dimensional analyses based on Kolmo-
gorov’s first similarity hypothesis (small-scale statistics in fully-developed turbulence should 
only depend on ν and ε)

η =    (  ν  3 /ε )   1/4  . (3)

Similarly, we can define Kolmogorov time   τ  η   and velocity   u  η   scales

  τ  η   =    ( ν/ε )   1/2  ,  (4)

  u  η   =    ( ν ε )   1/4  .   (5)

The Kolmogorov scale Reynolds number, R  e  η   = η  u  η  /ν, is of order unity, which is consistent with 
the energy-cascade picture that viscous dissipation dominates at Kolmogorov scales. For at-
mospheric clouds, η – 1 mm,   τ  η   ~ 10 ms, and   u  η  ~ 1 cm s–1. Combining equations (1) to (5), one 
can see that the cloud scale separation l/η scales with R  e l 

3/4
  . Considering that R  e  l   ~ 1  0  6  –1  0  8   in 

clouds, the scale separation is O   ( 1 0  4 )   – O (1  0  6  ) .

The Taylor microscale Reynolds number, R  e  λ   =   u  l  λ/ν ~    ( 15 R e  l  )   
1/2  , is often used for quantifying 

turbulence strength. The  Taylor length microscale, λ ~    (  u l 
2
 ν/ε )   1/2   , is the characteristic length scale 

of the mean spatial extension of velocity gradients, which lies between l and η (Vaillancourt & 
Yau 2000). Unlike R  e  l   (which depends on the non-universal, flow-dependent, scales of large 
eddies) and R  e  η   (always of order unity), R  e  λ   is an appropriate dimensionless number for com-
paring universal statistics of different turbulent flows with each other since it is based on an 
intermediate length scale with universal characteristics. In clouds, R  e  λ   ~ 1  0  4   .

The dispersion and interaction of cloud particles with turbulence is of great interest. The 30–80 
μm drops at the heart of the cloud problem are much smaller than η in typical clouds. Experi-
mental measurements, such as the pioneering investigation of Snyder & Lumley (1971), have 
shown that the main parameters controlling dispersion of particles   d  p   ≪ η in a turbulent flow 
are the particle-to-fluid density ratio and Stokes number

St =    
 τ  p 

 __  τ  η     =    
 ρ  p   ε  1/2  d p 

2
  
 ________ 

18  ρ  f  ν  3/2 
   ,  (6)
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where   τ  p   =   ρ  p     d p 
2
   /18   ρ  f   ν and   ρ  p   are the particle relaxation (or response) time and density, and   ρ  f   

is the fluid density. St is a measure of particle inertia – St ≪ 1 particles follow the fluid flow 
faithfully, while St ≫ 1 particles are completely decoupled from the flow. Typical values of St for 
10–100 μm cloud drops are 1  0  –2  –1  0  0  . Table 1 summarizes typical turbulence-cloud parameters.

Tab. 1: Ranges and values of important cloud-turbulence parameters typically encountered in free 
 cumulus clouds and at the UFS.

Parameter Typical range Typical value Meas. at UFS

ε [  m  2    s  –3  ] 1  0  –3  –1  0  –1  1 × 1  0  –2  8 × 1  0  –2  

η [m] 1  0  –4  –1  0  –3  8 × 1  0  –4  4 × 1  0  –4  

  τ  η   [s] 1  0  –2  –1  0  –1    4 × 1  0  –2  1 × 1  0  –2  

  u  η   [m  s  –1  ] 1  0  –2  –1  0  –1  2 × 1  0  –2  3 × 1  0  –2  

R  e  λ  1  0  3  –1  0  4  8 × 1  0  3  3 × 1  0  3   

St  1  0  –3  –1  0  0  * 3 × 1  0  –1  * 5 × 1  0  –2  **

* considering cloud drops with diameters of 10–50 µm and mean of 30 µm.
** see Fig. 9 and 10 in Siebert et al. (2015).

22.1.3 Characteristics of clouds at the UFS
Measurements indicate that the microphysical and turbulent properties of clouds at the UFS 
are representative of free clouds, which makes the UFS a suitable site for investigating clouds. 
Easterly-westerly winds are dominant at the UFS as a result of the local topography (Fig. 1a). 
Warm clouds are dominant in the average 5ºC summer. Wind speeds with and without clouds 
were usually < 14 ms–1 with a most probable value of ~0.9 ms–1 and an average of 1.2–2.6 ms–1 
for 2000–2012 (Risius et al. 2015; Siebert et al. 2015), which can be seen in Figure 1b. The veloc-
ity energy spectrum measured by an ultrasonic anemometer and a hotwire at the UFS and the 
weather data from the DWD (Deutscher Wetterdienst) from the peak of the Zugspitze are shown 
together in Figure 1c (Risius et al. 2015).

Ultrasonic anemometry at the UFS indicates the RMS velocity is u’ ≈ 1 ms–1 (Risius 2012). Taking 
the approximate distance from the measurement point to the mountainside to be the large eddy 
scale of l ~ 10 m, we obtain ε ~ u’3/l ≈ 1  0  –1   m2s–3, which is comparable to ε = 8.5 × 1  0  –2   m2s–3 meas-

Fig. 1: Wind data from the Zugspitze (Risius et al. 2015). (a) Wind direction angle PDF and (b) speed PDF 
for the most common directions at the UFS measured by an ultrasonic anemometer (Fig. 4) in cloudy 
and non-cloudy conditions. (c) Turbulent energy spectrum of east-west wind on the Zugspitze. Hotwire 
and sonic data are from the UFS, and the DWD data is from the peak. The solid black line is the smoothed 
composite spectrum. The diagonal dash-dotted line is a Kolmogorov   f   –5/3   spectrum line, and the vertical 
dashed line corresponds to 1 h  r  –1  . The inset shows the composite spectrum’s local logarithmic slope 
compared to the Kolmogorov –5/3 spectrum (horizontal line).
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ured by hot-wire anemometry (Siebert et al. 2015). R  e  l   ~ 1  0  6  , which is at the low end for free 
clouds in the atmospheric boundary layer (Siebert, Lehmann, Wendisch, et al. 2006). The max-
imum R  e  λ   is of the order of 104 with a most common value of ~3000 (Risius et al. 2015). These 
values are summarized in Table 1.

22.1.4 Physics of Rain Initiation
Every raindrop starts as a cloud condensation nucleus, a sub-micron aerosol particle (salt crys-
tals, organic molecules, combustion residue, etc.) suspended in air. As the excess relative hu-
midity greater than 100 % (supersaturation) rises above a critical level, water vapor quickly 
condenses on the nucleus which acts as a catalyst. The droplet’s radius grows over time pro-
portionally to the local supersaturation level, which can be caused by adiabatic cooling such as 
what happens when an airmass flows up a mountain. At the same time, dr/dt ~   r  –1   . Thus a 
period of rapid growth is followed by progressive slowdown, resulting in an increasingly nar-
row droplet size distribution where younger drops catch up with older ones.

Initially, the droplets have a settling speed much smaller than the typical updraft speeds effec-
tively suspending them in the flow (a 20 μm diameter droplet has a settling speed of 2 cm/s 
whereas updrafts are typically several m/s). To reach sufficiently high settling speeds to over-
come the updraft and fall to the ground, the droplets have to reach diameters of several hun-
dred μm. Raindrop sizes typically follow an exponential distribution (Jameson & Kostinski 2001; 
Marshall & Palmer 1948) with the mean drop size increasing with increasing rain rate, and can 
reach up to and beyond the maximum stable diameter of about 6 mm (Gunn & Kinzer 1949).

For a droplet to reach millimetric raindrop size purely by condensational growth would take 
orders of magnitude longer than what is observed. This leaves only combining droplets togeth-
er by various collision-coalescence processes. The simplest model for the evolution of droplet 
size distribution by collisions is

   ∂n (r,t) ______ 
∂t

    =    1 __ 
2
      ∫ 

0
 

r

   K   ( s, r’)     (   ∂r’ ____ 
∂r

   )   
–1

  n   ( s, t)   n   ( r’, t)   ds – n (r, t)   ∫ 
0
 

∞

   K   ( r, s)   n   ( s, t)   ds, (7)

where n   ( r, t)   is the number density of droplets of radius r at time t, K   ( s, r)   is the coalescence 
kernel giving the rate of coalescence between drops of radius s and r, and r’ =    (  r  3  –  s  3 )   

1/3
   is the 

required drop radius to form a drop of radius r when coalescing with a drop of radius s. The 
first integral is the rate of increase of n (r, t) due to coalescence of smaller droplets, whereas 
the second term describes the decrease of n (r, t) due to coalescence of droplets with radius r 
with other droplets.

In this simplest model, coalescence is assumed to happen whenever two droplets collide. In 
reality, this is only approximately true for large drops with small relative velocities. Large drops 
with large relative velocities tend to produce several droplets, and small droplets often move 
around each other due the hydrodynamics of the gas between them. Henceforth we shall re-
place the coalescence kernel with the collision kernel. For drops moving in still air solely due 
to gravity where the typical time between collisions is larger than the relaxation time for drop-
lets to reach terminal velocity, the collision kernel is simply

  K  G     ( r, s)   = π    ( r + s)   2    | V  ( r)  – V (s) |  ,  (8)

where V (r) is the settling speed of a drop with radius r, and π    ( r + s)   2   is the combined collision 
cross-section area.

While a modified version of (7)–(8) that accounts for the collision and coalescence efficiency 
describes the latest stages of large drop growth well, its fundamental weakness is that it de-
pends on the differential settling speed, and hence differential size, to drive the collisions; so 
that it cannot explain how the initially narrow size distribution of small droplets produced by 
condensational can grow and broaden within a reasonable timeframe. This is where turbulence 
comes in. By creating shear down to η, turbulent flow makes it possible for even equally sized 
droplets to collide. Careful analysis (Saffman & Turner 1956) yields a turbulent shear collision 
kernel

  K  TS     ( r, s)   = 1.3    ( r + s)   3    τ  η  . (9)
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Unequally sized droplets respond differently to turbulent acceleration due to their different 
inertias, which enhances collision probability. The process’ collision kernel is (Levich 1954)

  K  TI     ( r, s)   = π    ( r + s)   2    |  τ  p   ( r)  –  τ  p  (s) |    a  η  ,  (10)

where   a  η   = η/  τ η 
2
    is the Kolmogorov acceleration. Even with these effects taken into account, the 

droplet growth rate at 20–100 μm diameter is still significantly underestimated.

These collision kernels have all been obtained under the assumption that the spatial distribution 
of droplets is uniformly random – that is, the likelihood of finding a given droplet at any location 
is the same. However, numerical simulations of particles in turbulent flows have shown that 
the particles actually cluster onto lower-dimensional fractal-like structures (Yoshimoto & Goto 
2007). The level of clustering is dependent on the particle inertia. Particles with little inertia 
behave like passive tracers, faithfully following the surrounding flow, which, by virtue of its 
incompressibility do not cluster. Conversely, particles with large inertia cannot respond to the 
quick changes in the local flow conditions, effectively averaging flow structure over larger 
scales, which tends to lead to much weaker net effect on their trajectories. Thus, the uniform 
spatial distribution assumption holds for very small (  d  p   < 10 μm) and large (  d  p   > 100 μm); while 
for intermediate drop sizes, where the drop response time is comparable to   τ  η  , the clustering 
can produce structures with fractal dimension as low as 2.3 (Bec et al. 2007). The lower the 
fractal dimension, the more likely it is to find two drops very close to each other, which increas-
es the collision rate.

The collision rate is also enhanced by caustics in the droplet velocity field due to the so-called 
sling effect (Falkovich et al. 2002) where the droplet velocity field becomes multivalued as 
droplet trajectories separating from regions of different air velocity cross. This allows droplets 
with significantly different velocities to come close to each other, which enhances not only their 
collision rate but also the collision efficiency. While the acceleration magnitudes required to 
create the sling effect for droplet size of interest are substantially higher than the typical accel-
erations encountered in the flow, turbulence is known to create these extreme events with a 
likelihood far larger than would be expected from a normal distribution (La Porta et al. 2001).

The approaches described up to now all start from some version of equation (7). This equation 
describes the droplet number density as if it were a continuous quantity evolving determinis-
tically. In a real cloud, the droplet numbers are discrete and their collisions are a stochastic 
process – if we were to start from macroscopically identical initial conditions, the sequence of 
collisions would be different for each repetition. Since it takes about one million 10 μm diam-
eter drops to produce a typical raindrop, one in a million droplets coalescing could be enough 
for a runaway process of growth by coalescence to start. Therefore, a relatively small number 
of discrete collision events can have a large impact on the total timescale of the rain initiation, 
which can lead to an underestimate of the droplet growth rate using the continuous model Eq. 
(7) compared to a stochastic approach (Kostinski & Shaw 2005). Furthermore, it highlights the 
need to understand the nature and likelihood of the rare events in which the first millionth of 
droplets collide. Such understanding necessitates collecting large amounts of data resolving 
the smallest spatial and time-scales at which these events occur.

22.1.5 Available methods
Turbulence-cloud interactions are analysed at various scales with theoretical analyses, numer-
ical simulations, and laboratory and in-situ (field) measurements. Solving the Navier-Stokes 
equations (the equations of motion for fluids like air) by Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) or 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) are the two main computational approaches. With LES, the small 
scales are modelled indirectly while large scales are computed directly, which allows high R  e  λ   
to be reasonably well simulated (Warhaft 2002) at the expense of fine-scale turbulent features 
(mixing, fluctuations, etc.) and particle-turbulent interaction. DNS, on the other hand, simulates 
all scales, but the computational cost increases rapidly as R  e  λ   and, therefore, l/η grows. Specif-
ically, projecting the costs from R  e  λ   ~ 103 to 104, yields 20–100 weeks on the fastest supercom-
puter available today3 for one eddy turnover time depending on the computational efficiency 
of the code (e. g. see Jimenez, 2003, for computational requirments), and that is without taking 

3 https://www.top500.org/, November 2017 list
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temperature, buoyancy, vapor, and particles into account. It will take years (if ever) before 
turbulent flows similar to clouds can be simulated. Nevertheless, DNS can provide detailed 
information on statistics of small-scale fluctuations in velocity, temperature, and water-vapour 
mixing ratio and droplet collision-coalescence (Balachandar & Eaton 2010; Grabowski & Wang 
2013; Pumir & Wilkinson 2016).

Innovative experimental measurements are required to bridge the scales and develop validat-
ed sub-grid models for simulations and models.

Currently, creating real cloud conditions in laboratory experiments is very difficult. The difficul-
ty is ro reach cloud R  e  λ   with small cloud ε while ensuring that the gravitational settling is not 
negligible. Laboratory flows with low ε must either be very large or have R  e  λ   smaller than 
clouds. However, recently-developed turbulence wind tunnels, such as those developed by 
Bodenschatz et al. (2014), can produce decaying isotropic turbulence with R  e  λ   ~ 6000 and ε ~ 
0.1 m2s–3, which is promising.

Field observations in actual clouds are one of the most promising options. Most field observa-
tions are carried out with airborne campaigns that are flexible in picking clouds of interest away 
from ground topographical effects (Siebert, Lehmann, Wendisch, et al. 2006; Siebert et al. 2010; 
Malinowski et al. 2013; Beals et al. 2015). Aircraft-based measurements, however, are con-
strained by the resolution of flight speed and sampling frequency. A solution is to use blimps, 
aerostats, or kites; which are constrained by the wind speed instead of flight speed (Siebert, 
Lehmann & Wendisch 2006). Typical wind speeds encountered by aerostats are ~1–10 m/s, which 
are an order of magnitude less than typical aircraft flight speed of ~100 m/s. Another suitable 
field strategy is ground-based measurements, which are not constrained by the sampling time 
and provide the possibility to perform Lagrangian measurements, where droplets can be 
tracked in time. However, there is no freedom in selecting the cloud type and topographical 
effects must be considered.

22.2 Measuring flow and fluid properties

A very common method of measuring temperature is thermistors – resistors whose resistance 
has a significant temperature dependence. Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTD) are the 
most popular due to their linear resistance-temperature relationship. The measurement princi-
ples are largely independent of the kind of thermistor. The resistance is measured using a small 
current or voltage and measuring the other, while insuring that Ohmic heating of the thermis-
tor is negligible. A thermistor is commonly mounted inside a metal body as shown in Figure 
2a and 2b or used in the so-called cold-wire configuration (shown in Figure 2c and 2d) where 
a thin metal wire acting as the thermistor is held between two prongs and is immersed direct-
ly in the fluid. A good example is the T-NSTAP (Temperature – Nano Scale Thermal Anemometry 
Probe), which has a wire thickness of 100 nm × 2 μm and a length of 200 μm allowing it to 
measure temperature at very fine scales (Fan et al. 2015).

Fig. 2: (a) and (b) Diagram of two examples of thermistor probes with different housing styles. (c) and (d) 
Diagram of cold-wire thermistor probes, (c) being the larger conventional style and (d) being the smaller 
etched T-NSTAP style (Fan et al. 2015).
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When Ohmic heating is not negligible, the thermistor will be significantly 
warmer than the surrounding fluid and exchange heat to the fluid. This is 
done deliberately to measure the fluid velocity. Such thermistors are 
known as hotwires and the technique as Hotwire Anemometry (HWA). The 
thermistor, almost always an RTD, is maintained at a temperature T which 
is greater than the fluid temperature   T  f  . Heat is conducted to the fluid which 
then diffuses and is advected away as shown in Figure 3. The heat loss P 
to the fluid can be approximately described by King’s Law (King 1914) 
which is P = (T –   T  f  )(A + B    | u |   n  ) where n was originally derived to be ½ (King 
1914) but in practice typically deviates by a small amount, u is the fluid 
velocity, and A and B are coefficients that depend on the wire and fluid 
properties. Hotwire measurements are typically done by holding the hot-
wire at a fixed temperature/resistance much greater than the variation in   
T  f   with a feedback circuit, known as Constant Temperature Anemometry 
(CTA). The electric potential V across the hotwire is measured. Then the heat 
loss is just P =   V   2  /R and the fluid velocity then easily calculated.

Hotwire probes are typically used where there is a strong mean flow to measure the variation 
in u along the axis of the mean flow. By using the Taylor Frozen Field Hypothesis (Taylor 1938), 
the temporal measurements u   ( t)   can be translated to the spatial variation u (x) along the mean 
flow direction (  U  mean   ∆t ≈ ∆x). The kinetic energy spectrum can then be calculated, which allows 
the different scales of the fluid flow to be analysed and ε determined. Hotwires have been used 
to investigate the turbulent structures as well as turbulent intermittency (spatial variations in ε 
at small scales) in clouds (e. g. see H. Siebert et al. 2010).

Ultrasonic anemometers (sometimes called “sonics” or “sonic anemometers”) are another 
velocity measuring device, often found in weather stations. The sonics we have on the top deck 
of the UFS are shown in Fig. 4 along with some wind data from Risius et al. (2015) previously 
in Fig. 1. The sonics consist of two or more ultrasonic transducers, which gives the advantage 
of having no moving parts. For a pair of transducers that can hear each other, each alternately 
emits a short pulse whose time of flight, ∆  t  12   and ∆  t  21  , to the other transducer is measured. 
Because sound moves relative to its medium, the travel time will be reduced or increased de-
pending on the fluid velocity component u along the axis between the two transducers. ∆  t  12   
and ∆  t  21   can be used to eliminate the speed of sound and the other velocity components to get 

u =    1 __ 
2
    L (1/∆  t  12   – 1/∆  t  21  ), where L is the distance between them (McKeon et al. 2007). Typically, 

several transducers are used to form enough pairs so that two or three velocity components 
can be resolved, and to provide redundancy when the velocity is aligned with the axis between 
a transducer pair (transducers disrupt the measurement). Analysis can be done using Taylor’s 
Frozen Field Hypothesis similar to hotwires, though sonics resolve only lower frequencies.

Another quantity of interest is the water vapor concentration of the air. To measure relative 
humidity, three main physical mechanisms can be used: (1) change in volume or length of a 
hygroscopic material (the principle used in hair hygrometers), (2) change in electrical properties 
due to absorption of water vapor on a surface (change in capacitance, used in capacitive hy-

Fig. 3: Hotwire in a flowing colder fluid. 
The wire (seen edge on) heats the fluid 
which is diffused and advected away by 
the fluid. Elevated temperatures are 
shown in red.

Fig. 4: (a) Picture of 6 
 ultrasonic anemometers, 
each with 6 transducers, 
at the UFS – 5 are on the 
mast and one is on the 
rail. (b) Picture of the 
rightmost ultrasonic ane-
mometer on the mast, 
which has 6 transducers 
in an arrangement of 
3 pairs.
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grometers, and change in conductivity, used in lithium chloride hygrometers), and (3) spectro-
scopic methods (Lyman-alpha hygrometers, water vapor sensors in the near infrared) (see 
Harrison, 2014, for more details).

22.3 Particle Imaging Techniques

In this section, we summarise the operating principles and practical application of Particle 
Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Lagrangian Particle Tracking (LPT) techniques at UFS.

22.3.1 Particle Image Velocimetry
Thirty-five years since the first mention of its development in the literature, PIV capabilities have 
evolved from simple two-dimensional, two-component velocimetry to fully time-resolved, 
three-dimensional, three-component velocity, acceleration and pressure measurements (Scarano 
2013). The ability to provide spatially detailed flow-field information, in comparison to single-point 
measurements like HWA, is perhaps why PIV has become the dominant approach to velocity 
measurement in experimental fluid mechanics (Westerweel et al. 2013). Several reviews and 
books have been dedicated to its principles and practice; in particular, Raffel (2007) and Adrian 
& Westerweel (2011) have become popular references amongst the fluid mechanics community.

The CloudKite PIV system, illustrated in Figure 5, has been developed to make measurements 
of the turbulence in clouds at UFS. The main advantages of PIV in this context are its ability to 
operate under variable imaging conditions and still provide comprehensive, spatial information 
about the turbulent flow. This allows fundamental turbulence quantities to be measured inside 
a cloud (turbulence intensity, structure functions, energy dissipation rate) without approxima-
tion. The basic setup is typical of 2D PIV. A dual-cavity laser is equipped with cylindrical lenses 
to generate a “light sheet”, which provides pulsed, planar illumination of seeding particles 
(droplets) embedded in the flow. A digital camera records pairs of images illuminated by se-
quential light pulses, separated by a time interval ∆t. The velocity field is inferred from the 
displacement of particles over this interval.

Fig. 5: CAD visualisation of the CloudKite instrument box, which can perform autonomous measure-
ments in the air or on the deck of the UFS. The double-cavity Nd:YAG PIV laser illuminates cloud droplets 
within a thin laser sheet with double pulses at short time intervals. A high-speed digital camera captures 
image pairs of the illuminated droplets that can be used for PIV or PTV analysis.
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Figure 6 illustrates the operating principle of 2D PIV. Before measurement, a calibration is per-
formed to map camera images to a 2D plane coincident with the laser sheet. Pattern-matching 
between image pairs measures the displacement field ∆x of particles in the plane. Since the 
particles follow the flow, the velocity field v is estimated as v = ∆x/∆t. Image pairs are analysed 
piece-wise by subdividing them into Interrogation Windows or IWs (A). The spatial cross-corre-
lation function is computed between IWs of image pairs (B). This correlation function has a 
maximum or “peak” at a location, which corresponds to the displacement ∆x of the particle 
pattern and can be located to sub-pixel accuracy. Performing this procedure for all IWs yields 
2D vector fields (C). Modern PIV algorithms iterate this procedure over multiple passes in a 
predictor-corrector scheme to enhance accuracy and dynamic range and incorporate addition-
al steps to filter the result and reject obvious measurement errors. Several (tens of) open source 
and commercial software packages are available to perform this process.

Three basic rules of thumb inform the design of PIV measurements (Raffel 2007). Firstly, the seed-
ing concentration should be sufficiently high to ensure around ten particles or more can be matched 
between IWs. Secondly, the maximum displacement should not exceed around one-quarter of the 
interrogation window size. Thirdly, the maximum displacement difference across each IW is limited 
to a fraction (3 % or so) of the IW size. Violation of any of these criteria by even a factor of two 
substantially reduces the measurement reliability. Coupled with limits on displacement measure-
ment accuracy, these constraints limit the measurement accuracy of PIV to about 1 % of full range 
at best. For a given flow and spatial resolution, measurement accuracy is optimised by selecting 
the largest feasible ∆t. In field measurements, the flow velocity and turbulence intensity can sig-
nificantly vary over a timescale of seconds. The CloudKite incorporates a system to select an opti-
mal ∆t in real-time for each snapshot of the flow taken. This is accomplished using a pitot tube to 
estimate the bulk flow velocity at the time of the measurement, from which ∆t is set.

22.3.2 Lagrangian Particle Tracking
Like PIV, Lagrangian Particle Tracking is an optical velocimetry technique capable of making two- or 
three-dimensional velocity and acceleration measurements of particles from recorded images of 
their motion. It can be combined with photogrammetric or holographic techniques to measure 
particle size. Extensive developments have been made over its five-decade history, summarised 
by (Dracos 1996) and (Raffel2018). Owing to the simplicity of the technique, several groups within 
the fluid mechanics community have developed LPT codes, many of which are publicly available.

In contrast to PIV, which examines groups of particles, LPT involves the optical tracking of in-
dividual particles. Because of the requirement to unambiguously identify and follow particles, 
LPT is typically limited to simultaneously measuring an order of magnitude fewer particles than 
a comparable PIV measurement. This significantly reduces the spatial information simultane-
ously available. On the other hand, since flow information is localised to the position of indi-
vidual particles rather than averaged over an interrogation window, very high spatial resolution 
can be achieved. The most significant benefit of LPT is the ability to examine the flow evolution 
from a Lagrangian perspective, moving with the flow. This makes it a natural tool for the study 
of turbulent transport and mixing (Yeung 2002) and droplet formation in clouds (Shaw 2003), 
which are problems most conveniently analysed in the Lagrangian frame.

Fig. 6: Working principle of 2D PIV analysis: (a) start with image pairs divided into interrogation windows, 
(b) calculation of displacement, and (c) determination of velocity field.
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Several variations on particle tracking methods exist (Maas et al. 1993; Dracos 1996; Ouellette 
et al. 2006; Schanz et al. 2016). Most operate on time-resolved videos of particle motion, cap-
tured from multiple perspectives. Although implementations differ, the core steps are illustrat-
ed in Figure 7. These are: image registration, where particle images are identified and their 
positions located on the image plane; stereo-matching and triangulation, where correspond-
ences are made between particle images across cameras to reconstruct 3D particle positions; 
and tracking, where particles in one frame are associated with their trajectories through previ-
ous frames. This process is performed sequentially, building up tracks by stepping through each 
video frame. Particle velocity and acceleration are obtained by numerically differentiating its 
position measurement.

One exciting application of LPT at UFS is to explore the formation and collision of cloud drop-
lets in situ. Figure 8 shows the setup of the Seesaw experiment at UFS, which implements a 
3D LPT setup. Three cameras are mounted on a vibration damped camera box on a moving 
sled, sat amongst the clouds on the rooftop of UFS. Light from a fibre-coupled, pulsed laser is 

used to provide volumetric illumination of a 
common field-of-view shared between cam-
eras. This allows us to simultaneously record 
videos of ambient water droplets from three 
perspectives.

The Seesaw experiment at UFS has a number 
of unique features optimised for cloud meas-
urements (Bertens et al. 2021). The most strik-
ing feature is the sled, which allows the cam-
eras to follow particles as they are swept 
along by the prevailing wind. By doing so, the 
residence time of the particles within the 
measurement volume is extended to sample 
each particle hundreds of times on its pas-
sage through the volume. This is necessary to 
reliably measure each particle’s motion and 
properties. Considerable technical effort has 
been expended in the design of the 3D LPT 
setup to minimise its weight, whilst maintain-
ing enough stiffness to accelerate up to 5 m/s 
and stop again over a distance of only 5 m. 
Stringent requirements upon the temporal 
resolution, which oversamples the Kolmogo-
rov timescale by a factor of 100, have been 
achieved. These are necessary to reliably 
measure the Lagrangian acceleration (Mor-
dant et al. 2004), which exhibits rapid, ex-
treme fluctuations hundreds of standard de-
viations in excess of the mean. Additional 
effort has been made in the automation of 
data acquisition systems, which can support 

Fig. 7: The core steps of 3D Lagrangian Particle Tracking

Fig. 8: Schematic (a) of Seesaw LPT experiment situated on the rooftop 
of UFS and (b) a detailed view of the camera box. Using angled mirrors, 
the three cameras are able to view droplets as they are illuminated by a 
laser beam from above.
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a peak data acquisition rate of 4 TB of images per hour thanks to the direct integration of the 
experiment with a high performance computing and storage cluster. The high data throughput 
is necessary to acquire a statistically converged sampling of transient clouds, which have a 
typical duration of tens of minutes.

The experimental challenges of working in the field impact the particle tracking algorithms used 
to process the data. Despite moving with the flow, a large measurement volume is required to 
ensure sufficiently long residence times due to the unpredictability of the droplet’s velocity. This 
results in a low illuminating power density, requiring the use of large apertures and shallow 
viewing angles and results in the majority of droplets’ images being out-of-focus on the sensor. 
Extracting accurate position information under these circumstances requires state-of-the-art 
techniques, which we have developed building upon the Shake The Box algorithm (Schanz 2016). 
The approach is to improve the efficiency of the image registration and tracking steps (see Figure 
7) by accurately modelling the images formed by droplets upon the camera sensor over an 
entire video sequence. By fitting this model to the observed images, the reliability and accuracy 
of image registration is improved enough to track over 10’000 droplets simultaneously.

22.4 Optical measurement of particle size and shape

Phase Doppler Interferometry (PDI), also known as Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA), is 
a technique to measure one velocity component, size, and sometimes phase (Bachalo 1980; 
Chuang et al. 2008). A dual PDI probe in a cloud on the UFS and a diagram of its operation are 
shown in Figure 9. One laser beam is split into two equal beams which are crossed in a small 

volume with an angle 2α between them. The split beams    
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ed interference fringes.

A particle in the overlap acts as a lens and mirror for the fringes. One or more photodetectors 
record the reflected or refracted fringes, which sweep past the detector/s as the particle moves 
in the y-direction. The detectors record so called Doppler bursts of the sweeping fringes. For 
approximately spherical particles (water and some ice), the Doppler burst frequency is related 

to velocity by   f  d   =    1 __ 
π

    k |  v  y  | sin α, while the difference in phase between photodetectors is related 

to size (Bachalo 1980; Chuang et al. 2008). The special case of only one detector is Laser Doppler 
Velocimetry/Anemometry (LDV/A, see Foreman et al., 1965), which cannot obtain size.

In practice, however, three or more detectors are used to to resolve particle diameter over a 
large range by resolving phase ambiguity and a small frequency shift is applied to one split 
beam to make sweeping fringes so that the sign of   v  y   can be determined and   v  y   ≈ 0 can be 
resolved reliably. See Bachalo (1980), Sankar et al. (1991) and Chuang et al. (2008) for more 
details.

Fig. 9: (left) Dual PDI probe in a cloud at the UFS. (right) The working principle of Phase Doppler Inter-
ferometry (PDI). A laser beam is split and made to overlap producing fringes. A droplet passes through, 
causing refracted fringes to sweep, which are recorded as Doppler bursts by photodetectors. The 
 frequency and phase differences between the Doppler bursts are related to the droplet y-velocity and 
 diameter.
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Another interference technique is holography, which can measure many particle positions, sizes, 
and shapes simultaneously. The most common setup is in-line holography where a coherent 
light beam is sent through the volume and the diffraction pattern resulting from the beam and 
the light occluded and scattered by the particles is captured by a camera (Borrmann & Jaenicke 
1993; Henneberger et al. 2013; Spuler & Fugal 2011). An example instrument, HALOHolo, is 
shown in Fig. 10a. The diffraction patterns cast by an obstruction in the beam (e. g. a particle) are 
a function of the distance from the obstruction to the camera, its size, and its shape. Fig. 10b 
shows a circle, a rectangle, and a six-pointed star obstructions. Their calculated diffraction pat-
terns are shown in Fig. 10c. The interference patterns acquired by the camera must be recon-
structed, which consists of diffracting the acquired image backwards (such as in Fig. 10d), to get 
the particle shapes, sizes, and positions which includes the distance from the camera. A holo-
gram and its reconstruction from a measured ice particle are shown in Fig. 10e and 10f. The 
particle positions and sizes from a hologram obtained on 25 September 2019 from a long- lasting 
cloud at the UFS are shown in Fig. 10 g.

The main advantages of holography are that it can be done with one camera and few optical 
elements, a weak laser, and a large depth of field. However, hologram reconstruction is very 
expensive in person hours (analog) or computation time (digital) (Schlenczek 2018). Depth 
resolution is limited, although a dual inline holography setup can mitigate this at the cost of 
added complexity and great difficulty in field use (Raupach et al. 2006). It is also difficult to 
distinguish the phase between small droplets and approximately spherical ice particles (Korolev 
et al. 2017). Notable results from holography in clouds include the observation of nonuniform 
droplet spatial distributions (Borrmann et al. 1993; Uhlig et al. 1998), partitioning of ice and 
droplets in mixed-phase clouds (Lohmann et al. 2016; Schlenczek 2018), size and spatial distri-
butions in ice clouds (O’Shea et al. 2016; Schlenczek et al. 2017), and the analysis of mixing in 
convective clouds (Beals et al. 2015).

Fig. 10: (a) The HALOHolo instrument (Schlenczek 2018). (b) Mask of three obstructions used for the 
 synthetic hologram in (c) which are a 100 μm circle, a 100 μm × 400 μm rectangle, and a 300 μm wide 
sixpointed star. (c) Synthetic hologram for (b) 10 cm away from the mask for 355 nm light. (d) Recon-
struction of (c) using the technique of Fugal et al. (2009). (e) Measured hologram of an ice particle.  
(f) Reconstruction of (e) using the technique of Fugal et al. (2009). (g) Positions (mm) and sizes of cloud 
droplets (color-coded) measured by 4 HALOHolo at UFS on 25 September 2019, 10:29:59 UTC. The 
 position of the ice particle from (e) and (f) is shown as a red star.
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22.5 Outlook

With the Seesaw experiment at UFS, it will become possible for the first time to study the effect 
of gravity on the acceleration and velocity statistics of the drops in a high-Reynolds number 
turbulent flow with small ε. Since the accelerations and velocities involved are rather small, the 
shaking of the 3D LPT setup must be kept to a minimum in order not to introduce an artificial 
signal to the data. This is possible by carefully selecting the acceleration profile of the sled for 
each given velocity, isolating the vibrations of the sled from the setup via dampers and springs, 
and finally measuring and subtracting any remaining vibrations using a set of accelerometers.

We are also working on a way to use the existing LPT setup to measure the size of each indi-
vidual droplet within our measurement volume, based on the amount of light it scatters onto 
the sensor. Given that we have data from 3 cameras available, each at a slightly different angle 
with respect to the incident laser beam, and that we track each droplet over substantial length 
of time, it should be possible to deduce the droplet size by reference to the known Mie scatter-
ing curves. This would allow conditioning droplet statistics on their size and yield more insight 
into the dynamics, as opposed to kinematics, of these objects.

We plan on eventually flying the Cloudkite (instrument diagram in Figure 5) from the Zugspitze 
to perform PIV (or 2-frame LPT when the particle concentration is low), holographic, hotwire, 
etc. measurements in clouds further from the mountainside (about 500 m) to reduce topograph-
ic effects. The Cloudkite will have a very high volumetric sample rate (~1 L/s) in order to get 
large statistics on the positions and sizes of cloud particles seen by its holography system, and 
cloud and particle velocities from its PIV system.

Combining the seesaw, the ultrasonic anemometers, and likely the HALOHolo instrument from 
Figure 10a on the deck of the UFS with the Cloudkite in the sky above; we hope to look at cloud 
microphysics at unprecedented detail including performing two point measurements from the 
ground and the Cloudkite at the same time which is important for looking at the spatial variation 
of particle dynamics within clouds. We hope these measurements will better elucidate the ‘cloud 
problem’. Eventually, we hope that the subgrid cloud modelling of clouds in weather and cli-
mate models will be improved so that we can better predict the weather and climate.
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